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You asked, �What is this transient pattern?�If we tell the truth of it, it will be a long story;It is a pattern that came up out of an oceanAnd in a moment returned to the ocean�s depth.
Omar Khayyám(?1050 � ?1123)



Chapter One
GIANTS AND DRAGONS
On sunday mornings, when the weather was fine, Father used to take meto see my grandmother, pushing the perambulator with the cream-col-oured silk awning through two or three miles of south-west Londonstreets.As soon as he had swung open the front gate I used to run up the pathand rattle the shining brass letter-box until someone came to let us in, allthe time peering eagerly through the coloured glass panels of the biggreen front door. The hall never failed to interest me, and never did I passthrough it without pausing to look up at the Nepalese kukris and Chineseswords and chopstick-sets with which the walls were decorated, andrarely could I refrain from ringing the Tibetan ritual handbell that stoodin a corner behind the door.What most of all drew my attention was the big Chinese picture on theleft-hand wall. This Father had lifted me up to look at ever since I was ababy and it was thus among the most familiar objects of my childhood. Al-most square in shape, it depicted an august and mysterious personageseated cross-legged on a kind of throne. He was arrayed in loosely flow-ing robes and behind his head was a nimbus. His features, which weremarkedly oriental, with slant almond eyes that gazed into the far dis-tance, were expressive of a remarkable combination of benignity andpower. This enigmatic being was surrounded by half a dozen figures,some making offerings, others playing on musical instruments. None ofthem was more than a tenth of the size of their master, whom for this rea-son I called the Giant.Running into the sitting-room, I found objects to gaze at, and even tohandle, which were hardly less wonderful than those in the hall. The Chi-nese cloisonné vases were as fine as any of those which, in later years, I sawin Tibetan temples and at the houses of wealthy Chinese friends, and the



exquisite shape of some of them has been in my experience unique. Onegreat flagon-shaped pair with gold dragon handles depicted houses, gar-dens, and human figures. Even now, at a distance of more than fortyyears, I can still see a favourite figure in blue gown and black cap standingpensively among the toy hills.Round each of the other vases, all of which were a deep rich blue, coileda five-clawed imperial dragon with white beard and tusks, red horns,black eyes, purple mane, and scales picked out in gold. Each dragon hadits jewel and spat flame in its defence. Of these mysterious beasts it neveroccurred to me to feel afraid, and certainly they were never for me, asthey are for the Christian tradition, symbolical of evil. It was thereforewithout astonishment that I learned, in later life, that to the Chinese thedragon had been for thousands of years the symbol of the yang, thebright, masculine, creative principle of the universe, even as the phoenix,with which I was unacquainted,was the symbol of the yin, the dark, femi-nine, destructive principle.On the mantelpiece was a small sedent bronze image which, when ableto talk, I learned to call the Empress Dowager. When I shook it, it rattled.This figure, the features of which I remember as well as those of any livingface, I now know represented not the last Manchu ruler of imperial Chinabut the �Goddess of Mercy�, Kwan Yin, the feminized Chinese version ofthe Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, one of the most popular figures of theIndian Buddhist pantheon. The rattling noise must have been producednot, as I then supposed, by a stone, but by one of those holy relics whichthe Buddhists of China, like those of Tibet, frequently sealed in images.In grandmother�s kitchen there hung, on opposite walls, the portraitsof two men, one in naval the other in military uniform. The man in thefirst, which was considerably larger, wore a walrus moustache and musthave been about thirty. The man in the second picture, which was slightlyyellowed, had a small trim moustache and seemed to be in his early twen-ties. At that time it puzzled me very much to be told that both men weremy grandfather, for Nana, as we called her, had been twice married andtwice widowed. By each marriage she had had two children, a boy and agirl, Father being the eldest. It was her second husband who was respon-sible for introducing into the house the exotic objects described. Of partlyPortuguese descent, he had travelled widely, at one time serving in theMerchant Navy. At the time of the Boxer Rebellion he was working for theImperial Chinese Government on the construction of railways and, hav-ing a mania for curios, took advantage of the sack of the Summer Palace atPekin to add to his collection.
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Grandfather was also a photographer, it seems, for there was an albumof photographs taken at the time of the rebellion. Kneeling on theground, hands pinioned behind their backs, were rows of naked rebels,some with their severed heads already at the executioner�s feet. My sisterand I spent many happy hours looking at these pictures, until one dayNana realized that they were not the most suitable thing for children tosee.About Nana�s first husband, my own grandfather, I knew even less thanI did about her second. This was partly because he had died so young thatFather had no recollections of him to share with me. All I knew was thathe came of a good Suffolk family, being the youngest of eight brothers,and that after their marriage he and Nana, the daughter of a Norfolksmallholder, had gone to live at Woolwich, where Father was born.Grandfather was then working in the War Office, on account of his finecopper-plate hand being assigned the responsibility of writing out thecommissions that went to the Queen for signature. On his sudden deathfrom pneumonia Nana was left to support herself and two small children,one of them still a baby. Being a woman of great strength of character shemet the situation courageously and from odd reminiscences of hers inlater years I gathered that at different times she had worked as char-woman, parlourmaid, and housekeeper. After five or six years of this hardlife she had married again and come to live in Tooting.Between Father and his sister, who was also my godmother, existed avery strong affinity. Besides inheriting Nana�s heavy eyebrows, blue-greyeyes, and aquiline nose, both of them were, like her, outspoken in opinionand firm in adherence to principle. But whereas Auntie Noni was excep-tionally self-possessed, and could make the deadliest remarks with theutmost coolness, Father was hot-tempered in the extreme and almostmorbidly quick to take offence. Since he was of a generous and forgivingnature his anger never lasted long, however, and by the time I was bornhis temper was more or less under control. Indeed, he was an unusuallygood man. Unselfishness was second nature to him, and it was long be-fore I met anyone who so consistently and so cheerfully put the happi-ness of others before his own. Auntie Noni, who was unmarried, idolizedhim. This was perhaps natural. Unfortunately, she was also in the habit ofsinging his praises to Mother and reminding her, on every possible occa-sion, what a good man Father was and how lucky she was to have mar-ried him. This last remark was always conveyed in a tone whichsuggested that having such a man for a husband was a miracle for which
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Mother ought to go down on her unworthy knees and render thanks toheaven.Unlike Mother, both Father and Auntie Noni had a very lively sense ofhumour and were excellent raconteurs. Father�s stories, which he told mewhen I had been put to bed, were usually about his own life, especially hisschooldays and his experiences in the trenches during the Great War. Inthis way I learned how he had given a false age in order to enlist, how hehad lived under shell-fire, and how he had seen comrades blown to bitsand had been himself badly wounded, as well as how he had woken up ina hospital tent without the use of his right arm, which was permanentlydisabled. While convalescing in the Church Lane Hospital, UpperTooting, he met Mother, who was working there as a VAD. One of hismore amusing stories was about her helping him clamber over the hospi-tal wall at night when he had stayed out after hours. They were marriedin 1919, when Father was nineteen and Mother perhaps twenty. Six yearslater, in a nursing home in Stockwell only a stone�s throw from the spotwhere the English Buddhist monk Ananda Maitreya had died two yearsearlier, I was born.At the time of my birth my parents were living in Nana�s house inTooting, where they occupied the upstairs flat. They had moved theresome years earlier when, on learning that my mother was pregnant,Nana had shifted to Southfields. Brick-walled and slate-roofed, with adusty privet hedge, lace-curtained windows, and highly polished frontdoor, this modest terrace property was one of the hundreds of thousandswhich, standing back to back in interminable rows, help to make up thevast maze of mutually intersecting streets that is suburban London.What I take to be my earliest memory, however, finds me not outsidethe house but inside it, in my parents� bedroom. Lying at night in the bigdouble bed, where I had been put to sleep, I used to stare up at the foliatedstucco ceiling-piece, the size and shape of a cartwheel, from the centre ofwhich depended the unlit gas-bracket. As the motors passed up anddown the main road at the top of the street their headlights swung roundthe ceiling-piece like great bright spokes round a shadowy hub. If the mo-tors were going south, towards the coast, the spokes swung clockwise; ifnorth, to the city�s heart, in the opposite direction. With the clanging ofdistant tram-bells and the low roar and rumble of the other traffic in myears, I used to lie in the darkness and watch the spokes turning now thisway, now that, and now both ways simultaneously as two motors crossedeach other, until lulled to sleep.
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As I grew older I naturally became dissatisfied with passive contempla-tion. �Mother, can I go out to play?� was my constant cry. The natural play-ground of the London child is, of course, the street, but there I was notallowed to play until after I had started school. In the meantime, there-fore, I played on the black and white tiles of the porch and behind thedusty privet with my sister Joan, fifteen months younger than myself,and a girl of my own age who lived up the street. Sometimes we played sonoisily that �the lady downstairs� had to tap gently on the window of herfront room to quieten us. When it rained, or when I was not allowed toplay �out in the front�, my refrain was, �Mother, can Frances come in toplay?� Usually she could. Our favourite indoor game was �dressing up�,for which we ransacked the house for old lace curtains. As a special treatwe were sometimes allowed to borrow the embroidered veil in which Fa-ther and I had been christened, and then great was our joy, for instead ofplaying mothers and fathers, as we usually did, we could play at wed-dings. In my case this love of dressing up persisted much longer than itdid with the girls, and even at the age of eight I could spend hours in frontof the wardrobe mirror experimenting with different styles of dress. Jer-sey and knickerbockers were not my real costume, I felt, and almost des-perately I swathed and draped myself in lengths of material, searching invain for my true vesture. The only times I felt satisfied were when, withthe help of a Red Ensign, I achieved a toga-like effect which, though notexactly right, was to some extent what I desired. Gravely holding grand-father�s silver-mounted amber cane, I would then stand gazing at my re-flection with solemn pleasure.Half-way up the street, on the other side of the road, stood the schoolFather had attended as a boy and to which, at the age of four, I too wassent. Ever since I could remember I had seen its turquoise green cupolasagainst the sky, and heard its bell ringing twice a day. Nevertheless, on theday of my admission I was so frightened that I ran home at the first oppor-tunity. This reluctance to study did not last long and I spent in the Infants�Department four not unhappy years � the longest period of continuousschooling I was ever to receive.After tea on weekdays, all day Saturday (though not usually onSunday), as well as practically every day during the holidays, we werefree to play in the street. Frances, Joan, and I continued to share ourgames, for though we knew many other children we formed a self-con-tained little confederacy and were happiest playing with one another. Wenever played all our games on one day. As I look back it seems that ourgames had their cycles and that conkers and marbles, spinning-tops and
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hopscotch, came and went in accordance with laws as immutable as thoseof physics or chemistry. On or about a certain day in August, for example,all the children in the neighbourhood would begin making grottoes, anyattempt to set them up earlier, or to prolong their existence for more thanthree weeks, being regarded as extremely reprehensible. These grottoes,which were always built on the pavement against a wall, consisted ofshells or small stones arranged in the form of a square, within whichcould be set flowers, small pieces of crockery, and any bright or curiousobject. After constructing the grottoes we had the right to sit by them anddemand coppers from the passers-by.Another event that loomed large in our year was Derby Day, whenthroughout the afternoon and evening and until late at night a continu-ous stream of cars, buses, coaches, and horsedrawn carts and carriages, allpacked with happy and excited racegoers, would be flowing past the topof the street along the main road between London and Epsom. Wavingred, white, and blue streamers, swarms of excited children would bestanding on the kerb, their parents generally hovering behind to see thatthey did not fall under the wheels of the vehicles. When, races over andbets lost and won, the stream of traffic set more and more steadily in thehomeward direction, our excitement reached its climax. Each brightly litcoach that swung slowly past us would be greeted by a shout of �Throwout yer mouldies!� whereupon the beerily jovial occupants would flinginto our midst handfuls of coppers for which we scrambled and foughtuntil the next coach came along. At intervals, with the crack of a whip andthe jingle of beribboned harness, there would pass by, in all the glory ofinnumerable gleaming pearl buttons, a Pearly King and Pearly Queen.They were always stout and elderly, while the Queen, who was generallystouter than the King and laughed with even greater heartiness, invari-ably wore a wide black hat with enormous ostrich plumes that noddedand danced at every step the pony took.Yet another annual event was Guy Fawkes Day. As soon as it was dark,Joan and I, Mother and Father, and sometimes Nana and Auntie Noni too,would file downstairs into our tiny back yard where the guy had alreadybeen propped up in the middle of the concrete. After Father had sprin-kled him with paraffin he was set on fire, whereupon the flames wouldleap up, the smoke swirl, and the darkness be lit up with a ruddy glare inwhich our faces would glow crimson and our voices sound strangely dif-ferent. Sparklers, which we could run about with in our hands, and Ro-man Candles and Golden Rain, which had to be set at a distance on theground, would then be ignited. Catherine wheels would go whizzing
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round, broadcasting a shower of rainbow sparks, and red and green rock-ets spring hissing up into the night. Squibs and crackers exploded at ourfeet. In less than half an hour our Guy Fawkes would be blazing merrily.Ten more minutes and its head, charred features no longer recognizable,would collapse into the flames, sending up a shower of orange-goldsparks. Within the hour the bonfire would have burned itself out and thelast flames have subsided, leaving only a mass of glowing embers. Stand-ing silent in the darkness, our shouts and laughter hushed, we wouldlook up through the misty air and see that the stars had come out in thechill November sky.To what extent London children keep up the old customs, or are famil-iar with the traditional sights and sounds, I do not know. Perhaps theystill hear the muffin-bell in the distance, still see the knife-grinder push-ing his grinding-wheel through narrow suburban streets and therag-and-bone man offering tortoises and goldfish in exchange for scrapiron, old clothes, old newspapers, and broken china. But I am sure none ofthem ever saw the lamplighter on his rounds. Even before we left thehouse at Tooting the old gas streetlights, which on rainy days were re-flected in a strange iridescence from the wet pavements, had been re-placed by electric standards. As late as eight o�clock at the height ofsummer and as early as four o�clock in the depths of winter, the old lamp-lighter would come down the street. Having set his ladder against thearm of the lamp-post he would climb up, open the window of the glassshade, light the mantle, adjust the flame and climb down, shoulder hisladder and be off down the street to the next lamp-post. I am sure there ishardly anything lonelier in the world than a deserted street in a big city,dimly lit at intervals by gas lamps.Not that Joan and I were ever allowed out alone after dark. But some-times in the summer, when it was fully light at six o�clock, Mother wouldsend us to the Broadway to meet Father. Tooting Broadway, where thestatue of Edward VII in royal robes dominated the public conveniencesfrom its marble pedestal, and where the trams lumbered past with adreadful grinding of wheels and shrieking of brakes, was to us the hub ofthe universe. It was, indeed, one of the biggest traffic junctions and busi-est shopping centres in South London, though Father could rememberhow, at the beginning of the century, the High Street had been a countryroad with green fields on either side. Waiting inside the vestibule of theTube, Joan and I used to feast our eyes on the gilded baskets of colourfulhot-house fruits hanging in the windows of Walton�s the Fruiterers. Ev-ery time a blast of hot air struck us from the escalator shaft, which meant a
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train had come in, we craned eagerly forward, searching for Fatheramong the crowd pouring through the gate. As soon as we saw him, bare-headed and attaché case in hand, coming towards us with his rolling,rather nautical stride, we would dash forward and, seizing hold of a handapiece, lead him home in triumph.Once in the kitchen, I would open his case and take out the newspaper,which was always the Daily Herald, for unlike the rest of the family Fatherwas a staunch supporter of the Labour Party. His only concession to con-servatism was to take the Sunday Express, a paper Nana also read. Lateron, I do not know why, he changed to the People. My own interest in theDaily Herald, which I read spread out on the floor, it being too big for me tohold at arm�s length, was strictly non-political. I was interested in follow-ing the adventures of Bobby Bear. Only after informing myself of the lat-est exploits of this hero did I turn to the news. It was from Father�snewspaper, I think, rather than from any school primer, that I learned toread.The first real book I ever handled was the family Bible, with its tooledleather cover and worn gilt clasp, which was so big and heavy that I couldhardly lift it. Imitating Father, I called it �Grandmother�s Bible�, the vol-ume having formerly belonged to Nana�s mother, who was, however, stillliving, and whom I saw only once. The rich blues, reds, and yellows of theillustrations, which depicted such subjects as Daniel kneeling in the lions�den among skulls and ribs and Samson with the ass�s jaw-bone in hishand, had long been familiar to me. One rainy day, when I was five or sixyears old, it occurred to me that instead of merely looking at the pictures Icould read the text, whereupon I promptly spelled my way through thefirst and second chapters of Genesis.If the Bible gave me my first experience of prose, it was from a prayerbook that I had my first taste of poetry. In the sitting-room cupboard,among Father�s books, I discovered at the age of six or seven a volume en-titled Prayer and Praise at Eventide. From the inscription on the flyleaf Igathered that it had been presented to my paternal grandfather by hismother. Opening it, I came on the lines
Stay, pilgrim, stay!Night treads upon the heels of the day.

This was the first time I had ever met a metaphor and I can still recall theshock of delight the experience gave me. Though I read the rest of the vol-ume, even the prayers, none of it had for me the magic of those two lines.
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Nana visited us once a week on the day she came from Southfields toTooting to see her old friends, collect her rents, and do a little shopping.Auntie Noni came less often. With the exception of Father�s friends andtheir wives, nearly all the other visitors were Mother�s relations. The mostfrequent and regular of these were Auntie Kate and Auntie Jessie.Only the creator of the Aunts in The Mill on the Floss could have donethem justice, though neither of them had either the formidability of AuntGlegg or the airs and graces of Aunt Dean. Auntie Kate, who could notquite be called stout, had a watery blue eye with a twinkle in it and woreher hair in a bun kept in position by large hairpins. Her nose, which beingthe family nose could only be called long, was red at the end and shiny, fordespite the expostulations of Mother and Auntie Jessie she refused topowder. Their epithet for her was �old-fashioned�, which was hardly mat-ter for astonishment since she was the eldest of the sisters and had al-ready married and given birth to a son when Mother, who was theyoungest, was still in the cradle. Auntie Kate was in fact an old-timer inmany ways. Even the sweets she brought us were of a kind that musthave been on the market in Dickensian times. Her sense of humour, too,was nineteenth-century, and when on holiday at the seaside she used tosend all her friends and relations comic postcards depicting enormouslyfat women in bathing costumes and with exaggeratedly prominent pos-teriors. Yet Auntie Kate was a victim of melancholia, and in later yearsused to spend her evenings reading Jack the Ripper, after which she wouldput out the light and sit alone in the dark.Auntie Jessie�s epithet was �stately�, even as Mother�s was �vivacious�.She had a full bosom, kind brown eyes, a musical voice, and was alwaysredolent of scent and powder. Moreover she was quiet and gentle, with atouch of sadness in her expression. Unlike Auntie Kate she relished a rib-ald joke well enough to laugh at one but not well enough to tell one, andwhile laughing she always put her hand up to her mouth as if to hide ablush or her rather prominent false teeth.On visiting days the two aunts usually arrived early in the afternoon;but sometimes they came at eleven o�clock, on which occasions AuntieKate would scandalize Mother and Auntie Jessie by producing her ownlunch, cold meat and pickled onions, out of a brown paper bag. After dis-cussing haberdashery and husbands, and drinking innumerable cups oftea, the three sisters would try on one another�s hats, for they all fre-quently bought new ones, and at each meeting at least one hat was pro-duced which at least one sister had not seen. This ritual accomplished,
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Auntie Kate and Auntie Jessie would pull on their gloves, pick up theirhandbags and, after kisses all round, depart to catch the tram home.At that period Auntie Kate lived, as indeed she had always lived, at Ful-ham, and twice or thrice a year Mother and I visited her there. As wecrossed over Wandsworth Bridge and passed the rows of meanly decenthouses where, at six o�clock on a cold December night, one might well betempted to murmur
The winter evening settles downWith smell of steaks in passageways,

Mother would point out to me one house, bigger than the rest, whichheld a special place in her affections. This was the house where she hadbeen born. Sometimes the sight of the old home revived memories, andthen Mother would tell me about the grandfather who had been born inHungary and could speak only a little broken English and in whosesweet-shop she used to help as a girl, and about the father who had been aclarinettist and whom she had sometimes accompanied to recitals on theContinent. She also talked about her brothers and sisters, thirteen innumber, not all of whom I had seen. Uncle Dick, the youngest, who likehis father was a clarinettist, had gone to India at the age of sixteen andjoined the Governor of Bengal�s band. This brother was the innocentcause of one of the cruellest disappointmentsof my boyhood. When I wassix he returned to England on leave. The news of his arrival threw me intoa fever of excitement, for I assumed he would be accompanied by a wholeretinue of Indian servants, and never having set eyes on an Indian beforeI looked forward to his coming to the house with the keenest anticipation.Alas! as the kitchen door opened, and I craned my head forward for aglimpse of the
Dusk faces with white silken turbans wreathed

which I hoped to see beaming over his shoulder, all I saw were the veryEuropean features of Uncle Dick, Auntie Dolly, and my two small cousins.At Christmas time representatives of both Mother�s and Father�s fami-lies would be invited to the house, though Mother often complained that�her side� was being neglected. Preparations for the festival began withthe purchase of large quantities of holly and mistletoe from a barrow atTooting Broadway, where the brightly-lit shop windows already glitteredwith tinsel and where, during Christmas week, the slow-moving crowdsof cheerful shoppers thronged the pavements more and more denselyevery night. The peak was the last Saturday before Christmas, when with
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the help of Nana�s expert eye we bought the turkey, and when the last stirwas given to the Christmas pudding. In the kitchen and the sitting-roomFather would put up paper chains, which we sometimes made ourselvesfrom slips of coloured paper, as well as Chinese lanterns, bunches of bal-loons, and paper bells. There was also a Christmas tree, which we deco-rated with iridescent globes of coloured glass saved from year to year,candles of red, blue, green, and yellow wax, and strings of tinsel. Thelower branches were hung with presents, while at the top of the tree glit-tered a large tinsel star.On Christmas Day itself, the first thing I did was to empty the stockinghanging at the foot of the bed and open the parcels heaped on a chair atmy bedside. In the toe of the stocking there was always a tangerine. Theremainder of the morning was spent in the sitting-room, where therewere dishes of nuts and packets of figs and dates and where, at noon, Joanand I would be given a glass of port wine to drink with our mince pie. Asthe turkey had to be roasted for several hours, Christmas dinner was alate meal. Flushed and triumphant, Mother would emerge from the scul-lery amidst clouds of steam bearing the turkey � a sprig of holly stuck in itsbreast � before her on a large oval dish. After dinner presents were untiedfrom the tree and distributed. In the evening Father sometimes played hisfavourite gramophone records, among which I remember an operaticaria sung by Caruso, of whom he was very fond, and Gershwin�s Rhap-sody in Blue. From the way in which the clarinet climbed the scale in theopening bars of the latter piece I called it �the aeroplane�.Birthdays were celebrated in much the same way, though on a consid-erably reduced scale, turkey and Christmas pudding being replaced by abirthday cake with the appropriate number of candles, while instead ofan assembly of grown-ups there would be a small gathering of children.But for me Christmases and birthdays alike always ended in disaster, for Iwould get keyed up to such a pitch of excitement that, however tired, Icould not bear the thought of going to bed. The result was that Father hadto exert his authority and send me off to my own room in tears. Even soearly in life did I have to learn thatEvery sweet with sour is tempered still.
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Chapter Two
THE CHILDREN�S ENCYCLOPAEDIA
One cold bright December morning, when I was eight years old, I openedmy pyjama jacket, pulled my vest up to my chin, and stood on a chair infront of the window so that the doctor could peer more closely at mychest. It was covered with dull red spots. Making me turn round he scruti-nized my back. The same dull red spots! �Scarlet fever,� he said briefly.�He�ll have to go to hospital.�Though I had had measles and whooping cough, as well as influenza,this was the first time it had been necessary for me to be removed to hos-pital, and I was filled with apprehension. Besides, it was only a week be-fore Christmas, and I was deeply disturbed by the prospect of missingany of the customary festivities. To assuage my fears, a copy of Alice inWonderland was taken prematurely from its hiding-place in a cupboardwith the assurance that, if I was a good boy and went to the hospital with-out making a fuss, I would definitely be home in time to open the rest ofmy presents on Christmas morning. When the ambulance arrived, there-fore, I left quite cheerfully, clutching the Alice in Wonderland and declar-ing loudly that I would be back in four or five days.Perhaps I would not have gone so quietly had I known that I should beaway for five weeks and that, even when I did eventually return, it wouldbe to an existence quite different from the one to which I was accustomed,and that I should be allowed no festivities of any sort for several years.The ward where I found myself in bed an hour later contained aboutforty boys of different ages, all with scarlet fever. At first I took refuge be-hind the Alice in Wonderland, now my sole memento of home. But soonmy nervousness abated, I became used to the disciplined routine of hos-pital life and started making friends with some of the other boys. Our daybegan very early. Long before the short winter day had dawned twocheery cleaners, clad in pink gowns and white aprons, would clatter in



with mops and pails and proceed to swing the castored truckle beds outinto the centre of the ward with a single heave of their brawny arms.When they had swept, scrubbed, dusted, and polished every square inchof wood and metal, so that wood shone like glass and metal gleamed likesilver and gold, beds would be pushed into position against the wall andthe patients given their breakfast. Having never been interested in food, Iremember of the hospital meals only the unpleasant thickness of thechina mugs from which we drank our well-diluted milk. Breakfast fin-ished, faces and hands were washed, ear-passages and nostrils cleaned.Finally, our beds were made, the coarse white sheets being turned backhalf-way down the bed and tucked in so tightly that the mattress curvedlike a bow.Christmas morning found me eagerly untying the parcel Father hadleft in the hall the night before. Though it contained all manner of goodthings, including books and toys, I remember best of all the two sour redplums he had tucked into a corner of the box. In spite of our protests, andeven tears, we were not allowed to keep our presents, all of which wentinto the common toy-box in the bathroom.While the cheerful faces and friendly voices of the two cleaners are stillvivid in my mind, of the nurses, with the exception of the ward sister, I re-member nothing. They were, as no doubt they had been trained to be,machines for taking temperatures and administering medicines, thoughhuman hearts must have beaten somewhere beneath those starched bos-oms. The ward sister was very pretty, and severe almost to the point ofspitefulness. She it was who, every evening before we went to sleep, pen-cil in hand, and with the face of a Medusa, held an investigation into thestate of our bowels during the day, giving a tick in the register if they hadmoved and a zero and a glass of syrup of senna if they had not. Constipa-tion, we were made to feel, was a criminal offence. On one occasion,when I had tremblingly admitted for the third day in succession that I hadhad no motion, she scolded me harshly and told me to go to the lavatoryand sit there until my recalcitrant bowels had moved.Fortunately not all my hospital experiences were as unpleasant. On myreturn from the chicken-pox ward, where I was isolated for a week withthree or four other boys, I was allowed to spend most of the day out ofbed. One morning the other convalescent boys and I were taken down-stairs into the courtyard where we played for an hour in the pallid bright-ness of the winter sunshine under the guardianship of the oldest patient,a lad of twelve. When confined to the ward we amused ourselves slidingup and down the highly polished floor in our stockinged feet. But my
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pleasantest memory is of the hours we spent singing together �Under-neath the Arches�, �Shanty Town�, and the rest of the Flanagan and Allensongs, then at the height of their popularity.While I was in hospital only one boy died. We had been aware for sev-eral days that he was more seriously ill than other patients, for when thedoctors came screens were placed around his bed, and once to our horrorwe saw several yards of rubber piping disappearing behind the greencurtains of the screens. One day two figures, muffled in red cloaks andhoods, came and sat with him for an hour. That night, when only a dimblue light burned in the ward, and the night sister sat writing at the table, Isaw shadowy figures flitting between his bed and the door. They seemedto be carrying something heavy. In the morning, when the screens weredismantled, we saw that the boy was no longer there.On the day of my discharge one of the nurses took Mother aside andtold her that my exceptionally high pulse-rate, which had always been at-tributed to my well-known fear of doctors, might be due to some othercause. She advised her to take me to our own doctor and have my heartthoroughly tested. Alarmed, my parents had this done without delay,and it was discovered that I apparently had valvular disease of the heart.Years later there was considerable controversy between medical menover the cause of my complaint. According to some of them it was due tomy having had rheumatic fever in very early childhood. Our own doctor,however, to whom I had been taken for every cough and cold since I wasborn, maintained that I had never had rheumatic fever. In my own opin-ion the disease was functional, that is, of psychologicalorigin. After I wentto India and took up the practice of Buddhist meditation, which calms themind and helps resolve complexes, there was a marked improvement inmy condition.Whatever the origin of the disease might have been, about the way inwhich it was to be treated the general practitioner had in those days nodoubts. I was ordered to bed, where I had to remain flat on my back.Thenceforward I saw only the nasturtium-patterned walls of my roomwhere, hour after hour for two years, I watched the eyes of the owl clockmoving backwards and forwards with a sharp click-clack as the pendu-lum swung to and fro.Since I had to be kept absolutely quiet, no visitors were admitted. I sawonly the doctor, who at the beginning came thrice a day, the district nurse,and my parents. Once Joan, finding the door open, peeped in with ascared face. A few months prior to my catching scarlet fever I had beenpromoted to the Junior Department at school and my teacher, a
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red-faced, kind-hearted little woman, unwilling to suffer my education tobe discontinued, offered to teach me spelling and arithmetic in her sparetime. But when it was found that these lessons agitated me they werestopped.During the whole period of my confinement my parents were continu-ally occupied by two problems: how to keep me quiet and how to keepme occupied. The first problem, the solution of which was the more ur-gent, inasmuch as my life was thought to depend on it, could be solved bysuch measures as not allowing me ever to sit up in bed by my own exer-tions, and by excluding visitors and shutting out noise. The second, it wassoon discovered, could be solved by providing me with books and maga-zines, and I promptly developed a habit of avid and incessant readingwhich never afterwards left me.Soon after my incarceration began, Father brought into my room anarmful of books from his own library and arranged them in the littlebookcase on the wall, on top of which stood the model yacht White Eaglegiven me by Nana for my seventh birthday. Some of Father�s books I hadalready read. In addition to An Outline of English Church History and apocket Johnson�s Dictionary, both of which like Prayer and Praise at Eventidehad belonged to my grandfather, there were Harrison Ainsworth�s TheTower of London, E.W. Hornung�s Raffles, Walter Besant�s The World WentVery Well Then, Peter the Whaler, Tom Brown�s Schooldays, Kingsley�sHypatia, Charlotte Brontë�s Jane Eyre, and an illustrated English Reader,beside others now forgotten. This odd collection of books, every one ofwhich I read and re-read, laid the foundations of my education, for nei-ther before nor after my illness was I able to learn at school anything thatcould be considered either useful or interesting.Like the baby cuckoo which keeps its sparrow foster-parents flying toand fro all day with food for its insatiable maw, I gave my parents no re-spite from the search for reading matter. Immediately after breakfast Fa-ther would dash round the corner to the newsagent�s and bring me back aboys� weekly, one of which was published every day. My favourite wasthe Wizard, published on Monday, with the Adventurer, Hotspur, andRover following not far behind. The Champion, which appeared on Thurs-day, stood low in favour, for it consisted mainly of stories with a sportingbackground, while the famous Gem and Magnet, which contained noth-ing but rather silly stories about boys in Eton jackets and masters in bil-lowing gowns (the gowns always �billowed� in these stories), I considerednot worth reading. My preference was for the exotic. The indefatigablewriters who, week after week, turned out the latest enthralling instal-
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ment of the serials which I followed with so much interest, catered for thenatural boyish craving for adventure by exploiting three distant parts ofthe globe � Darkest Africa (tom-toms and cannibalism), the Wild West(cattle-rustling and scalping), and the Mysterious East (tongs,opium-fiends, six-inch fingernails, and throwing-hatchets). One serial,however, had a Dyak head-hunter for hero, while in another Tibetan la-mas in tall hoods, and with steel-devouring termites concealed in theseams of their robes, came to England and gained hypnotic control over achampion football team as a means of raising money for theirgovernment.Of all the stories it was the ones about the Mysterious East that most ex-cited my interest and stimulated my imagination, and I had not beenmany months in bed when I wrote a story of my own set in the sameopium-laden atmosphere of warring tongs and international smugglingrings, where fatal hatchets suddenly flashed through the air from silkensleeves, and men who had talked were dragged out of the river by the po-lice. This story was my first literary effort. No doubt Father read it, andperhaps he thought that vicarious escapes from sudden and violentdeath were not the best thing for valvular disease of the heart, and I didno more writing.Out of the dozen or so books he had given me, my greatest favouriteswere Jane Eyre and Hypatia. I can still see the narrow black figure ofMr Brocklehurst astride Mrs Reed�s hearthrug, still hear him orderingJane�s naturally curly hair to be shorn as a rebuke to worldly vanity, afterwhich awful sentence his wife and daughters (exquisite satire!) come rus-tling into the room in all the splendour of their silk and satin and glory offalse fronts and flowing ringlets. No less vividly do I remember thehaughty Miss Blanche at the piano, Mr Rochester making his unconven-tional declaration, and the mad wife escaping from her chamber at mid-night to rend Jane�s bridal veil. In fact almost every incident in thisextraordinary novel, which ten years later I could still read with enjoy-ment, is printed indelibly on my mind.Much less vivid is Hypatia, which as literature merely flutters its wingswhere Jane Eyre soars with ease, though strong impressions of this tale ofthe best of Paganism and the worst of Christianity in naked conflict stillremain. My sympathies were very much with the last of the Neoplato-nists, and I was unspeakably shocked when the Christian mob, incited byCyril the archbishop, tore her to pieces on the altar-steps of the great basil-ica beneath the very eyes of Christ. But even more deeply than by thistragic incident was I impressed by Hypatia�s address to her students, in
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the course of which I heard for the first time the thunder-roll of Homericverse, and by the description of her lying rigid upon her couch while hersoul flew alone to the Alone. This was my first acquaintance with mysticalreligion and was never to be forgotten.Religion in any form had not, indeed, occupied a very prominent placein my early life. Though baptized soon after birth into the Church of Eng-land, to which Father�s family belonged, I had never been made to com-ply with any form of religious observance. For a short while Joan and Iattended Sunday school at the nearby Congregational Church, sitting ona hard bench against the wall in the bottom class and feeling extremelybored. More interesting was my first service, from which I returned to tellmy parents that I had seen the Holy Ghost. Enquiry revealed that thisphenomenon was in fact the minister, who had appeared in a white sur-plice.My parents� indifference to religious observances was due, I think, notso much to any deficiency of religious instinct on their part as to the life-less formalism which seemed to have blighted all the churches, chapels,tabernacles, and meeting houses of Tooting. The only sign of spiritual lifeto be discerned in our neighbourhood were the grey-haired SalvationArmy lasses who, in poke bonnets and with banners bearing suchlegends as �JESUS DIED FOR YOU�, stood under the leadership of anaged captain outside the Trafalgar public house every Sunday morningand in cracked voices sang doleful hymns to the squeak of a concertinaand the rattle of tambourines. Father always gave them a copper, forthough, like most Londoners, he could not agree with their religiousopinions, he respected them for their integrity and for the nobility of theirsocial work.Only once do I remember seeing a clergyman in the street. This was theCongregational minister, who, like Mr Chadband, wore black and was afat yellow man who looked as though he had a good deal of train oil in hissystem. Probably this clerical elusiveness helped give me the feelingwhich, during the present century, has become almost universal in Pro-testant countries, that religion is the business of the clergy and that itsmanifestations are confined in space to the churches and in time toSunday mornings and evenings. At any rate, no clergyman was everknown to visit the house, and only after removal to another part ofTooting did we become the object of ministerial solicitude.When orthodoxy decays heterodoxy flourishes, and in the absence ofmore solid spiritual nourishment Father turned to the Ancient and Mysti-cal Order of Druids, of which he became a member, and to Dr Coué�s New
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Thought, while Mother turned to the Rechabites. My first experience of areligious gathering took place under the auspices of this obscure sect,whose principal tenet was teetotalism. I accompanied Mother to a meet-ing at the suggestion of one of her friends, the mother of a class-mate ofmine, who said, �Oh, Gerald simply loves Rechabites!� I did not love them.All they did was to sit gloomily around a table in a small room in Balhamwhile an elderly man read aloud from a black Bible, after which theydrank cups of strong tea. Perhaps they said prayers too, but I do not re-member any. Mother was probably as dissatisfied as I was, for she soonstopped going. When I was older she dabbled in Spiritualism and at-tended séances with a friend. Later she joined the Baptist Church atStreatham, which for a time occupied an important place in my own reli-gious life, and still later, under her son�s guidance, she became mildly in-terested in Buddhism.Beneath these changes in religious affiliation her basic attitude re-mained unaltered. Nothing that anyone was reported to have said ordone, however wicked, ever roused her indignation or made her feel,even when she had herself been wronged, that they should be punishedby human hand. In her opinion the consequences of one�s actions wereinescapable, and he who did evil inevitably suffered. At the same time shenever alluded to God, whom one born a Christian might be expected toregard as a rewarder of good and punisher of evil, from which I concludethat she believed in a principle not unlike the Buddhist karma, accordingto which pleasant and painful sensations arise in natural dependenceupon pure and impure mental states respectively without the interven-tion of any external agency.Having nothing to do except read, the rapidity with which I could de-vour a book became quite alarming: I must have held the world record fora boy of my age. How many words one issue of the Wizard or Hotspur con-tained I no longer recollect, but I remember boasting to Father, who hadfondly imagined that one of them sufficed me for a whole day, that it hadlasted twenty-five minutes exactly by the owl clock. Instead of beingpleased with my precocity he looked dismayed. It was rather as thoughthe baby cuckoo, after swallowing a particularly fat and juicy worm,which its overworked foster parents had thought would satisfy its de-mands for the day, should immediately open its beak and declare it wasstill hungry. Fortunately the problem was solved by the next-door neigh-bours. This kind-hearted couple, a printer and his wife, who had passedtheir Everybody�s over the fence to us every week for several years, nowgave me a complete set, in sixty-one parts, of Harmsworth�s Children�s
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Encyclopaedia. This was a sizeable morsel even for a digestion like mine,and it kept me fairly quiet for the remainder of the two years.Alfred Harmsworth, afterwards Lord Northcliffe, has sometimes beenridiculed on account of his enthusiasm for popular education; but I fer-vently blessed him for the Children�s Encyclopaedia. All sixty-one parts (in-cluding the Index) were at my bedside day and night, and rarely was Iseen without one of them in my hand. Thanks to Mr Harmsworth I wasno longer alone in my little room with the nasturtium-patternedwallpaper, the owl clock, the model yacht, and my one dozen oft-readvolumes. I could now speak with the good and wise of all ages; I could fol-low Nature into her innermost recesses and explore all her secrets, fromthe constitution of the heavens to the structure of a crystal. The pageantof history from its first dawnings in Egypt, China, and Babylonia, passedwith all its kings and princes, its priests and nobles and common people,before my eyes. The buskined and unbuskined heroes of ancient andmodern tragedy trod my bedside rug for their stage. Perseus slewMedusa the Gorgon, Hercules performed his Twelve Labours, and Jasonwent in search of the Golden Fleece, in my sight. Shining presences ofmarble and bronze rose as though to music and stood before me in the na-ked glory of their perfectly proportioned Hellenic manhood; pensive Ital-ian madonnas smiled. The cross on which Christ was crucified, the treebeneath which the Buddha attained Enlightenment, had their roots inthe floor of my room, wherein, as into a garner, the harvest of the ages wasgathered unto me for the making of the bread that would keep my soulalive. The body was forgotten, and my imagination, now possessed of �in-finite riches in a little room�, rejoiced in the freedom of all the heavens ofthe spirit.Though not a page of those sixty-one parts remained unread, it was in-evitable that some subjects should interest me more than others. My fa-vourite sections, to which I turned most frequently, and over which Ilingered longest, were the ones dealing with art, with history, and withliterature � or rather, with the history of literature, for, the Children�sEncyclopaedia being not a thesaurus of select classics but an outline ofknowledge in all its branches, the only species of literature actually repre-sented was Poetry, to which a separate section was devoted.Strangely enough the Philosophy section, which discussed abstractideas such as Truth, Beauty, Goodness, and Justice, all of which the editorhad stoutly capitalized, failed to awaken in me the love of wisdom,though I studied with interest the lives of the great philosophers, as wellas those of the Buddha, Muhammad, Zoroaster, Confucius, and Lao-tzu.
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Archaeology, however, fascinated me, especially that of Ancient Egypt,and I never wearied of looking at the picture of a pharoah with red-brownface in profile, his hair done up in slender braids, the double crown of Up-per and Lower Egypt on his head, and the crook and flail, symbols of pro-tection and punishment, crossed over his linen-clad breast; nor of gazingat those pages from the Book of the Dead, with their green Osiris andblack-headed Anubis, or at the fresco of the fowler poised, sling in hand,upon his little boat among the reeds and lotuses, while the ducks flew upabove his head.The section which attracted me least was Popular Science, perhaps be-cause I had no means of performing even the simplest of the experimentsdescribed. Neither was I particularly interested in the circulation of theblood or in the internal combustion engine. Perhaps at this period I wasmore strongly attracted by Beauty than by either Truth or Goodness. Cer-tainly I was never tired of looking at what were to me the most preciousparts of the whole Encyclopaedia � the numerous plates, some of them infull colour, which illustrated the history of art, especially of painting andsculpture, in Ancient Greece and Rome, Italy, France, England, Germany,Spain, and Holland. Though every picture gave me pleasure, I admiredmost of all the works of the Renaissance artists, especially the deific sub-limity of Michelangelo and the dancing delicacy of Botticelli.Towards the end of the second year of my confinement my parentsstarted giving even more serious thought to my condition than before. If Iwas no worse, neither was I noticeably any the better, and they could nothelp wondering whether I was doomed to lifelong invalidism, likewhite-faced Auntie Fanny at Besthorpe, who had not been outside herroom for twenty years. In these circumstances it was only natural thatthey should feel the advisability of having a second medical opinion. An-other doctor, therefore, was called in, and after examining me he con-firmed our own physician�s diagnosis and recommended continuation ofthe regimen already prescribed. Still dissatisfied, Father made arrange-ments for me to be examined by the famous heart specialist Dr Macken-zie. As he bore me into the consulting room, Dr Mackenzie asked, �Whyare you carrying him? Let him walk!��He can�t walk,� explained Father, for to such a degree had I lost the useof my legs that I could not even stand.�Can�t walk!� roared the cardiologist, �He must be made to walk! Put himdown! Put him down!�Whether his diagnosis agreed with that of the other doctors I have noknowledge. All I know is that he told Father in the strongest possible
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terms that I should be got out of bed immediately and allowed to runabout. Twenty years later, in Calcutta, I met a Bengali doctor, also a heartspecialist, who had studied under Dr Mackenzie. After hearing my storyhe told me that this great cardiologist had revolutionized the method oftreating diseases of the heart and that after considerable initial oppositionhis findings had won general acceptance. At my Bengali friend�s request Iallowed him to examine my heart, which he pronounced perfectlysound.When Dr Mackenzie gave his unexpected verdict, he was regarded asdaringly, even dangerously, heterodox by the majority of the members ofa profession which attaches as much importance to its own special formof orthodoxy as the most zealous religionists do to theirs. In this conflict ofexpert opinion Father had no means of judging who was right and whowrong. Eventually, after much anxious thought, he took the responsibil-ity into his own hands and resolved to follow a middle course. No doubtthis was a difficult decision, the making of which required not only com-mon sense but courage; but in neither of these two qualities was Father atany time deficient. Mother, in her distress, consulted an occultist. Gazinginto a crystal ball, he said that he saw me ascending a flight of goldenstairs and disappearing over the top.
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Chapter Three
LEARNING TO WALK
It was late spring when, wrapped in a blanket in Father�s arms, I lookedout of the scullery window down at his tiny garden. Though I did not seethere Primavera in person, with Venus, Cupid, Flora, Zephyr, and theThree Graces, as in Botticelli�s picture, the prospect could hardly havebeen more delightful if I had. Pansies and marigolds, stocks andantirrhinums, looked up at me from their built-up bed at the far end of theyard. On the wire netting to the right hung red and yellow nasturtiumsand the tiny stars of the virginia creeper. To the left, surrounded by piecesof crazy paving, stood a small pond, the dark waters of which showed ev-ery now and then a red-gold gleam as a goldfish rose to the surface. Fromthe aviary I could hear the chirp and twitter of the green budgerigars.Thereafter, instead of lying in bed, I spent the day reclining on abed-chair in the kitchen, where I once again saw Nana and Auntie Noni,Auntie Kate and Auntie Jessie, and other visitors.The next step was to get me up and walking. Since two doctors were ofthe opinion that if I attempted to stand I would immediately collapse,perhaps dying on the spot, this had to be managed with extreme caution.However, when at last I succeeded in standing on my own two feet I didnot collapse. Instead, I sprained both ankles, since they were too weak tosupport me. Due to these sprains it was three weeks before I could renewthe attempt; but renew it I did and eventually succeeded in standing,somewhat shakily, beside the bed-chair. As I seemed none the worse forthe experiment, I was allowed to take a step or two. This I did clinging tothe furniture and after a few weeks� practice could walk slowly across theroom without much difficulty.Seeing how pale my long confinement had made me, and being himselfa great lover of the open air, Father bought an invalid chair and startedtaking me out in it on as many fine days as possible. Sometimes we went



as far afield as Mitcham Common. On one such excursion, when Fatherwas picking buttercups and cornflowers a short distance away, I saw a liz-ard sunning itself on the matted grass beneath a gorse-bush. Now I hadalways loved these little reptiles and before my illness had once or twicecaught them on Wimbledon Common. The sight of this one, with his slimchocolate-brown body, cocked head, and beady eyes over which the thinsecondary eyelid would every now and then be drawn, filled me with ex-citement. Forgetting my invalidism I leaped out of the chair and ran to-wards him. Father yelled a warning and rushed back, but by the time hereached me I was lying unconscious on the grass. This misadventure putme back into my room for several months, and when I emerged for thesecond time the whole procedure of standing up and learning to walkhad to be repeated. Though our outings continued, and though I was per-mitted to walk about in the house, from that time onwards I could not somuch as raise my hand quickly without an anxious voice immediatelysaying �Be careful!� or �Go slowly!�As might have been foreseen, the intense love of art which I had im-bibed from the art section of the Children�s Encyclopaedia developed, by anatural transition, from passive enjoyment to active creation, and when Iwas neither being propelled over Mitcham Common by one parent norpushed around Tooting Broadway by the other I would either draw orpaint. My first drawing was an imaginary head of Cleopatra, completewith uraeus; the second, King George V in coronation robes. These werefollowed by sketches of Queen Elizabeth I, one of my favourite charactersin history, whom I often drew, and of Mary Queen of Scots, both betray-ing the hand of the beginner in the face, but very carefully executed as toruffs and stomachers, crowns and jewels. Early paintings included one ofthat old friend of my childhood the Chinese dragon, rampant in all thesplendour of purple mane and crimson claw, an Egyptian landscapeshowing palm trees against a sunset on which I lavished all the reds andoranges and yellows in my paintbox, and portraits of King Henry VIII andhis mother Elizabeth of York. These and other products of my joint devo-tion to art and history were shown to visitors and duly admired and thefeeling became general that I was going to be an artist.Despite his fear lest I should over-exert myself, Father never forgot hishope that I would one day be able, if not to leap and run, at least to walklike other boys. After a few months of divided allegiance to nature and art,I was allowed to spend more and more time on my feet and less and less inthe wheel-chair, which eventually could be dispensed with altogether. Iwas even allowed to play in the street. This welcome improvement in my
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condition made a marked difference not to me only but to the whole fam-ily. We could all go to Southfields on Sunday afternoons. Mother and Icould continue our long-interrupted trips to Fulham where, during myillness, Auntie Kate and Auntie Jessie had established themselves to-gether in a new house. Nana and Auntie Noni could join us on visits to theZoo. Best of all, my emancipation enabled us to revive the family customof spending Sundays on Wimbledon Common.After we had alighted from the bus, a leisurely walk across a mile of pur-ple heather brought us to our favourite picnicking place. This was a groveof birch half a mile from the Windmill, the well-known shape of whichwas visible through the trees. All about us were other little birch-groves,with here and there an oak. To the rear stood a small dark wood where thetrees spread their branches above a dense undergrowth of bracken andcool green fern, and where the notes of birds sounded almost eerily in thestillness. Spreading out a groundsheet, we sat or lay in the hot sunshine,the scent of grass and clover in our nostrils and the humming of bees inour ears. Besides roaming in the wood, where snails with beautifully-col-oured shells could be picked from the underside of a rotting log, I had ofcourse to keep up acquaintance with my old friends the lizards, catchingtwo or three of them on every visit. Some were bottle green with blackmarkings and yellow-green under-parts; some fawn with brown mark-ings and vermilion under-parts; and some black with brown and whitemarkings and cream under-parts. Father constructed for them a box withsliding glass panels which I called the Lizardry.Since I fed them several times a day they soon lost all fear of me. In fact Ifound them very easy to tame. Like most reptiles they liked to have theirheads stroked and used to shut their eyes with pleasure whenever I gavethem this satisfaction. Toads also had a great fascination for me. My fa-vourite toad, whom I poked out of his hiding-place in the bole of an oldtree, where I had seen his eyes shining in the darkness, learned to recog-nize my voice and would hobble out from behind his log whenever Icalled him.Now that I was walking about my parents naturally started thinking itwas time for me to return to school. After an absence of more than twoyears, therefore, I again went twice daily to the huge brick building downthe street. By special permission of the headmistress, I arrived five min-utes later than the other children and left five minutes earlier. This was toguard against my being bullied by boys who might have been tempted totake a mean advantage of my defencelessness. Though it was at first as-sumed that I was far behind the other pupils, I was admitted to the top
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class of the Junior Department, which most of the boys and girls who hadbeen with me in the bottom class had now reached. Soon after my admis-sion the half-yearly examinations were held. To everybody�s astonish-ment the boy who had not attended school for so long stood twenty-firstin a class of about forty. In the next examination I stood sixth and in theone after that came out top of the class, where I remained for the rest ofmy school career. On account of such precocity I speedily became a fa-vourite with the headmistress, a tall, stout woman whose head was cov-ered with tiny grey curls, and she allowed me to join the small group ofchildren who sat at a table in the hall making rugs.With my class mistress I was on even friendlier terms. Like her husbandin the Senior Department upstairs, she had once taught Father. Thoughshe was older than the headmistress, her hair was a glossy chestnut, andshe wore dark blue or brown silk dresses with low V-necks. Whenevershe lost her temper, which happened frequently, her face and neck wouldflush crimson to her very bosom. She it was who gave me such a distastefor Tennyson that it was years before I could enjoy him again. Every childin the class had to learn by heart a verse from �The Lady of Shalott�. Minewas the one beginning �She left the web, she left the loom.� Learning po-etry by heart I did not mind very much. What hurt me was the way inwhich we had to chant it in unison, with an exaggerated stress on certainwords.
She left the web, she left the loom,She made THREEEE PACES THROUUUUUGH the room.

This was called giving expression to the poem.Even worse was the way in which the worthy woman explained eachverse.�Who left the loom?� she would demand in ringing tones, sweeping theclass with a fiery glance.�Please, ma�am, the Lady of Shalott,� the small voice of one of thebrighter pupils would dutifully reply.�And what did she make?� No answer.�WHAT did she make?� The V-neck was flushing dangerously. After apause a hand would go up and a timid voice say, �She made three paces.��Yes,� our teacher would boom with grim satisfaction, �she made threepaces THROUGH THE ROOM. And when she had made three pacesTHROUGH THE ROOM what did she do?�This question would floor us and the danger-signal would start flashingagain.
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�She looked out of the window,� ventured someone at last.�She did NOT look out of the window, you blockhead! Can�t you readthe poem? SHE LOOKED DOWN TO CAMELOT!!�Thus the catechism would proceed. In this way we got through thewhole poem in the course of about half a term. Probably most of the pu-pils could not have got through it in any other way; but I have sometimesfelt that it might be better not to teach poetry at all than to teach it like this.But for her sins against �The Lady of Shalott� Mrs Ainsworth has longhad my forgiveness. Like all the other teachers she was, despite her warmtemper, a kind-hearted woman who had devoted the best part of fortyyears to a profession in which the labour is great and rewards few. In myprogress and welfare she always took a keen interest. As a mark of specialfavour I was given the task of making tea for the teachers during themorning and afternoon breaks; for, not being allowed to run about in theplayground with the other boys, I had in any case nothing to do. Severalof the teachers used to provide out of their own meagre salaries middaymeals, as well as clothes and shoes, for about a dozen very poor boys andgirls, and I had sometimes to keep an eye on boiling peas and potatoes.When a year had passed in this pleasant fashion I was promoted fromthe Junior to the Senior Department where, though classes were stillmixed, we had masters instead of mistresses, it being no doubt assumedthat we now needed a firmer hand.Like Mrs Ainsworth downstairs and her husband, my new class teacherhad taught Father, whom he still remembered. Smoky Joe, as the class af-fectionately called him, had wavy iron-grey hair and a kind face with leanbrown chaps and a humorous mouth. The most striking thing about hisappearance, however, was his suits, which could be described only asloud. One was bright ginger, another deep mauve. Changes from one col-our to another were of great interest to the class, and when he entered theclassroom in a new suit, perhaps even louder than any of its predecessors,we would almost raise a cheer. His method of teaching was, I believe, verygood. At least he treated us like intelligent beings who could be inducedto understand rather than as morons who could at best be made to memo-rize. Occasionally he would bark at us, but he never became really angryand never called for the cane and punishment book more than once ortwice a term. Though I was with him for only a year he occupies an hon-oured place in my history, for more than anyone else so far encountereddid he encourage my interest in art and literature. To him I now startedbringing the drawings and paintings which I was still industriously pro-ducing. Being art master for the whole Senior Department he was able to
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give me not only appreciation, which I never lacked, but hints in mattersof technique, wherein I was very weak indeed. He also gave me the free-dom of his cupboard, from which I used to borrow a book during breaks,encouraged me in the writing of essays, and gave me my first opportunityof addressing an audience.At about the same time I developed a love of music. Our music master, aGerman with a portly figure and fine tenor voice, threw himself withgusto into the task of teaching us the songs of Purcell, Sullivan, and othercomposers, playing the piano with one hand while conducting with tre-mendous vigour with the other. My first experience of orchestral musiccame when all the pupils in the Senior Department were taken to a specialchildren�s concert at the Methodist Central Hall at Tooting Broadway. Be-fore the concert began the conductor introduced each instrument in turnto the audience, after which he spoke to us about the compositions wewere to hear. The overture Fingal�s Cave made a deep impression on me,and from that afternoon I had, as it were, an orchestra playing in mybrain. Between the orchestral items a stately soprano in an evening gownwarbled arias. At the end of every song she descended the dozen or sosteps of the rostrum with great dignity and sailed out through a side door.In acknowledgement of our prolonged applause she re-appeared, as-cended the rostrum, bowed and again descended and disappeared. Sinceour applause continued, this performance was repeated three or fourtimes. I am sure she had never before had so many calls. But this was notso much because we had enjoyed the arias as because we wanted to seeher ascend and descend the rostrum again. By the end of the afternoonthe children, not one of whom had attended a concert before, were wildlyenthusiastic.The German music master, who had also played his part in making theconcert a success, was very ardently pro-Nazi, and he and Smoky Joe,who was no less strongly anti-Nazi, had many a heated argument in themasters� common-room, whence their loud angry voices could be hearddown the corridor and even in the hall. This was, for me, the first rum-bling of the approaching storm.Useful though it was at break-time, Smoky Joe�s cupboard was not theonly source upon which I drew for books. Even before returning to schoolI had borrowed from the Tooting Public Library, using Father�s ticket untilI was old enough to join. One of the first books to be carried home wasDonnelly�s Atlantis, which opened for me yet another new world. But be-ing still interested mainly in art, archaeology, and history, for some time Iconfined myself to John Addington Symonds�s The Renaissance in Italy
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and Mandell Creighton�s History of the Papacy, each in six or seven vol-umes, as well as to the bulky tomes of Mommsen and Maspero. AncientEgypt and Renaissance Italy indeed cast a spell upon me, and for manymonths I had no time for any other places or periods.About the same time that I was thus borrowing books, I started buyingthem. Ever since my recovery Father had regularly taken me to a curioshop at Clapham Common, not very far from my birthplace, and hadsometimes bought curios for the small collection which, with Nana�shelp, I had begun to build up. On the way we used to pass a second-handbookshop. Soon boxes and shelves of books, of all sorts and conditions, at-tracted me more powerfully than suits of armour and old china, and Istarted visiting the bookshop alone. For me at that time there was nogreater adventure than a trip to Clapham Common with a shilling or twoin my pocket for second-hand books.Besides allowing us to spend our Sundays on Wimbledon Common,my emancipation from bed and bath chair made seaside holidays againpossible. Our favourite resort was Shoreham, a former fishing village onthe south coast, where we always stayed with the white-haired septuage-narian widow of a sea captain. With its heavy green plush tablecloth, andcurtains of thick lace, Mrs Bareham�s dining-room was almost as old-fash-ioned as Auntie Kate�s. All four walls were covered by photographs ofsailing ships, portraits of the deceased sea captain and his son, and hugeframed certificates of membership of the Order of Buffaloes, the captainhaving been many times President of the Shoreham Lodge, as yet an-other certificate testified. Every inch of space on the piano, the low cup-board, and the side tables, as well as all the little shelves on themany-tiered bamboo mantelpiece, was crowded with china bric-à-brac.Under a glass bell in the corner, standing side by side, were a large stuffedseagull and a child�s doll.On fine mornings we all sallied forth together after breakfast, Joan and Iarmed with our buckets and spades. Across the toll-bridge we went,along the mud-flats where dazzlingly white swans stood cleaning them-selves with orange bills, past Bungalow Town with its stony gardens inwhich sea-thistle and red poppies grew between the pebbles, through thedouble row of bathing-huts before which old sailors sat chewing tobaccoon capsized boats, and down the scrunching pebbly slope that led to thebeach. As we approached, the sea-breeze would blow more strongly inour faces, the smell of the ozone grow more unmistakable, thehush-hushing of the sea louder, until at last we saw, perhaps a quarter of amile below the gently sloping flats of glistening grey sand, the long sil-
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very line of the sea�s edge. Afternoons were always spent on the Downs.But the place to which I resorted most often, and with the greatest de-light, was the square-toweredNorman church, where I spent hours in thechurchyard deciphering the barely legible inscriptions on the tomb-stones.What my parents thought of my enthusiasm for old churches I do notknow, but it had its roots in something deeper than mere archaeologicalinterest. As I stood within their ancient walls, on the spot where, centuryafter century, hearts and voices had been lifted up in prayer andthanksgiving to the Highest, and saw the light slanting red, blue, yellowand green through the stained glass window above the altar, I felt myselfbreathing an atmosphere of holiness, purity, and peace as tangible as thestones of which the place was built. Whether at Shoreham or Chichester,Norwich or Westminster, thereafter I never missed an opportunity of vis-iting the shrines of England.
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Chapter Four
�HERE COMES THE BOYS� BRIGADE�

A few weeks after we had returned, sunburnt and happy, from one of theShoreham holidays, we left the old house where I had spent all the elevenyears of my life, and moved to a semi-detached council house on theStreatham side of Tooting.The removal took place in early autumn. What afterwards became fa-ther�s garden, complete with lawn, flower-beds, and vegetable plot, wasthen a wilderness. Large yellow-green leaves from the old fig tree behindthe house carpeted the ground. Weeds grew shoulder high. Half-waydown the garden, which was more than a hundred feet long, stood a lineof ragged blackcurrant bushes, round which Joan and I were soon play-ing cowboys and Indians. At the far end, underneath the back fence, wasa rhubarb bed. Along the fence on the left grew loganberries which hadnot been pruned for years. But best of all I remember the chrysanthe-mums, which grew red and yellow and bronze all over the garden. Somany of them there were that all that autumn the air was filled with theiracrid scent. Indeed, whether because I had never seen chrysanthemumsgrowing in such profusion before, or because there is a subtle relation be-tween scents and moods, or because they symbolized something I felt butcould not express, those frost-bitten blossoms growing so rankly in theneglected garden were one of the major emotional experiences of my life.One afternoon, not long after our removal, Joan and I heard Mother ex-citedly calling out to us from the front gate. A strange red glare over-spread the whole south-eastern horizon and was reflected above thehousetops far up into the sky, where it shaded off into an angry pink. Ev-ery now and then a flame would leap up or a wisp of smoke drift blackacross the crimson. As we watched the glow, which certainly came fromno common house-fire, icy fingers of fear for a moment touched our



hearts. That evening we learned that the Crystal Palace had been burnedto the ground.The following spring I wrote my first poems. The actual writing of themI do not remember, but I quite clearly recall handing a certain red note-book over the fence to the plump, pigtailed girl next door whom I hadtold about the poems. With this girl, as well as with her elder sister andyounger brother, I had become friends during the winter. My parents hadbecome acquainted with hers. Norah�s mother, a Somerset woman, was aparagon of respectability. On Sabbath mornings, sedate in her Sundaybest, she could be seen sallying forth to the Methodist Central Hall, whichshe also attended during the week, being very prominent at prayer meet-ings and flower shows. Norah and Peter usually accompanied her. Athome the children were allowed to play only hymns on the piano. Theywere frequently scolded, and Joan and I often heard the whack of a cane,followed by a shriek, from the other side of the fence. Norah�s father, whowas in the police force, fared no better. A hulking, red-faced fellow, he wasalways being driven out of the house with a broomstick by his plump, pi-ous wife, whose terms of endearment as she thwacked him were clearlyaudible. After she had withdrawn, slamming the back door shut behindher, he would go and sit beside the chained watch-dog, who, also beingregularly beaten, would wag its tail in silent sympathy. In this domesticwarfare the children took sides, Norah and Peter supporting theirmother, and Phyllis, the eldest, their father. Even at that time Phyllis bit-terly hated her mother and as she grew older did her best to defend thepusillanimous policeman from the onslaughts of Methodism militant,sometimes carrying the war into the enemy�s camp. With all three chil-dren Joan and I were on friendly terms and thus it happened that Norah,who was the nearest to me in age, came to be reading my poems thatspring.What I was reading at this time I do not know. Perhaps most of my timewas devoted to painting. Certainly it was in the course of the same yearthat my parents, for the first and last time, discussed the advisability ofsending me to an art school. The seventeen-year-old daughter of one ofMother�s friends studied at the Slade School of Fine Art and one day shesent me, through Mother, a portfolio of life-drawings. They were all maleand female nudes, complete with carefully drawn genitals. Mother andFather seem to have decided that such studies might not be good for mymorals, for, though I drew and painted as industriously as ever, there wasno more talk of sending me to an art school.
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That Christmas I met with a book that swung me, almost violently, fromart to literature. Among the presents at my bedside on Christmas morn-ing was a blue-bound copy of Paradise Lost, the title of which had stoodhigh on my latest book list. That morning I had the greatest poetic experi-ence of my life. If it was the reading of Spenser that made a poet of Keats, itwas that apocalypse of Miltonic sublimity that made of me, from that dayonwards, if not a poet yet at least a modest practitioner of the art of verse.Thereafter I knew no rest until I had planned an epic of my own. What thesubject was I do not know, but I remember that it was in blank verse di-vided stanza-like into blocks of nine lines each and opened with the ap-pearance of a very Miltonic angel in my bedroom. Other poets whom Iread, admired, and imitated included Keats, Mrs Browning, andHousman. The first I read in a little pink leather and gilt volume of selec-tions, enjoying most of all the sonnets and the descriptions of Circe fromEndymion and of the deposed Saturn from Hyperion. Mrs Browning�s ADrama of Exile and The Lay of the Brown Rosary I admired inordinately,chanting the latter aloud in my delight to the four walls of my bedroom.Many of the lyrics of A Shropshire Lad also made a strong appeal to me, es-pecially the one beginning
Loveliest of trees, the cherry nowIs hung with bloom along the bough,

which seemed almost the last word in consummate beauty of expression.Rossetti�s poems I knew, at that time, only by the quotations in WilliamSharpe�s study of the poet, but meagre as these were the intensely fusedsensuousness and mysticism of which they breathed went to my headlike some subtle and dangerous perfume. For many years Milton andRossetti were my favourite poets.Hard on the heels of my epic, of which I wrote only 900 lines, came amedieval drama with �chanters� (borrowed from Thomas Hardy?) and awhole succession of lyrics. Nor was prose neglected. The same period sawthe beginning of a �History of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth�, of which Iwrote twenty or thirty foolscap pages, a short story about Ancient Egyptin the style of Joan Grant�s Winged Pharaoh, andMeanwhile at school, which I continued to attend, though having amuch longer walk every day than before, the curriculum had been dis-rupted by several events of interest. The first of these had transformed meinto a pirate. Included in the Senior Department�s Christmasentertainment was a staging of Gilbert and Sullivan�s The Pirates ofPenzance, the rehearsals for which kept us busy for several months.
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Though I had played Sir Walter Raleigh in an Empire Day playlet while inthe Juniors, as well as acted the part of Shylock, in which I had drawnmuch applause by the way I sharpened my knife on the sole of my foot asI declared �I will have my pound of flesh,� this was the first time I had everbeen a pirate. Mother and Father feared the excitement might upset myheart, especially as in one scene the chorus of pirates had to dance a fewsteps, kicking their legs into the air as they did so. Moreover, on the day ofthe performance, which was attended by parents, I did not get to bed tillone o�clock. However, I was none the worse for the experiment with pi-racy.Another disruption was caused by the Golden Jubilee celebrations ofthe LCC, in which all London schools naturally participated. Our contri-bution was a topography of south-west London, a subject in whichSmoky Joe had done a considerable amount of research. The topographywas written page by page on the blackboard from which it was painfullycopied by all the children in the class, Smoky Joe having told us that theneatest copy would be sent to the Jubilee exhibition at County Hall.Among other topographical facts I learned that Tooting was named afterone Tut, an Anglo-Saxon chief who had sailed up the River Wandle(whence Wandsworth, the name of our borough) and founded a settle-ment; that Tooting Bec was so called from the Abbey of Bec in Normandy,to which lands there had been gifted shortly after the Conquest; that Nel-son had been born at Merton and that Daniel Defoe had worshipped in aDissenting Chapel at Clapham. When, later on, we were taken to the ex-hibition, I saw my copy of the topography, finely bound, occupying theplace of honour in the middle of the hall.The last of the disruptive events is hardly on the same scale as its prede-cessors, though it had consequences which to me were not unimportant.For this one Smoky Joe was in a way responsible. While he corrected theexercise books on Friday afternoons it was my task to speak to the class.One day I spoke on �My Curios�, which by that time included a blue silkChinese robe embroidered with carp and lotuses, a pair of ivory chop-sticks complete with knife and silver toothpicks in a silver-mounted ivorycase, bamboo nose-ornaments from Borneo, a thunderbolt, pieces of gumtree (all gifts from Nana), a Chinese monkey with a bag on his back, a littleold woman carrying loads, a teak bat carved with peacocks, two halberdsfrom the Tower of London, two Chinese executioner�s swords in greenleather scabbards, a sixteenth-century Dutch tile depicting Jacob�s Lad-der, a Moroccan dagger, a Sung Dynasty bowl, precious and semi-pre-cious stones (all from Father), an Indian wire bracelet, a rosary, and
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sundry foreign coins (from other sources). There was also a small brass in-cense-burner in the shape of the famous Kamakura Buddha, bought at aBrighton curio shop with my own money, in which I regularly burnedsticks of very sweet incense � my first act of Buddhist worship. Smoky Joeasked me to turn the substance of my talk into an essay, and it was this es-say which, on its being shown to a visiting inspector, led to my beingtransferred to a better school.The institution in which I now found myself was, of course, better thanmy old school in the opinion of my parents and teachers, in fact of theworld generally; but not necessarily in mine. The real source of my educa-tion was still the Tooting Public Library. But I donned without protest theuniform of the new school � green cap and blazer with grey flannel trou-sers � and every day made the slightly longer journey to and from itsmore exclusive precincts.On the day of my admission the headmaster sent me to join my class,where a history lesson was in progress. All the double desks were full ex-cept two, one of which contained a very blonde girl with roses-and-creamcomplexion and china-blue eyes, while in the other sat a swarthy girl withblack hair and brown eyes. These, as I afterwards found, were the beau-ties of the class and inseparable friends. Seeing my hesitation, the mastercalled out good-humouredly, �Take your choice! Which of these twoyoung ladies would you prefer to sit beside?� There was a general titterfrom the class; the fair one blushed, the dark one smiled.�If they sit together I can have a desk to myself,� I replied. This arrange-ment was quite satisfactory to the two beauties who had, before my en-trance, been separated for talking during the lesson, and I accordinglytook my seat at the desk which the fair one promptly vacated.Despite the fact of my being two years behind in the course, the head-master had decided that I should join a class higher than that to which myage entitled me. In the subjects which interested me most, history, Eng-lish, and art, I at once went to the top. In mathematics, which I hated, Istayed somewhere near the bottom. Physics, French, shorthand, typing,and book-keeping were all new to me, but I soon caught up with myclass-mates. Chemistry, also a new subject, I disliked; but the crusty oldchemistry master, a great rapper on knuckles with the ruler, fortunatelywas much more a stickler for copperplate handwriting, and neatness inthe illustration of experiments, than he was for knowledge of chemistry,and always gave me good marks.Being still excused games, I spent the games period in the art-room. Theart master, a small, grey-headed man in sweater and sandals who flirted
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with the girl students and swore at the boys, was not just an ordinaryteacher who �took art� but a real artist, the first I ever met. �Bloody Christ!�he would mutter whenever a student submitted a drawing, �What do youcall this?� With him I soon became well acquainted, sometimes contriving,with his connivance, to be sketching in the art-room when I should havebeen doing geometry elsewhere. He was good enough to correct mydrawings, showing me exactly how to make an eye gleam or a petal looksoft, things which even Smoky Joe had not taught me.Even more interesting was a teacher who joined the staff after I hadstarted attending the school, and left before we were evacuated. He was ashort, well-built, youngish man with flaming red hair, red moustache,and red beard. Apparently he had only three interests or enthusiasms inlife: George Bernard Shaw, atheism, and chess. Thanks to him we read,that is to say listened to, perhaps a dozen of G.B.S.�s plays. During the his-tory period he read Caesar and Cleopatra or St Joan, during geography TheDevil�s Disciple, presumably because its action takes place in the wideopen spaces of America, and the rest of Shaw�s works during English les-sons and on Friday afternoons. In my case this unorthodox method of in-struction proved entirely successful. Though I have long since forgotteneverything else I learned that year, the memory of these marathon read-ing sessions, when on hot summer afternoons we had only to sit and lis-ten while he read steadily through the two stout volumes of the CollectedPlays, is still fresh and vivid. Atheism was generally inculcated during themorning scripture lessons which, being nominally a member of theChurch of England, he was obliged to take. Chess came in the afternoon,during the last period, and usually continued long after the rest of theschool had gone home to tea. Playing twenty or thirty boys simulta-neously, moving in a matter of seconds from one board to the next, he in-variably defeated us all. Alas! after a few months he was transferred toanother school, whether because of the scripture lessons, or because hisappointment had only been a temporary one, we never knew.With my fellow students I had very little personal contact. Except formy best friend Clement, who was only six months older than I was, all theother boys in the class were senior to me by two years, and the meaning-less obscenity of their conversation disgusted me. Besides, shortly afterour removal to the new house, I had joined the Boys� Brigade, and for thenext four years membership of this organization fully satisfied my gregar-ious instincts.At six o�clock one cold November evening, when it had already beendark for more than an hour, Mother and I found ourselves looking, from
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the opposite side of the road, at the as yet unlit hall in which Brigademeetings were held. Seeing our hesitation, a sixteen-year-old sergeant, inthe blue and white Brigade uniform, detached himself from the group ofboys talking at the gate and coming over to us asked if he could be of anyassistance. Before many weeks had passed I was as keen a member as anyin the company. Meetings were held several times a week and I was neverabsent. On Fridays there were the weekly parades, for which brasses hadto be cleaned, leather polished, and piping whitened. After the inspectionwe were drilled, going through such simple manoeuvres as marching upand down the hall, turning about, halting, and forming fours. All meet-ings opened and closed with prayer.The �officers� who drilled us consisted of the captain of the company, alieutenant, and two staff officers. The captain, whom the regular mem-bers called �Skipper�, was a short, flaxen-haired, brisk little man whoworked for a well-known shipping line, on whose behalf he occasionallyattended shipping conferences in Rome, Amsterdam, and other places.Besides being our captain, he was superintendent of the Sunday schooland held various offices in the Baptist church to which we were attached.The lieutenant, known to us as Reg, and the two young staff officers,brothers who had been christened Roland and Oliver, were all teachers inthe Sunday school, Reg being, in addition, a sidesman of the church. Indue course I started attending not only the parades but also the Sundaymorning Bible class, the Wednesday evening prayer meeting, the Thurs-day evening Morse and semaphore class, and the Monday evening bandpractice, at which I thumped a side drum.The company was a small one, never more than sixty strong. Like simi-lar groups the world over, it had a hard core of enthusiasts who could berelied upon to turn up for all meetings with the regularity of clockwork.One of the reasons for which I became one of the band of fifteen or twentystalwarts whose unflagging devotion it was that, next to the zeal of thecaptain and officers, kept the company going, was that it satisfied my nat-ural human craving to belong to a group. Another was that the stronglyethical tone of the BB, as we affectionately referred to our organization,with its emphasis on clean living, team spirit, sense of responsibility, ser-vice, and fear of God, struck chords in my heart which even poetry andpainting were powerless to vibrate. This was all the more the case inas-much as I saw the qualities of which the BB thought so highly exemplifiednot only in Skipper and the officers but also, to a lesser degree, in many ofthe boys. For the latter, therefore, I had a far stronger feeling of brother-hood than for my foul-mouthed associates at school.
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But the strongest reason for the almost fanatical punctiliousness withwhich I discharged the obligations of membership was the one of which Iwas then least aware. Among the members was a friendly, affable,good-looking boy about two years senior to me, and for him I at once de-veloped an ardent affection. This early love, to which I remained faithfulthroughout the whole of my BB career, as well as for some time after-wards, was one of those dumb adolescent attachments which nobodyseems to notice, least of all its object. If on raw winter evenings, whenmore often than not it was raining, or even snowing, I hastened throughthe dimly lit streets with eagerly beating heart, it was not only because ofthe thought of the cheery voices that would greet me as I entered thebrightly lit hall, but with the hope of seeing, and fear of not seeing, thatdearest of all faces. Since Sid was as faithful a member as I was, I rarely hadto suffer the pangs of disappointment. But though we met several times aweek and were on the best of terms we never became close friends.Strangely enough, this was a deprivation which I never felt. Being utterlyhappy merely to see his face and hear his voice, it never occurred to me todesire a more intimate relationship.In accordance with the constitution of the movement, which had beenfounded as a means of encouraging young men and boys to lead Christ-ian lives, every company of the BB was attached to a church, the priest orminister in charge of which became the honorary �colonel�. The Baptistchurch to which our company belonged was a fairly new, red-brick build-ing, complete with steeple, which stood facing Mitcham Lane about half amile from the top of the road down which I lived. On the opposite corner,also facing Mitcham Lane, stood the Anglican Parish Church. The congre-gation which filled the red-brick building on Sunday mornings and eve-nings consisted mainly of prosperous artisans, small shopkeepers,white-collar workers, and other representatives of the petty bourgeoisiefrom Lower Streatham. During the years in which I was a member of theBB it had as its pastor a man of deep and fervent piety and great preach-ing ability. Thanks to his ministrations, as well as to the labours of themore devoted of the laity, the congregation grew steadily and the churchflourished.The close connection which existed between the BB and the churches towhich the companies were affiliated encouraged, and indeed was in-tended to encourage, a more active participation on the part of its mem-bers in organized religious life. In my case the progression from thechurch hall, in which Friday evening parades were held, to the church it-self, occurred quite naturally. Our Sunday morning Bible class began at
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ten o�clock and lasted an hour. We sang hymns of the more virile typesuch as �Onward Christian Soldiers�, sat with bowed heads through ex-tempore prayers, and listened to a talk of the jocular-muscular variety bySkipper. When these proceedings were over I strolled into church withthe other boys as a matter of course, taking my place with them in the gal-lery, where I sat near Sid.Below us, at the far end of the church, was a huge pulpit, the size of asmall room, from which the pastor not only preached but conducted theservice. On either side of this structure were the choir stalls; in front of itwas the Lord�s Table, whereon always stood a vase of flowers; behind it,the organ. From the back rows of the gallery, where the BB usually sat,only the first two rows of the downstairs pews were visible. Though wesometimes yawned and fidgeted during the long sermon, the BB boys al-ways conducted themselves with proper reverence.In the gallery I met Mr Young, the elderly stonemason in a very stiffwhite collar who was sidesman for that part of the church. As he gaveeach of us in turn a handshake and a hymn-book, his deeply lined face litup with a warm smile. He and Skipper, who was a member of the choir,were both firm believers in the necessity of making a joyful noise beforethe Lord, and during the singing of the hymns their two voices, raised asin competition, would be heard high above the lusty voices of the rest ofthe congregation. Mr Young always prolonged the concluding note ofeach verse much longer than anyone else, frequently ending with ascreech that was apt to be rather disconcerting to the newcomer.He it was, I believe, who invited me to attend the Sunday school, whereI joined his class, of which Sid and a few other boys were already mem-bers. For some reason or other he took the keenest interest in my spiritualwelfare and with great conviction told the rest of the class that the Lordhad chosen me out for a great work. Being as he was a Bible Christian ofthe fundamentalist type, his interest took the form of strong encourage-ment in the prayerful study of the Word of God. Every quarter he gave mea little book of daily Bible readings of which I regrettably made less usethan he had hoped. Occasionally he called on me at home, where he metFather and Mother, who respected him very much for his rugged, almostgnarled and knotted, piety. After my evacuation he sent me the Biblereadings by post.Another member of the church who, though for a shorter period,wrought for me in the Lord, was a plump, almost burly youth of eighteenor nineteen with crinkly hair and a suave, soft manner, called Ben. His at-tack on the problem of salvation was not quite so frontal as that of my
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older preceptor. Having started a boys� club, where we played table ten-nis on Wednesday evenings, he invited two or three of the more promis-ing members at a time to his house for tea. After a substantial repast, overwhich his mother presided, we found ourselves, one by one, on our kneesin the drawing-room, with Ben, also on his knees, loudly praying besideus. When his prayer, in which he offered up our sinful souls to Jesus, wasover, we had to offer them up on our own behalf. In this workmanlikemanner he converted a number of boys, for having eaten his excellent teawe felt it would not be good manners to refuse to be saved.Besides Sunday school and the club, I attended, for a time, the prayermeeting for young men which was held weekly in the vestry. This was thesort of evangelical equivalent of a confirmation class, though here lessemphasis was placed on doctrine than on devotion and it was hoped thatsome, at least, of those who attended would become active church mem-bers.One of the main functions of these meetings was to encourage us in thepractice of extempore prayer, to which the Baptists, like most dissentingchurches, attached great importance. Kneeling on the ground before ourchairs, on the seats of which we rested our elbows, we prayed aloud inturn in such words as we were able to muster. Most of the boys, if not all,borrowed the pious phraseology of their elders, and, with a little practice,were able to offer up prayers with the same unfeeling facility with whichthey wrote essays at school.Hymns were sung to the accompaniment of a rather ancientpiano-harmonium, which Sid was always glad of an opportunity to play,and there was a Bible reading. Either Reg or Mr Young usually spoke, butonce we studied Bunyan�s Holy War for several weeks in succession witha speaker from another church. On one occasion our own pastor ad-dressed us on the imminence of the Second Coming and Last Judgement,speaking with such eloquent earnestness that I could not help glancingout of the open window at the peaceful summer evening sky, half expect-ing to see there angels descending in the van of the Lord.Yet despite membership of the BB, regular attendance at church andSunday school, and frequent prayer meetings, the development of my re-ligious convictions was not really influenced at all. This was due partly tothe very nature of Baptist Christianity itself, which made not reason butthe emotions its chief target, and partly to the fact that I had started think-ing for myself in matters of religion. Only once did I have a serious argu-ment. This occurred at one of the vestry prayer meetings, when a boy ofmy own age maintained that salvation was by faith alone and I declared it
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was by faith and works. Usually I was satisfied with a temporary emo-tional exaltation, returning home after a particularly moving sermonwith my heart on fire with devotion to the Person of Christ. But at night,when I said my prayers, I still said them, as my habit was at that period, tothe Buddha, Christ, and Muhammad in turn, it being my naïve convic-tion that by this means I should be sure of gaining the ear of whoever hap-pened to be the true saviour.
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Chapter Five
EVACUATED
3 September 1939 was a Sunday. As usual we sang hymns and listened toprayers in the Bible class, afterwards filing into church where, after ex-changing a few words with Mr Young, we took our customary seats in thegallery. Only one hymn, I think, had been sung when a sidesman as-cended the pulpit steps and handed the pastor a slip of paper. Slowly ris-ing to his feet, the pastor announced, not the number of the next hymn,but the fact that our country was at war with Germany. Adding that mem-bers of the congregation would no doubt wish to return as quickly as pos-sible to their homes, with a short prayer and a blessing he dismissed us. Aswe left the church the first air raid warning sounded.The emotion which filled my heart as I hurried home was neither fearnor sorrow, but exhilaration. Now that the worst had happened the mis-ery of suspense was ended, and it was with something like exultation thatI felt my own insignificant life, like a straw on a stream, being gripped bythe irresistible current of national events and swept I knew not whither.For a year Father and the men of his generation had been accustomingthemselves to the thought that the war which they had fought to end allwars, to ensure peace to their sons and their sons� sons for ever, had failed.For a second time the lights were going out all over Europe.At home, at Southfields, and at Ewell, where Father�s step-brother Un-cle Charles now lived with his wife Auntie Kath, there were anxious fam-ily conferences. During the Crisis, in September 1938, the tension hadbeen unbearable, though when Chamberlain stepped with a tired smilefrom the aeroplane at Hendon waving a piece of paper the general feel-ing, in our family at least, had been not only one of relief but of defeat.Like many other women, Auntie Kath wrote Mr Chamberlain a letter ofthanks and hysterical adulation, receiving in due course a courteous re-ply. But as the months went by gas masks were issued, Anderson shelters



dug in back gardens, and sandbags stacked in front of the doors and win-dows of public buildings. The BB started a first aid class, Father joined theARP as a stretcher-bearer, and Joan was evacuated to a farm nearChichester.During the first few weeks of the war all was in turmoil. But as weeks,then months, slipped by without anything happening, the life of the na-tion seemed to return from a state of emergency to something very muchlike normality, and the initial feeling of exhilaration began to subside intoone of boredom. Gas masks, which we at first religiously took with uswherever we went, buying fancy cases for them to replace the originalplain cardboard box, were left at home in cupboards. Father complainedthat at the ARP headquarters, where he was on duty day and night, therewas little to do except play cards in the canteen. As for me, the greater partof the school having been evacuated to safer parts of the country in theprevious March and August, I had only skeleton classes to attend twice orthrice a week. Since nothing was taught but algebra and trigonometry Isoon ceased to attend them, and with the help of Cardinal Newman andDr Johnson, Sir Francis Bacon, Heine and the Greek tragic poets, devotedmyself more seriously than ever to the task of self-education.By the summer of 1940 the war had entered its second phase, and it be-came clear that London would soon know the horrors of aerial bombard-ment. Fresh arrangements were made for the evacuation of schools andFather insisted that this time I must go.After a seven-hour journey the train stopped at about three o�clock inthe afternoon at Barnstaple, a small town in north Devon. Clement and I,who had resolved to stick together, were taken to the Vicarage, a largehouse in the best part of the town. From what could be heard of the billet-ing officers� talk, as they discussed the allocation of evacuees, we gath-ered that the most difficult part of their work that afternoon would be tofind a brace of boys acceptable to Mrs Smith, the Vicar�s aunt. Clementand I were selected as the least likely to give her any trouble. In view ofwhat we had overheard it was not without qualms that we followed thebilleting officer through the iron gate, up the pathway through the veryneglected garden, to the blue and white building that was to be our home.Before many days had passed we had settled down at the Vicarage andwere being treated almost as members of the family which, for such a bighouse, was a very small one. The Vicar, who in his college days had playedrugby, was a very tall, powerfully built man with thinning iron-grey hairand pallid, puffy face which, in contrast to his black suit, showed hardlyless white than his clerical collar. Once he had dealt with a truculent beg-
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gar by lifting him by the seat of his trousers and the scruff of his neck andthrowing him bodily over the front gate. Mrs Smith, his aunt, was a tiny,sharp-tongued woman of seventy-two who was living, so she declared,with only half a lung. Extremely witty and very fond of repartee, shequickly took a liking to me, for, unlike the Vicar, who merely listened witha smile, I could not only take her catches but return them. Poor Clement, afrank, honest, open-hearted youth who blushed easily, she did not partic-ularly like, for though well-mannered he was clumsy in the extreme andwhenever she directed her witticisms against him he became embar-rassed and confused. To such an extent, indeed, did she succeed in entan-gling him in his own words that once, when he had something ofmoment to impart, he first wrote it out and then read it aloud to her in thekitchen like a speech, a procedure which set the mischievous old crea-ture�s eyes twinkling in amusement.Mr Smith, the Vicar�s uncle, was a small choleric old gentleman, almostcompletely bald, who, even with the aid of a stick, moved about with ex-treme difficulty. He liked to talk about his experiences during the GreatWar when he had been a special constable in the East End of London. Ifhalf the stories he told us were true, it was much more dangerous to walkthe streets of Bermondsey after dark than to wander alone in Darkest Af-rica. At any rate he had sufficient confidence in the ferocity of the femaleEast Enders to declare, with a chuckle, that the best method of executingHitler would be to let half a dozen of them tear him to pieces with theirfingernails � a suggestion of which the prudent Vicar neither approvednor disapproved.The only other member of the family was the cook, Mrs Levy, a plump,raven-hairedJewess whose husband, an architect, had died in a Nazi con-centration camp. She was a cultured woman and talked to me about Ger-man literature. Sometimes, not without tears, she spoke of her murderedhusband and of the beautiful home from which they had been driven bythe Gestapo. Clement, who was very fond of children, used to play withher daughter Sybil, aged five, who soon became very attached to him. Butone day Mrs Smith�s short temper and sharp tongue proved too much forthe overworked refugee woman and after a painful scene she indignantlydeparted with Sybil in a taxi, taking her luggage with her in seventeensuitcases. The mode of her conveyance and the number of her suitcasesscandalized Mrs Smith, who was, apparently, accustomed to servantsleaving on foot with small bundles. �Seventeen suitcases!� she exclaimed,shaking her white head in horrified amazement, �Whoever heard of a ser-vant having seventeen suitcases!�
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Besides being allocated to billets, the evacuees were distributed amongthe Barnstaple schools, in whose overcrowded classrooms we now pur-sued our studies. Partly because of its unfamiliarity, partly because myown reading was so far in advance of the curriculum, I developed ahearty dislike for the school which Clement and I attended. The onlymaster (there were no mistresses) I found in the least sympathetic was theart master. In his classroom, where I also learned bookbinding, I spent myhappiest hours. There it was that I produced what was to be my last workof art, an ink drawing of Herod on his throne and Salome kneeling beforehim with the head of John the Baptist on a trencher. The fact that the nip-ples on Salome�s breasts were clearly delineated gave the Barnstaple boyscause for obscene comment; but the art master, who had doubtless seensuch things before, paid no more and no less attention to them than to therest of the picture, which he commended highly.Life at the Vicarage, though certainly neither austere nor puritanical,was naturally rather staid. Amusements were few, though in a moment ofabandon Mrs Smith once suggested that we might play croquet with heron the lawn. At five o�clock in the afternoon, when school was finished forthe day and we had had tea, Clement and I, now inseparable, used to es-cape down the road into the countryside. On Sunday mornings we ac-companied Mrs Smith to church, where the Vicar conducted the serviceand preached. Whether due to the modest vestments, or to the mur-mured plain-chant, or to the fact that the Vicar was by ordination a suc-cessor of the Apostles of old, I perceived in the little Anglican church anatmosphere of sacredness which in the Baptist church, for all its cheerfulpiety, I had never felt.During our first week at the Vicarage Clement and I had been allowedto listen to news broadcasts, for having relatives in London we were natu-rally anxious to know whether they were likely to be in danger or not. Asthe news became daily more ominous, however, we had to leave the din-ing-room a few minutes before these broadcasts began. Mr and MrsSmith probably wished to spare us the shock of hearing of any sudden re-verse. But one day, as soon as the eight o�clock broadcast was over, theycalled us back to the dining-room and with serious faces and solemnvoices broke to us, as though it had been the death of a near relative, thenews of the fall of France.
Another deadly blow!Another mighty Empire overthrown!And We are left, or shall be left, alone;
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The last that dare to struggle with the Foe.�Tis well!Clement and I had not been able to follow the vicissitudes of the War veryclosely, for the Smiths had interdicted newspapers as well as broadcasts;but we could understand that what had happened was an unparalleledcatastrophe. Even had we failed to understand, Mr Churchill�s famous�blood, toil, tears, and sweat� speech, broadcast a few days later, wouldhave convinced us that our country�s plight was even more disastrousthan it was in November 1806, during the Napoleonic Wars, when Words-worth wrote his sonnet � more disastrous than it had been for a thousandyears.Nevertheless, living as I did as much in imagination as reality, I was atthat time no less concerned with a war which had been fought 3,000 yearsearlier than the one in which I was personally involved. Clement and Ihad discovered a stationer�s shop which not only stocked new books butdisplayed outside its door a caseful of second-hand volumes. My first bar-gain was Chapman�s Homer�s Iliad. Though the poem had long been fa-miliar to me in prose translation, and though I knew all the episodes, itwas a new poem that burst upon me that afternoon as I sat out in the bril-liantly sunlit garden reading the glorious old fourteeners in the shade ofan ash willow. My second bargain was the First Part of Goethe�s Faust,which produced on me an effect so tremendous, and awoke echoes at adepth so profound, that I was quite unable to analyse its nature and say inwhat the effect consisted.We had been exactly one month at the Vicarage and I was beginning tofeel at home, when Mrs Smith broke to us, very gently, the news that wewere being transferred to another billet. A week before there had oc-curred an incident which might have had something to do with this un-expected change. One morning, at the time we usually left for school, therain was streaming down so heavily that Clement and I, who had neitherraincoats nor umbrellas, decided that we had better remain at home.When, later in the morning, Mr Smith discovered that we were still in thehouse he became furiously angry and, with dreadful imprecations for be-ing �afraid of a little rain�, drove us out into the downpour with his stick.On our arrival at school half an hour later, drenched by the storm, we re-ported the matter to the headmaster, who, seeing how wet we were, sentus back. Whether or not this unpleasant incident was the real cause forour having to leave the Vicarage, all that Mrs Smith told us was that sincethey now had no servant and had to do all the housework themselves �
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even the Vicar helping to dry the dishes � and since she had, as we knew,only half a lung, it was impossible for them to look after us any longer.My first memory of our new billet is of our eating eggs and bacon in thekitchen and the landlady, a thin sharp-featured woman of forty with lankblack hair, saying �It�s better than what they gave you at the Vicarage, I�llwarrant,� for being a good Wesleyan she had all the chapelgoer�s hatredfor the Church. Clement, who felt much more at ease than he had donefor a long time, wishing to please her heartily agreed, thus winning a grimsmile. But I, unwilling to abet in this way any impeachment of the hospi-tality of our late hosts, remained silent. This did not satisfy Mrs Williams,who repeated her remark, which this time received a non- committal re-ply.The four-roomed house in which I now spent my second month as anevacuee was situated in a working-class district on the outskirts of thetown. At the end of the little street, behind a heap of slag, lay two or threegreen fields, the tip of a tongue of countryside that protruded into the ur-ban area. Across these fields Clement and I walked every day to school,which backed on to the green strip. Through the fields meandered astream. Tall bulrushes and water-flags grew on its banks, where I alwayslingered to look into the dark waters for the big brown fishes which couldsometimes be seen gently moving their fins above the mud.Since the house was small, with neither front nor back garden, we wereallowed to go out more freely than had been the case at the Vicarage. OnSaturdays Clement and I used to spend the day at Bideford, a large towntwelve miles from Barnstaple. Since I was saving my pocket money to buybooks, and since Clement had spent all his buying ice-creams for thelandlady�s two small boys � thus winning more grim smiles and the re-mark that he, at least, was not mean with his money � we walked thewhole distance. On our first visit, which had taken place in our Vicaragedays, I had located a second-hand bookshop. Here we spent the whole ofevery visit, though Clement would doubtless have preferred to see a foot-ball match or wander about the town. What delighted me most about itwas the number of eighteenth-century calfskin quartos and folios, espe-cially the folio Shakespeare in a dozen or more volumes. Confused andexcited by this profusion of riches, I hurried from shelf to shelf, and fromroom to room, unable to open one book without being immediately at-tracted by another. When, at five o�clock, it was time to depart, I hastilymade my purchases hardly knowing what I was buying.I also joined the Barnstaple Public Library, which, judging from thenumber of eighteenth-century editions it contained, must have been
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originally a private collection. Here I found Johnson�s Works edited by Ar-thur Murphy in twelve or thirteen leather-bound volumes, on which Igreedily seized. Such was my devotion to my hero that I not only read TheRambler and The Adventurer, which I admired inordinately, but even histragedy Irene, the verses of which stuck like glue. Since I now devouredcollected works and multi-volume editions with ease, I also set to work onHoole�s Orlando Furioso, reading a volume a day till it was finished. Soomnivorous was my intellectual appetite at this period that one Sunday Iread, in addition to the usual instalment of Hoole, Diderot�s Memoirs of aNun and all seven of Aeschylus� tragedies. At this time I was utterly de-void of discrimination. Every book I read thrilled and captivated me andleft upon my mind a vivid impression.One day Mrs Williams took us by bus to the coastal town of Ilfracombe,where she had once lived with her first husband, a seven-foot giant whocommitted suicide. After wandering the narrow streets that ran up anddown the cliff face, I plunged into the nearest second-hand bookshop,emerging a couple of hours later with Boswell�s Life of Johnson, an illus-trated book on Rossetti as a painter, and a leather-bound duodecimo vol-ume dated 1723, in Latin and English, entitled The Secret Instructions of theJesuits. Perhaps it was at Ilfracombe that I also bought Religio Medici andHydriotaphia, which I admired so much that I imitated the second of themin an essay entitled �Of Tombs and Sepultures�. This, apart from an abor-tive attempt to imitate Hardy, was the sole literary product of my sojournat Barnstaple, which was about to end.Kindled by the incident of the eggs and bacon and aggravated by the in-cident of the ice-cream, Mrs Williams�s dislike for me had grown more bit-ter every week. She disliked my preoccupation with books, which shethought unnatural, my manner of speaking, which she jeeringly said wasmore like that of a man of forty than a boy of fourteen, and my habit of notspending money � except on books, which to her way of thinking was nobetter than not spending it at all. The thought that though I had ten shil-lings in my purse I would not spend one penny of it on sweets orice-cream, either for myself or others, infuriated her. One day her dislikeflared into open resentment. During tea Reggie, the older of her twoyoung sons, a boy of eleven who naturally took his cue from his mother,spoke to me with such insolent rudeness that, unable to bear the affront, Imade him a sharp retort. Mrs Williams�s eyes flashed. �No �vacuee is go-ing to talk to my son like that,� she declared, after saying exactly what shethought of me. It was not her cold, hard anger that rankled with me somuch as the way in which she spat out the term ��vacuee� as though it was
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the supreme insult. From that day onwards it was open warfare betweenus. On my side there was either contemptuous silence or a barbed retort;on hers, incessant bitter, jeering abuse. The situation was made worse byher liking for Clement which, in the absence of her young soldier hus-band, was by that time warmer than it should have been.Having a thin, weak body, I was ashamed to take off my shirt in front ofothers. Consequently I always washed in the bathroom. But Clement,who had a good physique, being now nearly sixteen, always stripped tothe waist and washed in the kitchen. I often saw Mrs Williams watchinghim, her hard eyes glittering with lust. Knowing that a few of the olderevacuee boys slept with their landladies, whose husbands were also inthe Forces, I had no difficulty in interpreting the signs.Eventually my life in Mrs Williams�s house became so unbearable that Iasked the street billeting officer, who had accompanied us from London,to find me another billet. She heard me sympathetically but did nothing. Itherefore decided to telephone Mother. At the beginning of the war UncleCharles and his family had been evacuated to Torquay, in South Devon,where his firm was engaged on vitally important war work. Mother hadrecently gone to stay with him, for the Blitz had started and Father had re-fused to allow her to remain in London any longer. When I told her that Iwas unhappy she promised to come to Barnstaple immediately.What passed between Mother and Mrs Williams, or between Motherand the billeting officer next day, I never knew, but from the look on herface as she emerged from her interviews with them I saw that she hadspared neither. On her arrival she had found that the strain of life as anunwanted, indeed hated, ��vacuee� had seriously affected my health.Though I had telephoned her only in the hope of getting my billetchanged, she decided to take me back with her to Torquay, a decisionwhich I did not question. My only regret at leaving Barnstaple was thattwo volumes of Johnson�s works were still unread.
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Chapter Six
THE VEIL OF ISIS
Torquay, as the illustrated brochures of its numerous hotels informed thevisitor, was the Riviera of England. Only in Torquay did tropical palmsgrow in the open air. Only in Torquay could one shut one�s eyes againstthe blinding brilliance of the sunshine and imagine that one was in thesouth of France, or Italy, or even India. Barnstaple and Bideford wereold-fashioned towns of the south-west, towns in which men talked ofDrake as though the Armada had been defeated yesterday, and I had notfound their atmosphere congenial. But Torquay was different. Barnstapleand Bideford were provincial; Torquay was cosmopolitan. They stood ongrey rocks and looked east towards the grey Atlantic; it was built on redrock and gazed south towards

The blue Mediterranean, where he lay,Lulled by the coil of his crystálline streams.
Perhaps it was no coincidence that my introduction to the Wisdom of theEast, my first confrontation with the Veil of Isis, should have occurred atTorquay.On the day after our arrival Mother had me admitted to the nearestschool. This decision of hers I accepted far less quietly than the one whichwas responsible for my being with her in Torquay at all. In fact, I was stillarguing when we reached the school gate. Being now fifteen I wanted toget out into the world, to find a job and work. But Mother�s mind wasmade up, and being wise enough not to argue she countered all my pro-tests with a quiet �You must finish your education first.�My last school, which was of the �open air� variety, was a cheerful,friendly place, and the leniency with which I was excused lessons I didnot like soon reconciled me to a further period of Babylonian captivity.Though it had both masters and mistresses, all of whose gowns �billowed�



in true Gem and Magnet style, my dealings were mainly with the mis-tresses. Of these, the English mistress, to whose class I was assigned,turned out to be the most sympathetic to my literary aspirations. She wasa good teacher, but quite unable to maintain discipline, and the class rag-ged her unmercifully. So great did the uproar sometimes become that herfriend the history mistress, who was as short and fat as the English mis-tress was tall and thin, would have to come from the classroom next doorand restore order. Either because I was well behaved and gave no trouble,or because she divined in me a passion for literature such as she hadfound in no other boy, the pale harassed woman soon became not only akindly critic but almost a friend. On my essay on �The Disestablishment ofthe Church of England�, a subject which gave me the opportunity to airmy knowledge of the word �antidisestablishmentarianism�, said to be thelongest in the dictionary, and which I had learned from Smoky Joe, shewrote: �Your command of English is excellent; but you have a tendency touse long words for their own sake. Remember that the best word is theone which most clearly and simply expresses your meaning.� In spite ofher sensible advice, it was several years before I could bring myself to sac-rifice �antidisestablishmentarianism� and its �proud compeers� on the al-tar of chastity of style.With her encouragement I began writing, in imitation of Lamb�s Talesfrom Shakespeare, a synopsis of The Spanish Tragedy; but the synopsisthreatened to become longer than the play itself and I gave up after thirtypages. When I left she gave me a copy of Tennyson�s Complete Poems, thusbreaking down the prejudice set up by Mrs Ainsworth�s well-meaning at-tempts to �teach� �The Lady of Shalott�, and paving the way for a rich en-joyment of that long-neglected poet.As there was no room for me in Uncle Charles�s house, where Nana wasalso staying, Mother found me lodgings in a nearby street. Mrs Baker, mylandlady, was an elderly woman so short of stature and broad of featurethat she looked as though she had been depressed by some giganticthumb. She spoke very loudly, with an extremely broad Devonshire ac-cent, repeating each phrase two or three times before passing on to thenext, as if convinced that every morsel of her conversation was so valu-able that the listener should be given as many opportunities as possible totake it in. She was a good cook, but insanely house-proud,and never wea-ried of directing my attention to the excellence of her possessions. Never,when referring to any object in the house, did she use the definite article:it was always my sitting-room, my table, my dinner, my electric light, my ra-dio, my curtains. Her husband, whom she nagged and scolded inces-
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santly, was a retired lighthouse-keeper. A placid, good-humoured manwith a cheery red face, he would wink at me behind his wife�s back as shewaddled back into her kitchen after a more than usually violent outburst.Every afternoon I had tea at Uncle Charles�s house, which was justround the corner from Mrs Baker�s, and on Sundays I went to lunch andstayed for the rest of the day. Though they had given me a very cold re-ception on the night of my arrival, my aunt and uncle had quickly thawedand once Mother had been forgiven her �foolishness� in bringing me backwith her all was well between us. With Auntie Kath, who was six or sevenyears older than Uncle Charles, I had indeed always been on good terms.An intelligent woman with charming manners who had been head librar-ian at Mudie�s, she was extremely thin, with large eyes, rougedcheek-bones, and a mass of dark frizzy hair. In Torquay she alwaysdressed in slacks. Mother and Nana used to shake their heads over herhousekeeping and it was rumoured she could not cook. Moreover shehad an abnormally hearty appetite and consumed huge quantities offood. �Oh I do love a good tuck in!� she would exclaim as, with shiningeyes, she sat down to a meal, frequently attacking it before anyone elsewas seated. On our visits to Ewell Joan and I had liked her none the lessfor her peccadilloes, and in Torquay, where she sometimes discussedmodern literature and religion with me, I always enjoyed her company.Uncle Charles, who at thirty was already more than half bald, was thechief accountant of a famous British firm. Constant overwork had madehim irritable, and there were sometimes rather vicious squabbles be-tween him and Auntie Kath. Though he was as parsimonious as she wasextravagant, and moreover inclined to be sadistic, I had always liked himbecause he was the only uncle young enough to romp and play with mewhen I was a small boy.On Sunday afternoons we all went for a walk in the woods nearBabbacombe Downs, where we waded ankle-deep in damp dead leaves,picking up dry sticks for the evening fire. Autumn had already come toSouth Devon. Sometimes, invigorated by the clear crisp air, we followedthe precipitous cliff paths far up the coast, pausing wherever there was agap in the slowly crimsoning forest to look down at the blue-black seamoaning far below. Every now and then fragments of damp white mistwould come flying in over the cliff-top. As autumn gave place to winter,the hips and haws showed more and more vividly scarlet among the na-ked briars.Before I had been in Torquay many months Uncle Charles was havingto spend more and more Sunday afternoons working on his files. Since
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Mother had returned to London in early autumn, and since Nana did notthink it right to leave Uncle Charles alone in the house to make his owntea, Auntie Kath and I sometimes went for our walks alone.The first thing I did after Mother�s departure from Torquay was to leaveschool and start looking for a job.Parkes� Coal Company, in whose office in Torquay�s main thoroughfareI soon found a situation, was a small concern dealing in coal, coke, and an-thracite. Despite the war-time shortage of fuel, business was brisk, forTorquay was a town of hotels, all of which were faced with the problem ofkeeping their guests warm during the winter. Many a time during thenext two months I was to lift the receiver and hear the voice of an irate ho-tel proprietor demanding to know why the promised twenty tons ofwhatever it was his furnaces consumed had still not been delivered. Oneor two proprietors were so utterly unreasonable in their expectations thatwhenever their voice was heard shrieking from the receiver the whole of-fice groaned. The worst offender, however, was an eccentric baronet who,not long after I had settled in Kalimpong, wrote me incoherent letters onBuddhism without knowing that he had once shouted at me over thetelephone for not sending his weekly bag of coke on time. The last arrowin the quiver of an offended customer was always the threat to transferhis or her custom to the rival concern over the road, between which andParkes� competition was all the more fierce because our senior partnerhad once been their manager. Their customers must have made the samethreat, for during the winter several big hotels were exchanged betweenus.Parkes� office was situated above a sweet-shop, with the girl assistantsin which I speedily became acquainted, for though not then rationed,chocolate and sweets were often difficult to obtain. The office consisted ofthe big general office in which the head clerk and the rest of the staff hadtheir stools, the partners� office, a dusty record room where we preparedtea, and a cubby-hole on the next floor where the monthly accounts weremade out, two afternoons a week, by an ancient Dickensian clerk in a stiffcollar with rheumy eyes and a perpetual dewdrop depending from hisnose. When I joined the firm the staff in the general office consisted of MrWilliams the head clerk, a cheerful bald-headed man in spectacles, his as-sistant, a C3 youth waiting to be called up who swore softly at the part-ners, the customers, the War, and the world in general as he typeddelivery bills on a specially equipped typewriter, and two or three youthsa little older than myself who all left before I did. The senior partner was asmall, smiling, self-satisfied westcountryman of sixty who was always
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rubbing his hands together; the junior partner a pink-faced, hefty youngScotsman whose name was identical with that of a well-known brand ofwhisky.My duties were at first very simple. I answered the telephone, madetea, and delivered bills to the nearer hotels. Not having been able to learnto type by the touch system at school in London, I now adopted thetwo-finger method, with the help of which I was soon sufficiently profi-cient to type the numerous letters which the senior partner was in thehabit of writing out in longhand just before it was time for me to go home.Office hours were from nine till six, with an hour for lunch, but I usuallyhad to stay till eight o�clock. My wages were ten shillings a week.Not long after joining Parkes� I signalized my newly-won independ-ence (more apparent than real, for Father still paid all my expenses, allow-ing me to spend the whole of my wages on books) by moving into morecongenial quarters. Now that I had been with her for two or three monthsMrs Baker so much regarded me as a member of the family that she in-cluded me in all the naggings and scoldings administered to her long-suf-fering husband. This I did not much mind. But her habit of refusing toallow the electric light to be switched on until at least an hour after darkwas a more serious matter. Even though she knew her husband was itch-ing to read the newspaper, and that I was impatient to write down the po-ems I had composed in the bus coming home, she would sit chuckling inher chair, exclaiming over and over again how pleasant it was to sit in thedark and what a pity that her electricity would have to be switched on sosoon. Probably she was not sorry when I left, for ever since the morningthat she had found a copy of Swedenborg�s Heaven and Hell under my pil-low she had looked upon me with a feeling akin to horror.However appropriate the cheerless term �lodgings� may have been formy room at Mrs Baker�s, it was certainly not applicable to the quarters Ioccupied for the remainder of my stay in Torquay. True I paid � that is, Fa-ther paid � a small sum weekly for bed and board, but the kindness andconsideration with which I was treated, and the friendliness of everymember of the family, made me feel that I had found a second home.Mr French, the head of the family, was a burly inarticulate man of forty ofwhom, except at weekends, I saw little. His time was divided between thedairy in St Marychurch where I stayed, and the farm from which he sup-plied the shop with milk, butter, and eggs. In the course of our only seri-ous conversation he solemnly averred that he believed in the literalhistorical existence of Adam and Eve and seemed astonished that I didnot. His wife was a quiet, rather stout woman with greying hair and a
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toothy smile who had been a teacher. Gwen, Mrs French�s unmarried sis-ter, was about thirty-two but looked several years younger. She had lightbrown hair with a streak of gold in it, grey eyes, a pleasant husky voiceand a much gayer and happier temperament than her more serious sister.Mary, the Frenches� only child, was a fair-haired little girl of five who, forsome obscure reason, took a great liking to me almost at first sight.Though by no means fond of children, I could not help liking her in re-turn, and even unbent so far as to allow her to sit on my knee. Being un-able to articulate properly owing to some defect, she expressed herfeelings towards me by laughing heartily whenever we met. With bothMrs French and Gwen I was soon on a more intimate footing than I hadever been with anyone outside the immediate family circle. For Gwen, in-deed, I developed a very deep attachment. What was stranger, she be-came extremely fond of me.My late hours at Parkes� Coal Company during the week, and my walkswith Auntie Kath on Sunday afternoons, left me with much less time forreading than I had enjoyed either in London or at Barnstaple. Yet I contin-ued to read in a week more than the average boy of my age read in a year.Some of the books I consumed at this time exercised a decisive influenceon my whole life and thought. Among my discoveries wasSchopenhauer, in whom I at once recognized a kindred spirit. Classicalauthors included Plato (in the complete Bohn translation), Aristotle,Theocritus, Longinus, Demetrius, Tyrtaeus, and Lucian, but my most ar-dent admiration was for Seneca and the Emperor Julian. The ethical sub-limity of the Roman moralist struck for the first time a chord which hasvibrated in me ever since. Strange to relate, it was not from the Bible or TheHoly War, but from the De Beneficia and De Consolatione, that I learned notonly to love the good life but to strive after it. Why I admired the writingsof the Emperor Julian is not clear to me. Perhaps it was the �archetypal�semi-orientalism of his religion that appealed to me, for I was becomingmore and more attracted to the exotic in literature.Neither the Torquay nor the Barnstaple Public Library had a section de-voted to the literatures of the East. But at Torquay, after the Russian andother minor European literatures, half a dozen volumes did their best torepresent the vast riches of Chinese, Japanese, Sanskrit, Persian, andArabic prose and poetry, philosophy and religion. As soon as I saw thesebooks there flashed upon me, like a revelation, the thought, �Why shouldI limit myself to Europe?�Of the Torquay Public Library�s oriental section, the whole of which Iprobably read, I now remember only The Yoga of the Bhagavat Gita by Sri
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Krishna Prem, an English Vaishnavite with whom I subsequently corre-sponded, Noh Plays of Japan, and the Dabistan. But from that day theregrew upon me the conviction, afterwards immovably implanted in thecentre of my consciousness, that regionalism or nationalism in literatureor art, philosophy or religion, is an anachronism. Why should not the cul-tured Englishman be as familiar with Li Po in translation as he is withShakespeare in the original, or the German philosopher as well ac-quainted with the doctrines of Nagarjuna as he is with those of Kant?Why should not the West be as receptive to Eastern culture in the twenti-eth century as she was to Graeco-Roman art and literature in the fif-teenth? Whether he is born in Europe, Asia, Africa, America, orAustralasia, and whether he be a Buddhist, Christian, Muslim, Hindu,Zoroastrian, Jew, Confucian, Taoist, Shintoist, Animist, or atheist, the truecitizen of the world should aim at a broad acquaintance with all that isbest in the whole cultural and spiritual heritage of mankind.Having exhausted the Torquay Public Library�s stock of oriental litera-ture, I turned to the stationers and booksellers opposite Parkes�. Here Ifound, in the Everyman series, Hindu Scriptures and Kalidasa�sShakuntala. In the first, a volume of selections from Hindu religious litera-ture, I particularly admired the Vedic hymns, especially those addressedto Ushas, the Dawn; the Upanishads I found obscure. Compared with theplays of Marlowe and Ben Jonson, all of which I had read while still withMrs Baker, Shakuntala seemed rather poor stuff � even after making allpossible allowance for the difference, really not very great, of dramaticconvention. In India Kalidasa is always compared with Shakespeare; butwhen, willing to revise my early judgement, I read Shakuntala again sev-enteen years later, I was obliged to ratify it instead. However, the lovelyimagery of the Meghaduta or �Cloud-Messenger�, a long lyric poem, de-lighted me immensely. Shortly afterwards, in the same bookshop, I foundThe Song Celestial, Sir Edwin Arnold�s famous verse translation of theBhagavad Gita. This gave me even greater satisfaction. Indeed, I used toread the eleventh book, �The Vision of the Universal Form�, in a state bor-dering on ecstasy.Then, O king, the God, so saying,Stood to Pritha�s son displayingAll the splendour, wonder, dreadOf His vast Almighty-head.Out of countless eyes beholding,Out of countless mouths commanding,Countless mystic forms enfolding
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In one Form, supremely standingCountless radiant glories wearing,Countless heavenly weapons bearing,Crowned with garlands of star clusters,Robed in garb of woven lustres,Breathing from His perfect PresenceBreaths of every subtle essenceOf all heavenly odours; sheddingBlinding brilliance; overspreading �Boundless, beautiful � all spacesWith His all-regarding faces;So He showed! If there should riseSuddenly within the skiesSunburst of a thousand sunsFlooding earth with beams undeemed-of,Then might be that Holy One�sMajesty and radiance dreamed of!
Whether I appreciated such lines more as poetry or religion would be dif-ficult to say. Sometimes it happened that when I thought I enjoyed apoem, I really responded to a religious teaching, and when I thought I re-sponded to a religious teaching I in fact enjoyed a poem. But of my reac-tion to the work that now brought me face to face with the Veil of Isis therecould be no uncertainty.One Saturday afternoon, as I was changing books, I noticed on a door inthe Reference Room the words �Moyse Collection�. On my application tothe librarian the door was unlocked and I found myself in the midst of thebiggest and richest collection of books I had yet seen. Resisting the verystrong temptation to describe in detail the excursions into the Greek andLatin classics, Old English texts, and Elizabethan drama which I thence-forward made on Saturday afternoons (for the books belonging to thiscollection had to be read on the spot), I shall confine myself to two vol-umes which were my stepping-stones to higher things. The first of thesewas Hartmann�s Paracelsus. Though the work interested me deeply, I wasstill more interested by its constant references, usually in footnotes, to Es-oteric Buddhism, a work of which I had never heard. Coming upon it oneafternoon not far from Paracelsus, I promptly read it. Much more vividlythan the vague sense of widening horizons which it gave me do I remem-ber its constant references, also in footnotes, to another work of which Ihad never heard: Isis Unveiled. This was not available in the Moyse Collec-
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tion, but I discovered it soon afterwards in the Lending Department andbore the two bulky volumes back with me to St Marychurch.How shall I describe their effect upon me? Though in itself almost en-tirely negative, it proved to be more far-reaching in its consequences thanany book I had previously encountered. Within a fortnight I had readboth volumes twice from cover to cover. Impressed, bewildered, thrilled,excited, stimulated as I was by their staggeringly immense wealth � their�inexhaustible truckloads,� as Maeterlinck called them � of information onevery conceivable aspect of philosophy, comparative religion, occultism,mysticism, science, and a hundred other subjects, the realization whichdawned most clearly upon me, and which by the time I had finishedstood out with blinding obviousness in the very forefront of my con-sciousness, was the fact that I was not a Christian � that I never had been,and never would be � and that the whole structure of Christian doctrinewas from beginning to end thoroughly repugnant to me. This realizationgave me a sense of relief, of liberation as from some oppressive burden,which was so great that I wanted to dance and sing for joy. What I was,what I believed, I knew not, but what I was not and what I did not believe,that I knew with utter certainty, and this knowledge, merely negativethough it was as yet, gave me a foretaste of that freedom which comeswhen all obstacles are removed, all barriers broken down, all limitationstranscended.The effects of this great emancipation were for the time being insignifi-cant. In an attempt to give it a positive content I plunged intoSwedenborg�s Arcana Celestae, into the study of Hebrew, into the Key toTheosophy, into Rosicrucianism; but not until a year later, in London, did Ifind that for which I was searching. Isis Unveiled could not help me. In-deed, the title originally chosen by the author had been �The Veil of Isis�;but the publishers, alive to the publicity value of the suggestion of secretsrevealed, changed this to the title under which it subsequently became fa-mous. It is a curious fact that though I at first assumed that the author, H.P.Blavatsky, was a man, by the time I had finished it I knew, intuitively, thatIsis Unveiled had been written by a woman. Though it was an incompara-bly greater Hand that lifted for me the Veil of Isis, she has my undyinggratitude for having brought me where I could see it face to face.At Parkes� Coal Company my position had been steadily improving. Asone by one they left I took over the work, first of the two or three youths,then of the C3 swearer, and finally of Mr Williams. The last in the coal of-fice had become the first. Instead of handing over calls to more experi-enced members of the staff, I now took orders, soothed irate hotel
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proprietors, and explained the current coal situation. When customerscalled at the office, I accepted payments, issued receipts, and assuredthem that their next consignment would be delivered without delay.(Among the callers was Agatha Christie, who was on our books under herreal name.) Twice or thrice a week I went to our petrol dump, the keys ofwhich were now in my keeping, watched while the drivers filled thetanks of their lorries, and took dippings of the amount remaining with anotched steel yard. On Friday afternoons I paid the foreman, drivers, anddelivery men their wages at the coalyard adjoining Torquay Station.My biggest job, however, was the daily typing of delivery bills on thespecially equipped typewriter, the intricacies of which I had now mas-tered. On busy days this kept me hard at work from two in the afternoonuntil six in the evening. After being typed the delivery bills had to bechecked by the senior partner. As we were supposed to close at six, and asthis part of the work sometimes took two hours, the checking shouldhave started at four. But in the days when the C3 youth officiated at thetypewriter, it was the senior partner�s pleasant habit to waste the wholeafternoon gossiping and then, at six o�clock, to sit down with a gay smileto do the checking. My indispensability now enabled me to put a stop tothis imposition. At four o�clock I would look at the clock above the mantel-piece and remark that I wanted to leave �early� that evening. This was of-fice parlance for �not later than six-thirty�. After I had done this three orfour times the hint was taken and the checking of orders sometimesstarted as early as three o�clock.Our shortage of staff reduced the junior partner, who having put moremoney into the business had more prestige to maintain, to the practice ofsome strange subterfuges. One of these I witnessed several times beforeunderstanding its significance. Whenever, owing to my preoccupation atthe typewriter, he had answered the telephone himself, he would gentlylay down the receiver, quietly rise to his feet, and having stolen tiptoeacross the room to the far corner would stand there for a minute as if lostin thought. Then springing suddenly to life, he would stride rapidly tothe telephone, crashing his heels into the floor as he did so, and pickingup the receiver shout �Hullo, hullo! Yes, speaking!� in loud cheery tones.Though I worked very hard during my last two or three months in thecoal office I was quite happy there, and while not actually liking the work,took an interest in it and did it to the best of my ability. My wages hadmore than doubled, for after the departure of the C3 youth I asked for arise, and after the departure of Mr Williams the partners gave me anotherof their own accord. Higher wages to me, of course, meant more books.
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After the hints about wanting to go �early� I was often able to leave the of-fice at six, instead of at eight as before, which left me more time in whichto enjoy the pleasant company of Mrs French and Gwen. It also gave metime for the study of the Rosicrucian literature which I now received ev-ery fortnight from San José, California.The advertisements of the Ancient and Mystical Order Rosae Crucis(AMORC) are well known to the readers of the occult, spiritualist, or uni-versalist type of periodical. They even appear in newspapers and maga-zines. How my eye was first caught by one of them I do not recollect; butevidently the prospect of being initiated into the ancient mysteries ap-pealed to me, for I was soon spending a substantial portion of my wageson the various dues. Of the rather nebulous contents of the green folderswhich came every two weeks in plain covers, thus greatly intriguingMrs French and Gwen, both of whom wondered who the mysterious cor-respondent in the United States could be, only vaguely beautiful impres-sions now remain. The memory of a certain �initiation� remains vivid,however, because it was the occasion of my hurting, quiteunintentionally, the feelings of my two friends.This �initiation� consisted, as far as I can remember, in lighting a numberof candles in front of a mirror and then gazing with concentration into themirror until the Rosy Cross appeared. Now since there was no electricbulb in my room, I was supplied with candles, by the light of which I usedto read at night. Not wanting to ask for an extra supply, for the ceremonyhad to be kept secret, I bought a packet on the way home from the office.At lunch the next day the sisters gently reproached me for buying candlesmyself instead of asking for them, for while cleaning my room they hadnoticed the remains of the packet I had purchased in a half-open drawer.As spring gave way to summer, Auntie Kath, Uncle Charles, Nana, and Ibegan spending either the mornings or the afternoons on Sundays downon Babbacombe beach. Never, in England, did I enjoy such perfectweather in such perfect surroundings. Behind us the red sandstone cliffsrose sheer for three or four hundred feet. Before us lay the shimmering,intensely blue width of the sea, from which the sun struck little sparklesof gold. Between the two stretched a ribbon of dazzlingly white beach,and overhead, from horizon to horizon, the quivering blueness of the sky.But when Father, who throughout the Blitz had worked day and nightas a stretcher-bearer, came to Torquay for a short holiday, I started feelinghomesick. After giving notice to the partners, who spent my last daysgloomily reconciling themselves to the prospect of having a girl in the of-
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fice, and bidding an affectionate farewell to Mrs French and Gwen, I re-turned to London after an absence of one year.
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Chapter Seven
THE PENDULUM SWINGS
The two and a half years which followed my return from Torquay wereamong the most important of my present existence. Every aspect of mybeing, from the lowest to the highest, sought eagerly for the fullest pos-sible unfoldment and expression, so that my life was during this wholeperiod a chaos of conflicting impulses. My love of art, of literature, of mu-sic, already sufficiently ardent, became a ruthless passion. Books, neverchewed or merely tasted, were now indiscriminately swallowed whole ina fruitless attempt to satisfy an appetite frightful in its ravenousness. Mysenses, practically dormant until then, suddenly awoke and clamouredfor satisfaction. For the first time in my life came psychical and mysticalexperiences. Though heights were touched, existence for me consistednot in progress but in a perpetual violent oscillation between extremes.Small wonder that the heroes of this period were stricken, tormented, de-moniacal figures � Strindberg, Nietzsche, Beethoven.The London of 1941 was not the London of 1940, any more than theyouth who returned from Torquay was the boy who had been evacuatedto Barnstaple. The Blitz lay between. In nearly every street great gapsshowed in the rows of houses as noticeably as missing teeth in a humanface. The populace, though in the mass cheerful, confident, and deter-mined, now that frightfulness had done its worst, and failed, was in indi-viduals beginning to exhibit signs of strain.How great a test of endurance the Blitz had been was clear from Fa-ther�s tales of the period when, night after night, he and the rest of hissquad had rescued the trapped and the injured, and removed dead bod-ies from the wreckage of bomb-shelters, sometimes from blazing build-ings, while bombs were still falling in other parts of the city and while theearth rocked and quivered beneath them and the anti-aircraft gunspounded away as, in the blackness of the sky, the searchlights darted



hither and thither trying to pick out the tiny dark shapes of the bombers.His worst experience, however, had been not during but after an air raid,when his squad helped remove the bodies of the 3,000 people, mostlywomen and children, who were drowned the night a water main, struckby a bomb, had burst and flooded the tube shelter in which they hadtaken refuge.Yet even the Blitz had not been without its comic aspect. Once, during aparticularly heavy bombardment, when the singing of shrapnel filled theair, Father left the house in such haste that he forgot to put on his steel hel-met. Noticing it on its peg in the hall a minute later, Mother seized it in herhand and heedless of the shrapnel ran bareheaded up the street crying,�Phil, Phil, you�ve forgotten your helmet!�At the time of my return to London the Blitz had not quite petered out,and from the few air raids I experienced I was able to imagine what itmust have been like at the height of its fury. Not that I had never heardbombs falling before. At Torquay, one night, six or seven had beendropped in a line, the first a hundred yards from the house, the last in anopen field five miles away. Each time the whistle had seemed shriller andthe crash more deafening than before; but instead of falling nearer, as Ithought, the bombs were in fact falling further away and the last, beingthe biggest and loudest, seemed the nearest. Indeed, it seemed to explodedirectly over my head. The following morning Gwen and I went to seethe damage done by the nearest (and smallest) bomb, which had de-stroyed two houses and injured several people.In London, of course, the whistle and crash of bombs was only part ofthe proceedings. Much worse were the ear-splitting detonations, four orfive at a time in quick succession, of the nearby ack-ack guns, especially ofthe Mobile Unit which sometimes operated from the top of the road.Much practice had made the gunners expert, and many a time did Fatherand I, standing out in the garden, see the enemy planes falling in flamesto the ground. With so much artillery fire the danger from flying shrapnelwas no less than that from falling bombs, but long experience of the Blitzhad intensified the strain of Anglo-Saxon fatalism in the English charac-ter, and though few took unnecessary risks the general attitude was �Ifyour number�s on it, you�ll get it; if it isn�t, you won�t.� Within a few weeksI had become as phlegmatic as other Londoners. At breakfast on morn-ings after particularly noisy raids Father used to relate how, thinking Imust have been disturbed, he had looked into my room during the nightand found me fast asleep.
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The worst experience which awaited me on my return to London hadnothing to do with the Blitz. One day, while reading the newspaper, I be-came aware that my parents were talking to each other as I had neverheard them talk before. Like all husbands and wives they had quarrelledoccasionally, but never had such bitter words been exchanged betweenthem. Horrified, I listened from behind the newspaper.�Yes, and you brought your son back from Torquay to spy on me!� ex-claimed Mother in a fury.�Son, tell your mother whether I brought you back or whether youcame of your own accord,� said Father in an injured, sorrowful voice.Without lowering the newspaper, I burst into tears. Father waited untilmy sobs had subsided, then took away the newspaper and gently re-peated the question. He looked worried and miserable. Mother�s avertedface was hard and cold.�I came of my own accord,� I said amidst sobs.Much as this incident lacerated my feelings at the time, I soon ceased tothink about it. The storm having perhaps cleared the air, relations be-tween Father and Mother were again harmonious and I was busy reviv-ing old connections and forming new ones.Having exhausted such resources of the Tooting Public Library as ap-pealed to me, I began to rely more and more on its counterpart at Streat-ham. In addition to Gnosticism, Rosicrucianism, and Neoplatonism, Itook up the study of Chinese history and culture, began reading biogra-phies of the great composers, started teaching myself Arabic and NewTestament Greek, and opened up a campaign against philosophy bystorming two of its strongest citadels: Kant�s Critique of Pure Reason,which I read thrice, and Hegel�s Philosophy of Religion.Attempts to revive my old connections with the BB were less successful.Where our hall had once stood was a large empty space and several pilesof rubble. For two weeks I attended parades and Bible classes in the hall ofthe Anglican church across the road, whose company and ours were nowamalgamated; but most of the old familiar faces were gone and the atmos-phere was different. Besides, having realized in Torquay that I had neverbelieved in Christianity, the hymns and prayers now seemed empty andunreal. Perhaps Skipper sensed the change in me. Or perhaps I was anx-ious to share my new understanding. Whichever it may have been, I havea vague recollection of trying to convince him of the necessity of an im-partial study of all religions and of our both feeling, at the end of the dis-cussion, that we now stood very far apart.
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As air raid warnings became rarer, Mother and I started going out to-gether, making trips to the National Gallery, where a single masterpiecewas on exhibition at a time, and to Westminster Abbey. Once we went toWestminster Cathedral with Auntie Kate, who lit candles and saidprayers while Mother and I watched the priests officiating at the high al-tar, and once we went to see Mother�s eldest brother, whom I had nevermet. But even more than churches and museums, which were my pas-sion rather than hers, Mother loved shops and restaurants. Her most seri-ous complaint against Father had always been that from one year�s end tothe next he never took her out for an evening�s entertainment. Though bynature sociable, he preferred his own fireside, or a quiet hour at the publichouse with friends, to the artificial glitter and hollow gaiety of the fash-ionable West End restaurants, or the tawdry pseudo-Gothic splendoursof the local cinema.Having no children of school age, and being under forty-five, Motherhad been required to register for part-time national service. Either shortlybefore or shortly after my return from Torquay she and her friend Marga-ret joined the Education Department of the LCC. The branch in whichthey worked, then conveniently located in the deserted buildings of anearby kindergarten, was responsible for the supply of equipment toevacuated schools. So much did Mother like this work, and so capable anadministrator did she prove, that within a few months she was trans-ferred from the part-time to the full-time staff and promoted to assistanthead of the branch. This meant that she no longer had time to cook lunch,so at twelve o�clock each day she and I and Margaret went to a restaurantat Tooting Broadway. With us came Mother�s chief, the head of thebranch, a small, unobtrusive, kindly man of about fifty-five.With Father on duty at the ARP headquarters, in the evenings Motherand I were generally alone. As she sat silently mending socks and shirtshour after hour there would sometimes escape from her a sigh of sheerweariness which, though it pierced me to the heart, I ignored and wenton reading. If she ventured a remark I answered with a grunt. After leav-ing England I bitterly regretted this selfish behaviour, the memory ofwhich filled me with grief and shame. Never in my life was the aestheticso inimical to the ethical. If she wanted to listen to the Forces Programme Icurtly told her that it would disturb me; but if I wished to listen to Bach orBeethoven, which gave her a headache, I switched on the radio withoutcaring for her feelings. Later on, Joan and I always quarrelled about theradio, which I took into the sitting-room, where there was an extraplug-in, whenever I wanted to listen to the Promenade Concerts. Since
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Joan was good-natured and I bad-tempered she usually gave in to me,but if one of her favourite crooners was on the air she insisted on herrights. On such occasions I did sometimes give in, though with a very badgrace; but if a symphony or concerto which I particularly wanted to hearwas being broadcast over another wavelength I would go to any lengthsof rudeness and ill-temper to get my own way. With Mother there wasnever any dispute. Besides being accustomed to me having my own way,she was naturally of a gentle, patient disposition. Once, in a moment ofexasperation, she exclaimed, �You�re just like your father � obstinate as amule!� But such outbursts were rare. Thus it was that she submitted toevenings of sheer boredom without a word of complaint, darning socksand turning the wrists and collars of shirts with war-time economy, whileI read philosophy and religion or listened to classical music on the radio.Though I had responded to classical music ever since that afternoon Ihad heard Fingal�s Cave at the Methodist Central Hall, only after my re-turn from Torquay did it become an addiction. Bach�s Toccata and Fugue inD Minor, which seemingly explores the heights and depths of the uni-verse, occupied in my experience of music a place analogous to that ofParadise Lost in my experience of poetry. Stunned, overwhelmed, annihi-lated by those majestic chords, I went about for several days in a kind ofwaking trance. As soon as I came to my senses I tried to translate my ex-perience of the music into poetry. Later on, in fact, I wrote in imitation ofBaudelaire�s �Les Phares� a poem on all the great composers from Bach toDelius, as well as a dramatic idyll on Beethoven.My enjoyment of music was far more intense than that of poetry hadever been. This was partly due to the very nature of music, which unlikepoetry is pure feeling devoid of all cognitive content, and partly to the factthat at this period I craved constant emotional intoxication. My two fa-vourite composers, that is to say those by whom I was most strongly stim-ulated, were Beethoven and Tchaikovsky. When the violence of myfeelings had subsided I preferred Mozart and Haydn, while Bach re-mained a constant favourite.Whether the intensity of my enjoyment of music contributed to my firstmystical experience, which came at about this time, I am unable to say.But a Beethoven overture or a symphony by Mozart used to affect me sopowerfully that for several days I would hear the music ringing again andagain in my ears. So intense, indeed, would my concentration on these in-ner sounds be, that not only did they sound as loud and clear as when Ihad heard them with my physical ears over the radio, but I would practi-cally lose consciousness of my body. This state of semi-trance which mu-
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sic sometimes induced in me seemed to be of the same order as the twoexperiences which, appropriating a conveniently vague term, I havecalled mystical.Both occurred several times. The first had indeed come to me, thoughnot very intensely, even before my evacuation. Like most of my othermystical experiences, it is associated in memory with the place at which itoccurred. One day, on my way to the Tooting Public Library, I as usual hadto cross the road at Amen Corner � so called because in ancient times,when the choir of the parish church performed the annual ceremony of�beating the bounds,� they broke up at this spot, which marked theboundary of the parish, with a loud �Amen�. As I crossed from one side ofthe street to the other I suddenly awoke to the complete absurdity of themind being tied down to a single physical body. Why could I not look atthe world through the eyes of the man standing on the opposite pave-ment? Why could I not know his thoughts as easily as I knew my own? Asthese questions flashed upon me I felt my consciousness desperatelystruggling to free itself from the body and project itself into all the bodieswalking round Amen Corner. Though its efforts were unavailing and itsank back exhausted I thereafter had a feeling of being imprisoned. Whenyears later I read in the Surangama Sutra, a famous text of Buddhist ideal-ism, the dialogue in which the Buddha makes his disciple Ananda realize,step by step, that his consciousness is neither inside the body nor outsideit, nor yet somewhere between, being in its true nature universal, I felt Iwas treading on familiar ground.The other experience was even more striking. As I was walking downthe main road towards Tooting Broadway, it suddenly seemed as though Iwas moving in a world of ghosts. The whole street with its houses, shops,and people suddenly receded into the infinitely remote distance. Theroar of the traffic faded into an intense silence. My own body felt light,airy, insubstantial, and it seemed I no longer walked on the solid pave-ment but floated, clearly conscious, through an immense void. This voidwas simultaneously conterminous with my own consciousness, so that italso seemed that I was floating through myself. Though this experience,which was much more vivid than the first, generally lasted for the time ittook me to walk a hundred yards, its after-effects persisted much longer;for upwards of an hour the objective world, though again visible, seemedstrangely unreal, as if it had no business to be there and might disappearat any second. My subsequent study of Buddhist literature confirmed thisexperience too. When I read in the Lankavatara Sutra and other works that
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one must meditate on the world as being in reality like a dream, I at onceunderstood what was meant.After two or three months at home I began to feel that I should workagain. This time Mother raised no objection. At the suggestion of Sid,Mother�s chief, I applied for a clerical post in the Public Health Depart-ment of the LCC and after a rather perfunctory interview entered the ser-vice of the biggest municipality in the world.
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Chapter Eight
BUDDHISM AND THE LCC
How many storeys County Hall Main Block consists of I do not remember,but they contain 600 rooms and 12 miles of corridor. North Block andSouth Block, between which one passes on the way to the Main Block,though each containing the same number of storeys cover a much smalleracreage. The Public Health Department occupied the whole of the fourthfloor. The branch to which I was allocated, and in which I worked for twoyears and four months, was tucked away in the north-east corner next tothe office of the Medical Officer of Health, who was the head of the wholedepartment. It consisted of four rooms: a small one overlooking an innercourtyard for the Chief, his deputy, and his personal assistant (myself), alarge room for the woman and girl clerical assistants, the number ofwhom varied from six to eight, a room for the three matrons, and a wait-ing-room.The Chief was a short, cheerful, easygoing man in his early forties. Un-like most of the other members of his grade he was of working-classoriginand instead of joining straight from university had worked his way upfrom the lower ranks. His deputy was a dull, colourless man in his latethirties with a pale unhealthy complexion and astonishingly bass voice.Of the women and girls in the general office all except two either left afterI joined or joined before I left.The two exceptions were Thelma and Miss Cook. Thelma, who re-mained twenty-nine for the whole time I knew her, though she celebratedseveral birthdays, was a bold-eyed, black-haired wench who darkenedher naturally swarthy complexion by the liberal application of red-dish-brown pigment. In my memories of her she invariably wears a cab-bage green costume, though I suppose she must occasionally have wornsomething else. Originally a punching machine operator, she still be-longed to the technical grade, but through intrigue had managed to get



herself transferred to a post in the higher clerical grade. Between her andthe long-suffering Miss Cook there was a deadly feud.Miss Cook, the cousin of a famous counsel, was the seniormost memberof the general office, having joined the service before most of the girlswere born. Of slightly �Jewish� physiognomy, she liked to relate how herfriends called her an old Jewish matriarch. Short-sighted, with her greyhair tumbling about her face, she peered at papers over the tops of herspectacles. Always much better dressed than any of the girls, she some-times appeared on Saturdays in voluminous black taffeta that rustledloudly as she moved.Between Miss Cook and me relations were cordial. Once, when I hadbeen rather impudent, she banged me over the head with a file; but thisact of exasperation only cemented our friendship. During the Chief �slunch hour she would sit on the edge of my desk and talk to me. Her fa-vourite topics were the Kabbala, the poetry of Swinburne, and her experi-ences as a worker in the Social Welfare Department. Though I was sixteenand she sixty-five, this rather Victorian old lady never hesitated to de-scribe the seamiest aspects of life in the East End, with which, indeed, shehad a very extensive acquaintance. Due to the matter-of-fact way inwhich she spoke of rape, incest, prostitution, and venereal disease, I wasable from that time to discuss these subjects without embarrassment.Miss Gretton, the Head Matron, could hardly have been less thanfifty-five and might well have been considerably more. Her hair, whichsometimes showed white at the roots, was a kind of carroty-brown, andround it she wore a green velvet fillet. Her face was a mask of powder,rouge, lipstick, and mascara, all heavily applied. On her fingers, the longnails of which gleamed bright scarlet, she wore numerous rings, the mostnoticeable being mounted with a thick silver plate, about two inchessquare, engraved with what she claimed were Hebrew characters. Herdresses, which she wore very short, were full of the most vivid reds,greens, and violets. In the office she never put her arms into the sleeves ofher coat, but sat with it draped around her like a cloak. At her throat wereseveral strings of artificial pearls. When she stood, she looked soround-shouldered as to be almost a hunchback. Nothing was known ofher origins, but on the strength of the fact that her private nursing homehad been bought by a member of the royal family she apparently consid-ered that she belonged to the aristocracy. To women of the working classwho came for interviews she could be unspeakably rude. Middle-classwomen were treated with haughty condescension. To titled women shewas all graciousness.
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The two other matrons, who had been in charge of big London hospi-tals, were between sixty-five and seventy. Both were white-haired andplainly dressed, and neither wore make-up. Though of rather severe de-meanour they were quiet, ladylike, and courteous.The Civil Nursing Reserve, as the branch was called, had been formedby the Ministry of Health as a means of supplementing the nursing staffof hospitals in London and the Home Counties, where air raid casualtieshad imposed a severe strain upon the resources of all such institutions. Itswork consisted in the recruitment, training, and allocation of personnel.These simple functions were not, however, discharged without consider-able friction between the various agencies involved, as well as betweenmembers of the staff of each agency. In the CNR the friction was mainlybetween the Chief and Miss Gretton. This was only a reflection of the an-tagonism which ran through the whole department.Unlike certain other departments, Public Health was divided into a hi-erarchy of four grades as rigidly defined and (with the exception of theMOH, a professional man with administrative functions) as mutually ex-clusive as the four castes of Hindu society: technical, clerical, administra-tive, and professional. Between the matrons, who belonged to theprofessional grade, and the heads of branches, who belonged to the ad-ministrative grade, went on a continual cold war. The matrons, while jeal-ously guarding their supreme authority on all �professional� matters,were constantly trying to usurp functions which were strictly administra-tive, an encroachment which the administrative staff vigorously con-tested. These skirmishes usually resulted in victory for the administrativeside, by whom the line of demarcation between the two spheres of juris-diction was better understood and more scrupulously respected.After the question under dispute had been carried up to the MOH fordecision, a defeated matron would airily remark, �I thought it was a pro-fessional matter,� or, if the encroachment had been particularly flagrant, �Idon�t know what difference it makes if I deal with such a small matter,even if it is administrative.� Sometimes, of course, the question under dis-pute was such that the wisdom of Solomon could hardly have decidedwhether it was administrative or professional.The CNR being one of the principal battlegrounds in this departmentalwar of the frogs and the mice, it was not long before I started playing myown very minor part in the strategy. More important to me during thefirst few weeks of my service, however, were two quite non-official inci-dents, both of which stand out in vivid colours against the drab back-ground of paper-littered desks, tall filing cabinets, and dimly-lit corridors.
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Needing an envelope, I went across to the general office. It was the firsttime I had been there, and since the place was full of women and girls Inaturally felt rather hesitant. Approaching the nearest desk I asked,�Could you spare me an envelope?� (I pronounced the initial vowel of theword as a short �e�, as though the syllable rhymed with �hen�).�Oh, you mean an awnvelope!� laughed the red-headed girl behind thedesk, gaily handing me the controversial piece of stationery. I retreated inconfusion.The second incident occurred some time later. One lunch hour Iwanted to consult the index of CNR members. The red-headed girl wasalone in the office, reading a book. My heart thumped painfully. �Whatare you reading?� I asked, to make conversation.Instead of replying she blushed deeply and covered the open pages ofthe book with her two hands.�Let me see,� I insisted, approaching her desk. Blushing more furiouslystill, she took away her hands and looked up at me in smiling confusion asI examined the book. It was Santayana�s Egotism in German Philosophy.Her conquest of me was complete.Sonia, as I was soon permitted to call her, was a medium-sized girl oftwenty-two with strawberry blonde hair. Though not thin she wasslightly built with small, undeveloped breasts. She had a heart-shapedface and a fair complexion. Her eyes were violet, nose perfectly shapedthough slightly freckled, and mouth wide but not full. Next to her voice,the clearest and most musical I had ever heard, the most striking thingabout her was the frank, generous, open expression of her face, on whichI never saw even the slightest trace of ill-nature.Whether derived from her Anglo-Irish father or her Franco-Russianmother there was, however, a marked strain of fecklessness in hermake-up. Her stockings were laddered, her shoes dirty, her coat un-brushed, and she signed the late book more often than any other memberof the staff. Later, when we were on confidential terms, she told me, withher usual frank gaiety of manner, �I could never marry anyone with lessthan £5,000 a year. When Daddy was alive Mummy had that amount andshe could never make both ends meet.� This confession did not come as arebuff to any proposal of mine. She had been proposed to by an admirerearning, unfortunately, only £2,000 a year. During the time I knew her shehad, in fact, five suitors, one of whom proposed almost as often as he sawher. But as she seemed not particularly fond of any of these shadowy fig-ures, speaking of them only with compassionate amusement, it never oc-curred to me to feel jealous.
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The confession referred to belongs to a period much later than the inci-dent of the book. Meanwhile I enjoyed cosy chats with her behind one ofthe big filing cabinets, where I helped her make the morning coffee andafternoon tea whenever it was her turn to perform this duty. None of theother girls, with whom I was soon on first-name terms, ever commentedin my presence on what must have been obvious to them all. ButThelma�s jealous eyes were always on Sonia and me, and she tried hard tomake me flirt with her.My own regular duty was to open the letters which, twice a day, a de-partmental messenger put into my in-basket. This was not such a simpletask as it looked, for after a few weeks the Chief left it to me to decidewhich letters could be dealt with by the general office and which neededhis personal attention. In the latter case I called for the case papers. Thisoften led to friction between Miss Cook and Thelma.Miss Cook, who had the nose of a bloodhound for missing papers, afteran unsuccessful search through all the files would look over the tops ofher spectacles at nobody in particular, and declare, �They must be onsomebody�s desk.� The girls perfunctorily searched their desks for themissing papers. �There are no papers, Miss Cook,� Thelma would say atlast. �She�s a new case.��No, no!� Miss Cook would exclaim, becoming excited. �I know thename. R.L.V. Smith. She came up seven months ago in connection withthat Nicholson case. There must be some papers somewhere.��I tell you there are no papers, Miss Cook,� Thelma would retort angrily.�She�s a new case. Give her to me.�But once convinced there were papers Miss Cook never gave up thesearch till they were found. For the rest of the day she would go aboutmuttering �R.L.V. Smith, R.L.V. Smith. Now where can her papers be?�Several hours later the stillness of the general office would be rent by a tri-umphant cry: �Here they are; she had them all the time!��Miss Cook, how dare you touch my desk!� Thelma would shout, break-ing off from a personal telephone conversation that had already lasted anhour and a half. But Miss Cook, her chubby face wreathed in smiles, wasalready out of the door and streaking across the corridor to the Chief �s of-fice.Thelma�s un-cooperativeness was part of a deliberate policy. Just asMiss Gretton, with whom she was on the best of terms, constantly tried tousurp administrative functions, Thelma did her utmost to keep the wholework of the general office in her own hands, and the two women workedtogether. Their intention was to trap the Chief. Had the letter from R.L.V.
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Smith been handed over to Thelma she would have quietly attached it tothe case papers hidden on her desk and gone with the whole correspon-dence to Miss Gretton. Between them the matter would have been set-tled, even though it might require an administrativedecision, or involve amatter of principle.If Miss Cook either wearied of her search or, convinced that she hadmade a mistake, returned the letter to me with the remark that there wereno case papers, the Chief dealt with it on its own merits. Meanwhile MissGretton and Thelma, knowing that the letter had been received, wouldimmediately take the very action it should have prevented. Later, whenthe muddle came to light, the Chief would be accused of taking action ona letter without reference to the previous correspondence and Miss Cookblamed for not making a thorough search for the case papers. Thus onlyMiss Cook�s obstinacy stood between the Chief and disaster.Once she pursued papers for three weeks. Even when the Chief, con-vinced that there could be no previous correspondence, ordered her tosurrender the letter that put her on the trail, she defied him and went onwith her search. The missing papers were eventually discovered whenshe ransacked Thelma�s desk for the fourth time. Where they had been inthe meantime no one ever knew.Sometimes Thelma would try to draw a red herring across the trail. Af-ter detaching the more important correspondence, she returned the restof the case papers to the file; but Miss Cook was rarely deceived, for sheseemed to have a memory not only for every set of case papers but foreach individual letter that had ever passed through her hands. Anotherruse was to file case papers out of alphabetical order. This move MissCook countered by checking the entire contents of the box files, of whichthere were several hundred, at least once a week.After the morning post had been opened and Miss Cook was hot on thescent, the Chief and I simply talked. In addition to official business, whichoccupied only part of our time, we discussed philosophy, religion, and lit-erature. In those days the great Trollope revival was beginning to sweepthe reading public, and the Chief was among its most ardent supporters.Rarely did he go out to lunch without one of the minor works of his fa-vourite author tucked beneath his arm. Since fiction was the branch of lit-erature which I had cultivated least, I was slightly scornful of thisenthusiasm, and the merits and demerits of Trollope were vigorously de-bated between us. In an effort to convince him of the truth of my system,which was then Neo-Hegelian, I started writing, in the manner of
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Proclus� On the One, a series of theses. After the ninetieth thesis I gave up,entangled in my own ideas.At ten o�clock came the usual pleasant interlude behind the filing cabi-net in the general office, at the end of which I departed with three cups ofcoffee. As soon as he had gulped down his, the Chief would hitch up hiscuffs and with a cheery remark to me tackle the contents of his in-basketwith vigour. I followed his example. The lunch hour I usually spent inquest of second-hand books. After a hurried lunch at a cheap Italian res-taurant, I hastened along York Road to my favourite shop, the proprietorof which always gave me a cordial welcome, for I was his best customer. Ialso patronized a stall in the Dip, a rather suspicious market area to whichthere was access from York Road through a long dark tunnel that reekedof stale beer. In between the brewers� drays one would occasionally de-scry human refuse in the form of decrepit prostitutes and drunkards,some of whom would hoarsely beg for a copper. From these lunch-hourexpeditions I rarely returned without one or two newly-purchased vol-umes, so that it was not long before Father had to order for me yet anotherbookcase.The instant I re-entered the office, the Chief hastily donned hat andcoat and dashed out with his latest Trollope, flinging at me as he went anadmonition to �hold the fort�. Hardly had his footsteps died away alongthe corridor than the door would open to Miss Cook, whose lunch hourcoincided with mine. �What do you think?� she would exclaim, �I foundthose missing papers under �� Whereupon I would have to listen to herlatest adventures among the filing cabinets. Occasionally I was honouredby a visit from Miss Gretton, who once or twice dangled her legs over theedge of my desk and tried to look like a lorelei on a rock. Shorter than MissCook�s, her visits were made with the object of ascertaining whether theChief had overstayed his lunch hour. So if it was three o�clock, I had to becareful to observe that he had not left the office till two. Thus her plan ofthrowing out in front of the MOH a casual remark about his never return-ing before four o�clock would be frustrated.The latter part of the afternoon was devoted to dictating letters. Whenthe Chief was ready, I telephoned the typing pool and asked them to sendsomeone along. If the stenographer who appeared a few minutes laterhappened to be about sixty, the Chief would acknowledge her greetingwith a scowl and a grunt and plunge at once into his dictation. If she wassixteen (there were no intermediate age groups) he would exclaim,�Hullo, we haven�t seen you for a long time! How are you?� After theblushing miss had said that she was all right, thank you, and answered
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other questions of a personal nature, she would be asked if she was sureshe was quite comfortable, whether the chair was not too hard or the tabletoo low, or the light insufficient, after which, with many cheerful smiles,the day�s dictation would begin.On Saturday afternoons I crossed Westminster Bridge and walkedthrough Whitehall and Trafalgar Square on my weekly pilgrimage to thebookshops in Charing Cross Road. Though attracted most of all by thesecond-hand bookstalls where poets could still be bought for sixpenceand philosophers for a shilling, I also penetrated the more sophisticatedestablishments where beings of indeterminate age and sex, in velveteentrousers and with long hair, dispensed Marx and Freud, Dylan Thomasand D.H. Lawrence, at much higher prices.With Charing Cross Road as my base, I explored Soho, the Strand,Leicester Square, Shaftesbury Avenue, and Piccadilly Circus. The wholeof this area was then overrun with American troops. They lounged atstreet corners, leaned against public buildings, clung to the railings of la-trines, and jigged and ambled along the pavements. So numerous werethey that they outnumbered the civilian population five to one. Plumpand soft with good living, sometimes obese, they stood or strolled withtheir hands in their pockets, caps askew, and tunic buttons undone. Apassing officer would be saluted with a casual flip of the hand and a famil-iar �Hiya, Joe!� Most of them had hanging on to them two or three littlepainted harlots, not professional prostitutes but �enthusiastic amateurs�of fourteen or fifteen eager to sell their skinny adolescent bodies to any GIwho would give them a �good time�. In every street huge white-helmetedmilitary policemen, heavily armed, kept grim watch upon the corruptionthat seethed and bubbled around them.Younger members of the LCC Staff Association occasionally organizedSaturday afternoon lectures and debates. Though these functions at-tracted me much less strongly than the bookshops of Charing CrossRoad, I yielded to the persuasions of a youth who worked further downthe corridor and attended two or three of them. This same youth, whowas an ardent Communist, had already lent me a textbook of DialecticalMaterialism. �What do you think of it?� he eagerly enquired when I re-turned the book. But my Neo-Hegelianism had been offended by the au-thor�s dogmatic assertion that Marx had found Hegel standing on hishead and had set him on his feet. I therefore replied, �I think it�s Marx whois standing on his head, not Hegel.�At my first Staff Association debate, which was on the motion �Indiashould be granted immediate independence,� I took an instant dislike to
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the Chairman, an angular, masculine young woman with a high bonyforehead who obviously thought that she was well on her way to becom-ing chairman of the LCC. When, shortly afterwards, an attempt wasmade to draw me more deeply into such activities by inviting me to read apaper, I therefore chose the subject �The Inferiority of Women�, interlard-ing my address with copious extracts from my favourite Schopenhauerdiatribes against the �weaker� sex. After I had read my paper there was astunned silence. No doubt those rather leftist young members of the StaffAssociation had never before heard anything so shamelessly reactionary.But they had nothing to say in rebuttal of my arguments. Next day I readthe paper to Sonia, who, despite my entreaties, had not attended themeeting. She merely laughed and exclaimed, �Oh you�re mad, quite mad!�That summer I spent a week at Besthorpe, the tiny Norfolk village inwhich Nana had been born and where Father had spent several years ofhis boyhood. It was my third visit, and I stayed in great-grandmother�sthatched cottage, now occupied by Uncle Arthur, Auntie Dolly, andCousin Ezalda. Though I made a trip to Norwich, where I visited the ca-thedral, the Castle Museum, and the tomb of Sir Thomas Browne, I spentthe best part of my time writing letters to Sonia. These letters, the first andthe last love letters I ever wrote, were long, literary, and idealistic. In oneof them I compared my love to that of Dante for Beatrice. Both my auntand my cousin were intensely curious to know the reason for this franticepistolary activity, for I wrote twice a day; but for all their teasing the se-cret remained unrevealed.What Sonia thought of my declarations I never knew. The courage I hadfelt at a safe distance of a hundred miles from my beloved evaporated inher presence. Sonia herself seemed afraid even to allude to the subject.Though she was gay, friendly, and charming as ever, she seemed nervouswhen we were alone together, as though apprehensive of a sudden vio-lent demonstration of passion. Sometimes she looked at me with a plead-ing expression, like that of a rabbit fascinated by a snake. On all subjectsother than the one we both avoided I talked to her with the frank egotismof the lover; told her my ideas and ideals, ambitions and aspirations. Shelistened with a smile, laughing whenever I said anything more than usu-ally outrageous, but always with a strange, half-frightened look in hereyes. Her usual comment was, �You�re a genius, no doubt, but absolutelymad.�Return to London meant, almost as much as a return to Sonia, a renewalof acquaintance with the bookshops of Charing Cross Road. Expandingmy sphere of operations, I began penetrating into two or three little
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courts which opened from it on the right. In one of these I discovered theoriental bookshop which, though well known to all serious English stu-dents of Eastern philosophy and religion, had been until then unknownto me. Unlike the other bookshops with their sixpenny and shilling boxeson either side of a wide open door, it was an aloof, reserved, almost myste-rious place. In a single box outside the empty window on the left weresome damaged specimens of the lighter sort of theosophical literature.The window on the right contained expensive books on the occult sci-ences. The door between was shut fast. Only after I had several timesstopped to thumb the damaged volumes did I venture inside. The inte-rior of the shop was even less like that of a bookshop than the exterior.Through a door at the back of the shop could be seen an octogenariangentleman, in very powerful spectacles, sitting at a desk. Above the man-telpiece behind him hung a life-size photograph of Mme Blavatsky.At John Watkins, which thereafter I visited frequently, I bought the twobooks by which I have been most profoundly influenced. These were theDiamond Sutra, which I read first in Gemmell�s then in Max Müller�stranslation, and the Sutra of Wei Lang (Hui Neng). If, when I read Isis Un-veiled, I knew that I was not a Christian, when I read the Diamond Sutra Iknew that I was a Buddhist. Though this book epitomizes a teaching ofsuch rarefied sublimity that even Arahants, saints who have attained in-dividual nirvana, are said to become confused and afraid when they hearit for the first time, I at once joyfully embraced it with an unqualified ac-ceptance and assent. To me the Diamond Sutra was not new. I had knownit and believed it and realized it ages before and the reading of the Sutra asit were awoke me to the existence of something I had forgotten. Once I re-alized that I was a Buddhist it seemed that I had always been one, that itwas the most natural thing in the world to be, and that I had never beenanything else. My experience of the Sutra of Wei Lang, which I read in theoriginal Shanghai edition of Wong Mou Lam�s translation, though takingplace at a slightly lower level, was repeated with much greater frequency.Whenever I read the text I would be thrown into a kind of ecstasy. Ba-sically, of course, the teaching of the two sutras is the same, though it can-not be denied that Wei Lang�s doctrine of the identity of prajna andsamadhi, Wisdom and Meditation, has been productive of much confu-sion of thought, not only in Far Eastern Zen circles, but in their modernWestern counterparts.The realization that I was a Buddhist came in the later summer or earlyautumn of 1942. At about the same period I had for the first time experi-ences of the type which are generally known as psychic. Whether these
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started before or after reading the Diamond Sutra I do not remember. Thelatter alternative is the more likely as, after a longer or shorter interval oftime, a spiritual experience is often as it were echoed on the lower intellec-tual, emotional, or psychic, or even physical, plane. All these experiences,perhaps seven or eight in number, occurred in my office in County Hall,generally when I was alone. Without any warning a whole series of fu-ture events would suddenly unroll themselves like a cinematograph be-fore me. These events, which I saw not with the physical eyes but withwhat the Buddhist tradition terms the �divine eye�, appeared as clear,vivid, and distinct as anything I had ever seen by normal means. Theywere always previsions of what would happen in my immediate sur-roundings from half an hour to one hour afterwards. I therefore knew inadvance who would come into the office, how they would stand, whatthey would say. Never did anything foreseen fail to occur. Later, in Indiaand elsewhere, I met a number of people, including Europeans, whowere much concerned with the development of psychic powers. Whilesuch powers undoubtedly can be developed by anybody who is pre-pared to submit to the proper training and discipline, Buddhist traditionis unanimous in maintaining that the better course is to direct all one�s en-ergies to the attainment of Enlightenment and to allow psychic powers tocome, if they do come, of their own accord.From the office I now often went straight to the theatre, having underthe Chief �s tuition developed a love for the stage which I never in theslightest degree felt for the screen. I saw, among other plays, Ghosts, HeddaGabler, and The Way of the World at the Duke of York�s, The Master Builderand An Ideal Husband at the Westminster, Othello at Wimbledon, andTwelfth Night and Lady Precious Stream at the Open Air Theatre at Regent�sPark. But more deeply than by any of these dramas was I moved by LeslieFrench�s ballet Everyman. Though I had read the old morality play severalyears before, along with The Fall of Lucifer and The Harrowing of Hell, itnow struck me with the force of a thunderbolt. Perhaps for the first time inmy life I realized that Friends and Kin, Wealth and Possessions, must all beleft behind, and that only our Good Deeds can go with us when Deathsummons us to make our last journey. So deeply was I impressed thatwhen I tried to write an appreciation of Everyman I found my feelings toostrong for expression. What, then, would have been the effect of thisdrama on the unsophisticated audiences of the Age of Faith for whom itwas staged, not as an evening�s entertainment, but as part of a religiousritual! Only in Tibetan Buddhist literature did I ever again hear that thrill-ing note of intense pathos, of direct, naked sincerity of religious utterance
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� so different from the sanctimonious tones of conventional piety � whichreverberates through Everyman.With the growth of my interest in the Wisdom of the East visits to, andpurchases from, John Watkins became more and more frequent. To thestudy of Buddhism was annexed that of Taoism and Confucianism, Hin-duism and Islam, Sufism and Christian mysticism. My enjoyment of liter-ature was enriched by the discovery of Chinese and Persian poetry, inboth of which fields I read as widely as my dependence on translations al-lowed. Next to Buddhism I was most attracted by Taoism, and among theTaoist classics it was the Tao Teh King for which I conceived the strongestadmiration. This wonderful distillation of concentrated spiritual wisdomI read in six or eight translations, gaining from each one a new apprecia-tion of its inexhaustible riches of meaning. To me the best translation wasChu Ta Kao�s, which moreover led me, via an advertisement on its backcover, straight to The Middle Way and eventually to the London BuddhistSociety.After becoming a subscriber to this journal, which I read with avidity, Iwrote two articles on Buddhism. In view of the way in which I subse-quently emphasized that our basic allegiance should be not to this or thatschool, but to the whole Buddhist tradition, it is significant that the first ofthese articles was entitled �The Unity of Buddhism�. The second, whichwas too long to be published, dealt with the Three Characteristics of Exist-ence, otherwise known as the Three Signata � another major preoccupa-tion of later years. Clare Cameron, the editor of The Middle Way, hadalready written to say that she was glad to welcome a new subscriber sowell versed in Buddhism, which kind words I did not really deserve. Toher, therefore, the articles were submitted. The letter which I wrote onthis occasion gave rise to a correspondence which has continued, despiteinterruptions, for many years.In the spring Sonia was called up. We parted, as we had met, in the gen-eral office. With the intention of allowing the rest of the staff time to de-part, I had waited for a few minutes after office hours before crossing thecorridor for our last minutes together. To my dismay Thelma was still ather desk. As though in mockery of the look of chagrin which must haveappeared on my face, she called out, with pretended archness, �If youwant me to leave the room you�ll have to carry me out in your arms!�Never had I so hated a woman. Ignoring her, I turned to Sonia, and after afew minutes of ordinary talk, during which my eyes were eloquent of allthe love, desperation, and anguish my tongue was prevented from utter-ing, we parted with mutual good wishes and a conventional handshake.
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Thelma�s jealous eyes watched us closely from over the filing baskets andfollowed me to the door.Hardly knowing what I did, I boarded the homeward tram at the foot ofWestminster Bridge and sat on top with grief more acute than I had yetknown clutching at my heart. At Clapham Common I suddenly decidedto alight. For several months I had been aware of growing estrangementbetween Mother and Father and instinctively I shrank from returning in astate of such black and bitter sorrow to a home where the peace and con-solation I needed were no longer to be found. Instead, like some strickenbeast returning to its hole to die, I took refuge in the familiar premises ofthe second-hand bookshop.Exactly two hours later, by the clock tower at the tram stop, I emerged.As I boarded the Tooting Broadway tram I realized, with a shock of aston-ishment, that during the whole of that time I had not once thought ofSonia. Yet though, as it seemed, Nature had not meant me for a lover, Inever forgot her. From the letters which came from the ATS training campto which she had been posted I learned that though well she was un-happy. But that her unhappiness had the same cause as mine she gave meno reason to believe.Summer passed quickly, and with it my last season as a civilian. After aholiday at Torquay with Joan, who had taken her School Certificate andnow lived at home, I was called for my final medical examination. To myamazement I was classified B2. �There�s nothing wrong with your heart,�declared the cardiologist to whom, in view of my history, I had been sentby the general board.�But I was in bed for two years!� I protested, outraged. With a slightfrown he again applied his stethoscope to my chest and back. �Absolutelynothing wrong,� he repeated, after an examination which seemed to meeven more perfunctory than the first. �Your heart�s perfectly sound.�I left the hospital in bewilderment, not knowing whether to feel de-lighted at this sudden revelation that I was not a semi-convalescent, but ahealthy young man, or dismayed at the prospect of being conscripted. Fa-ther was at first equally astonished, but after discussing this unexpecteddevelopment we agreed that the permanent advantage of good healthmore than outweighed the temporary inconvenience of a year or two inthe army. Consequently we went to the public house where Father nowspent most of his evenings and celebrated the news with several roundsof drinks.My only worry was the thought that I might not be able to finish thenovel on which I had been working since the middle of September. So,
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giving up other interests, I spent all my weekends and evenings shut inmy room, where I rapidly filled notebook after notebook. Poetry, ofcourse, could not be so easily relinquished. Ever since joining the LCC Ihad composed poems in tram and tube while travelling between TootingBroadway and Westminster. Those composed during the morning jour-ney were written down as soon as I arrived at the office; those composedduring the evening journey as soon as I reached home.One October evening, while I was hanging up my hat and coat in thehall, I heard Father�s voice calling me from the sitting-room. Alarmed byhis unusual agitation I sprang to the open door. Father was standing inthe middle of the carpet with an almost berserk expression on his face.Mother sat quietly weeping; near her sat Sid, looking glum anduncomfortable. Joan was sobbing with her head on the mantelpiece.�Your mother wants to leave us!� Father burst out, before I had time torealize the terrible significance of the scene.Now that the worst had happened, I knew that I had been expecting itfor a long time; but I did not know what to say.�Do you want to see your mother again?� Father demanded of Joan withunusual roughness.�No, no, I never want to see her again!� replied my poor sister with re-newed sobs. She had been at home only two months and for her the blowhad fallen without warning.Mother began to sob as if her heart would break, wailing, �Oh, don�t talklike that, dear!� But Joan only repeated her words with greater vehe-mence.Turning to me, Father asked, �Do you want to see your mother again?�His tone suggested that I could give no other reply than Joan�s.Moistening my lips with my tongue, I replied, �Yes, of course I do.� Atthese words both Mother and Joan sobbed more violently than ever.�Well,� said Father, slightly taken aback, �I won�t stand in your way.�Even in anger he was a just man.How the miserable scene ended I do not know. Sid, who was ac-quainted with Father, having visited the house several times, tried tomake amends at his departure by saying, �I can�t say how sorry I am thatthis has happened.� But these humble words were of no more avail thanthe falling of a drop of water upon a red-hot iron plate.For the rest of the evening we sat in wretched silence. At nine o�clockJoan kissed Father with a bright �Goodnight, Dad!� and walked out of theroom past Mother without a word. Mother�s face, whiter and more miser-able than I had ever known it, smote me to the heart. After bidding Father
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goodnight I therefore went over to her and kissed her with a �Goodnight,Mum!� as usual.The next few weeks were the worst I had ever known. Three timesMother tried to leave and three times she broke down at the last minuteand was unable to go. The ties of twenty-four years were not so easily bro-ken. The intervals between these attempts were periods of unprece-dented strain for all of us. Mother was terrified that Father would commitsuicide. Once, on my return from the office, I found her sitting at the bot-tom of the stairs almost crazy with apprehension. From the kitchen Icould hear the sound of Father�s feet as he paced like a madman up anddown the room.�What�s the matter?� I asked. But Mother was becoming hysterical, andshe could only repeat, in a whisper, �Go in to him, go in to him,� in a man-ner that chilled my blood.Softly opening the door, I asked, �Are you all right, Dad?� Father stoppedpacing and sat down wearily, passing his hand across his brow. �Yes, it�s allright now, son,� he replied quietly.Wherever Father went I accompanied him, for Mother would plead,�Don�t leave him. He might do himself an injury.� Usually we went to thepublic house, where Father drank heavily, and where, to keep him com-pany, I drank heavily too. At night I lay in bed anxiously listening toMother�s and Father�s voices as they talked downstairs. Whenever one ofthem was raised, however slightly, my heart thumped with fear. Onlywhen I heard Mother coming upstairs to her room in the early hours ofthe morning would I be able to sleep. However, as the weeks went by theytalked more and more quietly, as though what had happened was a bur-den they both had to bear. Then one Saturday afternoon I came homefrom the office to find that Mother had gone.At the end of November, a few days after the novel had been finished,came my calling-up papers.
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Chapter Nine
THE MISFIT
Leatherhead, where the Signals Unit to which I had been instructed to re-port was stationed, was a quiet old-fashioned country town in the heartof Surrey. As we approached the crossroads on the far side of the town thetraffic-lights abruptly changed from green to red. Ernie, the gin-ger-haired Cockney who had travelled down with me, remarked howodd it was that a town with no traffic should need traffic-lights. We wereboth more than a little nervous. Turning left past the cinema, as a friendlypoliceman had directed, we passed a field and a row of small houses. Nextcame a hospital which I recognized as one of those to which the CNR allo-cated nurses. Before we could reach the end of the road the Novemberrain, which had been threatening all the morning, started falling steadily.Despite our reluctance we quickened our pace and, passing the remain-ing villas, turned right into a country lane. After a dozen yards the landbecame a cart-track and we were ankle deep in mud. Perhaps we had lostour way! After anxious consultations we pressed on between the tallhedges until, turning a bend, we saw a khaki-clad figure standing onguard beside a gate.An hour later, feeling very conspicuous in our civilian suits, we wereseated at a scrubbed wooden table in the dining-hall, with about fortyother men, eating sausages and mash, followed by apple pie and custard.�Grub doesn�t seem too bad in this hole,� muttered Ernie, busy with a sec-ond helping of pie. But the sight and smell of the tubs of greasy water inwhich we afterwards washed our plates outside almost made me vomit.The camp was both small and new. It consisted of an eight-roomedhouse, obviously requisitioned, and two rows of army huts, some still un-der construction, that had been laid out in the grounds to one side of thehouse. The dining-hall, which faced the huts, was built alongside thehouse and communicated with the back door of the kitchen. To the left of



the huts, in view of the gate, stood the structure we soon learned to referto as �the ablutions�. The trampling of army boots had left no trace of thegarden, and in between the huts, as well as between the huts and thehouse, were avenues of mud. The camp was surrounded by six feet ofbarbed wire.In the afternoon Ernie and I were issued with uniforms which did notfit, boots which felt too large, and rifles which seemed much too heavy tolift, together with sundry other articles for which we did not think wewould have any particular use. My hair, rather long by army standards,was cut. We were then taken to a hut containing a dozen army cots, two ofwhich were unoccupied,and told that we belonged to �C� squad and wereto take orders from the corporal in charge.For the next three weeks I felt as though my soul was petrified.Thought, emotion, and will were suspended. I carried out my duties andobeyed orders mechanically, without any mental reaction. It was asthough the integrity of my inner being could be safeguarded only bymeans of a temporary paralysis that not only prevented it from reactingto army life but made it impossible for army life to act upon or influence itin any way. Had this defensive mechanism not come into operation thefutility of the existence into which I had been so abruptly plunged mighthave driven me mad.Our day began at five o�clock. Still half asleep, we stumbled from thehuts and through the darkness towards the light that fell through thedoor of �the ablutions�. Unless we arrived very early it was necessary toqueue up for our wash and shave, as the number of taps was limited. Por-ridge and poached eggs were eaten as dawn broke. The rest of our timeuntil parade was spent making up beds for inspection, polishing brasses,applying green blanco to webbing, and cleaning rifles. At eight o�clock wefell in outside the house. After the RSM had run his eye over our ratherstraggling line, the two corporals were given their orders. With a suddenchange of manner from the obsequious to the bullying, they turnedsmartly from the RSM to their respective squads, barked out a command,and marched us off to the strip of newly asphalted road which was ourparade ground.These drill periods were a nightmare. Had we been allowed simply tomarch, the foot drill with which we started would not have proved diffi-cult to learn. But apparently intimidation was the army method. We werebawled at for not holding our heads high enough or swinging our armshigh enough or sticking our chests out far enough. The main principle ofthe drill seemed to be that what the squad did was always wrong. One
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morning an elderly recruit, formerly a teacher, became so exasperated bythe corporal�s constant hectoring that he snapped, �It�s no use you shout-ing at me like that, my man, I�m doing my best!� But bad as foot drill was,rifle drill, which we started a week later, was far worse, and our new in-structor a fiend compared to short, fresh-complexioned Corporal Smith.Corporal Halford was a small, ape-like Welshman whose habit it was tomasturbate in front of the inmates of his hut every night before going tobed. His manner was simultaneously oily and ferocious, his expressionsomewhere between a leer and a snarl. It was his practice to threaten thesquad with detention, pack drill, fatigues, and other punishments in alow, menacing tone and then suddenly startle it with a command thatcracked like a whiplash. The threats were supposed to reduce us to such astate of nervousness that when the command came we jumped. By thismethod he certainly put a finer polish on our foot drill. But his efforts toteach us rifle drill only reduced the squad to suppressed laughter andhimself to snarling ferocity. One of the recruits was a bald-headed busi-nessman who, since a uniform could not be found to fit him, was stillwearing black jacket and pin-stripe trousers. �I�m so sorry, corporal�, hesaid with a giggle one morning, �I just can�t seem to manage the bloodything.�He spoke for most of us. The rifles were not only large and heavy but ex-tremely difficult to handle. The smallest recruit, in fact, asked the RSM ifhe could have a shorter weapon. It would be hard to say whose astonish-ment was the greater, the RSM�s at this strange request or the little re-cruit�s on learning that rifles were all the same size. �Just like the army,� hegrumbled, �they might as well give us all the same size boots.�Bad as the rest of the squad was at rifle drill, Ernie and I were far worse.As we often remarked to each other, ability to handle a rifle seemed in in-verse ratio to one�s IQ.In the afternoon, Corporal Smith, who was in charge of our hut, taughtus �naming the parts of the rifle�. Unfortunately he was unable to pro-nounce certain sounds. �Male thread�, for example, was always �maletread�. At first we carefully reproduced all his mispronunciations. He alsotaught us how to take the rifle apart for cleaning, how to use thepull-through, and how to load and unload. Next to striking an officer, wegathered, the most serious offence one could commit in the army was tolose one�s rifle.Every other afternoon we had an hour�s PT on the lawn behind thehouse. These periods I was soon able to evade. The gruff old MO who hadinoculated us had merely said, �If you collapse during PT fall out and re-
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port sick!� But thinking it safer to fall out first I told the corporal I had beenexcused PT on medical grounds. When there was nothing else to do, wewere ordered into our jeans for fatigues. This we liked best of all. Ernieand I quickly discovered that provided we carried something in our handand walked past NCOs with a brisk, purposeful air, we were never mo-lested. Many an afternoon did we spend walking about the camp withthe same piece of wood or the same empty bucket.Unless we happened to be confined to barracks, our evenings were ourown. Ernie and I could not escape from camp quickly enough. Usually wewent into Leatherhead immediately after tea and spent the evening inthe Forces Canteen. On the way back to camp I sometimes telephonedMother, who was then living at Clapham.But the best part of the day was the hour or two before lights out. Withthe beds made down and the mouth of the stove glowing fiery red, thebleak bare hut looked almost comfortable. In twos or threes our fellow in-mates returned, most of them redder in the face, louder of voice, andmore uncertain of step than when they went out. Lying or sitting on ourbeds, or on our neighbours� beds, we talked and laughed in the warm,friendly, uninhibited atmosphere of the barrack room until our �personal-ities�, that had been crushed flat by the corporal�s boots all day, began torevive, and our individual idiosyncrasies to bloom like exotic flowers.Ernie, who at first occupied the bed adjacent to mine, had naturally be-come my best friend. A month younger than I, he did not look more thanfourteen. Despite the sharpness of his features his face wore an expres-sion of such guilelessness and innocence that even the hearts of NCOswere touched. He was, however, by far the shrewdest person in thewhole camp and on more than one occasion was I staggered by the almostsupernatural quality of his cunning. The hut soon discovered that he pos-sessed a pair of well-developed breasts, the fame whereof spreadthroughout the camp and reached even the Colonel�s ears. At first Erniewas very ashamed of these features, scowling whenever they were madethe subject of comment. But he quickly learned that they could be turnedto advantage. More than one of our married friends was deeply disturbedat the sight of Ernie sitting on the end of his bed playing with his shapelywhite breasts. Not that he had the slightest intention of granting any fa-vours. �Don�t go away,� he would mutter out of the corner of his mouth,whenever any of his admirers showed signs of becoming too importu-nate. �That dirty bugger�s after me again.�Four of the other inmates of the hut were of our own age. Laurie, a calm,smiling, good-natured boy with a slight squint, preferred to go about
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alone. Alice, so called after a famous actress whose surname was the sameas his own, was distinguished by his ability to drop off to sleep at a mo-ment�s notice at any time in any position. A fat, owlish youth, his pulserate was thirty-two, the lowest of which I ever heard. Mike, clean-limbedand handsome, found it impossible to adapt himself to army life. At firstdefiant and disobedient, he eventually became openly rebellious and inthe end got into very serious trouble. He was the type the army breaks.Smeed, who arrived later and whom we never called by his first name,was a slow, moon-faced youth much interested in railway engines whowas neither liked nor disliked.The idiosyncrasies of our elders, having had in some cases twice asmuch time for development, were naturally more marked. Pinkie, theschoolmaster who had snapped at Corporal Smith, was never seen off pa-rade without his pipe. His hobby was collecting bus and tram routes; hisfavourite reading, timetables. He knew, stop by stop, the route of everybus and tram in London and the Home Counties. To him a holiday meanta ride over one of the longer and less familiar routes.Batty Tatty, or Tat � undersized, weedy, and pimpled � had a loud voiceand the music-hall type of Lancashire accent. He spent the whole of everyevening deeply absorbed in a large album which contained only photo-graphs of himself from the age of two months upwards. A strange combi-nation of simplicity and cunning, he was utterly selfish, and though thebutt of all, became the friend of none. Harry �the Ticker�, who had askedthe RSM for a shorter rifle, was so called for his constant cheerful grum-ble, which was so incessant as to resemble the regular ticking of a watch.He and Alice apparently had an elective affinity for each other, for theywere always together. Fish, a Jew of uncertain age, took himself so seri-ously as to become an object of ridicule. His greatest fear was that hemight have to cut short his black, wavy hair, which was thin on top anddyed; his greatest sorrow, when he was made to hand in his greatcoat af-ter having it altered by his tailor. Pete and Eddie were even more insepa-rable than most chums. The former was the fattest, the latter the tallestand thinnest, inmate of the hut. Though very obviously himself an An-glo-Indian, Eddie always spoke of �the bloody wogs� with contempt andloathing. Behind his back the hut was unimpressed. �He�s a bloody woghimself,� we chuckled.The hut�s chief topic of conversation was sex. Ernie and I and the rest ofthe youngsters, who had nothing of our own to contribute, listened whilethe older men discussed the size, shape, and mechanics of their respec-tive organs, their sexual experiences, the different modes of copulation,
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and the sexual physiology of the female, all in the most exhaustive detail.But once our natural curiosity was satisfied, we found this incessant pre-occupation with sex both boring and disgusting and turned away to dis-cuss more interesting subjects among ourselves.In the course of my fourth week at camp my numbed faculties began torevive. For some days I had been composing Persian-style quatrains as wemarched up and down our parade ground. These poems, more than 300of which were eventually written down, came up crocus-like through thecrust of despair that overlaid my heart. The current of my inner life,frozen ice-hard since the day I joined the army, thawed and began to flow.As a mountain stream discovers a path round the boulders it is powerlessto displace, I awoke to the fact that, although military life might for a timedivert, it could not permanently deflect, the master current of my being.Though it could waste my time, it could not destroy my interests. I re-solved I would allow the army neither to make me nor break me. Since itwas stronger than I, I would observe its ridiculous regulations and obeythe orders of its idiotic minions, but with all the strength and integrity ofmy soul I would loathe, despise, and utterly repudiate the army and all itstood for.The nature of our Unit eventually made it easy for me not only to carryout this resolution but actively to pursue my own interests. Full-time mili-tary training had quickly yielded to half-time, the mornings or afternoonsthus gained being devoted to learning Morse. The �technical� corporalswho now took us in hand were notoriously indifferent to matters of disci-pline, and between them and the �military� corporals smouldered ill-con-cealed hostility. Corporal Smith left our hut to take charge of a new intake,his place being occupied by Tom, a handsome young giant of a technicalinstructor whom Ernie�s breasts at once captivated. After our return fromChristmas leave drill and fatigues were discontinued, and after a fiercebattle between the technical and military NCOs we were even excusedguard duties.The arrival of a Regular Army sergeant seemed at first to augur trouble.He did, indeed, inveigle the CO, a former bank manager, into ordering acompany parade in full marching order. But the sight of us lined up out-side in the lane with our packs askew and our rifles at different angles wasso ludicrous that the experiment was not repeated. Besides, the technicalside was reinforced by the arrival of a fat, friendly CSM and a small, griz-zled, blasphemous QM, who lounged about in canvas shoes with theirhands in their pockets, buttons undone and without caps. Though theirinformal presence soon made it obvious that our duties would not be mil-
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itary in the narrow sense of the term at all, the Unit�s indispensable mini-mum of Regular Army NCOs did their utmost to make camp life conformto the traditional pattern.From the point of view of the work we did later, our being in the armywas an accident. Nothing the military NCOs taught us proved of theslightest value. Packs and rifles proved mere impedimenta. Futile exhibi-tions of Regular Army infantilism such as company parades wasted timethat should have been devoted to improving our knowledge of the workto which our country had called us. The officers and the RSM, of course,knew this long before we did, and the very perfunctory military routinethey had included in our training was no more than a token recognitionof the fact that the Unit was part of the army. Yet to the last we were ha-rassed by pettifogging Regular NCOs who made life as difficult for us asthey possibly could.Corporal Halford�s behaviour over the question of leave was a case inpoint. After a few of us, including Ernie and myself, had twice or thricegone home on weekend passes, he warned us, as though in friendly con-fidence, that the RSM strongly objected to this, and that those who of-fended in future would be transferred to the Signals Depot in Oswestry, aname as dreadful to our ears as that of Sheol to the ancient Hebrews. Thisinformation disturbed us profoundly. The married men saw their oppor-tunities for sexual intercourse curtailed. Ernie and I and the rest of theyoungsters felt that without an occasional brief spell of freedom our exist-ence would be intolerable. For several days the inmates of every hut de-bated the subject with gloomy faces. Some felt Halford�s warning hadsaved us from disaster; others that he was bluffing; most, that it would bebetter not to take any chances. That weekend nearly everybody remainedin camp. Ernie and I uneasily went home as usual.Not long afterwards the RSM held a question-and-answer meeting.NCOs were excluded. Halford, however, was kind enough to warn usagainst asking questions about leave. After the RSM had answered innoc-uous enquiries about promotions, widow�s pensions, and medical treat-ment, one long-suffering married man, greatly daring, rose to his feet andhesitantly asked the question which was uppermost in our minds: �Howoften should we apply for a weekend pass?��As often as you like,� replied the RSM. �In fact,� he continued crisply,�unless you happen to be on guard duty I would advise you to apply ev-ery week. Now that you�ve started your technical training you�ll natu-rally be feeling a bit of a strain. After a day or two at home you�ll come
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back to your duties all the fresher. No need for anyone to be in camp atweekends except the guard.�The technical training, then recently begun, had in fact proved a con-siderable strain on almost all the older men. For some, the learning of theMorse code was in itself difficult enough. (Ernie had learned it in the BoyScouts, I in the BB.) But that was merely a beginning. As we gradually pro-gressed from receiving at a speed of five words a minute to a speed of ten,and from ten to fifteen, several, unable to stand the increase of nervoustension, fell by the wayside and were transferred to general duties. Ernieand I, who soon led the class, long afterwards ruefully agreed that itwould have been better for us to have fallen too. For whereas throw-outswho worked in the office were eventually promoted NCOs and WOs, weremained signalmen for ever. But in those early days, not knowing whatwas in store, we zealously pursued the path of our own undoing.Stimulated by the encouragement of Tom and the officers, our speedsteadily increased, and we were soon far ahead of the rest of the class.Though each did his best to surpass the other, we invariably passed ourspeed tests together. Our enthusiasm was largely due to consciousness ofour enhanced prestige. The last in the drill squad had become the first inthe technical class. The despair of the Regular Army corporals were thedelight of the Morse instructors. When, one afternoon, we both blockedfor one minute at a speed of thirty-one, faster than which even Tom couldnot transmit, we felt that our theory that the worse you were at squad drillthe greater was your intelligence had been fully vindicated.Meanwhile spring had come. The laburnums we passed on our way into town had burst into yellow flame, while the young leaves of the cop-per-beech trees showed a chocolate-veined redness against the late after-noon sky. Ever sensitive to change of season, but most of all to the adventof spring, I felt strangely exhilarated. Since our promotion to the SetRoom, whence for security reasons all but the instructors and operatorswere strictly barred, we enjoyed more weekend passes and afternoonsoff than ever. Father, always pleased to see me home again, jocosely re-marked that in his army days leave had not been so easy to get. Motherseemed to spend Saturday afternoons waiting behind the front door ofher flat, for it always flew open even before I had finished ringing.Though more subdued than before, she seemed happy and contented.She and Father had agreed on a divorce. With Sid, who sometimes cameto tea, my relations were cordial, for it was impossible not to like the quiet,friendly, inoffensive man. Joan, too, now reconciled to Mother and ongood terms with Sid, was also a frequent visitor. Tall and well developed,
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she worked in a bank; but her ambition, of which Father heard with dis-may, was to join the ATS. Sometimes I went to see Nana and Auntie Noni,on one occasion spending the afternoon rambling with Auntie overWimbledon Common, where mile after mile the purple-black heathershowed patches of tender green, while along the edges of the woodfern-shoots stood among last year�s yellow-brown bracken like littlegreen croziers.Our evenings Ernie and I usually spent in the crowded bar of the King�sHead with Tom, who taught us to drink black-and-tans but took goodcare we did not have too many. Sometimes we wrote letters and playedtable tennis with the ATS in the Forces Recreation Room in the HighStreet. Once or twice I took Ernie to Ewell, only two or three stationsalong the line. Auntie Kath, who had returned from Torquay with UncleCharles after the Blitz, was friendly and voluble as ever. On learning thatshe had herself cooked us scrambled eggs and chipped potatoes the restof the family was dumbfounded. �Were they eatable?� I was asked in obvi-ous disbelief.One Saturday afternoon Ernie and I climbed to the top of Box Hill. Farbelow us tiny fields of different shades of green and brown made a patch-work to the horizon, gradually softening into haze. In between werehedges, trees, and farms. Here and there a pond flashed molten gold inthe sun. Just below the horizon showed the dark smudge of towns. As welay in the hot grass, the earth as it were lifting us up to the embraces of thesun which swam in a great sky of cloudless blue, I read a few chapters ofThus Spake Zarathustra. Intoxicated by those ardent words, I wanted toshout them out in the face of the sun so that they might echo from end toend of the sky. But after shutting my eyes for a minute against the blind-ing brilliance of the light, I saw they were already written in quiveringscarlet letters across the blue.In Leatherhead my favourite spot was the garden of a tea-shop. Black-birds, bright-eyed and yellow-billed, hopped on the lawn, and pink andwhite petals drifted from the fruit trees on to the pages of my book. I wasreading at the time, with equal delight, Donne and Herrick. An unusuallyfelicitous line went through me like a spear. Sometimes, closing the book,I would fall into a muse and try to shape the rhythms and the images thatwere ringing in my head into verses of my own. Later, on the outskirts ofthe town, I discovered a mile or two of river, overhung with willows, upand down which kingfishers flashed crimson and blue. Sitting beside theshallow, sunlit water, at the bottom of which sticks and stones were
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clearly visible, I read The Middle Way, in which my article �The Unity ofBuddhism� had appeared a few months earlier.Having learned about its activities, and seen my name in the pages of itsjournal, I was naturally desirous of coming into closer contact with theLondon Buddhist Society. One warm Saturday afternoon, therefore, Ifound my way to the rooms it then occupied over a restaurant in GreatRussell Street. I had finished looking at the books and was talking to the li-brarian when in came a pixie-like figure with a square-cut fringe and vo-luminous tweed cloak. This was Clare Cameron. When I introducedmyself to her she was astonished at seeing a boy instead of the mid-dle-aged man she had imagined. For my part, I recognized in her one ofthose rare spirits who, in the words of the Indian poet, are tender as aflower and hard as a diamond. I liked her instantly. After she had intro-duced me to the founder-president, Christmas Humphreys, a correctgentlemanly figure in a lounge suit, a recording of Bach�s �Sheep MaySafely Graze� was played and the meeting began.Thereafter I attended meetings as often as I could. Usually not morethan a dozen people were present. One afternoon an air raid warningsounded while we were meditating, for in a last desperate bid for victory,before the final crash, Germany had started its indiscriminate launchingof V1s against the civilian population of London and the Home Counties.But either out of Buddhist equanimity or British phlegm we continued tomeditate, not stirring even when, a few minutes later, the windows rat-tled with the blast of an explosion.Among the members with whom I became acquainted was R.L. Jack-son, a short grizzled man in sports jacket and baggy flannels who had ob-viously had a hard life and whose conversation, like his writings, waslarded with quotations from the English poets. It seemed odd that heshould address the president deferentially as �Mr Humphreys� when thelatter called him simply �Jackson�, treating him in an off-hand, patroniz-ing sort of manner. Perhaps I had assumed that class distinctions wouldnot be recognized within in the Society. Nearer my own age was ArnoldPrice, with whom I could discuss Buddhism more freely than with any-body else. One evening we progressed, arguing, through every publichouse between Great Russell Street and Waterloo Station � perhaps notthe most seemly behaviour for either the future translator of the DiamondSutra or the future bhikshu.A more Buddhistic occasion was that on which Humphreys took us allto a vegetarian restaurant for dinner, in the course of which he gave anamusing description of how he had tried to translate one of his own po-
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ems into French. Clare Maison, whom I took part of the way home after-wards, was like most of the women members a great admirer of thepresident. As we stood on the draughty tube platform waiting for hertrain, she told me about her efforts to collect material for a biography ofAnanda Maitreya, the first Englishmanto return to England as a bhikshu.By this time I was sufficiently adjusted to life in the Unit to be able topursue my study of Buddhism unperturbed by the un-Buddhistic sur-roundings. The books I borrowed from the Society�s library I usually readsitting on the quiet banks of the river, where I also wrote two or three po-ems afterwards published in The Middle Way. Memories of The Systems ofBuddhistic Thought and Thirty Stanzas on Representation Only, both ofwhich influenced me deeply, are inseparably connected with those ofdragonflies, gauze-winged and sapphire-bodied, delicately poised onthe surface of the water, over which played reflections and shadows ofwillow leaves. This was perhaps as it should have been. Was not theBuddha-nature reflected in every natural object, in every flower andstone and blade of grass?Back in the Set Room I pondered on the new, yet strangely familiar,teachings with which I was gradually becoming acquainted. Sometimes,neglecting my task of intercepting unidentifiable transmissions, I sat withheadphones over my ears, hands resting on the dials, and simply gazedout of the window at the sky. At the end of every hour I wrote �Nil to re-port� in the log before me. On the lawn outside a new intake practisedcharging with fixed bayonets at a dummy on which the heart and stom-ach were indicated by red patches. The sergeant was satisfied with theirperformance only when, with rage-distorted features and blood-cur-dling yells, they rushed like madmen upon the dummy and eviscerated itwith gleeful ferocity.In May the Buddhist Society celebrated, as it did every year, the fullmoon day of the Indian month of Vaishakha, anniversary of the Birth, En-lightenment, and Parinirvana of Gautama the Buddha. The meetingmust have been held on a Saturday or a Sunday afternoon, for I was ableto attend. Mother, who had been studying some elementary books onBuddhism, accompanied me. As we sat at the back of the hall waiting forthe meeting to begin, a short stout gentleman of Mongolian appearance,in a dark suit and carrying an attaché case, entered the hall and disap-peared into an adjoining room. Five minutes later he reappeared in or-ange robes. This was U Thittila, the first Buddhist monk I had seen. Later,when I was myself �in the robes�, I heard that narrowly-formalistic Bur-mese Buddhists had severely criticized him for his supposed misconduct
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in wearing ordinary European clothes when not actually performing hisreligious duties. English Buddhists saw the matter in quite a differentlight. Throughout the Blitz U Thittila had worked as a stretcher-bearer, onseveral occasions risking his life to rescue people trapped beneath fallenmasonry. Finding that the voluminous drapery of his robes hampered hismovements he sensibly exchanged them for more practical garments.People who knew him said he practised what he preached. I have alwaysbeen glad that it was from him that I first took the Three Refuges and FivePrecepts, with the recitation of which the meeting opened, U Thittila in-toning them in Pali and Humphreys leading the responses. At the end ofthe meeting I introduced Mother to Humphreys and Clare Cameron,both of whom were among the speakers. U Thittila, again in his dark suit,hurried away. The V1s were still falling and he most likely had a job to do.A few days later Clare Cameron invited me to have tea with her at herBayswater flat. On the way up to the bright pleasant kitchen I caught aglimpse of her husband, Thomas Burke, at work in his book-lined study.If at our first meeting she had impressed me as being tender and hard, Inow saw that Clare appeared not only very young but very old � a combi-nation of elf and sibyl. Her physical age might have been anywhere be-tween thirty and fifty. But what struck me most was the way in which herwhole face lit up from within when she smiled � lit up through a faint net-work of tiny lines and wrinkles that testified that, for her, understandinghad not been achieved without suffering. She looked frail as gossamer.But I soon realized that she was the only person in the society withenough strength of character not to be dominated by Humphreys.In the course of my first visit she gave me a copy of her book of poems AStranger Here. A week or two later, taking my courage in both hands, Ishowed her what I thought were the best of my own verses. As we walkedthrough Kensington Gardens she gave me the benefit of some very soundcriticism. Ten years later, when I published Messengers From Tibet andOther Poems, I dedicated it to her in token of my gratitude and admiration.Several times that June, as I sat twiddling knobs and dials in the SetRoom, I saw the black cigar-like shape of a V1 streaking through the sky inthe direction of London. Once, watching one of these sinister objects, Iheard the engine cut off and saw it suddenly nose-dive into a field. Theexplosion that followed rattled the windows. But dangerous as I knewthem to be I little thought that one of them would be responsible for thedestruction of my own home.After leaving camp at one o�clock on Saturday afternoon as usual, Ialighted from the tram at the bottom of our road at two-thirty. It was one
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of those bright, clear summer days which make a disaster seem all themore horrible in contrast, as if Nature cared nothing for the misery ofman. As I stepped on to the pavement I noticed that tiles were missingfrom the roofs of several houses and a few windows broken. Obviously a�rocket� had fallen somewhere near. As I climbed the hill the damage be-came worse. Whole roofs had been blown off and hardly a pane of glasswas intact. Our own house was still out of sight round the bend at the topof the road. Fear gripped my heart, but I did not quicken my pace. Thehouse only three or four doors down from ours was half destroyed. Sev-eral people stared at me curiously as I passed. Turning the bend I saw, tomy intense relief, Father standing outside the gate in conversation with aneighbour. His bicycle was propped against the kerb. Behind him thewhole front of the house gaped open; the downstairs ceiling sagged dan-gerously.�Seems rather badly damaged,� I remarked. �When did it happen?��About an hour ago,� Father replied quite cheerfully. �The dust was stillsettling when I arrived.��Where were you at the time, then?��Oh, I had just stopped at Jack and Hilda�s on my way back from work,just to see if they were all right. As soon as I heard the explosion I jumpedon my bike and came here.�Had Father returned at one o�clock, as he usually did on Saturdays, in-stead of at one-thirty, he would surely have been killed, as the rocket hadexploded on our very doorstep, where the dent it had made was laterfound. Father�s anxiety about the safety of my uncle and aunt had savedhis life. Mother was, of course, at Clapham; Joan had joined the ATS threeweeks previously. Had Mother not left us, had Father not returned late,had Joan not joined the ATS, and had I arrived an hour earlier, the wholefamily would have been killed at lunch. Friends and relations weredeeply impressed by what appeared to have been a providential escapefor all of us. Norah and Phyllis, who had been at home when the rocketfell, were both seriously injured. Two or three people in the house oppo-site were killed.That afternoon and the following day Father and I salvaged whateverwe could from the ruins. A few pieces of furniture and one or two carpetswere still usable and the contents of drawers and cupboards largely in-tact. Though it was dangerous to do so, I insisted on climbing up the re-maining stairs to see what had happened to my books. Out of 1,000, about400 were either destroyed or very badly damaged. The undamaged ones,which fortunately included most of the more valuable volumes, I re-
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moved and stacked on the lawn with the rest of the salvage. The floor ofmy room then collapsed.Father having managed to borrow a truck, we removed the remnants ofour home to Ewell, it having been understood between Uncle Charlesand Father since the beginning of the war that the house of each would beat the disposal of the other in case of need. After returning to camp onSunday night, I saw the CO on Monday morning and was granted aweek�s compassionate leave. From Leatherhead I went straight to Joan�scamp, which was in a nearby town. She, too, was granted compassionateleave and the pair of us, now both in khaki, travelled up to Ewell. Some-how we felt very young and yet terribly old. Joan, who had taken thenews in a calm, matter-of-fact way, now told me about her work. Thoughbarely seventeen, she regularly took a two-ton lorry from the south coastall the way up to Scotland, driving at night, in convoy, and without lights.Father was, of course, very glad to see her, and the three of us spent theweek at Ewell together quite happily. Uncle Charles�s firm having againevacuated its staff, this time to Somerset, we had the house to ourselves.Not long after my return to camp rumours began to circulate about theUnit having been posted abroad. The married men fervently hoped theywere unfounded; but in Ernie and me and the rest of the youngstersvague nomadic longings stirred. Though for security reasons our destina-tion was not revealed, the rumours were at first tacitly then expressly con-firmed, until the whole camp was restless, excited, and there was no talksave of our impending departure. Tom, who was on confidential termswith one of the officers, told Ernie and me that our destination was defi-nitely India. But with such a buzz of speculation around us, some sayingit would be Gibraltar, some Singapore, and some even America, it was dif-ficult to feel sure. Besides, that I should be going to India, the land inwhich the Buddha had lived and taught, seemed too good to be true. Forthe first, though by no means the last, time in my life, did I have an ob-scure sense of some mysterious Destiny shaping my ends. I had thoughtthe army would cut me off from Buddhism. What if it should now provethe means appointed to bring me closer to it than I had dreamed would bepossible?At the beginning of August we were given a week�s embarkation leave.Much of this time I spent arranging what was left of my library and tyingmy manuscript books in bundles. Two or three rare volumes, as well asthe thick black notebook containing my most recent poems, I left withClare. One or two days were spent with Nana in Somerset, where she wasstaying, not very happily, in the same village as Uncle Charles and Auntie
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Kath. When I said goodbye she clung to me tearfully as if she would neverlet me go. Both knew we would never meet again. Back in London, I tookSonia to see Swan Lake, dined out once or twice with Mother, and spent afew evenings at the local public house with Father. The final leave-takingswere restrained and casual.Three or four days later we entrained for the north. Most of the journeyI spent writing poetry. But the bleak northern landscape, with its barrenfields and squat stone hedges, fascinated me, and every now and then Ilifted my eyes from the notebook and gazed out of the window. In the lateafternoon on the second day the train stopped at the foot of a huge rockwhich, rising sheer for several hundred feet, tapered into the walls, bat-tlements, and turrets of an ancient castle. Two or three hours later, rifles inhand, packs on our backs, and kitbags balanced on one shoulder, westood on the quayside of the Glasgow docks waiting to file up the gang-way into the bowels of the enormous grey troop-ship.Two days later, as the convoy passed the northern coast of Scotland andswung out into the Atlantic, I celebrated my nineteenth birthday. Eng-land had been left behind, perhaps for ever. But where were we going?Five days later, in the middle of the Atlantic, half-way to America, we stilldid not know the answer.
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Chapter Ten
PASSAGE TO INDIA
�D� deck, somewhere on which the Unit was quartered, was the fourthdeck down. Ernie and I were crowded together with scores of othersweating naked bodies under the harsh glare of electric lights whilearound us the whole ship quivered and shook with the constant heavypounding of the engines. Practically the entire space from hatch cover tobulkhead was occupied by long clamped-down tables where we ate dur-ing the day and on which some of us slept at night. Kitbags were stackedin corners and packs and water-bottles stowed away between the girdersand the deckhead. Though stifled by the heat, most of us caught coldsthrough our habit of sleeping as close as possible to the blowers. Pricklyheat was made worse by our having to wash and bathe in warm stickysea-water using gritty yellow sea-soap that refused to lather. Like the restof the troops Ernie and I spent most of our time on the passenger and boatdecks, elbowing our way aft through the slowly milling khaki mass. Atnight, stupefied rather than asleep, we lay on tables or benches or thedeck, or hung side by side from the deckhead in hammocks. Loud snoresand heavy breathing filled the darkness, in which glowed two or threesmall red lights. Dreaming feverish dreams, we could feel ourselves beingstill shaken by the mighty pulsations of the engines. In the morning, tiredand sticky, we got up with relief and went for a latherless wash and shavein sea-water.Not knowing when I would again see a library or bookshop, I hadsqueezed into my kitbag The Light of Asia, Selections from Hegel, The Pen-guin Book of English Verse, and a few other pocket volumes selected chieflyon account of their convenient size. The Unit had won exemption fromship�s duties on the grounds that it had work to do in the Set Room thathad been rigged up in the monkey island; but atmospheric disturbancesand the ship�s dynamo made reception impossible. Since the only re-



maining call on our time was the ten o�clock lifeboat drill, I was thereforefree to spend most of the day reading. Probably because of the conditionsunder which we were living, I read such poems as �Heaven-Haven�, �TheHaystack in the Floods�, and �Cynara� with a strangely troubled intensityof emotion. Every day I composed in my head and then wrote down twoor three short poems. These eventually formed a sort of verse diary of myimpressions of the voyage.One morning we awoke to find the ship in blue waters. The convoy hadaltered course two or three days earlier, and we had passed Gibraltar inthe night. From then onwards my poems were usually descriptive of thescenes we passed. Alexandria, a distant streak of gleaming whiteness be-tween sea and sky, led to a poem on Alexander the Great, the desert to onebeginning, �The first camel I saw was a white one�, and so on. At Port Said,which we reached at nightfall, everyone crowded excitedly to the rail tosee what was, after five years of blackout, the marvellous sight of build-ings outlined with thousands of yellow lights. Red and blue neon signsflared with unearthly splendour against the sky, the biggest and brightestof them an advertisement for Dewar�s Whisky, seeming for once like thedazzling epiphany of another world. Most beautiful of all, the lights near-est the quayside picked out in the black depths of the dock waters in-verted palaces of rippling gold.As slowly we squeezed our way down through the Suez Canal, thebanks seeming in places hardly wider than the ship itself, I never tired ofwatching the great foam-serpent at the water�s edge as it raced abreast ofthe ship with an eager undulating movement. Sometimes I stared so longand hard that I could scarcely believe it was not a real live dragon keepingme friendly company like a faithful dog, instead of just the bow washstriking against the side of the canal.At Suez we were allowed ashore. Though I had not been seasick theearth felt strangely firm underfoot. After a visit to the local restaurant, alow wooden shack where we ate eggs and bacon with an unusual amountof elbow room, Ernie and I spent half an hour exploring the dock area be-fore finally climbing back on board. Aden, which we saw at twilight, wasan enormous ash-heap at the foot of which ant-like figures crawled aboutamong the cinders. But this dismal sight once left behind, day after daythere was only the blue-black wrinkled expanse of the Indian Ocean,where porpoises played astern and flying-fish skimmed like silver arrowsover the waves and where, at night, the phosphorescent wake streamedout through the darkness behind us a pale and ghostly green.
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What would India be like? Long before the horizon thickened into landI started asking myself this question. The Children�s Encyclopaedia had leftvague memories of marble palaces and bewhiskered Rajput princes. Mis-sionaries on furlough, appealing for our coppers at Sunday school, hadgiven impressions of a land of mud huts where they lived in constant fearof martyrdom at the hands of fanatical grass-skirted savages. Uncle Dickhad spoken of rickshaws. Regular Army NCOs who had been stationedin India described it as the hottest, poorest, filthiest country on earth andthe �wogs� as the very dregs of humanity. It seemed difficult to fit theBuddha and his teaching into any of these backgrounds.What gradually hove in sight through the drizzle of a late Septembermorning (we were in the midst of a different set of seasons and had runinto the tail end of the monsoon) was a stretch of Bombay dockside undera low grey sky. As we edged nearer through the dingy water, more likeochre-coloured liquid mud than anything else, oblong boxes grew by de-grees into huge warehouses of corrugated iron. Here and there a cranehung idle against the sky. The odd knots of blue-clad figures on the quaydid not seem to be doing anything in particular. There was no noise. Thewhole place seemed half dead. Only the kites, rising and falling in endlessspirals overhead, seemed more or less alive.From the back of the lorry that took us to the station we had a glimpse oftree-lined streets, bullock-carts, and thin dark figures in flappingoff-white garments. On the journey to Delhi, which we made in bogieswith hard wooden benches instead of upholstered seats, ghastly povertywhined around us whenever the train stopped. Emaciated women infilthy rags pushed rusty tins through the windows and pleaded with gen-tle insistence for alms. Spindly-limbed children with enormous protrud-ing bellies clamoured for coins and scraps of food. Gauntly naked men, inan attempt to excite pity, pointed to deformed or missing limbs. Half thebeggars seemed blind or halt or maimed. One, quite naked, moved fromcarriage to carriage exhibiting testicles swollen to the size of footballs.Horrified at the sight of poverty such as they had never imagined couldexist, most of the BORs handed out small coins and food at every station.The Indian troops a little further down the train, doubtless more accus-tomed to such sights, leaned grinning from the windows and gave noth-ing. Even more dreadful than the poverty was the apathy, the patienthopeless resignation, apparent on the faces of the beggars. Their shoul-ders were bowed and their heads bent in uncomplaining acceptance oftheir lot. It was God�s will, they seemed to be saying, God�s will be done!
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The camp outside Delhi consisted of a dozen buildings with thatchedroofs and dazzlingly white walls surrounded by sand and scrub on whichthe sun blazed down from a sky more deeply and darkly blue than I hadever known. In between the barracks, shading them from the glare, couldbe seen the bushy, light green foliage of the margosa trees. Grey-brownsquirrels with three white stripes down their backs raced chattering upand down the smooth trunks, sometimes pausing in between flicks oftheir bushy tails to cling motionless for an instant with bright beady eyes.Crows in pearl-grey cravats perched on the roofs, while overhead hov-ered more kites which, effortlessly rising and falling hour after hour, de-scribed great sweeps whenever their outstretched wings were caught byan air current.Owing largely to the heat, at that time of year so intense that the land-scape quivered, army life in India had developed a pattern of its own.There were no general duties. In our case there were no parades or mili-tary duties of any kind either. All the menial work of the camp was doneby Indian bearers. Operators were on duty only half the day, one weekmornings one week afternoons, the rest of the time being their own. Inthe Set Room, where most of us wore nothing but shorts and canvasshoes, a quiet drowsy atmosphere prevailed. Only an occasional muffledshriek from somebody�s headphones disturbed the stillness. Very littlework was done. Most of my time was spent scribbling poems on scraps ofpaper. Sometimes I watched the bulgy-eyed, semi-transparent orangegeckoes suckered on to the wall. Every now and then one of them wouldmake a loud clicking sound. Once a praying mantis, vivid green and witha face like the head of a safety-pin, whirred on to my set and perchedthere motionless. At ten in the morning and four in the afternoon wouldcome the licensed cake-wallah. A good part of our pay was spent eachweek buying little sweet cakes covered with multi-coloured icing, threeor four of which we always took with our mugs of dark, bitter-tasting tea.In the lofty-ceilinged barrack room it was comparatively cool. Seven oreight charpoys, wooden bedsteads with a network of coarse fibre rope in-stead of springs, stood with their heads against the wall. Six-foot bam-boos, lashed to the legs of the charpoys, supported the mosquito-nets,whereunder much of our time was spent in the traditional recumbentposture of the British soldier in India. A door, through which I could seethe scrubby yellow landscape and intensely blue sky, opened on to a ve-randa which ran the whole length of the building. Here the dhobi-wallah,the cake-wallah, and our own bearers, in green, brown, and blue lungis,would squat on their heels quietly chatting, occasionally glancing up
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through the doorway with bright, furtive eyes. For the first week Myers�strilogy The Near and the Far, which I had borrowed from a room-mate, ab-sorbed my whole attention. With its background of sophisticated courtlife at Agra and Delhi during the reign of Akbar it was a fitting introduc-tion to the glory and grandeur that had been Mogul India.Half a mile from camp was a small bazaar. Here, in a tiny restaurant ex-hibiting the blue-wheeled �in bounds� sign, Ernie and I sometimes satamong the cracked wall mirrors at a marble-topped table, drinking icedVimto through double straws. When he came to take our order, the pro-prietor cheerfully wiped the table with a filthy rag. In a shop which soldmagazines, stationery, and picture postcards I discovered a couple ofshelves of books. As is usual in Indian bookstalls, pornography and reli-gion rubbed shoulders. An English translation of the Bhagavad Gita,which I purchased for a few annas, was keeping company with The Ad-ventures of Erotic Edna and Hindu Art of Love (Illustrated). Later, especiallyin South India, I often found articles on God-Realization andfrankly-worded advertisements for aphrodisiacs printed side by side inthe same magazine. India believed, apparently, in impartial catering forall tastes.When I had been on morning duty I usually spent the afternoon andevening in the city. Sometimes I walked several miles along theAgra�Delhi road before getting a lift from a passing army truck. The flat,rocky landscape, barren save for the tender green of stunted thorn trees,had a delicate austere beauty which touched me more deeply than any-thing I had seen in England. Lush meadows and leafy woods seemed, infact, rather vulgar in comparison. It was an aloof, aristocratic landscapewhich somehow suggested centuries of culture and refinement. Usuallyneither a house nor a human being was in sight. Once or twice I saw a fig-ure that might have come from the Old Testament standing motionlesson a rock while little white goats with black and brown markings andblunt faces streamed among the nullahs nibbling at tufts of wiry grass.The contrast between the red sandstone walls of the Lal Khila, or RedFort, massive enough to enclose a town, and the row of white marble pal-ace buildings that overlooked the River Jumna from the rear battlements,struck me as tremendously effective. Is not this wedding of strength andgrace, of the stupendous and the delicate, one of the greatest charms ofMogul architecture? While I would not attempt to erect a personal prefer-ence into an objective aesthetic judgement, its austerely beautifulmosques and tombs, its palaces and forts, have often satisfied me moredeeply than the prodigal richness, the unrestrained exuberance, of their
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Hindu counterparts. Indeed, they have often satisfied me more deeplythan their Indian Buddhist counterparts. As I stood in themulti-columned Diwan-i-Khas, or Hall of Private Audience, where at thefeet of emperors a shallow stream had once flowed over a gem-studdedsilver bed � flowed the length of the building and out under the piercedmarble screens into the private apartments � I felt the truth of the Persiancouplet inscribed in flawless calligraphy above the windows overlookingthe tree-tops and the slow, sad river: �If there is Paradise upon the face ofthe earth, it is here, it is here, it is here.�In Sher Shah�s mosque, which I also visited, red sandstone and whitemarble had united to create a building with all the majesty of a fort andthe beauty of a palace. The contrast between the austere squareness of thefaçade and the soaring curves of the lofty lancet arches by which it waspierced thrilled me with exquisitely painful pleasure.From the grass-grown ruins of the Purana Khila, or Old Fort, not faraway, I peered down over ancient weathered battlements at a sea ofdarkly massed tree-tops. The sun was setting and the dusky tendergreens and burnt reds of the landscape now glowed softly in a flood ofpale amber light. Suddenly a flock of parakeets flew across the tree-tops,tiny spurts of greenness against the dark tangle of the vegetation below.Occasionally, restless for I knew not what, I spent the afternoon wan-dering round the arcades of Connaught Circus. Hawkers squatting onthe pavements offered cheap flashy curios at exorbitant prices. In thewindows of the ivory marts elaborately carved boxes and statuettes weredisplayed against Persian carpets. Once, crossing the road to the nextblock, I saw in the distance the three onion domes of the Jamma Masjid, orFriday Mosque. Before long I found a bookshop. Rimbaud�s poems, oneof the first books I bought, delighted me even more than Baudelaire�s,which I had read shortly before leaving England. Perhaps this was be-cause of their tropical brilliance of colouring, which seemed in perfectkeeping with my present surroundings. Certainly �I have seen the dawnarisen like a flock of doves� was truer of India than of England. The col-lected poems of Sarojini Naidu, the Nightingale of India, though lushlyrhetorical, interested me so much that I wrote on them an article, pub-lished in The Poetry Review, entitled �Krishna�s Flute�. No doubt it was nottheir poetry which appealed to me so much as their vivid pictures of In-dia. For all its poverty and filth the great subcontinent had already begunto cast upon me, as upon so many other Englishmen, the subtle spell of itsunrivalled fascination.
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At night, aching from the peregrinations of the day and feeling some-how frustrated, I ate ices in a milk bar or hung around the corner waitingfor the driver of the �liberty wagon� which would take us back to camp. Aswe rushed through the blackness of the night along the deserted high-way, with the wind fresh in our faces and the sky thick with brilliant stars,it seemed, after the heat and dazzle of the day, that life had no purer en-joyment to offer. Alighting at the top of the road, I walked back to the bar-racks, past the old gymnasium on the left and the distant lights of theKOYLI camp over to the right, while millions of cicadas throbbed andshrilled and sang from the grass and jackals howled and barked in the fardistance.Among the books I had bought in Connaught Circus was an Englishtranslation of the Aparokshanubhuti, a treatise by the great non-dualistHindu philosopher, Shankara. In it was described a method of meditationby dissociating oneself successively from the body, the mind, and the em-pirical ego. At night, seated cross-legged inside the mosquito curtainwhile the other inmates of the room slept, I practised according to the in-structions given in the book. �I am not the body, I am not the mind,� I re-flected, �I am the non-dual Reality, the Brahman; I am the AbsoluteExistence-Knowledge-Bliss.� As I practised, body-consciousness fadedaway and my whole being was permeated by a great peaceful joy. Onenight there appeared before me, as it were suspended in mid-air, the headof an old man. He had a grey stubble on scalp and chin and his yellowishface was deeply lined and wrinkled as though by the sins and vices of alifetime. �You�re wasting your time,� he exclaimed, with a dreadful sneer.�There�s nothing in the universe but matter. Nothing but matter.��There is something higher than matter,� I promptly retorted, �I know it,because I am experiencing it now.� Whereupon the apparition vanished.Years later, during my second visit to Nepal, I saw the same Mara, as itmust have been. I recognized him at once, and he no doubt recognizedme.According to the guidebook, the Lakshmi-Narayan Temple was themost important Hindu shrine in New Delhi. But the driver of the ekka, orhorse-drawn carriage I hired to take me there, did not seem to knowwhere it was. Perhaps he knew it by its popular name, Birla Mandir, afterthe multi-millionairewho had donated the funds for its construction. Per-haps he wanted to take me by a circuitous route and charge for a whole af-ternoon�s hire � a common trick with ekka-drivers. Whichever it was,after jolting along for two hours in the little two-wheeled trap, I foundmyself not in the temple in New Delhi but in a dharmasala, or pilgrims�
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rest house, in Old Delhi, about six miles away. Here I was finally rescuedby a friendly, English-educated young Indian, the first to whom I hadspoken, who not only accompanied me all the way back to New Delhi buttook the trouble of showing me round the temple precincts.The Lakshmi-Narayan Temple, an imposing building in a sort ofneo-Hindu style of architecture, stood in spacious grounds where pinkcement paths ran between small artificial ponds. Inside there was a greatdeal of marble of various colours, and a bewilderingly large number ofgods and goddesses, one painted bright blue and another with an ele-phant�s head. Stranger still, there was a shrine dedicated to Guru Nanak,the founder of Sikhism, who I had always thought was not a Hindu but aSikh. Behind the temple extended a garden where noisy crowds saun-tered among pink cement elephants and looked into artificial caves, themouths of which were painted to resemble the open jaws of mythologicalbeasts. The bright pinks and greens and yellows of the coloured cementreminded me of the little iced cakes we bought from the cake-wallah.Retracing our steps, my Indian friend and I passed between two morepink elephants into a side garden. Fronting the road from behind its owniron gate stood a temple of modest dimensions and distinctive architec-tural style. Removing my shoes, I ascended the two or three white marblesteps and for the first time in my life found myself in a Buddhist temple.Facing me from the far end was a life-size image of the Buddha. Before it,on the white marble altar, candles burned among offerings of flowers. In-cense hung in the air. The stillness was intense. After buying a copy of theDhammapada and other literature at the stall inside the entrance I ex-plored the rest of the enclosure. On a patch of lawn outside the tiny bun-galow next door two or three bright yellow robes had been spread to dryin the sun. To my romantic imagination it was as if the golden petals ofsome gigantic celestial flower had fallen on the grass. In the hope of beingable to meet a Buddhist monk I tried the door. It was locked from within.The windows were shuttered. There seemed to be no sign of life in theplace at all.
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Chapter Eleven
WITH THE SWAMIS IN CEYLON
Though the headquarters of the Unit were in Delhi, there were branchesin Calcutta, Madras, and even farther afield. Shortly after my visit to theBirla Mandir I learned that two or three operators were to be posted to theCeylon branch. Perhaps the sight of the Buddha-image, and of the yellowrobes drying in the sun, had made me nostalgic for Buddhism, for I atonce volunteered to go. Three days later, with a technical sergeant andanother operator, I was on my way.Kollupitiya, where the Ceylon branch was located, was a suburb of Co-lombo. Branching off from the main coastal road, which ran from the citydown to Mount Lavinia and the southern tip of the island, a lane wan-dered between coconut palms into a small compound. On the right stoodthe Western-type house in which we worked and ate; to the left, thepalm-leaf bungalow where we lived. Over the compound wall was therailway line, along which overcrowded trains dashed with white-cladpassengers clinging on to doors and windows and even sitting on theroof. On the other side of the track ran a narrow strip of rocky beach,while below the beach lay the sea, off which there blew, night and day, astrong wind.Colombo was smaller and more Westernized than New Delhi. Beforemany days had passed I knew my way about the main streets, was a regu-lar visitor to the roomy premises of the Forces Canteen, and had pene-trated into the Sinhalese quarter. I never tired of looking into thejewellers� windows, which were alive with the rainbow colours of theprecious and semi-precious stones in which Ceylon abounds. Half theshops in town seemed to belong to jewellers. There was at least one goodbookshop, though. Here I found, and promptly purchased, RomainRolland�s biographies of the Bengali saint Sri Ramakrishna and his fa-mous disciple Swami Vivekananda. Years later, when my enthusiasm for



the Ramakrishna-Vivekananda literature had waned, I was to wonderwhy they had attracted me so powerfully. Perhaps it was because theydemonstrated that the spiritual life, far from being practicable only in theremote past, could be, and in fact had been, lived in modern times � per-haps because they indirectly encouraged me not merely to study but ac-tually to practise the teaching to which I was already committed, theteaching of the Buddha.Be that as it may, I had hardly started reading the two biographieswhen, looking one day for Buddhist temples on the fly-blown map of Co-lombo that hung on the wall in the Unit, I saw against a black dot thewords �Vivekananda Society�. Excited by the discovery, I could not restuntil, with much difficulty, I had located the place. It consisted of a smallbuilding with a library and reading room. Nobody there seemed able totell me anything about Ramakrishna and Vivekananda, but a stout, el-derly man with a very black complexion gave me the address of a monas-tery at Wellawatta, where there was a branch of the RamakrishnaMission, and the name of the swami or Hindu monk in charge.Wellawatta, the suburb in which the ashram, or monastery, was situ-ated, lay only two miles south of Kollupitiya. For much of the way theroad was lined with giant flame-of-the-forest trees, the orange-red blos-soms of which littered the pavement. As I walked past the big suburbanvillas, Chinese restaurants, and Sinhalese toddy-shops, over a bridge,and then past rows of palm-leaf boutiques and dilapidated cement doll�shouses, I felt intensely excited. What would the swami be like? Did heknow English? Would he agree to see me? To teach me? One of the bookson Indian philosophy I had been reading stated that a holy man shouldnever be approached without an offering. But the boutiques containedonly green bananas (or plantains as they are called in the East), which inmy ignorance I thought were unripe, and I was therefore forced to turninto the by-lane in which the monastery was situated empty-handed.I need not have worried. After I had waited a few minutes on the innerveranda a door opened and there emerged a tall, rather portly man insalmon-pink robes. In excellent English, though with a strong accent, heasked what he could do for me. Gaining confidence from the friendly ex-pression on his plump face, I told him about the events which had led meto the Vivekananda Society and thence to the monastery. All the books Ihad recently read, I explained, had emphasized that without a teacher nospiritual progress was possible. Could he help me? What the swami saidin reply I do not remember, but he invited me to visit the monasterywhenever I liked. Before I left a servant brought a plate of fruit cut into
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tiny cubes and some Indian sweetmeats. Nothing was said about my hav-ing omitted to bring an offering.Thereafter I spent nearly all my evenings at the Ashram, as I discoveredthe monastery was called. This was possible partly because of its nearnessto the Unit, and partly because of the nature of the shift system underwhich the two dozen or so operators who made up the Unit�s Colombobranch worked. At first we had four hours on and eight hours off duty al-ternately, right round the clock, with no day off. Thus I had the afternoonand evening free three days out of four. Later the system was changed.For a twenty-four hour period we had four hours on and four hours offduty alternately, after which we were free for twenty-four hours. Exceptthat I sometimes operated the link with Delhi, my duties were the same asbefore. Earphones clamped to my head, left hand resting on thehigh-powered receiving set, I scoured the air for the faintest signals, lis-tening carefully, and logging anything that sounded suspicious. Some-times I wrote poetry � penning stanzas when I should have intercepted.Jock, the tall Scots technical sergeant who was in charge of the office, hadno interest in life other than work and looked after the operators like a fa-ther. The OC, a captain, we saw only on pay days, when he sat at his tablebareheaded so that we would not have to salute him. The military atmos-phere was, in fact, completely lacking. There were neither parades nor in-spections. So little did regular army imbecilities interfere with my studiesand literary work at this period, that apart from the V-Day celebrations,which were quiet enough, I have only the vaguest memories of Unit life.In the copper-coloured light that suffused the atmosphere every evening,turning the vegetation in the compound a deep rich green, all worldlypreoccupations seemed to dissolve.The Ashram at Wellawatta, which nestled among coconut palms only astone�s throw from the beach, consisted of three units � hall, shrine-room,and residence � enclosing a little square of garden. The veranda of the res-idential quarter, which made up two sides of the square, faced inwards onto beds of fragrant flowering shrubs. Here I sat in the cool of the eveningand discussed Indian philosophy, religion, and culture with the two resi-dent swamis. Swami Siddhatmananda, the Ashram President, who hadreceived me on my first visit, was a Bengali. Joining the Ramakrishna Mis-sion as a youth, he passed through the regular stages of probation andnoviciate and in accordance with the Mission custom was posted, afterordination, to centres in India and abroad. Besides running the Ashramhe supervised the schools which the Mission conducted in different partsof Ceylon. Swami Vipulananda was a Tamil, that is to say, a native of the
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Tamil-speaking region of South India. Of medium height, and so dark asto make the whites of his eyes very noticeable, he spoke English with a de-lightful South Indian burr. A renowned scholar who specialized in thehistory of Tamil music, he had become a swami very late in life. Despitehis obvious frailty, he was still active as Head of the Department of Tamilin the Ceylon University. My contact with these two swamis, who inmany respects complemented each other, was of inestimable value to me,and my debt to them is very great. From them I imbibed not only some-thing of the spirit of Indian culture but also, what was more important, anenthusiasm for the spiritual life.Before many weeks had passed I was as much an inmate of the Ashramas it was possible to be without sleeping there. Knowing that an under-standing of Indian culture was at least partly dependent on a familiaritywith the Indian way of life, Swami Siddhatmananda not only expoundedthe Vedanta but invited me to dinner. Helped on by kindly words of en-couragement from him and Swami Vipulananda, I learned to sitcross-legged on a little wooden plank and to eat rice and curries with myfingers from a large circular brass tray placed directly on the stone floor.The cook, who watched my efforts with amusement, remarked that I atelike a crow. By this he meant that my fingers, instead of being loose andflexible, stabbed at the food with the sharp, jerky movements of a crowpecking with its beak. Later, after several years of practice, I was to hearthat remark in many parts of India. In fact I used to tell the swamis that Ifound it more difficult to eat with my fingers than to understand themetaphysics of Shankara, the great exponent of Non-Dualist Vedanta.One of them was a meat-eater and one a vegetarian, and since theycame one from the north-east, where sweets are favoured, and one fromthe south, which prefers sour food, I tasted dishes of many kinds. More-over, I sampled not only the Indian but also the Sinhalese type of cooking.Just as in Europe every country, so in India every province, has its owndistinctive food habits. Bengalis have a weakness for sweetmeats. Tamilstake chillies by the handful. Gujeratis put sugar into their curries andspices into their tea. Punjabis are fond of curd preparations. Malabarislove tamarind. While in the north-west the staple diet is wheat, the rest ofthe country lives on rice. An appreciation of the culinary variety to befound in India provides, perhaps, a good basis for the understanding ofits cultural and religious diversity.Another good basis for understanding is music. In Delhi, I had some-times listened to Indian music, both popular and classical, for it was myconviction that what a man belonging to one culture has produced could,
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by virtue of their common humanity, be appreciated by a man belongingto another. At first the sounds meant absolutely nothing to me. But gradu-ally I was able to distinguish something like a melody. At the Ashram mu-sical items occupied more than half the programme at all meetings andcelebrations, to which flocked chiefly the music-loving Tamils. After thespeeches, nearly always of extraordinary length, the platform would becleared for the musicians. All sat cross-legged on the carpet with their un-familiar instruments tucked into their thigh or laid across their knees orupright before them. On and on they played, hour after hour, while theaudience, which apparently never tired, followed their movements withgleaming eyes and smiles of approval, giving vent now and then to excla-mations of delight at some particularly brilliant display of virtuosity. Tome the most interesting were the violinists, thin elderly men who playedwith closed eyes and beatific expressions, holding their instruments highin the air and twisting and swaying their bodies in time with the music.On one occasion a woman played on the musical glasses, an ancient Tamilinstrument, striking them smartly with her palms and producing clear,bell-like notes of an astonishing purity.As I had done in Delhi, I at first always strove to distinguish the melody.But Swami Vipulananda, who was both musicologist and connoisseur,advised me to listen instead to the tablas, the small round side-drums,and to try and follow the rhythm. Though I was never able to appreciateall the subtleties of Indian rhythm, the most highly developed in theworld, I soon found that this method enabled me to appreciate Indianmusic to a much greater extent than before.Such gatherings were also the means of introducing me to the devoteesand friends of the Ashram, with one or two of whom I had already be-come acquainted. My greatest friend was Chelliah, a thin, youngish Tamilwith great doe-like eyes whose hair had already started thinning. Theswamis used to remonstrate with him on account of his strict vegetarian-ism, for he was very anaemic. When his first child, a boy, died soon afterbirth, Swami Vipulananda told him roundly, �Your so-called religion haskilled your son.� He listened with a bright apologetic smile and said noth-ing.One day he took me inside a small wayside temple, dedicated toGanesha, the elephant-headed god. I was rather shocked by the dust andcobwebs, the old beer bottles on the altar and the casual manner in whichthe priest, a filthy brahmin, performed the ritual. When I told the swamisabout it they admitted that the condition of most of the smaller temples inIndia was equally bad. Chelliah, however, who seemed quite oblivious to
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the squalor, said his prayers with evident devotion. In this he was charac-teristic of his race and religion. Few Hindus will admit that the untidinessof a temple or the slovenliness, or even immorality, of a priest, need be anobstacle to one who genuinely desires to worship God. In the Ashramchapel, where pictures of Ramakrishna, Vivekananda, and Sarada Devi,the Holy Mother, occupied the place of honour, marble slabs shone likeglass and brass altar vessels as gold.Though many Tamils came to the Ashram, which in fact was the cul-tural and religious centre of the more educated and well-to-do section ofthe Indian community, I never met there a single Sinhalese. One day Iasked Swami Siddhatmananda why no bhikkhus, or Buddhist monks,ever attended the lectures. They did sometimes come, he said, but alwaysinsisted on standing at the back of the hall, as in Ceylon it was not the cus-tom for monks to sit with laymen. Moreover, since the enjoyment of mu-sic was prohibited for them they had to leave as soon as the musical itemsbegan. Under these circumstances collaboration was difficult.With one Sinhalese monk, however, they were on very friendly terms.This was Walpola Rahula, the famous political monk, then at the height ofhis fame. Even before meeting him at the Ashram I had heard much of hisdoings, for the Ceylon Buddhist Sangha, or Monastic Order, was rent intotwo factions, one enthusiastically supporting him, the other violently op-posing. The Dhammapada I had bought in Delhi defined a bhikkhu as onewho had control over his hands and feet; but as I watched him talking tothe swamis, who sat relaxed and composed, I could not help noticing theconstant agitation of his whole body, especially of his legs, which hejerked up and down as if to relieve some acute nervous tension. Thoughobviously a man of uncommon intelligence, he gave not the slightest in-dication of spirituality.Sometimes I accompanied the swamis when they called on theirfriends. With one, a prominent advocate, I discussed Tamil mystic poetry.Swami Vipulananda took me to the University, where I met several of hiscolleagues, some of whom used to give lectures at the Ashram. Once weattended a semi-political meeting at which a small excitable South Indiannamed Ponnabalam, who often came to see the swamis, spoke for morethan two hours in Tamil, a language which, according to a story whichSwami Vipulananda related to me, sounded like the rattling of stones in abrass pot. Ponnabalam was later to make a name for himself in Ceylonpolitics as the leader of the Tamil community.More interesting was the convocation of Vidyalankara Pirivena, a fa-mous Buddhist monastic college five or six miles from Colombo, where I
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heard the Indian philosopher-statesman Dr Radhakrishnan deliver theconvocation address. As we drove to the gate I noticed that the traffic,consisting of several hundred cars, was being very efficiently controlledby the nods and smiles of a single yellow-robed figure.�Why don�t they have a policeman?� I asked.�Oh, one bhikkhu can do the job better than a dozen policemen,� I wastold. �No one would dare to disobey a bhikkhu.�Inside the gate stood a small temple. To my astonishment it contained,not an image of the Buddha, as I had expected, but figures of variousHindu gods. �These are just for the lay people,� explained the bhikkhuwho had received us, with a superior smile. �We never worship them.� Aswe edged our way to our seats a very fat, dark monk sitting at the end ofthe row in front turned round and regarded me with curiosity. This wasJagdish Kashyap, who four years later became my teacher in Pali andBuddhist philosophy.At the Ashram a day or two later I again saw Dr Radhakrishnan. A slimerect figure in long black coat and white turban, he had the features of aMogul emperor. When Swami Siddhatmanandatold him I was deeply in-terested in Indian philosophy he gave me a sharp astonished glance. But Idid not venture to approach, for my eyes, which had been for severaldays badly inflamed, were now extremely sore, and the lids so gummedtogether I could hardly see.The most interesting person I met through the good offices of the swa-mis was the Yoga Swami of Jaffna, in northern Ceylon. Since SwamiVipulananda, who always spoke of him with the deepest respect, had al-ready roused my interest by recounting well-authenticated stories of theholy man�s extraordinary powers, it was with considerable excitementthat I learned of his unexpected arrival in Colombo.One evening the swamis took me to see him. Swami Vipulananda pros-trated himself before the Yoga Swami with great humility, which aston-ished me, for though I was accustomed to seeing people prostratethemselves in front of the swamis, I had not yet seen either of them paysuch respect to anyone else.The Yoga Swami reclined in an armchair. The perfect whiteness of hislong hair and beard contrasted with the blackness of his short, powerfullybuilt body. But his most noticeable feature was his eyes, which were of ex-traordinary size and brilliance. He seemed to be about eighty. SwamiVipulananda, who was over sixty, afterwards told me that the YogaSwami had not changed at all in fifty years, and that old people had saidthe same thing when he was a boy. Though no one knew exactly how old
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he was, he was believed to be not less than one-hundred-and-sixty. Sum-mer and winter he wore only a short white loincloth, being completely in-different to heat, cold, and wet.After exchanging a few words with Swami Vipulananda in Tamil, theYoga Swami turned his great lustrous eyes on me and began speaking inbroken English. During our conversation I had an uncanny sense that hewas following my every thought. This feeling was intensified by the wayhe sometimes answered questions I had not formulated. Of our conversa-tion I remember only him saying that he had been born in a Christianfamily and named John, but had reverted to Hinduism. Every now andthen he ran his hand up and down my arm, squeezing it as he did so andmuttering, half to himself, �Very good boy, very good boy,� and �Very goodchair, I can sit in this chair. Very good boy. Very good chair.� When the ser-vant came with cut fruits he solemnly distributed them to us, saying as hedid so, �This is my body; take, eat.�The attraction I now felt for the spiritual life was stimulated not only bywhat Hindus call satsangh, personal contact with saints, but by reading.In the course of the seven months I spent in Ceylon I either bought, orborrowed from the Ashram, nearly all the Ramakrishna Mission publica-tions. Once, after I had read a volume of biographical sketches of SriRamakrishna�s dozen or so disciples, representing almost as many typesof spirituality, Swami Siddhatmananda asked me to name the disciplewhose life I was most desirous of emulating.�Swami Saradananda,� I replied without hesitation.�Why?��Because he combined intense external activity with perfect internaltranquillity.�Later I realized that the archetype of this ideal was the wise and com-passionate Bodhisattva, of whom an ancient Buddhist text says:
Like a fire his mind constantly blazes up into good works for others;At the same time he always remains merged in the calm of the trancesand formless attainments.

Swami Siddhatmananda, with whom I studied some of the works ofShankara verse by verse, also took the trouble of procuring rare books forme from South India.Not all my reading was Vedantic, though. Shortly after my arrival Ijoined the Colombo Public Library. Kierkegaard�s Fear and Trembling, thereading of which constituted my introduction to the putative father of Ex-istentialism, impressed and astonished me by the way in which it pared
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both philosophy and religion down to the quick of experience. Poetrywas rather neglected, though I continued to write it on duty; but Bridges�The Testament of Beauty gave me, as the Symposium had done much earlier,glimpses of a world wherein the true and the beautiful are one. From oddcorners in obscure stationers� shops I unearthed books and pamphlets onBuddhism published in Ceylon. Unlike the Ramakrishna Mission litera-ture they were dry and dull, and more than one appeared to suggest thatBuddhism had been spiritually dead for 2,000 years. �Buddhism as Per-sonal Religion�, however, a lecture delivered in Ceylon by the Indian Bud-dhist scholar Dr Beni Madhab Barua, exercised a permanent influence onmy understanding of the Buddha�s teaching.With so much study of religious literature, all of which, whether Hinduor Buddhist, emphasized the importance of meditation, I was naturallyeager to continue my own experiments in this line. They had begun inDelhi, where I had practised the technique of �dissociation� described byShankara in his Aparokshanubhuti. Sitting cross-legged inside my mos-quito curtain, I had reflected that I was not the body, not the mind, not theempirical ego � I was the non-dual Reality Itself, the Absolute Exist-ence-Knowledge-Bliss. Now, having progressed as far as I could by thismethod, I decided, without saying anything to the swamis, to take up thepractice of pranayama, or �breath control�, as outlined in SwamiVivekananda�s Raja Yoga. Once again, therefore, I sat cross-legged be-neath my mosquito curtain while others slept, this time inhaling, retain-ing, and exhaling my breath in accordance with the prescribed technique.After a few days various abnormal experiences started occurring. Gen-erally it was as though tremendous forces descended into me from an in-finite height with a terribly disintegrating effect upon my whole being.Sometimes I felt I was being slowly lifted up into the air, then dashed vio-lently to the ground. Since these experiences did not lead to peace ofmind, happiness, or illumination, I soon gave up practising pranayama.But the experiences continued. For about three more weeks they dis-turbed me, sometimes interrupting my sleep seven or eight times in thecourse of a single night. It seemed that I was getting shocks of tremen-dously high voltage from a great dynamo of spiritual electricity the as-saults of which I was powerless to resist. So violent were these shocks,and so extraordinary the experiences which accompanied them, that Isometimes prayed, to whom I knew not, �O Lord, take them away and letme rest!�Hindu yogis whom I subsequently met told me that without a highlyqualified guide the practice of pranayama was extremely dangerous.
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Some declared that by writing on a subject in which he was himself so im-perfectly versed, Swami Vivekananda had done a great deal of harm. Afew, among them one of exceptionally high attainments, were emphaticthat this form of Raja Yoga is of no spiritual value whatever.Despite the time and energy I devoted to them, Vedantic study andYogic practice could not disturb my basic loyalty, which was to Buddhism.With the Unit cook, a devout old Sinhalese who dressed in a belted sa-rong, shirt, and jacket, and wore his hair in a bun, I visited the large newtemple at Bambalapitiya. In the central shrine were three enormousBuddha-images, one standing, one recumbent, and one sedent. Thoughthe incense-laden atmosphere of the place, with its masses of fragranttemple-flowers and groups of little guttering candles on long mar-ble-topped tables, was more congenial to me than that of the Ashram cha-pel, the brightly painted images were too much like gigantic wax dolls toinspire me to devotion.In April 1945 I applied for a week�s leave and made a pilgrimage to theDalada Maligawa, the Tooth Relic Temple at Kandy. Leaving Colombo inthe late afternoon, the train wound slowly up to the last capital of thekings of Ceylon through picturesque mountain scenery. As night fell, tinyorange fires gleamed from the darkness of the jungle slopes. Soon aftereight the moon, almost at full, soared from behind the black shoulder ofthe mountain and at once the whole landscape gleamed silver. By thetime we reached Kandy the moon stood high in the sky. I drove throughthe moonlit streets to the Buddhist College hostelry where I was to stay.Around my thatched bungalow the sanded compound was a pool of daz-zling whiteness. Refreshed by a wash, I sauntered out past the white-washed bulk of the giant reliquary that, strangely insubstantial, sparkledon the right-hand side of the path, and strolled as far as the mustard yel-low gateway. Nothing but the uncanny brightness and silence of thenight! On the opposite side of the road the pointed octagonal roof of thetemple library was silhouetted against the starry sky.Next morning, without understanding quite how it happened, I foundmyself in the hands of a guide, a skinny elderly man who spoke the samebroken English and wore the same greasy bun and hybrid costume as theUnit cook. It was full moon day, he told me, and if we hurried we wouldbe able to get into the temple before the crowd. On the way we met a littlewizened monk of about ninety bowling along in a rickshaw. My guide atonce dropped on to one knee and joined his hands in salutation. The rick-shaw stopped. A brief conversation ensued, of which I understood not aword, but the monk looked at me with a friendly smile and nodded.
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�He High Priest,� said my guide, when the rickshaw had passed on. �Hesay we go side door ten o�clock open.� For this favour, which meant that Iwould be allowed inside the shrine before the main entrance was openedto the worshippers, my guide seemed to think it only right that I shouldmake an offering.�What would the High Priest like?� I asked dubiously.�He very fond plum cake. You give one pound English plum cake hemuch happy. He like nothing on earth like English plum cake.� I handedover a note, the first of the many that were to pass between us that week.The approach to the temple enclosure was lined with beggars evenmore horribly diseased and deformed than those I had seen in India.Frescoes hardly less horrible depicted sinners being impaled, roasted, orsawn in two in the hells. The double-storey wooden shrine with its beau-tiful downward-sweeping roof was jammed into a small courtyard be-tween other buildings. As it was only nine o�clock we stood to one sideand watched the worshippers buying flowers at the stalls from which, onentering the courtyard, I had purchased a garland of jasmine. Looking upunder the projecting eaves of the shrine, I caught a glimpse of gallery ceil-ings brightly painted with intricate lotus patterns.During the half hour we waited the cobbled space filled withwhite-clad figures, all holding above their heads little trays of flowers. Asmore and more worshippers surged in those at the front were pushed upthe temple steps and pressed against the low brass door, on the upperleaves of which were embossed the sun and the moon. As the minutespassed I became aware of an undercurrent of excitement in the crowd, bythis time so densely packed that the dark, glistening heads had disap-peared beneath the sea of uplifted flowers. Every now and then would goup from the white mass of men and women on the temple steps a wail asof unutterable desire. It was as though I saw humanity clamouring for ad-mission on the threshold of the Divine.At 9.30 a side door opened and a dark finger beckoned. In and up wewent, so quickly that I had no time to admire the carved and painted inte-rior. The noise of the crowd faded to a murmur. Behind a massive steelgrille stood, heaped with thick gold chains, a bell-shaped reliquaryhigher than a man. Above the altar outside the grille was suspended a sil-ver canopy. From the ceiling, also of silver, hung little diamond orna-ments like stars. Gold and silver images, miniature reliquaries and spraysof flowers, some studded with rubies, glittered about the base of the reli-quary. The whole chamber was a blaze of gold and silver and jewels. Be-side the altar stood an impassive figure in yellow robes. When I had
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offered my garland, and gazed my fill at the reliquary, he showed me atray of chased silver three feet in diameter. My guide whispered that thismeant another offering. As we left the chamber the door below wasopened and the crowd streamed past us up the stairs with their trays offlowers.In the octagonal library, formerly the throne room of the Kandyankings, I was shown ancient palm-leaf manuscripts, some of them the giftof Sir Edwin Arnold, the famous Victorian poet, orientalist, andnewspaper editor who had written The Light of Asia. After scratching thename of the temple with an iron stylus on a strip of palm-leaf, which wasrubbed with ink to make the Sinhalese characters visible, another impres-sive yellow figure opened a drawer and looked at me with what was al-most a smile. Without any prompting from the guide I dropped a note onto the little pile of paper currency inside. In Ceylon monks are not al-lowed to handle money.After a week in the hills among the temples and monasteries of Kandy, Ireturned to Colombo, where I found the swamis preparing for the arrivalof a very senior monk who was President of an ashram in the Himalayas,and a member of the Governing Body of the Mission. �He is a great disci-plinarian,� they informed me. �Discipline� for me having acquired a ratherunpleasant connotation I awaited the arrival of the visitor with interestbut also with apprehension.Swami Pavitrananda was tall and thin and almost grotesquely bony.His eyes burned darkly in their hollow sockets. When he spoke it was in alow, intense voice that was almost a whisper and with impressive earnest-ness. The two other swamis emanated a mild glow of spirituality; but hewas a consuming fire. Like a moth by a flame, I was immediately at-tracted, for his very look showed me that if he was a disciplinarian it wasnot to others but to himself. He was, in fact, of an extremely affectionatedisposition. In Calcutta a few months later, I often heard other membersof the Mission speak of him as �a very loving soul� (Bengalis never say �af-fectionate�). In me he at once took great interest and we had many con-versations. Unlike the other swamis, he did not speak about philosophyor literature or music, but only of the spiritual life. The need for simplicity,purity, humility, and devotion were his sole topics. He often spoke of thenecessity for renunciation, and of the happiness of a monk�s life, com-pared with which worldly happiness was as dross. As I listened my heartburned within me. Whether he asked me if I wanted to be a monk, orwhether I asked him if he thought it possible for me to take up monastic
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life, I do not remember, but from that time onwards I was resolved upon alife of renunciation.In my next letters home I told my parents that I was thinking of stayingon in India after demobilization and becoming a monk. Since they wereaware of my interest in Eastern religions, the news may not have been en-tirely unexpected. At any rate, they raised no objections. My father re-plied that my life was my own and that I must do with it what I thoughtbest, my mother that she hoped my becoming a monk would not preventme from seeing her sometimes.Before leaving Colombo, Swami Pavitrananda invited me to stay withhim at Almora in the Himalayas, and advised me to visit Belur Math, nearCalcutta, the Mission�s headquarters. As soon as Vaishakha Purnima Day,anniversary of the Buddha�s Enlightenment, had been celebrated by theAshram with the usual lengthy speeches and marathon musical items, Itherefore applied for a transfer to Calcutta on compassionate grounds,stating that I had an uncle living there whom I wanted to meet.
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Chapter Twelve
MAITREYA, THE COMING BUDDHA
Unlike Delhi and Colombo, which are much smaller, Calcutta has a defi-nite individuality, so that for all its poverty, putrefaction, and decay it ispossible to love or at least to feel at home in it. The Unit occupied two largehouses at Ballygunge, a select residential suburb. Pomelo trees, theirfruits hanging almost as big as footballs among the leaves, grew againstthe whitewashed garden wall, on the other side of which stretched half amile of common. City-bound trams rattled past the bottom of the road ev-ery twenty minutes. Since duties were as light, and discipline as lax, as inColombo, it was possible for me to make a speedy contact with theRamakrishna Mission Institute of Culture, about half an hour�s tram ridedistant, the address of which had been given me by SwamiSiddhatmananda.This organization, which then occupied the upper portion of a house inWellington Square, became my centre of operations. Though the monk incharge, a rather Mongoloid Bengali, had welcomed me quite cordially, itwas his assistant who became my friend. Kantaraj, who had originallybeen a follower of the Jain religion, was a diminutive South Indian with adark bearded face and an astonishingly bass voice. Though working de-votedly for the Institute, he was perfectly indifferent to culture. Books hetouched only to dust and catalogue. His sole passion was service. He wasprepared to render any service, however menial, to any person at anytime, and despite any personal inconvenience. So well known was he forthis characteristic that elderly and infirm swamis always preferred to stayat the Institute, and if the authorities at Belur Math wanted somethingdone in Calcutta it was Kantaraj to whom they telephoned. He was theembodiment of cheerful asceticism. While most of the swamis working inCalcutta permitted themselves little luxuries, Kantaraj refused to own somuch as a pair of shoes.



With him for guide, I visited Belur Math, a collection of buildings stand-ing twelve miles out of town in spacious grounds on the banks of theHooghly. The temple, all pinkish stone, was a rather pleasing structure ofcomposite architectural style. Inside had been installed a life-size whitemarble statue of Sri Ramakrishna so oddly naturalistic, and so devoid ofsymbolic value, as to seem unsuitable as an object of worship. Perchedalong the river bank nearby were three queer little whitewashed temples.At one time or another, I met all the swamis in charge of the various officesand institutions. Cultured, intelligent, and friendly as they were, con-stant preoccupation with the material interests of the Mission seemed tohave given them a strong tincture of worldliness. The novices, very like-able youngsters, were more ambitious to conquer America with their ora-tory than subjugate their own minds through spiritual practice. SwamiVipulananda�s words came to me: �We are nothing compared with theolder generation of swamis.� Only the septuagenarian president,Kantaraj�s guru, whose eyes shone with something of the lustre of theYoga Swami�s, gave me the impression of being wholly occupied withhigher things.Once we went from the Math to Dakshineshwar by boat, the boatmanpushing hard against the current with a long pole. Having shown me theroom in which Sri Ramakrishna had spent the greater part of his life,Kantaraj wanted to take me inside the precincts of the temple. But a brah-min priest came rushing forward and declared that Muslims and Chris-tians could not so much as enter the great paved courtyard in front of themain building, a rather ugly brick structure. Indeed, there was a notice tothat effect on the wall. In vain Kantaraj expostulated that SriRamakrishna had not recognized distinctions of caste and creed. Thepriest was adamant. The Mission, of course, was in no way to blame, as ithad no control over the temple management, but it was interesting to seehow little the teaching of Sri Ramakrishna had penetrated the heart of or-thodox Hindu Bengal.Only after visiting not merely Belur and Dakshineshwar, but most ofthe other Mission centres in and around Calcutta, did I go and see UncleDick, who was my mother�s youngest brother and a member of the Gov-ernor of Bengal�s band. Despite the rickshaw-puller�s attempts to misleadme, I found his quarters quite easily, for they were situated in a lane thatdebouched into the road alongside Government House. Soon I wasspending almost as much time with Uncle Dick and his family as I was atthe Institute. By September we were on such good terms that when Aud-rey, his second wife, decided to go to Darjeeling for a few weeks with
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Gillian, the youngest child, Uncle Dick suggested that I should accom-pany them.After the heat of the plains Darjeeling, 7,500 feet above sea level, felt attimes bitterly cold. Uncle Dick�s chalet, perched on the hillside below asmaller, whiter, azure-domed Government House, despite blazing fireswas often so chilly that I shivered. When the low grey cloud dispersed,however, and the sun poured in with a fierce, dry brilliance from theheavens, one felt warmer in the precipitous, traffic-free streets thanwithin doors.Every morning, after a late breakfast, Audrey, Gillian, and I went for awalk along the town�s famous promenade, the Chowrasta, where Gillianhad a pony ride. At 11, appetites sharpened by the crisp mountain air, wewere having coffee and cream cakes at Plievers, a fashionable rendezvousfor the European and would-be European élite. Among the hard-faced,high-voiced memsahibs whom we encountered there, in the street and attea-parties, were several who had been at school with Audrey. In the ab-sence of their husbands, who sweated under office fans in the plains, theywere squired by American officers. One of the chief ornaments of thisfrivolous, gossipy, superficial set was a stout, elderly woman in blue trou-sers and red bandana, who had become a Muslim to marry her secondhusband, the first having refused her a divorce, and who was currentlytrying to marry a third according to Buddhist rites and emigrate with himto Australia.The climax, or rather anticlimax, of my attempts to participate in thebrittle gaiety of hill station life was the Government House ball to which,unwillingly, I escorted Audrey and the short bosomy friend who hadbeen trying to teach me to dance. As I sat at one side of the ballroom withfour or five gaily dressed women (partners were scarce), watching Aud-rey spin past with one uniformed American, and a thin, very much dyedand painted woman of fifty-five vigorously doing a sort of rumba withanother, I was suddenly seized by an overpowering sense of unrealitysuch as I had sometimes experienced in England. The dancers becameghosts, the ballroom vanished, the music faded into the distance, and Iwas left alone in a great void with a strong feeling of disgust and revul-sion.Unreal though it appeared, it was not the phenomenal world itself thatdisgusted me, so much as the spectacle of an existence so entirely devoidof meaning, so utterly divorced from the primal simplicities. The sight ofthe short, sturdy hill-folk, with their cheerful, red-cheeked Mongoloidfaces, so different from the sad countenances of the plains, aroused in me
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no such feelings. For them life did have a meaning, even if it merely con-sisted in the fact of their earning a livelihood by means of the broad,cone-shaped basket which most of them, both men and women, woreslung from the forehead by a hempen band. But the painted women whodanced on the ballroom floor were puppets, jerked into spasmodic move-ment by the threads of trivial interests and base desires, and for them,ghastly simulacra that they were, life had no significance, and their dancewas the dance of death.On the mornings that Audrey complained of headaches I walked aloneround Observatory Hill, where already trees stood leafless in the mist.Not having seen the snow ranges, I looked out eagerly for them everytime the white cloud masses drifting past on the precipitous farther sideof the deep, haze-blue valley seemed about to leave the sky clear. Afterwaiting and watching for nearly an hour I happened to raise my eyes andthere they were, seemingly half-way up the blue, more jaggedly whiteand splendid, and bigger and bolder and closer, than I had ever imaginedmountains could be. Despite their size they rose clear of the bastions ofcloud with an ethereal lightness that made them seem almost to float inthe midst of the air.Shortly before my departure I hired a pony and rode over the ridge intothe nearby village of Ghoom. Though seemingly meek and docileenough when I had selected him at the pony-stand at the end of theChowrasta, no sooner were we well out of town than my mount did hisbest to unseat me, first by galloping furiously and then by rubbing him-self against a railing that overlooked a sheer drop of several hundred feet.But I clung grimly on and soon we were in the thick of the swirling whitemist of Ghoom, pierced here and there by the shadow-like shapes ofpines. Turning off from the main street, down which ran the track of thelittle toy railway, I rode through the drizzle between rows of low,open-fronted shops which sold nothing but knives and daggers, up atrack leading away from the town to a spur swept by icy blasts. Throughthe mist came a curiously muffled sound of drums and horns. Presentlythe white walls and curved red roof of the Tibetan monastery, which wasmy destination, rose vaguely through the prevailing greyness.Inside the temple all was gloom, for light filtered in only through theopen door behind me and a kind of well in the roof. As my eyes becameaccustomed to the semi-darkness, I saw hanging in two rows from theceiling, so as to form a sort of aisle, great cylinders made up of silkflounces of different colours. At the far end of the chamber a lamp flick-ered above rows of brass and silver bowls. Only gradually did I grow
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aware of the atmosphere of the place, a peculiar combination of stillnessand vibrancy which I have since come to recognize as characteristic of Ti-betan temples.As I stood and gazed, I slowly made out, above the bowls and the lamp,first a great pair of hands, laid flat one above the other, then an enormoustrunk with a swastika on the breast, and at last, more than twenty feetfrom the ground, the broad gently smiling face of the image. In the fore-head gleamed a huge precious stone. This was Maitreya, the ComingBuddha. Later I learned that the founder of the monastery, the great Ti-betan saint and yogi Tomo Geshe Rimpoche, had installed the image ofthe Lord Maitreya there as a prophecy that the time of his advent, as wellas of the world-wide dissemination of Buddhism, was at hand. To me thegreat figure portended the dedication of my own life to the service of theDharma.Returning to Calcutta, where the Pujas � the month-long autumn reli-gious festivals � were about to begin, I was at once conscious of breathinga religious atmosphere very different from that of Tibet. A tall, very darkBengali whom I had met at the Institute took me to Kalighat, the most fa-mous temple in Calcutta. From this place, a cross between a market and ashambles rather than a temple, I emerged with a crimson mark on myforehead and a garland of crimson flowers round my neck, bewildered bythe jostling crowd, the reek of blood, and the stench of decayed flowerstrodden into a pulp underfoot. With Kantaraj I went at night round thecity to see the illuminated tableaux depicting the ten-armed goddessDurga slaying the Buffalo-Demon, from whose decapitated bodyemerged the head of a man. The painted and garmented clay figureswere life-sized and very realistic. Different organizations and localitiescompeted to produce the best tableau, and though the images would beworshipped for three days and then immersed in the river, the artistrylavished on them was immense. At Belur Math I saw the Kumari-Puja, theceremonial worship of the Mother Goddess in the form of a livingeight-year-old brahmin girl. As I watched the priests waving lights beforethe small motionless figure, Kantaraj whispered in my ear that since Ben-galis believed that a girl who had been thus worshipped would dieyoung, it was necessary to find a penniless brahmin and buy his consentwith a large sum of money.After the Pujas the Institute resumed its regular activities. The Calcuttaintelligentsia included at that time a number of brilliant figures, several ofwhom I met not only after lectures but at their homes. Most, if not all,were sympathetic towards Buddhism, and two at least were Buddhist
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scholars of international renown. Dr Beni Madhab Barua, whose lectureon �Buddhism as Personal Religion� I had admired in Colombo, was a di-minutive, dark-suited Bengali Buddhist from Chittagong, in what is nowBangladesh, the people of which claim descent from the original IndianBuddhist community. With him I discussed points of Buddhist doctrine.Generously overlooking my ignorance, he discoursed not only in a ge-nial, informative manner but with a profundity that I had till then onlyencountered in books. Dr Satkari Mookherjee, an authority on Buddhistlogic, was an incredibly thin Bengali brahmin with dry, claw-like handsand an aloof, abstracted manner. I also met Benoy Kumar Sarkar, who likemany Bengali intellectuals had married a European, Dr Nalinaksha Dutt,editor of the ancient Buddhist manuscripts discovered at Gilgit in Kash-mir, and a lean, long-haired Tantric scholar of the traditional type whohad worked with Sir John Woodroffe. Less learned, but infinitely morecharming, was silver-haired Dr Kalidas Nag, who from the readiness withwhich he consented to preside over meetings of all kinds, from archaeo-logical conferences to primary school prize distributions, had acquiredthe title of �Calcutta�s permanent president�. No speaker ever pleased anaudience more than Dr Nag; but when, amidst prolonged applause, hesmilingly resumed his seat, no one was ever able to say about what he hadbeen speaking. It seemed his mission in life simply to radiate amiability.Kantaraj was an indefatigable guide. Having shown me the Mission�scentres, from temples to maternity homes, he took me to all the parks,shrines, museums, and learned institutions in the city. One evening wewent to see Swami Vivekananda�s second brother, a valetudinarian who,sitting on a wooden bedstead in a dark, dirty room in the dilapidated an-cestral home, railed bitterly against the Ramakrishna Mission. From hisconversation I gathered that the youngest brother had become a Com-munist. We also paid a visit to the Sri Dharmarajika Vihara, headquartersof the Maha Bodhi Society of India, the most prominent Buddhist organi-zation in the country. In the shrine above the lecture-hall I met a yel-low-robed figure with suspicious eyes and an abrupt manner, whomKantaraj introduced as the Sinhalese incumbent of the Vihara. Unlike theMission centres, both this and the other Buddhist temples and monaster-ies we visited seemed to be in the grip of a strange inertia.Besides Kantaraj, there was Phani Sanyal, a thin, ascetic graduate thenstaying at the Institute, whom I sometimes accompanied on his weeklyvisits to the Udbodhan Office. At this centre, from which the Mission�sBengali publications were issued, Sri Ramakrishna�s wife, popularlyknown as the Holy Mother, had lived for a number of years. Her room,
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now preserved as a shrine, was the purest and most peaceful place in Cal-cutta. While Sanyal meditated I simply steeped myself in its tranquillityas in a pool of limpid waters.One of our expeditions, though, almost ended in disaster. For severaldays Calcutta, always politically turbulent, had been the scene of angrystudent demonstrations. Two or three youths were killed in the police fir-ing. Fearing further trouble, Kantaraj advised us not to go out that eve-ning; but Sanyal, who took no interest in politics, felt sure that peace hadbeen restored to the city. We were only half-way down College Street, themain artery of university life, when we saw the bodies of the dead stu-dents being taken in procession from the Calcutta General Hospital. Itwas too late to turn back. Shouting anti-British slogans as they came,thousands of white-shirted demonstrators overwhelmed us like a tidalwave. Trying to look as though I had not noticed the procession, I kept atight hold of the tail of Sanyal�s shirt as, fighting to keep our balance, weslowly worked our way forward. Faces black with hatred scowled at mesavagely as they passed. One demonstrator, seeing I was English, seizedme roughly by the shoulder and tried to shove me out of his way; but sodensely were we packed that I hardly staggered. Had we done anythingexcept go straight through the procession I would undoubtedly havebeen torn to pieces, for nothing so much rouses the blood-lust of the Ben-gali mob as an individual in retreat. Not until we had reached a crossingtwo miles further down the road, not far from our destination, did we winclear of the procession. On our return to the Institute late that night wefound the swamis almost frantic with anxiety for our safety. Kantaraj,who was more alarmed than anyone else, took us severely to task for ourfoolhardiness.In November, the dropping of atom bombs on Nagasaki and Hiroshimahaving ended the war with Japan, the Unit was ordered to Singapore. Be-fore leaving, I presented most of my books to the Institute library. Even so,it was with a very weighty kitbag, haversack, and tin trunk that I stag-gered up the riveted steel plates of the incline into the hot interior of thewaiting amphibian.
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Chapter Thirteen
THE THREE WORLDS
After three stormy days in the Bay of Bengal, where the small craftbobbed up and down on the waves like a cork, we sailed through thesmoother waters of the Malacca Straits and down to Singapore. We werestill a mile from harbour when we saw the quayside aswarm with thou-sands of ant-like figures. These were Japanese prisoners of war. Some,stripped to the waist, were unloading cargo. But most, lined up as thoughon parade, were apparently waiting to go aboard the steamers that hadbeen sent to repatriate the defeated army. Driving through the streets ofSingapore we saw more prisoners, this time in squads of a hundred,marching down to the docks. At a command from their NCOs they sa-luted smartly as our lorry passed.The five or six suburban villas allocated to the Unit had been occupiedby Japanese officers, from whom we inherited not only household effectsbut servants. The latter were short, slender-bodied Malays with light cof-fee complexions who always wore singlets and colourfully striped sa-rongs. Perhaps they had stayed on, serving with the same smile now oneand now another set of victors, ever since the original dispossession oftheir wealthy Chinese masters.An advance guard of wireless mechanics having already rigged up a SetRoom in one of the villas, we were soon back on duty. But the war hadended and there were no longer any �unidentifiable transmissions� for usto intercept. This the CO evidently knew, for we worked only four hours aday. There were no night duties.We had not thumbed our way into Singapore more than once or twicebefore we realized that it was a city of Chinese. All the European-styleshops and restaurants in the centre of the town were owned and man-aged by these cheerfully industrious people. The slender handsome boyswith their pale gold complexions and black slant eyes who, in white



singlets and shorts, pedalled the tricycle rickshaws with a loud ringing ofbells, were Chinese. Their friendly but independent bearing was inmarked contrast to the behaviour, alternately obsequious and blustering,of the Indian rickshaw-pullers. Chinese, too, were the tinysilken-trousered prostitutes who, scenting business, walked stiff-leggedalong the pavements with little jerky steps. The few Malays one encoun-tered were either doorkeepers, domestic servants, or bearers in restau-rants. The Chinese quarter of the city, with its perpendicular shop signs,restaurants with wooden stools out on the pavement, sleek-hairedwomen in black silk trousers and wooden clogs, grey-bearded old philos-ophers in long black gowns, and swarms of fat yellow children, was, likethe Chinese quarters of cities all over the world, simply a slice of China. Iteven smelt Chinese.Despite their commercialism, or perhaps even because of it, most Chi-nese of all, in a sense, were the three �Worlds� � the New World, the GreatWorld, and the Happy World. In one of these amusement parks, a fewdays after our arrival, I sat with Ernie, who had joined us from Delhi. Allthe food and drink available was a bottle of orangeade and a few peanuts.The bill came to three Straits dollars. But before a month had passed theever-resourceful Chinese businessmen had pulled all the necessarystrings, and the shops in each of the three �Worlds� were crammed withluxury goods and the restaurants redolent of every kind of food. Nightclubs and cabarets flourished. I contented myself by buying writingbrushes and incense. The latter, rather to the disgust of my room-mates, Iburned every night before going to sleep.By the time life at the �Worlds� reached its pre-war gaiety, provision hadbeen made for all possible tastes, from the grossest to the most refined.Once or twice I visited the traditional Chinese theatre. Buskined actors incostumes of gorgeous brocade declaimed and sang in unnaturally fal-setto voices. Whenever there was any movement on the stage a furiousclashing of cymbals would break forth, accompanied by the thuddingand shrilling of less familiar instruments. Performances were intermina-ble, seeming to last the whole afternoon and evening. As in Elizabethanand Jacobean England, the female roles were played by boy actors.Though the music was to me simply a noise, my experience of Indianclassical music convinced me that with proper study I would eventuallybe able to enjoy it no less than its Western counterpart. If I could appreci-ate Chinese poetry and painting, why not Chinese music too? At the sametime, perhaps owing to my lack of technical knowledge on the subject, I
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could not help feeling that a people�s music was closer to its soul, hencemore recondite, more difficult of access, than were its sister fine arts.At the other end of the scale was the all-in wrestling. Gigantic Sikhs,long hair tied up in topknots and lithe bodies glistening with oil, strug-gled and strained beneath the arc-lamps with heavy, muscle-bound Chi-nese. Negroes, Malays, and Europeans all competed. Alf, the ex-minerroom-mate who had persuaded me to accompany him, leaned forward inhis seat following every hold and throw with intense excitement. Unableto appreciate the finer points of the art I felt bored. The reactions of the au-dience were to me of greater interest than the tricks of the wrestlers.Whenever a joint cracked a hiss of satisfaction would go up from thecrowd. At the sight of blood it howled with delight. In the ringside seatswives of high-ranking army officers applauded vigorously.The Indian quarter, a small island in the sea of Chinese humanity, wasthe dirtiest and most unsavoury section of the entire city. Shop signs weremostly in Tamil, for although no part of India was without its representa-tives, most Singapore Indians were of Dravidian stock. As I was about toturn into a side street in which I hoped to find the Singapore centre of theRamakrishna Mission, I noticed a red �out of bounds� sign. After a waryglance up and down the main street for military policemen, I slipped intothe turning and was soon vigorously rattling the collapsible gates of theMission building. The monk in charge must have been astonished to see ayoung British soldier. After a few minutes, however, we were chattingeasily. He was a stout, elderly man of medium height. Kantaraj had toldme that by reason of his absolute imperturbability he was known to theMission as Buddha Maharaj. Certainly there was something Buddha-likenot only in his unruffled demeanour but in the expression of cheerful be-nignity which irradiated his face. Even his eyes smiled.He listened to the story of my association with the Mission centres inColombo and Calcutta with great interest, occasionally interposing aquestion about this or that swami he had known; for since the Japaneseoccupation he had heard no news of them. Neither had the Mission re-ceived any news of him. Only from the letter I wrote to Belur Mathshortly afterwards did they learn he was still alive. At one time, BuddhaMaharaj told me with a smile, the building had been requisitioned by theJapanese Army. Soldiers had bivouacked even in the shrine. On the re-turn of the British, he had been called for interrogation, for unlike theChinese, who remained basically loyal, the Indian community had ac-tively collaborated with the Japanese. Through the intervention of an
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army officer who was acquainted with the Mission�s work in India, hewas released after a few hours.Thereafter I was a regular visitor to the Ashram. Buddha Maharaj toldme much about the grim days of Japanese occupation. He also spoke ofSubhas Chandra Bose, the �Commander-in-Chief � of the so-called IndianNational Army, to whose bloodthirsty tirades I had sometimes listened-infrom Delhi. Though he did not explicitly admit the fact, he had evidentlyserved under him as a sort of chaplain to the forces. Apart from a servant,the only other inmate of the Ashram was a young Tamil novice. Visitorswere rare. Among them, however, was a prominent Chinese Buddhistwith whom, despite our great difference in years, I was speedily on termsof friendship.Tan Keng Lock was a Chinese businessman who for many years hadplayed a leading part in Singapore Buddhist activities. Before the war hehad founded the International Buddhist Union, an organization whichaimed not only at bringing together Buddhists of all nationalities, but alsoat a wider dissemination of the Buddha�s Teaching and a purification ofcertain aspects of popular Chinese Buddhist practice. During the Japa-nese occupation he had suffered terribly. His elder son had been arrestedby the secret police and was never heard of again. There was not a Chi-nese family, he told me, of which at least one member had not been tor-tured to death. Other Chinese friends not only confirmed this report butdescribed in harrowing detail the different methods of torture. One of themilder ones was to pump several gallons of water into the victim and thenjump on his stomach. The superstitious believed that the YMCA building,which had housed the secret police headquarters, was haunted by theghosts of the thousands done to death within its walls. Under such a re-gime Buddhist activities were out of the question. Two English books onBuddhism had, however, been published by a Japanese scholar attachedto the cultural branch of the administration. Whether he considered thatthe behaviour of his fellow countrymen accorded with Buddhist prin-ciples was not made clear.Besides inviting me to his own home, where we discussed Buddhismover glasses of orangeade, Tan Keng Lock showed me several Chinesetemples. Though different in many ways from their Sinhalese counter-parts, they exhaled the same atmosphere of peace, for over all broodedthe same golden presence with the half-closed eyes and gently smilinglips.He also took me to pay my respects to various prominent Chinesemonks. The Venerable Siak Kiong Hiup, a small figure in black silk robes,
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lived alone with his sacred books and images in a quiet street not far fromone of the �Worlds�. Whenever he bowed, which was often, one saw ontop of his shaven head the scars left by the candles which, in accordancewith Chinese Mahayana tradition, had been burned there at the time ofhis ordination. These scars signified his readiness to suffer for the sake ofall sentient beings. Active, friendly, humble, and courteous, he was in-deed a good example of a Bodhisattva monk. Tan Keng Lock told me thata number of Chinese Buddhists came to him for scriptural study. Thoughhe could not speak a word of English, and I knew no Hokkien, we becamegood friends, and I like to think that even in the absence of Tan Keng Lock,who interpreted, we would have understood each other.The Venerable Phoe Thay, who lived in a small monastery outside thecity, might have been the original �Laughing Buddha�. Unlike the Venera-ble Siak Kiong Hiup, he wore yellow robes of Sinhalese pattern which al-lowed for the exposure of his enormous stomach. His face was themerriest I had ever seen. In illustration of certain abstruse teachingswhich he was explaining to Tan Keng Lock, he bounced into an innerroom. Suddenly a little ticket-window in the wall popped open to showhis laughing face, which he kept covering with a corner of his robe. Disap-pearing for a second, he returned to the window with a large black beg-ging-bowl. With another burst of laughter he clicked the window to andthe interview was ended. Tan Keng Lock, who had followed the perfor-mance with great interest, afterwards told me that the fat monk was aman of high spiritual attainment and well versed in meditation.Having made the acquaintance of the Chinese Buddhists, I was eager toget in touch with the other Buddhist communities. From either BuddhaMaharaj or Tan Keng Lock I learned of the existence of a Sinhalese templeon the outskirts of the city. Here, in the tiny reception room, I met the Ven-erable M.M. Mahaweera, a placid, somewhat inscrutable person who fora number of years had been the incumbent. Apart from Walpola Rahula,who talked only politics, and a monk in Kandy who wanted to go toAmerica, he was the first Theravadin monk I had met who knew Englishwell enough to discuss simple doctrinal questions.Perhaps because of my Western preconceptions, life at the templeseemed not tranquil but merely stagnant. Two or three Sinhalese and oneor two Chinese Buddhists were the only visitors. Consequently I wentthere much less often than to the Ashram. On one of my visits, however,the Venerable Mahaweera smilingly told me that three learned Sinhalesemonks had arrived and would be staying with him for two or threeweeks. This was an opportunity not to be missed. The monks were the fa-
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mous trio Soma, Kheminda, and Pannasiha. They had been invited, ittranspired, to work in an institute of Buddhist studies in eastern China;but finding it impossible to cross the Communist-held territory which laybetween them and their destination, had decided to retrace their stepsand were now on their way back to Ceylon. Bhikkhu Soma, who bore thebrunt of my questioning, was a frowning thickset man of mixed Dutchand Sinhalese descent. Like Kheminda, he was of Christian origin andhad worked in the Post Office before ordination. The expression of hisfeatures, which were deeply marked with signs of inner stress and strain,was one of grim determination, as though for him the moral and spiritualbattle was still being fought. Though strongly adhering to the �funda-mentalist� Theravada Buddhism of South-east Asia, he was not indiffer-ent to ecumenical issues. In reply to a question about the more�developed� Mahayana Buddhism of China, Japan, and Tibet, he declaredit could be accepted only to the extent that it agreed with the original PaliScriptures handed down in Ceylon. For a Theravadin, to whom develop-ment meant degeneration, and who usually rejected the Mahayana intoto as a complete betrayal of Buddhism, this was quite a generous conces-sion. On the subject of the monastic life Bhikkhu Soma�s views were evenless conventional. Discussing an incident that had occurred during thevoyage (an attempt, it seemed, had been made to seduce him), he de-clared that the true monk should rise above temptation rather than runaway from it and that he should, if necessary, be able to look at a nakedwoman without desire.The subject I was most eager to discuss with him, however, was not theacceptability or unacceptability of the Mahayana, or even the right wayfor a monk to look at a naked woman, but meditation. Producing a slen-der booklet on anapana-sati, or mindfulness of the process of respiration,which I had bought in Ceylon, I asked if he could recommend the methodit described. Bhikkhu Soma�s reply was unhesitating. It was the best ofmethods, he said, the method employed by the Buddha on the eve of hisEnlightenment. In fact, having himself derived great benefit from it, hehad translated the canonical text in which it was expounded into English,together with its commentary. A copy of this work, together with two orthree other books he had published, he presented to me.That night, for the third time since leaving England, I sat beneath mymosquito net meditating while others slept. (The Unit had been shifted toa group of houses in another suburb and there were now five or six of usto a room.) This time success was immediate. My mind became at firstbuoyant, then filled with peace and purity, and finally penetrated by a
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�quintessential, keen, ethereal bliss� that was so intense I had to break offthe practice. Obviously, the conditions under which I was then livingwere not ideal for meditation. I therefore resolved to continue the prac-tice later, when they had become more favourable. This resolution I kept.Though the Theravada sectarianism of Bhikkhu Soma and the author ofthe slender booklet was the antithesis of my own acceptance of the entireBuddhist tradition, in all its ramifications, I remain grateful to them forhaving introduced me to a practice which was for long the sheet-anchorof my spiritual life.
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Chapter Fourteen
COINCIDENCES
Whether by coincidence, or due to some mysterious shaping of my ends,within a month of the experiment with meditation I encountered theperson with whom, a year later, I was to embark on a systematic practiceof the method.Rabindra Kumar Banerjee was a tall, well-built Bengali in the prime ofmanhood. From the moment Buddha Maharaj introduced us to eachother we were friends. Like me, he was in khaki, but on his epaulettes hewore the tricoloured insignia of the Indian National Congress. Being of afrank, communicative nature, with more than a touch of naïve boastful-ness, it was not long before he was telling me about himself without eitherrestraint or reserve. Politics were the passion of his life. Though respect-ing Gandhi for his moral character, he did not believe that independencecould be won by non-violent means. His hero was Subhas Bose, who hadbroadcast his intention of wading through a sea of blood to Delhi. In fact,in the days when the future �Commander-in-Chief � of the Indian Na-tional Army was President of the Congress he had worked under him as avolunteer. After Bose�s arrest and subsequent dramatic escape to Axis ter-ritory he had joined the Royal Indian Air Force in order to work as a sabo-teur. After his discharge he had apparently been associated not only withthe Congress but with the more explicitly orthodox right-wing HinduMahasabha. At the time of our meeting he was a member of the MobileMedical Unit which the Congress, as an expression of goodwill from thepeople of India to those of Malaya, had dispatched to render free medicalaid to the towns and villages of the interior, where drugs were still in veryshort supply.Though born in an orthodox brahmin family, he was an avowed enemyof the caste system, and neither believed in nor practised any form of so-cial discrimination.Religion he violently condemned, probably because it



was at that time identified in his mind with the inhuman social systemsanctioned by the tradition to which by birth he belonged. Nevertheless,discerning beneath his anti-religious outbursts a strong ethical motiva-tion, I not only spoke to him about religion but lent him books on Vedantato read during his trip, which was to last three months, in the hope thatthese would prepare his mind for the eventual reception of Buddhism.While he was away I made another important spiritual contact. On oneof my visits to Tan Keng Lock I noticed, at the lower end of the road inwhich he lived, a notice-board announcing the presence of the SingaporeLodge of the Theosophical Society. Despite my indebtedness to Isis Un-veiled I had subsequently developed, for reasons now forgotten � if rea-sons there ever were � a strong prejudice against Theosophy. A prosepoem I composed during the voyage to India had spoken of �an evil,Theosophical face�. But now curiosity proved stronger than prejudice.The welcome that I received on my first visit to the Lodge, and the pleas-ant friendly atmosphere of its meetings, soon drew me in, and though Inever joined the Society I participated as fully as possible in all the activi-ties open to non-members. What attracted me most of all, perhaps, wasthe way everybody practised Brotherhood, the first of the three objec-tives of the Theosophical Society. Never before had I seen the members ofso many different races, nations, and religions associating on terms ofperfect equality and friendship, and the sight impressed me profoundly.Several of the members were occidentals, including the President, whowas a young Canadian businessman, and the Treasurer, an English mer-chant.Though making a number of Indian and Chinese friends, I becamemost intimately associated with Rie, a second-generation Dutch Theoso-phist, and Sten, her Swedish husband. This was partly because Rie, likemany Theosophists, was drawn more strongly to the Buddha than to anyother religious teacher, and partly because it was round them that Lodgeactivities revolved. Though not very young, they had only recently mar-ried. In physical and mental characteristics alike they were well matched.Tall, slim, and fair, each lived only for Theosophy. Both were strict vege-tarians. Indeed, they claimed that even their cat had learned to abstainfrom fish and meat, and that she brought her kittens not mice but lumpsof cucumber, of which she was herself very fond.At first I confined myself to attending lectures and borrowing booksfrom the Lodge library. Apart from the writings of Annie Besant and C.W.Leadbeater, which I found of greater value than my prejudices had ledme to expect, I read the series of works on the Hindu Tantra that Sir John
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Woodroffe had written in collaboration with Indian pandits and pub-lished under the pseudonym of �Arthur Avalon�. Though tending to ob-scure fundamental differences between the Hindu and the BuddhistTantric systems � differences which I myself at that time did not appreci-ate � those minutely accurate volumes were in many ways a revelation. Hin-duism, evidently, was not to be equated with the well-diluted Vedantismof the Ramakrishna Mission.While I was discovering Theosophy and the Tantra, the Lodge discov-ered a lecturer. What made the members think that a soldier oftwenty-one would be a good speaker I do not know. To my own astonish-ment, if not to theirs, my first lecture was a success. Ideas, I found, wovethemselves Persian carpet-wise into intricate patterns, and these patternsdipped themselves in colourful words, without the slightest difficulty.Nervousness I experienced only before rising to speak. After this initial ef-fort I was in great demand as a lecturer not only at the Lodge but also atthe Ashram, where Buddha Maharaj gave me useful hints on publicspeaking. Tan Keng Lock, who with my encouragement had already re-vived his organization under the name of The Buddhist Union, arrangedfor me to speak under its auspices in Chinese temples. Lodge audiencesgenerally contained a fairly high percentage of young people, several ofwhom would ask questions. At temples, where the lectures had to betranslated into Hokkien, I found myself confronted by rows of devout oldChinese ladies in black silk jackets and trousers sitting on little woodenstools. Some of them told their beads while I spoke. At the end of themeeting they hobbled forward one by one and bowed politely to thespeaker. Lodge meetings ended with tea and biscuits. But at the templesthe Venerable Siak Kiong Hiup would bow us into a room wherein a tablestood spread with Chinese vegetarian delicacies.Partly because of the example of the Chinese monks, who unlike theSinhalese bhikkhus abstained from meat and fish, and partly as the resultof my discussions with Rie and Sten, I decided to become a vegetarian. Inmaking this decision I was not influenced by the Hindu argument �Purityof food leads to purity of mind.� It appeared to me that the killing of ani-mals for food was not consistent with the Buddha�s teaching of universalcompassion, so that one who claimed to be a practising Buddhist oughtlogically to be a vegetarian. Though fish was given up only some monthslater, meat was renounced immediately. The Indian cooks at the Unit�snew quarters smirked when I refused my portion of beef or mutton. �Hemust be a brahmin,� they jeered among themselves. In the mess my ec-centricity passed without comment. Since meat and vegetables were usu-
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ally cooked together I often had to go without a meal. On such occasions Ifell back on the hard American army biscuits and tinned cheese, whichstood in the centre of the table untouched by my carnivorous compan-ions.One application of Buddhist principles led to another. I soon realizedthat I was opposed not only to meat-eating but to violence in any formand that I ought never to have allowed myself to be conscripted. When, atthe end of a Lodge meeting, a young Indian member asked if a Buddhistcould be a soldier, I frankly admitted that he could not, adding that Ihoped soon to be able to extricate myself from an anomalous situation.About the morality of the War Crimes trials then being conducted inSingapore I was for a long time in doubt. Did they represent a stern deter-mination to see that certain principles of conduct should be held inviolateeven in time of war, or were they a hypocritical abasement of the con-quered in the name of justice? If Tojo should be brought to trial, why notTruman? Granted that the Japanese committed atrocities, but who re-leased the atom bomb? A popular song exhorted the Americans to �Re-member Pearl Harbour�. No doubt a similar song warned the Japanesenot to forget Commodore Perry. Any attempt to pin responsibility for thewar on to one nation seemed likely to lead to a regressus ad infinitum of ac-cusation and counter-accusation. Besides, did not the Allies professChristianity, and had not Christ taught his followers to forgive their ene-mies? In the end I decided that with Hiroshima and Nagasaki weighingso heavily in the balance it would be unwise for the victors to lay claim to amonopoly of moral sensitivity.Back in London, English Buddhists were also debating the ethics of thetrials. Clare Cameron wrote that many of them had been deeply shockedwhen Humphreys flew to Japan to take part in the Tokyo War Crimes tri-als as junior prosecuting counsel. I too felt that his acceptance of such anassignment was hardly in keeping with his character as President of theBuddhist Society and the upholder, presumably, of the ideals for which itstood. But when I wrote and told him this he curtly replied �The Japanesedon�t think so and I don�t see why you should.�Another friend from the Buddhist Society was Arnold Price, who alsocontinued to write. He was living in a caravan named �Mahayana�,earned a livelihood by doing carpentry jobs in the villages through whichhe passed and was still hard at work on the Chinese language. Were anyChinese Buddhist texts available in Singapore? Tan Keng Lock and theVenerable Siak Kiong Hiup, whom I consulted, eventually produced cop-ies of three important canonical texts, two of them running into numer-
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ous volumes, which were promptly dispatched to �Mahayana�. Inanother letter Arnold waxed enthusiastic over Peaks and Lamas by MarcoPallis, a writer of whom I had never heard. �You must read it if you get achance,� he declared. By one of those strange coincidences which have oc-curred often in my life, I saw the book a few days later in the Singaporepublic library. Tibetan Buddhism, of which the author wrote fromfirst-hand knowledge, evoked from me an immediate response. Comingevents were casting their shadows before. Marco Pallis was later to be-come not only a close personal friend and valued adviser but the gener-ous provider of the means of carrying out more than one cherishedproject. Meanwhile I read his book with avidity, being especially movedby the song in which Milarepa, the Tibetan poet-saint, hails his brokenpot as his guru because it has taught him the law of impermanence.Whereupon occurred another coincidence. In Dwight Goddard�s Bud-dhist Bible, which I borrowed from the Lodge library, I found an abridgedversion of Tibet�s Great Yogi Milarepa. It would be difficult to find a morepowerful incentive to the leading of the spiritual life than this master-piece of religious autobiography. As I read it my hair stood on end andtears came into my eyes. If I had any doubts about the nature of my voca-tion they were now dispelled, and from that time onwards I lived only forthe day when I would be free to follow to its end the path that, as itseemed, had been in reality mine from the beginning.
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Chapter Fifteen
THE END OF THE BEGINNING
Banerjee returned to Singapore full of indignation against the othermembers of the Medical Mission, who, instead of distributing the medi-cines and drugs free to the sick and suffering, had sold practically the en-tire valuable stock to the proprietors of pharmacies, thus making smallfortunes for themselves. The intensity of his indignation did him credit,for it was the recoil of a truth-loving nature from an exceptionally despi-cable kind of dishonesty. But I could also see that the misconduct of thedoctors provided him with the opportunity of indulging a stronglymarked tendency to censoriousness. This in turn constituted a basis forunconscious egotism. He was one of those people who, being themselvesstrong enough to resist temptation, are unsparing in their condemnationof weaker souls, not realizing that their harshness is only a less easily rec-ognizable expression of the very evil against which they are inveighing.These conclusions I of course did not confide to him; for though he wasprepared to correct himself the minute anyone convinced him he waswrong, to convince him was extremely difficult.Buddhism was, of course, often mentioned, and I believe he attendedone of my lectures; but though admiring its repudiation of the caste sys-tem he was still too deeply committed to Forward Bloc ideology to be ableto feel much sympathy for so pacifist a teaching. Like many Bengalis, hefelt that by placing a premium on non-violence Buddhism had weakenedIndia politically. Discussion therefore usually ended with our agreeing todiffer. But if he was rock, I was water; and subsequent events showed thatmy words had not been entirely without effect.Meanwhile, being interested mainly in nationalist politics, especially inthe doings of Subhas Bose, whose fate was then the subject of fierce con-troversy, he investigated the history of the Indian National Army and theso-called Provisional Government of Azad Hind, former members of



both of which still lurked in Singapore. He also collected literature per-taining to the struggle for independence.Through him I met several asso-ciates of Bose. One was a quiet, pleasant young schoolmaster, who hadbeen nominated Minister of Education and Culture. Another was a Tamilgirl who, at the age of sixteen, had been a sergeant in the Rani of Jhansiregiment. When we met, she and her sister were not only destitute butgreatly distressed by the unwelcome attentions of a horde of Indiansepoys who seemed to think unprotected girls lawful prey. Banerjeepromised to arrange jobs for them in India and at the time of his depar-ture asked me to continue supplying them with tinned foodstuffs. The lit-erature he collected consisted mostly of books banned in India, such asthe speeches of Subhas Bose, which he gave me to read. Though I couldnot but sympathize wholeheartedly with the cause of Indian independ-ence, the tin soldier militarism of the plump, bespectacled Bengali leaderwas not to my taste. But the friendship between Banerjee and myself, be-ing an attraction of opposites, seemed only strengthened by such differ-ences of opinion. When, after spending two months in Singapore, heembarked for India, we solemnly contracted to meet in Calcutta as soonafter my demobilization as possible.The last months of my army life were in some respects the most exas-perating of all. Before the Unit had been many weeks in Singapore it be-came obvious that its work had really ended on VJ Day. Why, then, werewe in Singapore? At first we attributed the transfer to the usual army im-becility. But it soon transpired that we were there to do the work of a cer-tain colonial power, which was finding it by no means easy to re-establishits dominion over territories won back from the Japanese. Post-war Asiawas in no mood to swallow another dose of white imperialism. Ernie andI and a few other young unpromoted operators felt very strongly that ifthe war had been fought for freedom then why, now that it was won,should we be called upon to help suppress the freedom movement in acountry which, having been liberated from one oppressor, had no desireto see him replaced by another? Besides, England was yielding to de-mands for independence within her own empire. Why should she be aparty to the brutal suppression of a similar demand in territories not herown? We therefore decided on a policy of unconfessed non-cooperation.In our logbooks we either wrote �Nil to report� or, when this appeared tooobviously suspicious, logged one of the wanted call-signs and then al-lowed it to be blacked out by atmospherics. The officers who scrutinizedour logbooks must have realized something was amiss. But having no
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means of checking the reliability of our work they kept their misgivings tothemselves.Objectionable as the task assigned to the Unit was, it was the lone dykethat prevented us from being engulfed by the circumfluent waters of reg-ular army inanity, which often enough swirled perilously near. The CSMwho was posted to the Unit soon after its arrival in Singapore quickly hadus out of our comfortable quarters in the villas, which were allowed tostand empty, and under canvas. The monsoon had just started. Torrentialrains beat upon the rotten leaky tents and came soaking and streaming inat a hundred places. For more than a month we lived in the midst of mudand cold and damp. Most of us caught chills, several influenza. That, ofcourse, did not matter: we had been made to realize we were in the army!Conditions in the next camp, where we lived in human habitations setamidst beautiful flowering trees, were much better; but either becausethe owners demanded that they be derequisitioned or because the brasshats who occupied suites at the Cathay or the Raffles Hotel decided theywere too good for us, we did not enjoy them for long. The third and lastcamp was situated in a rubber plantation in the middle of the island. Out-side the gate was a Chinese village. Though we continued to live in tents,the inconvenience was less keenly felt, partly because the monsoon hadended, and partly because the officers now lived under canvas too.Life was at first almost idyllic. Around us, so thickly planted that onecould not see through them to the end of the plantation, rose the straight,slender trunks of the rubber trees, with their grey-green foliage, in theshade of which I sometimes wandered if the tent became too hot andstuffy. When not on duty in the Set Room, which was temporarily housedin the huge half-cylinder of a Nissen hut, we helped erect the rough framebuildings which eventually became our new mess, canteen, recreationroom, and �ablutions�.Prisoners of war also worked in the camp. These included two slim,self-effacing young Japanese officers. Whenever we gave them cigarettesthey clicked their heels and bowed smartly. Both were extremely fond ofWestern classical music and often, when the strains of Bach or Beethovencame floating through the canteen door, they could be seen unobtru-sively listening. There was also a party of Koreans, slow-moving and un-intelligent, though simple and harmless enough. They were farmlabourers who had been forcibly impressed into the Japanese Army. Ev-ery afternoon, when their duties for the day were done, they uncon-cernedly soaped one another�s sturdy, thick-limbed orange bodies, asthey stood naked round the pump.
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We had not enjoyed the amenities of the new camp for more than a fewweeks, when the dyke burst and the waters came pouring in.A brigadier who inspected the camp was outraged by its lack of disci-pline. There were far too many men off duty. There were not enough pa-rades, no fatigues, and, the supreme horror, no rifle drill. Tents were out ofalignment, guy-ropes unwhitened. Fire-buckets had not had ringspainted on them. Several pieces of litter were discernible. The men wereimproperly dressed. Operators strolled about the camp instead of �pro-ceeding in a smart soldierly manner�. Beds were not made up during theday, nor mosquito nets taken down. And so on and so on. The CO was se-verely reprimanded and told that discipline must be tightened up atonce. These instructions were as balm to the soul of the CSM. Though wewere spared any rifle drill, there were now daily parades, regular andmore strict tent inspections, and frequent fatigues. What did it matter thatthey were all quite unnecessary? We were in the army!But most of us had been in it long enough to know that, provided onedid not refuse to obey an order, it was possible to get away with almostanything. Some reported sick. Others wrote home to their MP complain-ing about conditions in the Unit. Satirical poems appeared on the no-tice-board. In the end, despite a number of petty annoyances, there wasno observable improvement in the discipline of the camp. In fact, by giv-ing genuine cause for grievance, discipline had in reality been under-mined.That we could not be immediately repatriated and demobilized was ob-vious to the least intelligent. We were prepared to be patient and wait ourturn. But we were not prepared to be harassed by artificially created workand meaningless restrictions simply in order to gratify some pettifoggingbrass hat�s desire to throw his weight around. We refused to be victims tothe Moloch of discipline. Some of us went so far as to make it quite obvi-ous by our behaviour that now the war was over we regarded ourselvesas being in the army only in a very nominal sense. I was one of these. Nota minute more than necessary did I spend in the camp. The CSM alwayslooked at me sourly as I went out of the gate. Once he checked me forwearing a white shirt. But it was regulation khaki issue that had faded inthe wash. I wore this shirt when, in anticipation of the Unit�s disband-ment, a group photograph was taken.�Who is that man in the white shirt?� roared the CO at the CSM after thissouvenir had been developed and printed.On Vaishakha Purnima Day I went to the CO and said that I was a Bud-dhist and wanted the day off.
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�The day off, eh?� said Pringy, as we called him, twirling his moustaches.�Well, we can�t lay on a liberty truck just for one man, can we, Ser-geant-Major? You�d better give your fatigue party the day off and letthem go into town too.� The CSM glowered.My original intention had been to be demobilized in England, spendsome time with my parents and my sister, and then return to India. But aletter from a friend who had once accompanied me on a visit to BhikkhuSoma, and who had gone home with a similar intention, caused me tochange my mind. Escape from England was impossible, he wrote, as itwas the Government�s policy to discourage any drainage of manpoweraway from the country. I therefore decided to abandon my hopes of see-ing the family and take the law into my own hands. I would apply for sixweeks� leave in India, once again making Uncle Dick my excuse, andthen, when the period was up, instead of returning to Singapore I wouldsimply disappear. Technically of course I would be deserting. But aboutthis I had no qualms. In fact, if not in law, the war was over. Whatever dutyI had to my country I had done, and my life was now my own, to do withas I wished.Had it not been for the relief afforded by my activities in Singapore, theperiod of suspense which followed this decision would have been intol-erable. More than once, in sheer desperation, I was on the point of takingto the jungle and working my way up to Thailand on foot. The nearer theday of liberation drew, the more violent became my desire to escape fromthe pettiness and futility of army life. But at last, one morning, as in adream, I found myself in the QM�s store handing in my rifle, my webbing,and the rest of the much-hated equipment that had never been of theslightest use. Though nobody else then knew it, I was never to see thatequipment again. Since the day that Ernie and I had trudged up theLeatherhead lane there had been no sweeter moment.
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Chapter Sixteen
JUMPING IN AT THE SHALLOW END
One of the first things I did in Calcutta was to contact Banerjee. We met atthe Institute of Culture, where I introduced him to Kantaraj. On his re-turn from Singapore he had bought a partnership in a small retail coalbusiness, on behalf of which he travelled in and around Calcutta in questof orders. Ever rapid in transition from one extreme to the other, he nowdenounced politics as a menace to society and declared that religious andcultural activities alone constituted the true means of India�s upliftment.Here at last was common ground. But though we discussed long andearnestly the question of the kind of life we proposed to lead together,and the type of work to which we aspired to dedicate our energies, in theface of the vast difference which existed between our respective tempera-ments and backgrounds it was impossible for us to come to any immedi-ate conclusion. I wanted to work for Buddhism and, if possible, become aBuddhist monk. He, for all his repudiation of social orthodoxy, was still atheart very much the Bengali brahmin, and his appreciation of Buddhismwas in my eyes nullified by his point-blank refusal to consider it anythingbut a branch of Hinduism.In this he was by no means guilty of mere intransigence. Like all Eng-lish-educated Caste Hindus, the depth of his emotional commitment toHinduism was so great that he belonged to it even when he rebelledagainst it, so that to repudiate it for the sake of another religion wouldhave meant a tearing up of roots such as no one born into a more youthfuland secularized tradition can imagine. However much Buddhism mayappeal to him, no Caste Hindu finds it easy to renounce his 3,000 years ofcultural and spiritual tradition, especially when that tradition affirms hisown �sacred, innate priority� over the Untouchable mass. Small wonder,then, that in an attempt to make the best of both worlds he should main-tain, against all evidence, that Buddhism and Hinduism are one. Years



later, in a heroic act of renunciation, Banerjee cut himself free of all suchemotional entanglements. Meanwhile, as we argued at the Institute, theproblem of the next step to be taken remained unsolved. So for the timebeing he continued his quest for customers, while I remained with UncleDick.Despite my three years in the army, I found the pleasures of family lifethoroughly insipid. My last month in European society was in fact memo-rable for the disgust rather than the delight it inspired. At the SaturdayClub, where I dined one night with Uncle Dick and his friends, a memberdescribed how an Anglo-Indian dancer had been stabbed to death in herbath by an Indian servant and then raped. The coarse jests which fol-lowed nauseated me. �Your nephew doesn�t seem to like our stories,�sneered the narrator of the incident to Uncle Dick.From Audrey�s brother-in-law, a high-ranking police officer, I heard astory which I liked even less, and which made me ashamed of being Eng-lish. It concerned the Dacca communal riots which had occurred morethan twenty years earlier. In great detail, and with every evidence of satis-faction, Dave described how, step by step, agents provocateurs had stirredup Hindu against Muslim, and Muslim against Hindu, until half the cityhad been set ablaze and hundreds murdered. Much as the story shockedme, I was still more horrified by the laughter which followed. Uncle Dick,Audrey, and Audrey�s sister Gladys were kindly, good-natured people.But Dave�s story of how the police, in order to prevent the two Indiancommunities from forming a united front against the government, hadresorted to tactics which can be described only as vile, seemed to fill themwith nothing but amusement. Did they, then, have a double standard ofmorality, one for use among themselves, the other to be employed indealing with Indians?The longer I stayed with Uncle Dick the more ethical questions of thissort perplexed me. I was also troubled by problems of philosophy. Whatwas the nature of causality? How was true knowledge possible, and inwhat did it consist? From questions such as these, which hammered onmy brain as remorselessly as the falling of waterdrops on the head in thefamous Chinese water-torture, which eventually drives its victim mad, Iwas distracted by an unexpected turn in events.Several years before, the Institute had published a three-volume workentitled The Cultural Heritage of India. This having gone out of print, a re-vised edition in seven volumes was being planned. One day the SecretarySwami, who had some inkling of my aspirations and wanted to attach memore closely to the Mission, spoke to me about this project and made a
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proposal. Would I like to live with them and assist in the preparation ofthe new edition? Though I should have preferred to work with a Bud-dhist organization, the proposal was not without its attractions. Kantaraj,Sanyal, and several other inmates of the Institute were my friends. Thetype of work in which I was being asked to collaborate was extremely con-genial. Besides, did not the swami�s offer, which was communicated in agraceful and friendly manner, afford a means of escape from the mingledboredom and disgust of life with Uncle Dick and Audrey into the infi-nitely richer and more ample life of the real India? Might it not eventuallyprovide a cultural springboard from which to leap and lose myself in thewaters of the life spiritual?The only difficulty was my relation with Banerjee, which had rapidlydeveloped into a strong mutual attachment. Like the blind man and thelame man in the parable, we complemented each other to such an extentthat neither felt capable of moving without the other. Besides, Banerjeehad been cheated by his partner and, being as disgusted with business as Iwas with the social life of the English in India, was ready to devote him-self to some kind of religious or cultural activity. Why should we not worktogether for the Institute? The Secretary Swami, to whom I put this coun-ter-proposal, at first demurred that my friend would not be of much usein a purely literary undertaking, but when I urged on him Banerjee�s will-ingness to be of service, and when he understood it would not be possibleto have one of us without the other, he agreed that the arrangementshould be given a trial. After taking my aunt, uncle, and cousins out for afarewell dinner, I therefore shifted to the Institute. From then onward Ihad no connections whatever with the European community.As no separate room was available to us at the Institute, Banerjee and Islept on the floor of the sitting-room. One night I awoke to see an evil facewith a knife gripped between the teeth peering at me through the win-dow. Though I saw the face for only a few seconds it created a strong im-pression, reminding me of all the dark and hostile forces that werelurking outside our small, self-contained world of religious and culturalactivities waiting for an opportunity to break in. Thereafter our beddingwas unrolled on the floor of the inner room I used as an office.To keep me occupied until work on The Cultural Heritage of India wasstarted, the Secretary Swami gave me letters to type. He also asked me toprepare the annual report of the Institute. Though such tasks were notuncongenial to me, I could not help feeling irritated at his method ofwork. Often a whole afternoon was spent over a single line of writing.
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Thus the work advanced with a slowness that my youthful impatiencefound extremely exasperating.Banerjee, who was trying to extract money from his former partner, wasout most of the day. In the evenings we discussed religion. More oftenthan not he harangued the dozen or so student inmates of the Instituteabout politics while I read St John of the Cross or Meister Eckhart. Once,in fulfilment of a promise made in Singapore, he took me twenty milesout of Calcutta to the Bengali village, all coconut palms and fishponds,where his widowed mother lived with his uncles, brothers, sisters, cous-ins, and various other members of their large joint family. This was thefirst time I had stayed in an Indian household. It was also the first timeBanerjee�s home had admitted a European guest. Seven years earlier, hetold me, his mother could never have brought herself to tolerate my un-clean presence. But the war had to some extent broken down the old rigidsocial barriers. Now she actually welcomed me. True, I was not allowedinto the kitchen, and Banerjee was desperately anxious that I shouldmake a show of carrying water with me whenever I went to the latrine(toilet paper being regarded as an abomination); but despite such ves-tiges of Hindu orthodoxy, I felt quite at home in the peaceful atmosphereof the asymmetrical tiled cottage, with its cowdunged floor, large woodenbed platforms, and shining brassware.Only subsequently did I learn that their allowing me to stay with themwas an act of social heresy for which Banerjee�s family ran the risk of be-ing ostracized by the whole village. The fact that I had taken food in thehouse automatically polluted not only the building itself but every occu-pant. Until the prescribed ceremonies of purification had been under-gone, no Caste Hindu could enter the house or touch any object that hadbeen touched by a member of the household without becoming pollutedin turn. To the orthodox Hindu pollution is as tangible and contagious asleprosy. By what means the village was placated after my departure I donot know, but there is little doubt that my visit cost the ladies of the familyat least several ceremonial ablutions.Since the typing and drafting I did for the swami occupied only a smallpart of my time, I was free to go out as much as I liked. Towards the end ofFebruary, when I had been nearly a month at the Institute, Kantaraj tookBanerjee and me to Belur Math for Shivaratri, the �Night of Shiva�, a festi-val observed especially by ascetics, whose patron the god Shiva is consid-ered to be. In accordance with custom, the swamis spent the whole nightsinging and dancing round a great bonfire. On a tigerskin-coveredthrone not far from the blaze sat a naked, ash-smeared figure with long
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matted hair. At intervals he rose to his feet and pranced round the firewaving his trident and shouting �Shambhu! Shambhu!� in loud, raucoustones. Kantaraj whispered to me that this was Shiva. According toWestern conceptions it was merely a swami impersonating the Deity. ButHindus believe that he actually takes possession of the impersonator,who is therefore honoured for one night as Shiva himself. Certainly theawe-inspiring figure with the trident was not human. Perhaps it was acase of mediumistic possession similar to that of the Tibetan �oracles�. Aconcoction of bhang or hemp, used throughout India by sadhus to inducethis condition, was flowing freely, and Shiva had no doubt imbibed itplentifully. Despite the remonstrances of Kantaraj, who feared it wouldmake me drunk, a group of youthful novices pressed on me a glass ofsour, greyish-white liquid with the laughing assurance that it was onlymilk. However, the drink produced no ill effect. At two o�clock I went tobed, leaving the swamis shouting and singing round the bonfire. Nextday Shiva was again an ordinary monk.There was also time for visits to the Maha Bodhi Society. One day thebhikkhu in charge, who seemed to live almost alone in the headquartersbuilding, asked me to type some letters. On another occasion he sent us toWriter�s Building on official business. Before long we were spending asmuch time for the Society�s work as for that of the Institute. One day HisHoliness, as the bhikkhu informed us he should be styled, asked us in analmost uncouthly abrupt manner why we did not join the Society asfull-time workers. We could see for ourselves how short-handed theywere, he said, and the General Secretary, who was in Ceylon, would un-doubtedly agree gladly to our enrolment.Though the offer did not take us by surprise, Banerjee and I did not feellike giving His Holiness a reply before we had had time to consultKantaraj. With life at the Institute we were for several reasons dissatisfied.There was no sign of the editorial work being started. As a matter of fact, itdid not start until years afterwards. Moreover, Banerjee, who was almostpathologically sensitive to slights, both real and imagined, had becomeconvinced that the Secretary Swami despised him as one who, havingfailed to make a success of either politics or business, had taken refugewith me at the Institute because he had no alternative. His loud, emphaticassertion of how distinguished his family was, and how successful hecould be if he cared, only excited the very suspicions they were meant tocrush and made him look ridiculous. My protests that no one at the Insti-tute despised him only infuriated him. Being myself respected, he said, Idid not care if he was not. Whatever the Secretary Swami�s true feelings
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might have been, it had become clear that if for me there was little work atthe Institute, for Banerjee there was none at all, and that his presence wastolerated only on my account. But the real explanation of our decision toquit lay in an incident that had occurred some days earlier.The premises the Institute occupied in Wellington Square were not itsown. A Bengali couple, however, had donated in memory of their son alarge block of flats in Russa Road. Here, when the building had been re-modelled, was to be located the Institute�s permanent home. Meanwhile,eviction suits had been filed against the tenants, most of whom refused tobudge until they had found alternative accommodation. Saroj, a plumpjolly novice of thirty-seven who had been a solicitor, was in charge ofthese proceedings.One morning we found him weeping bitterly in the sitting-room. TheSecretary Swami, he explained between his sobs, exasperated by thelaw�s delay, had ordered him to hire a gang of hooligans and drive out thetenants by force. In vain he had fallen on his knees and pleaded that hehad joined the Mission to purify himself of sins, not to commit fresh ones.The swami was adamant. By foul means, if fair ones were of no help, thetenants must be dislodged. Banerjee and I were deeply distressed. Thestudents, none of whom liked the swami, denounced him indignantly.Kantaraj was silent. Saroj was still sobbing bitterly when he was againsummoned upstairs to the swami�s room. Two hours later, dry-eyed butwith an expression of intense misery on his face, he re-appeared, took hisumbrella from the stand, and without a word slowly went out as usual tothe lawyer�s office.Later it transpired that the Secretary Swami had given him a good lec-ture on Nishkama Karma-Yoga or disinterested action as a means toGod-realization. Referring to the Bhagavad-Gita, the famous dialogue be-tween Sri Krishna, the incarnate Godhead, and his disciple Arjuna, hehad reminded Saroj that pity was a weakness to be overcome. The Atman,the Spirit, was one and indestructible in all men: who then could hurt an-other, who be hurt? Had not Sri Krishna himself exhorted Arjuna to fightand slay? One who performed his duty, whatever that might be, withmind fixed on God, committed no sin. In fact, such disinterested perfor-mance of duty constituted one of the four great paths to Salvation. Thissermon opened my eyes to the sinister implications of Hindu philosophy,and I recoiled from the Mission like one who, when a lamp is lit, sees thathe had been about to step on a snake in the dark.
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Chapter Seventeen
DIRECT ACTION DAY
In the Maha Bodhi Society�s Headquarters Block, immediately behindthe shrine and lecture-hall, Banerjee and I occupied a dark, dingy roomon the ground floor. On the night of our arrival we were awoken by intol-erably sharp stinging sensations all over our bodies. Switching on thelight, we saw that hundreds of fat red bugs had swarmed out of the cracksin the wooden bed-platforms and were marching up and down thesheets and over the pillows. Thereafter we slept on the flat roof. In the in-credibly filthy kitchen, cockroaches were no less numerous. Apart fromthe shrine, which though unused was kept reasonably clean, the wholeplace exhaled an atmosphere of dirt and decay that was somehow notonly physical but moral. The ragged tablecloth in the dark, airless din-ing-room was foul with the stains of several months and stank abomina-bly. The black, hairy cook, who wore only a soiled white loincloth, despitedaily ceremonial ablutions managed always to look unclean. Even theshifty-eyed accountant in the office was a crumpled, unwholesome ob-ject.His Holiness alone was well-groomed and immaculate. Freshly shaved,his bald head agleam with scented oil, and clad in a bright new yellowrobe, he sat at his desk rapping out orders. With his bold eye and brazenmanner he looked like a saffron-coloured crow, the crow being in Indianfolklore the most impudent of birds. To callers his first question was �Well,what have you brought me today?� His drawers were filled with boxes ofchocolates, fountain pens, and other presents. But though not verymonk-like in his behaviour he was shrewd and businesslike and evi-dently managed the Society�s affairs with commendable efficiency.Banerjee and me he treated extremely well. Unlike the Secretary Swamiat the Institute, he had enough common sense to assign each of us thework for which he was best suited. I typed and read proofs in the office.



Banerjee went calling on government officials. When a white face wasneeded to open ministerial doors His Holiness dispatched me too. Beforelong our relations with the bold, efficient bhikkhu were quite cordial. Likemost capable men he was extremely ambitious. �You�ll see,� he used to tellus, �within two years I shall be General Secretary of the Society.�One day he took us to the Maha Bodhi Orphanage. This institution oc-cupied a small double-storeyed house near Park Circus in a predomi-nantly Muslim locality. The ages of the thirty-odd inmates ranged fromfive to fifteen, the younger boys being the more numerous. Later welearned how the Orphanage had been started. During the previousyear�s Hindu�Muslim riots, His Holiness had gone out with an escort ofarmed police picking up off the street boys whose parents had beenkilled. With the same intrepidity he had rescued Dr Beni Madhab Baruaand his family, who had been marooned in a Muslim neighbourhood. Atthe Society�s headquarters, situated in the predominantly Hindu CollegeSquare, he had sheltered ninety Muslims from the fury of the Hindu mob.Once, with a short laugh, he told us how he had rescued both Hindus andMuslims and accommodated them in different parts of the same Bud-dhist building. For these exploits, as well as for the competent though un-sentimental manner in which he cared for the orphans, it was impossiblenot to admire him.A few days later it transpired that his taking us to see the Orphanagehad not been without a purpose. In his brusque, direct way he told us toshift from the headquarters building to the Orphanage. Banerjee was tobe in charge of the boys, as the resident bhikkhu, a meek young Bihari,was not sufficiently strict, and they were getting out of hand. I was to at-tend the office every day, returning to the Orphanage in the evening.This arrangement worked very well. Within an hour of our establishingourselves among them, Banerjee, who was nothing if not a disciplinarian,had the boys well under control. One of his first actions was to make themturn out the contents of their small tin boxes. To our astonishment we dis-covered that a number of them possessed lewd pictures of women. Thesewere destroyed. Besides dividing the boys into classes and teachingthem, Banerjee drilled them every morning and improved their diet. Be-fore long the Orphanage had a distinctly military atmosphere. Mean-while I was typing letters for His Holiness, who was at that time dabblingin municipal politics, and learning to edit the Maha Bodhi Journal. In theevening I studied books on Buddhism that I had borrowed from the Soci-ety�s library, brushed up my Hindi and Bengali, which I practised on theboys, and discussed religion with Banerjee. Sometimes these discussions
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led to quarrels, for my friend, who was beginning to feel the first loosen-ing of his Hindu roots, sometimes reacted violently to my assertions.Much of our spare time was naturally spent with the two other inmatesof the Orphanage. These were the Bihari bhikkhu, who occupied theroom next to ours, and an aged German lady who lived in a tiny roomdownstairs. When we first saw the bhikkhu we thought him a modelmonk. Though still in his early twenties, his deportment was perfect. In-variably quiet and composed, he walked with a grave, dignified gait, andhis eyes were ever modestly downcast. We had not been many days at theOrphanage before we discovered that, though friendly and inoffensive,he was by no means the saint for which we had at first taken him. One ofhis weaknesses, in fact, so incensed Banerjee that, in defiance of all Bud-dhist tradition, he gave him a good beating with a stick as soon as hefound it out. Far from resenting this high-handed treatment, the poor lit-tle monk became meeker than ever.The German lady, Miss A. Christine Albers, then over eighty, we foundliving in a state of privation that appalled us. Though paralysed and prac-tically bedridden, and even with the aid of a stick barely able to drag her-self to the door of her room, she had been left without care or attention ofany kind. In consideration of past services to the Maha Bodhi Society, theTrustees allowed her to stay at the Orphanage rent free; but there was noprovision for her maintenance. Her sole income was the ten rupees shereceived every month from the Tagore family, in which she had been gov-erness. Out of this meagre sum she bought greens and potatoes, whichshe boiled over a small charcoal brazier at her bedside. To add to her trou-bles, the cook pretended not to hear her feeble cries for water, while theboys thought it a great joke to startle her with loud shrieks whenever shehobbled to the door so that she lost her balance and fell down. Banerjee,who had all the Bengali�s traditional reverence for womanhood, was asshocked by the poor old creature�s plight as I was. The boys were pun-ished for molesting her, the cook ordered to do her bidding. Before longwe had made her fairly comfortable. Supported by Banerjee�s strong arm,she was soon able to stagger the few steps from her room to the back yard,where she liked to sit on the step in the late afternoon sunshine. As shewas by nature warm-hearted and communicative we soon learned herstory.Coming as a young woman from Germany to the United States, shehad joined the Theosophical Society, then recently founded. In 1893 sheattended the World�s Parliament of Religions at Chicago and afterhearing Swami Vivekananda and Anagarika Dharmapala lecture, de-
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cided to devote her life to educational work among Indian women. Sincethe beginning of the century she had lived in Calcutta. Apparently at onetime she had conducted a small private school, besides doing tutorialwork. She also made mention of some adopted daughters. How she hadbeen connected with the Maha Bodhi Society was never quite clear, butshe always spoke of the General Secretary, Devapriya Valisinha, with af-fection, declaring that had he been in Calcutta he would never have al-lowed her to be ill-used. Frail as she was, she continued to write littlepoems and articles for the Maha Bodhi Journal. She was, in fact, a consider-able poetess. When, some years later, I heard of her death, I promised my-self that I would some day publish a selection from her voluminous butunequal output. She was also of strongly psychic temperament. From herearliest years, she told me, she had been able to see and converse withspiritual beings. Sometimes she spoke of her mystical experiences. Dwell-ing often in what she called the Black Light, which was, according to her,much higher than the White Light, she seemed for all the privations shehad undergone astonishingly happy and contented. When she spoke ofspiritual things her whole face became radiant with joy. It was obviousshe lived much more out of the body than in it. Most remarkable of all, shewas utterly incapable of speaking ill, even by way of suggestion, of any-one she knew. Herself wholly good, she saw nothing but good aroundher.We had been barely three weeks at the Orphanage when the world ofpolitics, which we had hitherto been able to ignore, suddenly irrupted ina most disturbing manner into our small world of cultural and educa-tional activities. After two centuries of British rule the great subcontinentwas to be free. But the price of freedom was bisection. Already the cre-ation of the twin dominions of India and Pakistan had been agreed upon.The Punjab and Bengal were also to be divided. What, then, would be thefate of Calcutta? Would it, too, be divided, or would it fall intact into thehands of one or other of the two claimants? Determined to uphold Paki-stan�s right to the city by violence if necessary, the Muslim League de-clared 20 March Direct Action Day. This was the signal for fresh outbreaksof communal rioting. Though less serious than those of the previous year,in which the boys had been orphaned, they were sufficiently horrible. Fora week we were shut up in the Orphanage, which was to some extent pro-tected by its high brick walls. Only after dark did Banerjee and the cook,disguised as Muslims, steal out by the back door to buy provisions fromthe nearest bazaar. At night one of us always kept watch. Sometimesgangs of Muslim cut-throats hammered furiously on the gate. Once three
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or four of them climbed the wall and dropped into the courtyard. Almostsuffocating with fright, we heard them whispering together in the dark-ness below. But for some reason or other they decided not to attack andwent away.Responsible as we were for the lives of thirty boys, besides those of MissAlbers and the cook (the bhikkhu had left some days earlier), Banerjeeand I were day and night in a state of nervous tension. One of the greatestsources of strain was the uncertainty. Though we had a strangely vividsense of murder being committed all around us, no reliable news of theactual course of events was available. The Orphanage was situated in apredominantly Muslim locality and it was reasonable to suppose thatthose members of the Hindu minority who had not fled at the first sign oftrouble were being butchered. So much, indeed, we learned from the ter-rified occupants of the house across the lane, with whom, every evening,Banerjee exchanged signals from the shrine. The Orphanage beingknown as a Buddhist institution, we were at first confident that it was inno danger of attack. But as the days passed we became more and moreuneasy. Christians, too, had felt safe, yet had not those in the adjacentlane been murdered while they slept, despite the large white crosseschalked on their doors?One morning, a week after Direct Action Day, two incidents revealedthe peril in which we stood. Banerjee had ordered the boys to keep awayfrom the windows. But one of them, unthinkingly, not only leaned outbut spat into the lane below. The gob of phlegm fell directly on to the headof a passing Muslim. Glaring up at the boy and shaking his fist, this son ofthe Prophet shouted �Never mind, we�re going to cut all your throats to-night.� Banerjee could not forbear giving the culprit a few blows, but thedamage was done, and we were all thrown into a state of great perturba-tion. The boys became quiet as mice. Some wept silently.Half an hour after this incident I looked out of the shrine window to seethree men knocking on the door of the Hindu house opposite. From theirdemeanour they seemed to be friends come to enquire after the safety ofthe occupants. Slowly, cautiously, the door opened and a middle-agedman in a white shirt and dhoti appeared. A few words were exchanged, aknife flashed in the air, and before I could realize what had happened thevisitors had vanished and a dead body lay bleeding in the street. This timewe were completely unnerved. There was not a moment to be lost. Afterhurried consultations, it was decided that as the only person not likely tobe attacked on the way � I still went out in Western dress � I should go im-
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mediately to the headquarters and ask His Holiness to communicate withthe police.Never shall I forget the sense of mingled freedom and apprehensionwith which I walked through the frightful silence of the deserted streets.Hooligans talking quietly in doorways eyed me curiously as I passed.Once or twice I saw a dead body. Within forty minutes I was safe insidethe headquarters building. After a brief talk with His Holiness I tele-phoned the Calcutta police. One of the Assistant Commissioners, whom Irequested to evacuate the boys from the Orphanage under armed policeescort, assured me that the city was quiet, that no incident had been re-ported for twenty-four hours, and that we were in no danger. In vain Iprotested that only an hour earlier I had seen a man killed. The police, Iwas informed, knew of no such incident. When I insisted on the truth ofmy story, I was curtly told not to spread rumours. Now thoroughlyroused, I telephoned the Commissioner and made an angry complaint.Within twenty minutes half a dozen police, armed with rifles and ma-chine guns, drove up to the door. Off I sped to the rescue. As I left, His Ho-liness told me that under no circumstances was I to bring back MissAlbers. �Leave her where she is,� he snapped, �she�s a memsahib. TheMuslims won�t kill her.�Two trips were needed to complete the evacuation. On the second tripwe brought Miss Albers, who obviously could not be abandoned. Seeinga pair of hard eyes watching from the big Ajanta-style horseshoe windowof the shrine upstairs, I left to Banerjee the responsibility of carrying theold lady indoors and hurried on ahead to justify our flagrant disregard ofHis Holiness�s express commands. �Take her away!� he shouted. �I won�thave her here!� But Miss Albers had already been installed in the officeand since, with Banerjee about, it was difficult for His Holiness to havethe harmless old creature thrown out bodily, he had no alternative but tobite his lip in silent rage. The servants, however, were forbidden to helpher. Again defying orders, my friend and I prepared for her reception asmall dark cubby-hole next to the dining-room.Within a week the riots subsided into an uneasy calm. But His Holi-ness�s unaccountable hatred for Miss Albers showed no sign of abating.Whenever, hearing the voice of someone known to her, she hobbled intothe office for a chat, he would roughly order her to be gone. Once or twiceonly did the poor woman protest, �Oh why are you so cruel to me, Rever-end?� she would ask reproachfully, letting fall a tear. But beyond thesewords, uttered in a plaintive, sorrowful voice, she made no complaint toanyone.
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With thirty boys in the building, the headquarters� routine was to someextent disrupted. Banerjee spent most of his time keeping them out ofmischief. I resumed work in the office. Owing to our having espoused thecause of Miss Albers, whom we considered it our duty to protect, relationswith His Holiness became rather strained. We were not sorry, therefore,when an elegant middle-aged Frenchwoman, in white gloves, cape, andbroad-brimmed hat, descended one day on the Society and requisitionedour services for an exhibition of photographs of Cambodian Buddhist artthat she was arranging at the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal.Suzanne Karpelles, with her rather prominent nose and large, intelli-gent black eyes, was the embodiment of gracious authority. It did notseem to occur to her that her wishes could ever be disregarded. Thoughshe treated her two �boys� with great courtesy and kindness, she was evi-dently a person not to be trifled with, and we both stood a little in awe ofher. While helping to pin up photographs and write descriptive labels wenaturally spoke of the pitiable conditions of Miss Albers. MadameKarpelles expressed a wish to see her. When we broke to Miss Albers whatwe thought would be the welcome news that she had a visitor the oldwoman reacted with unexpected violence. �I can�t see her! I can�t see her!�she exclaimed, throwing up her hands wildly. �Why did you bring her?She�s always dolled up to the eyebrows and I�ve nothing decent to puton.� Alas, it was only too true! In our eagerness to please we had over-looked the fact that Miss Albers� entire wardrobe consisted of three an-cient knitted dresses and a pair of worn cotton gloves bursting at theseams.Banerjee was still showing visitors round the exhibition when His Holi-ness was invited to send a representative of the Society to speak on Bud-dhism at the Dharma Parishad, or All-India Religions Conference, to beheld in Ahmedabad that April. As I had already lectured in the Society�shall, he decided to send me. Before I left, Banerjee and I had several seri-ous discussions. The worldly, unspiritual atmosphere of the Society�sheadquarters, where we had a constant sense of something unpleasantgoing on behind the scenes, depressed and disgusted us. Moreover, HisHoliness�s promise to recommend to the General Secretary that weshould be officially enrolled as full-time workers had not been kept, andour position in the Society was undefined. We therefore agreed that,while in Ahmedabad, I should get in touch with other Buddhists attend-ing the Parishad and try to make arrangements for us to join an organiza-tion more conducive to our spiritual growth.
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�Do your best for both of us!� shouted Banerjee as the train bearing meon the first lap of my 1,500-mile journey slowly steamed out of the station.
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Chapter Eighteen
ALL-INDIA RELIGIONS CONFERENCE

The Dharma Parishad was one of the first of those inter-religious gather-ings which, during the decade after independence,became such a featureof Indian cultural life.Under a huge pandal, or framework of bamboo poles covered withwhite cloth, between two and three thousand people squatted from tenin the morning until four in the afternoon each day listening to the appar-ently interminable flow of lectures. On the platform, furnished with mat-tresses and bolsters instead of chairs, were crowded four or five dozenrepresentativesof different religions and sects, as well as the organizers ofthe Conference. Since most of the speeches were in Gujerati, of which Iunderstood not a word, I spent the greater part of the first session lookingabout me.Practically all the delegates, it seemed, were Hindus. Christianity wasrepresented by an English missionary, who squatted uncomfortably, hispink face and sandy hair oddly conspicuous; Islam, by a bearded moulviin a black coat. Near the microphone sat two or three Jain munis, theirwhite garments and the gauze masks they wore over mouth and nosegiving them a strangely surgical appearance. There was also a Zoroas-trian from Bombay, his peculiarly convoluted �cow�s-hoof� headgear glit-tering with gold thread. Nowhere could I detect the familiar yellow robe.Buddhism, from the numerical point of view alone one of the greatest ofthe world�s religions, seemed to be most inadequately represented by thetwenty-one-year-old ex-soldier from the Maha Bodhi Society. While I wasspeculating on the possible explanation for this meagre representation ofall religions other than Hinduism, I was jerked back to awareness of theproceedings by the sound of my name booming from the loudspeakers. Itwas my turn to contribute to the flow. As I rose to my feet a warning voice



said �Only ten minutes!� Another hissed vehemently in my ear, �Say thatBuddhism and Hinduism are the same!�Though next day I wrote out the substance of my speech for publica-tion, it has now almost faded from memory. But I spoke for twenty min-utes instead of ten, and I did not say that Buddhism and Hinduism werethe same. While I was prepared, in such a gathering, to stress points ofagreement rather than differences, I drew the line at echoing, even in thesupposed interests of inter-religious amity, an assertion that I thoughtfalse. Hinduism had yet to learn that tolerance is an acceptance of differ-ences in religious conviction, rather than the forcible assimilation of onetradition to another. All over India, during the last twenty years, peopleknowing nothing of Buddhism, who never in their lives opened a Bud-dhist text, have told me with an air of authority, �Buddhism is the same asHinduism.� It may be. But uninformed insistence on the point betrays ei-ther a pathological basis or plain intellectual dishonesty.Despite the speaker�s recalcitrance, the speech was well received, andwhen I sat down the plump Gujerati organizers thumped me vigorouslyon the back and whispered words of congratulation. The rest of the day,indeed the rest of the week, was taken up by speeches in Gujerati andHindi, most of them on Hinduism, and all more than an hour long. Onceagain I looked about me.The representatives of Hinduism were indeed a motley crowd. While afew were dressed in snowy white, some wore red, brown, or orange gar-ments. The predominant colour was the light salmon-pink of the ortho-dox Vedantic ascetics. Most of the monks were shaven-headed, butseveral had allowed both hair and beard to grow to enormous length.Worshippers of Shiva were swathed in row upon row of giant brownrudraksha beads and smeared with ashes; devotees of Vishnu wore a sin-gle row of tiny white beads of sacred basil, while their foreheads wereadorned with a variety of red, white, and yellow sectarian marks. Somelooked brutal and belligerent; others had features of striking refinementand intellectuality. Just in front of me sat three plump, silk-clad figureswho, from the multitude of their bangles and anklets, I at first took forwomen. However, they were followers of the Vallabha sect, male follow-ers of which are required to emulate Radha, the mistress and principaldevotee of Sri Krishna, not only in internal devotional attitude towardsthe incarnate Lord, but externally in dress and demeanour. One of itssub-sects goes so far as to practise castration.With representatives of so many rival sects on the platform there hadnaturally been a fierce dispute for precedence. By general consent this
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had in the end been conceded to His Holiness the Shankaracharya ofPuri, incumbent of one of the four chief Maths established by the greatnon-dualist philosopher Shankara, as the tradition to which His Holinessbelonged was admittedly the most ancient. This dignitary therefore satenthroned on a tigerskin-draped dais to one side of the platform. A short,plump man of about seventy, he sat motionless through the entire pro-ceedings. His salmon-pink robe seemed to consist of a single piece ofcloth, which was not only twisted about the body but draped over thehead. Forehead and arms were marked with ashes in three horizontalbars. Round his neck hung massive ropes of rudraksha beads and a mag-nificent crystal rosary. More rudraksha beads were wound about hishead, apparently to keep the robe in place. His left hand supported a sil-ver staff, round which was twisted a strip of salmon-pink cloth. Beforehim on a small table stood a pair of silver sandals, a silver phallus of thegod Shiva, and the rest of his regalia. Whenever he entered or left thepandal he was preceded by a master of ceremonies who shouted�Jagatguru Sri Shankaracharya-ji Ki Jai! Victory to the World Teacher HisHoliness the Shankaracharya!� To which the crowd dutifully responded�Jai! Victory!�In the course of one of the sessions, however, His Holiness�s dignity wassadly compromised. One of the speakers was a short, corpulent monk ofrather unpleasant countenance. Though I understood nothing of hisspeech, which was in Gujerati, I could sense the displeasure of the crowd.Presently there were angry murmurs, then shouts. Later I was told thatnot far from the pandal the corpulent monk had recently built a Gita tem-ple. In it he had installed an image of the Bhagavad Gita in the form of agoddess with four arms. To worship this image, which of course meantpaying money to the temple, was according to him equivalent to reading,understanding, and practising the whole teaching of the sacred book itrepresented. Not everybody agreed that religion could be simplified inthis way, and there had been strong opposition to the new temple. Appar-ently the founder was now taking advantage of the Parishad to attack hiscritics. So intemperate were his expressions that a section of the crowd,enraged, surged forward and tried to pluck him from the platform. Hisdisciples sprang to the rescue. The microphone was overturned. In an in-stant the platform was a battlefield. The little Shankaracharya skippeddown from his throne with astonishing agility. The master of ceremonieshastily swept the regalia into a dirty cloth. Non-combatant delegatesjumped to their feet. But as quickly as it had begun the fracas subsided.His Holiness climbed back on to his throne; the regalia was again dis-
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played; the delegates resumed their seats, and the cause of the distur-bance concluded his speech on a more conciliatory note.The best received address was given by a quite different type of person.He was an old blind ascetic who was led forward to the microphone by ayouthful disciple. Like most of the orthodox Hindu delegates he spokesitting cross-legged. Despite his blindness he spoke so impressively, andhis rugged, unattractive presence radiated such power, that a hush fellupon the audience. Like most Hindus, though they might for a time bedeceived by the emotional and intellectual imitations of religion, theyrecognized the authentic utterance, the genuine ring, of spiritual experi-ence when they heard it. His speech ended, the blind ascetic followed hisdisciple out of the pandal, indifferent to the applause.Several of the delegates, including myself, had been accommodated inthe classrooms of the local high school, then closed for the summer holi-days. As the custom is in non-Westernized Indian society, lunch wasserved at nine o�clock, so that we could sit through the day�s proceedingswithout a break until tea-time. To this arrangement I could adapt myself.Indian food I was already accustomed to taking. What troubled me wasthe lack of a bathroom. The other delegates squatted one by one under acold tap in the courtyard, changing from wet to dry clothes without anyoffence to decency. Both my English reluctance to take a bath in publicand the nature of my dress made it impossible for me to follow their ex-ample. After wrapping a dry sarong round the waist over the wet one thelatter can be allowed to slip to the ground. But one cannot follow this pro-cedure with two pairs of trousers. Even when my room-mate, a cheerful,expansive monk in early middle age who, having mixed much with Euro-peans understood their difficulties, came to my rescue with a spare pieceof white cloth, I draped it so self-consciously that some of the delegates re-marked, wonderingly, �He doesn�t know how to take a bath.� I realizedthat without giving up Western dress, full adaptation to the Indian way oflife was impossible.The same cheerful monk lent me a brass water-pot, for had I been seengoing in the direction of the latrines without one I might have been ostra-cized by the more orthodox delegates. He also attempted to constitutehimself my guru. On the first evening of our acquaintance he explainedto me the new method of meditation he had discovered. Rather reluc-tantly, I allowed him to press his thumbs against my eyeballs until theyhurt unbearably.�What do you see?� he demanded.�A lot of coloured lights,� I replied truthfully.
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�Yes, it�s the Light of the Self!� he exclaimed triumphantly. �You mustmeditate on that.�In the classroom opposite camped the Shankaracharya. Though at firstfearful of approaching so august a personage, I eventually plucked upenough courage to ask my room-mate if he thought an audience could bearranged. He thought it could. In fact, he spoke himself to the master ofceremonies, and late the same evening I was ushered into the presence ofHis Holiness.By the flickering light of a single oil-lamp the small, familiar figurelooked far more impressive than in the glare of the crowded pandal.Peering through the semi-darkness I could make out the tiger-skin, thecrystal rosary, and the silver staff of office. So exalted a personage was ap-parently never seen except in full regalia.I was given a seat immediately in front of the throne-dais. We had notconversed for more than a few minutes when I discovered that for all hisapparent orthodoxy His Holiness was a kindly, unpretentious personwho could be liked as a man, quite apart from the respect due to him onaccount of his high religious office. Most of his life, he told me, had beenspent as a chartered accountant in Madras. Only after retirement had hebecome a monk. At the end of the audience, which lasted half an hour, hegave me his card and invited me to correspond. In the course of the nextfew years we not only exchanged a number of letters but also met onceagain in circumstances of unusual interest.
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Chapter Nineteen
TWO MEETINGS AND A MARRIAGE
The Dharma Parishad was almost over when one of the organizers toldme that another Buddhist delegate had arrived and would be presidingover the day�s proceedings.The first time we found ourselves on the platform together the new ar-rival and I eyed each other dubiously. What he thought of me I neverknew. My first impressions of him were somewhat mixed. Despite his ageand corpulence Pandit-ji, as the organizers respectfully called him, wasboth strong and active. His brow was noble and intellectual, but counter-balanced by crafty eyes and weak, self-indulgent mouth. Though affableand condescending in the extreme, his manner was very much that of thegrand seigneur. From his scholarly presidential address, delivered with acultured accent in impeccable English, I understood that though repre-senting Buddhism he was himself a Hindu. This double allegiance puz-zled me, for I had not then grasped the fact that the average Hinduconsiders he understands any other religion better, and is therefore moretruly qualified to represent it, than its own professed adherents.As the only two Buddhist delegates Pandit-ji and I, despite mymisgivings, inevitably became acquainted. When the Parishad had endedand I had shifted from the school to the office of the convening organiza-tion, he and his companion, a well-fleshed, lethargic young Bengalinamed Sudhir, took me out with them on excursions. Together we visiteda temple of the Narayana Swami sect, which has a considerable followingin Gujerat. From the opposite banks of the river we viewed the low,red-tiled roofs of the Sabarmati Ashram, from which, for many years, Ma-hatma Gandhi had directed the struggle for independence. OncePandit-ji took me back with him for lunch to the imitation marble villa ofthe millionaire Ahmedabad mill-owner with whom he and Sudhir werestaying. Though the meal was served in Indian style, it transpired that the



sons and daughters of the house were rather Westernized. The oldscholar, who had once been their tutor, was asked his opinion of the latestdivorce. His courteous and compliant reply showed that, whatever he re-ally thought, he had no intention of giving offence.For all his grey hairs, Pandit-ji�s energy was prodigious. One day he toldme he had arranged for Anandamayi Ma�s fifty-first birthday to be cele-brated in the Town Hall. The name was new to me. On my questioninghim he told me, with a solemn air, that she was a great saint and yoginiwho had thousands of disciples all over northern India. Her peculiaritieswere numerous. One of them was that despite the entreaties of devoteesshe never stayed longer than a few weeks in any one place. Her entou-rage had to be ready to leave at a moment�s notice, for sometimes, whenthe spirit moved her, she simply walked out of the ashram or dharmasalaat which they were camping without giving any warning. In fact hermovements were quite unpredictable. No one ever knew what the Bliss-ful Mother would do next. From the complacency with which Pandit-jirelated these facts I inferred that in his eyes, as in those of most Hindus,such irresponsibility was a sign of high spiritual attainment. To me itseemed more likely that Anandamayi had a shrewd sense of thedramatic.However, being interested in anyone with a reputation for sanctity, Ienquired where she was at that time staying. Mentioning the name of acertain town, Pandit-ji said that having already spent a couple of weeksthere she was expected soon to be on the move again. But where shewould go next no one knew. She might come to Ahmedabad, which shehad already visited once. Or perhaps she would go to Dehra Dun. Shemight even return to Benares, where a large ashram was being con-structed in her name on the sacred banks of the Ganges. He himself,Pandit-ji confided, wished to meet her again at the earliest opportunity.As soon as he heard she had reached Dehra Dun, the place she was mostlikely to visit next, he and Sudhir intended to hasten to her feet. Would Icare to accompany them? Anandamayi was very sympathetic towardsBuddhism, and had in fact given her approval of his project of reviving anorganization for the propagation of the Dharma in India which he hadstarted many years earlier. She would assuredly welcome me. Perhaps,under Anandamayi�s guidance, he and Sudhir and I could work togetherfor the revival of Buddhism in India.When Pandit-ji unfolded a plan he was irresistible. Vista uponentrancing vista opened up as though by magic. Touched by the wand ofhis imagination, possibilities were transformed into actualities, and
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impossibilities into reasonable expectations. Even afterwards, when it be-came clear that none of his grandiose schemes had ever progressed be-yond the fund-raisingstage, I had to struggle hard to prevent myself frombeing carried away by the old man�s eloquence.On the day we discussed the celebration of Anandamayi�s birthday Icould not but be persuaded. Indeed, with Banerjee�s parting words ring-ing in my ears, I had been casting about for contacts with Buddhist orga-nizations ever since my arrival in Ahmedabad, and Pandit-ji�s offeropened a door. But so long as we were waiting for news of Anandamayi�sarrival in Dehra Dun our plans could be no more than tentative. Mean-while, a meeting in honour of her birthday was held at the Town Hall,where at my suggestion Pandit-ji also arranged for the celebration of theVaishakha Purnima a few days later. It is significant that the thrice-sacredBuddhist festival had never been celebrated in Ahmedabad before.At the end of the Vaishakha meeting, at which both Pandit-ji and Ispoke, I was approached by a handsome, golden-skinned youth of myown age who was so taken by the idea of an Englishman being a Buddhistthat he insisted on my paying a visit to his home. In vain I demurred.Without giving me time even to tell Pandit-ji where I was going, hecaught me by the hand and before I realized what had happened we werehurrying through the narrow, crowded streets of the old walled city. Onthe way my newly acquired friend told me he was a student in a Bombaymedical college.Before long I found myself for the second time inside an Indian home.Ashok�s father, a lawyer, seemed to think it the most natural thing in theworld that his son should bring a friend home to spend the night withhim (for the masterful youth had already decided I was to stay) and afterthe exchange of a few friendly words left us to our own devices.Ashok�s hospitality was such that I could not but feel at ease. He ar-ranged a hot bath, which I took in a bathroom full of highly polished brassvessels of various shapes and sizes, lent me a shirt and lungi, and took myown clothes away to be washed and ironed. By the time we sat down todinner I was a member of the family. From the cage-like kitchen, where hesquatted on the floor in front of a low, cowdung-plasteredbrick range, thebrahmin cook flipped paper-thin chappatis straight from the fire on toour round brass plates. Ashok had arranged for us to sleep on the roof. Aswe climbed to the top of the building, which was built round a squarewell, with inward-facing verandahs on all four sides of each storey, I no-ticed in the corner of every landing a large built-in urinal of white porce-lain. Despite the exposed position of these conveniences, I saw Ashok and
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the rest of the family using them without the slightest self-consciousness.Out on the roof the night was brilliant with the moon. After we had laintalking for a couple of hours I dropped off to sleep. Once during the nightI awoke to find a dazzlingly bright golden face immediately above myown, but whether Ashok�s or the moon�s I could not tell.This visit, which at Ashok�s insistence I repeated, helped while awaythe time until the whimsical Anandamayi should have made up her mindwhat to do next. Not that I was either lonely or bored. People came almostevery day to see me, and besides excursions with Pandit-ji there were in-vitations to the houses of other friends I had made. One of these was adark, diminutive coal merchant, at whose house I usually lunched, andwho was always at hand to supply anything I needed. Another was a law-yer with literary pretensions. At our first meeting he presented me withautographed copies of half a dozen slim volumes, all published at his ownexpense. As the custom is in India with books of a religious nature, the au-thor�s photograph figured prominently in every one of them. Back in myquarters I examined these gifts with interest. It would be difficult to saywhether style or subject-matter struck me as being the more odd. The firstwas strained to the highest pitch of perfervid bombast; in the second, theauthor�s first wife having died young, apostrophes to the Deity werestrangely mingled with laments for the loss of connubial felicity.Once, at the invitation of the rather youthful bridegroom, I attended aHindu wedding. When the procession, led by a hired brass band, reachedthe bride�s house, where the ceremony was to be performed, a heated ar-gument ensued between the representatives of the two families. The sub-ject under dispute, I was informed, was the number of the bridegroom�sfriends to be admitted to the marriage feast. The bridegroom insisted ontwenty; his future father-in-law, who was of course the founder of thefeast, declared he could feed no more than twelve. Guests at a Europeanbanquet would feel embarrassed, if not insulted, to hear the questionwhether they were to be fed or not discussed with so much feeling in pub-lic. But in Gujerat, if not elsewhere in India, disputes of this kind were allpart of the traditional marriage observances.Whether twelve or twenty of us eventually took our seats on the din-ing-room floor I no longer remember. Ever anxious not to offend socio-re-ligious susceptibilities, my mind was occupied by the hints on Hinduetiquette just given me by the bridegroom. Above all, he had said, I muston no account touch my plate with my left hand. If I did so, even by acci-dent, the other guests would regard it as a grievous insult and might evenget up and leave the room. The result of this friendly admonition was that
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throughout the meal I remained fearfully conscious of my left hand,which seemed to have grown unnaturally large and heavy, for despitemy efforts to hold it behind my back it had apparently developed a will ofits own which impelled it ever and anon in the direction of my plate.The sudden arrival of the news that Anandamayi was in Dehra Dunthrew Pandit-ji, Sudhir, and me into a flutter which her going there in ac-cordance with a previously announced programme could never have oc-casioned. Travelling via New Delhi, in less than two days we had madethe journey from Ahmedabad to Dehra Dun, a distance of about six hun-dred miles, and were alighting from the bus at Kishengunj, an outlyingsuburb half-way between Dehra Dun town and the hill station proper.On the opposite side of the road I saw an open gate surmounted by a loftysemicircular arch on which was inscribed �Sri Sri Sri Ma AnandamayiAshram�.
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Chapter Twenty
ANANDAMAYI, THE BLISSFUL MOTHER
My first impression of the Blissful Mother was perhaps the most favour-able. Entering the small meeting-hall of the Ashram, where fifteen ortwenty people squatted circlewise on the floor, I saw in the centre of thegroup a queenly figure in white who I at once knew must beAnandamayi. Either because of the way in which she wore her hair in atopknot, or because of her simple dignity of demeanour, her poise, andthe smile that played faintly about her lips, despite her femininity she atonce struck me as being strangely Buddha-like in appearance. At thesame time I became aware that an intense peace, purity, and coolness, of aquality such as I had never before experienced, was not only pervadingthe room but as it were blowing from her like a delicate fresh breeze. AsPandit-ji, Sudhir, and I took our seats a few heads were turned in our di-rection, but our coming disturbed the tranquillity of the place no moreand no longer than the dropping of three small pebbles ruffles the stillsurface of a pool. This was perhaps fortunate, as it gave me time to take inthe scene more fully than might otherwise have been possible.A long-bearded monk seated opposite Anandamayi was reading aloudfrom what appeared to be a sacred book. Every now and then the BlissfulMother would interpose a few words of comment. Her voice, which cameas though from a great distance, was so low that in their eagerness not tomiss a single word the listening semicircle was bent forward with an ex-pression of concentrated attention. Occasionally, Anandamayi con-cluded her comments with a delicate ripple of laughter, the effect ofwhich seemed to spread in ever-widening circles through the audience inthe form of a profound satisfaction. As both reading and exposition werein Bengali, which I did not understand, my attention soon wandered. Af-ter a few moments I noticed that a woman in a white sari kept turninground and regarding me with mild, cow-like curiosity. From the lightness



of her complexion I judged her to be either a Bengali or a Kashmiri, proba-bly the latter.At twelve o�clock, exactly half an hour after our arrival, thelong-bearded monk closed his book. Some kind of devotional song wassung, and the meeting was over. People rose stiffly to their feet. Pandit-jiled me forward to Anandamayi, who alone had remained seated. In re-sponse to my salutations, which I made with folded hands, she inclinedher head with a gracious smile. I noticed that her face, which from a dis-tance had seemed beautiful, was deeply lined, especially round the eyes.There was an unpleasing squareness about her nose and chin. Yet despitethese defects of feature the Mother�s expression, indeed her whole ap-pearance, was one of indescribable charm. After Pandit-ji, with the great-est deference, had exchanged a few words with her, and she had noddedqueenly assent to some suggestion of his, we left her to go and seek ourlunch.This we found half a mile up the road in the house of Pandit-ji�sbrother-in-law, who had not been expecting us. A bald-headed, Western-ized Bengali in European dress, he was, I subsequently learned, the son ofDr Gyanendranath Chakravarty, the famous Vice-Chancellor ofLucknow University, and of the still more famous Yashoda Ma, whosename was already familiar to me as the guru of the English VaishnavaRonald Nixon, better known as Sri Krishna Prem. Despite the gentle cor-diality of his welcome, there was clearly a mixture of hesitancy and re-straint in his attitude towards Pandit-ji, and I was hardly astonishedwhen, after regrets for the smallness of the house and the shortage of ac-commodation had been offered and received, Pandit-ji, Sudhir, and I leftwith well-filled stomachs to seek a lodging elsewhere. Thereafter I sawhim only once or twice, for he never went to Anandamayi�s Ashram andPandit-ji hardly ever visited him. Nevertheless, during our stay atKishengunj I was able to learn from him much about his parents, both ofwhom were reputed to have been great yogis, his father in fact havingbeen his mother�s guru. From my correspondence with Sri Krishna PremI already knew that Yashoda Ma had been a Vaishnava of the BengalSchool of Sri Chaitanya, to which Anandamayialso in a sense belonged.It was early afternoon when we walked back towards the Ashram, andthe fine dust on either side of the road glared so intensely white in theblazing sun that our eyes ached. Despite his umbrella, Pandit-ji�s faceshone with perspiration, which dripped in great beads from thestraw-coloured ends of his heavy white moustache, while the network ofpurple veins stood out grossly on his scarlet nose, cheeks, and forehead.
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His energy was undiminished, however, and though his breath wascoming a little wheezingly he insisted on turning in at the gate and stalk-ing up the drive of every bungalow we passed to enquire if there wererooms to let. What the caretakers, or the startled European couple whoseafternoon siesta Pandit-ji rudely broke in upon with his rappings andbangings, thought of the strangely assorted trio on their doorsteps I donot know. But Pandit-ji�s forehead was of brass. With an air of lordly con-descension he demanded to know who the owners were and whetherthey were in residence, whether the place was to let, or for sale, as if hehad come on purpose to buy it and had the money ready in his pocket.After we had knocked in vain at nearly a dozen doors, the caretaker of arambling whitewashed building, apparently deserted, said that if wecould find a tent he would allow us to pitch it in a large mango gardenwhich stood on the other side of the road between Anandamayi�s Ashramand the brother-in-law�s bungalow. This concession was due to the factthat, having learned from a neighbour the owner�s name and that he wasaway, Pandit-ji had represented himself to the caretaker as an old friendof the family. After the success of this ruse, to discover a tent was by nomeans beyond the crafty old scholar�s resources, and by the time the sunhad declined, the west reddened, and the air cooled, our canvas homehad been put up among the mango trees. The last golden lights of daystruggled through the rich green foliage. While Sudhir collected sticksand blew upon the smoky fire, Pandit-ji�s squint-eyed servant fetchedwater from the canal. Pandit-ji himself, now in a fine humour, waxed elo-quent to me on the advantages of living in the midst of nature and satisfy-ing one�s hunger with fruits and nuts like the sages of old. As he thusdiscoursed, his hands were busy opening the tins of jam, butter, biscuits,pineapple chunks, and chicken that he had purchased in the bazaar.Devotional meetings were held twice daily at the Sri Sri Sri MaAnandamayi Ashram, and since we had come to Kishengunj for the solepurpose of meeting the Blissful Mother we were naturally regular in at-tendance. These meetings invariably took place in the hall where I hadfirst seen her, a rectangular room that occupied the greater part of theground floor and was capable of accommodating nearly a hundredpeople. To me the morning sessions, lasting from 10 till 12, were the less in-teresting. Not more than a dozen or fifteen disciples and devotees at-tended, and though they opened and closed with devotional songs mostof the time was occupied, as it had been on the morning of our arrival,with readings from a Bengali religious book by the same long-bearded as-cetic, supplemented by occasional low-toned comments from
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Anandamayi. A skinny youth with a crane-neck, prominent Adam�s ap-ple, and long black hair, was writing down, I soon noticed, every wordshe spoke. I also noticed, on the occasions when my attention wanderedfrom the irregular semicircle on the floor to the four white walls of theroom, that most of the life-sized framed photographs that hung therewere of Anandamayi, and that while in some of them she had an expres-sion of supernatural dignity, in others she displayed an archness, almost acoquettishness, of expression which I felt rather inappropriate. In yet an-other, dishevelled hair fell across the laughing face of a wild woman. Evi-dently the Mother, or Ma in Bengali, as the devotees always called her,was a creature of many moods. The two or three pictures that were nothers included a plump youthful Krishna, with dusky blue complexionand peacock�s feather in his thick wavy hair, and Sri Chaitanya in ecstasy.From these wanderings my attention would often be recalled only bythe light tapping of small hand-drums by the crane-necked youth thatpreluded the closing song. Prasad, or sacramental food, would then bedistributed. This had been placed in front of Anandamayi on a tray at thebeginning of the proceedings. As it could not be considered prasad till shehad partaken of it, her personal attendant, an untidy Bengali youngwoman, lifted two or three sweets to her mouth � for we had not been atKishengunj for many days before Pandit-ji explained to me, with an air ofgreat solemnity, that for a number of years Anandamayi had neither fednor washed herself with her own hands. Usually, after merely touchingher lips the sweets would fall to the ground, where they would be scram-bled for by the more enthusiastic devotees.Western poets have familiarized us with the idea that each of the fourseasons has its own prevailing mood. Indian aesthetics attributes a moodto every period of the day and night, and the ragas, or melodic themes ofIndian music, which are classified in accordance with a similar scheme,may be played only at the particular hour that matches the prevailingmood. Whether for this reason, or because of the greater press of devo-tees, or the suffocatingly close atmosphere of the crowded room, or theheady perfume of flowers that opened only at night drifting in from thegarden, the evening sessions, which lasted from four o�clock until eight ornine, were not only more interesting than those of the morning but quitedifferent in character.If the prevailing mood of the morning programmes was peace, that ofthe evening ones was excitement. Reading and exposition were forgot-ten, the whole period being given up to Hindi, Bengali, and Sanskrit de-votional songs. These were sung to the accompaniment of a harmonium
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(now, to the disgust of purists, the mainstay of Indian amateur orches-tras), a brace of small hand-drums, and several pairs of diminutive butnerve-tingling cymbals. Most of the songs, or bhajans as they are called,had the same subject as the photographs on the wall: Anandamayi. Onlya few celebrated the praises of Rama, Krishna, and other divinities. Quiteclearly, the Mother had become in her own lifetime the centre of a minorcult, a phenomenon by no means unusual in India.Though I have described them as devotional songs, practically all thebhajans that the devotees sang with such full-throated fervour every eve-ning were in fact little more than strings of names and epithets sung overand over again, one repetition by a soloist alternating with one by thewhole congregation in chorus, a little more rapidly each time and withgradually mounting enthusiasm for at least fifteen or twenty minutes at astretch, sometimes for more than an hour, depending on the degree offervour the soloist was able to evoke in the congregation and the congre-gation in the soloist.One of the bhajans addressed to Anandamayi consisted of the singleword �Ma� repeated a dozen times:
Ma, Ma-a, Maaa; Ma, Ma-a, Maaa;Ma, Ma-a, Maaa; Ma, Ma-a, MAAA!

This was a great favourite among the �inner circle� of disciples. Thecrane-necked youth, who at the same time officiated at the harmonium,would sing it with passionate abandon, head flung back, body swayingand jerking violently, eyes either tightly closed or fixed beseechingly onAnandamayi, and Adam�s apple bobbing vigorously up and down. To methe spectacle of grown men and women singing Ma, Ma-a, Maaa like somany kittens crying for their mother was a gross caricature of religiousdevotion, and I was not astonished when, later on, I learned that severalof the younger male members of Anandamayi�s entourage had lost theirmothers at an early age.Since I had read books on Bengal Vaishnavism, besides visiting the fa-mous Gaudiya Math, headquarters of the movement in Calcutta, it wasnot long before the aim and the technique of these bhajan sessions be-came clear. According to the tenets of this school, the highest attitudewhich the devotee can adopt towards Krishna, for them the chief divineincarnation, is that of the forsaken mistress towards her beloved. This at-titude is exemplified in the highest degree by Radha, the cow-girl ofBrindaban, whose illicit amour with the youthful Krishna is the centraltheme of the vast theological and devotional literature of Bengal
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Vaishnavism, as well as by the more historical Sri Chaitanya or Gouranga,the sixteenth-century Bengali founder, or rather inspirer, of the move-ment, to whom the introduction of public singing of the divine names bylarge numbers of people is attributed. As among certain Christian revival-ist movements in the West, tears, horripilation, and swoons are regardedas evidence that the degree of emotional exaltation requisite to the mani-festation of the divine grace in the form of a vision, tactile experience, oraudition of the object of devotion, in this case Krishna, has been attained.Music being the most powerful excitant of the emotions, and the specialpsychological effects produced by the different melodic themes,rhythms, and musical instruments having been for ages past well under-stood in India, it was natural that for devotees of the type that gatheredround Anandamayi the singing of bhajans should be the central spiritualexercise and principal means of approach to the Divine.Probably because of the fact that the congregation was by BengalVaishnava standards small and the evening bhajan sessions short, themounting devotional fervour and excitement of the devotees always fella little short of that climax of uncontrollable emotion, of absolute aban-don and self-forgetfulness, towards which they were unconsciouslyworking. Even so, the atmosphere of the room was frequently so highlycharged that its stepping-up by a single degree, one felt, would be suffi-cient to sweep the whole congregation off its feet.This was the case particularly when Anandamayi sang, which was nei-ther often nor without much entreaty. Not that her style of singing was atall emotional. High, clear, not very strong, and seeming to come not onlyfrom the depths of her being but from a great distance, her voice wouldrise and fall now very slowly, now a little more quickly, as in alternationwith the congregation she sang over and over again the words Sita-Ram,Sita-Ram, her own smiling freedom from any trace of excitement contrast-ing in the most striking manner with the convulsive movements and ago-nized expressions of her disciples.One Sunday evening, however, when the congregation was a littlelarger and more susceptible or perhaps the weather a little warmer thanusual, the cunningly contrived sequence of melodic themes, the gradu-ally rising tempo, the incessant clapping of hands and swaying of bodiesin time with the furious tapping and banging of the drums, and above allthe ringing high-pitched tintinnabulation of the cymbals, in the end sorapid as to form one continuous stream of delirium-inducing sound, suc-ceeded in working up the emotions of the devotees almost to the desired
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point of release. Another fraction of a degree higher and all restraintswould be down.Abruptly, but without haste, Anandamayi rose to her feet. The merethought that she was about to dance precipitated the long-desired climax.Screaming, sobbing, blinded by tears, the devotees leaped to their feetand began wildly gyrating round the room, most of them prancing likemadmen and flinging their arms into the air with loud shrieks. Thoughthe bhajans, many of which I liked and enjoyed, had pleasantly stimu-lated my own feelings, I now sat petrified, not only untouched by the sur-rounding hysteria but with a sense of complete isolation from the type ofreligion it represented. A stout, blue-turbaned Sikh with a noble whitebeard, utterly overcome by his feelings, staggered round the room utter-ing shriek after piercing shriek, collapsed, rolled over and over on theground biting the carpet and foaming at the mouth and eventually laysobbing and quivering in the middle of the room.Anandamayi, who all this time had remained motionless with botharms slightly raised, now quietly resumed her seat. Gradually the excite-ment subsided. The last sobs and groans died away. Trembling and in astate of exhaustion, the devotees sank to the floor and began mopping theperspiration from their brows. After a few minutes, the harmonium be-gan preluding the closing bhajan, wits were collected, and on a more sub-dued note the proceedings came to an end.A person more out of place in these perfervidly devotional surround-ings than the rationalist Jawaharlal Nehru could hardly be imagined. Butnot long afterwards he was induced to pay the Ashram a visit. The ideaoriginated with Pandit-ji, who claimed to have been Nehru�s tutor, andAnandamayi gave her consent. At the old man�s insistence, the ratherprotracted negotiations that preceded the visit were kept a closelyguarded secret, and apart from the Blissful Mother herself no one in theAshram knew anything about the matter until the last moment, a circum-stance that occasioned much angry heart-burning among the youngermembers of the �inner circle�, who considered themselves entitled to ashare in all counsels.Nehru was then holidaying in Mussoorie, at a house belonging to oneof his sisters, and in a few days� time was due to return to New Delhi fortalks with the Viceroy, Lord Mountbatten, regarding the forthcomingtransfer of power from His Majesty�s Government to the Indian NationalCongress. Pandit-ji�s plan was that, on his way down to Dehra Dun,Nehru should stop at the Ashram for half an hour�s talk withAnandamayi. In the interests of secrecy no written invitation was sent. In-
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stead, telephone calls were made to Mussoorie from a public call-box inthe bazaar, and after unsuccessful attempts to get through, preliminaryskirmishes with secretaries, and inconclusive replies from aides, the greatnational leader was personally contacted, the invitation conveyed withall the tact and diplomacy at Pandit-ji�s command, the invitation ac-cepted, and Pandit-ji enabled to emerge from the telephone booth, wherehe had stood for more than an hour, his face radiant with satisfaction andtriumph.At eleven o�clock one morning in the first half of June, therefore, a smallmotorcade drew up at the Ashram gate. Pandit-ji, who had been expec-tantly hovering there for nearly an hour, at once constituting himselfmaster of ceremonies introduced me to Nehru. We silently saluted eachother with folded hands. Pandit-ji, who with his voluminous Ben-gali-style shawl draped toga-like under one arm and across the oppositeshoulder had the air of a Roman senator receiving the emperor at hiscountry seat, then conducted his former pupil into the hall, whereAnandamayi was waiting to receive him. Behind followed Nehru�sdaughter Indira, a slim youngish woman wearing a crimson sari and veryhigh-heeled shoes, the redoubtable Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, and mem-bers of the staff.Though the crane-necked youth and others belonging to the innergroup had not been let into the secret until almost the last moment, theycertainly had no intention of allowing themselves to be any longer ex-cluded from the proceedings. Nehru had therefore to sit through half anhour�s bhajan. Since I was seated on his left this gave me an excellent op-portunity of surreptitiously studying him. He sat elbows on knees, withback bent, shoulders hunched and eyes fixed on the ground. His pale facewore an expression of intense weariness, strain, and anxiety. Not once,during that half hour, did he show by so much as an eyelid�s flicker that hewas paying the slightest attention to the bhajan. In fact, he appeared com-pletely abstracted from his surroundings. Patel, who was almost directlyopposite me, sat massively erect, no less immobile than Nehru, gazinginto space with an expression of monumental gravity that was almostgloom.As soon as the bhajan was over Nehru had a short private talk withAnandamayi in her room, after which the motorcade resumed its jour-ney.Pandit-ji, who was one of the few ashramites present, told me thatNehru had asked Anandamayi how to obtain peace of mind and that shehad replied �Rest within.� The visit had not really been a success. Nehru
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had given no indication of being impressed by Anandamayi to the degreethat Pandit-ji had hoped he would be. But this by no means discouragedthe sanguine old man, who, after generalizing about the extreme subtletyof spiritual influences and how they worked most powerfully when leastperceptible, was soon happily discoursing in a way which suggested hisbrain was busy with grandiose schemes in which he and Anandamayiwere the powers behind the Congress throne.However little Nehru�s visit fulfilled Pandit-ji�s larger expectations, itcertainly had the advantage of momentarily enhancing his prestige at theAshram. This gave him an opportunity for airing his scheme for a Bud-dhist, or rather Buddhistic, organization under Anandamayi�s patron-age. The Dharma Vijaya Vahini, or �Army of Conquest by Righteousness�,as, in the language of Ashoka, it was to be called, had apparently alreadybeen once founded by Pandit-ji and was now to be resuscitated throughour joint efforts.Despite flashes of doubt � for although I accepted Pandit-ji�s assurancesthat Anandamayi was personally sympathetic I could not fail to perceivethe indifference of her followers � I plunged with enthusiasm into thework of remodelling the Vahini�s prospectus. This entailed lengthy doc-trinal discussions with Pandit-ji, who held strongly to the view that Bud-dhism was of Upanishadic origin. More practical matters, such as therecruitment of workers, were also discussed. This gave me an opportu-nity to suggest the name of Banerjee, of whom I had already spoken morethan once, and with whom I had been in regular correspondence eversince my departure from Calcutta. But so gently did I throw out my linethat the fish failed to notice the bait.A day or two later, however, I received a despairing letter from myfriend saying that he had no money and was being treated in an unbear-ably humiliating fashion by His Holiness. His appeal for help ended �Afriend in need is a friend indeed.� Feeling that it was now no time forhints, I frankly proposed to Pandit-ji that Banerjee should be invited toKishengunj to co-operate with us in our work. Though demurring at first,he eventually gave his consent. Overjoyed, I hurried to the post officeand wired my friend a hundred rupees for the journey.
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Chapter Twenty-One
THE THREE UNTOUCHABLES
There are some people so devastatingly frank that their advent in anysmall, self-centred group long accustomed to seeing itself only throughits own eyes has an effect as of tearing off a veil. Banerjee was of this type.It was therefore to be expected that his arrival at Kishengunj a week laterwould lead to a series of incidents which, though Anandamayi seemed tofind them only amusing, seriously disturbed the complacency of her fol-lowers. The first incident did not, of course, occur immediately. After hisrecent unpleasant experiences in Calcutta with His Holiness, who hadtaken revenge upon him for my defection, he was at first glad simply toenjoy the friendly, even convivial, atmosphere of the mango grove.Pandit-ji, moreover, knew well how to impress the young, and it was notlong before Banerjee, who listened spellbound to the wily old scholar�sdiscourses on Buddhism and the Vedanta, enthusiastically declared thathe resembled the forest-dwelling sages of old. With Sudhir, who spentmost of the day sleeping naked in the sun, he was soon on terms of famil-iarity. Friendships as a rule ripen quickly in India. Banerjee�s eagerness toplease, Pandit-ji�s desire to impress, and Sudhir�s wish to be allowed todoze undisturbed, were in themselves sufficient to ensure amicable rela-tions. All three, moreover, were Bengalis, and, though Banerjee refused toadmit the fact, the others had even before his arrival inferred from hisname that like themselves he was a brahmin.Food, and all that relates to its preparation and consumption, occupy-ing as it does a place of unique importance in the life of the orthodoxHindu, it was inevitable that Banerjee�s first conflict with the ashramitesshould have been in connection with lunch.At Anandamayi�s invitation, Pandit-ji, Sudhir, and I had been stayingon at the Ashram after the morning session and taking this meal there.Space seemed to be limited, and I was not astonished when I was asked to



squat on the north veranda of the main building, while Pandit-ji andSudhir took their places in the long row of devotees on the veranda of thekitchen, a separate building immediately opposite. After a few minutesthe woman who had turned round to look curiously at me on the day ofmy arrival bustled up with two leaf-plates, one of which she placed infront of me, the other a couple of feet away. After seeing that I had beenserved with rice, lentil soup, and curried vegetables, she took her placebeside me. As she was of a communicative disposition I soon learned thatshe was not Kashmiri, but an Austrian � Blanca Schlaum � that she wasthe principal of a girls� school in Benares, and being greatly devoted toAnandamayi she was now spending her summer vacation at the Ashram.When the meal was over, she brought me water for washing the hands,removed our two leaf-plates, smeared the corner of the veranda wherewe had eaten with cowdung and then washed it thoroughly with water.As she always looked after me and as, apart from the girl who served us,no other ashramite spoke to me, we soon became friends.On the first day that Banerjee, too, was invited to stay for lunch, thequestion arose where he should sit. Pandit-ji, for some reason or other,was strangely insistent that he should join him and Sudhir on the kitchenveranda; Banerjee refused to be separated from me. As they spoke in Ben-gali I could not follow their argument, but both, I thought, had becomeunreasonably heated. Eventually, my friend seemed to gain his point,and a third leaf-plate was laid on the north veranda.Only when we were again in the mango grove, and when Pandit-ji andBanerjee, who had argued violently all the way back, simultaneouslytried to explain to me their respective points of view, did I discover thatthe matter was more serious than I had suspected. Though I had beenkept in ignorance of the fact, the Ashram was rigid in its observance ofcaste distinctions, especially as between brahmins and non-brahmins. Allcould, indeed, sit together in the hall, and all could join in the singing ofthe divine names; but the members of a lower were not permitted to eatwith the members of a higher caste. The significance of the twoverandahs was now obvious. Blanca and I were being treated asUntouchables. She threw away our leaf-plates herself because no one elsewould have touched them. The cowdung was meant to purify the ve-randa, after we had polluted it by eating there.Banerjee was furious that Pandit-ji had allowed me to be treated in thisinsulting manner. The old man, though agreeing that caste distinctionswere absurd, was irritated that Banerjee, instead of quietly adapting him-self to circumstances, had openly flouted the conventions of the Ashram,
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thus creating an awkward situation for Pandit-ji himself and compromis-ing, perhaps, the Vahini�s chances of securing Anandamayi�s patronage.In the end, wearied by Banerjee�s vehemence, Pandit-ji adopted amilder tone and related a long story of how he himself, more than half acentury earlier, on returning home from his first trip to America had beencompelled to stay in the cowshed for a week and undergo numerous cer-emonies of expiation and purification before being re-admitted tocommensality with his kinsfolk. Did not the fact that such penalties wereno longer imposed on those who ventured to cross the kala pani, the �blackwater�, he demanded � skilfully returning to his point � indicate that casterestrictions were on the decline? Indeed, the day of their final disappear-ance being in any case close at hand, should we not endeavour to hasten itby a tactful and sympathetic handling of those who still adhered to theold socio-religious taboos, rather than retard it by provoking a reaction?These arguments were not without their effect on my friend, who fromthe minute Pandit-ji adopted a more conciliatory attitude had begun torepent of his hasty actions and harsh words. He therefore apologizedprofusely for his rudeness, Pandit-ji delivered a little sermon on the ne-cessity of compromise, and by the time we set out for the Ashram to at-tend the evening programme, peace had been for the time being restoredto the mango grove. But no argument could shake Banerjee�s determina-tion to eat with Blanca and me, and despite Pandit-ji�s disapproval and tothe infinite scandal of the ashramites, who for all his disclaimers knew hewas a brahmin, he continued to make a third with us on the north ve-randa, whence he cracked for their benefit embarrassing jokes about the�Three Untouchables�.Anandamayi being so obviously the queen bee of the Ashram hive, wecould not help speculating about the nature of her personal attitude to-wards the caste system. Pandit-ji assured us that, being in a state of con-stant communion with the Absolute, wherein all mundane distinctionsare transcended, she certainly could not be considered as really believingin it. The Ashram rules, as far as he knew, had been framed byAnandamayi�s chief disciple and manageress, Gurupriya, a woman of thenarrowest and most rigid orthodoxy, who was even then hastening toKishengunj from Benares. Besides, he pointed out, however mistakenAnandamayi�s brahmin disciples might be, it would be wrong for her tohurt their feelings by offending their caste prejudices, since if out of dis-gust they left her their spiritual development might be retarded.�But what about the feelings of the non-brahmins?� demandedBanerjee. �Aren�t they entitled to some spiritual development too? At pres-
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ent they don�t come to the Ashram because they won�t tolerate beingtreated worse than dogs!� The balance seemed too heavily weighted in fa-vour of the brahmins for Pandit-ji�s arguments to sound convincing, anddespite the air of long-tried patience the old opportunist assumed, we re-solved to take up the matter with Anandamayi herself at the earliest op-portunity.This was not long in coming. Having heard from her disciples thatBanerjee was really a brahmin the Blissful Mother asked him whether, aswas the orthodox custom, he wore his sacred thread and recited theGayatri Mantra thrice daily. This, we learned later, was a standard ques-tion, for she was strongly in favour of the strict observance of these prac-tices by all brahmins. The conversation being in Bengali, I was unable toappreciate the full force of Banerjee�s reply; but he told me the gist of it af-terwards, and from the outraged expressions that appeared on the facesof some of the disciples I could even then guess its tenor.Without admitting in so many words that he came from a brahmin fam-ily, he spoke in the most disparaging terms of �that rope� as he called thesacred thread, saying that he had thrown it away long ago and had no in-tention of ever wearing it again. Besides, he was a Buddhist, having takenthe Three Refuges and Five Precepts on the last Vaishakha Purnima Day,and Buddhists did not believe in caste. As for the Gayatri Mantra (thehearing of which by members of the lower castes was in ancient dayspunishable in a ghastly manner), he had taught it to a number of sweep-ers and made them recite it. If Anandamayi was a real Mata-ji, a real �HolyMother�, he declared belligerently, she would not be so interested in try-ing to find out who was a brahmin and who was not, but regard allequally as her disciples and children.Whether this was the famous occasion on which he declared roundlythat to him she was not a Mata-ji but only an old Calcutta Kali Ma (that isto say, a low-class fortune-telling medium), and that he had seen hun-dreds like her standing in the gutter waiting for customers, I do not re-member. In any case, he had already said enough to infuriate theashramites, who had punctuated the latter part of his tirade with angryshouts of protest. Pandit-ji looked intensely uncomfortable.Anandamayi, however, who had been listening with the utmost uncon-cern, only laughed in her most captivating manner at his last outrageouswords. What explanation she finally gave of her attitude towards thecaste system was never clear, and though Banerjee recurred to the subjectin subsequent conversations she could not be brought to admit either thatshe approved or that she disapproved of the restrictions observed in the
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Ashram. Each time she extricated herself by adroitly covering philosophi-cal evasiveness with an exercise of personal charm. The latter was of so ex-traordinary a quality that our dissatisfaction at her failure to give anunambiguous reply to our main question always ended by being subtlydissolved in the delight we could not help feeling in her fascinating pres-ence.This was no doubt precisely her intention. Quite soon after my arrivalat Kishengunj I had noticed that she seemed to carry on with her disci-ples, male or female, young or old, a sort of spiritual flirtation. Such a pro-cedure was quite in keeping with the ideals of Bengal Vaishnavism.Krishna had lured the cow-girls of Brindaban not with philosophy but byhis flute; charmed them not by his wisdom but with his beauty; and theyhad gained emancipation, according to the Vaishnava scriptures, notthrough understanding but through love. So highly charged was theatmosphere surrounding Anandamayi, of so many eyes was she the cy-nosure, that her slightest word, look, or gesture could give rise to reper-cussions, and become the subject of animated discussion, for days andweeks afterwards. Devotees to whom she playfully tossed a flower al-most swooned with emotion. Any special favour shown to one disciplethrew the rest into paroxysms of jealousy. One neglected devotee, wewere told, not so very long before had out of chagrin actually assaultedAnandamayi and knocked her down a flight of steps.Not even Banerjee was prepared to go to such lengths as these in orderto obtain an answer to our question! With our doubts periodically si-lenced by her captivating behaviour, but not permanently satisfied, wehad no alternative but to infer Anandamayi�s attitude towards caste fromher actions, as well as from the actions of those who, since they derivedtheir authority from her, might reasonably be supposed to be carrying outher directions.We soon discovered that, after being divided from the non-brahmins,the brahmins themselves were subdivided into three groups, each ofwhich ate separately. What the principle of this subdivision was I do notremember; but Anandamayi ate only in the presence of the first-classbrahmins, one of whom, usually either the untidy girl attendant orGurupriya, had to feed her.After lunch the Blissful Mother often sat on the front veranda of theAshram, where it was coolest. If she called for a glass of waternon-brahmins had to withdraw for a few minutes while it was poureddown her throat. So much was it possible even for one who did not be-lieve in them to be influenced by the atmosphere of the place where such
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restrictions were observed that when, once, I was allowed to remain � ei-ther because I was not sitting too near Anandamayi or because my un-clean presence had gone unnoticed � I actually felt quite elated.Blanca, who punctiliously withdrew on such occasions, stoutly main-tained that Anandamayi had no personal objection to drinking anythingtouched by a non-brahmin, affirming that she had herself once offeredher water; but the ashramites pronounced this story apocryphal, and inany case, even if true the incident was so much the exception to theAshram�s prevailing practice as to be of little consequence.As the only European resident in the Ashram poor Blanca was in factthe chief victim of orthodox malice. Several brahmin youths, members ofthe inner circle, took a vicious pleasure in cruelly humiliating her on ev-ery possible occasion. Though she was twice their age, her devotion toAnandamayi usually enabled her to bear their insults with meekness; butoccasionally she exploded.Once, when one of her tormentors, a tall, fleshy young Bengali with apuffy, discontented face, was filling a bucket at the kitchen pump, Blancahappened to set her cup, which she was waiting to fill, on the top of thecement post, a few inches above the mouth of the pump.�Now I�ll have to throw all the water away,� he shouted angrily, suitinghis actions to the words.�But you only want the water for your bath!� wailed Blanca, as the waterswirled round her bare ankles.Muttering furiously to himself in Bengali, the youth clanged the bucketdown in front of the pump.�Let me fill my cup first,� pleaded the sorely tried woman. But with avenomous look the youth told her to go away before she caused any moretrouble.As it took half an hour to draw a bucket of water it would be a long timebefore Blanca could fill her cup, and she was in a hurry. After fifteen min-utes, when the bucket was half full, she could bear it no longer. With alusty Germanic imprecation she suddenly gave her tormentor a shove,lifted his bucket to one side, and before he could recover from his aston-ishment had filled her cup and marched off.This incident I witnessed from the garden in front of the Ashram. Aboutanother, which took place in the latrines at the back, Blanca herself toldme.The mother of the same youth, who had forgotten to take in with herthe usual pot of water, was shouting to the women outside to bring one.Blanca obligingly did so. But when she heard Blanca�s voice she refused
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to open the latrine door for the water and called out to another woman tofetch it instead. Blanca ruefully commented that her touch had made thewater so impure that it was unfit for washing even the posterior of a brah-min.Banerjee�s temperament being what it was, it was unlikely that heshould endure the Ashram�s restrictions as meekly as Blanca usually did.Besides, there was a world of difference in their respective positions. Averse in the Ramacharita Manas of Tulsidas, the Bible of the Hindi-speakingpeople of north-western India, declares that a Shudra, a member of thefourth or lowest caste, should be despised even though possessed of allvirtues; while a brahmin, though committing all sins, should be wor-shipped. Blanca was not even a Shudra. She was a Mlechchha, lower thaneven the lowest Untouchable. However devout, or spiritually developed,she might be, she could not touch water or cooked food without pollutingthem. Banerjee, on the other hand, however bitterly he might rail, orhowever violently he might rebel, against the taboos of orthodox Hindu-ism, remained in the eyes of Anandamayi and the ashramites a brahmin,and for all his protests as such they insisted on treating him. Since in mod-ern (that is to say, in post-medieval) India it is practically impossible for amale brahmin to repudiate his caste, no attempt at social reform, which ineffect means the total abolition of the caste system, on the part of well-in-tentioned individual brahmins, or indeed on the part of any Caste Hindu,can be of more than theoretical significance. Hence it was that Banerjeecould utter with impunity blasphemies for which Blanca would havebeen expelled from the Ashram. He could maintain not unfriendly rela-tions with the redoubtable Gurupriya, a middle-aged female ascetic witha mass of tousled grey hair and the expression of a bulldog, with whom heat times behaved with such boisterous familiarity that her grim featuresrelaxed almost into a smile. In fact he was on the whole tolerated, if not in-dulged, like a child who, for all his waywardness, is still a member of thefamily.Leavings of food, or food that has in any way touched the lips, is calledjutha, and no orthodox Hindu would consent to touch the jutha of aperson of inferior caste. Food that has been ritually offered before the im-age of a divinity, to a saint, or to a teacher or highly respected elder, istermed prasad. Among the ashramites competition for Anandamayi�sprasad was keen, and every day after lunch the untidy young attendant,momentarily a person of importance, would be besieged by importunatedevotees as soon as she emerged from the kitchen with a few scraps leftover from the Blissful Mother�s meal. Sometimes there was no prasad, for
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Anandamayi, who by allowing herself to be given larger helpings couldhave supplied all the ashramites with prasad every day, evidently under-stood the art of increasing the demand by keeping down the supply. To besent a morsel of food directly from her own plate, at her personal behest,was a signal mark of favour occasioning intense joy in the recipient andequally intense jealousy in everyone else. When, one day while the�Three Untouchables� were lunching on the north veranda, prasad wasbrought with the awe-stricken comment that Anandamayi herself hadsent it, we were obviously expected to be quite overwhelmed by such gra-cious condescension.The ashramites had yet to know Banerjee�s strengthof mind.�I�m not going to touch that woman�s jutha,� he said roughly, coveringhis plate with his hand. �How do I know she hasn�t got some foul disease?�Incidents of this kind happened frequently. One of the most amusingtook place not in the Ashram but at Dehra Dun in the house of a devotee.All the ashramites, together with everyone in the neighbourhood whowas in any way connected with, interested in, or even likely to be inter-ested in Anandamayi had been invited to a feast. Anandamayi, as far as Iremember, either did not come or came but did not eat anything. Banerjeeand I were seated side by side; Pandit-ji and Sudhir elsewhere. As the cus-tom is in India, the guests sat on the floor in long rows, men being segre-gated from women and children. In front of each person was a leaf-plate.The place on the other side of Banerjee, the last in our row, was empty.We had just been served and were about to begin eating when a late ar-rival, an elderly man wearing a sacred thread, sat down in the emptyplace. Hearing Banerjee and me talking in English he leaned forward andgave me a suspicious stare. What he saw was apparently not reassuring,for he started fidgeting uneasily. Finally, bending towards Banerjee, heasked in a low voice, �What is your caste?� My friend looked up from hisplate with a mischievous expression.�My caste?� he repeated in a loud, cheerful voice. �I�m an Untouchable.�The old gentleman sprang up as though he had seen a cobra. Presentlywe saw him a few rows away talking in an agitated manner to a group ofashramites and pointing towards Banerjee. The ashramites shook theirheads. Evidently they were trying to explain that Banerjee was a brah-min. A few minutes later, having been unable to find another vacantplace, he returned and gingerly sat down again.�Why didn�t you tell me you were a brahmin?� he demanded.�I�m not a brahmin, I�m an Untouchable,� again declared Banerjee, morecheerfully than ever. �After all, I should know my own caste.�
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The old gentleman was so obviously torn between fear of possible pol-lution and fear of missing his meal that neither of us could help laughing.Eventually, with a long dark look at Banerjee, he pulled the strip of mat-ting at the end of the row out of alignment with that on which we weresitting, so that technically he would not be eating �with� us, and slowlystarted on what was evidently a far from enjoyable meal.With incidents of the type narrated occurring almost daily, it did nottake Banerjee and me long to conclude that both Anandamayi and hermore intimate followers not only tolerated, but actively encouraged, theobservance of the caste system in all its rigid exclusiveness. Our findingswere later corroborated by the accidental discovery that both Ananda-mayi and Gurupriya wore sacred threads. Since the custom of investingfemale brahmins with this insignia of caste status had died out more than1,000 years earlier, the fact of its revival indicated orthodoxy of the mostpronounced type. Besides, Gurupriya wore the saffron robes of an as-cetic, and according to the best Hindu tradition (which we encounteredsubsequently in South India) ascetics, whether male or female, are caste-less, the sacred thread being one of the articles consigned to the flames atthe time of initiation.Nowadays holy men and ascetics, especially in North India, are oftenfound retaining both thread and caste, and the punctilious observance ofcaste restrictions, even among themselves, is customary. Membership ofcertain Vedantic orders is indeed restricted to brahmins. Once, when halfa dozen monks belonging to the Ramakrishna Mission, members ofwhich are known to eat even with Europeans, were given lunch at theAshram, we observed that they were carefully segregated from the moreorthodox thread-wearing ascetics.Having succeeded in coming to a conclusion on the subject of Ananda-mayi�s attitude towards the caste system, it remained for us to attempt ageneral estimate of her true nature. In the electric atmosphere of theAshram, charged with an intensity of devotion verging on hysteria, it wasimpossible not to form an opinion on this engrossing subject, even if onlyby way of a refusal to accept the opinions of others. Gurupriya, thecrane-necked youth, the knight of the bucket, and the rest of the �innergroup� asserted that Anandamayi was God Almighty in human form, andthat the worship of �Ma� (for which they afterwards coined the word�Ma-ism�) was the future religion of the world. Whether they made thisstaggering claim on Anandamayi�s behalf because they belonged to the�inner group�, or whether they belonged to it because they made theclaim, was a difficult question to determine. But I sometimes felt that an
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ashramite�s spiritual development was held to be in direct ratio to the ex-travagance of his or her opinion of the Blissful Mother�s �true nature�.Such mutual backscratching of gurus and disciples is indeed so commonin modern Hinduism that one cannot help wondering how much of theentire history of this religion is reducible to a congeries of dialogic pro-cesses, as the Orientalist Max Müller called them, taking place within theframework of a relatively static social order. Some members of the �innercircle� averred that there had been only two full incarnations of God:Krishna and Chaitanya. Anandamayi was the third. To the Buddha, forthem a figure of quite minor importance, they grudgingly conceded thestatus of a partial incarnation.Anandamayi herself was extremely reticent about her �true nature�,though she never repudiated any of the claims put forward on her behalfby the ashramites. But once, we learned, in response to the persistentquestioning of Hari Baba, a thin, grey-bearded ascetic with a following ofhis own whom we often saw at the Ashram, she had declared that she was�Purna Brahma Narayana� � the absolute impersonal Reality of the�Non-Dualist� Vedantins plus the incarnating personal God of theVaishnavas. She was also reported to have declared more than once thather present existence was not the outcome of actions committed in pastlives, that she had enjoyed uninterruptedly since birth full realization ofthe Truth, and that whatever sadhanas or spiritual exercises she had ap-peared to undergo had taken place spontaneously.
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Chapter Twenty-Two
MEDITATIONS IN THE MANGO GROVE
However disinclined Banerjee and I felt to accept Anandamayi as God in-carnate, we saw no reason to question the fact that she lived in a state ofconsciousness that transcended the waking state as much as the wakingstate transcends sleep, or that she possessed psychic powers of a high or-der. Gurupriya�s seven Bengali volumes of reminiscences, running trans-lations from which Banerjee sometimes gave for my benefit, relatedhundreds of anecdotes of inedia, levitation, telepathy, clairvoyance,prophecy, and other supernormal phenomena such as may be found inplenty not only in the biographies of the saints and mystics of all religionsbut even, occasionally, in the less illumined lives of ordinary men andwomen everywhere.Several anecdotes related to phenomena witnessed not only by Guru-priya but by one or more of the other ashramites. But by the time we metAnandamayi such occurrences had become rare, and devotees of longstanding in fact remarked that, though she still persisted in certain eccen-tricities, her behaviour was much more normal than it had been up to afew years earlier. We ourselves witnessed only one incident that might beregarded as being in any way out of the ordinary.Towards the end of the afternoon Anandamayi, followed by an entour-age that would have done credit to a queen, used to stroll a few furlongsup the road to a stretch of open ground on the right from which we couldsee, through the purple haze, first the tiny white cubes of bungalows highup on the hillside, and then, as evening deepened, the pin-points of or-ange light that flashed from one building after another. The untidy girl al-ways struggled along with a large bucket of water (no one else wasallowed to touch it), as it was one of Anandamayi�s minor eccentricities toperform in the open, among the bushes, functions usually reserved for amore private place. She would then sit on a low ridge enjoying the cool



breeze that blew from the mountains. Often, while talking, she wouldshake down her long hair, then, with graceful coquettish movements ofher hands (she could use them well enough for this purpose, it seemed,however useless they might be for eating and washing), twist it up into atopknot, then shake it down over her eyes, then toss it back, all the timecasting at one or two favoured ashramites bewitching smiles and thearchest of glances. Sometimes her hair would be admiringly combed bywomen devotees, who plucked out any grey threads they happened tofind. Combings were of course piously treasured.One afternoon, as we set out from the Ashram, Anandamayi gave in-structions that a large tray of fruits offered to her a few minutes earliershould be taken along with us. This was so unusual that severalashramites, divining a hidden significance in the order, asked her forwhat purpose the fruits were required; but as she often did when unwill-ing to answer a question, she only laughed.A few hundred yards along the road stood the local branch of theRamakrishna Mission. At the very moment that Anandamayi, who ledthe procession, drew level with the gate, out came four or five swamis. Onseeing her they started back with every expression of extreme embarrass-ment. They seemed more embarrassed still when Anandamayi, kickingoff her shoes, took the tray of fruits and with the greatest deference pre-sented it to the seniormost swami. We afterwards learned that thesemonks, jealous of the greater popularity of her Ashram, had been spread-ing ugly scandals about her and that she had decided, as it appeared, toteach them a lesson. The meeting at the gate could have been fortuitous.But never before had we seen the swamis going out together at that hour.And never before had a tray of fruits been taken with us on our walk.According to the Buddhist tradition, it is the fourth dhyana, orsuperconscious state, which is the �base� for the development of super-normal powers, so that any person regularly manifesting such powersmay be assumed to have made considerable progress in meditation(shamatha-bhavana). Despite our dissatisfaction with Anandamayi�s atti-tude towards the caste system, Banerjee and I therefore decided, afterlong and earnest discussion, to seek her approval and advice regardingour own decision to take up the regular practice of anapana-sati, or respi-ration-mindfulness. Whether the distinction between the exalted, butstill mundane, states of superconsciousness that can be attained throughcontinuous practice of the proper spiritual exercise, on the one hand, andthe transcendental faculty of Wisdom (prajna), in its distinctively Bud-dhist sense of an awakening to the true absolute nature of existence,
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through which alone Freedom and Enlightenment can be attained, onthe other, was as clear to us then as it became subsequently, I would hesi-tate to affirm. But it was clear enough for me at least to conclude, not onlyfrom Anandamayi�s social orthodoxy, which implied an absence of Com-passion, the �emotional� equivalent of Wisdom, but also from the banalityof her sayings, a volume of which had been translated into English, aswell as from her general outlook and, though to a less degree, from thewhole atmosphere of the Ashram, that though a great yogini she was nei-ther �enlightened�, in the Buddhist sense, nor even on the Path to Enlight-enment � except to the extent that shamatha, though incapable of givingbirth to prajna, may yet constitute a basis for its eventual development.Consequently we had no intention of taking her as our guru or personalspiritual teacher. Like all Hindus the ashramites were unaware of the dif-ference between a superconscious and a transcendental state, and sincetheir bigotry made it impossible for us to confide our views to them theyfound our attitude towards the Blissful Mother unsatisfactory, especiallyas we only bowed and saluted her with folded hands, instead of fallingprostrate at her feet as they always did.Having made up our minds to ask Anandamayi�s advice about medita-tion, we requested her to grant us a private interview. This took place thesame night between 11 and 12. The ashramites had warned us that theMother hardly ever granted such interviews, and then only for a fewminutes, and the fact that the two black sheep of the Ashram should bethus highly favoured so soon after their arrival gave rise to many mur-murs and much heart-burning. �I�ve been Ma�s devotee for years,� com-plained more than one person bitterly, �and she�s never given me aprivate interview.� Even the crane-necked youth, we were astonished tolearn, had not enjoyed this favour.But we were too excited to take much notice of their reactions. Banerjee,who had no previous experience of meditation, was as eager to practiserespiration-mindfulness as I was, for he already knew about my experi-ment with this method in Singapore. Anandamayi apparently had notheard of anapana-sati before, but when, with Banerjee as interpreter, I ex-plained in detail the successive stages of the practice, she nodded approv-ingly.Most of the interview was devoted to hints of a general nature which, aswe afterwards discovered, were matters of common knowledge. But onehint on how one-pointedness of mind that had been lost at a higher stageof the practice could be recovered at a lower stage proved useful duringthe whole of my subsequent practice of this method. At the conclusion of
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the interview Banerjee asked her to bestow on him a religious name. I wasalready known as Dharmapriya, �Lover of the Law�, having adopted thename in Calcutta. Anandamayi therefore named Banerjee Satyapriya,�Lover of Truth�.Both of us felt strangely moved and elated by this interview, which notonly gave a final sanction to our decision to enter the path of meditationbut stamped it as irrevocable, and it was with profounder bows thanusual that we retired from Anandamayi�s presence and walked in silencebeneath the starry vastness of night back to the sleeping mango grove,where in the morning our practice was to begin.For the next three or four weeks, in fact until the day of our departurefrom Kishengunj, Satyapriya (as my friend must now be called) and Imeditated twice daily, at dawn and at dusk, in one of the small clearingsin the strip of jungle running from the mango grove down to the canal.One�s first experience of meditation, like one�s first love, retains inmemory a virginal freshness too delicate and too delicious for words. Wemeditated for an hour at a time, sitting cross-legged, with spine erect,chin tucked in, and loosely closed hands resting, thumbs upwards, on ourknees. Our meditation seats, each of which consisted of a folded blanketcovered with a clean towel, were placed about twenty feet apart. If onefinished a few minutes before the other, as usually happened, he un-crossed his legs and quietly waited for him to move. At Anandamayi�ssuggestion, each of us maintained a spiritual diary wherein, immediatelyafter each meditation session, we recorded the degree of concentrationattained, the kind of mental distractions that had arisen, and any unusualexperiences that might have occurred.At ten o�clock every morning, having breakfasted with Pandit-ji andSudhir in the tent (we always slept outside), we ran down to the canal tobathe. The iciness of the swift-rushing waters, which roared so loudly be-tween their narrow stone banks that we could hardly hear each otherspeak, contrasted with the intense heat of the mid-morning sun. Soon af-ter Satyapriya�s arrival I had adopted Indian dress, a white shirt and sa-rong, so that soaping myself in the open air was no longer the problem ithad been in Ahmedabad. But I could not help feeling slightly embar-rassed by the glance of a wandering goatherd, or the inquisitive looks ofthe village boys sporting naked downstream. Washing clothes was nowthe problem. Usually Satyapriya, after soaping them, slapped both mineand his on a big flat stone, swinging each one up into the air and thendown with a sudden jerk of his powerful arm, as he considered mine toofeeble for the strenuous work. We then went to the Ashram. As the time of
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our meditation session coincided with that of the bhajan we stopped go-ing in the evening. Instead, we passed the time quietly among the mangotrees until Pandit-ji and Sudhir returned.What experiences Satyapriya had in meditation I no longer remember,though each always showed the other his notebook. My own experienceswere mostly in the form of visions. Once I saw the Virgin Mary, all in blueand white, as Murillo has depicted her. On another occasion Anandamayiappeared. Once, again, I had a vision of the Buddha, but as I gazed thenose suddenly became enormously elongated and his head turned intothat of an elephant. When I asked Anandamayi the meaning of thisstrange occurrence she explained that the Buddha had given me the signof siddhi, or success, the elephant-headed god Ganesha being regardedby Hindus as the remover of obstacles, both worldly and spiritual, andhence the giver of success in all undertakings. Presently I began to seebeautiful landscapes, then as it were white birds flashing through bril-liant blue sky, and finally kaleidoscopic geometrical patterns that seemedmade of jewels. All these visions were remarkable for gem-like purity andbrilliance of colour, as though one was being given glimpses of a higherand more beautiful world.Since we now spent much less time at the Ashram, Satyapriya hadfewer opportunities of coming into conflict with the ashramites. After ourinterview with Anandamayi only a single such incident occurred.One Sunday, perhaps in honour of Hari Baba�s birthday, there was afeast, and at the conclusion of the morning programme practically the en-tire congregation was invited to remain for lunch. Since the guests werebeing fed in relays we naturally expected our own lunch to be served late.But first one, then two hours passed, and though almost everybody hadfinished eating the ashramites either ignored Satyapriya�s enquiries as towhen we would be served or curtly told him we would have to wait.Eventually, his face dark with rage, he said, �Come on, let�s go. Thesebuggers are trying to make fools of us.� In vain I remonstrated that theashramites were busy, and assured him we would be served within a fewminutes. Knowing as well as I did that we were being subtly insulted, hestrode angrily out of the gate, and I had no alternative but to follow.Half an hour after we had reached the mango grove the knight of thebucket rushed up in a state of great agitation. Anandamayi was calling us,he said, and we were to return to the Ashram immediately. Lunch wasready. Satyapriya, feeling that the advantage now lay on our side,smoothly replied that as we had just eaten a few mangoes our stomachswere full. Since we were practising meditation, he added, we ought not to
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overeat. When the youth had pleaded and expostulated long enough toassuage our wounded pride, however, we at last relented and returnedwith him to the Ashram.Anandamayi was looking out for us from the balcony of her room, andas we rather shamefacedly entered the gate she greeted us with an affec-tionate smile of unusual sweetness. Upstairs, where we had not been al-lowed before, she apologized with folded hands for the behaviour of theashramites and begged our forgiveness, so skilfully making their fault herown (as indeed it was, ultimately) that we felt obliged to beg her forgive-ness for the rudeness of our abrupt departure. She then called for fruitsand sweets and gave them to us with her own hands. No one in theworld, we felt, could be more charming than Anandamayi. When ourlunch was at last ready she stood and watched us eat, keeping theashramites busy running to and fro between the kitchen and the northveranda for fresh helpings of the delicacies she had ordered to be spe-cially cooked for us. We subsequently learned that immediately after ourdeparture she enquired if we had been given lunch, and on discoveringhow we had been treated had taken the ashramites severely to task fortheir behaviour.This incident would, perhaps, have led to an improvement in our pos-ition at the Ashram; but Anandamayi, who had for some time been show-ing signs of restlessness, had already spent six weeks at Kishengunj. Aday or two later Gurupriya and a few other intimates were suddenly or-dered to strike canvas, and she was gone.
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Chapter Twenty-Three
THE DIVINE EYE
The Raipur Ashram stood on a knoll among trees beside an ancient white-washed temple from which fluttered the orange pennant that showed itwas dedicated to the god Shiva. From the foot of the knoll a path straggledto the village street below, while behind it, crossing the upper end of thestreet at right angles, ran a willow-fringed canal that cut straight throughthe fields as far as the eye could reach. At their point of intersection stooda small bridge. The surrounding countryside was comparatively flat anddesolate.The Ashram consisted mainly of three buildings. A flat-roofedbhajan-hall stood opposite a dilapidated guest-house, on the same level.Between them was a small courtyard full of leaves. At each end of thebhajan-hall veranda a door opened on to a tiny room, not more than sixfeet square. Satyapriya stayed in one of these, I in the other. Pandit-ji andSudhir shared the left-hand front room of the guest-house, immediatelyopposite my own miniature apartment. The two buildings were joinedon that side by a parapet wall pierced by an opening from which a flightof steps twisted down to the Ashram gate. On the other side, next to thebhajan-hall but on a higher level, the double-storey new building erectedspecially as a residence for Anandamayi rose dazzlingly white in the sun-shine.Twenty years earlier, I gathered, when phenomena of an extraordinarytype occurred almost daily and when she was comparatively unknown,Anandamayi had spent a number of months at Raipur with her husbandand the first (and according to her the greatest) of her devotees underconditions of extreme hardship, even privation. Since then she had notbeen near the Ashram (though one or another of her disciples, who re-garded it as a holy place, was always there), and the new residence hadbeen erected, apparently, as a means of inducing her to pay a second visit



and thereafter to make the place part of her regular itinerary. Pandit-ji,busy with schemes as ever, hinted that it was whispered among the disci-ples that the Raipur Ashram might become the Blissful Mother�s perma-nent headquarters, for it was one of their dearest wishes that instead ofspending a week here and a month there as the spirit moved her shewould settle down in one place, preferably Benares, and allow them to or-ganize around her a new religious movement.Whether on our arrival from Kishengunj we found Anandamayi al-ready installed in her new quarters, or whether she arrived a few dayslater, I no longer remember. At any rate, far from taking up permanent res-idence in the Ashram, she stayed there for only a few days. My sole mem-ory of the Blissful Mother at Raipur is of her climbing the steps to herroom on the first floor of the new building and standing for a few minuteson the front balcony to look down into the courtyard at Satyapriya andme.My recollections of the disciples and devotees who must have accom-panied her are even vaguer. This may be because there were fewer ofthem than there had been at Kishengunj or because they all left at aboutthe same time as Anandamayi. Or the hard feelings generated by an inci-dent which had occurred within a day or two of our arrival might havecaused them to avoid our company.As at Kishengunj, the starting-point of the trouble was food, though itsimmediate occasion was a prejudice of a different but related kind.Pandit-ji, Sudhir, Satyapriya, and I had been allotted a wattle-and-daubkitchen, consisting of a single small, narrow room which, since it stood onthe other side of the compound wall, was technically outside the Ashrampremises. Here Pandit-ji�s squint-eyed brahmin cooked for us, and herewe ate. The quickest way from the bhajan-hall courtyard to the kitchenlay through a second courtyard, situated at the top of the knoll, wherestood the diminutive Shiva temple, a single chamber containing a largephallus of black stone. Word was conveyed to Pandit-ji that while therewas no objection to Satyapriya using this short cut I was on no account topollute the sanctity of the temple by passing through the courtyard.This order I did not dispute. However much I might disapprove of suchnarrow-minded intolerance, I was a Buddhist, not a Hindu, and my ad-mission to a Hindu shrine was not a matter of right but only of courtesy.Satyapriya reacted with characteristic violence. There was a furious argu-ment between him and the ashramites, one of whose pleas (quite base-less, as we afterwards discovered) was that the villagers might even stoneme if they came to know that I had set foot in the temple courtyard. Their
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attempts to mollify his wrath by emphasizing that the prohibition did notapply to him had an effect quite contrary to what they had intended. �Ifmy friend can�t enter your dirty temple I don�t want to enter it either!� heshouted. �I�ll go and meditate in the latrine. That�s a much purer and ho-lier place, in my opinion. After all, everybody is allowed to go there.�This outburst enraged the ashramites more than anything he had eversaid at Kishengunj had done, and I believe he was mildly rebuked byAnandamayi for his intemperance. Thereafter, while Pandit-ji and Sudhircontinued to use the short cut, Satyapriya and I had to go out of theAshram gate and then follow the compound wall round to the other sideof the knoll where stood the kitchen.After Anandamayi�s departure, and the disappearance of the noisy,wrangling disciples, who had already begun to quarrel among them-selves about who would be the owner of the Raipur Ashram and other in-stitutions founded in the Mother�s name after her death, theredescended upon the place a peace all the more delightful in contrast tothe tension by which it had been preceded.Every morning Satyapriya and I rose at 4, and after a hasty wash sat formeditation in the bhajan-hall, where we also slept. During the daySatyapriya studied Bengali translations of the Upanishads and theBhagavad Gita, while I read a few books on Hinduism that belonged to theprevious occupant of my tiny room, an English-knowing ascetic, andwrote poems, articles, and letters. Among the letters I wrote was one tothe General Secretary of the Maha Bodhi Society, Devapriya Valisinha,protesting in the strongest terms against His Holiness�s treatment of MissAlbers and urging him to do something about it. Years later I learned thatmy intervention had not been without effect, and that after Valisinha�s re-turn to Calcutta the inoffensive old creature had been made relativelycomfortable until the time of her death. In addition to study and literarywork, which occupied the greater part of the day, there were frequent dis-cussions with Pandit-ji, who for all his chicanery was so learned and intel-ligent, and so affable and generous withal, that in private my friend and Ioften regretted his talents had not been devoted to more worthy ends.Though he had not followed Anandamayi, he proposed to do so soon, asit was rumoured that from New Delhi she would go up into the hills as faras Kasauli or even Solon, in both of which places Pandit-ji claimed to havegood connections, and in one of which he hoped it would be possible forus to establish, under Anandamayi�s patronage, a Buddhist education so-ciety. An elaborate prospectus for this venture I was then drafting.
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Sometimes Satyapriya and I strolled down to the village, where myfriend, who like most Bengalis was loquacious and sociable, was soon onterms of familiarity with the Bengali postmaster and his family, fromwhom he learned that Anandamayi�s followers were not regarded in thevillage with unmixed approval. There were also walks along countrylanes deeply rutted by the large wooden wheels of bullock-carts and withhedgerows on either side which reminded me of those which I had seenas a boy in Sussex.Once or twice, crossing the wooden bridge, we walked for two milesalong the opposite bank of the canal to where the waters of a famous min-eral spring trickled down a wall of rock green with sulphur. In placeswhere two or three trickles, uniting, made a cascade, men naked save fora rag between the loins were bathing. After walking for nearly an hourthrough open country in the blazing sunshine we were perspiring freely,and stripping off his clothes Satyapriya plunged beneath the nearest cas-cade. I still had too much English modesty in my make-up to follow hisexample. Besides, I had noticed four or five silent women unobtrusivelyfilling large earthen pots. I therefore contented myself with washing faceand hands in the waters of one of the shallow, cress-filled pools surround-ing the approaches to the spring.Another afternoon, without crossing the bridge, we followed the canalfor a mile in the opposite direction. Midway we passed a kind of strag-gling village where the people seemed, from their extremely dark com-plexions and unkempt appearance, to belong to one of the scheduledcastes or tribes. The entire male population, both men and boys, was fish-ing in the waters of the canal with English-style rods and lines. Thoughonly a few small fish had been hooked, great was the excitement.At 6 every evening we meditated in the back veranda of Anandamayi�sroom, the Mother herself having granted us this privilege. In the centre ofher room, through which we had to pass, stood a large white bed. Lean-ing against the enormous bolster gleamed a life-size photograph ofAnandamayi hung with a garland of large red flowers. Here, morningand evening, the only resident of the Ashram � a quiet, elderly man � wor-shipped the Mother with the customary Hindu rites. When we passedthrough it in the evening the room was usually full of incense-smoke andthe lamps still burning. Though Anandamayi had occupied the room foronly a few days, it was pervaded by an unusual peace and tranquillity, sothat on entering it we instinctively lowered our voices and moved quietly.After meditating for an hour I would open my eyes to find the world adarker and a cooler place. An inch or two above the cement parapet of the
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balcony the ash-grey landscape swelled into a hardly perceptible convex-ity that stood out against a broad belt of luminous blue-grey sky. Betweenthis belt and the blue-blackness that � aglitter with countless stars � al-ready reigned in the zenith, lay banks of rosy cloud. Chirrupings from thetrees told of birds returned to the nest.More delightful still, perhaps, were the hours after supper when we satsilent on the moonlit roof of the bhajan-hall or listened from the court-yard to the sound of a distant party of villagers pouring out the feelings oftheir hearts in plaintive devotional songs.This idyllic existence soon came to an end. After ten or twelve daysPandit-ji, Sudhir, and Satyapriya left for New Delhi, and I was alone in theAshram. The second night after their departure I had a most unusual ex-perience. As already mentioned, Satyapriya and I always sat for ourmorning meditation in the bhajan-hall, where we spread our bedding onthe cool marble floor and slept each beneath his mosquito net. Satyapriya,who was always the first awake, would sit up and rouse me with a shove.On the night of which I am speaking, I felt this shove as usual, but beingstill more than half asleep did not immediately respond. Eventually,wishing that I could have slept on undisturbedinstead of having to get upand meditate, I raised myself on to one elbow, lifted the mosquito curtain,and saw that my friend was already sitting with closed eyes apparentlyabsorbed in meditation. Though we usually started sitting at the sametime this was not in itself sufficient to amaze me. But the fact that gradu-ally penetrated my sleep-drugged brain, giving rise to a vague bewilder-ment, even uneasiness, was that he was sitting naked to the waist on astring bed that had not been there the night before.As I gazed, trying to puzzle out whence the bed had come and why hewas sitting on it instead of on the floor, I suddenly recollected with awfulclarity that Satyapriya had left for New Delhi two days earlier. In an in-stant I was wider awake than I had ever been in my life before. But he wasstill sitting there in meditation only three feet away. For several minutes Igazed intently, rubbing my eyes, yet still he was there. Eventually, con-vinced it was no hallucination � for he was there in front of me as undeni-ably as he had ever been � I decided to touch him and see what wouldhappen. Slowly, very slowly, I stretched out my hand, intending to touchhis shoulder. At the instant that the tip of my finger was about to makecontact with his skin, he vanished, and the bed with him. I was left alonein the pitch-dark room, the wooden window-shutters all closed, unableto see even my own hand. Groping for our bedside clock, I held the dial
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close to my face and saw by the phosphorescent figures that it was twoo�clock.A few days later I received from Satyapriya a letter informing me thathe, Pandit-ji, and Sudhir had reached New Delhi. Anandamayi, whonever stayed at a private house, was living in a tent in the garden of a Jainmulti-millionaire. On the night after their arrival, the second after theyhad left Raipur, he had talked with her until well after midnight and hadnot gone to bed until 1 in the morning. After tossing and turning fornearly an hour, unable to sleep for the sultriness of the atmosphere, hehad sat up and meditated. In his meditation he had thought of Raipurand tried to visualize me sleeping. Had I felt anything? When we next metI asked him whether he had used a stringed bed in New Delhi andwhether he had sat up to meditate. Both questions he answered in the af-firmative.Not all my experiences at the deserted Ashram were of this unusualtype. Pandit-ji having taken with him the squint-eyed brahmin, I hadnow, for the first time in my life, to cook my own meals. Despite my ignor-ance, this was no hardship. Satyapriya had arranged for the postmaster�sson, a lad of fifteen, to keep me supplied with rice, lentils, and potatoesfrom the village shop (onions were prohibited in the Ashram), andPandit-ji had left me not only a tin of tapioca and a bag of dried prunes butgreatest help of all, a patent cooker.At 11 every morning, therefore, I washed the rice and lentils, scraped thesmall yellow potatoes, mixed a handful of tapioca with a few driedprunes, and put them with just the right quantity of water into their re-spective containers. With the help of the postmaster�s son I then kindleda charcoal fire in the burner, blew it into a clear red glow, and after slidingthe burner drawer-like into position beneath the four containers,clamped them all together, washed the charcoal-dust from my fingers,and went back to my books and articles. At 12.30 lunch was ready. Bothrice and lentils could be cooked to perfection by this method, and the tapi-oca and prunes, sweetened with a spoonful of sugar, made a tolerabledessert; but in the absence of oil and spices, in which vegetables are al-ways fried in India, my unpalatable pieces of soapy legume could hardlybe called a curry. Breakfast and supper consisted of bread and butter andtea.As I never left the Ashram, and as there were no visitors, the fortnightthat elapsed before Satyapriya�s return passed with so few interruptionsfrom the outside world that my mode of existence might have won theapproval of the most rigid anchorite. The only person to whom I ever
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spoke was the postmaster�s son. Like most Hindus who have received alittle education he believed that the marvels of modern science had allbeen anticipated by the ancient Hindu saints and sages and described inthe Hindu sacred books. That the Ramayana spoke of flying-machinesproved that aeroplanes had existed in India thousands of years beforetheir invention in the West. The magic throwing-discs of the Mahabharata,which were capable of causing tremendous havoc, were of course atombombs.  Hindu  customs,  ceremonies,  and  superstitions,  he  was  con-vinced, all had a scientific basis. The whole of modern scientific know-ledge could be found in the Vedas and this, obviously, proved not onlythe truth of Hinduism but its superiority to all other religions. In vain Ipointed out that archaeologists had failed to discover the remains of a sin-gle flying-machine at any excavated site, and that indulgence in flightfantasies was quite a different thing from scientific knowledge of flightmechanics. His belief gave him an emotional satisfaction that no argu-ment could be allowed to disturb.Though the more learned among them presented their case with moresubtlety, and with a far greater refinement of sophistry, than lay at thecommand of the village postmaster�s son, an astonishingly large numberof Hindus, I afterwards found, maintain with varying degrees of vehe-mence that the saints and sages of ancient India found by yogic means allthe truths known to modern science and that everything in Hinduismhad a scientific foundation. The originators, or at least the popularizers, ofthis flattering thesis were the Theosophists. Mrs Besant, in a curious lec-ture, professes to find a scientific basis, hence a moral justification, for thepractice of untouchability � an attempt that won the immediate apprecia-tion of her orthodox South Indian audience.Despite the fact that I did not go outside the Ashram I was not so muchan anchorite as never even to look over the wall. Indeed, one of the vivid-est and most touching memories of my whole Raipur sojourn is of theflocks of black, white, and brown goats that I used to watch at five everyafternoon. Beneath the horizontal beams of a sun that, though low in thepure blue sky, was still insufferably bright, they streamed in from thestony scrub where, all the long summer�s day, they had nibbled andbleated, butted and skipped, under the watching eyes of the youthfulneatherds and their dogs. Now udders were full, and the nanny goats,each with one or two gambolling kids, were pressed towards themilking-sheds with plaintive bleats that, from a distance, rang out almostlike human cries.
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Chapter Twenty-Four
THE GOING FORTH
Kasauli was so cold, and so full of damp white mist that came flying inover the fir tree tops as it were in large lumps, that I was reminded ofGhoom. Satyapriya had returned to Raipur for me and together we hadtravelled up into the Punjab hills; but though the gradual change of scenemust have been of absorbing interest, my sole memory of the journey is ofgetting out of the ramshackle bus half-way between Kalka, the railwayterminus, and Kasauli, and being violently sick owing to the suddenchange of altitude. Pandit-ji and Sudhir, who had arrived a few days ear-lier, were waiting for us at the bus stand.As the four of us walked through the streets of the small hill station, Icould not help remarking on the extraordinarily large number ofwell-groomed and obviously wealthy Sikhs we saw, the stalwart beardedand turbaned men clad in beautifully tailored English suits, the plumpwomen and girls wearing satin pyjamas, knee-length tunics, and with thetwo ends of the muslin scarf that covered their full breasts flung over theirshoulders and floating out behind. Many had big new cars that flashedwith chromium plate, and most, whether men or women, glittered withexpensive jewellery. Pandit-ji explained that they were millionaire busi-nessmen from West Punjab who, with independence approaching, andthe division of the province between India and Pakistan imminent, hadfled for safety to Kasauli, which was in East Punjab. So much was commu-nal hatred already ablaze that some, fearing for their lives, had hastilycrammed as many valuables as possible into their cars and driven away,abandoning house and furniture to the fury of the mob.Whether because of this influx of moneyed refugees or for other rea-sons, there was a shortage of accommodation at Kasauli. Satyapriya and Iwere fortunate to find refuge in the guest-house of Lalla Pyarelal, awealthy Punjabi businessman to whom Pandit-ji had introduced us. This



gentleman�s house was perched on the cliff-edge at the far end of the ba-zaar, up whose narrow cobbled streets, so steep they were almost stairs,we had to climb to visit Pandit-ji in the residential section of the townhigher up. Fifty feet below the house was a narrow rocky ledge whereonstood the guest-house. To this we had access by a weed-flanked path that,descending from the main street of the bazaar, ran straight past LallaPyarelal�s front gate and then, dropping sharply, looped round to meetthe rocky ledge.Within the loop, at a level half-way between the house and theguest-house, stood a large cement platform which, though roofed in, wasenclosed only by stout wire mesh. In this structure, designed forfine-weather social and religious functions, Anandamayi had stayed forfive days before going up to Solon, the capital of a small hill state of thatname, the ruler of which was one of her devotees. Despite the Persianrugs with which the rich businessman had spread the floor and coveredthe wire mesh, Anandamayi�s disciples had shivered; but the Mother her-self, we were told, had shown remarkable indifference to the extremecold. This we were by no means astonished to learn. In Kishengunjeye-witnesses had related how a truculent devotee once challenged herto show what difference there was between herself and an ordinaryperson. Calling for a shovelful of burning coals, she dropped one into heropen palm and without the slightest change of expression in her laughingface allowed it to burn there for several minutes. �Can you do this?� shemockingly demanded of the horrified devotee. On examination it wasfound that her hand had been badly scorched.Despite the change of climate and atmosphere, the way in whichSatyapriya and I passed our days did not greatly vary from the routine es-tablished at Raipur. Meditation, study, and (in my case) literary work con-tinued to occupy the major part of our time. Thanks to the kindness of ourhost, we were spared the necessity of preparing so much as a cup of teawith our own hands. Twice a day, punctual to the minute, there camedown from the house two trays each containing a stack of piping-hotchappatis, liberally smeared with ghee, half a dozen bowls filled with len-til soup and curries, a brass tumbler of hot milk, together with fruit andsweetmeats. So rich was the fare that, accustomed as I had been to a morespartan diet, I soon developed diarrhoea. Satyapriya, who boasted ofhaving swallowed forty large sweetmeats at a time in his student days fora wager, remained unaffected.At least once a day Lalla Pyarelal came down to enquire if we were com-fortable and whether we needed anything. Though all Indians are by na-
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ture so warmly hospitable that it might appear invidious to makecomparisons between the people of different provinces in this respect,Punjabi hospitality is overwhelming even by Indian standards. In thecase of our present host, his modest, almost diffident manner added to hisattentions a grace which mere lavishness could never have commanded.He was, moreover, a man of genuine piety, and when, during one of hisvisits, we confided to him our spiritual aspirations, they met with adeeply sympathetic response.One thing only Lalla Pyarelal could not provide us with, and that waswarmth. With a wall of wet rock behind and a billowing sea of dampwhite mist below, and with our quarters themselves all stone, cement,and corrugated iron, it was not astonishing that for all the blankets heheaped upon us we shivered by night and froze by day, our chappedhands so stiff the fingers would hardly open and our feet like blocks of ice.Whether because of the cold, or by way of natural progression, therestole over our meditations a peculiar numbness. Often we spent thewhole session in a dull, semi-conscious twilight state from which we werearoused only when our heads jerked forward heavily on to our chests.Later we learned that this experience, known as yoga-nidra, or yogicsleep, is quite a common one. Beginners are warned not to mistake it forthe superconscious state of samadhi. It corresponds, in fact, to thesubtle-physical world, or astral plane, and with practice, shadows may bediscerned moving about in it as though in depths of gloomy water.Our only means of getting warm was a brisk walk into town, but rainand drizzle (and I believe hail) at times conspired to prevent even this re-spite from the cold. Pandit-ji we seldom saw. Our ties with him had in factloosened. Though he was bursting with plans, and doing his utmost tocoax from the pockets of Lalla Pyarelal, and other business magnates ofthe town, funds for his Anandamayi Boarding School (there was now notalk of Buddhism), the more clearly we saw how rapidly he was driftingaway from our previous objectives the feebler grew our enthusiasm. Be-sides, we had made other friends, and though we still felt a quasi-affec-tion for the aged adventurer, who on his part continued to treat us withgreat kindness, now that we were beginning to have an insight into thetrue nature of his activities, we could not help sometimes preferring theircompany to his.The most valuable of our new acquaintances was Dr Gurukipal Singh, adevout Sikh working on malaria control at the Central Research Labora-tory, the possession of which constituted the town�s sole title to fame. My
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own connection with him was closer than Satyapriya�s, and there werelong conversations on Sikhism in which my friend did not participate.Once he took us to a lonely place on the outskirts of the town andshowed us a tiny hermitage perched in isolation on a spur of rock. Here,observing a vow of complete silence, had lived for many years a great as-cetic whom Dr Singh regarded as his guru. The wild, deserted spot,which we saw late one afternoon through a veil of thick mist and finerain, was silent with an intense silence of that eerie, strangely vibrantquality one finds in long-used cremation grounds far from any humanhabitation. As we stood there, thinking of the occupant of the hermitage,about whom were related many strange tales, I became aware that thereexisted between the old recluse and me a bond of profound sympathy, anoccult understanding, and that there were wings fluttering within meyearning to spread themselves in the same infinite sky as that wherein,scorning all earthly ties, he had made his ascent.Though I remember clearly only Gurukipal Singh, we must have madeother friends who, from a distance of so many years, merge into an anon-ymous collectivity, for on Independence Day, 15 August 1947, I was in-vited to address the public meeting that was held at Kasauli, as at everyother place, whether city, town, or village, throughout the length andbreadth of the newly born subcontinent. That even in such a remote placeeverybody could think it right and natural that an Englishman should beasked to speak on the great occasion showed not only how little room forbitterness there was in Mother India�s heart now that independence hadbeen achieved, but also with what nobility of spirit the struggle for it hadbeen waged.By ten o�clock the populace had mustered 2,000 strong in the townsquare. Though the sky had been overcast since early morning, the risingof a high wind had eventually swept away the clouds so that, on standingup to speak, I found myself in the midst of a sunlit expanse of dazzlingwhite shirts and colourful turbans. In undemonstrativebut unmistakablycheerful groups at the back of the crowd stood more than a hundred Eng-lish men, women, and children. As the Indian tricolour fluttered up theflagpole in front of the rostrum, and the mounting excitement of thecrowd exploded in deep-throated cheers, the joy that was reflected in allfaces made it impossible to feel that any considered themselves losers inthe struggle for independence.Three days later Satyapriya and I celebrated our personal �Independ-ence Day�. Even at Kishengunj we had noticed that althoughAnandamayi�s devotees generally treated Pandit-ji with all the respect
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due to his age and learning, he seemed to command no confidence what-ever in matters organizational and financial. Indeed, on the eve of our de-parture one of the devotees, a retired government official, had taken usaside and quietly warned us that the old man had long been notorious forhis dishonesty and that we should on no account allow ourselves to be-come involved in any of his schemes. We were being used, he declared,simply as bait for Pandit-ji�s latest traps.Unwilling to believe that a scholar could be a cheat and a liar, we had atthe time dismissed this warning as the outcome of prejudice, if not of hos-tility towards Buddhism; but in both Raipur and Kasauli we were oftengiven cause to remember it. A number of small incidents revealed to usPandit-ji�s utter lack of principle. Though not ungenerous in spendingmoney, he was obviously quite unscrupulous as regards the means of itsacquisition. He had, on his own admission, neither regular income norpermanent headquarters (his wife was living in destitution in Calcutta),and it was with growing horror that we realized he spent his time movingfrom place to place collecting, on one plausible pretext after another,funds that were never used for the purpose for which they had been do-nated. Only the good nature, or perhaps the indolence, of his victims, hadsaved him from prosecution. After discussing the matter with LallaPyarelal, who had been duped by Pandit-ji several years earlier, we feltthat in leaving the Maha Bodhi Society we had jumped out of the fry-ing-pan into the fire.There was only one way out. Religious societies, organizations, andgroups, far from being a help to spiritual development were only a hin-drance. However lofty the ideals with which they were founded, theyhad a natural tendency to degenerate, in the hands of selfish human be-ings, into instruments for the acquisition of money, position, power, andfame. Instead of trying any longer to work with them we would followthe example of the Buddha and sever at one stroke our connection withan incorrigible world. We would renounce the household life and goforth into the life of homelessness as wanderers in search of Truth. For thelast few months we had only sat hesitantly on the shore of the vast oceanof the spiritual life. Now, casting aside all fear, we would plunge boldly in.Having made this resolution, we lost no time putting it into effect. Withthe help of a handful of gerua-mati, the reddish-brown earth used sincetime immemorial by Indian ascetics, we dyed our shirts and sarongs thetraditional saffron of the world-renunciant. Suitcases and watches weresold, trousers, jackets, and shoes given away, identification papers de-stroyed. Apart from the robes that we were to wear we kept only a blanket
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each and our books and notebooks. As for the last three months hair andbeard had been allowed to grow we did not need shaving tackle.On the eve of our departure we went to bid farewell to Pandit-ji.Though he had not been entirely ignorant of our intentions, the emotionsthat distorted his venerable countenance now that our defection had be-come a reality were horrible to behold. Gone was the urbane mask. In itsplace were astonishment, rage, indignation, baffled greed, frustratedcunning, guilt surprised, and despair, all in conflict. More dreadful stillwere his desperate attempts to regain his composure. Despite his effortsto smile, to be affable, to wave aside our resolution as a boyish fancy, themask kept slipping from his face and we saw again and again the face of amonster.Eventually, optimistic and fertile of invention as ever, he expostulatedwith us for our perversity, our ungratefulness even, in thinking of desert-ing him at the moment when his plans were on the verge of fruition,when a large building was about to be donated for the Anandamayi Girls�School, and when Lalla Pyarelal and other wealthy merchants were onthe point of placing at his disposal large sums of money. If we left, thewhole scheme would be jeopardized. Out of consideration for his feel-ings, if for no other reason, he pleaded, we should at least postpone ourdeparture for a few weeks, even a few days. But though we could not helpfeeling touched by his appeals we now knew him far too well to place anyfurther reliance on his protestations and remained firm in our resolve. Atlast, not without tears, he allowed us to go.Next morning, after joyfully donning our saffron robes, we walked feel-ing shy and rather conspicuous through the bazaar to Dr GurukipalSingh�s house. Lalla Pyarelal and other friends, though regarding our as-pirations with sympathy, did not feel at all happy about our decision,which in their opinion was rash. Only Dr Singh wholeheartedly ap-proved. With him, therefore, we had agreed to take breakfast before leav-ing Kasauli. Apart from one of his sons, a stalwart youth whoaccompanied us part of the way, our worthy Sikh friend, whose deepemotion when he wished us success in our quest both humbled andheartened us, was the last person to whom we spoke before setting out onfoot along the ten-mile road that led to the plains.Tibetan Buddhists believe that the appearance of a rainbow is one of themost auspicious of signs, and the biographies of their saints and yogis arereplete with references to this phenomenon. Whether our �going forth�on 18 August 1947 may be considered an auspicious event I cannot say, but
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it was certainly signalized by the appearance not of one but of scores ofrainbows.As we left Kasauli it was raining, but, as in the course of our descent weemerged from the clouds into the bright sunshine below, we saw archingthe road, at intervals of a few dozen yards, not only single but double andtriple rainbows. Every time we turned a bend we found more rainbowswaiting for us. We passed through them as though through the multicol-oured arcades of some celestial palace. Against the background of brightsunshine, jewel-like glittering raindrops, and hills of the freshest andmost vivid green, this plethora of delicate seven-hued bows seemed likethe epiphany of another world.
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Chapter Twenty-Five
A QUESTION OF IDENTITY
On the afternoon of our second day of freedom, Satyapriya and I reachedNew Delhi, where we caught the first train to Madras. Our plan was tostudy Buddhism in Ceylon. Throughout the whole of the 1,000-mile jour-ney the third-class compartment into which we had fought our way wasso densely packed with passengers and luggage that each night, when wewanted to sleep, my friend and I had to scramble up on to a luggage-rackof such narrow dimensions that even one of us could hardly have sleptthere in comfort. What with the glare of ceiling-lights, the suffocatingcloseness of the atmosphere, and the slamming of doors, shouting of coo-lies, shrieking of passengers, and blowing of whistles at every station �not to speak of the excruciating discomfort of our position � we slum-bered but fitfully, so that when on the morning of the fourth day wereached Madras, great was our relief.Though they had not been unaware of my inclinations, the swamis ofthe Ramakrishna Math, Mylapore, to which we went straight from thestation, were astonished to see the young Englishman who, only eightmonths earlier, had visited them in a white tropical suit, now re-appearing inthe saffron robes of an Indian sadhu. Whether they were pleased at thesight of this sudden transformation or not they were too subtle to allowme to discern. But they received us kindly, and after showing us roundthe library and dispensary attached to the Math, which Satyapriya hadnot seen before, left us to sleep off our weariness in the guest-house in amanner that suggested we were their guests for the next few days.We had time, therefore, to visit the headquarters of the TheosophicalSociety at Adyar, only a mile from the Math � where, from the woodedriver bank, we watched the sun go down over the estuary � as well as thefamous Mylapore beach, a flat two-mile stretch of firm sand up and downwhich we strolled until long after nightfall with one of the younger swa-



mis, now discussing questions of religion and philosophy, now pausingto listen to the hiss of the breakers as with moonlit white crests they racedfar up the beach.There were also exchanges with the President Swami, an unusually re-served and taciturn Bengali, and with the young and brilliantly intellec-tual editor of the Vedanta Kesari, a Travancorean with whom, as a regularcontributor to the magazine, I had long been in correspondence. Whilethe President Swami neither approved nor disapproved explicitly of thestep Satyapriya and I had taken, he clearly felt misgivings; but whetheron account of our youth and inexperience or because we were going toCeylon to study Buddhism instead of remaining in India to studyVedanta it was difficult to be sure. Nityabodhananda the editor, frankerand more communicative, not only approved our project but asked me anumber of questions relating to Buddhist philosophy. Like most Hindus,he had been puzzled by the anatman doctrine, the doctrine that there is inman no permanent unchanging �soul� independent of the evanescentpsychic states and processes, and I therefore strove to elucidate it for him.The article which, in consequence of our discussion, he asked me to con-tribute to his magazine, gave rise to a controversy with an orthodoxVedantin that continued for several years.Though fellow passengers in the train had eyed us curiously from timeto time, one or two of them going so far as to ply Satyapriya with ques-tions regarding our caste and nationality, it was at Madras that we weremade to realize the great change that had taken place in our status and theresponsibilities which this entailed.The incident that more than any other precipitated, or at least under-lined, this realization, was at the time a source of great embarrassment tous. One afternoon, while we were reading at the big round table in thehall of the Math, two visitors entered. Thinking that, as people often did,they had come to pay their respects to Sri Ramakrishna�s image in theshrine upstairs, we went on reading. But instead of going towards thestaircase they turned in our direction and, before we could prevent them,prostrated themselves at our feet. This they certainly did not do out of re-gard for our personal sanctity, for in any case they had no means of know-ing who we were, what we did, or whence we had come. Theirprostration was the formal expression of the respect traditionally paid tothe wearer of the saffron robe.Years later, when I had mixed much with robes of all hues, and hadheard notoriously unworthy members of the Buddhist Monastic Orderjustifying their claim to be treated with the utmost deference by the laity
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on the grounds that �respect is paid to the robe, not to the wearer of therobe,� I could not help wondering to what point this contradiction be-tween appearance and reality could be carried without seriously under-mining the whole structure of Buddhism. Surely it is incumbent upon themonk to respect the robe he wears by striving to be an embodiment of theideal it represents, instead of merely demanding that the laity shouldshow their respect for it by falling prostrate at his feet. As far as Satyapriyaand I were concerned, our first experience of people making obeisance tous simply on account of our dress was not only a demonstration of the un-diminished strength of Indian religious traditions, but a pertinent re-minder of our own obligations.At the end of an uneventful journey from Madras down the tip of thepeninsula to Dhanaskuti and thence, by sea, to Colombo, we met with anunexpected setback. We were not allowed to land in Ceylon. In the ex-travagance of our zeal for world-renunciation we had destroyed all ourpapers and were without means of establishing our identity. Moreover,having come to the conclusion that nationalism was one of the greatestevils of the modern world and that, in becoming homeless wanderers, wehad renounced not only all domestic ties and social obligations but all na-tional loyalties, Satyapriya and I had vowed never to admit that we be-longed to a particular nationality.To the polite but puzzled Sinhalese immigration officer who came onboard to inspect the documents of the passengers, we stated that we weresadhus and that we had come to Ceylon to study Buddhism and to take, ifpossible, ordination as bhikshus. When he enquired our nationality wereplied that having renounced the world we had none. This reply, how-ever philosophical, was of course from the official point of view entirelyunsatisfactory. After a brief interrogation, in the course of which we rein-forced our position with quotations from the Buddhist scriptures, he toldus that we would have to return to India by the next boat. As the boat wasnot due to leave until early the following morning we asked permissionto visit Colombo; but this he refused to allow.Though we eventually found it impracticable to maintain in all itsuncompromisingness the attitude we had adopted, I still consider it logi-cal and right, and though, owing to the exigencies of the modern state, ac-commodations have had to be made, I cannot even now feel that I owe anexclusive loyalty to any nation or race. A bhikshu, a member of the Bud-dhist Monastic Order, is, or should be, a citizen of the world, and his soleallegiance is to the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha. As an adherentof this view I was often saddened, in later years, by the blatant national-
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ism of some Buddhist monks, who evidently felt that they were Ceylon-ese or Burmese first, and bhikshus a very long way afterwards.The following afternoon Satyapriya and I found ourselves back in thecamp at Mandapam where, two days earlier, we had been vaccinated be-fore embarkation. The camp consisted of a few tents and hutments scat-tered on the loose, grassless yellow sand among the margosa trees. Sittingin the shade cast by the dense, feathery green foliage of one of thesehandsome trees, the twigs of which supply the South Indian with hismorning toothbrush, we reviewed our position.The collapse of our plan to study Buddhism in Ceylon did not undulydismay us. Indeed, in the mood of spiritual exaltation which had per-sisted all the way from Kasauli we felt that it might turn out to have beenprovidential � a feeling the cooler judgement of later years confirms. Butnow that the road to Ceylon was blocked where were we to go? Whosethe idea was I do not remember, but we eventually decided to take thetrain back to Madura, go from there to Cape Comorin, the southernmostpoint of the whole peninsula, and then walk from Cape Comorin to theHimalayas, a distance of nearly 2,000 miles. Wherever we happened tohalt for the night we would meditate as usual, for both of us were con-vinced that without regular meditation spiritual life was meaningless. Be-sides testing our powers of endurance and the strength of ourrenunciation, the venture would have the advantage of giving us con-stant opportunities of intimate contact with the Indian people.
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Chapter Twenty-Six
SHRAMANA VERSUS BRAHMANA
Madura is one of the great pilgrimage centres of South India. Having leftthe station, Satyapriya and I were wandering in the streets of the townwhen we were accosted by a portly, rather light-skinned Tamil brahminwearing a spotless white sarong and with the upper part of his body baresave for a small, neatly folded towel over the right shoulder and a thicknew sacred thread. The front half of his head had been shaved and the re-maining hair dressed in a long, glossy bun. Addressing us in excellentEnglish, with folded hands, he invited us in the most courteous mannerto take lunch at his house. In South India some orthodox brahmins con-sider it a sin to eat without having first fed a guest, and the more punctili-ous, if none happens to present himself, stand at the door looking for oneor even, as in the case of our host, go out into the highways and byways insearch of a guest to invite. Sadhus and religious mendicants of any kindare particularly sought after.Thus it was that, half an hour later, we found ourselves seated on thefloor in a cool dark room eating rice and curries while our host, as the an-cient Indian custom is, squatted before us driving the flies away with apalm-leaf fan. Despite our remonstrances, he refused to begin his ownmeal until we had finished. As our eyes grew accustomed to the gloom,we saw that the room in which we sat was spotlessly clean and absolutelybare. So clean was the black flagstoned floor that had our lunch beenserved on it instead of on the customary section of plantain leaf we couldhave raised no objection.Only when all three leaf-plates had been removed, and the floorwashed by an anonymous female who emerged from the kitchen for thispurpose and silently retired as soon as her task was done, did our host, inthe friendliest manner, enquire who we were and whither we werebound. We returned the same answer that we had given the Sinhalese im-



migration officer, adding only that we were going to Cape Comorin withthe intention of travelling on foot from there to the Himalayas. His curios-ity not satisfied, for he was obviously doubtful whether I was a Europeanor an unusually fair-complexioned North Indian, he therefore put to us,with apparent casualness, questions that were obviously designed to givehim a clue to our nationality. Despite our manifest reluctance to revealthis all-important secret, his questions gradually became so pointed thatthe issue could no longer be evaded. We therefore frankly told him that itwas improper to question a sadhu about his purvashram or �previousstage of life�. With this blunt statement he at once agreed, and the matterdropped. Our uncommunicativeness did not prevent an exchange ofviews on less personal topics, and we soon discovered that our host,though limited by the prejudices of his caste, was pious, intelligent, andinformative. As he urged us not to leave Madura without seeing the fa-mous temple, promising to accompany us thither next morning, we even-tually accepted his invitation to stay with him for two or three days.One cannot be long in Madura before hearing the name of TirumalNayak. This seventeenth-century monarch, the greatest and most fa-mous of his line, not only constructed the present temple for Minakshi,the �Fish-Eyed� goddess, and her consort Somasundara, the �Moon-Beau-tiful�, but built a palace for himself and excavated a bathing-tank for thepeople as well. Even in South India, where taste traditionally favours analmost Egyptian architectural gigantism, these structures are remarkableno less for their beauty than for their colossal proportions. Guidebooksdoubtless give the height of the gopurams, or gate-towers, throughwhich we passed, courtyard by courtyard, into the inner precincts of thetemple; but in place of facts and figures, all that remains in my mind arevague recollections of a morning spent in exploring a Brobdingnagianworld of architecture and sculpture of such ponderous floridity, suchmassive exuberance, that I felt simultaneously overwhelmed by its sizeand wearied by its opulence. More precious were the moments when, af-ter being led by our host through narrow passages seemingly chiselledout of the rock, we emerged from the darkness into a blaze of lights andfound ourselves in the inmost sanctuary of the temple. So heavily werethey loaded with jewels and flower-garlands, to which we added ourown (one of the priests offering it on our behalf), that we could see nomore than the painted staring eyes of the two images. Flowers and splitcoconuts littered the floor. The atmosphere of the place was strangelyheavy as if with the vibrations of a supernatural presence.
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Though smaller, in the sense of covering fewer acres of land, TirumalNayak�s palace was, by reason of its unornamented severity of style, evenmore imposing. Experts, I believe, consider it one of the finest specimensof Hindu civic architecture in the whole of India. To me the simplicity ofits enormous white columns and lofty horseshoe arches stood in as strik-ing a contrast to the temple�s riot of ornamentation as a statue of a youngGreek god by Praxiteles does to a painting of a group of naked FlemishBacchantes by Rubens.Even simpler, and no less beautiful of its own kind, was the tank a quar-ter of a mile square, in the midst of which stood an island green with treeswhere, as a refuge from the heat, the king had built for himself, hisqueens, and his concubines a two-storeyed pavilion of white stone.On our return from the island, where we had spent half an hour on thepavilion roof enjoying the cool breeze, we saw coming from the directionof the temple a milling mass of people in the midst of which, like a queenbee in the midst of a swarm of workers, rode a small palanquin contain-ing, we were told, the lavishly bejewelled images of the two presiding de-ities. Evidently it was one of the more important of those festivals, sopopular in South India, when images are treated to an airing by their wor-shippers, for the crowd appeared to be at least tens of thousands strong.As it passed quite close to the tank we were soon caught up in its lessdensely packed fringes, but so vast was the crowd, and so tightly jammedtogether its nucleus of excited devotees, that we found it impossible to getwithin a hundred yards of the palanquin. Abandoning the struggle, westood aside and watched the hawkers who had set up their stalls in themidst of the crowd which, now that there was no room for the palanquinto advance, was slowly milling round it like a great wheel revolving on itshub. On a ridge barely clear of the crowd a man was selling what ap-peared to be enormous white dolls with red hair and black eyes. These,we were informed, represented Sitala, the dread goddess of smallpox, afresh figure of whom, for purposes of domestic worship, or rather of pro-pitiation, was bought by the people of the locality every year on the occa-sion of this festival.Before we left Madura our introduction to some of the forms assumedby popular South Indian Hinduism was complemented by an initiationinto certain aspects of South Indian religious psychology. Our host wasundoubtedly a very worthy person, but not many discussions had takenplace between us when we realized that he was the victim of an odd kindof inferiority complex that is, I now believe, peculiar to a certain type ofHindu. Our suspicions were not all at once excited. When he expatiated
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on the strictness with which he performed his religious duties, howpunctiliously he worshipped his household gods, how regular he was inprayer, meditation, and scriptural study, how generous to the poor, howpure in conduct, we felt that these rather naïve revelations indicatedmerely frankness and simplicity of heart. At every fresh confession ofgoodness and piety we therefore nodded our concurrence. Even when,encouraged by our approval, he declared that he in fact lived like a sadhuand that his house was really an ashram we did not demur. Only then waswhat had been all the time at the back of his mind allowed to escape hislips.�Then what difference is there between you and me?� he demanded.�How can you consider yourselves better than I am?�No sooner had our host spoken these words than there ensued be-tween him and Satyapriya, who took the questions as a personal chal-lenge, a long, inconclusive, and at times almost acrimonious argument.My own views on the subject have remained unchanged. That a man�s in-trinsic worth is not dependent upon his profession, and that, in any reli-gion, individual laymen may be better men than certain of the priests ormonks to whom, by virtue of their office, they are obliged to pay formalrespect, seems a truth so obvious as to be hardly deserving the dignity ofexplicit statement.What Satyapriya and our host were really arguing about, though nei-ther fully realized it, was whether world-renunciation was indispensableto higher spiritual development. Their divergent attitudes represented acontinuation, in modern times, of the mutual antagonism betweenbrahmana and shramana � that polarization of spiritual life between thetwin ideals of world-fulfilment and world-renunciation � between theprinciples of immanence and transcendence � to which the TheravadinPali scriptures bear witness, and which was finally resolved only by theMahayana in its ideal of the infinitely wise and boundlessly compassion-ate Bodhisattva. For though, since the time of Shankara, the greatnon-dualist philosopher and reformer, Hinduism has incorporated ele-ments derived from Buddhist monasticism, many South Indian brah-mins, especially those who cling to the ancient traditions of their caste,tend to look upon the existence even of Hindu holy men and ascetics as athreat to their own supremacy.It was, perhaps, in an attempt to �contain� monasticism that they formu-lated in medieval times the doctrine that world-renunciation � accordingto their scheme of an ideal society the fourth �stage of life� � should be en-tered upon only by brahmins who had spent twenty-five years in each of
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the three previous �stages of life�. Kshatriyas or members of the warriorcaste might proceed only as far as the third stage, retirement to the forest;Vaishyas or merchants and traders as far as the second, that of family life;while Shudras or serfs, who constituted the lowest caste, were entitled tothe second only, excluding the first stage, that of scriptural study, whichwas open only to members of the three highest castes. Though thisscheme could not always be rigidly enforced, even under the most ortho-dox Hindu kings, it was nevertheless the basis of a vigorous attempt to re-strict world-renunciation to members of the brahmin caste, thus in effectmaking the ascetic merely a species of brahmin. In the course of our wan-derings Satyapriya and I were more than once to encounter brahminswho showed respect only to brahmin ascetics.Our host, of course, did not go as far as this. Despite the radical differ-ence of opinion that had been disclosed, he continued to treat us withgenerous hospitality, and when the time came for us to set out on the nextstage of our journey his last farewells had all the courtesy, and manytimes the warmth, of his first greeting.Between Madura and Cape Comorin lies the town of Tinnevelly, head-quarters of the district of that name. Here we had our first experience ofSouth Indian sanitary habits. Having risen before dawn, as we wanted tocatch the first bus, Satyapriya and I, lota in hand, stole while it was stilldark to the river bank, for South Indian houses, as we had already discov-ered at Madura, are not provided with latrines. Whoever it was had ac-commodated us for the night obligingly showed the way.We were still crouching on the sandflats when dawn broke and thebroad river, hitherto unseen, returned a grey gleam to the sky. Rising toour feet, we saw on every side along the whole length of the river, thou-sands of men, women, and children squatting almost elbow to elbow onthe sand, all with a brass lota at their side. Most were simultaneouslycleaning their teeth with margosa twigs. At the river�s edge some, withgarments hitched, were dashing water between their buttocks; while oth-ers, further out, stood waist-deep in it either scraping their tongues withloud hawking noises or saying their morning prayers with faces turnedtowards the now risen sun. Whether there exists, in South Indian musicor poetry, an aubade consonant with the mood of this very characteristicscene I do not know; but we did discover, on returning to the town, thatthe Tamil name for this befouled stretch of water meant �The GoldenRiver�.
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Chapter Twenty-Seven
THE TEMPLE OF THE VIRGIN GODDESS

Cape Comorin presented a very different spectacle from Tinnevelly. Ondescending from the bus, which had halted on a ridge less than a hun-dred yards from the seashore, we rubbed our eyes in amazement. At ourfeet lay a vast expanse of violet water. Above, shading from palest corn-flower blue at the horizon up to deep indigo in the zenith, stretched pureand cloudless a sapphire infinity of sky. Poised between sea and sky therehung in the west the flamingo-red globe of the setting sun, in the east thegolden-white disc of the rising full moon. Their reflections, making a daz-zling track across the intervening oceans, merged in one indistinguish-able blaze of splendour. Mild silver and furious gold celebrated nuptialson the violet water. For nearly an hour we watched. Sea and sky grew onedarkness, relieved above by a million scintillating stars, below by innu-merable fragmentary silver reflexes of the moon which, as it climbedhigher, threw long black shadows behind us on to the white sand.Apart from its temple, the place wherefrom we had decided to set outon our trek to the Himalayas was little more than a village, so that our de-scent from the bus had been marked by practically the whole population.On returning from the beach we were therefore intercepted by five or sixpersons who, after making the usual enquiries, conducted us to a small li-brary and reading-room nearby. Here, having served us coffee in tinybrass tumblers, they brought various Tamil delicacies on plantain leavesfor our supper and made arrangements for us to pass the night on thefloor. So kind were these new friends, at whose invitation we stayed at thelibrary for four or five days, that I regret not being able to remember a sin-gle one of them individually. Perhaps, as I was then new to the South, theextreme blackness of their complexions, so many shades darker thanthose of the North Indians, made them look all alike to me.



The temple of Kanya Kumari, the Virgin Goddess, is a place of no archi-tectural pretensions. When, escorted by our friends, Satyapriya and Iwalked there the next morning over a stretch of loose silver sand, wefound ourselves beneath a massive wall painted with alternate red andwhite vertical stripes. Compared to those of Madura, the gopurams weremean and rudimentary. At the entrance, as the custom is in South India,we removed our shirts, it being considered disrespectful to appear beforethe Deity with the upper half of the body covered. Mindful of my experi-ences at Dakshineshwar and Raipur, I had enquired on the way, throughSatyapriya, whether the temple was open to everybody. There were cer-tainly restrictions, our friends admitted. Low-caste Hindus, Christians,Muslims, and Europeans were prohibited from entering the sacred pre-cincts. But these restrictions, they hastened to add, did not apply to us, forwe were sadhus and as such superior to all distinctions of caste and na-tionality.On passing through the gate, which seemed to be a side entrance cut inthe wall, we found ourselves first in a series of gloomy passages and then,after we had groped our way down flights of stone steps, in a dark tunnellit by flares placed at intervals along the walls. Such was the atmosphereof the place that I felt as though I was in the Labyrinth or the Catacombs oreven, as we advanced farther and made another descent, in the very bow-els of the earth. Simultaneously, with so strong a sense of incredible an-cientness was I affected, that I felt borne not only downward in space butbackward in time � back thousands, even hundreds of thousands, ofyears, to the time when, at the dawn of the Stone Age perhaps, men hadfirst worshipped the Virgin Mother on this spot.These impressions were intensified as we emerged from the tunnel intoa square chamber which, in the red glare of wall-torches, appeared hol-lowed out of rock. Presently, however, when my eyes had become accus-tomed to the gloom, I noticed that the roof was supported by rude pillars.We were, I reflected, not so far underground as I had imagined; perhapsthe chamber � But before reflection could dissipate my original impres-sions, a kettledrum started throbbing and a hautboy wailing with such vi-olence that the reverberations, in that confined space, were deafening.Fifteen or twenty people, their black bodies glistening with oil, now stoodexpectantly before the small door opposite. Most waited with foldedhands; the lips of some moved as though in prayer. When the weird, sav-age, yet strangely imploring racket of drum and hautboy had continuedfor fifteen minutes there was a sudden awful silence in which the devo-tees with moving lips could be heard praying with loud voices. The small
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door flew open. Everybody fell prostrate in adoration. Within, amidst ablaze of lights, stood the black stone goddess, while a priest stationed tothe left of the altar rotated before her face a ceremonial lamp with fiveflames.Afterwards we were told that in the centre of the goddess�s foreheadwas an enormous diamond of such brilliance that when, on stormynights, the inner and outer gates of the temple, which faced south, werethrown open, it served as a beacon for ships far out at sea. Either becausethis jewel was part of a head-dress used only on special occasions, or be-cause it had been stolen centuries earlier, or simply because of the weak-ness of our faith, we failed to perceive it.Having seen the temple, we had exhausted the man-made attractionsof Cape Comorin. But nature�s attractions of sea and sky were inexhaust-ible. Much of our time was spent down at the beach, either bathing orscrambling over the rocks that separated the sand-strewn bays, or simplysitting near the edge of the water watching the dancing-in of waves andlistening to the thunder of the surf. Sometimes the sea was rough, some-times smooth, but whether rough or smooth it always boiled dangerouslyamong a group of rocks situated perhaps a hundred yards from the shore.The last of these was known as Vivekananda�s Rock, as it is said that thefamous apostle of Vedanta once swam out to it and spent the day there.No sooner did he hear of this exploit than Satyapriya was fired by a spir-it of emulation. Despite my expostulations, he plunged into the breakersand was soon swimming strongly out to sea. Five minutes later, to my re-lief, I saw a black head bobbing out of the foamy water that swirled roundthe base of the rock and a pair of brown arms struggling to get a purchaseon its sheer side. Hauling himself up to the top of the rock, he afterwardstold me, had been far more difficult and exhausting than swimming outto it. Eventually, however, he succeeded, and as he stood on the highestpoint waving his hand I heard above the roar and crash of waves a fainthalloo. Not caring to spend the day on the rock like his famous predeces-sor, he sat there until he was rested and then swam back.On one of our expeditions along the beach we discovered a knot of menextracting salt from sea-water by primitive methods that must have beenin use for thousands of years. Large canvases were loosely suspended onall sides from four-foot stakes so that they sagged in the middle to form areceptacle. Into this receptacle were emptied buckets of sea-water which,seeping through the bottom, left behind a grey deposit. This unpromis-ing product was then refined, by processes no less crude, into row uponglistening row of salt-mounds that rivalled the sand in whiteness.
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When not down on the beach we were in the library, which had becomeour abode, and whither our meals were brought. One morning, over thecoffee and plantains, our friends told us that they were so fortunate as tohave a jivanmukta living in Cape Comorin. Now a jivanmukta, accordingto the Advaita Vedanta, is one who, by realizing his essential non-dualitywith the attributeless Brahman, has in this life won complete freedomfrom all the illusions and passions that make for rebirth. Satyapriya and Itherefore insisted on going to see the liberated one immediately.On the way our friends told us all that they knew about him. Of un-known antecedents, he had lived at Cape Comorin for several years. Noone had ever seen him either eat or drink, though he smoked country cig-arettes � and he dwelt under a tree. Utterly indifferent to heat and cold,summer and winter he wore only a langoti or jock-strap. Except to de-mand cigarettes, he never spoke. From the manner in which these de-scriptions were given, it appeared that the holy man was held in highesteem, and Satyapriya and I felt our excitement rising. But a disappoint-ment awaited us. The jivanmukta was sitting beneath his tree, smoking acigarette. Body and hair were covered with dust, so that it was difficult tojudge his age; but he might have been fifty � or thirty-five or sixty. His fea-tures were coarse, his expression dull and bestial. He took no notice of uswhatever. After gazing at him for a few minutes, as at an animal in a zoo,we returned to the library. He was, perhaps, a Hatha Yogi who, by meansof certain psycho-physical exercises, had developed the power of livingwithout food; but having made the acquisition of this power an end in it-self had sunk to the level of a brute.More interesting than this half-animated corpse was a photographhanging inside the library above the door. Satyapriya and I often lookedat it. The turbaned, sword-begirt figure in knee-length black coat andwhite breeches was obviously that of one accustomed to rule. But theface, though intelligent and resolute, showed a puffiness under thedark-ringed crafty eyes that gave to it a slightly sinister, almost cruel castwhich, despite the full lips and noble brow, was not reassuring. One daySatyapriya and I asked our friends whose the photograph was. Ourignorance was greeted with exclamations of astonishment. Did we notrecognize Sir C.P. Ramaswamy Iyer, maker of modern Travancore, twelveyears Dewan, saviour of Hinduism, the brilliant legal intellect, the boldadministrator, the profound philosopher, the orator of unrivalledeloquence? For several minutes the library rang with the great man�spraises. But the praises were not unmixed with laments. Only the day be-fore our arrival, we were informed, an attempt had been made to assassi-
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nate �Sir C.P.� (as everybody called him), and though he had escaped withonly a knife-wound in the cheek, the experience had so unnerved himthat, conscious that he had more enemies in the state than friends, he hadrelinquished all his offices and left by plane.During our year and a half �s stay in Travancore we met many peoplewho, while granting Sir C.P.�s ability, represented his character in darkercolours than our Cape Comorin friends, all of whom were Tamils andmost, like their hero, Tamil brahmins. Christians, particularly, could notpaint him black enough, for he had not only stemmed the tide of conver-sions by means of the famous Temple Entry Proclamation and the HinduMission but had also, most unforgivable offence of all, ordered the great-est of their banks to be closed. The figure that finally emerged from theseconflicting reports was what, after seeing the library photograph, onemight have expected. Sir C.P. was evidently a bold, brilliant, efficient, un-scrupulous, amoral autocrat whom absolute power had corrupted abso-lutely. Wherever we went in Travancore, we found no improvement, andfew mischiefs, for which he had not been responsible.Before we set out from Cape Comorin, Satyapriya procured for us twosix-foot bamboo poles. So long as we travelled by train and bus the twobundles with which we had left Kasauli seemed not only small and light,but the absolute minimum of luggage; but with the prospect of walkinghundreds of miles before us we began to realize that despite ourworld-renunciation we still possessed much that was superfluous. Theheaviest part of our load being books, we presented a few volumes to thelibrary. Satyapriya�s idea was that when our arms were tired the bundlescould be suspended over our shoulders from the poles. The poles wouldalso serve to support our steps and as a defence against village curs, wildbeasts, and robbers.Five days after our arrival, therefore, we bade farewell to our kindfriends, who had assembled at the library to see us off and, shoulderingour poles and bundles with light hearts, stepped out briskly along theroad to Trivandrum, the capital of Travancore, fifty miles away.
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Chapter Twenty-Eight
THE ROAD TO TRIVANDRUM
Satyapriya had estimated that, travelling by easy stages and allowingtime to visit places of religious importance on the way, it might take ustwo years to reach the Himalayas. Such a prospect we did not find in theleast daunting. With the open road before us, and the consciousness thatour life as wandering ascetics had at last truly begun, we were in fact bothin a highly elated mood. The period of false starts and delays was over. Wenow had a definite objective, the attainment of which was only a matterof time. This knowledge gave fresh meaning to our existence, directing allour energies into a single channel, and adding, as it were, wings to ourfeet.For the first hour the going was pleasant enough. But as the sun as-cended we began to feel hot and tired. Our bundles, so small and light tothe eye that morning, felt heavy as lead, and for the first time in my life Iwished that I possessed fewer books. When my arm started aching, Islung the bundle over my shoulder, and when the heavy bamboo beganchafing my collar-bone I transferred the ever weightier bundle now to myright hand, now to my left. As, with each change of position, my armstarted aching, and my collar-bone paining me, more quickly than before,I was soon shifting the bundle every few minutes. Meanwhile, my feethad blistered and I started to limp. Satyapriya, though stronger and stur-dier than I, was also feeling the strain. In this sorry state we entered ourfirst village. It had been our intention to allow ourselves a short rest, but aswe plodded wearily past the single row of mean huts, the inhabitants,who from their dress we recognized as Muslims, shouted and jeered at uswith such obvious ill-nature that we did not stop. Late that night we stag-gered into the town of Nagercoil.In the public hall at Nagercoil, as in the library at Cape Comorin, weawoke beneath the dark-ringed eyes of Sir C.P., whose picture occupied



the place of honour here also. They greeted us every morning for a week,for in Nagercoil we made numerous friends, some of whom not only in-vited us to their houses but made arrangements for me to deliver, in thesame hall, a series of lectures on Indian philosophy and religion. Yet thetown must have been less interesting than Cape Comorin for, like the fres-coes of a ruined temple of which, after centuries of exposure to the ele-ments, there remains but half a pensive face, a fragment of upraised arm,a patch of darker background, whatever impressions I had of it have longsince faded. My most vivid recollection is of having my blistered foot at-tended to in the �dispensary� (as a doctor�s surgery is called in India) of amedical practitioner who was attending the lectures.Nagercoil, though falling within predominantly Malayalam-speakingTravancore, was a Tamil-speaking town, and we were not in it many daysbefore becoming aware that there existed throughout the state a strongfeeling of hostility between the two groups; the Tamils, who originallyhailed from Madras, being regarded by the Malayali majority as interlop-ers and aliens. Antagonism between brahmins and non-brahmins wasalso pronounced. Like most South Indian towns, Nagercoil had its brah-min street, and my second most vivid recollection is of being taken toview this sociological curiosity.Undeniably it was the neatest and cleanest street in town, and the mostpicturesque. The fronts of the tiny houses were painted with red andwhite vertical stripes like a temple (brahmins being considered �gods onearth�), while the broad cowdung-smeared space in front of each doorwas covered with an astonishing variety of delicately beautifulgeometrical designs executed in a white paste made from powdered rice.Until recent times, we were told, non-brahmins were prohibited by lawfrom passing through this street, and though the legal sanction had beenwithdrawn, so strong was the force of religious tradition that, with fewexceptions, non-brahmins even now continued scrupulously to respectthis absurd prohibition.In Suchindram, half-way between Nagercoil and Trivandrum, wespent only one or two days. Much smaller, older, and quieter thanNagercoil, it was a curiously lifeless place. Bathing in the deep green wa-ters at the bottom of an ancient stone tank, from whose crumbling sidesgrew tufts of grass and small bushes, we felt alone in a noiseless world.Most of the afternoon was spent exploring the adjacent temple, a fineold building where in a kind of cloister, from which opened several smallchapels, we discovered stone slabs bearing inscriptions in archaiccharacters. Against the pillars stood life-size female figures who cupped
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their hands against protuberant breasts to make receptacles for the oil inwhich lighted wicks were placed at night. We also discovered severalmultiple columns, polished to such smoothness that it felt as if one wasfingering human flesh. When struck, their different sections emitted vari-ous musical notes.In ancient times, we were told, a devadasi would dance from the templegates up through the hall between these columns to the doors of the sanc-tuary. As they could be played upon like a musical instrument, the accom-paniment would be taken up on each pair of columns as she passedbetween, so that the dancer seemed to be carrying the music with her asshe advanced. Both music and dance were, of course, for the entertain-ment of the Deity living in the temple. Who this was I have forgotten:probably it was a goddess; but I remember we were told, by the same in-formant, that she was famous throughout South India for her enormousappetite. Forty maunds, or more than one and a half tons, of rice werecooked every day and ritually offered to her.The Ramakrishna Mission literature I had read, and swami friends withwhom I had discussed the subject, emphasized that no Hindu wor-shipped images: images were merely symbols of the Absolute. Both, fol-lowing Swami Vivekananda, pointed out to the ignorant Westerner thatthe Hindu�s respect for an image was analogous to a son�s respect for hisfather�s picture, and that only the most ignorant confused the symbolwith the thing symbolized. However much this rationalistic explanationmay suffice for image-worship in certain schools of Buddhism, it is a com-plete distortion of Hindu beliefs and observances. The image in a Hindutemple, once consecrated, is invariably regarded as a living being. Thetemple is its personal abode, and the daily ritual worship consists simplyin offering it whatever is necessary to life. Like a king, it must be awokenin the morning with music. It must be bathed, clothed, and decoratedwith flower-garlands and jewels. It must be entertained with song anddance, taken for periodical outings (as at Madura) and on ceremonial vis-its to other gods. Above all, it must be fed. Whenever an image is installed,brahmin priests perform a prana-pratishtha or �life-giving� ceremony.Those responsible for the establishment and endowment of the templeare then informed what quantity of cooked food will be required to sus-tain the life thereby infused into the image. The more jagrat or �awake� itis, the more sustenance must be given. South Indian temples were en-dowed with vast estates by ancient Hindu kings simply in order to satisfy,out of their produce and revenues, the inordinate appetite of their deities.
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What really happened to the enormous food offerings we discoveredonly in Trivandrum.Meanwhile, we continued our journey. This took us to a hill known asSilver Mountain, sacred to Murugam, the ancient Tamil god of war, wherewe spent two days with a Hindu ascetic, and to Padmanabhapuram, theancient seat of the rulers of Travancore. Of the latter there remained littlemore than the old palace, a magnificent structure built entirely of wood.We spent several hours exploring the finely carved chambers. In onestood a couch of black marble for the hot weather; in another, twofull-length silver mirrors, so tarnished that they showed only fragmentsof our reflections. Most interesting of all was the long, low first-floor gal-lery with the �elephant windows� through which the monarch used tostep on to the back of the tusker standing in the courtyard below. Otherplaces too we visited; but as though in a dream. Eventually, footsore andweary, we reached the capital.
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Chapter Twenty-Nine
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE OFFERINGS
Though not strikingly beautiful, Trivandrum, with its trees and gardensand open spaces, is certainly one of the most attractive cities in India. Butat the time of our arrival we had no eye for its charms. Our first thoughtwas for accommodation. This we eventually found in an outlying suburbunder the hospitable roof of the local branch of the Ramakrishna Mission.What the two resident swamis thought when they first saw us I do notknow, but we were given a courteous reception and assigned quarters inan unfinished building of bright red laterite blocks. After a bath and ameal we talked. When our hosts discovered that Satyapriya and I werewell known to their brethren at Belur Math and elsewhere, and that I wasfamiliar with the whole of the Mission literature, their courtesy warmedinto cordiality, and the conversation, which had been confined to gener-alities, took a more serious, personal turn. Though by no means saints,both were pious, learned, and cultured men with a firm faith in the regen-erating power of India�s ancient spiritual ideals. One indeed, I alreadyknew by name as the author of a biography of Sarada Devi, SriRamakrishna�s wife, whose disciple he had been. Friendly relations weretherefore soon established. Besides being mines of information about thehistory, religion, culture, politics, and communities of Travancore (all ofwhich were closely interconnected), they were able to advise us whatplaces of interest there were to be seen in Trivandrum.Every afternoon for the next few days, therefore, after an early lunch,we walked to the nearest bus-stop and caught a red single-decker bus intotown. When the conductor handed us our change we saw that it includedseveral small unfamiliar coins. Travancore had its own currency which,though interchangeable with that of India, circulated only within thestate. When we wanted to dispatch letters to Cape Comorin andNagercoil we discovered that it was also served by its own postal system,



called the Travancore Anchal, and issued a series of stamps bearing thehead of the Maharaja. A feeling of quasi-independence from the newlyborn Indian Union � accession to which Sir C.P. had done his best to pre-vent � was indeed quite strong, and never, during our lengthy sojourn inthe state, did we hear any of its inhabitants refer to himself as anythingbut a Travancorean.The sights of Trivandrum were soon exhausted. After we had visitedthe miniature zoo, and the art gallery � where the small but representa-tive collection, arranged by Dr James Cousins, revived for a few momentsall my love of art � we had little to do but stroll down the wide avenues be-neath flame-of-the-forest trees or take our ease on a bench in the publicgardens. A visit to the public library was of interest only for a sign of thetimes that could be seen there: a life-size marble statue of Sir C.P. lyingbroken beside its pedestal in the courtyard. One afternoon, as we weremunching buns after paying a second visit to the lions and hippopota-muses, Satyapriya suddenly proposed that we should call on theMaharaja and the new Dewan. After briefly discussing the matter wewalked to the Dewan�s residence, which was not far from the gardens,and an appointment was made for ten o�clock the following morning.In taking this step we were actuated not by mere respect for formalities,much less still by a desire of meeting the great. Our motive was strictlypractical, stemming directly from the exigencies of the life to which wehad so recently dedicated ourselves. Our chief desire was to meditate.But our experience during the previous three weeks had demonstrated,on our own minds and bodies, that the regular practice of meditation can-not be combined with a daily trek of ten or twelve miles. Due to fatigueand other reasons, since our departure from Cape Comorin we had notonce sat for meditation as we had been doing in Kishengunj, at Raipur,and at Kasauli. Prior to this débâcle we had entertained no suspicion that� as further experience abundantly confirmed � for all save the highly ad-vanced, a life of meditation and a life of strenuous physical, or even exter-nally directed activity, are mutually exclusive. After discussing ourproblems with the swamis, who listened sympathetically, we had there-fore decided to interrupt, if not to abandon, our plan of walking to the Hi-malayas and instead to search in Travancore itself for a quiet cornerwhere, undisturbed, we might continue the practice of anapana-sati. Itwas these ideas which, simmering in Satyapriya�s brain, had suddenlyboiled over in his proposal that we should call on the ruler of the state andthe head of administration.
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Next morning, after waiting for a few minutes in the vestibule amongpots of palms, we were ushered into the Dewan�s office. A rather short,stout, grey-haired man rose from his desk to receive us. When we were allseated a pleasant conversation ensued. The Dewan, who was a Hinduthough not a brahmin, seemed not only interested in religion but well in-formed regarding the various cults which flourished in Travancore. Fromhim we first heard of Ayyappan, a god whom many regarded as being inreality the Buddha. This of course greatly interested us, and we promisedto devote ourselves to making researches into the subject. The main ob-ject of our visit being to safeguard our meditations from possible inter-ruptions, we then enquired whether there would be any objection to ourspending a few months in Travancore. There was no objection at all, theDewan told us; we could stay as long as we liked. As for meeting theMaharaja, about which we had also asked, arrangements would have tobe made through his private secretary.This functionary, a little man of about sixty, half gnome and half bird,we met in his office at the palace. Having been installed during Sir C.P.�sregime he was, of course, a Tamil brahmin. His gay, almost frisky man-ners, were in great contrast to the dignified politeness of the Dewan, andwe were soon chatting like old friends. We told him our history, from thetime that we had left Kasauli, and though I do not know how his namecame up, it transpired that he knew Pandit-ji. Five or six years earlier theold scholar had descended on Trivandrum with elaborate plans for aHindu religious and cultural organization, wheedled funds from Sir C.P.,and then vanished. During the next few years we heard this story so of-ten, and in so many places, that in the end we thought it wiser never tomention Pandit-ji�s name. Conversation then turned to Ayyappan. Whenwe repeated the Dewan�s remark that this popular divinity was really theBuddha, the private secretary�s little claw-like hands were at once raisedin protest. Certainly not, he declared, shaking his big bald head,Ayyappan was a Tamil god, the guardian of the fields.Presently, with canary-like fervour, he started singing the Maharaja�spraises. The young ruler, it seemed, was the best of princes, handsomeand intelligent, and of so spiritual a disposition that though thirty-fiveyears old he was not only still unmarried but a celibate. After this paeanSatyapriya and I were more eager than ever to meet the Maharaja, whosesympathy we thought might contribute to the success of our new plan.But when we raised the question of an audience the little private secre-tary shook his head firmly. Owing to recent political developments in thestate it was not considered advisable for His Highness to meet anyone
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from outside for another two or three weeks. We must have looked disap-pointed, for he immediately added that, if we liked, arrangements couldbe made for us to have a glimpse of the Maharaja in the Padmanabha-swami Temple, whither he repaired every morning to pay his respects tothe tutelary deity of the ruling family. With this concession we had to becontent.At 9.30 next morning we took up our station to one side of the pillaredhall through which the Maharaja would have to pass on his way to the in-ner sanctuary of the temple. With us on duty stood an official of the Eccle-siastical Endowments Department, to whom the private secretary hadgiven us a letter of introduction. While we waited, this official explainedthat Padmanabhaswami was a form of Vishnu, and that the founder ofthe dynasty having once gifted to him all his domains, the rulers ofTravancore were in theory only the representatives of the god, who wasthe de jure owner of the state.He also related a story about Sir C.P. which, he said, was characteristic ofthe man. A fire had broken out inside the temple, and it was feared thatthe images would be destroyed. Two young English police officers in theservice of the state volunteered to rescue them; but the priests objected,for in their eyes this would have involved the desecration of the imagesand the pollution of the whole temple. Sir C.P., who was as good a brah-min as they, silenced their objections with the remark, �Let the images berescued first. You can perform the purification ceremonies afterwards.�He also rewarded the two volunteers handsomely for their bravery.Punctually at ten o�clock, amidst much saluting of police inspectors andbowing low of temple officials, the Maharaja made his appearance, and,preceded by a file of dignitaries, one of whom bore the ceremonialfly-whisk, walked with rapid steps towards the sanctuary. Fair-skinned,of medium height, and well built, he wore only a voluminous whitedhoti, and his hands were clasped to his naked breast as though in prayer.As the little procession advanced, he glanced from side to side as if search-ing for someone, seemed to recognize us, and without pausing boweddeeply in our direction. Probably his private secretary had told him wewould be there. The next moment he was within the sanctuary, throughthe door of which we saw him first circumambulate the god thrice, thenchant a hymn before the altar while the priests performed the ritual. Notbeing a brahmin, he was not entitled to perform it himself.Later, having seen the Maharaja make his exit, we found out what hap-pens to the food-offerings made in South Indian temples. Our friend ofthe Ecclesiastical Endowments Department, who had constituted him-
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self our guide, led us through courts and colonnades to a large pillaredhall where, in rows on the stone floor, sat not fewer than 1,000 brahmins �adolescents, grown men, and dotards � all with sacred threads,half-shaven crowns, and either pigtails or buns. In front of each was aplantain leaf. As we watched, servitors started running up and down therows with brass buckets, pausing an instant in front of each man or boy todeposit on his leaf a generous helping of rice, lentils, or curry. The buck-ets, we saw, were filled from a dozen gigantic cauldrons standing to-gether in one corner. On going over to look at them Satyapriya and Ifound that most of them were not less than six feet in diameter. The con-tents of each were of the richest type, such as middle-class Indian familiescan afford to prepare only on the occasion of weddings. As our guide re-marked, only the best could be offered to God. From the loud smackingand sucking noises with which the 1,000 brahmins were tackling theirdaily free meal it seemed they would have concurred heartily in thisstatement.With Hinduism so obviously organized to the social and economic ad-vantage of the brahmins, it was natural that some of those who declinedto recognize them as �gods on earth� should also repudiate the religionthat accorded them this exalted status. Nearly half the population of thestate was Christian. Nairs, though still nominally Hindu, were on thewhole strongly anti-brahmin. Among the Eazhavas, a large and impor-tant Untouchable community, there was a definite movement in the di-rection of Buddhism. These facts were elicited from our first Eazhavafriend, a grizzled, middle-aged man who accosted us a few days later aswe were walking in the city and enquired if we were bhikkhus. We werenot bhikkhus, we told him, but we were Buddhists; in fact, we wereanagarikas, or homeless wanderers, who hoped by leading such a life fora couple of years to qualify themselves for ordination as bhikkhus. De-lighted by this reply, he at once invited us to his house, which stood in agrove of incredibly tall coconut palms outside the city.Though describing himself as a Buddhist, our host seemed to have noknowledge whatever of the Buddha�s teaching. About his passion forBuddhism, however, there could be no doubt. Twenty years earlier, hetold us, when a Malayalam translation of The Light of Asia had aroused theinterest of many Eazhavas, he had founded a Buddhist organization andbrought a bhikkhu from Ceylon to preach the Dharma. Unfortunately,the bhikkhu had shown more concern for his own creature comforts thanenthusiasm for his pastoral duties, and his demands eventually becameso unreasonable that he had to be sent back to Ceylon. Twenty years ear-
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lier! In twenty years, if the bhikkhu had been of the right type, an organi-zation could have been built up in Trivandrum that would have diffusedthe influence of Buddhism throughout the entire state. Instead, ourfriend�s organization had foundered, he himself lost confidence in theSangha, and opportunity, not having been seized by the forelock, thereaf-ter presented a bald noddle. So many variations on this theme did I after-wards hear, in different parts of the country, that I eventually concludedthat bhikkhus from South-east Asia often did more harm than good to thecause of Buddhism in India.After our failure to meet the Maharaja, or to interest our co-religionist inthe starting of a new Buddhist organization, we realized the impossibilityof presuming any longer on the hospitality of the Ramakrishna Ashram,where we had already spent ten days. At the suggestion of the swamis,who had followed all our moves with kindly interest, we decided to makeour way north to Kalady, the birthplace of Shankara, where the Missionhad another branch. The swami-in-charge, they thought, who was sin-gle-handed, might welcome our co-operation and allow us to stay in hisashram.The days which followed our departure from Trivandrum possess, inrecollection, a curiously dream-like quality. My most vivid memory is ofthe middle part of our journey, which saw us make the fifty mile boat-tripup through the famous Travancore backwaters from Quilon to Alleppey.On green islands and strips of beach on either hand grew grove upongrove of coconut palms. Every few hundred yards we passed a fishing vil-lage, each comprising a group of bedraggled palm-leaf huts. Sometimeswe saw the fishermen, shapely black figures naked but for the usuallangoti, casting their finely-woven nets into the water from the prows ofsmall boats. After every two or three villages appeared a large white-washed building with a bright red roof which, though not out of placeamong the coconut palms, we instinctively felt was not of the soil. Onlywhen a bell rang out from one of them did we realize they were churches.The Untouchable fisher-folk had been Christianized. Occasionally theredrifted by a tangled mass of water-melons so dense as to seem like a greenfloating island, and once, towards evening, we glimpsed behind thepalm-groves on the western bank the sunlit waters of the Arabian Sea.There remain also fainter, more fragmentary pictures.� A riverwherein grew pink lotuses.� A house where we stayed two days andwere given for breakfast a kind of roll made of ground rice and desiccatedcoconut steam-cooked in a bamboo and eaten with plantains.� Quiet lit-tle old-world towns where everybody seemed to know English.� Then
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eventually, after a period of blankness, we are found hesitating outside asmall grey building flanked by a quaintly gabled shrine where, it beingthe time for evening service, there was in progress much ringing of bellsand waving of lamps by light-skinned, intelligent-looking brahmin boyswith little pigtails and sacred threads: the Kalady Ashram.Swami Agamananda, the incumbent, was a tall, elderly man with therounded shoulders and pronounced stoop of the scholar. Though hiseyes were small and close-set and his mouth somewhat large, the expres-sion of his fair-complexioned face, with its plump, almost rubicundcheeks, was one of immense cheerfulness. As the Trivandrum swamishad guessed, he was in need of assistance, and welcomed us if not withopen arms certainly with marked cordiality. The assistance was needed,though, not so much at Kalady as at Muvattupuzha, a town thirty milesdistant, where the Mission had an ashram that had been long unoccu-pied. When he told us that, if we liked, we could go and stay there, wegratefully accepted his offer.Two days later, having visited the temple of Sarada, the Goddess ofLearning, which is said to mark the spot where Shankara was born, andwith two or three books from the swami�s well-stocked library under ourarms, with lighter hearts we left for Muvattupuzha. The swami had nottold us that the Ashram had remained unoccupied because it washaunted.
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Chapter Thirty
THE TOWN OF THE THREE RIVERS
Muvattupuzha means �the town of the three rivers�. A few minutes afterentering the suburbs we rattled over a bridge and ground to a halt in frontof a long rambling structure of wood and corrugated iron. This belongedto Ramaswami Iyer, the town�s most prominent businessman, to whomSwami Agamananda had given us a letter of introduction. We met him inhis office, a badly lighted room pervaded by the strong, almost sickeningsmell of lemon-grass oil, where five or six clerks were at work among an-cient typewriters and dusty racks full of dog-eared files. Tins of kerosenewere stacked against the wooden partition wall on the left. RamaswamiIyer, who occupied a desk facing the door, was in complexion, dress, andhair-style the typical Tamil brahmin; only in his vocation was he atypical.Though the expression with which he greeted us was bland and affable tothe point of smugness, I noticed in all his movements a distinct nervousagitation. When we had finished explaining the circumstances thatbrought us to Muvattupuzha, and the purpose for which we wished tostay at the Ashram, he not only expressed approval but promised sympa-thy and support, and after offering us some light refreshments sent a manwith us to show us the way.The road, which was in reality a broad track of beaten earth, followedthe course of one of the rivers, the waters of which we sometimesglimpsed at the bottom of the flights of uneven steps that ran down to itsbanks in between the high mud walls of the houses on our left. Some-times we passed well-timbered structures standing back from the road inspacious compounds. Jak trees were plentiful, their enormous lumpygreen fruits, often as big as small bolsters, hanging in clusters just out ofreach on the stalwart trunks and sturdy branches. At the confluence ofthe three rivers the road turned right and passed through the cool, shadyprecincts of the brahmin quarter. Opposite this, on the other side of an-



other river, stood the Ashram; but as it could not be forded at that time ofyear we had to make a detour and cross by Muvattupuzha�s secondbridge further down. We were now fairly out of town. The road, whichhad become broader and dustier � for buses and bullock-carts passed thatway � ran between coconut groves and green paddy fields with here andthere a modest house or row of thatched huts. On either side of the roadran a deep ditch.On our way through the town, people had stopped dead in their tracksand gaped at us with undisguised curiosity; bands of naked children hadrun yelling behind us for a few dozen yards. Now a stranger thing hap-pened. Two black figures, whether male or female we could not tell, whohad been coming towards us from the opposite direction, suddenly flungthemselves into the ditch and remained cowering there with their handsover their heads until we had passed. They were outcastes who, sincethere was no place for them in the rigid Hindu social system, were treatedby members of the higher castes not only as Untouchables but as�Unseeables�. The mere sight of them in the distance brought pollution.Recognizing us as sadhus, who were almost always of high caste, theyhad hastened to avoid the sin of bringing visual pollution upon us by con-cealing themselves as best they could in the ditch.A few minutes later we saw the Ashram. It stood among trees on thebrow of a small laterite hill, the vivid redness of which contrasted admira-bly with the blue-greens and yellow-greens of the paddy fields at its foot.We turned left. The sharp red gravel cut the tender soles of our bare feet aswe trudged along the stony path past the rice field at the corner, then pasta plot of waste ground, and finally beneath the low, crumbling lateritewall of the Ashram compound, which stood at a slightly higher level onthe right, with a cashew nut tree or two peering over into the path below.Instead of a gate there was a gap in the wall barred by two stout moveablebamboos which fitted into rough sockets on either side. Removing the topone and stepping over the other we found ourselves at the lower end of along rectangular compound, hardly more than an acre in extent, whichsloped steeply from the entrance. Half-way up it was divided into almostequal parts by an enormous step, nearly six feet high, in the centre ofwhich a flight of normal size steps had been cut to connect the upper andlower terraces. The soil of the lower terrace seemed too rocky for cultiva-tion, and apart from mango and cashew nut trees only periwinkle, withits bright pink flowers and dark glossy leaves, grew among the untidyheaps of red laterite rubble. As we climbed the steps we saw, on the upperlevel, great dark bushes of crimson hibiscus and deep red China rose, as
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well as other kinds of flowering shrubs. Beyond them, high on a ce-mented plinth, squatted the Ashram.While Ramaswami�s man went in search of the caretaker, who occupiedthe small kitchen building lower down on the left, Satyapriya and I ex-plored the place that henceforth would provide us not merely with shel-ter but with the seclusion and quiet that, as we had been made to realize,were indispensable conditions for the practice of meditation.It was a small, gable-roofed building the greater part of which wastaken up by a hall thirty feet long and twenty feet wide. A broad open ve-randa ran along the front of the building. Another, enclosed by a parapetwall, ran down the right-hand side. The latter opened into a porch, fifteenfeet square, similarly enclosed. Both the floor of the side veranda and thefloor of the porch were of beaten earth. Grilled folding doors at the farend of the hall opened into a small shrine where photographs of SwamiVivekananda, Sri Ramakrishna, and the Holy Mother stood side by sideon the second step of a low, three-tiered cement altar. The left-hand sideof the building was occupied by two small rooms separated by a verandathat gave access on one side to a door opening into the hall and on theother to a short flight of steps leading down into a tree-bordered court-yard in the centre of which was a well surrounded by a circular lateritewall. Though not more than twenty-five years old, the Ashram was so di-lapidated as to seem ancient. In a number of places the cement facing hadcrumbled away, revealing the large-pored red laterite beneath. Tiles weremissing from the roof, and on looking up through the crossbeams and raf-ters (there was no ceiling) we could see blue sky through the holes. Inplace of glass the windows were fitted with stout wooden bars and heavyshutters. Except for two clumsy wooden benches and an empty bookcasein the first of the two small rooms there was no furniture. But after threemonths of peregrination Satyapriya and I were well content; the very de-fects of the place seemed beauties, and it was not without a sigh of reliefthat we set down our bundles (the bamboo poles had been discarded inTrivandrum) and tried to accustom ourselves to the idea that we could infuture lie down at night without the necessity of taking thought as towhither we would go on the morrow.Within a few days a routine had been established which gave us thefeeling of having always lived in the Ashram. At 5 in the morning, while itwas still dark, we were awoken by the noise of a hautboy and drum play-ing outside the temples in the brahmin quarter half a mile away across theriver. These were the same raucous instruments that had deafened us inthe temple of the Virgin Goddess at Cape Comorin, but heard from such a
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distance, in the hush that preceded dawn, they made the business ofwaking up delightful. As there were two temples, we heard them twice.When, after a five-minute interval, they sounded for the second time, werose from the hard teak benches, on which we slept without mattress orpillow, and washed in water that had been drawn from the well the pre-vious night. We then meditated for an hour in the hall. Except on dayswhen our meditation lasted longer than usual, it was still dark when, lotain hand and a change of robes over our shoulder, we went down to theriver to bathe.To me this was the least enjoyable part of the day. The water was coldand dirty, and until I grew accustomed to it the sound of people hawkingon the opposite bank and spitting into the water was not reassuring.Satyapriya, good swimmer that he was, plunged in and out like a seal.Usually I sat on the rough pier formed by half a dozen huge teak logs thatprojected from the bank into the water and douched myself with the lota.During our first week at the Ashram the logs were almost submerged; butin the hot weather the water level receded until they were two or threefeet clear of the surface. Eventually, I took my bath a few dozen yards fur-ther down, nearly opposite the bathing-ghat below the temples, where,to my intense disgust, I once saw lumps of yellow excrement floating pastonly a couple of feet from my knees.Back in the Ashram, we hung our wet clothes out to dry, washed ourfeet with the water we had brought from the river in our lotas before en-tering the hall, and then prepared for the morning puja or ceremonialworship. The question to what extent a Buddhist could show respect tonon-Buddhist religious teachers at that time hardly occurred to me, fornot being a member of the Sangha, or living among Buddhists, I had notto consider the possibility of such respect being misconstrued as actualworship of the teacher concerned or as indicating approval of all histeachings. If to me such a question did not, to Satyapriya it could not, occur.Holding, as he did, the view that Buddhism and Hinduism were in es-sence one, it was a matter almost of indifference to him whether he wor-shipped the Buddha or Ramakrishna. As we agreed in thinking that,since we were enjoying the hospitality of the Ashram, it was but right andnatural for us to assume responsibility for the decent upkeep of theshrine, the difference at first seemed immaterial.Every morning Satyapriya washed the cement floor and the altar, whileI gathered hibiscus, China rose, jasmine, and other flowers in a basket.Even the humble periwinkle was not disdained, though orthodox Hindufriends afterwards warned me that wild flowers, as well as �English� flow-
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ers (including the rose!) were impure and could not be offered to the Al-mighty. Usually I spent more than half an hour arranging my flowers onthe altar. This came to be regarded as evidence of great devotion. In truththe feelings which inspired me were aesthetic � if indeed it is possible toseparate the aesthetic from the devotional. When the photographs hadbeen anointed on the forehead with sandalpaste, and two or threejoss-sticks and the tall brass temple lamp lit, so still and pure was theatmosphere of the clean, flower-adorned shrine that all I had ever feltabout the importance of such aids to devotion was confirmed afresh.Our ministrations did not, of course, constitute puja in the orthodoxHindu sense, and perhaps I was glad they did not. I was perfectly contentarranging flowers. Later on when Satyapriya, following his unitaristviews to their logical conclusion, procured by post from Calcutta a San-skrit-Bengali manual of the elaborate ritual worship of Sri Ramakrishnaas an incarnation of God, and started performing the puja according to itsdirections, my heart turned as cold against the idea as it had done againstthat of Anandamayi being �Purna Brahma Narayana�. While prepared torespect both teachers for certain moral qualities, I could not, as a Bud-dhist, worship them as the incarnations of a deity in whose existence I didnot believe. Though our disagreement on this point was felt rather thanexpressed, it was symptomatic of a divergence of views that, towards theend of the following year, more than once threatened to become acute.Meanwhile, I sat with my friend while he recited mantras, scattered flow-ers and water, and waved various kinds of lamps, and I continued to dec-orate the altar; but now that this act had been invested, by implication,with a significance I did not feel, for me the joy of it was poisoned.After the puja, at about eight o�clock, we hurried down to the kitchenfor breakfast � which introduces the subject of food. For the first threeweeks we ate nothing except dried tapioca. Those for whom the wordmeans a kind of sweet pudding (as in my boyhood it did for me) may beinterested to learn what it meant for us. On the morning after our arrival,Raman Nair the caretaker, who had constituted himself our cook, placedbefore each of us on the cement floor an enamel dish piled with whatlooked like wood-chips. They tasted like wood-chips too. When we en-quired of him what they were, he only gibbered and gesticulated like anape, for he was little more than a half-wit, though as I remarked toSatyapriya when we knew him better, he was very cunning on his ownlevel of intelligence. Eventually, in the jabber of Malayalam, wedistinguished the word tapioca. At first we thought we had misheardhim; but when we repeated the word, pointing to the wood-chips as we
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did so, our cook nodded his white head vigorously and his eyes shonewith delight. Tapioca it was. Subsequently we discovered that, for severalmonths of the year, this tuberous root was the staple diet of the poor.When the crop was lifted at the end of the rainy season the greater part ofit was cut into small pieces and dried, the �wood-chips� thus producedgiving the cultivators something on which to live during the coldweather. The Ashram land, though seemingly uncultivable, was not toorough for the hardy tapioca plant. Sackfuls of wood-chips were stowedaway above the smoke-blackened rafters of the kitchen. Of course theywere boiled before being eaten, but this made no more difference to theirconsistency than the addition of a little salt made to their taste. Lest weshould find the diet monotonous, Raman Nair served them sometimesdry and sometimes floating in the water in which they had been boiled.Much of the time during the morning, after our tapioca breakfast, aswell as during the afternoon, after our tapioca lunch, was spent in study.Besides the books we had brought from Kasauli I had the Yoga-Vasishthaand the first volume of Shantarakshita�s encyclopaedic Tattvasangraha, or�Compendium of Principles� � a masterpiece of eighth-century IndianBuddhist dialectics � which I had borrowed from Kalady. There were alsothe commonplace books into which I had copied, ever since my arrival inIndia, passages from books I read. These provided me with much mate-rial for reflection, and I developed the habit of pacing up and down thelong side veranda � which thus became a kind of ambulatory � turningover in my mind various matters that were still not clear to me. In the backof one of these books, which is still in my hands, are ten poems bearingvarious dates in the month of November 1947. All are expressive of in-tense spiritual aspiration. At the same time I started writing an article onour recent experiences entitled �From the Himalayas to Cape Comorin�.While I occupied myself in this way, Satyapriya was busy improving hisEnglish. At my suggestion he started keeping a diary, for though he couldspeak the language fluently, if not very correctly, the weakness of hisgrammar and the limitations of his vocabulary became apparent when-ever he tried to write on religion and philosophy, in which field he was in-deed ambitious to distinguish himself. Unfortunately, he fell into thesame trap from which the well-meaning English teacher had once strivento rescue me. Whatever he wrote he handed to me saying, �Please pomp itup a bit. You know, put in a lot of bombastic words.� This was said in all se-riousness. �Bombastic� was to him a word of praise, expressive of the high-est stylistic excellence. For this error, or rather perversion, of taste, thevicious influence of the older prose style of his own vernacular was re-
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sponsible. Bengali, like most other modern Indian languages, had longstruggled beneath the incubus of Sanskrit; until very recent times thatstyle was considered best which said nothing in a Bengali word of twosyllables which could be said in a Sanskrit word of ten. Among Hindi�purists� the bombastic style flourishes even now, and their fanatical pref-erence for fantastic compounds of Sanskritic origin has indeed produced,since Independence, a growing volume of hostility to the Indian officiallanguage on the part of millions of non-Hindi-speaking people. WhatSatyapriya, an unconscious victim of such influences, was really askingme to do was to latinize his style, substituting for his monosyllables mypolysyllables. He wanted to write Johnsonese. When I explained that thisstyle was obsolete, and that simplicity and directness were now the quali-ties most admired, he accused me of being unwilling to help him. For along time the topic was a bone of contention between us. Like many nov-ices, he could not understand that if he wrote correctly and had some-thing to say, a style consonant with his personality would automaticallydevelop. For the time being, therefore, I had simultaneously to supplyhim with sesquipedalia verba and correct his grammar.Such minor differences apart, the latter part of the day passed no lessuneventfully than the earlier. In the evening, after a wash, we again medi-tated for an hour and recorded our progress in the manner Anandamayihad suggested. At eight o�clock we went down to the kitchen and by thelight of a coconut-oil lamp ate our third meal of wood-chips. Having readfor half an hour, or paced the ambulatory, we stretched ourselves out onour benches, which were scarcely eighteen inches wide, and were soonasleep.
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Chapter Thirty-One
�WHAT IS YOUR CASTE?�
There was still half a sack of wood-chips left when Swami Agamanandasent an emissary to see how we were getting on. Swami Dharmananda,who had called in at the Kalady Ashram while we were there, was a short,dark, slightly corpulent man of about forty, clad in a saffron-colouredshirt that reached almost to his ankles. It was soon evident, from the turnhe contrived to give the conversation, that the motive of his visit was lessaltruistic than we had supposed, and that he was interested not so muchin our welfare as in our identity. Some months later we discovered that hewas reputed to be an agent of the secret police. But this was not necessar-ily the explanation of his curiosity.In India, particularly in South India, people rarely feel at ease with astranger until they know his caste, language, income, marital status, andfamily history. Should this information not be immediately forthcoming,they do not drop the matter, as people in most other countries would do,but press it in a manner so vigorous and aggressive as to suggest that theyhave a right to know. The original reason for this extraordinary behaviouris to be found in the caste system. Hindu society consists of about 2,000castes. Every Hindu belongs by birth to one of them; a casteless Hindu is acontradiction in terms. Relations between castes are regulated by thesocio-religious manuals known as Dharma Shastras. Until a Hinduknows a man�s caste he is uncertain whether or not he may eat and drinkwith him, or even touch him. So acute is the discomfort created by thisstate of uncertainty that orthodox Hindus, especially brahmins, will go toalmost any lengths of rudeness in order to wrest from the uncommunica-tive this vital secret. Though during recent years the rigidity of the castesystem has been slightly relaxed, especially in towns and cities, and thepractice of untouchability made a penal offence, much of the personal in-quisitiveness that was necessitated, originally, by the requirements of the



caste system, is still operative in the make-up of people who believe them-selves devoid of caste prejudice.Malabar (that is to say, Travancore and the adjacent Malayalam-speakingareas) we found even worse in this respect than Tamilnad. Once we hadtold a Tamil brahmin that a sadhu possessed neither caste nor nationalitythe matter could usually be regarded as closed. Not so with the Malayalis.They insisted on pursuing the argument to the bitter end. Though SwamiDharmananda was less obstreperous than many whom it was our misfor-tune to encounter, he certainly made up in resourcefulness what helacked in vehemence. But having spent several days bruising himself invain against the wall of our resolution he apparently decided that directmethods were of no avail and thenceforward allowed the discussions toflow into normal channels.When he stopped playing the inquisitor, we discovered that his com-pany was by no means uncongenial. Not that he was a saint, but he wasshrewd, sensible, and well-informed and knew much about Travancorethat we were desirous of learning. Having been so reticent about our owncaste and nationality, we could hardly question him concerning his ante-cedents. From his undisguised hostility to brahmins, however, as well asfrom the darkness of his complexion, we concluded him to be a memberof the Nair community. Moreover, in order to encourage communicative-ness on our part he had confided to us that he had once belonged to theRamakrishna Mission. He also seemed to have been somehow connectedwith the Maha Bodhi Mission in Calicut, in what was then known as Brit-ish North Malabar. Now, he told us, he spent most of his time travellingup and down the state delivering lectures. The Malayalis had an inordi-nate passion for attending lectures. Travancore was, in fact, the only placein India where people were so addicted to this form of entertainment thatthey paid the lecturer not only his travelling expenses but a fee for hisspeech. Like many sadhus, Swami Dharmananda explained, he madeseveral hundred rupees a month by this means. Not being deeply inter-ested in religion, he preferred to speak either on politics or on social ques-tions such as the abolition of the caste system. But he had no objection tolecturing on religion, for this was still the most popular and lucrativetopic. Before returning to Kalady he predicted that we would soon be in-undated with invitations to address meetings.After this prediction, we were not astonished when, a few days later, ar-rangements were made for us to speak at a public meeting inMuvattupuzha. Swami Agamananda, who had evidently been apprisedof our determination to remain at the Ashram despite the wood-chips,
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came over for the day to preside. So great was the Malayali�s love of lec-tures, and so intense the curiosity that had been excited by our arrival,that practically the entire literate population of the town turned up tohear � and see � the two young ascetics. Though he was not unaware ofour feelings in the matter, Swami Agamananda introduced Satyapriya asa Bengali and me as an American. This gave him an opening for a vigor-ous attack on the Christian missionaries, his avowed enemies, whom heridiculed for trying to convert Indians to Christianity when culturedWesterners were voluntarily adopting Hinduism. (To him Buddhism wasa caste-cum-sect within the Hindu fold.) Satyapriya and I then spoke forabout half an hour each. Swami Agamananda concluded by appealing tothe public of Muvattupuzha to support the Ashram and co-operate withits new incumbents. On our return to the Ashram a committee was set upwith Swami Agamananda as President, Anagarika Satyapriya as Secre-tary, Anagarika Dharmapriya as Assistant Secretary, and Mr RamaswamiIyer � who, with about a dozen other gentlemen, had walked back withus � as Treasurer. Ramaswami promised ten rupees a month. The otherspledged one rupee each. A list of subscribers, potential and actual, wasdrawn up, and Satyapriya and I were instructed to go from house tohouse for subscriptions at the beginning of every month.From the first of December, therefore, our daily routine underwent animportant modification. Every morning after breakfast we crossed thebridge into Muvattupuzha and made the rounds of as many houses aspossible, returning to the Ashram at about midday. In the beginning wehad assumed it would be possible for us to collect the subscriptions of allthe members of the Ashram, as they were styled, within two or threedays. But as our list grew longer, and the town apparently more exten-sive, the work lingered on into the first, into the second, and finally eveninto the third week of each month. Members were not always at homewhen we called, and even if they were they sometimes asked us to callagain later as they happened to be without money just then. Moreover,with most of the subscribers on our list, who at the peak of our activitynumbered nearly a hundred, we were soon on terms of friendship, even,in a few cases, of familiarity. For this development Satyapriya�s extremesociability was mainly responsible. In consequence we acquired the habitof visiting certain houses more often, and staying much longer, than ourbusiness required. This was no doubt of greater benefit to us than spend-ing the whole of our time at the Ashram. Apart from getting more exer-cise, we became closely acquainted with Muvattupuzha and its people,
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and learned much about the manners and customs, the beliefs and prac-tices, of the various castes and communities of the state.Like Trivandrum, Muvattupuzha contained more open spaces thanhouses and more trees than people. The three rivers which gave the townits name made a rough T that trisected it into three unequal segments.These segments were connected by two bridges, the first of which crossedthe river forming the left arm of the T about a mile before it reached theconfluence, while the second crossed the river forming the upright aboutthe same distance down from the confluence. By far the greater portion ofthe town lay under the left arm of the T between the two bridges. In themiddle of this segment, equidistant from the bridges, stood a small coni-cal hill. After crossing the bridge from the Ashram we turned right in thedirection of the town. Presently the road forked. One could reach the firstbridge by going either round to the right of the hill through the brahminquarter or round to the left past the Roman Catholic church, the Govern-ment Hospital, the Anchal Office, the Anglican church, the toddy shop,the Courts, and a row of Western-style shops which in the course of a yearnearly doubled in length. Usually we went into town by one route and re-turned by the other. Sometimes, crossing the first bridge and turningright, we made our way through the crowded bazaar quarter to the sandyshores of the confluence, where we crossed over to the Ashram bank ofthe river in a country-boat which, on market days, was so overloaded thatit almost foundered. During the rains the confluence measured nearly amile across; but in summer the rivers shrank within their channels to suchan extent, and the water became so shallow, that after hitching our robesabove our knees we could wade from one bank to the other withoutmuch difficulty.Only at the centre (not the geographical centre) of the town, at the twoends of the first bridge, and in the bazaar, did one see a few rows of shopsand houses built end to end after the Western pattern. Practically all theother houses, including those scattered up and down the hillside, as wellas government offices and public buildings, stood four-square in theirown compounds, in every one of which slim white coconut palms rearedthemselves fifty and sixty feet high, their gently swaying heads crownedwith a mass of nodding green plumes. One could hardly tell where thetown ended and the countryside began. When one reached the suburbspaddy-fields started appearing in between the low compound walls; buteven in the heart of the town, where houses were thickest and com-pounds smallest, we occasionally found that a short cut from one houseto another led through a field of grain or across freshly-ploughed land.
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The houses with the most character were the tiled, heavily timbered redlaterite mansions of the traditional Malabar type. Some of the older, andperhaps more purely indigenous, specimens were built entirely of teakthat had grown black with age. A few were thatched instead of tiled. Not apane of glass, not a single nail or screw or hinge, had been used in theirconstruction. The small, low windows were closed with stout woodenbars. Massive folding doors, of four-inch thick teak, turned on woodenpegs that fitted into sockets in the door-frame, and were barred on the in-side by a heavy teak sliding-bolt. The floors were paved with black stone.A dusty table and a chair or two, obviously unused except by visitors,were usually the only concessions to modernity. On the walls, amonggarish lithographs of the blue Vishnu astride his bird-mount Garuda,with one arm round each of his plump, homely spouses, and a medley ofother Hindu gods and goddesses, hung large framed portraits of variousmembers of the British Royal Family from Queen Victoria down to KingGeorge VI. Though dark, the interiors of these old houses were delight-fully cool, and after a long walk in the hot bright sun Satyapriya and Ifound it pleasant to relax in a dusty chair and allow our eyes to become ac-customed to the gloom, while our host, who was generally a Nair, disap-peared into the yet darker back premises to fetch us one of the traditionalcold drinks.For the first two or three months that we went out on our rounds wewere often pestered by enquiries concerning our caste and nationality.Though we found them rather trying, neither of us could help laughingat the ridiculous, even comical manner in which they were sometimesmade. A perfect stranger, passing us in the road, would stop, fix us with afish-like stare, and without a word of explanation demand of us, in hol-low, sepulchral tones, �What � is � your � nationality?� Our favouritereply was that we were sadhus and had none. If the questioner was defi-cient in effrontery, or in English, he would look us up and down very de-liberately in silence for a few minutes and then move slowly off, keepingus fixed with the same fish-like stare as he did so. When asked �What isyour caste?� we replied (or rather Satyapriya replied) that we were Bud-dhists and as such did not believe in this institution. This almost alwaysled to an argument. Everybody had a caste, we were told, and among theorthodox our reticence in this important particular told against us, for tothem it was a matter of common experience that the lower a man�s castethe more reluctant he was to reveal it. Attempts to explain that there werecountries outside India, and religions other than Hinduism, which knewnothing of caste, were met, on the part of the semi-literate, by an incredu-
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lous silence. The more persistent type of questioner, vexed by our uncom-municativeness, would proceed to ask such subtle leading questions as�Where were you born?� and �What is your mother tongue?� To the latterquestion Satyapriya replied that he knew thirteen languages, which wastrue in a sense. Being a much less gifted linguist I said nothing. Somequestioners became argumentative. �Why shouldn�t a sadhu tell his na-tionality?� they would demand belligerently. �He can be universal atheart.�If we happened to be in a hurry we generally left such people arguingin the middle of the road. Had their enquiries been conducted withgreater reasonableness we might have felt tempted to break the resolu-tion we had made on leaving Kasauli. As it was, the fact that nothingabout us seemed to interest them so much, or concern them so deeply, asour caste, made us all the more determined to lesson them in the minorimportance of such distinctions by firmly adhering to the principles wehad adopted. Eventually, when our attitude became generally known,the persecution ceased. Thereafter, whoever stopped and fixed us with afishy stare we knew must be a stranger to the town. When Satyapriya wasin a jovial mood he would sometimes be the first to put the well-knownquestion, imitating with great success the tone in which it was usuallyasked. Spluttering with suppressed mirth we would then escape, leavingthe would-be questioner looking after us with a sagging jaw and an ex-pression of bewilderment.Despite the success of these light-hearted methods with members ofthe public, a day came when it seemed that our reticence regarding ourantecedents would get us into serious trouble with the authorities. We re-ceived a summons to the police station. Unlike the people ofMuvattupuzha,who took equal interest in us both, especially in our caste,the station superintendent seemed concerned exclusively with me andmy nationality. All foreigners, he explained, were now required to regis-ter with the police, and since it was suspected that I belonged to this cate-gory of persons I had been called for interrogation. Would I kindly statemy nationality. Had I replied that I was English all would have been well,for the registration order did not apply to citizens of the United Kingdomand other Commonwealth countries, who were not classified as foreign-ers. Official suspicion had, in fact, been excited only by SwamiAgamananda�s unfortunate description of me as an American. But asSatyapriya and I had insisted for three or four months that as sadhus wehad neither caste nor nationality, stoutly resisting all attempts to extractfrom us the much-prized information, we felt we could now hardly re-
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tract. Perhaps there was also a grain of obstinacy in our attitude. Fortu-nately the station superintendent took a lenient view of the case, merelyremarking, after a few supplementary questions, that he would have toreport to headquarters that a person suspected of being a foreigner wasresiding in the vicinity and had refused to declare his nationality.A few weeks later came a second summons. On our arrival at the policestation we found that the station superintendent had been transferred.His successor, a strapping, handsome young Nair of about my own age,was the son of one of our Ashram members, a teacher in the local MiddleSchool, and we had already met him at his father�s house before his ap-pointment. This of course made things much easier for us. After he hadput me the same questions as his predecessor, and I had given the samereplies, we enrolled him as a member of the Ashram and collected his firstsubscription. Thereafter the police station was included in our regularmonthly itinerary. On one of our visits the young superintendent showedus the lock-up, where we saw, behind bars, half a dozen desperate-lookingcharacters who were awaiting trial on charges of theft and murder. Forseveral days afterwards we speculated whether this gesture was meant tobe taken as a hint; but as no further official interest was taken in us weeventually dismissed the suspicion as unfounded. The authorities, itseemed, were more easily satisfied than some of our acquaintances.
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Chapter Thirty-Two
THE THREE LAWYERS
We had not been long in Muvattupuzha before discovering that apartfrom the Untouchables and Unseeables almost everybody owned at leasthalf an acre of land. Boundary disputes between the owners of adjacentplots were, therefore, extremely common. A man could hardly go awayfor the weekend without finding, on his return, that one of his neigh-bours had shifted the fence a foot or two to his own advantage. Such inci-dents led to interminable litigation. Going to law was, in fact, the mostpopular local pastime � and the most ruinous. Most of our members wereinvolved, either as plaintiffs or defendants, in two or three suits everymonth. Under such favourable conditions lawyers flourished. One of themost typical sights of the town was that of a vakil, or solicitor, in rustyblack coat and ready-made white turban, making his lordly way to theCourt at 9.45 in the morning followed by a train of obsequious clients notone of whom but had what Judge Jeffreys would have called a hangingface. Knots of no less villainous-looking characters could be seen gath-ered about the entrances of the various court-rooms. When we enquiredwho they were and what they wanted we received the cynical reply,�They are witnesses waiting to be hired. They�ll swear to anything foreight annas.� Later we learned that there was a tacit agreement betweenvakils to limit the number of false witnesses produced at any single hear-ing. More than eight or nine for each side, it was felt, would tend to defeatthe ends of justice.So great was the amount of litigation that went on, and so urgent thedemand for lawyers, that the legal profession seemed to have absorbedan abnormally high percentage of the more highly educated middle class.How many vakils and advocates were enrolled as members of theAshram I no longer recollect. But it was certainly no coincidence thatthough we made friends among practically all professions, trades, and



occupations, more friends followed the law than any other vocation,while of the three closest of all our friends in Muvattupuzha two werevakils and one an advocate. That the former should have been Nairs, andthe latter a brahmin, was also hardly a coincidence, for these were the twomost influential and educated Hindu communities.Kumaran Nair lived at the top of a flight of steep laterite steps on theleft-hand side of the hill; Kesava Pillai on the river bank half-way betweenRamaswami�s office and the brahmin quarter. We must have made theiracquaintance simultaneously, for their boyhood friendship had lastedwithout diminution into middle age and they were inseparable compan-ions. Indeed, I can no more think of them separately than I can think ofTweedledum apart from Tweedledee. Not that as men they had much incommon. Physically and mentally they were contrasting types. KumaranNair was tall, thin, shrewd, suspicious, and cynical; Kesava Pillai short,stout, trustful, affectionate, and cheerful. The former had a deep cleft be-tween the brows; even when his face became animated, which it usuallydid in discussion, he never entirely lost his half-worried, half-querulousexpression. The latter, even when grave, could never suppress for morethan a minute or two the smile that lurked in the corners of his mouth.One was quick and bird-like in his movements, the other slow as a tor-toise. In matters of religion, if Kumaran Nair was what the Hindus call ajnanin, or one whose approach to Reality is intellectual, Kesava Pillai wasdefinitely a bhakta, or devotee.Between them they monopolized two-thirds of the entire legal practiceof Muvattupuzha. This meant that they frequently appeared for oppositeparties. When this happened, neither spared the other in his argument.Kumaran Nair, we were told, excelled in attack, Kesava Pillai in defence.Each being a match, but no more than a match, for the other, the twofriends lost and won an even number of cases, thus dividing the forensichonours of the town between them. Their courtroom brawls, far from re-sulting in any ill feeling, seemed not only to strengthen their friendshipbut to give it an added zest. Perhaps one cannot love a man withoutknowing his strength, and it is difficult to know his strength without hav-ing wrestled with him. They never discussed the merits of a case outsidethe Court. When one of them had won a case, however, he sometimespointed out flaws in his own arguments that had escaped his friend�s no-tice.The nest reveals the bird, and the homes of the two vakils were charac-teristic of their respective owners. Kumaran Nair�s, perhaps, was less so.It was a new house; in fact, when we made his acquaintance it was still
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under construction. Like practically all new middle-class houses it wasbuilt of blocks of red laterite and the walls were faced with cement. In thesitting-room, where he usually received us, stood a small table and threeor four chairs. However often we called, he greeted us cheerfully and atonce started talking. In the course of the discussion his sonRadhakrishnan, a college student, and nephew Menon, who ran a radioshop, would sometimes come in and stand with folded arms listening towhat was being said. In Malabar it was not good manners for a youngman to sit in the presence of his elders. Sometimes, when they had stoodfor more than an hour, Kumaran Nair would tell them, in a testy manner,to sit down. �Just look at the young rascals!� he would exclaim toSatyapriya and me, �They�re more old-fashioned than I am!� But theyoung men merely smiled, casting their eyes down as they did so, and re-mained standing. When they felt tired they leaned against the wall,drawing one bare foot up behind them and pressing the sole against thecool cement. Despite their modesty, which became them very well,Radhakrishnan and Menon were not shy; indeed, subject to the formali-ties imposed by convention, their intercourse with Kumaran Nair wasquite easy. After a decent interval they joined in the discussion, neither ofthem hesitating to differ from the older man. With Menon, indeed,Kumaran Nair argued and expostulated as with an intimate, and the ex-changes between them at times grew quite heated.Like most Hindus, especially the English-educated intellectual type,Kumaran Nair dearly loved to discuss philosophical topics such as the na-ture of Reality. But as with so many of his co-religionists he never definedhis terms and pursued no line of thought to its conclusion, with the resultthat his contribution to the discussion was generally a stream of ideas asbrilliant but as inconsequential as successive trails of sunlit foam on ariver. Theism and pantheism, mysticism and hedonism, the inevitableVedantic story of the snake and the rope and parables from the New Tes-tament, wholesale praise of Hinduism that might have been ironical andequally wholesale denunciation that seemed deliberately to negate itselfby overstatement, were all mixed and jumbled together in astoundingconfusion. Twenty times in the course of a single argument he shifted hisground. If in replying to something he had said we proceeded upon thesame assumptions that he had done he would interrupt the argument toquestion these assumptions. Every few minutes he scratched his headand suddenly flew off at a tangent. Our philosophical discussions in factusually went round and round in circles until we were dizzy. Satyapriya
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was still Hindu enough to enjoy these noisy debates; but to me the mean-ingless argumentation soon became distasteful.Much more interesting were the occasions on which Kumaran Nairspoke of local manners and customs. He was a staunch opponent of thecaste system. That is to say, he criticized it vehemently. Though I had notthen succeeded in grasping the fact, for a modern Hindu it is quite easy topractise a thing and to criticize it without any sense of inconsistency. Oneday he told us the exact number of feet up to which the members of vari-ous inferior castes had been allowed to approach a Nair house.Untouchables could not enter the compound. Eazhavas, or those of thetoddy-tapping caste, could enter the compound but had to stand at leastthirty feet from the door.Ambiguous as was our friend�s attitude toward caste, however, his ha-tred of the brahmins � who treated the Nairs almost as contemptuouslyasthe Nairs treated the Eazhavas � was undoubtedly sincere. Probably itwas he who translated for our benefit a Malayalam proverb meaning �Ifyou meet a brahmin and a cobra, kill the brahmin first.� He also told usabout a famous Vishnu temple not far from Muvattupuzha where, on acertain day each year, one hundred brahmins were ceremonially fed. Ac-cording to a legend invented by �those threaded rascals�, as he alwaystermed members of the priestly caste, one of the brahmins thus fed wasalways the god Vishnu in disguise and to partake of his prasad was a cer-tain cure for leprosy. When the meal was over the leaf-plates containingthe leavings of the hundred brahmins were thrown on to the rubbishheap, whereupon the lepers, who gathered there every year from all overthe state, fought over them like dogs in the hope of getting a scrap of theprecious prasad. Even Nairs, he told us in a tone of disgust, sometimessank so low as to partake of the leavings of the �threaded rascals� in thishumiliating manner.When neither discoursing on the nature of Reality nor denouncing thebrahmins Kumaran Nair usually railed bitterly against his profession. Inthe mouth of a Malayalam-speaking person the words �lawyer� and �liar�are homonymous. Both Kumaran Nair and Kesava Pillai made much ofthis coincidence, asserting that they were compelled to speak in Courtnothing but unmitigated falsehood. The former often declared himselfutterly disgusted with so dishonest a calling, and periodically announcedhis intention of retiring from practice immediately. At first we admiredhim for his loftiness of spirit, but eventually we perceived that he waswell content with his profession and railed against it only as a marriedman rails against marriage.
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Kesava Pillai lived in surroundings much more old-fashioned thanthose of his friend. His house was old and stood in a small compound thegate of which consisted of two or three sliding bamboos. The interior ofthe front room, where we always sat and talked with him, was dark anddusty, with a predominance of gloomy black woodwork. From the wallshung torn old calendars and bunches of grimy papers on spikes. UnlikeKumaran Nair, who at home wore an English shirt and a silk sarong,Kesava Pillai never received us wearing anything more than a small pieceof cloth round the waist; his face was usually covered with white stubble.From a black band round his neck hung a small square phylactery of gold.He, too, always made us welcome, standing with bowed head and foldedhands, the familiar smile lurking in the corners of his mouth, untilSatyapriya and I had taken our seats. Except once or twice when he wasseriously ill, his mood was invariably one of cheerful composure.Though he was much less talkative than his friend, we enjoyed his con-versation; there was often a great deal behind his short but shrewd obser-vations. But our visits were never allowed to interfere with the day�swork. At intervals he would walk slowly over to his clerk, who scribbledsteadily in a cubby-hole on the right of the entrance, and quietly give hima few brief instructions. Every half an hour he prepared himself a freshwad of pan, which he was, like most Malayalis, greatly addicted to chew-ing. The jaws of many of the people we knew seemed never to rest fromthis exercise. While we talked, half a dozen very small children, quite na-ked, would run laughing in and out of the room: some were his own off-spring, others his daughter�s. More than once our old friend, who wasabout fifty-six, told us with a rueful smile that in order to give his youn-gest children as good an education as he had given their elder brothersand sisters he would have to go on working until he was well over sev-enty.Despite their great difference of temperament, Kumaran Nair andKesava Pillai had one major characteristic in common: both were, and formany years had been, very heavy drinkers. As soon as we found this out,Satyapriya and I did our utmost to persuade them to give up the habit,which had done neither of them much good. Kesava Pillai, in fact, whowas the heavier drinker of the two, suffered from a variety of gastric andother complaints due to alcoholic poisoning. On Kumaran Nair our per-suasions were wasted. After admitting that drinking was an evil habit, hewould launch into pseudo-philosophical generalizations that made theadmission meaningless. We therefore concentrated on Kesava Pillai,whose doctor had already warned him more than once that unless he
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gave up his regular evening potations they would kill him. But thoughhe, too, admitted drinking was a great evil, and often wished himself ridof a habit that might easily prove fatal, for a middle-aged man to break allat once the chains that had bound him practically for a lifetime was nosimple matter. But eventually, after several months of argument, exhorta-tion, and expostulation on our part, break them he did, though by thetime he had nerved himself for the act even so drastic a remedy could notcounteract the effect of the poisons that were now rapidly undermininghis whole system.Since they drank only at night after dinner, whereas we called on themonly in the morning, we had never seen either of the two friends everlooking the worse for drink; though had we been more experienced wemight have wondered why the hands of one trembled so badly when helit a cigarette and why the eyes of the other were so red.One evening, however, between 7 and 8, we unsuspectingly went tosee Kumaran Nair on urgent Ashram business. We found him in thekitchen with a wooden keg at his side. To our astonishment he greeted usincoherently (he had removed his false teeth) and in a foolish,hiccoughing manner began excusing himself for being drunk and tellingus how ashamed he felt, and how repentant, that we had discovered himin such a condition. Having said this, he assured us, very volubly, andwith many asseverations, that he was not drunk and that we would becommitting a great mistake, and doing him a great injustice, if we thoughthe was. He then proceeded to pick a quarrel with Menon, to whom hespoke not in Malayalam, as he usually did, but in English, and ended byshedding a few tears.After a few minutes his head seemed to clear a little, and he launchedinto one of his usual philosophical harangues, in the course of which hedeclared, at great length and with many supporting arguments, that Hin-duism was a universal religion, according to which all paths led to Godand that if he chose to find God through the path of drunkenness whyshould he not? Satyapriya and I were amazed not by the novelty of thisthesis, which was the sort of thing we were accustomed to hear from him,but by the brilliance of his language. Normally he spoke English verywell; but that evening his speech was almost poetry. Menon afterwardstold us that when drunk his uncle never spoke anything but English evento those members of his household who knew only Malayalam, and thathe often expressed himself just as brilliantly. Thereafter, whenever wesaw Kumaran Nair in the morning we would jokingly ask him how wellhe had been speaking English the evening before.
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Venkateshwara Iyer, Advocate, the third of our three closest friends,was a Tamil brahmin who drank nothing stronger than coffee. At leastonce a week we visited him at his house in the brahmin quarter, steppingover the sliding bamboos and climbing up a short but very steep flight ofsteps to his ever-open portals. On the way up we passed a small green co-coa tree, the only one I ever saw, among whose branches there hung onemonth, to my intense delight, three-inch pods like purple Chinese lan-terns.On stepping over the raised wooden threshold we invariably foundVenkateshwara Iyer sitting cross-legged on the black stone platform, sixfeet in breadth and a foot high, which filled the rear half of the room. Ex-cept on chilly mornings, when he donned a shirt, he wore no more thanKesava Pillai, while across his left shoulder, conspicuous against thebrown skin, hung the brahminical thread. He never sat without a book inhis hand or a wad of pan in his mouth. Sometimes we found him readingBurke or Macaulay, sometimes a Sanskrit philosophical work, and some-times the cheapest type of detective fiction: they were all grist to his mill.Whatever the book might be, he laid it aside as we entered, looked up atus over the steel rims of his spectacles, which he wore far down his nose,shifted the pan to the opposite side of his mouth, and without either ris-ing from his place or folding his hands in greeting called out a welcome inhis customary harsh, strident tones. At first we were a little disconcertedby this unceremonious reception, so different from anybody else�s, butwe soon grew used to his ways. When Satyapriya and I had settled downon the edge of the stone platform, where reed mats had been spread forus � sitting at opposite ends, and leaning against the woodwork � conver-sation would begin. Sometimes it was sparked off by the book we hadfound the old brahmin reading, sometimes by current Ashram affairs,sometimes by an incident of socio-religious interest we had recently wit-nessed, or which had been reported to us. Whatever the starting pointmight have been, violent differences of opinion soon arose. Most of theseclashes were between Venkateshwara Iyer and Satyapriya, and most ofthem were connected, in one way or another, with the ubiquitous subjectof caste.On one of our first visits, quite by chance, we had remarked how greatan injustice it was that Untouchables were not even allowed to use theroad that led past the temples of Shiva and Ganesha a few hundred yardsaway. To our astonishment, Venkateshwara Iyer not only bluntlydisagreed with us, but stoutly upheld the traditional prohibition, main-taining that Untouchables were Untouchables and should be treated as
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such. This was too much for Satyapriya, who at once leaped into the fray.The pitched battle that followed set the pattern for many others in thecourse of the next fifteen months. If Satyapriya excelled in volubility andindignation, Venkateshwara Iyer was more than a match for him in dia-lectical acumen and rock-like immovability of conviction. As discussiongrew more and more heated, I gradually ceased to participate. In any caseI agreed and disagreed with both parties. Satyapriya believed that thecaste system was evil and that it was not really part of Hinduism, being alater corruption. Venkateshwara Iyer believed that the caste system wasgood, being in fact a sublime, God-given institution, and that it was of theaboriginal essence of Hinduism. I believed that the caste system was eviland that both practically and theoretically it was part of Hinduism, whichwas one of the reasons why I was a Buddhist and not a Hindu. For me,however, the subject of caste was not the highly emotive one that it wasfor my two friends. So violent did their exchanges sometimes become thata permanent breach seemed unavoidable. But fortunately they alwaysmanaged to check themselves in time, and though we continued to beshocked by some of the more outrageous manifestations of his un-abashed orthodoxy, Satyapriya and I remained on good terms withVenkateshwara Iyer. Outspokenness such as his was in any case a wel-come change from the equivocations of the average Hindu, and in theend we started almost liking him for his intransigence. For his part, theold reactionary had no objection to being anvil to the hammers of ouryouthful idealism, and in the end adopted towards our persistence an at-titude of almost paternal indulgence. Once, indeed, he unbent so far as tooffer us coffee. Despite ourselves, we could not help feeling highly hon-oured. When his wife brought the coffee, however, we saw that she hadserved it in silver tumblers. Silver, being a pure metal, could not be pol-luted whoever drank from it.Stimulating though our discussions with Venkateshwara Iyer were forboth Satyapriya and me, they tended to have a disrupting effect on ourown personal relationship. Whenever the old brahmin had been morethan usually militant, Satyapriya would be at pains to assure me that hewas only an old-fashioned eccentric, one of a breed now virtually extinct.On no account should I regard his views as those of Hinduism. If I did so,he warned me, I would be doing that great religion a grave injustice. De-spite his expostulations, I remained unconvinced. So far as I could see theonly difference between Venkateshwara Iyer and other orthodox Hinduswas his outspokenness. What all believed and practised he was notashamed or afraid of proclaiming from the housetops. As I knew only too
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well, Satyapriya�s real concern was to minimize the differences betweenBuddhism and Hinduism. For if Hinduism could be equated with caste,whereas Buddhism could not, then he would be forced into the positionof having to choose the latter religion and reject the former, and for sodrastic a change he was not yet ready.That Hinduism could, in fact, be equated with caste, transpired fromone of the longest and most interesting of all our discussions, on accountof which Venkateshwara Iyer failed to attend Court that morning andSatyapriya and I were late for lunch.Satyapriya had happened to refer, in passing, to the HinduMahasabha�s definition of a Hindu as one who regarded India as HolyLand or who followed a religion the founder of which had been born inIndia. This was, of course, much too broad, and Venkateshwara Iyer in-stantly objected. If such a definition was accepted, he argued, one wouldnot only have to regard Buddhists, Jains, and Sikhs as Hindus, which wasbad enough, but even unclean people beyond the sea. Satyapriya havingfailed to satisfy him with the Mahasabha�s definition, I tried out on him amore traditional one. A Hindu, I suggested, was one who believed in theauthority of the Vedas. To our amazement, this definition was rejected asperemptorily as the first. Belief in the authority of the Vedas, growled theold man, did not make one a Hindu. What grounds he gave for this asser-tion I no longer recollect, but it was certainly not due to lack of respect forthe Vedas. Indeed, his was the only brahmin house in South India inwhich we found a copy of the Vedas, and he often lamented the fact thatVedic studies were nowadays generally neglected by the brahmin com-munity. �What about the Ramayana and the Mahabharata?� demandedSatyapriya. They were universally popular scriptures. Wasn�t a Hinduone who believed in them? No, he wasn�t. �The Bhagavad Gita, then?� Thatwas even more widely read than the two great epics. But the Gita, for allits popularity, fared no better than the Vedas. By this time Satyapriya andI were feeling distinctly puzzled. �All right,� we said at last, �You tell us.What is a Hindu?� �A Hindu�, our friend replied with the greatest imper-turbability, �is one who observes the caste system, includinguntouchability.�Not all our discussions were confined to the subject of caste, or even tothat of religion. We also talked about politics, law, English literature, theTamil classics, and local manners, customs, and traditions. One dayVenkateshwara Iyer told us a strange story about a brahmin woman whohad suffered various misfortunes due to the fact that in her previousexistence, when she had belonged to a low-caste family, she had once
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struck a cat in a fit of rage and killed it. Greatly interested, we enquiredhow it had been possible to find out that her misfortunes were the conse-quences of that particular action. �By means of astrology, of course,� re-plied Venkateshwara Iyer, as though stating the obvious. We must havelooked surprised, for he went on to explain that in the Tamil country therewas a well-known branch of astrology that was concerned exclusivelywith tracing present misfortunes back to sins committed in previousexistences. Once the offence had been identified, the appropriate pen-ances could be performed, and the sufferer freed from the consequencesof his past misdeeds. In the present instance, the brahmin woman hadbeen advised to feed a certain number of cats every day, as well as to per-form the ritual worship of Sri Krishna. On our again looking surprisedVenkateshwara Iyer added that cats were said to be particularly fond ofSri Krishna, and that in South India the god was, in fact, sometimes de-picted with a cat standing on his shoulder.On another occasion, calling out to his son to bring the key, our friendshowed us his library, which was housed in an outbuilding. All the majorEnglish classics were there, many of them in splendid bindings. Pointingto one particularly magnificent set, his son exclaimed, �I borrowed thosebooks eleven years ago!� We could not help wondering how many ofVenkateshwara Iyer�s books had been acquired in the same manner, buthe said nothing to enlighten us, merely beaming on his first-born with pa-ternal pride and satisfaction. Not that Sundaram Iyer, as he was called,seemed much to be proud of. Unlike his father he was small, unhealthy,and totally devoid of character, and having failed to complete his studiesnow stayed at home. More surprisingly still, he was not a particularlygood brahmin, and according to Muvattupuzha gossip was not averse toa glass of toddy. Perhaps Satyapriya was right and Venkateshwara Iyer�sbreed was dying out after all.Though we had many discussions with Venkateshwara Iyer, andthough he expressed himself forcibly on all occasions, one of his sayingsin particular stuck in my mind. �A regulated life gives strength.� With itsdaily ritual baths, its constant repetition of mantras, its fasts and dietaryrestrictions, its seasonal religious observances, and above all its social pro-hibitions of every kind, the life of the orthodox brahmin was certainlyregulated. But as our friend demonstrated in his own person, such regu-lation was an abundant source of physical and mental strength � howthat strength was used was another question. As I look back on my days inMuvattupuzha, the figure of the bigoted old Tamil brahmin with hisred-rimmed eyes, and mouth like a steel trap, looms before me like an Ep-
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stein bronze, harsh and rigid of feature indeed, but not without a certainbeauty of its own.
THE THREE LAWYERS 275



Chapter Thirty-Three
OTHER FRIENDS
While Kumaran Nair, Kesava Pillai, and Venkateshwara Iyer were ourclosest friends in the Town of the Three Rivers, there were a number ofother people with whom we were on almost equally friendly terms andwhom we saw almost as frequently. Nairs of course predominated, theybeing in any case the majority community. Indeed, not only did we havemany Nair friends but many Nair friends with exactly the same name andsurname. There were three or four Raman Nairs, and at least five or sixKrishna Pillais.Our principal friend among the Krishna Pillais was the Anchal Master,that is to say, the officer in charge of the Muvattupuzha branch of theTravancore internal postal service. He was important to us because hewas an ardent devotee of the god Ayyappan, and we had many talks withhim on the subject. According to Krishna Pillai, Ayyappan was, in fact, aform of the Buddha. Although, as we knew, this hypothesis was by nomeans universally accepted, it could not be denied that between theAyyappan cult and Buddhism there were a number of interesting paral-lels, parallels that seemed almost too close to be coincidences. Devotees ofAyyappan recited Ayyappan saranam, �Ayyappan the Refuge� or �(Take) ref-uge in Ayyappan�, in much the same way as Buddhists recited Buddhamsaranam gacchami, �I go for refuge to the Buddha.� Unlike other Hindugods, with the possible exceptions of Karttikeya and Ganesha, Ayyappanwas a strictly celibate divinity. Moreover, on their annual pilgrimage toSabarimalai, in central Travancore, where Ayyappan had his principalshrine, devotees of the god not only observed an ethical code remarkablysimilar to the Five Precepts of Buddhism but, more extraordinary still,while actually on pilgrimage did not observe caste distinctions of anykind. This last fact was all the more significant inasmuch as the pilgrimswere of all castes and communities including, so we were assured, even a



few Muslims and Christians. The picture of Ayyappan which KrishnaPillai presented to the Ashram, and which we hung in the shrine, de-picted a youthful, two-armed figure, white in colour, and with a smilingface, squatting on his heels and wearing round his knees what appearedto be a meditation band. He was adorned, in princely fashion, with silksand jewels, and was flanked by various wild animals. To me this picture,which was the standard one, did not appear to bear a very close resem-blance to any of the traditional representations of the Buddha, thoughsubsequently, after I had left Muvattupuzha, it occurred to me thatAyyappan might well have been one of the great Bodhisattvas, such asManjushri or Avalokiteshvara. Be that as it may, it was significant not onlythat so many people in Travancore believed that Ayyappan was a form ofthe Buddha but that they wanted to believe. It was as though, through thefamiliar but unorthodox figure of the god of Sabarimalai, they were in factreaching out to the Buddha and Buddhism.Next to the Nairs, the two biggest communities in Travancore were theEazhavas, or toddy-tappers, and the Christians. Our main Eazhavafriend was Mr Krishnan, the local Conservator of Forests, whose jurisdic-tion extended over a third of the entire state. As its highest-ranking cen-tral government officer he enjoyed considerable prestige in the town,and was the means of introducing us to a number of people. Tall, slim,fair-complexioned, and almost completely Westernized, in his khakishorts and solar topi he looked much more like an English tea planterthan an Indian government servant. He could not forget his origins, how-ever. Indeed, Travancore being what it was he would not have been al-lowed to forget them. Whenever we saw a brown figure in a loinclothshinning up a coconut-palm he would exclaim, with good-natured irony,�There you are, that�s what I am! I�m a toddy-tapper!� His official dutiesbeing what they were, Mr Krishnan was always having to go out on tour,and always urging us to accompany him. Occasionally, when we felt likean outing, we did so. On one of these excursions we watched a tract ofjungle being cleared. Scores of elephants were at work, removing enor-mous logs of wood in their curled trunks. Sometimes we passed the nightat a government bungalow, sometimes with relatives of Mr Krishnan. Allhis relatives were completely Westernized. Their houses were furnishedin Western style, complete with antimacassars. Womenfolk spoke Englishas well as the men, and joined freely in the conversation. All, despite their�low caste�, were as light-skinned as Mr Krishnan.The Christians of Muvattupuzha were divided into Syrian Christians,Anglicans, and Roman Catholics. Swami Agamananda having introduced
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us in the manner that he did, it was not surprising that they at first re-garded us with deep suspicion, not to say hostility. Eventually, however,we succeeded in gaining the confidence of some of them. One or two weeven enrolled as members of the Ashram. If Christians could regularly ap-proach Hindus for subscriptions, we said, why should Hindus and Bud-dhists not approach Christians? This argument appealed to the morebroad-minded, and laughingly they paid up.Our principal Christian friend was the Anglican postmaster, a man ofabout thirty with a cheerful golliwog face who wore a Western-stylejacket and trousers during working hours and a plain white shirt andwhite sarong at home. He was keenly interested in English literature, anddespite Satyapriya�s manifest disapproval the pair of us occasionally dis-cussed Shakespeare and Milton. Other Christian friends included the lo-cal Subdivisional Officer and the local Member of Parliament, both ofwhom were Syrian Christians. From the former we once heard an inter-esting anecdote. Before being posted to Muvattupuzha, he had been incharge of a subdivision in the interior of the state. One day, while check-ing revenue accounts in a remote village, he had heard in the distance anextraordinary sound, which for our benefit he did his best to imitate. Itsounded like �Hoooooooo-in! Hoooooooo-in!� with the emphasis fallingsharp and short on the last syllable. On his enquiring from the clerks whatit meant, they told him that it was a member of one of the �Unseeable�castes warning high-caste Hindus of his approach.Partly on account of the caste system and partly on account of some ofthe more bizarre manifestations of popular devotion, all our Christianfriends had, we found, a strong antipathy toward Hinduism. Indeed, aswe got to know them better, and as they felt they could be more open withus, some of them confessed to feelings of horror and loathing. It was asthough they really sensed, in Hinduism, something evil, even diabolical,for which they were unable to account but which they both feared andhated. Such being the case, it was all the more surprising that several ofthem were strongly drawn to Buddhism. Varghese, the Member of Parlia-ment, indeed admitted that as a student he had been deeply influencedby The Light of Asia. Whether our Christian friends had any real under-standing of either Hinduism or Buddhism is another question. What theyfeared in Hinduism was the strength of its chthonic irrationality. Con-versely, what attracted them in Buddhism was its apparent rationality, aswell as the presence of a spiritual ideal which, on the ethical level, couldbe superficially assimilated with that of Christianity.
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Despite their numerical inferiority to the Nairs, Eazhavas, and Christ-ians, the brahmins were, or had been, a highly influential community andwere still of great social and religious consequence. They were dividedinto two groups, that of the Tamil brahmins, who were more or less recentimmigrants from the Madras Presidency, and the Malayali brahmins,who were indigenous. Apart from Ramaswami Iyer and VenkateshwaraIyer, we had few friends among the Tamil brahmins of Muvattupuzha.Among the Malayali brahmins we had no friends at all. We had, however,one acquaintance. The manner in which we met him throws an interest-ing, if lurid, light on the more recondite workings of the caste system inTravancore.Among the members of the Ashram was a Nair woman, a distant rela-tive of Kumaran Nair, who lived in a substantial house of the traditionaltype set in a spacious compound crammed with coconut trees. She knewa little English, and when we called for her monthly subscription wesometimes stayed for a chat. There were five or six children in the house,but no man. Her husband, apparently, was always out. One day, how-ever, we found a handsome, fair-complexioned young man loungingagainst the railing of the veranda with his arms folded across his chest.On our entering into conversation with him, he told us that he was the fa-ther of the children, and that he had come to see their mother, who washis concubine. He was a Nambudiri brahmin. Among the Nambudiris, heexplained, only the eldest son was allowed to marry a Nambudiri womanand inherit the ancestral property. The younger sons, while they had theright to live at home at the family�s expense, were not permitted to marry.Instead, they had to keep Nair women as concubines and visit them intheir own homes. Caste restrictions, however, were still observed. With arueful smile he told us that he was not permitted to touch his children,nor take so much as a glass of water under his concubine�s roof.Other friends subsequently filled in for us the details of this strange pic-ture. Such was the prestige of brahmins in general, and Nambudiri brah-mins in particular, that an alliance of this kind still reflected great honouron the family of the Nair women concerned. Indeed, the system extendedeven to the ruling family of Travancore, the present Maharaja himself be-ing the product of a liaison between the previous Maharaja�s sister and aMalayali brahmin. These unequal unions were facilitated by the fact thatNair society was organized on a matrilineal basis, with property passingnot from father to son, but from maternal uncle to nephew. The systemwas not without its disadvantages. Nambudiri girls were treated with ex-treme strictness, not to say harshness. If a girl so much as looked at a
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strange man, she was finished. Public announcements would be made ofher crime, with the information that on a certain day, at a certain hour, shewould be expelled from the parental home. As the time drew near, men ofvarious castes and communities would gather expectantly outside theback door of the girl�s house. Suddenly the door would fly open, the girlwould be flung out, and the door again closed. The men would then fightfor possession of the girl. Whoever seized hold of her first had the right tocarry her off. Henceforward she belonged to him. Being fair-complex-ioned, which by Indian standards automatically meant beautiful, suchgirls were in great demand, especially among Muslims.The Nambudiris were certainly a remarkable community. Judging bywhat we heard of them they were distinguished mainly for their extremesocio-religious orthodoxy and for the extent of their philanderings. Ac-cording to a Malayalam proverb a Nambudiri brahmin took three cere-monial baths a day and enjoyed four women. Another Nambudiricharacteristic was that they had no inhibitions about nudity. Instead oftaking water with them to the latrine, as everybody else did, they wouldwander about looking for it afterwards, all the time keeping their dhotihitched up in such a way that they were indecently exposed. One of thecommonest sights of the day in villages of the interior, we were told, wasthat of a group of Nambudiri brahmins squatting after their bath underthe mandapa, or covered stone platform in front of the temple, all deep indiscussion, and all stark naked. Mindful of the fact that Shankaracharya,the great non-dualist philosopher, had been a Nambudiri brahmin, I en-quired what it was they usually discussed. �Sex,� I was told, �nothing butsex.� Perhaps it was in circles such as these that works like the Kama Sutrashad originated. Even among the Nambudiris, however, the old order waschanging. Younger sons were growing restive, and a number of themhad, in fact, become Communists.Most of our friends we met in their own homes. Hardly any of themever visited us at the Ashram. Krishna Varrier was one of the exceptions.Indeed, the old man was exceptional in many ways. Not only was he thesole representative of the Varrier community in Muvattupuzha, but henever wore anything other than the briefest of loincloths and a string ofrudraksha beads. What he lacked in clothing, however, he more thanmade up for with what Satyapriya and I jocularly termed war-paint. Fore-head, arms, and chest were streaked with white ash, liberally applied, aswell as spotted with pink and yellow sandalpaste. Since he lived alone,and had no regular occupation, he was a fairly frequent visitor. Emergingfrom the shrine after the morning puja we would find him sitting in our
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room, shaven head sunk on his chest, and white-stubbled visage creasedin a toothless grin. Despite his broken English, and our still more brokenMalayalam, we were soon on familiar terms. One day we asked himwhere the Varriers stood in the caste system. �Higher than brahmins,� hereplied with a chuckle. At first we thought he was joking. For orthodoxHinduism �higher than brahmins� was a contradiction in terms: the brah-mins, by definition, were the highest. Nevertheless, our old friend per-sisted in his assertion.Afterwards, talking the matter over between ourselves, Satyapriya andI wondered if the Varriers had any connection with Buddhism. Theywere a small community. It was said there were only a few hundred ofthem in the entire state. Like Krishna Varrier himself, who had been initi-ated into the secrets of the Tantric goddess Rajarajeshwari, all were goodSanskrit scholars, and well versed in traditional religious, medical, andoccult lore. Possibly, like the Vajracharyas of Nepal, they were the laicizeddescendants of Buddhist monks of the late Tantric period. This would ex-plain the claim to be �higher than brahmins�, and also, perhaps, the defi-nite connection with Tantrism. However, we were unable to investigatethe matter further, and the origins of the Varriers remained, for us, one ofthe unsolved mysteries of Travancore.
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Chapter Thirty-Four
OUTINGS AND ACTIVITIES
Much as we enjoyed meeting our friends and familiarizing ourselveswith the manners and customs of the various communities, Satyapriyaand I were happiest at the Ashram, which indeed had become our spir-itual home. Except at the beginning of the month, when we were out col-lecting subscriptions, in accordance with our original intentions we spentmore and more time in meditation, and also started observing silence. Af-ter our evening meditation, which now ended quite late, we would notspeak again until after puja the following morning.There were other changes. Raman Nair left, and at SwamiAgamananda�s suggestion was replaced by Shankara Pillai, a thin, activeretired clerk of about forty. As Shankara Pillai was a more imaginativecook than his half-witted predecessor, wood-chips, dry or in water, weresoon replaced by a more nourishing diet. For breakfast and supper therewas rice-gruel, eaten with the help of a jak-leaf spoon, and for lunch riceand chutney, the chutney consisting of pounded coconut and red chillies.Sometimes there was a dessert, usually either sticky yellow valves of thejak fruit or a few bananas. Occasionally, as a special treat, we hadpoppadam, or rice-flour cakes of wafer thinness, which Shankara Pillaibought ready made in the bazaar. This, however, presented a problem.There was caste in poppadams. One could buy brahmin poppadam, Nairpoppadam, Eazhava poppadam, and Christian-Muslim poppadam, butin Travancore there was no such thing as a casteless poppadam. Whatwere we to do? In the end we left it to Shankara Pillai, which probablymeant that we ate Nair poppadam.Before many months had passed the Ashram wore a neater, less ne-glected look. Besides being a cook, our new manager was also a cultivator.As with most Malayalis, indeed, cultivation of the soil was in his blood,and he soon had the Ashram land well in hand. He watered the flowering



shrubs on the upper terrace every day, so that they bloomed more pro-fusely than ever, and cleared the wasteland further down in readiness fortapioca. Nor was the Ashram itself forgotten. On Satyapriya�s instruc-tions, he had missing roof-tiles replaced, exposed brickwork recemented.Finally, in confirmation of his managerial status, he was allowed to em-ploy an Untouchable old woman as sweeper. Clad in only the briefest ofloincloths, and with her white hair tumbling about her shoulders, shewould creep noiselessly into the compound every morning and sweepup the fallen jak leaves that littered the courtyard outside our room. Forthis service we paid her two rupees a month.For someone of my temperament, conditions at our ridgetop retreatwere now ideal. When not actually meditating or studying, I was contentsimply to sit on the low veranda wall watching the way in which the rub-bery green leaves of the plantain flapped and shivered in the seeminglymotionless air, or listening to the rise and fall of the lilting, yodelling crywith which, throughout the day and night, a cultivator worked the Per-sian wheel in rice-fields half a mile from our gate. Sometimes, when I hadbeen deeply moved by the beauty of the scene or by my own reflections,words and descriptive phrases would rise unbidden from the depths, oc-casionally forming themselves into lines of verse, into poems. ForSatyapriya, however, this idyllic existence was not enough. Even with ourexcursions into the town, most of which I would quite gladly haveforgone, a life of meditation and study did not provide him with suffi-cient outlets for his abounding energies, and he was soon casting aboutfor something else to do. Eventually, he decided to organize the distribu-tion of powdered milk to the children of the locality, a number of whomwere clearly under-nourished.At four o�clock every afternoon, therefore, the Ashram was invaded bytwenty or thirty boys and girls of all ages, from toddlers to teenagers, eachcarrying a brass tumbler, or perhaps a coconut-shell cup. Before their ar-rival the milk powder, which we obtained through the local branch of theRed Cross, would be mixed with water by Shankara Pillai in an outsizecooking-pot. On the very first day of distribution we noticed that the chil-dren instinctively separated themselves according to caste, and try as wemight it was almost impossible to get them to mix. The Untouchable chil-dren, who were darker and dirtier than the others and more ragged(when they wore clothes at all), at first would not even come as far as theporch of the side veranda, where the milk was distributed, but insisted onclustering at the foot of the front steps. Only after several weeks of per-suasion would they come as far as the veranda, an encroachment to
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which the other children reacted by automatically edging away. Anotherproblem was that many of the children had been instructed not to drinkthe milk on the Ashram premises but to carry it home for the family cof-fee. Satyapriya and I therefore had to make sure that every drop wasdrunk up on the spot, a proceeding that involved a great deal of mock se-rious threatenings on our part and a great deal of laughter on theirs. De-spite their early exposure to caste prejudices the children, though at firstsomewhat shy, were on the whole lively and friendly enough, and wewere glad to see their numbers growing and their health showing signs ofimprovement week by week.Encouraged by the success of the milk distribution, Satyapriya started aSunday morning bhajan session at which he sang devotional songs to theaccompaniment of a pair of small cymbals, the congregation joining inthe chorus in the prescribed manner. At the conclusion of these sessionsprasad or sacramental food would be distributed. As I had a poor ear, andwas in any case not particularly moved by the praises of Rama or Krishna,I did not join in these performances. Originally the bhajan was intendedto provide the Ashram members with the equivalent of a Sunday morn-ing service, but adults soon stopped coming, and with only children at-tending, mainly for the sake of the prasad, it eventually became, like themilk distribution, an exclusively junior occasion. Not that Satyapriyaminded this. With a crowd of children clapping hands and gleefully join-ing in the choruses he could let himself go to a greater extent than in thepresence of their more critical elders, bawling out the hymns as lustily �and as unmusically � as he pleased. Adults came only for more solid spir-itual nourishment. Occasionally, therefore, we organized public meet-ings and lectures at the Ashram.One of the most successful of these was held on the first Christmas Dayafter our arrival, when I spoke on Buddhism and Christianity. Over ahundred people attended, including our friend the Postmaster and oneor two other Christians. In Travancore, of course, it was unheard of for aChristian to enter a Hindu place of worship, and we were told that thiswas the first time a non-Hindu had ever set foot inside the Ashram pre-mises; but I had deliberately chosen a provocative subject, and sureenough, the fish had risen to the bait. Towards the end of my lecture Isummarized the evidence for Buddhist influence on early Christianity.Though I knew quite well that such influence was only a possibility, andthat there was no direct proof, I carefully marshalled all the relevant factsand stated my case as strongly as I could. Christianity in Travancore beingan extremely militant faith, I wanted to stage if not a full-scale �counter-at-
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tack from the East� at least a small diversionary skirmish. Sure enough, asI drove home my points, referring now to Ashoka�s missions to the Westin the third century BCE, now to the Essenes, and now to the parallels be-tween Buddhist and Christian parables, I saw a look of dismay pass acrossthe cheerful face of the good Postmaster, who was standing at the back ofthe audience. Subsequently, we had several discussions on the subject,and though I could never bring him to admit so much as the possibility ofBuddhism having ever influenced Christianity, at least he was willing todiscuss the subject, and that in my view was the main thing. Our Hindufriends were of course extremely pleased with the lecture. They acceptedall my arguments without question, and regarded my case as proved,which of course it was not. However, I did not grudge them their satisfac-tion. Hinduism having been so long on the defensive in Travancore, I feltthat they were entitled once in a while to enjoy a small booster to theirmorale.Sometimes we participated in functions held in the town. Five weeksafter my lecture on Buddhism and Christianity there occurred in NewDelhi an event that sent a thrill of horror through the entire country, in-deed through practically the whole world, and which, being felt inMuvattupuzha no less deeply than elsewhere, involved us in the biggestpublic meeting held in the town during our sojourn there. On 31 January1948 Mahatma Gandhi was assassinated. On our way through Delhi, onlysix months earlier, Satyapriya and I had debated whether or not to go andsee him. Now, to my intense regret, the opportunity was gone for ever. Atfirst people were simply stunned by the news. Then there were fears oflarge-scale communal riots between Muslims and Hindus � it being atfirst widely assumed that the Mahatma must have been assassinated by aMuslim. When it was known that the assassin was Nathuram Godse, abrahmin, people�s reaction was one of relief. �Thank God it was a Hindu,�they said. Public grief was intense. Newspapers appeared with heavyblack borders, and for once Satyapriya and I read them.A week later I was invited to preside over the condolence meeting thathad been organized to give expression to the town�s sense of grief and be-reavement. The meeting was held in the evening, in the grounds of the lo-cal High School. By the time the proceedings started darkness had fallen,and the stars had come out in the deep blue sky above the dark tops of thecoconut-palms. The only illumination was that of a small oil-lamp stand-ing on the table before me, with its soft golden light shining on the faces ofthe first two or three rows of the densely packed crowd squatting at myfeet. The rest of the meeting was plunged in darkness. To my surprise, at
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the back of the gathering I saw the red pin-points of a dozen or more ciga-rettes, while from the people standing behind me, among whom weremost of the leading citizens of the town, I perceived a strong smell of li-quor. Several people, I subsequently learned, had come to the meetingstraight from the toddy-shop. In my presidential speech I took the cul-prits severely to task, whereupon the red pin-points abruptly vanished,and two or three of the figures behind my chair silently melted into theshadows. Mahatma Gandhi had only been dead a week, I said, but itseemed that people had already started forgetting his teachings.Of incomparably less importance, though of great interest to all sec-tions of the Christian community, was the garden party that was held atthe local Anglican church in honour of a visiting Anglican bishop. To thisfunction Satyapriya and I were invited through the good offices of thePostmaster. As the bishop was an Indian by birth, I had hoped it would bepossible for us to have some discussion with him. Indeed, in my inno-cence I had even imagined that he would welcome the opportunity ofmeeting representatives of another faith. But a discussion with two saf-fron-robed ascetics, one of them apparently a Westerner, was the lastthing the bishop wanted. On our being introduced to him he coldlyshook hands and turned away without a word. Before many minutes hadpassed he had made his position clear. Replying to the address of wel-come, he referred to Travancore as �this Christian land� as though the Hin-dus of the state, who after all outnumbered the Christians two to one,simply did not exist. Some of the Hindus present, among whom wasKumaran Nair, waxed extremely indignant at this affront, but as usualthey only muttered among themselves and did nothing.Conscious as we were of the need for seclusion, Satyapriya and I did aslittle as possible to attract the attention of the outside world. Neverthe-less, despite our precautions word of our presence in Muvattupuzhaspread to the surrounding area, and before long we were being inun-dated with invitations from lecture-hungry Malayalis all over the state.These invitations were couched in the most flattering terms and were atfirst usually addressed to me, as the superior attraction, but coming to un-derstand that they could not have one of the strange, casteless, national-ity-less ascetics without the other, the organizers soon learned to includeSatyapriya too in their arrangements.One of the most extraordinary of these meetings took us some distancefrom Muvattupuzha. Thousands of people had assembled, and whatseemed to be a fair was in progress. Rather to our surprise, we were notdue to speak until midnight, but this was apparently the usual practice.
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Meanwhile the crowd was being entertained by the antics of five or sixdancing elephants, all elaborately painted and caparisoned and withgilded tusks. To the deafening sound of drums and hautboys the greatbeasts would rise slowly and majestically on their hind legs and thenmove from side to side in time with the music. When they had risen totheir full height half-naked figures perched on the top of their enormousheads would perform fantastic acrobatic dances, at the same time wavingin semaphore-fashion what seemed to be enormous flag-shaped fans.With pitch darkness all around, and only the red glare of torches fitfullylighting up the scene, altogether it was a magnificent spectacle. Our lec-tures, I felt, would be an anticlimax.So far as my own lecture was concerned my fears were justified �though not on account of the elephants. Satyapriya, who spoke first, con-cluded his lecture by telling the audience that I would be speaking nextand that I would be saying exactly what he had just said, and that the twolectures would be absolutely identical. The only difference, he assuredthem, would be that I would be putting the matter in slightly differentwords. Besides making things difficult for me, this naïve announcementcaused Satyapriya to look ridiculous, and I was mortified to see derisorysmiles appearing on the faces of the more sophisticated members of theaudience. Swami Dharmananda, who was on the platform with us, hav-ing also been invited to speak, could not forbear a chuckle. However, Ispoke as though nothing had happened, and did my best to retrieve thesituation. Satyapriya certainly had no intention of making my lecture ananticlimax to his own. Knowing that we disagreed on certain issues, hewas only anxious that our differences should not be obvious to the audi-ence and that we should create an impression of unanimity.On another occasion we visited Varkala and Thackalay, the two maincentres of the movement started by Narayana Guru at the beginning ofthe century. As we already knew from a pamphlet given us by one of ourfriends, Narayana Guru was a Hindu religious teacher and social re-former of great integrity who, despite the severe handicap of having beenborn an Eazhava, by the time of his death had become a widely respectedand highly influential figure not only in Travancore but throughout agreat part of South India. At Varkala, the social headquarters of the move-ment, we attended a meeting held in the spacious inner courtyard ofwhat seemed to be an ashram. But nothing much happened. Indeed,there was a sense of unspoken differences, even of silent controversy, inthe air. It was as though opposing forces were cancelling each other outand preventing anything being done, so that the whole place had a curi-
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ously inert, lifeless atmosphere. However, we were able to exchange a fewwords with Nataraja Guru, Narayana Guru�s best-known disciple, a manin the prime of life who, with his grizzled shoulder-length locks and flow-ing robes of pale yellow silk, seemed half monk and half layman.At Thackalay, which was the movement�s religious headquarters, therewere no meetings, and we spent our time quietly. One afternoon, in anoctagonal building of red laterite that stood out vividly against the lushgreens of the surrounding countryside, we met eight or nine members ofthe monastic order founded by Narayana Guru and had a long discussionwith them about Buddhism. Unlike Nataraja Guru they were allshaven-headedand wore the saffron robes of the orthodox Hindu ascetic.Nevertheless, there seemed to be something wrong, or at least not quiteright. It was as though they did not really feel themselves to be monks atall, and were only acting a part. Possibly this was because being Eazhavasthey knew that they were not recognized as monks outside their owncommunity. We were also shown two temples, one dedicated to the god-dess Saraswati, the other to the god Shiva. The movement did not recog-nize the Hindu deities, we were told, but Narayana Guru had authorizedthe worship of Saraswati, patroness of learning, as the symbol of pureBeauty, and of Shiva, lord of ascetics, as the symbol of Renunciation. Un-like more orthodox places of Hindu worship, the two temples were spot-lessly clean, well lit, and colourful.Despite daily milk distributions and weekly bhajan sessions, and evenour occasional outings, the energies Satyapriya had left over from medi-tation and study were still far from having found a satisfactory outlet.Eventually, after much fretting and chafing and many discussions withour friends, especially those on the Ashram committee, he decided that itwould be a good idea for us to raise funds for the purchase of a number ofhand-looms and open an industrial section of the Ashram. Children ofpoor parents would be given training in weaving, basket-making, andother cottage industries and in this way enabled to earn a living. At first itwas proposed to house the industrial section in the porch and side ve-randa, but these were too small to accommodate more than five or sixlooms, and in the end we decided against this. Besides, the continualracket  of  the  looms  would  have  completely  destroyed  the  peacefulatmosphere of the Ashram, and Satyapriya was as desirous as I was thatthis should be avoided.Fortunately, happening to examine the title-deeds of the Ashram, wediscovered that on the opposite side of the path running past our frontgate was about half an acre of unfenced and uncultivated land that be-
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longed to the Ashram. Though nobody had known about this plot, andthough it had of course been encroached upon, with the help of KumaranNair and other legal friends we had no difficulty in establishing theAshram�s title to possession. Why should the industrial section not be lo-cated here? Why should there not be not just an industrial section of theAshram but an independent Industrial School? Why should we not con-struct a special building for it? In his mind�s eye Satyapriya already sawan imposing edifice with dozens of teachers and hundreds of pupils fromall over the state. People would come to look at it and admire it, from allover India.Within a matter of days the land had been cleared and levelled andblueprints prepared. Money also started coming in. As the IndustrialSchool was to be quite separate from the Ashram, with its own committee,and as its function was purely social and educational, we did not hesitateto approach even people who had no interest in the religious activities ofthe Ashram and ask them to contribute towards the cost of construction.On all sides the scheme met with warm approval. Satyapriya was de-lighted. From morning till night he was busy with builders� estimates,with specifications for looms, with accounts, as well as with discussionsand consultations of every kind. At last he had found an outlet for his en-ergies.Preparations were in full swing when fortune favoured us again. Hav-ing discovered that we had land for the Industrial School we found thatwe had building materials as well. Beneath a thin layer of topsoil theridge-end on which the Ashram stood was a solid block of laterite. Soon acoolie with an axe was excavating twenty-inch slabs in the bottom half ofthe compound, the soft porous stone coming up looking for all the worldlike freshly cut red Gruyère cheese.This coolie was an Untouchable, son or grandson of the old womanwho swept our courtyard, and father of two or three of the dusky toddlerswho came for afternoon milk. The whole family, consisting of seven oreight persons, inhabited a tiny clearing in the jungle half-way betweenthe Ashram and the river, and Satyapriya and I often passed them on ourway down to our morning bath. Plastered with black mud, the wretchedhovels in which they lived looked more like the dens of wild beasts thanhuman habitations. Famished curs, all ribs and eyes, slunk about withtheir tails between their legs, while red-eyed black swine rooted forscraps in the surrounding mire. There were no amenities of any kind. TheUntouchables themselves were thin, black, and furtive, with unwashed
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bodies and frowzy hair, and were at first extremely embarrassed that weshould have detected their shameful unclean presence.Our young laterite-cutter, however, was strikingly different from therest. Hardly more than twenty, he had a copper-coloured, almost goldenbody, finely proportioned, while his face, which was extraordinarilybeautiful, wore an expression of angelic innocence. I could not help won-dering if Nambudiri philanderings extended even to the huts of theUntouchables. Being accustomed to hearing only orders or abuse, he wasextremely shy with us, and it proved impossible to enter into conversa-tion with him. The only response we got was an amiable, though foolish,grin. Besides, he was often drunk, and looked at us uncomprehendinglywith bloodshot eyes. Nevertheless we did eventually learn his name. Itwas Panglin, he told us, rubbing his arm across his forehead withembarrassment.What Panglin meant we were unable to fathom. It was certainly not aSanskrit word, and it did not even sound like a Malayalam one. Even-tually Kumaran Nair enlightened us. Panglin and Tanglin were names ofwild birds. In Travancore, as in other parts of India, Untouchables werenot allowed to use the ordinary Hindu personal names. Instead theywere known either by the names of birds or beasts or by such denomina-tions as Dirty, Ugly, Stupid, Thief, and Rascal. If an Untouchable wasasked what his name was, therefore, he would have to reply, for example,�My name is Stupid,� or �I am called Ugly.� The reason they were not al-lowed to use Hindu names was that these usually incorporated the nameof a god or goddess, and the names of gods and goddesses were much toosacred to be defiled by association with the Untouchables. Once again Iwas forcibly reminded of Swami Vivekananda�s famous exclamation,when travelling in the same part of the country half a century earlier.Malabar was a mad-house! But if orthodox Hinduism was mad in its treat-ment of the Untouchables,here as elsewhere in India there seemed to be acruel method in its madness.On our learning the meaning of Panglin, Satyapriya promptly �re-chris-tened� the young stone-cutter. Henceforth his name would be Rama, hetold him. But Rama only looked up from his work with a fuddled grin,and though Satyapriya afterwards got him to respond to the name it wasclear that the change meant very little to him.As Swami Agamananda was president of the Ashram committee, wenaturally had to consult him with regard to our new project. This in-volved several trips to Kalady. On one of our visits we arrived late at nightand were alarmed to find the whole Ashram surrounded by an armed
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guard of about sixty policemen with rifles, so that after establishing ouridentity we had to creep along the bank of the river and make our way inthrough the back entrance. Swami Agamananda was having one of hisperiodic affrays with the local Roman Catholics, and apparently this timetheir blood was up. Not only had he attacked the Virgin Mary in his maga-zine, saying that she was no better than she should have been and thatChrist was the illegitimate son of a Roman soldier, but he had even hadthe effrontery to acquire, through the State Government, a plot of landthat the Catholics had wanted for a new church. Roused to fever pitch bytheir priests, an infuriated mob was now bent on lynching SwamiAgamananda and burning the Ashram to the ground. Satyapriya and Iwere far from approving Swami Agamananda�s abuse of the Virgin Mary,but we knew that he was only retaliating for the attacks that Christians ofall denominations (except the Syrians) had long been in the habit of mak-ing on the morals of Sri Krishna and other Hindu gods, and in reason theycould hardly complain if he considered that sauce for the goose wassurely sauce for the gander. Inside the Ashram we found him cheerfuland unrepentant. Indeed, having scored over his enemies, he was in amerry mood. Roman Catholics were an excitable lot, he told us, his eyestwinkling. Always up in arms about something or other. Never mind,they would learn, they would learn.�
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Chapter Thirty-Five
THE PATH WITHIN

The rainy season had come and gone, and our angel-faced stone-cutterhad excavated some 2,000 blocks of red laterite, when Satyapriya abruptlycalled off the whole Industrial School project. For several months he hadthought of little else. Leaving me to give the children their free milk, hehad frequently spent the whole day in town, returning only at about sixo�clock in time for the evening meditation. Now the tide had turned. Astrong reaction had at last set in. He was tired of social work, tired of hav-ing to meet people. He did not want to have anything more to do withblueprints and builders� estimates. All he wanted to do was meditate. In-dustrial schools were all very well in their own way, but to provide themwas no part of the duty of one who had renounced the world and dedi-cated himself to the spiritual life. His duty, indeed his sole duty, was to re-alize the Truth.Acting on this new-found understanding, Satyapriya promptly drewup an ambitious programme of meditation, hatha yoga exercises, andscriptural study that would keep him busy from early in the morning un-til late at night. It was, indeed, one of his most outstanding characteristicsthat he did nothing by halves. Everything was to him either black orwhite, and he could therefore commit himself to whatever happened tobe his current conviction or enthusiasm without hesitation, reservation,or qualification. Doubts were traitors. Fears were liars. Having wound upthe Industrial School committee, and discontinued the daily milk distri-bution and the weekly bhajan session, he therefore plunged intofull-time spiritual practice as wholeheartedly as he had previouslyplunged into social work. Visitors were discouraged. Soon there de-scended upon the Ashram a silence that was hardly ever broken by thesound of intruding footsteps.



Though the rapidity and completeness of Satyapriya�s volte-face tookme by surprise, it did not at first make any significant difference to myown routine. Study, meditation, and literary work were my only real in-terests, and these I had diligently pursued ever since our arrival inMuvattupuzha. During the three or four months that my friend had beenpreoccupied with plans for the Industrial School, his repeated absencesfrom the Ashram had indeed given me additional time for reflection, anda number of things had become clear to me. Six years had passed since Ihad first read the Diamond Sutra and the Sutra of Wei Lang and realizedthat I was a Buddhist. During that time I had read much, not only aboutBuddhism but about Hinduism and other spiritual traditions. I had alsohad the opportunity of coming into personal contact with both Buddhistsand Hindus. Very much to my regret, I had to admit that so far I had beenmore fortunate in my contacts with Hindus than with Buddhists. Amongthe Buddhist monks I had met there was none who could be comparedwith the Yoga Swami of Jaffna, or with Anandamayi. Bhikkhu Soma wasperhaps comparable with Swami Pavitrananda, but on the whole suchTheravadin monks as I had encountered had impressed me as less active,less cultured, and less spiritually alive than their counterparts in theRamakrishna Mission. But for all these disappointments I was more of aBuddhist than ever. Indeed, so firmly was I convinced of the truth of Bud-dhism, that even had I never met another Buddhist whom I could re-spect, or had I been the only Buddhist in the world, it would have beenquite impossible for me to follow any other path. My present isolation inthe midst of a completely Hindu environment served only to intensifymy awareness of Buddhism. Encounters with one or another manifesta-tion of the harsh and divisive spirit of the caste system reminded me ofBuddhism�s compassionate concern for the welfare of all sentient beings.Pious references to God, or to the Supreme Self, recalled its rejection of aSupreme Being and of an unchanging immortal soul.Partly as a result of this conflict with Hinduism, partly as a result of itsown natural development, at this period my faith in Buddhism under-went a significant change. From being a quasi-instinctive attraction, a sortof spiritual falling-in-love, it became more of the nature of a reasonedconviction that included understanding as well as emotion, clarity as wellas passion. While in Calcutta I had immersed myself in the writings of D.T.Suzuki, particularly in his Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism and Essays inZen Buddhism, both of which had given me further tantalizing glimpsesinto the magical world of the Mahayana. Now, relying mainly on BhikkhuSilacara�s translation of the first fifty discourses of the Majjhima-Nikaya, or
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Collection of Middle-Length Discourses of the Buddha, and on Mrs RhysDavids�s Home University Library book on Buddhism, I started exploringcolder and clearer regions of the spirit. Three of the Buddha�s teachings inparticular drew my attention. These were the doctrine of DependentOrigination (or Conditioned Co-production), the Four Noble Truths, andthe Three Characteristics of Conditioned Existence. Previously, thoughthey were all well known to me, I had given them very little systematic at-tention. Now they occupied my mind virtually to the exclusion of every-thing else. Besides reflecting on them during the day I meditated on themat night. Or rather, as I meditated, flashes of insight into the transcenden-tal truths of which they were the expression in conceptual terms wouldsometimes spontaneously arise.Something of this concern with the fundamentals of what, for want of abetter word, we call Buddhist thought, appears in the articles I wrote atthis time. Several of them deal, in one way or another, with the doctrine ofanatta, which represents the Buddha�s realization of the fact that the �soul�(atta) is not an entity but a process, so that if one�s definition of reality in-volves the notion of permanence the soul is necessarily unreal. One ofthese articles, entitled �The Goal of Life�s Endeavour�, was the cause of se-rious unpleasantness with Satyapriya. It had been written specially forthe Silver Jubilee souvenir published by the local printing-press, the pro-prietor of which was an Ashram member. After Satyapriya had read it Ipointed out to him that the structure of the article corresponded to that ofthe Four Noble Truths. Instead of being pleased with this device, as I hadexpected, he became almost insane with fury. I was trying to propagateBuddhism by underhand methods. I was trying to undermine Hinduism,he shouted. He would expose me, he would denounce me to the authori-ties, he would see that I was imprisoned. It was an hour before he calmeddown. Eventually, he admitted that even though I was seriously at faulthe ought not to have become so angry, and declared that since his faultbalanced mine he would forgive me for what I had done to him eventhough, with my usual intransigence, I refused to acknowledge that I wasin the wrong.Despite the fact that the peace and tranquillity of the Ashram were oc-casionally shattered by outbursts of this kind, which more often than nothe bitterly regretted, Satyapriya adhered faithfully to the programme hehad set himself and soon had more than made up for lost time. Withhatha yoga, the traditional Indian system of physical exercises, he was al-ready familiar, having practised it in his youth. Now, with renewed en-thusiasm, he not only brushed up what he already knew but wrote off to
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Bombay for a series of bulky modern treatises on the subject, as well as fortranslations of the classical Sanskrit texts. Some of these volumes I tooread, including the well-known Hathayoga-pradipika andGheranda-samhita. Under Satyapriya�s guidance, I also took up various ex-ercises and, while showing no great aptitude for the subject, eventuallysucceeded in mastering eight or nine elementary asanas or postures.Though I knew that in modern India hatha yoga was often treated as anend in itself, rather than as a means to an end, the importance for the spir-itual life of physical health and vigour was obvious, and there seemed tobe no reason for not utilizing the ancient discipline in the manner origi-nally intended.One day, probably in connection with some new exercises about whichSatyapriya had been reading, the question of fasting arose. After discuss-ing the matter thoroughly, and informing ourselves of the precautions tobe taken, we decided to experiment, first with a two-day fast, then withone lasting a whole week. Fasting was, we knew, a time-honoured spir-itual discipline. Ancient sages had sometimes fasted for months on end.Even in these degenerate modern days, Mahatma Gandhi had more thanonce fasted for several weeks (admittedly for political rather than spir-itual reasons), while among ordinary people fasting on the anniversary ofthe death of one�s father or mother, or at certain phases of the moon, wasstill a common practice. Fasting helped to destroy craving, not only crav-ing for food, but for material things in general. It enabled one to recognizethe strength of one�s attachments. It was conducive to peace and serenityof mind. Moreover, fasting was good for health. It expelled toxins fromthe body, and purified the whole system.With all this ringing in our ears, we started our experiment. Thetwo-day fast went off smoothly enough, and after allowing a week topass we told Shankara Pillai that for the next seven days he would becooking only for himself. Before we actually started, the idea of fasting fora whole week seemed slightly suicidal. It was as though, in depriving our-selves of food for so long a period, we were deliberately taking a look intothe face of death. But we need not have worried. On the third day, as thestomach reached the limit of its contractions, we felt extremely hungry,and visions of ravishing dishes danced before our eyes. Occasionallythere was a slight fever and dizziness (due, I learned later, not to bodilyweakness but the expulsion of toxins). These were the only discomfortswe experienced. Towards the end of the week, especially, we felt light, al-most weightless, as though we hardly belonged to the world at all. Themind, once its initial reactions had subsided, became calm and bright.
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There was no desire to do anything, and no desire not to do anything. Wesauntered about the courtyard, or sat in our room, silent, aware, content.During these and subsequent fasts we consumed only water, with per-haps a few drops of lime juice. Tea in any case we never took. Since our ar-rival in Muvattupuzha we had eschewed both tea and coffee. Whether atthe houses of our friends, or in the Ashram, we drank either water or oneor another of the traditional Malayali thirst-quenchers. Among the latterwere a preparation of whey flavoured with salt, fresh ginger, green chil-lies, and a local green herb; a mixture of molasses and water; andjeerum-vellum, a popular drink made from a kind of seed and taken hotafter meals. Partly on principle, partly for reasons of economy, we lived alife of extreme simplicity. For a long time we did without soap, this beingesteemed a luxury in the villages of South India, and as such not suitablefor those who had given up the world. Toothbrushes and toothpaste hadbeen replaced by the cheaper and no less effective margosa twig androlled mango leaf. As for clothes, we were still wearing the gerua-stainedshirts and sarongs in which we had left Kasauli more than a year ago andthese, having been laundered almost daily in the Indian manner, werenow becoming in places more than a little threadbare.Since the day that Satyapriya had called off the Industrial School pro-ject neither he nor I had gone outside the Ashram compound. Indeed, tosave time we had discontinued the practice of going down to the river ev-ery morning for our bath and instead now took it standing in the stonecistern beside the well. After the thick well-rope had run through our fin-gers there would be a faint splash as the bucket hit the surface of the watersixty or seventy feet below. Then, when a sudden drag on the rope hadsignalled a full bucket, the long slow haul to the top would begin. Even inthe hottest weather, the water was always icy cold, and I finished quickly,ladling only one or two bucketfuls of water over me to Satyapriya�s fouror five.One morning I had an extremely unpleasant experience. As I picked upmy towel from the edge of the cistern something suddenly stung me inthe wrist. It was a scorpion. Within minutes the venom had spread all theway up my left arm, which rapidly became puffed and swollen. The painwas excruciating. On hearing my calls, Satyapriya and Shankara Pillaicame rushing to my assistance and were soon vigorously rubbing the af-fected arm with ashes, this being the traditional local remedy. Fortu-nately, the scorpion was not fully grown, otherwise the sting might haveproved fatal. As it was, my arm remained swollen and painful for a wholeweek and I felt very feverish.
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What with meditation and hatha yoga, as well as study and literarywork � not to speak of fasting � the weeks slipped by almost without ournoticing. One day it occurred to us that well over a month had passedsince we had last called on the Ashram members, and that subscriptionswere long overdue. What was to be done? Unless we took prompt action,some of the subscriptions might lapse, in which case the Ashram financeswould suffer. Formerly, Satyapriya would have leaped to his feet, seizedhis account book and been out of the gate and on the road into town in aflash. Now, however, he flatly refused to go. Worldly people were all hyp-ocrites, he declared. Despite their nauseating protestations of piety anddevotion they were mean and deceitful in the extreme, the slaves of everyimaginable kind of weakness and depravity. Worst of all, they wallowedday and night in the mire of sensuality, and he wanted to have nothingwhatever to do with them. In future, I would have to go out and collectthe monthly subscriptions by myself. People liked me, he averred � ratherequivocally in the circumstances � whereas they disliked him for his hon-esty and straightforwardness, and they would be glad to see me on myown. The latter part of his statement, unfortunately, was only too true.On some people, Satyapriya�s rough speech and overbearing manner, aswell as his morbid quickness to take offence, had made a distinctly unfa-vourable impression. Others, recognizing his fundamental goodness ofheart, were able to overlook the less attractive manifestations of thissturdy independence of spirit. Besides, Hinduism had a long and highlyrespectable tradition of hot-tempered sages and it was not difficult forthem to assimilate him to some peppery Vedic original.At first the Ashram members and other friends whom I visited clearlythought that, with Satyapriya out of the way, they would be able to ex-tract from me the precious secret of my caste and nationality withoutmuch difficulty. But to their disappointment I proved no less intractablethan he had been. If anything, I was more difficult to handle. Instead ofreacting to the more impertinent enquiries with angry impatience, as hehad sometimes done, I stonewalled them with a joke, with one of theirown favourite philosophical generalizations, or with a bland smile. De-spite such intransigence, however, the fact that I now came to see them onmy own, without Satyapriya, soon put my relationship with many of theAshram members on a more friendly footing. Previously Satyapriya hadalways done most of the talking, while I either remained silent or contrib-uted to the discussion no more than an occasional remark. This led to myacquiring an entirely undeserved reputation for taciturnity, if not down-right unsociability. In the eyes of some of our friends, of course, tacitur-
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nity was a sign of spirituality. Others believed that I spoke so little notfrom choice but from necessity, my English being less perfect than that ofmy friend.The truth of the matter was that I knew from repeated bitter experiencethat if Satyapriya thought I was giving people the impression that I knewsomething that he did not know, especially about philosophy or religion,or if they showed the slightest sign of paying greater attention to me thanto him, or of valuing my opinion more, there would be trouble. On oneoccasion, thinking that I was about to speak, Kumaran Nair had inter-rupted him with the words �Be quiet, Swami-ji is going to say something.�The repercussions of this unfortunate incident lasted for days. In the endI learned that trouble could be avoided and peace preserved only by mysaying as little as possible and ensuring that, in any conversation or dis-cussion, Satyapriya always occupied the centre of the stage. Had I been aChristian such self-effacement would doubtless have been regarded asproviding a lesson in humility. Being a Buddhist I took it as an exercise inmindfulness.Not only did I have to watch carefully over what I said, when I did sayanything, but also to observe the effects of my words on other people, es-pecially on Satyapriya. Good for me though this training undoubtedlywas, it was a strain to have to keep it up for so long, and for such reasons.Indeed, it was only after I had started collecting the Ashram subscriptionson my own, and could once more talk freely with people, that I realizedhow great the strain had been. For their part, the Ashram members couldnot help noticing the change, and not only eagerly plied me with ques-tions but asked for advice on various personal matters. Though the lastthing I wanted to do was to give the impression of having been held incheck by Satyapriya, they clearly felt that now that I was on my own a bar-rier had been removed, and once I had made my position clear on theburning topic of caste and nationality we were able to have a number ofserious and worthwhile discussions.Satyapriya himself, however, was not by any means very happy aboutthese developments. On my departure from the Ashram he would warnme not to waste time talking to people, especially the Christians, and onmy return always cross-examined me closely as to whom I had met andwhat had been said. Sometimes, indeed, he acted as though I could not betrusted, and that if he was not careful I would enter into a conspiracy withthe Christians against him.
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Chapter Thirty-Six
�KRISHNA HAS COME!�
One day, while I was out on one of my subscription-collecting expedi-tions, there occurred in my absence an incident which, while not unprec-edented in my experience, was unusual enough to provide us with foodfor thought for some time afterwards. On returning to the Ashram,shortly before one o�clock, I found Satyapriya and Shankara Pillai waitingfor me at the top of the steps leading up to the front veranda. Both were ina state of subdued, even suppressed, excitement. Before I could open mymouth Satyapriya exclaimed, �Shankara Pillai, tell Swami-ji what I toldyou half an hour ago!� Half amused, half embarrassed, Shankara Pillai re-lated how, thirty minutes earlier, Satyapriya, who had been meditating,called out to him to serve lunch for four people, instead of for three asusual, as he had heard me coming along the road beneath the compoundwall talking to one of the Ashram members, whose voice he had recog-nized. To their surprise, however, neither of us turned up, and whenShankara Pillai, anxious that the rice should not get cold, had gone to thegate to see what had become of us, there was nobody to be seen. Sus-pecting what might have happened, Satyapriya had then repeated wordfor word to Shankara Pillai the conversation that he had overheard be-tween me and my companion, an unsuccessful Nair lawyer whose in-valid son I sometimes visited. To my astonishment, and Satyapriya�sjubilation, it transpired that the conversation was the very one I had hadwith the friend in question, at his house on the outskirts of the brahminquarter, exactly half an hour earlier. I had taken nearly half an hour towalk back to the Ashram, and I had come alone without speaking to any-body on the way. Clearly it was a case of clairaudience. Meditating, andprobably with the thought of me somewhere at the back of his mind,Satyapriya had actually �overheard� me talking with my friend more thanhalf a mile away.



Once our initial elation had subsided, we felt not a little awed and im-pressed, perhaps even slightly shaken. Strict silence about the matterhaving been enjoined on Shankara Pillai, Satyapriya and I returned toour meditations with renewed alacrity and vigour. While we were wellaware that supernormal faculties such as clairvoyance and clairaudiencewere at best only by-products of the spiritual path, and that they were inthemselves no indications of real spiritual progress, it was at least encour-aging to know that such powers did actually exist, and that the accountsgiven of them in the Buddhist scriptures were not wholly mythical. More-over, if the scriptural accounts of the supernormal faculties could be be-lieved, as we now knew they could in part, it was all the more possible toaccept their testimony as to the existence of even higher, purely transcen-dental, states.This was not, of course, my first encounter with the supernormal. Norwas it the first time that I had experienced it in connection withSatyapriya. Had I not �seen� him in Raipur when he was hundreds ofmiles away in New Delhi? It was not even the first time that somethingout of the ordinary had occurred at the Ashram. The Ashram was indeeda strange place, with a strange atmosphere. Some months after our arrivalwe had got into the habit of sleeping in the hall. Summer had begun, andour own small room was hot and stuffy. On our second or third night inthe hall, we were awoken, at about 2 in the morning, by the sound of foot-steps on the side veranda, which ran the whole length of the building.The footsteps passed up and down, coming now from one end of the ve-randa, now from the other, rather as though someone was using the placeas an ambulatory. What was stranger still, the sound was not that of barefeet, but as it were of large, heavy, hobnailed army boots, such as no one inMuvattupuzha ever wore, and so loud as to be absolutely unmistakable.As soon as we opened the door and looked out on to the veranda, how-ever, all was silent. There was nobody to be seen. Thereafter we heard thesame footsteps every night, or whenever we happened to wake up atabout two o�clock. They seemed to continue for half an hour, and thenceased. Friends to whom we discreetly mentioned the matter told us thatthe Ashram was popularly believed to be haunted, and that local peoplewould not pass near it at night. In ancient times, it was said, a temple ofthe dark powers had stood on the spot, and sacrifice, even human sacri-fice, had been offered there.Later on something even stranger happened, this time only once, andto me alone. At ten o�clock one evening, having finished my meditation, Iopened my eyes to find myself surrounded by seven or eight tall black fig-
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ures. I was sitting cross-legged at the back of the hall, in the left-hand cor-ner, and the figures stood round me as though in a semicircle of light.They were six or seven feet tall, naked, and as it were tubular in shape, be-ing uniformly not more than ten or twelve inches wide. What was moreremarkable still, each of the figures possessed a pair of enormous whitesaucer eyes, and with these eyes they were all looking down at me. Theirwhole appearance and attitude, but particularly their eyes, were expres-sive of an indescribable mournfulness, of an infinite hopelessness andsadness such as I had never seen, and which I had never imagined couldexist. How long we remained looking at each other I do not know. Per-haps it was five minutes. Perhaps it was half an hour. Eventually, as the ef-fect of the meditation started wearing off, I began feeling slightly uneasy.Rising to my feet, I walked straight through the figures and out on to thelittle veranda in between our own room and the storeroom, on the court-yard side of the Ashram. It was absolutely dark. Satyapriya was still medi-tating in the shrine, behind the grilled doors. Shankara Pillai, I knew, wasdoing something in the kitchen. After remaining on the veranda for acouple of minutes I returned to the hall, sat down in my corner, andlooked.� There was nothing there. Later I concluded that the figures Ihad seen must have been those of pretas, or hungry ghosts, a class of be-ings who, according to traditional Buddhist cosmology, inhabit one out ofthe five or six spheres of conditioned existence, the others being occupiedrespectively by gods, titans, animals, tormented beings, and men.Though I did not know it at the time, I ought to have spoken to the pretasand asked them what the matter was and whether I could do anything forthem.In retrospect it seemed strange that I had not felt afraid of my ghostlyvisitants. No less strange was the fact that, on another occasion, whenconfronted by something of a more definitely spiritual nature, I did feelafraid. Perhaps the psychic is nothing to be afraid of, whereas the spiritualis.The incident in question took place in the shrine. As was my custom,having swept the place clean I was decking the altar with fresh flowers inreadiness for the morning puja. Along the edge of each of its three cementsteps I placed great scarlet hibiscuses, using forty or fifty of the trum-pet-shaped blossoms. On the treads of the steps, as well as on the floorround the base of the altar, I scattered the small, dark, brittle leaf of the sa-cred bel tree mixed with white jasmine. Hibiscuses were also placed ontop of the framed photographs of Sri Ramakrishna, the Holy Mother, andSwami Vivekananda (on special occasions they were garlanded) and
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their foreheads marked with fresh white sandalwood-paste as thoughthey were living persons. There were no vases, as fresh offerings had to bemade each morning, nothing being kept from the previous day. Sud-denly, while I was thus engaged, the figure of Sri Ramakrishna appearedin mid-air above the altar, four or five feet from the ground. Though con-siderably larger than life, he appeared sitting in the usual cross-leggedposture, looking exactly as he did in his photograph. He remained therefor some time, certainly for at least several minutes, looking straightahead as though unaware of my existence.Besides seeing the figure of Sri Ramakrishna, I also had an indescrib-ably intense feeling of his actual presence, as though Thakur, as his disci-ples called him, was there in the room, and as though I was in closeproximity to an incalculable spiritual force. It was this sense of presenceand proximity that made me feel afraid. Indeed, I felt my hair stiffen at theroots, while shivers passed up and down my spine. It was an unnervingexperience and I was at a loss to account for it. The devotion which I hadfelt towards Sri Ramakrishna in Colombo had long since evaporated, andI certainly never meditated upon him or invoked his name. Could the ap-parition have been a kind of thought-form created by the power of theregular ritual worship performed by Satyapriya and his predecessors atthe Ashram? Or had the ritual only evoked a spiritual presence that wasthere all the time, only waiting for a favourable opportunity to manifestitself? Was it not possible that after the death of his physical body SriRamakrishna had continued to exist in a glorified spiritual form thatmight, under certain circumstances, become visible to his devotees? Wassomething of this sort the explanation of the Resurrection of Christ?Questions of much the same sort were raised by yet another incident,which like the incident of the clairaudience involved Satyapriya,Shankara Pillai, and myself. It also involved a fourth resident at theAshram, a new arrival. Satyapriya and I being fully occupied with studyand meditation, the care of the Ashram, including the Ashram land, hadbeen left to Shankara Pillai. He was a willing enough worker, but whatwith planting tapioca in the lower half of the compound, and supervisingthe picking and skinning of cashew nuts in the upper half, it was only nat-ural that he should feel the need of an assistant. It was also only naturalthat he should eventually select for the post a poor orphan boy whose fa-ther had recently died and whose mother was unable to support him. In-deed, Shankara Pillai related, the poor little fellow was in danger of actualstarvation, and even if he had not needed an assistant it would have beenour bounden duty to take him in. It was still more natural that the boy in
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question should be Shankara Pillai�s own nephew, though this we did notknow until later on.As soon as we saw our faithful manager leading him by the hand up thepath Satyapriya and I took a liking to the boy. His expression was one ofunusual friendliness and intelligence, and when we questioned him hereplied without hesitation, his face breaking into a charming smile. Hisname was Krishna, he said, and he was eight years old. With his largedark eyes and dusky complexion, and with a strip of scarlet cloth for hisonly clothing, he indeed looked a little Krishna. All that was needed tocomplete the effect was a peacock feather in his hair. Before long he wasmaking himself useful, and Satyapriya and I could not help smilingwhenever we saw the little dark figure in the scarlet jock-strap trottinground the Ashram at the heels of Shankara Pillai.One evening, before meditation, Satyapriya abruptly announced thatKrishna was too good a boy to be allowed to lead a worldly life and that hewas going to make him his disciple. He would initiate him that very in-stant, and in future he would sit with us when we meditated. Calling theboy, he told him his plans and said he was going to give him a mantra.Krishna�s eyes sparkled with pleasure. Taking him into the hall,Satyapriya then told him to recite the well-known Hari Mantra, in whichnow the name of Rama, now the name of Krishna, is interwoven with thatof Hari or Vishnu, the second member of the Hindu Trinity, whose earthly�incarnations� Rama and Krishna are traditionally believed to be.Satyapriya had learned this mantra as a boy, and we had often heard itsung at Anandamayi�s ashram at Kishengunj in the course of the eveningbhajan sessions. Having initiated him, Satyapriya told Krishna to sit inthe hall and repeat his mantra to himself while we meditated. If he didthis properly, he declared, Krishna would appear to him.By the time we got started that evening it was seven o�clock. At about 10,having finished our meditation, Satyapriya and I rose to our feet. To ourastonishment, Krishna was still sitting at the upper end of the hall, in theright-hand corner, exactly where we had left him. He was sittingcross-legged on the bare floor, with his hands folded in his lap, and wasgazing fixedly ahead. Satyapriya called him, but he did not stir and wewent down to the kitchen without him. At eleven o�clock he was still sit-ting there. By this time Satyapriya was beginning to feel worried. Themantra was supposed to be a very powerful one. Suppose it had been toomuch for the boy. Suppose he had gone into some kind of trance. Supposehe should be unable to regain normal consciousness and should go on sit-ting there indefinitely.� By this time Shankara Pillai, whom we had told
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about the matter over dinner, had come and joined us, bringing with hima coconut-oil lamp. Drawing up mats, the three of us sat down nearKrishna, and awaited developments. He was smiling gently, and hisbreathing was deep and regular. Satyapriya called him again, moreloudly than before, but he continued gazing ahead with wide open eyesand gave no sign of having heard.At twelve o�clock Satyapriya decided that something would have to bedone. He had heard that a person who had gone into trance could bebrought back to ordinary consciousness by repeating in his ear the samemantra that he had been repeating prior to his going into trance � if, ofcourse, this was known. Satyapriya, Shankara Pillai, and I accordinglystarted reciting the Hari Mantra. At first we recited it softly, but as this hadno effect we started repeating it more and more loudly, until in the endwe were shouting it into Krishna�s ear with all the force of our lungs. Itwas a bizarre scene. Round the Ashram, darkness and silence. Inside, thesound of the Hari Mantra, the glow of the coconut-oil lamp on the barewalls, the unconscious figure of the small boy, the anxious faces of thethree adults. At one o�clock we were still shouting � the raucous soundcould hardly be called chanting. From time to time, in desperation,Satyapriya slapped Krishna or shook him bodily. But none of these dras-tic measures produced the slightest effect. Krishna had gone limp, how-ever, and Satyapriya, who was sitting cross-legged on the floor, wascradling him in his lap, with the boy�s head resting in the crook of his arm.Suddenly there flashed on me a picture of something I had seen manyyears before, on the Monkey Hill at London Zoo. It was a picture of a fe-male baboon sitting clasping her dead infant to her breast, refusing togive it up, though it had been dead many days, and refusing to allow any-one near. But Krishna was not dead yet, and the hoarse, desperate soundof our shouting continued to be heard. Anyone passing by the Ashramthat night would have thought it was haunted indeed, and that tor-mented spirits were wailing their agonies to the four winds of heaven.Satyapriya shouted loudest of all. By this time he was almost frantic withanxiety and bawled out the mantra as though Krishna�s very life � and hisown too � depended on his exertions.At two o�clock the boy suddenly drew a very deep breath and sighed.We redoubled our efforts. Before long Krishna drew another deep breath,then another. The trance was coming to an end. He was returning to nor-mal consciousness. Shankara Pillai, who had been much less worriedthan Satyapriya and myself, spoke to him in a cheerful, encouraging tone.Eventually, the boy blinked his eyes and looked up at us with an
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expression of happy recognition. It was as though he had just awokenfrom a deep, refreshing sleep, and was pleased to see familiar faces roundhis bed. Shankara Pillai spoke to him again. This time he responded in-stantly, in his usual clear, distinct tones. Seeing that the boy was appar-ently none the worse for his experience, Satyapriya at once startedquestioning him. What had happened? Had he seen anything? Rathershyly, Krishna confessed that he had seen his divine namesake and thatthey had played together. Had he enjoyed playing with him? Oh yes,very much indeed. The smile that accompanied this statement was moreexpressive than any words. �And in what form did Sri Krishna appear toyou?� Satyapriya finally demanded. �He was a little boy,� came the reply,�just like me.�This was too much for the overwrought nerves of my friend. Alreadyhalf crazed with relief after the tensions of the night, Satyapriya now sud-denly leaped to his feet and started gyrating wildly round the hall, hop-ping now on this foot and now on that and shouting, �Krishna has come!Krishna has come!� in a loud voice hoarse with hysteria. He seemed tothink that since the boy had seen Sri Krishna the latter had quite literallyvisited the Ashram. Shankara Pillai and I looked on in amazement.Satyapriya seemed to have gone quite mad. Round and round the hall hewent, leaping and dancing, shouting and sobbing, a grotesque andslightly alarming sight. I was irresistibly reminded of the scene I had oncewitnessed at Anandamayi�s ashram, when devotees collapsed on thefloor shrieking and foaming at the mouth. Such was the violence ofSatyapriya�s movements that after a few minutes his sarong fell off, but hetook no notice, and continued dancing naked round the room, his armsraised above his head and his black hair streaming behind him. The yel-low lamplight shone on his stalwart bronze body, by this time gleamingwith sweat, and threw on to the walls and up among the rafters an enor-mous black shape whose movements were even more fantastic than hisown. Within half an hour his emotion had exhausted itself. Sobbing forbreath, he dropped to the ground, and as soon as he had recovered him-self we went to bed.During the next few days the dramatic consequences of Krishna�s initi-ation were the main topic of conversation at the Ashram. Shankara Pillaiwas inclined to treat the whole matter lightly, saying that such experi-ences were common enough and of no more significance than a vividdream. Satyapriya and I were not so sure. According to the books on Ben-gal Vaishnavism I had read during my first visit to Calcutta, when still inthe army, the subtle forms of Sri Krishna and his consort Radha eternally
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sported in the celestial Brindaban, while according to Mahayana trad-ition the Buddha eternally proclaimed the Dharma in his �Body of Glory�on the spiritual Vulture�s Peak. Was there, then, a world of divine arche-types underlying or overlaying or interpenetrating the realm of materialexistence, and did Krishna�s experience represent a glimpse of this worldthrough the tinted lenses of a Hindu upbringing? Again, had his experi-ence been simply the result of his childish belief in Satyapriya�s words, orwas it the more or less spontaneous manifestation of a disposition in-nately spiritual? Would it be wise to allow him to go on repeating the HariMantra? The last question at least was answered for us. Before we couldmake up our minds what to do, Krishna�s mother, whom we had not seenbefore, appeared one morning on the Ashram steps and declared that shewas taking him home with her. What Shankara Pillai had told her wenever knew, but it was plain she did not want her son to be Satyapriya�sdisciple or to become a monk. Having touched our feet in farewell,Krishna left the Ashram as cheerfully as he had come. The last we saw ofhim was a smile and a flash of red jock-strap as, ducking between thebamboos, he disappeared through the gate.With Satyapriya, Shankara Pillai, and I on our own again, and with lifeonce more flowing in its old channels, many of the questions raised by thelatest incident at the Ashram soon lost much of their significance. For meat least, however, one question remained as urgent as ever. If anything,indeed, it gained rather than lost in urgency as the days went by. Thisquestion concerned Satyapriya. Ever since the night of Krishna�s vision �or whatever the experience might have been that the boy had had � Icould not get out of my mind the picture of my friend gyrating wildlyround the hall completely overcome by hysteria, nor could I help won-dering whether his mental balance, precarious at the best of times, hadnot been seriously affected by the prolonged strain of our ascetic way oflife as well as by the still more rigorous discipline to which he had recentlysubjected himself. Indeed, there were moments when I doubted his san-ity altogether. Despite undoubted achievements in meditation, ever sincehe had given up the Industrial School project his constitutional unrea-sonableness and irritability had grown steadily worse, and his liability toperiodic outbursts of insane fury more and more pronounced. Once ortwice, indeed, his lack of self-control had culminated in actual violence.Talking in the semi-darkness of the veranda one night after dinner, wehappened to find ourselves disagreeing over something. Knowing howsensitive Satyapriya was, and how impatient of contradiction, I at oncesaw the danger and stopped pressing my point, but it was too late. De-
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spite all my efforts to pacify him, my friend insisted on enlarging the dif-ference as much as possible and working himself up into one of his usualterrible rages. It was as though he wanted to be angry. This time, however,pausing in his tirade, he suddenly struck me a tremendous blow in theface with his fist. No sooner was the blow struck than his anger left him.By the time Shankara Pillai, hearing me cry out, had come running up tothe veranda, Satyapriya was dabbing my bleeding cheek with his shoul-der-towel and rocking me in his arms in an agony of remorse. Though hetold Shankara Pillai that I had accidentally banged my head against a pil-lar in the dark, and though I confirmed this story as best I could, our man-ager was not to be deceived. Not only was he well acquainted withSatyapriya�s irascibility, but he had heard his voice raised in anger forsome minutes before the supposed accident occurred. As a result of theblow, I had a black eye for a week, while the left side of my head remainedpractically devoid of sensation for years.On another occasion it was Shankara Pillai who was the victim, or verynearly the victim, of Satyapriya�s lack of self-control. Unexpectedly goingthrough the household accounts one night, and meticulously checkingthe cost of each bunch of bananas and every ounce of cooking-oil, myfriend discovered that the cash was short by the equivalent of nearly ashilling. After prolonged inquisition, Shankara Pillai tremblingly con-fessed that over the past two months he had, by instalments, misappro-priated the amount from the money that he had been given for thepurchase of provisions from the bazaar. Further inquiry revealed that thereason for the theft was his secret addiction to bidis or country cigarettes.Shocked and indignant, Satyapriya took the culprit severely to task, anddespite his tears and entreaties gradually became more and more in-censed. Eventually, seizing a heavy stick, he made to grab him by thescruff of his neck and administer a good thrashing. But Shankara Pillaiwas too quick for him. With a shriek of terror he darted through thekitchen door and out into the darkness. Now thoroughly roused,Satyapriya dashed after him. Over the compound wall went ShankaraPillai. Over the compound wall went Satyapriya. As it was a dark night,with no moon, it was some minutes before either of them was able to gethis bearings, and I could hear the sound of bodies crashing about amongthe lantana bushes. At last Shankara Pillai found the path. Guided by thesound of his footsteps, Satyapriya found it too, and soon the sound of twopairs of running feet, as well as the imprecations of the pursuer and thesupplications of the pursued, died away in the distance.
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Half an hour later, his intended victim having given him the slip,Satyapriya reappeared. For two days we had to do without a manager.Then, through the intercession of one of the Ashram members, withwhom he had taken refuge, Shankara Pillai returned, humbled himself atSatyapriya�s feet, apologized, professed repentance and reformation,and was at length magnanimously forgiven, though not without sternwarnings of what would happen if the offence was ever repeated.Satyapriya�s lack of mental balance, as well as his increasing inability tocontrol his temper, was in my mind not unconnected with a set of exer-cises he had learned from his books on hatha yoga. These were not ordi-nary physical exercises, but a form of pranayama or breath-control. As Iknew very well from my own experience, and as all the books on the sub-ject I had read repeatedly emphasized, exercises that involved the controlof the breath, as distinct from simply watching it, had an extremely pow-erful effect on the nervous system and could therefore be highly danger-ous. They should be practised only under the personal guidance of a fullyqualified teacher. According to popular belief, unsupervised practice ofpranayama heated the brain. All this I pointed out to Satyapriya as soonas I discovered what he was doing, but with his usual self-confidence hebrushed aside my pleas for caution and carried on as before. Indeed, soardent was his desire for spiritual progress that he went so far as to prac-tise the breath-control exercises in a particularly extreme form. He alsolengthened his periods of silence and started fasting for weeks on end.But apart from reducing him to a state of extreme physical weakness andemaciation these drastic measures produced not the slightest effect. Theperiodic insane outbursts of rage continued, and to our mutual distressthe personal differences between us became more and more acute.By this time we had been at the Ashram more than a year. Already, forthe second time since our arrival, the air was filled with the sound of�Ayyappan Saranam!� as bands of devotees who had started the long andarduous pilgrimage to Sabarimalai made their way through the town.Krishna Pillai the Anchal Master, and other friends who were devotees ofthe god, strongly urged us to accompany them this time and see for our-selves the wonders of the timber-built mountain shrine that was the holyof holies of the cult. Promising to look after us on the way and render usevery possible assistance, with friendly importunity they hung round ournecks the basil-wood rosaries that were the traditional insignia of thosewho had vowed to undertake the pilgrimage. But though we wore the ro-saries and often talked of going, and though in a sense we wanted to go,the situation at the Ashram was such that, not knowing what to do, we al-
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lowed the weeks to go by without coming to a decision. In the end, unableto wait any longer, our friends had to leave without us. By the time theyreturned the situation had changed and Satyapriya and I had begun tosee a way out of our difficulties. Developments had taken place that notonly carried us a stage further along the path within but resulted in ourmaking a journey that took us even farther afield than Sabarimalai. In-deed, they resulted in our leaving Travancore altogether.
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Chapter Thirty-Seven
RAMDAS, THE SERVANT OF GOD
Among the two or three books which, at the time of our arrival, were allthat remained of the Ashram library, was a tiny volume entitled MotherKrishnabai. It was about a saintly Hindu lady who had, apparently, livedquite recently. But though well-written the book made no great impres-sion on me at the time and having once read it through I thought no moreabout it. Some time later, however, when Satyapriya was busy with the In-dustrial School project, I undertook the parallel responsibility of buildingup the library by writing to a number of well-known Indian authors ask-ing them to donate copies of their works. The response was good, and be-fore long the Ashram library was richer by several dozen volumes. Oneday, having exhausted the better-known names, I remembered the littlebook on Mother Krishnabai. The author was Swami Ramdas, ofAnandashram, Kanhangad, and he had apparently written other booksas well. Without delay I wrote to him with my usual request. Almost by re-turn of post came a parcel containing four or five books, as well as the lat-est issue of the Vision, a monthly magazine founded by Swami Ramdasand published by the Anandashram.One of the books was entitled In Quest of God. This was SwamiRamdas�s account of his early life, especially of his spiritual experiencesfrom the time of his leaving home to the time of his final realization of theTruth. Though his renunciation of worldly things had been unqualified,and though in the course of his search he had endured terrible hardships,there was nothing in his account to suggest conscious austerity, or even asense of effort. As the narrative danced happily along, and one highly en-tertaining episode succeeded another, the character that emerged fromits pages seemed more like a playful, affectionate child than a hoary sageor a frigid ascetic. Both Satyapriya and I read the book through severaltimes, and were profoundly affected. We also read the other books in the



parcel, as well as the hitherto neglected Mother Krishnabai. The saintlyHindu lady, it transpired, was Ramdas�s disciple, and according to himhad also realized the Truth. For the guru to write about the disciple was, ofcourse, highly unusual; but Ramdas, it seemed, was no ordinary guru,and Krishnabai, indeed, no ordinary disciple.Deeply moved though Satyapriya and I were by Swami Ramdas�s story,the possibility of our actually meeting him never occurred to us. As myletter had been acknowledged by the manager of the Ashram, and as theevents described had clearly taken place many years ago, it was not evencertain if the swami was still alive. We therefore read In Quest of God muchas we might have read Tibet�s Great Yogi Milarepa, or the Life of SriRamakrishna. Uplifting and inspiring though it was, it had all happened along time ago, and the marvellous events it described did not occupy aplane conterminous with that of our own lives. Some months later, how-ever, when Satyapriya had almost exhausted himself with his austerities,we heard that someone from Muvattupuzha had been to see a great saintwho lived near Mangalore and had returned a changed man. KesavaPillai heard about it too. The saint was Swami Ramdas. Though now ad-vanced in years, he was still very much alive, and devotees flocked to himat Anandashram from all over India, particularly from Bombay and thenorth-west.The news affected us like an electric shock. We were living in the sameworld with one who had realized the Truth. It was possible for us to seehim, to talk to him. Perhaps it would be possible for him to help us in ourspiritual development, in particular to resolve the difficulties that hadarisen between Satyapriya and myself. There was no time to be lost.Kanhangad was only four or five hundred miles away up the coast, andwe could easily go and spend a few days with Swami Ramdas, returningto Muvattupuzha within the week. Kesava Pillai, whom we took into ourconfidence, warmly approved. Indeed, he announced his intention of ac-companying us. Conscious as he now was of the brevity of human exist-ence, the idea of having the darshan or �sight� of a great saint stronglyappealed to his devotional nature.Anandashram, the �Abode of Bliss�, was an unpretentious place. Situ-ated at the foot of a hill about two miles out of town, it consisted princi-pally of a small bhajan-hall with a few bungalows and other buildingsscattered round about among the trees. Our first meeting with SwamiRamdas took place in the bhajan-hall. Shaven-headed, and simplydressed in white cotton shirt and sarong, he appeared considerably olderand stouter than in the frontispiece of his book. Rimless pince-nez on his
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nose, and carpet slippers on his feet, as he beamed at us from the armchairhe was the very picture of grandfatherly benignity. The only unusualthing about him were his ears, with lobes of extraordinary length, so that Iwas irresistibly reminded of traditional images of the Buddha. Thoughthe feelings of reverence with which we approached him were not un-mixed with awe, not to say dread, his childlike simplicity of manner andradiant good humour soon put all three of us completely at ease. Within amatter of hours we had been accommodated in one of the bungalows,had attended our first bhajan session, and had started addressingRamdas as �Papa� like everyone else.During the next few days the favourable impression produced on us byour reading of In Quest of God, as well as by our reception at the Ashram,was not only confirmed but reinforced a hundredfold. The majority ofthe fifteen or twenty devotees then staying at the Ashram were very ordi-nary people, but the atmosphere of genuine friendliness and devotionthat pervaded the place far exceeded anything that I had yet experienced.Though like Anandamayi both Ramdas and Krishnabai were brahminsby birth, no discrimination on grounds of caste was practised within theAshram precincts. Indeed, none was allowed to be practised. �Ramdas ismilitant against caste,� Papa told us one day, when we raised the question.Though he made the declaration without any loss of his customary benig-nity, there was no doubt that he meant it. Indeed, the more we saw of lifeat Anandashram the more it struck us that here, at least, there was nocompromise between spiritual ideals and mundane exigencies. SwamiNityaswarupananda had not hesitated to call in hooligans to drive ten-ants by force from the building the Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Cul-ture wanted to occupy. Ramdas, however, had recently given awayseveral acres of Ashram land to some families of landless labourers. �Wedon�t really need so much land,� Mother Krishnabai had told him, and hehad agreed.Soon our confidence in Ramdas was complete. Approaching him onemorning after the bhajan session, we therefore asked for a private inter-view. The request was immediately granted. Pausing only to give instruc-tions to some workmen, Ramdas led us to a secluded room in one of theadjacent bungalows where we would not be disturbed, and the meetingfrom which we were expecting so much began.Constituting himself the spokesman for both of us, Satyapriya gave afull and frank account of our joint history from the time of our first meet-ing in Singapore down to the time of our decision to visit Anandashramand meet Ramdas. Nothing of importance was omitted. Our disillusion-
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ment with the Maha Bodhi Society, our contact with Anandamayi andher caste-conscious disciples, the circumstances that led to our leavingKasauli as wandering ascetics, the failure of our attempt to enter Ceylon,the troublesome questions of identity, the breakdown of our plan of walk-ing from Cape Comorin to the Himalayas, and our decision to settle inMuvattupuzha for the sake of our meditation, were all included. IfSatyapriya happened to leave something out, I intervened and supple-mented his recollections with my own.Throughout the recital Ramdas listened attentively, without saying aword. But when Satyapriya came to his outbursts of anger, as well as theausterities we had practised, particularly his own prolonged fasts,Ramdas�s face took on an expression of the deepest concern. Indeed,shaking his head as if unable to credit his ears, he exclaimed on our fool-hardiness with sympathy and sorrow. Eventually, when Satyapriya hadfinished, he hastened to point out to us the error of our ways. Austeritieswhich endangered one�s health were sheer madness, he declared em-phatically. On no account should we commit the mistake of thinking thatthey could facilitate the process of spiritual development. The one thingneedful was wholehearted love and devotion towards the spiritual ideal.From that everything would follow. Health and strength were to be pre-served by all reasonable means. Without them, spiritual practice was dif-ficult, if not impossible.At that moment, as though to emphasize his last point, MotherKrishnabai came in with a tray of medicines. Changing in an instant fromthe serious to the comic, Ramdas broke into mock lamentations for hisown total neglect of his health during the period described in In Quest ofGod. On no account should we follow his example, he warned us, wag-ging an admonitory finger. If we did, we would regret it. He certainly re-gretted it. In his old age he not only had to suffer from all sorts of achesand pains, but to submit to being periodically dosed by MotherKrishnabai, who bullied him unmercifully. As he said this he glanced upat Krishnabai with an expression of archness, as though he was in truth anaughty child being made to swallow unpleasant medicines by a sternmother. Krishnabai, serene and not unsmiling, said nothing.When the door had closed behind her, Ramdas turned to the subject ofpranayama. To practise this without a teacher, as Satyapriya had done,was the height of folly. No wonder he had developed such an ungovern-able temper! It was lucky that he had not gone mad. On our enquiringwhether the traditional warnings were to be taken literally, and whetherone could actually become insane as a result of practising pranayama,
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Ramdas replied with a decided affirmative. Cases of people losing theirmental balance due to forcible methods of breath-control were by nomeans uncommon, he declared, especially in South India. Devotees whohad gone astray in this way were often brought to him for treatment.Sometimes he was able to help them, sometimes not. On prudentialgrounds alone, therefore, leaving aside the theoretical objections, hestrongly disapproved of pranayama, and did everything in his power todiscourage the practice. For the vast majority of people, constant repeti-tion of the name of God was far more beneficial.Though he took us severely to task over the question of austerities, andthough his language left us in no doubt that we had acted very foolishly,Ramdas�s response to our joint history was far from being wholly dis-couraging. Warmly commendingour spirit of renunciation, he assured usin the most emphatic terms that our decision to give up the world andlead a spiritual life had been the right one and that we should persist inour chosen course until Enlightenment had been attained. His blessingswere always with us. Pleased and heartened though we were by thesewords, even if Ramdas had done nothing but scold us and point out ourmistakes we would not have minded in the least. Praising or blaming, ev-ery word he spoke was not only uttered in a heartfelt manner expressiveof the deepest interest and concern but seemed to come from an unfath-omable depth of love and compassion.By the time the interview was over, and Ramdas had spoken at lengthon the need for brotherly love between us, we felt that we were in anotherworld. All our difficulties had vanished. Indeed, from the minuteSatyapriya had started telling the story of our life and experiences to-gether it had seemed that we were making confession of all our weak-nesses and imperfections, that this confession was being received byRamdas, like the ocean receiving into its pure depths the sullied waters ofa river, and that having made our confession we were now free from thepast and could begin afresh. Indeed, thanks to Ramdas, we could not onlybegin afresh but begin at a higher level than before. With feelings of pro-found gratitude we prostrated ourselves at his feet. As we did so hepulled out his watch, exclaiming with mock alarm that if he was not soonback in his quarters he would catch it from Mother Krishnabai, whowould be waiting for him with his lunch.The remainder of our visit passed only too quickly. When we were nottalking with Ramdas in the bhajan-hall, or at the head of the Ashramsteps, we were busy exploring the neighbourhood in various directions.More than once we climbed to the top of the hill behind the Ashram, and
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from its windy heights we could see in the distance the long blue line ofthe Arabian Sea. We had only one cause for anxiety, and that was KesavaPillai. Our first meeting with Ramdas had affected our old friend pro-foundly. Indeed, he had flung himself full length on the ground atRamdas�s feet, and remained there without moving for several minutes,his whole frame racked by sobs and his eyes streaming with tears. Somenights later he was taken seriously ill. Satyapriya and I did what we couldto relieve his sufferings, but his normally dark face was so ashen, and hisbreath seemed to come with so much difficulty, that we eventually calledthe Ashram doctor. In these circumstances there could be no question ofour prolonging our stay, even had we wanted to do so. But neitherSatyapriya nor I felt this as a deprivation. Not only had the week atAnandashram more than fulfilled all our hopes, but it had been madeclear to us that we were free to return whenever we liked.By way of a parting present, Ramdas gave us a mantra. This was so un-expected as to take us completely by surprise. Though we had felt forsome time past that devotional repetition of a mantra would help us, andthough Satyapriya had once mentioned this to Ramdas, we had not for-mally asked for initiation. Indeed, despite my confidence in Ramdas I wasmore than doubtful about the advisability of our taking such a step. Beinga Buddhist, I wanted a Buddhist mantra, and Ramdas, I knew, was a greatbeliever in the efficacy of the Rama Mantra. This was the mantra intowhich he had been initiated by his father, whom he regarded as his guru,which he had himself constantly repeated. It appeared on the cover of ev-ery issue of the Vision, was regularly chanted at the morning and eveningbhajan sessions, and was the one into which he invariably initiated hisdisciples. Apparently he had never been known to initiate anyone intoany other mantra.However, I need not have worried. On our entering the bhajan-hall onemorning, shortly before our departure, we found Ramdas reading TheLight of Asia. As soon as he saw us he jumped from his chair, and raisinghis right hand as though in an initiatory gesture exclaimed, �Your mantrais om mani padme hum!� With this mantra, the mantra of the great Bodhi-sattva Avalokiteshvara, the embodiment of Compassion, I was well con-tent. Indeed, though I did not then know it, it was the starting-point of awhole network of symbolic associations that gradually came to occupy acentral position in my spiritual life.On our return to Muvattupuzha we began to realize the extent of thechange that had taken place in us. While the current of our existence didnot flow quite so smoothly as that of the river in which we again took our
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morning bath, much of the old tension was gone, and contact withRamdas having reactivated all that was positive in our relationship, bothSatyapriya and I found the Ashram a happier and more peaceful place.Meditation and ritual worship continued as before, but Satyapriya re-laxed his austerities, and gave up the practice of pranayama altogether. Asfor our newly-acquired mantra, we not only recited it to ourselves at fre-quent intervals, but chanted it aloud in unison to a tune of Satyapriya�sdevising.Taking advantage of the mild weather, we also went for long walksdown the country roads on the other side of the Ashram, hitherto unvis-ited, where there were ditches full of dead leaves, and where the late af-ternoon sunshine, striking through the giant jak trees on to the dustytrack, threw a warm golden light into the dim interiors of wayside huts.Sometimes, making the journey into town more frequently than we haddone for a long time, we renewed acquaintance with old friends. Never-theless, it was not long before our feeling that our days in Muvattupuzhawere numbered crystallized into a definite decision to leave. A longer stayat Anandashram was clearly the next stage of our spiritual journey. Be-sides, we had spent long enough in the South, and the time had nowcome for us to continue our long-delayed journey to the North, to the Hi-malayas, and to start thinking, perhaps, in terms of formal ordination asBuddhist monks.Having experienced so much kindness in Muvattupuzha, we could notthink of leaving without taking the Ashram members and all our otherfriends into our confidence and telling them the reason for our departure.House by house, this was eventually done. Sorry though they were to seeus go, everybody understood that as wandering ascetics we could haveno attachment to any particular place and that, as some of them re-marked, they were lucky to have enjoyed the benefit of our presence atthe Ashram for so long. For our part, we had found shelter when weneeded it, and an opportunity to consolidate our meditation, and for thiswe were profoundly grateful.On the eve of our departure we formally relinquished charge of theAshram, Satyapriya handing over to the committee a detailed statementof income and expenditure for the whole period of our tenure. TheAshram was now in good repair, he told them, and there remained inhand more than 1,000 rupees in cash, as well as 2,000 laterite blocks. It wasup to all of them to continue the work we had started. Our friends, whohad assembled in force for the occasion, then thanked us for all that wehad done, and after placing garlands of marigolds round our necks
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handed us an envelope containing 360 rupees that they had collectedamong themselves towards the expenses of our journey.Next morning, wearing new saffron robes, and feeling very nakedabout our freshly shaven heads, we boarded the ramshackle bus outsideRamaswami�s office and soon the Town of the Three Rivers was lost tosight behind thick clouds of yellow dust.
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Chapter Thirty-Eight
AT THE �ABODE OF BLISS�
The first thing we did on arriving at Anandashram was to hand over allour money to Ramdas and ask him to let us stay for as long as it lasted oruntil he thought it was time for us to be on our way. The next was to devisea routine for ourselves. Now that we had come to live within the radiantorbit of two beings who had realized the Truth, conditions for spiritualpractice were even more propitious than they had been inMuvattupuzha, and we wanted to make full use of our opportunity.Satyapriya would have had us go into complete seclusion, cutting off allcontact with the other inmates of the Ashram, but of this Ramdas did notapprove. However, we were allocated one of the more remote bungalowsand had our meals brought to us instead of taking them in the communaldining-hall as on our first visit.Rising before dawn each morning, we devoted the first hours of the dayto meditation. After breakfast we went for a walk. The purpose of thewalk was twofold: besides giving exercise, it provided us with an oppor-tunity for learning by heart the verses of the Dhammapada. Steppingbriskly out along the road, we flung to the breezes of the North Malabarcoast the deathless words that had not been heard there for 1,000 years.Originally it had been our intention to memorize the whole work,Satyapriya having calculated that as there were twenty-six chapters, andas we could easily memorize one chapter a day, it would be possible for usto have the entire Dhammapada at the tip of the tongue within a month. Asneither of us knew Pali we had to learn the verses parrot-fashion, withonly a general idea of their meaning. Progress was therefore much slowerthan we had hoped. Though Satyapriya did rather better, I thought I wasdoing quite well if I committed one verse to memory each day.By the time we returned to the Ashram everyone would be ready forthe mid-morning bhajan. With Ramdas sitting in an armchair, and the



devotees ranged in a semicircle at his feet, this was a simple, homely occa-sion, almost like family prayers. A young man with a fine voice who hadbeen nicknamed the Nightingale of the Ashram sang two or three devo-tional songs, including a setting of a long English poem by Ramdas, thedevotees chanted the Rama Mantra in chorus, and sweets that had beenconverted to prasad by Ramdas�s touch were distributed to young andold alike. Afterwards Ramdas remained seated in his armchair. Anyonewho wanted to speak to him could then do so. As at least two or threepeople always stayed behind for this purpose, and as one question invari-ably led to another, a general discussion soon arose. In response to a spe-cific request, or in order to illustrate a particular point that he wished tomake, Ramdas frequently related anecdotes from his own past experi-ence. Many of these we already knew, being familiar with them from ourreading of In Quest of God and its sequel In the Vision of God. But funny asthe anecdotes were to read, they were infinitely more funny when heardfrom Ramdas�s own lips. Such was his excellence as a raconteur, and sogreat were his gifts of humour and mimicry, that when he related someold favourite the most serious-minded devotee could not help smiling,while others, more susceptible, burst into roars of laughter or rolled help-lessly on the ground. The most mirth-provoking anecdotes were oftenthe most meaningful. One related to the occasion when, waking up onemorning in his mountain cave after years of wholehearted devotion, hefound that his ego had disappeared. �Ramdas searched high and low,� hedeclared amidst laughter, suiting his actions to the words with indescrib-ably comic effect, �but he couldn�t find the fellow anywhere � and he has-n�t been able to find him since!�With Ramdas constantly regaling the devotees with anecdotes of thiskind, Anandashram, the Abode of Bliss, indeed lived up to its name. IfAnandamayi�s method was that of spiritual flirtation, Ramdas�s was thatof transcendental comedy. At the same time, his fundamental seriousnesswas never in doubt. Glad as he was to help people laugh their way to God,he was firm, even strict, in his adherence to principles, and the decidedenemy of all weakness and compromise. One day a devotee asked why itwas that, while so many embarked on the spiritual life, so few seemed tomake any real progress. Ramdas�s reply was unequivocal. They failed tomake any progress for two reasons, he said. Firstly, because they had noclear idea of the goal they wished to reach. Secondly, because they had noclear idea of how to get there. This was a warning to all happy-go-luckyaspirants, and conscious as we were of the danger of allowing ourselvessimply to drift, Satyapriya and I took it very seriously indeed.
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Before many mornings had passed some of the devotees had startedspeaking to us after the bhajan and inviting us back to their quarters for acup of coffee. Satyapriya at first was inclined to rebuff these friendly ad-vances. Though better-tempered than before, he was still quick to imag-ine that people looked down on him and that they were out to expose hislack of knowledge, or to humiliate him in some other way. In the atmos-phere of Anandashram, however, doubts and suspicions of this kindcould not last for long. Soon we had not only accepted the invitations butstarted making friends among the devotees. Most of them were elderlyand retired, and several had brought their families with them. Nearly allcame from north-western India. One in fact was the ruler of Porbunder, inGujerat, the state in which Mahatma Gandhi had been born. With his mil-itary moustache, erect bearing, and dark Western suit, he cut rather anodd figure at the Ashram, but there was no doubting the depth of his de-votion to Ramdas. Reserved, almost diffident, in manner, he very rarelyspoke, and I got the impression that he was by nature rather shy. Ourchief friend was a retired college principal, a Sindhi, who wanted to giveup the world and become a monk but whom Ramdas discouraged fromtaking this step. Thin, silver-haired, and bespectacled, he was a sweet-na-tured person, with unusually intense feelings. While talking he oftenadopted an attitude of ecstatic devotion, falling on one knee, clasping hishands and gazing fervently upwards. This attitude, which he sometimesmaintained for minutes on end, at first struck us as rather artificial, not tosay theatrical, but we eventually realized that it was not only quite genu-ine but, for our good friend, the perfectly natural expression of his feel-ings.One of the most interesting figures at the Ashram was a thin,black-skinned youngster of thirteen or fourteen known as the Boy Yogi.As he spoke only Tamil we could not talk to him, but he grinned at usgood-naturedly whenever we met, and one day Ramdas told us his story.His father had wanted to become a monk but being forced by his family toget married had transferred his spiritual ambitions to his son. By the timethe boy was four he had not only taught him to meditate but had con-structed for him, at the bottom of the garden, a kind of undergroundcave. In this cave the boy lived. Most of his time was spent practisingpranayama and similar exercises. As the years went by, the fame of thespiritual prodigy who lived in the underground cave started to spread,and the young ascetic became widely known in the Tamil-speaking areasas the Bala Yogi, or Boy Yogi. By the time he was eight, an ashram hadgrown up round the mouth of the cave, and there were a number of devo-
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tees. The Boy Yogi became a guru. The father�s ambitions were fulfilled.Eventually, however, outraged nature started to take her revenge. Mainlyon account of the prolonged practice of pranayama, the Boy Yogi suffereda nervous breakdown, went mad, and after two or three years of acutemental distress had recently been brought to Ramdas for treatment. Sincehis arrival at the Ashram his condition had improved considerably,Ramdas told us, but it would be a long time before he was restored to nor-mality.No less interesting than the Boy Yogi was an elderly ascetic who lived atthe foot of the hill in a cave formed by a cleft in the rock. Though he cameonly occasionally to the Ashram, and did not talk much with anyone, healways greeted Satyapriya and me in a friendly, almost conspiratorialfashion, as if there was a secret understanding between us. Apart from ascanty saffron loincloth, his principal clothing consisted of row upon rowof rudraksha beads, which he wore hanging round his neck and twistedround his arms and waist. With him in the cave lived a huge cobra, whonot only shared the milk with which the Ashram supplied him, but coiledup beside him at night on the rude stone couch that was the cave�s solefurniture.Only a few yards from the bhajan-hall stood the bungalow that housedthe Ashram library. Our Sindhi friend, who was known to everyone asDada-ji, or Grandfather, was the librarian. Every two or three daysSatyapriya and I would spend half an hour browsing round the shelvesand looking for something to take with us back to our bungalow. Thoughmost of the books dealt with religion and mysticism, they had been do-nated by different people at different times, and formed a very miscella-neous collection. Among the old favourites that I was happy to meet, andread again, were Chwang-tzu and Lieh-tzu. New discoveries includedThe Religion of No-Religion by Frederic Spiegelberg, with the main thesis ofwhich I found myself deeply in sympathy. Spiegelberg, a professor fromStanford University, California, had visited Anandashram, and Ramdasspoke of him with high regard. Besides reading, I continued my old prac-tice of making extracts from what I read. Indeed, shortly before our de-parture from Muvattupuzha, Satyapriya had had made for each of us atthe local press a specially bound notebook. These notebooks we hadasked Ramdas to inscribe for us. Playing on the names Dharmapriya andSatyapriya, and at the same time teaching us a profound spiritual lesson,in mine he had written �Love Dharma, for Dharma is Truth,� and inSatyapriya�s �Love Truth, for Truth is Dharma.�
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Into my own notebook, thus blessed, I not only copied extracts from mypast and present reading, but transcribed one complete work. This wasSuzuki�s translation of Ashvaghosha�s Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana.Though I had read it before, the compactness of its style and the profun-dity of its teaching now impressed me more than ever, and I copied it outnot only for practical reasons, so that I might have it always by me, butalso as an act of merit. Both Buddhists and Hindus have long regardedthe mindful transcription of sacred texts as being in itself a religious prac-tice, and I had seen in the Ashram office a number of exercise books com-pletely filled with the Rama Mantra. This was the second time in my lifethat I had taken the trouble of making a copy of a work that I admired.The first time was when, at the age of thirteen or fourteen, I copied fromSwinburne�s William Blake: A Critical Essay the whole text of The Marriageof Heaven and Hell, or as much of it as Swinburne had given. On the pres-ent occasion, it was not only a matter of producing for myself a copy of awork not otherwise procurable, but of imprinting every word of it on myconsciousness.Among the books that I had borrowed from the library were Ramdas�scollected articles and letters, in some of which he discussed thetime-honoured themes of Indian philosophic thought with remarkableassurance and penetration. So acute was his understanding, indeed, andso clear and confident his exposition, that I could not help thinking thatthough he customarily spoke the language of devotion he was at heartnot so much a bhakta, a devotee of God, as a jnanin, a knower of the Abso-lute. With some of his assertions, however, I could not agree. One thatparticularly troubled me was to the effect that the enlightened man, hav-ing transcended morality, was capable of acting either in a �moral� or �im-moral� manner. He could even take life. When I raised the question withRamdas he not only confirmed that this was, indeed, so, but having re-futed all my arguments enlarged upon the theme with his usual lucidityand radiant good humour. Finally, he insisted that in the case of the en-lightened man the taking of life would be not a negation of compassionbut an expression of it, and summed up his position with the vigorousand uncompromising declaration �Love can kill!�This placed me in a dilemma. I was unable either to accept Ramdas�sproposition or to say that Ramdas himself was wrong. According to theTheravadin Pali scriptures, the Buddha had stated categorically that theArahant, the liberated soul, was incapable of the deliberate taking of life.This seemed to me not only true in principle but advisable in practice, sothat had anyone but Ramdas told me that love could kill I would have at
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once concluded that far from being enlightened he was, in fact, labouringunder a gross delusion, and that his so-called love was only a form of at-tachment. But in Ramdas�s case such a conclusion was hardly possible.The assertion that love could kill was being made by one who was himselfthe undoubted embodiment of love. If the liberated soul was incapable ofthe deliberate taking of life, but if at the same time love could kill, the onlyconclusion that could follow was that love and Enlightenment were mu-tually exclusive. Yet, as I well knew, according to the Mahayana scripturesCompassion was co-ordinate with Wisdom and both together made upPerfect Enlightenment or Buddhahood. Moreover, certain passages inthe Mahayana scriptures suggested, or seemed to suggest, that the Bodhi-sattva, the living embodiment of the Will to Perfect Enlightenment, couldout of compassion for sentient beings abrogate the rules of morality, in-cluding even that which forbade the deliberate taking of life. Was Ramdasa Bodhisattva, then? Were the Pali scriptures wrong and Ramdas and theMahayana scriptures right? Did the Buddha of the Theravada contradictthe Buddha of the Mahayana? Struggling with these and many other sim-ilar questions I only impaled myself more firmly than ever on the horns ofthe original dilemma. Indeed, I was to remain impaled there for manyyears.Every now and then in his conversations with us Ramdas would speakof the various saints and sages he had met in the course of his early wan-derings. The one for whom he felt the greatest veneration was RamanaMaharshi, whose blessings he had sought at the outset of his quest. For SriAurobindo too, whom he had not met, he entertained feelings of great re-gard. As Ramana Maharshi lived at Tiruvannamalai, and Sri Aurobindo inPondicherry, while Ramdas himself lived at Kanhangad, he used to referto the three of them as the Trimurti of the South, the Trimurti or trinity inquestion being, of course, that of the three principal deities of the Hindupantheon � Brahma the Creator, Vishnu the Preserver, and Shiva the De-stroyer. Ramana Maharshi was Vishnu, he declared. Firm and immovableas the central axis of the cosmos, he remained ever in one place and sup-ported all. Sri Aurobindo was Shiva. He was the Great Yogi, ever absorbedin contemplation. As for himself, he was Brahma. Naturally active, like achild, he did nothing but play.One day, when we had been at the Ashram for about six weeks, Ramdastold us that having seen one member of the Trimurti it was time westarted thinking of seeing the other two. A date was accordingly fixed forour departure. Though sorry to leave, we knew it was Ramdas�s regularpractice not to allow anyone to settle down at the Ashram. Occasional vis-
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its, during the whole period of which one felt uplifted and inspired, werein his opinion of far greater value than a protracted stay in the course ofwhich one gradually reverted to more worldly attitudes. In our case, wehad benefited enormously from our contact with Ramdas andKrishnabai, and having received so much it was surely now incumbentupon us to give it effective expression in the life to which we had dedi-cated ourselves. Since we had no money, we had decided to walk all theway to Tiruvannamalai, a distance of about four hundred miles. Whenwe went to pay our last respects to Ramdas, however, he handed us twothird-class railway tickets and told us firmly that we were to go by train.
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Chapter Thirty-Nine
THE VISION IN THE CAVE
In contrast with the lush greenness of the Malabar coast, the Tamil coun-try was harsh and desolate of aspect. As the train carried us from west toeast across the vast plateau of the Deccan, and we passed through thestraggling hutments of one sun-baked township after another, it was asthough the earth was being stripped bare of vegetation, and as thoughthe fewer the trees and bushes that were left, the more stunted and with-ered they became. With the landscape the people too changed, becomingthinner, darker, and less pleasing of feature. By the time we reachedTiruvannamalai we were in another world. It was sand rather than soilthat we trod underfoot on our way to the Ashram, and huge boulders,weathered by the millennial action of sun, rain, and wind into perfectsmoothness and whiteness, that we saw on either side of the road ratherthan human habitations. In between rocks, as well as on wind-erodedhillocks and the level ground, tiny whitewashed shrines sprouted asthough from thickly sown seed. Thorn bushes sprouted too, while cactushedges half concealed mud huts shrouded in withered bines. Beyond,greyish-brown paddy fields bordered with areca palms stretched in un-even patchwork to the horizon, where low hills, blue with distance, werejust visible through the haze. In this prehistoric world the only things thatflourished were the big shady trees which, judging by the freshness andabundance of their leafage, had found beneath the barren rock sources ofnourishment known only to themselves.The Ashram which had grown up round Ramana Maharshi during theprevious half-century was not only bigger than the one that had grownup round Ramdas but run on very different lines. We noticed this as soonas we took our seats for lunch. Down the middle of the dining-hall ran apartition which, stopping short of the wall at the far end, divided thegreater part of the place into two sections. One section was reserved for



brahmins, the other for non-brahmins. Despite our saffron robes, and thefact that as ascetics we were beyond caste distinctions even according toorthodox Hindu tradition, Satyapriya and I were relegated to thenon-brahmin section, where we took our seats on a narrow strip of mat-ting that ran the whole length of the hall. Scurrying along the closelypacked rows, bare-legged attendants hastily deposited on the leaf-platesdollops of rice and curry and small puddles of chilli-and-onion soup andbuttermilk. I noticed that the leaf-plates were not large rectangles offreshly cut plantain leaf, green and rubbery, as in Malabar, but consistedof small withered leaves pinned together with thorns into rough discshardly bigger than a doily. At a signal from the far end of the hall, every-body started eating, and soon the loud slurping, sucking, and smackingnoises of Hindus in hearty enjoyment of a good meal was all that could beheard. Was it my fancy, or were the noises that came from the other side ofthe partition, where the brahmins were eating, even more resoundingthan those that came from our own side? Glancing up from my plate, Isaw through the forest of bowed heads and rhythmically moving rightarms a dark dignified figure in what looked like a pair of white briefsseated at the far end of the hall at right angles to the rows of eaters.Close-croppedwhite hair gave him an alert, almost military look. His eyesseemed to miss nothing. It was the Maharshi. From where he sat he couldlook down either side of the partition and see both brahmins andnon-brahmins. Both brahmins and non-brahmins could see him and,what was even more important, the brahmins could neither see thenon-brahmins nor be seen by them.After spending a few days at the Ashram, where we slept in a bar-rack-like dormitory with several dozen other male visitors, and a fewdays with friends in one of the bungalows outside the Ashram gate,Satyapriya and I started looking for a quieter and more convenient placeto stay � somewhere near enough for us to be able to see the Maharshiregularly and far enough away to ensure freedom from disturbance. Wedid not have to look very far. Behind the Ashram rose the twin peaks ofArunachala, the Hill of Light, sacred throughout the Tamil country, themere name of which had strangely, magically drawn the seven-teen-year-old Ramana to the spot more than fifty years earlier. Untoldages ago, in the Satya Yuga, the Age of Truth, it had been a great pillar oflight, the top and bottom of which even the gods had been powerless todiscern. With the passage of time, and the gradual deterioration of theuniverse, the hill too had changed. In the Treta Yuga it had become a heapof rubies, in the Dvapara Yuga a heap of gold, and now, in the Kali Yuga,
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the Dark Age, it was a heap of stones. But even as a heap of stonesArunachala had its charms. On the tree-covered slopes, where bands ofmonkeys roamed at will, shrines had been set up on precipitous ledgesand caves excavated wherever there were natural holes and clefts in therock. Most of the caves were occupied, but a few were empty, and in oneof these we established ourselves. Before doing so we sought the ap-proval of the Maharshi. Intercepting him on his way to the bathroom,which was not really allowed, we cast ourselves on the sand at his feetand asked for his blessing on the step we were about to take. Leaningheavily on his stick, and with body painfully bent, the frail old man lis-tened gravely to what we had to say. Then, in two or three short simplesentences, and with an expression of great kindliness, he not only assuredus that we were doing the right thing, and had his blessing, but urged usto persevere in our efforts to realize the Truth.The cave we had selected was known as the Virupaksha Guha, and itwas situated on the south-east slope of the hill, overlooking the spaciouscourtyards and lofty gopurams of the Tiruvannamalai Temple, at the endof a short sandy track that branched off from the main path up the hill-side. Beyond the cave, where water slowly trickled down a dark crevice, atangle of pink oleanders, seven or eight feet tall, made a pleasant contrastwith the sunlit grey rock. Inside the cave, which was big enough to shelterfour or five persons, it was surprisingly warm and dry. Indeed, despitethe good ventilation, the warmth was almost oppressive. Much of thespace was occupied by a raised stone structure on which we slept at night.This was the tomb of the saint after whom the cave was named, who hadlived there five or six hundred years ago, and had been buried there. Theplace was also associated with the early life of the Maharshi. Two years af-ter his arrival in Tiruvannamalai he had abandoned the shrines and tem-ples in which he had stayed till then and started living on the hill itself.The Virupaksha Guha was the cave to which he had resorted first and inwhich he had stayed longest. Whether on account of the presence of thedead saint, or its association with the living one � or simply because it wasa cave � the place had an atmosphere of peculiar intensity. According topopular belief the mantra om could be distinctly heard there. NeitherSatyapriya nor I ever heard either this or any other mantra, but there wasno denying that at times the vibrations of the cave were of such intensitythat we seemed to hear a kind of buzzing or humming sound. We heardother sounds as well. For the first few days of our stay we had to share thecave with a young Tamil, so thin and black and saucer-eyed as to seem likeone of the hungry ghosts I had seen at Muvattupuzha. Since we did not
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know Tamil, and he spoke neither Hindi nor English, we were unable totalk to each other, but at night there was no lack of communication � fromhis side at least. His food, which he cooked outside the entrance of thecave, consisted principally of red chillies, with the result that he was achronic sufferer from flatulence. At intervals during the night Satyapriyaand I would be woken up by reports like pistol-shots which, in the con-fined space, crashed and rolled around us for minutes on end.In our way of life, and even in our appearance, we were now virtuallyindistinguishable from all the other hermits and ascetics who dwelt onthe sacred hill. Like them we rose before dawn, like them we meditateduntil the early morning sun glittered clean and bright above the whiteground mist, and like them, having taken the prescribed bath, we de-scended on the town of Tiruvannamalai for alms. Most of the sadhus ac-tually begged from door to door. In our case, the friends with whom wehad been staying at the bungalow had arranged for us to take our onemeal of the day at a house in the brahmin quarter of the town, where theyhad entered into an agreement with the occupier. Our host, an elderlyTamil brahmin, fed us generously, but he was apparently quite unable tounderstand that non-Tamil throats, stomachs, and intestines were simplyincapable of dealing with the same huge quantities of red chillies towhich he was accustomed. Every meal was therefore agony. Gulping wa-ter at frequent intervals, we ate with streaming eyes and noses and burn-ing throats while our well-meaning host, convinced that we must beenjoying it, stood over us with brass pot and ladle warmly urging us totake another helping.On our way back to our cave we usually took the short cut through theTiruvannamalai Temple, skirting the second of the three massive wallsthat girdled the inner precincts. Strict rules governed the right of entryinto the place. Untouchables could not enter at all. Indeed, they were notpermitted even to pass too close to the outermost wall of the temple.Those who, though not actually Untouchables, were still of low caste,could enter, but only as far as the grassy space between the second andthird walls, where our own short cut lay. High-caste Hindus could pass atwill through the gates of all three walls, though brahmins alone enjoyedthe ultimate privilege of access to the holy of holies. Knowing that as aMlechchha I ranked even lower than the Untouchables, and that I wasnot really entitled even to enter as far as I did, I had no intention of tryingto penetrate further into the temple. What the Hindus did in their ownplaces of worship, and who they admitted there, was for them to decide,not me.
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One day, however, despite my reluctance, Satyapriya insisted on ourexploring the whole temple complex. To our surprise we found that theinner precincts, within the third wall, were more spacious than we couldhave imagined. Shrines and Shiva-lingams stood everywhere, whilestone canopies floated on forests of slender columns, yet such were thedimensions of the place that there was no sense of crowding. Indeed, thegate-towers through which we had just passed seemed so far away that itwas difficult to believe that they were part of the same building. Worship-pers with trays of offerings came and went. Ascetics, black and near-na-ked, squatted on the steps of shrines or lay motionless in the shade oftrees. Humped sacred bulls, white and placid, stood munching discardedmarigold-garlands beside their stone brethren. Nobody took the slightestnotice of us, or even appeared to see us. Eventually, having negotiated amaze of courtyards and corridors, we found ourselves leaning against astone barrier and looking through doorway on doorway into the black re-cesses of the inmost shrine.As it was still winter, and by Indian standards not very hot, much of ourtime was spent out of doors. Having recovered from the immediate ef-fects of our meal in town, we usually passed the remainder of the day un-til nightfall in a shady spot not far from the mouth of the cave. Amid theprimal simplicities of Arunachala books seemed out of place, and thoughwe had borrowed a few volumes from the Ashram library, we dipped intothem only occasionally, for inspiration rather than information. Indeed,with the possible exception of the Song of Dattatreya the only work thatmade any impression on me at all at this period was Evans-Wentz�s Ti-betan Yoga and Secret Doctrines, a copy of which had been presented to theAshram by a Western devotee, and with which the Maharshi was well ac-quainted. Most of our time we spent simply looking at the scene spreadout before us, or walking slowly up and down the sandy paths. Withinthe diminished rectangle of the Tiruvannamalai Temple, into which wenow looked as the gods must have looked from Mount Ida down at thewalls of Troy, even the biggest shrines had shrunk to insignificance, whilehuman figures swarmed like ants. As night fell, and the gate-towers roseshadowy and insubstantial in the gloom, there would float up to us, faintwith distance, the noise of conches calling to evening worship, thelong-drawn-out wailing note suddenly shattering itself in an angry ex-plosion of sound. As though in reply, drums and gongs would start beat-ing, their rhythms gradually becoming more and more insistent. Then,when the sound had been built up into a crescendo and the climax of theworship finally reached, there would be a sudden blaze of lights in the
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middle of the rectangle, where the shadows were deepest. Momentarilyrevealed by the blaze, we would see round the doorway of the mainshrine, all stretching out their hands to the lights, and struggling to get in,a dense crowd of people. As we watched, and as shouts and cries roseconfusedly into the night air, something of the tumult and excitement ofthe worship would communicate itself to us across the interveningspaces. Soon, however, it would all be over. The temple would return todarkness and silence, and Satyapriya and I would be left alone on the hill-side watching the sky grow brighter and brighter with stars until, withthe rising of the mists, we were forced to retire into the dry warm depthsof the cave.Long before dawn, as well as at intervals throughout the day and night,we heard the temple bell. Perhaps it was my imagination, but I seemed al-ways to hear the temple bell. It was not really one bell but two bells that Iheard, the first being higher in pitch than the second, but the twin strokescame so close together, and were at once so well contrasted and so wellharmonized, that they constituted for me a single experience. As a singleexperience I referred them to a single origin, and thought of the sound asbeing produced by one bell, or rather by a kind of double bell which wasstruck, perhaps, either by two hammers in one place or in two places byone hammer. The bell sounded louder than any of the instruments thataccompanied the evening worship, louder than all of them combined. Itwas so loud that it penetrated rock as easily as air, so loud that it made nodifference whether we were inside the cave or outside it. When we wereinside the cave, indeed, it was as though the great bell swung not some-where inside the temple but up in the air, directly outside the cave. Some-times I heard it in my dreams. Hour after hour it seemed to toll, incessantand insistent, wave after wave of brazen sound breaking upon me like therepeated thunder of surf on the sea shore. Sometimes it was as though thebell, swinging outside, was striking against the hill, and that the hill wasthe bell and the bell itself the hammer that struck the bell. Again, the hillwas not bell but anvil, and the bell the hammer that, stroke after sonorousstroke, smote upon the anvil. The point of impact, the point where the hilland bell met, where hammer smote anvil, was the cave, was me. Betweenthe hill and the bell, between the anvil and the hammer, I was being re-shaped, was being beaten into something, I knew not what. I was beingchanged.�Every two or three days Satyapriya and I went to the Ashram, findingour way along the network of footpaths that skirted the lower slopes ofArunachala. In the early morning sunshine, it was a pleasant walk. Past
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shrines and hermitages we went, some freshly whitewashed, others sotumbledown as to resemble heaps of stones, past tangles of scrubbybushes and clumps of grey-green cacti with yellow flowers. At one pointour way led through a small secluded valley lying in between the mainhill to the north and two or three small foothills to the south. In this spot Iregularly experienced an intensity of silence and tranquillity that I did notfind in the Ashram, even at the Maharshi�s feet. It was as though someoneeven greater than the Maharshi had once dwelt there, and as though thewhole valley was still filled with his invisible presence.Nevertheless, darshan at the Ashram was truly a memorable experi-ence. By the time we arrived the Maharshi was generally established inhis usual place on the couch at the far end of the hall, where he would ei-ther recline against a bolster or, though more rarely, sit up cross-legged.Sometimes we arrived early enough to hear the chanting of the Vedas bya group of Tamil brahmins, with which the morning darshan began.What with the harsh, unmusical sound of the chanting, and the hard, un-sympathetic faces of the brahmins, I could not help thinking ofVenkateshwara Iyer. After the chanting was over, and the brahmins hadfiled out of the hall, not much seemed to happen. The Maharshi sat on hiscouch. From time to time someone would approach him with a questionor a request, would receive a brief reply, sometimes no more than a look orgesture, and would then return to his place. That was all. The rest of thetime the sixty or seventy people sitting in the hall either simply looked atthe Maharshi, which was what the word darshan literally meant, or elseclosed their eyes and meditated. Talking was by no means prohibited,and muted greetings would sometimes be exchanged between new arriv-als and friends in the congregation, but for the most part the devotees satquiet and motionless hour after hour and a great silence reigned in thehall. One could not sit there for long without becoming aware that this si-lence was not mere absence of sound but a positive spiritual influence,even a spiritual force. It was as though a light breeze blew down the hall,or as though a stream flowed through it, a stream of purity, and thisbreeze, this stream, seemed to emanate from the silent, nodding figure onthe couch, who did nothing in particular, only reading the letters thatwere brought to him or glancing, every now and then, at some member ofthe congregation with keen but kindly eye. Sitting there in the hall withSatyapriya I felt the stream flow over me, felt it flow over body and mind,over thoughts and emotions, until body, mind, thought, and emotion hadall been washed away, and there remained nothing but a great shiningpeace.
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Since our excursions to the Ashram were intended solely for the pur-pose of darshan, we did our best to avoid spending time in merely socialcontacts, and took as little notice as possible of the new arrivals who wereconstantly turning up, many of whom would have been only too glad tofind out more about us. One new arrival, however, it was impossible forus to ignore. This was no less a person than the same amiableShankaracharya of Puri whom I had met in Ahmedabad two years earlier,and with whom I had afterwards corresponded. Entering the hall onemorning we found there not only a slightly larger concourse of peoplethan usual but the little Shankaracharya himself, in full regalia, seated atthe far end of the hall on a level with the Maharshi. A throne with a ti-ger-skin draped over it had been set up for him at the foot of theMaharshi�s couch, and there he sat, impassive, his silver staff of officefirmly gripped in his right hand, the ancient confronting the modern rep-resentative of Advaita Vedanta. As everybody in the Ashram appreciated,it was an historic occasion. Shankaracharyas of Puri did not usually go outof their way to show respect to other dignitaries, even of their own school,and the visit was an honour indeed.When we paid our respects to him in the tent in which, for reasons of or-thodoxy, he had been accommodated, I found him no less frank and lib-eral-minded than on the occasion of our first meeting. Why should he notpay the Maharshi a visit, he asked, even if he was Shankaracharya ofPuri? He had heard much about him, and wanted to see him. Other state-ments reflected the same mild unorthodoxy. He maintained the externaltrappings of his position, he declared, and observed all the orthodoxsocio-religious taboos, because this was what the majority of his followersexpected of him. He himself, however, attached very little importance tothem. Since our last meeting I had come to learn that there was anotherShankaracharya of Puri in existence, and that this rival claimant to the of-fice was in physical possession of the Math, or monastic headquarters ofthe line, at Puri in Orissa. Were there in fact two Shankaracharyas of Puri,I asked, and if so how had the division arisen? The little Shankaracharyalaughed. �The regalia is with me,� he said simply. As we could see, withhim it was, and that apparently settled the matter.Though Satyapriya and I kept ourselves free of all social contacts, wewere certainly interested in whatever spiritual activities might be goingon within the sphere of the Maharshi�s immediate influence. One day wevisited the little colony of ascetics that had sprung up to the west of theAshram. Huts and hermitages alike were built on the smallest scale, likedolls� houses, and from the simplest materials. Silver-grey mud walls
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were crowned with palm thatch of faded greyish brown, whilecowdung-ochred courtyards were enclosed by wattle-and-daub fencesin which every stick stood out beneath the thin coating of mud, like ribsand veins beneath the skin. Despite the perfect neatness and cleanlinessof the place there was no sign whatever of human life. The diminutivebuildings might well have been the work of ants or bees, or of some shy,delicate-handed pygmy race that, scenting the approach of man, had si-lently melted into the ground.In one of the tiny courtyards, no more than eight or ten feet in diameter,stood a papaya tree, the top of its straight slender trunk as thickly hungwith fruits as the Diana of Ephesus with breasts. Satyapriya pushed openthe low wattle-and-daub gate. Then, crossing the courtyard, he quietlypushed open the light wooden door. Inside was a single small room, com-pletely bare, and inside the room, almost directly facing us, there sat,meditating, the most beautiful young man I had ever seen. Slim andfair-complexioned he sat there, with closed eyes, beautiful not only on ac-count of his perfectly proportioned body, naked save for a small cloth but,even more so, on account of the beatific smile that irradiated his face. Hewas quite oblivious to our presence. Unable to take our eyes off him, westood there for several minutes. Then, having closed the door behind useven more gently than we had opened it, we slowly made our way backto the Ashram.Despite frequent changes of abode, during the previous few monthsSatyapriya and I had not neglected our own practice of meditation.Wherever we might happen to be, we sat without fail morning and eve-ning. While we were at Anandashram this had led, in my case, to some in-teresting side-effects. One afternoon I discovered I had a temperature.Though it was alarmingly high � so high that Satyapriya, on feeling mewith his hand, at first wanted to call the doctor � I did not feel the least un-well. Indeed, I felt blissful, almost ecstatic, while the heat itself seemed toenvelop the whole body in a melting sensation of infinite warmth, com-fort, and security. The experience lasted two days; when we told Ramdasabout it he pointed out that tapasya, the ancient Sanskrit word for spir-itual practice, literally meant the generation of heat, and said that the ex-perience signified the burning up of all impurities. Now that we werestaying at the Virupaksha Guha, and devoting most of our time to medi-tation, even more extraordinary experiences were only to be expected,nor was it astonishing that some of them should seem to indicate thecourse of future developments.
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One night I found myself as it were out of the body and in the presenceof Amitabha, the Buddha of Infinite Light, who presides over the westernquarter of the universe. The colour of the Buddha was a deep, rich, lumi-nous red, like that of rubies, though at the same time soft and glowing,like the light of the setting sun. While his left hand rested on his lap, thefingers of his right hand held up by the stalk a single red lotus in fullbloom and he sat, in the usual cross-legged posture, on an enormous redlotus that floated on the surface of the sea. To the left, immediately be-neath the raised right arm of the Buddha, was the red hemisphere of thesetting sun, its reflection glittering golden across the waters. How longthe experience lasted I do not know, for I seemed to be out of time as wellas out of the body, but I saw the Buddha as clearly as I had ever seen any-thing under the ordinary circumstances of my life, indeed far moreclearly and vividly. The rich red colour of Amitabha himself, as well as ofthe two lotuses, and the setting sun, made a particularly deep impressionon me. It was more wonderful, more appealing, than any earthly red: itwas like red light, but so soft and, at the same time, so vivid, as to be alto-gether without parallel. In the course of the next few days I composed aseries of stanzas describing the vision. Contrary to my usual practice, Ifailed to write them down afterwards, with the result that they graduallyfaded from my mind. But the experience itself never faded. Nearly a quar-ter of a century later, the figure of the red Buddha is as clear to me, in recol-lection, as it was the next morning in the Virupaksha Guha.With the approach of summer, the atmosphere of the cave had by thistime not only lost its freshness but become quite stuffy. Satyapriya and Itherefore decided to move to a square stone-built shrine that stood lowerdown, at the very foot of the hill. Better ventilated than the cave, and ex-tremely cool, it consisted of a single chamber about six foot square di-vided into two sections. One section was occupied, from wall to wall, by alow stone platform, on which one of us slept at night, while in the other alingam of polished black stone, eight or ten inches high, had been let intoan anvil-shaped yoni sunk in the middle of the floor. Though involvingsuch a short distance, our removal from the higher to the lower slopes ofArunachala was not without significance. The vision in the cave had con-vinced me that our two-years� apprenticeship to the holy life had come toan end, and that we must now retrace our steps to North India and seekformal ordination in one of the Buddhist centres there. My desire for ordi-nation had indeed become unbearably intense. In waking fantasy I sawmyself living as a monk at Sarnath, where the Buddha delivered his firstdiscourse, and thought that if only I could live there sweeping the temple
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steps every morning it would be the height of happiness. The truth was,perhaps, that after living so long in the midst of Hinduism, I was nowhomesick, as it were, for Buddhism, and wanted not only to experience itin my own life but to see it in tangible form all about me. Our removalfrom the cave to the shrine seemed the first step in this direction.Before we could be permitted to leave Tiruvannamalai, however,Arunachala had a few more experiences in store for us. The black stonecubicle which we shared with the sacred lingam was not only cooler thanthe cave but more accessible to visitors, and in the course of the ten ortwelve days that remained Satyapriya and I became objects of interest tosome of the more eccentric members of the local ascetic community. Ourmost persistent visitor, who ended by calling several times a day, was athin, dark, active woman with straggling iron-grey hair who lived in asmall shrine dedicated to the goddess Durga on the road toTiruvannamalai. We called her Tehsildah�s Mother. This was because shewas constantly impressing on us, in her broken English, that she had ason, and that this son was not only a very good boy but had done ex-tremely well for himself, being now a Tehsildah, or subdivisional officer,somewhere in Andhra. Her speech and gestures were habitually wild, al-most crazy. Whenever she came to see us she brought various titbits thatshe had cooked for us and insisted on feeding us with her own hands.Once she decorated us as though we were sacred images, anointing ourforeheads with sandalwood paste, tucking flowers into the tops of ourwaist-cloths and, finally, planting a generous kiss full on our lips.Another regular visitor was an ancient, saffron-clad ascetic whom wenicknamed Swami Ek So Aat or Swami 108. 108 was the sacred, or at leastauspicious, Hindu number. There were 108 Upanishads, 108 places of pil-grimage, 108 beads to a rosary, and even, as we had discovered when wewere invited to a wedding feast in Muvattupuzha, 108 chutneys. Therewere also 108 �Sri�s� before the name of any extraordinarily holy or auspi-cious personage, though instead of actually writing �Sri� 108 times, whichwould take up a lot of space, one could write the figure 108 instead. Theold ascetic in question, who had the plausible air of the professional im-postor, informed us early in our acquaintance that he was entitled to thisdistinction, and that when we wrote to him after our departure which heseemed to think we were bound to do, we should be sure to address theletter to Swami Sri 108 Blank. We therefore called him Swami Ek So Aat.Among his disciples, he told us, there were a large number of princesses.All these princesses had realized the Truth. How had they realized it?Simply by their devotion to him. Whenever he stayed with them in their
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palaces in north-western India they waited on him personally, he de-clared. Such was their devotion to him, that no service was too mean ortoo humble for them to perform. They even washed his kaupin. Thekaupin was the narrow strip of cloth traditionally worn as a jock-strap byHindu ascetics and an old one, hanging up to dry, was not a particularlyattractive sight. Since there were no princesses around in Arunachala,Swami Ek So Aat was for the time being having to wash his own kaupin,but any woman, he averred, who washed it for him every day for twoyears, or at the most three years, would be sure to realize the Truth.Though we at first listened to these claims in silence, after the third orfourth repetition Satyapriya could not forbear asking for further details ofthe princesses� devotion, thus leading the old man into such absurditiesthat eventually, unable to contain ourselves, we both burst out laughing.Tehsildah�s Mother was more direct. On being told that it was high timethat she, too, started thinking of realizing the Truth, she roundly declaredthat she would rather not realize it at all than realize it by such means.When Swami Ek So Aat retorted that she was lacking in devotion, she re-taliated by calling him an old fraud. In the noisy altercation that followedTehsildah�s Mother won an easy victory, at least verbally, and the old manwas forced to concede the field. He did not retire from the conflict, how-ever, without a parting shot. Anxious to wash his kaupin, two or threeyoung and beautiful princesses were at that very moment on their way toArunachala, he shouted angrily. When they arrived, she would see withwhat devotion they served him. Tehsildah�s Mother tossed her grey locks.Oh yes, she said, with a scornful laugh, she would see. Strange to relate, afew days afterwards we noticed that Swami Ek So Aat did have quite anumber of female disciples with him; but whether they were princesses,and whether they washed his kaupin, we never discovered.The third and last of our regular visitors was perhaps more truly repre-sentative of the ascetic community. Shaven-headed, and wearing only asmall white loincloth, he passed our door every morning in the course ofhis daily circumambulation of the sacred hill, and soon got in the habit ofstopping for a chat. Though he could not have been more than thirty-five,he was thin and emaciated in the extreme, like an old man, and it wassoon apparent that he hardly ever took any food. He was not interested infood. This was due not to excessive asceticism, as we at first supposed, butto reasons of a very different nature. Like so many other Hindu ascetics,our friend was an inveterate smoker of ganja or Indian hemp. Ganja en-abled one to see God (ganja se Shiv-ji ka darshan milta hai), he told us sim-ply, in response to our enquiry.
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One day, when we were out for a walk, we happened to see him sittingin the shade of a tamarind tree not far from the road. At his invitation wejoined him. With him were three or four other ascetics, of various ages, allraggedly clad in different shades of saffron. Though less emaciated thanour friend, they were of a dull and bestial appearance, and looked at us, ifthey looked at all, with glazed eyes. That they saw God there was no evi-dence apart from the fact that they were smoking ganja. After we had satthere for a few minutes one of them offered a little of the herb first toSatyapriya, then to me. We both refused it, saying that we did not smoke.An expression of surprise flickered for a moment on their faces. One ofthem remarked that if we did not smoke ganja we were not true sadhus,then relapsed into indifference.Perhaps he was right. Perhaps we were not true sadhus, after all. In anycase, we were now on the point of departure from Tiruvannamalai, andhad no time to pursue the matter further.
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Chapter Forty
THE ONE-EYED GURU
During the fifteen months that Satyapriya and I spent at Muvattupuzhathree lawyers had been our closest friends. In Bangalore, where westayed for a much shorter period, it was two railway engineers. LikeKumaran Nair and Kesava Pillai, they had known each other since theywere boys, had worked together all their adult lives, and though equallyreligious-minded and the closest of friends, were of completely differenttemperaments. Narayan was quiet and reserved, not to say withdrawn,and apparently found it difficult to communicate with people. Thoughhe had been married for a number of years, and had four or five children,he even found it difficult to communicate with his wife. Indeed, he neveractually spoke to her. Whenever he wanted to say anything to her he toldhis mother, who passed on the message. His mother, of course, lived withthem and it was she who managed the household. Rajgopal, on the con-trary, was a lively, cheerful extrovert who experienced no difficulty what-ever in getting on with people. He was on the best of terms with his wifeand bevy of teenage daughters, who indeed treated him more like a fa-vourite elder brother than as a husband or father.Our first few days in Bangalore were spent with Narayan in a spaciouscolonial-type bungalow that evidently dated from the highest and palmi-est days of the Raj. We had met our new friend at Tiruvannamalai, wherehaving inspected a section of railway track he was taking the opportunityof paying his respects to the Maharshi, and at his invitation we had ac-companied him back to Bangalore. Our original plan had been to visitPondicherry, on the east coast, and see Sri Aurobindo, but on learningthat he gave darshan only four times a year we had abandoned the idea.As we were still undecided what to do next when we met Narayan, his in-vitation seemed providential, especially as Bangalore, two hundred milesdistant from Tiruvannamalai, lay directly on the road back to North India.



We therefore accepted the invitation with alacrity, and in a matter ofhours were sitting in the good railway engineer�s special bogie and head-ing north to Bangalore, the Middle Country and, perhaps, ordination.Despite the presence of his family and the servants, Narayan�s bunga-low was very quiet. Apart from Rajgopal, whom we met soon after our ar-rival, there were no visitors, and Satyapriya and I were able to continueour meditations almost as usual. At night our host played us records ofSubbalakshmi, the Nightingale of the South, of which he had an exten-sive collection. Neither Satyapriya nor I had ever heard this celebratedsongstress before, and were more than a little doubtful as to the proprietyof our listening to anything so worldly as popular film music. However,Narayan was a passionate admirer of the singer�s talent, and not wishingto spoil his enjoyment by raising objections we said nothing. Subbalakshmihad, indeed, a glorious voice, and whatever reservations we might haveabout film music it was impossible to deny that she sang devotional songsin a way that was extraordinarily moving.When Narayan had to go out on tour again it was arranged that weshould stay with Rajgopal. The change was so great as to be almost ashock. It was like being swept from some quiet but stagnant backwater,shaded with trees, out into the middle of the main stream, where gailypainted river craft raced up and down in the bright sunshine, oars dashedand sails billowed, and where people hailed one another joyfully fromcarved and gilded prows. Though smaller and less spacious thanNarayan�s, Rajgopal�s bungalow behind the railway station was thescene of constant activity. In addition to Rajgopal himself, and his wifeand daughters � all of whom were gay and lively enough � there was aconstant stream of visitors, all cheerful and communicative, all interestedin religion, and all expected to stay for a meal.The place was busiest in the evening. In the lounge, where Satyapriyaand I slept, at least fifteen or twenty people would gradually assemble,the men either in Western dress or the traditional white, the women with-out exception in colourful silk saris with borders of heavy gold or silverbrocade. After general religious discussion, much music, and many devo-tional songs, Rajgopal would perform the arati, or ceremonial waving oflights, in front of the framed lithographs at the far end of the room, afterwhich sweetmeats would be distributed. Sometimes he scandalized themore orthodox by performing arati not in a sarong, as tradition pre-scribed, but in his customary trousers and shirt. Many of the devotionalsongs were in praise of the god Shiva. One of them was in praise of theShiva-lingam. Satyapriya and I could at first hardly believe our ears when
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we heard the rich soprano voice of Rajgopal�s eldest daughter hymningthe size, splendour, and omnipotence of the divine phallus, but from herrapt expression it was plain that she was quite unconscious of the actualmeaning of the words. So far as she was concerned, and so far as her audi-ence was concerned, she was simply singing the praises of Shiva.We had not been many days under Rajgopal�s hospitable roof beforediscovering that the whole family, and many of their friends, were deepin Spiritualism. Sessions with the Ouija board were held almost everyday. Their spirit guide, Rajgopal told us, was Swami Vivekananda, withwhom they were in constant communication and whom they consultedon every aspect of their lives. True to his earthly reputation, the swamiwas irascible in the extreme, and not only abused and scolded them inces-santly but frequently lost his temper. He was also in the habit of orderingthe whole family to take a purificatory bath, sometimes making them dothis as many as seven or eight times a day. Rajgopal�s only son, a brightand impudent schoolboy of sixteen, happened to be a natural medium,and sometimes they relied on him rather than the Ouija board as theirmeans of communication with the unseen.As soon as Satyapriya heard about the Ouija board he was on fire withimpatience to try it. We would invoke the spirit of the Buddha, he ex-claimed excitedly, and consult him about our future! This sacrilegiousproposal I flatly refused to countenance. Indeed, much as my curiosityhad been roused, I did not want to have anything to do with Spiritualism.It was not that I dogmatically disbelieved in it, but rather that the atmos-phere surrounding it seemed unhealthy. In the end, at Satyapriya�s ur-gent entreaty, I reluctantly agreed to an experimental session. Four of usparticipated. Sitting round the table on which the Ouija board rested, wetouched the traveller very lightly with the tips of our fingers. Rajgopal in-voked the spirit of the legendary hero Rama, popularly regarded as theseventh incarnation of the god Vishnu, and put a question. Almost imme-diately, after a brief preliminary shudder, the traveller darted off on itsball-bearings, and moving swiftly from one letter of the alphabet to an-other spelled out the answer to his question. Rajgopal put another ques-tion, then another, and received further answers in the same way.Though they were all acceptable enough, none of the answers was reallyin any way remarkable. What was remarkable was the fact that the travel-ler seemed to possess a will of its own, that it was activated by a force far inexcess of the very insignificant pressure that we were exerting on itthrough our fingertips. So powerful was this force, indeed, that far from itbeing any unconscious impulse on our part that set the traveller in mo-
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tion, it seemed rather as though our fingers were being dragged hitherand thither against our will.Satyapriya was deeply impressed. Trembling with suppressed excite-ment, he asked Rajgopal to invoke the spirit of Mahatma Gandhi and,when communication had been established, put the question that he hadin readiness: �Now that the country has been left without a leader, whowill take your place?� Like millions of other Indians, what my friendwanted to know was whether it was Jawaharlal Nehru, Rajendra Prasad,Vallabhbhai Patel, Abul Kalam Azad, or even some individual as yet en-tirely unknown, who was going to succeed to the national leadership.Again moving swiftly from letter to letter of the alphabet, the travellerspelled out an answer that was completely unexpected by any of us: �Thewhole people.� It was the whole people that would take Mahatma Gan-dhi�s place, the whole people that would succeed to the national leader-ship! So unexpected was this answer, indeed, and so remote from ourown assumptions, that in the first shock of astonishment it really did feelas though we were in contact with a discarnate intelligence independentof our own minds. Satyapriya, wildly excited, was ready to devote his lifeto Spiritualism. Sessions with the Ouija board would have to be held ev-ery day, he declared. With the help of Mahatma Gandhi, SwamiVivekananda, and other spirit guides, it would be possible to solve the so-cial and economic problems of India, indeed of the whole world. More-over, we would be able to obtain regular guidance not only on the practiceof meditation but on every other aspect of the spiritual life.Little by little I managed to calm him down. The interest aroused bySpiritualism could, I perceived, be extremely dangerous, and I privatelyresolved that whatever Rajgopal and his friends might do neitherSatyapriya nor I should participate in any more experiments with theOuija board. That we were in contact, through the traveller, with a psy-chic force independent of our own conscious volitions I was quite pre-pared to grant; but there was no evidence whatever, so far as I could see,that the force in question was identifiable with the discarnate personalityof Rama, or Mahatma Gandhi, or Swami Vivekananda. There was noteven any guarantee that it was of a genuinely spiritual nature, or benefi-cent, or even that it was spiritually more advanced than we were our-selves. Such being the case, there could be no question of oursurrendering ourselves to it absolutely, or of our obeying implicitly anyinstructions it might give. These arguments, together with my absoluterefusal to participate in any further sessions with the Ouija board, soonhad the desired effect. Satyapriya�s enthusiasm subsided, and he began
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to feel more than a little ashamed of himself. Fortunately, even before Ihad succeeded in convincing him of the undesirability of our getting in-volved in Spiritualism, there had occurred the first of a whole chain ofevents that was to be of far greater value to us, spiritually speaking, thanany number of sessions with the Ouija board. Indeed, they were to consti-tute the most interesting and worthwhile part of our stay in Bangalore,and an important stage of our pilgrimage.On our first or second Sunday in Rajgopal�s house, in the morning, fouror five young men came to see us. In this there was nothing unusual.What was unusual, however, was the way in which they paid their re-spects to us. Instead of the usual salutation with folded hands, or more orless perfunctory touching of the feet, each of them in turn went throughan elaborate full-length prostration that lasted several minutes and wasquite different from anything we had ever seen before. Arms were raisedabove the head and lowered again, body was spread-eagled on the floor,head turned from side to side, arms extended and withdrawn one afterthe other in wide sweeping movements, the whole exercise being per-formed slowly and with great concentration. More remarkable still, allthe young men wore Western dress and all were �educated�, that is to say,could read, write, and speak English.When the prostrations had been completed we entered into conversa-tion with them, making the standard Indian enquiries, and it transpiredthat they were disciples of an ascetic popularly known as YalahankarSwami. Yalahankar, they told us, was the name of a small town somethirty miles from Bangalore, where the swami had his ashram, and wherehe usually stayed. On hearing that we were staying with Rajgopal he hadtold them to go and pay their respects to us. The young men themselveslived in Bangalore, where, it seemed, they all had good jobs. When weasked them the meaning of their unusually elaborate prostrations theyexplained that according to Yalahankar Swami the majority of people,even religious people, were full of egotism. On account of this egotismthey generally paid their respects to ascetics and holy men in a casual,hasty, and perfunctory manner. Since the purpose of the custom was tohelp curb egotism, to pay one�s respects in this sort of way was of no valuewhatsoever. Indeed, by making people think how religious they were, orhow humble, it could even intensify egotism. The swami had thereforedevised for the use of his disciples the long and elaborate type of prostra-tion we had just witnessed, and insisted that whenever they met a sadhuthey should pay their respects to him by making it a number of times.Sometimes, they added � not without smiling � he even sent them to meet
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visiting sadhus with the special object of giving them extra practice withtheir prostration � and, of course, further experience in curbing egotism.Delighted with this explanation, Satyapriya and I plied the young menwith further questions. Yalahankar Swami seemed more original in hismethods than the ordinary run of Hindu gurus, and we wanted to learnas much about him as possible. For their part, the young men were onlytoo happy to tell us whatever they knew, and in the course of this and sub-sequent visits we heard from them a number of anecdotes that threw fur-ther light upon the methods and the temperament of their extraordinarymaster. Among other things he was a strict disciplinarian � so much so, in-deed, that the disciples felt for him a respect bordering on actual terror.One young man, on going to see him one Sunday morning, had been or-dered to take off all his clothes, sit down stark naked, and meditate. Thiswas extraordinary enough, but there was more to come. He had justseated himself in front of the guru, he told us, and was about to close hiseyes, when he saw slithering straight towards him across the floor anenormous cobra. Terrified, he was about to leap to his feet, when theswami, with a menacing look, shouted, �Don�t move! I�ll look after that!You just carry on with your meditation!� So great was his fear of the guru,he confessed � far greater than his fear of the cobra � that he had sat there,unable to move, while the cobra not only slithered right up to him butcoiled itself up in his lap. �Meditate!� the swami shouted again. As heclosed his eyes he suddenly lost consciousness of his surroundings, hisego dissolved, and he found himself in a state of samadhi orsuperconsciousness such as he had never experienced before. When he�came to�, he and the swami were still sitting alone together in the room,the cobra had vanished, and the time was some hours later. Subsequentlythere had been much discussion among the disciples as to the true natureof the incident. According to some, the cobra was a real one, and had ei-ther appeared by accident or been specially summoned by the swami. Ac-cording to others, it was not a real cobra at all, and what the young manhad in fact seen was a magical illusion conjured up by the swami in orderto test his faith and his powers of concentration. The narrator of the inci-dent professed himself unable to say which of these explanations wascorrect, and of course nobody dared ask the swami.Even more extraordinary was an anecdote related by another disciple, astout, dark-complexioned elderly woman who spoke nothing but Tamil,and was illiterate. According to the swami, she was the most advanced ofhis disciples, the young men being less spiritually developed. Apparentlyshe was particularly experienced in meditation, and had great powers of
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mental absorption. One day the swami had asked her, �How�s the sam-adhi getting on?� When she replied that it seemed to be getting on fairlywell he said, �All right, let�s see!� Making her place her hand palm upper-most on a wooden board, he had thereupon seized a hammer and withtwo or three well-directed blows had driven a large iron nail rightthrough her hand and into the board. When she neither flinched or criedout he exclaimed, �That seems to be all right!� and pulled the nail outagain. On this occasion there seemed no reason to doubt that the nail wasa real nail, and not an illusory one, for she still had a small scar on herhand where it had gone through. When Satyapriya and I asked her if shehad experienced any pain she replied, laconically, �Not much.�What we had heard from the disciples about Yalahankar Swami stimu-lated rather than satisfied us, and in between their visits we applied forfurther information to Rajgopal, who had himself met the swami a num-ber of times. Unlike most ascetics, our friend told us, he was more con-cerned with the quality than with the quantity of his disciples, andtended to treat newcomers in so outrageous a fashion as to discouragefurther visits altogether. High-ranking government officials, who in mostashrams were received with semi-divine honours, fared no better thananybody else. If they showed the slightest trace of arrogance or conde-scension he would start abusing them the minute they appeared in thedoorway. �What do you want here?� he would shout roughly. �Thinkyou�re doing us an honour in coming here, don�t you? Think you�re a bigman! Well, we don�t want your bigness here. You can get out � quick!�Only if he survived this fusillade was the visitor permitted to enter andasked to sit down. So fierce was the swami�s manner, however, and so vio-lent his abuse, that the majority of visiting dignitaries simply turned andfled. Sometimes, knowing his reputation, and anxious to escape roughtreatment, visitors would deliberately adopt an attitude of profound hu-mility. But for tactics of this sort the swami was more than a match.Springing to his feet, he would welcome such people with every mark ofdeference, saying how greatly honoured he felt by their visit, and what ablessing it was for his ashram to have such an embodiment of sanctitywithin its walls. As soon as they were seated in the place of honour, andhad been pressed to take tea, or pan, or a cold drink, he would beg them,with folded hands, to give him and his disciples the benefit of their ex-traordinary wisdom. On their protesting their unworthiness, as of coursethey invariably did, he would only redouble his demonstrations of re-spect until in the end they collapsed in agonies of embarrassment andbegged for mercy.
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Another of the swami�s practices, Rajgopal said, was to clean people�sshoes. For this purpose he always kept by him a good stock of shoe polishof various kinds, as well as brushes and dusters. On days when therewere more people at the Ashram, and hence a motley collection of foot-wear lying outside the door, he would sometimes remove to his ownroom all the shoes, sandals, and slippers in sight and then spend a coupleof hours not only scraping them free from dirt but carefully brushing andpolishing them until the worn leather shone like glass. According to or-thodox Hindu ideas it was absolutely unthinkable that a person of highersocio-religious position should touch the shoes of one of lower position,much less still actually clean them, and those unaccustomed to theswami�s ways would react with feelings of mingled horror, astonishment,and outrage. The swami himself would remain unmoved.�You come here to have your souls cleaned, don�t you?� he would de-mand, still polishing. �You don�t seem to object to me doing that. If I canclean your souls, why can�t I clean your shoes too? Your souls are muchmore dirty!�A similar line of reasoning seemed to underlie another of the swami�spractices. Besides the shoe-cleaning equipment, he also kept in his room amunicipal scavenger�s uniform. This consisted of a pair of blue cottonshorts, blue shirt, and blue Gandhi cap. Once or twice a week he wouldlay aside his saffron robes, don his scavenger�s uniform, and seizing thestiff reed broom used for such purposes would go and spend the daysweeping out all the latrines in the neighbourhood.Although it was not difficult to detect a method in all this madness, thefigure that emerged from the anecdotes of Rajgopal and the disciples,while striking and powerful enough, seemed bizarre and eccentric in theextreme. Yet bizarre and eccentric as it was, there was something aboutYalahankar Swami more extraordinary than anything Satyapriya and Ihad yet heard. He was at least 600 years old! When Rajgopal at last told usthis he did so with unaccustomed diffidence, as if expecting not merelyastonishment but incredulity and even laughter. He need not have wor-ried. Astonished indeed we were, but while unwilling to accept withoutquestion everything that we were told, neither my friend nor I was pre-pared to go to the opposite extreme of rejecting a statement likeRajgopal�s out of hand simply because it was in conflict with currently re-ceived notions of what was possible and what impossible. All over theworld there were traditions of wise men who had lived for many hun-dreds of years, and if such longevity had sometimes been achieved in thepast it did not seem unreasonable to suppose that it might occasionally be
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achieved in the present as well. Had I not already met the Yoga Swami ofJaffna? True, he was only 150 years old, but if a man could live for 150 yearswhy not for 600? Why not indefinitely?Pleased that his story had not been derided as an old wives� tale,Rajgopal told us more. There was continuous reference to the swami inlocal records for the last 600 years, he said, and the fact of his extraordi-nary longevity was both well known and widely accepted. Knowing howlittle reliance could be placed even on evidence of this kind, I could nothelp wondering if all the records of which Rajgopal spoke did, in fact, ex-plicitly refer to one and the same person, or whether there had not been asuccession of Yalahankar Swamis whom folklore and legend had subse-quently identified, much as Buddhist tradition had at times confusedNagarjuna the Madhyamika metaphysician with the much laterNagarjuna who was a Tantric initiate. Whatever reservations eitherSatyapriya or I had about the fact of the swami�s longevity, as distinctfrom the principle of its possibility, what Rajgopal had told us made bothof us more eager than ever to see him, and at our urgent entreaty hepromised to consult with the disciples and see if a meeting could be ar-ranged. As we already knew, the swami was not an easy person to ap-proach, he warned us, and if we were not to be greeted with a shower ofabuse it would be necessary to proceed with caution.While we were still waiting to hear the outcome of Rajgopal�s consulta-tions with the disciples, Satyapriya and I discovered that for all his devo-tion our lively and good-natured host was not above playing a practicaljoke on us. Knowing our eagerness to meet ascetics and yogis of everykind, he suddenly told us, one Sunday afternoon, that he was taking us tosee one of the most celebrated gurus in the whole of South India. �Whydidn�t I think of it before?� he exclaimed, slapping his forehead withcheerful vexation. Suspecting nothing, we at once asked for further infor-mation. Rajgopal was only too ready to oblige. The guru in question, hetold us, as we drove through the broad sunlit streets, was the object ofspecial devotion to millions of Tamil-speaking people and ashrams hadbeen established in his name not only in the Madras Presidency, where hehad been born, but throughout the whole of the adjacent area as well. Hisprincipal ashram, however, was in Bangalore, in the heart of the city, andit was there that we were now going. We would not be the only visitors.Every Sunday afternoon devotees came to pay their respects to the greatguru from all over the city, and from even farther afield, and the place wasusually crowded. With luck, however, we would be able to get a glimpseof him. His name? He would tell us that when we had made his acquain-
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tance, but he was sure we had heard it before. A few minutes later the carhalted in front of a large two-storey building that stood several yards backfrom the road. It did not look very ashram-like, but there were certainlyplenty of visitors. Saying we might have to wait, our friend dispatched hisson to find out if the guru was at home. While the lad was goneSatyapriya and I tried to read the blue and white signboard that spannedthe entire front of the building. As it was in Tamil, neither of us had muchsuccess, and we were still struggling with the angular, unfamiliar letterswhen Rajgopal�s son reappeared. �The guru is at home,� he announcedwith a flourish, �and sends you this prasad with his blessing!� On our un-doing the leaf-wrapped packets he handed us our nostrils were pleas-antly assailed by a warm, spicy fragrance, as of something hot andsavoury. �Guru Masala Dosai!� shouted Rajgopal, delighted with the suc-cess of his joke. �Three cheers for Guru Masala Dosai, the greatest guru inthe whole of South India!� Though Satyapriya did not usually appreciatea joke against himself, neither of us could help sharing Rajgopal�s merri-ment and laughing at the way in which we had been taken in. We had cer-tainly heard the name of the guru before. Masala dosai was a favouriteTamil delicacy, and the �ashram� to which our friend had taken us was fa-mous for the excellence of its dosais all over South India. Even before wehad finished our second packet of prasad, Satyapriya and I told Rajgopalthat Guru Masala Dosai fully deserved his reputation and that we wereprepared to enrol ourselves as his disciples on the spot.Soon after making the acquaintance of Guru Masala Dosai we metYalahankar Swami. The meeting took place not at the YalahankarAshram, as we had expected, but in an ancient, stone-built ashram some-where in the interior where the swami, it seemed, was temporarily stay-ing, and where the disciples and their wives had arranged to spend theweekend with him. Arriving on Saturday evening with Rajgopal and hisfamily, Satyapriya and I found some two dozen people quietly chatting ina large room with bare grey walls of undressed stone. Every now andthen someone glanced expectantly, not to say apprehensively, towards alow arched doorway set in the middle of the right-hand wall that seemedto be barred and bolted from within. This was the entrance to the swami�sprivate quarters, where it was assumed he was still meditating. At anyrate, the door had been closed when the earliest arrivals came, in the mid-dle of the afternoon, and nobody had yet seen or heard anything of him.Knowing his ways, however, they showed no astonishment, and settlingdown in little groups on the bare stone floor simply waited for him toemerge in his own good time. As it turned out, they had to wait longer
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than they expected. Three hours went by, then four, then five, and therewas still no sign of the swami, neither could any sound of him be heardfrom behind the door. Since he had not given them any previous instruc-tions as to what they should do nobody dared to start cooking, and no-body dared to go to bed. By twelve o�clock the disciples were feeling notonly tired and hungry but distinctly anxious. Perhaps they had offendedthe swami in some way. Perhaps he was angry with them. Perhaps hewould not come out of his room at all and they would have to go awaywithout seeing him.� Or perhaps it was a test.�At precisely three o�clock in the morning there was a sound of bolts be-ing withdrawn, the small door opened, and the swami emerged from hisconfinement. Taken by surprise despite their long vigil, and not knowingquite what to expect, the disciples struggled to their feet and greeted himas best they could. Having advanced a few steps into the room, the swamipaused, his sturdy saffron-clad figure lit up by the rich yellow glow of theoil-lamps. With a shock of surprise, I saw that he had only one eye, andthough it was not situated in the middle of his forehead it gave his fea-tures, already grim and terrible enough, so startlingly villainous a castthat they seemed more appropriate to some notorious highwayman orpirate of the old days than to a celebrated ascetic. At the same time � andall this registered instantaneously � Yalahankar Swami had an expressionof compassion such as I had seen on no other human face. As for his age, Idid not find it difficult to imagine that he was 600 years old or more. Hehad an immemorial look, like that of some ancient hill, and though he hadthe outward appearance of a man of fifty-five it was as though he hadbeen fifty-five for a very long time. Barely had we finished exchanginggreetings when he started issuing his orders. All the womenfolk were tostart cooking immediately. It was time everybody had something to eatand since we had been fasting since noon the previous day the mealshould be as large and as elaborate as possible. In fact it should be a regu-lar feast. Despite the lateness, or rather earliness, of the hour, and the rela-tive scantiness of provisions, no one ventured to demur, and the disciples�wives all obediently trooped off to the kitchen, where cauldrons of riceand curry were soon bubbling on the squat, cowdung-plastered kitchenranges.In less than two hours the feast was ready. Before allowing anyone to sitdown to it, however, the swami announced that the disciples would allhave to take a bath, or rather, would be given a bath. The women wouldbathe the men. He himself, assisted by the old Tamil woman, would bathethe two sadhus. Before we well understood what was happening,
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Satyapriya and I found ourselves in the steaming bath house, divested ofour robes, with Yalahankar Swami and his chief disciple vigorously soap-ing us one after the other. Both were extremely gentle in their ministra-tions but also extremely thorough. When the job had been completed totheir joint satisfaction we were conducted to the kitchen and seated therein readiness for the meal. From the bath house came the sound of loudsplashing, mixed with the indistinct murmur of voices. Suddenly weheard the voice of Rajgopal raised in a shout of protest � a protest that wasquickly cut short by the gruff tones of the swami and shrieks of merri-ment on the part of the women. Afterwards our friend told us that comingback into the bath house from the kitchen and finding him being soapeddown by two of the wives, who were already tittering with suppressedmirth, the swami had pulled off his jockstrap with the remark that theyshould do the job properly. According to a widespread Indian belief,shame, in the sense of sexual modesty, was one of the very last fetters to bebroken by the disciple in his quest for spiritual enlightenment, with theresult that those who practised religious nudity were traditionally held inhigh esteem by both Hindus and Jains. Either out of respect for our pos-ition as ascetics, or because we had been judged unready for such a re-nunciation, Satyapriya and I had been suffered to retain our jockstraps,but from Rajgopal, apparently, a higher degree of emancipation was ex-pected. When we asked our friend what his feelings were when he sud-denly found himself stark naked in the hands of two giggling women hereplied that, rather to his surprise, he had felt just like a small child.Next morning (or it may have been two or three days later) we had asecond meeting with Yalahankar Swami, this time in his room at theYalahankar Ashram. Since Satyapriya remained strangely silent through-out practically the whole interview, and since Rajgopal, usually so loqua-cious, was on this occasion content to function mainly as interpreter,conversation was almost entirely between the swami and me. As the pairof us talked, and as the single eye was bent sternly but kindly now on meand now on Rajgopal, I could not help thinking of the great Buddhistteacher Aryadeva, the disciple of Nagarjuna, and the founder, next tohim, of the Madhyamaka School. Like Yalahankar Swami, Aryadeva hadonly one eye, and was a native of South India. According to legend he hadalso lived for several hundred years. Indeed, according to some accountshe had mastered the secret of longevity and was still alive somewhere inSouth India. Was Yalahankar Swami, perhaps, none other thanAryadeva? Buddhism having disappeared from the area five or six centu-ries ago, and Hinduism having taken its place, for the great teacher to ap-
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pear in the guise of a Hindu ascetic would be fully in accordance with thecompassionate spirit of the Mahayana, which believed in being all thingsto all men, so that haply some at least might be led in the direction of En-lightenment. Judging by his extant writings, however, Aryadeva hadbeen in some ways a typical high-caste Indian intellectual, and the swamidid not seem like an intellectual at all. On the contrary, in his outward ap-pearance, as well as in the earnestness and simplicity with which hespoke of his methods, he appeared more like a skilled workman who,knowing his job, could talk about it in a detached, matter-of-fact manner,without intellectual pretensions of any kind. Though the blue cotton uni-form, complete with Gandhi cap, hung from a hook by the door, andthough shoes and sandals of various sizes, recently polished, stood inshining rows against the wall, it was difficult to imagine that the thick-setfigure now so quietly talking to me was the subject of the extraordinarytales we had heard from the disciples.As the conversation ebbed and flowed, with Rajgopal occasionallystopping to ascertain whether he had correctly understood our meaning,the swami impressed upon me that the only real obstacle to the realiza-tion of Truth was egotism. Once that had been overcome, he insisted, thereligious aspirant would automatically achieve a state of unconditionedspiritual freedom. This was of course standard Vedantic, not to say Bud-dhist, doctrine: I had heard it often before. But Yalahankar Swami spokewith a conviction and authority I had rarely if ever encountered. More-over, unlike many exponents of Vedantic metaphysics, his approach wasnot theoretical but practical. Egotism could be overcome only by the pro-longed experience of samadhi, by which he meant, not meditation in theordinary sense of the term, but a superconscious state in which all senseof separative individual selfhood was transcended. In the training of hisdisciples, he said, his sole concern was to eradicate egotism by inducingthe samadhi experience. Since there were two different forms of egotism,pride and humility, he had two different methods of dealing with people.With those who were proud he behaved more proudly still; with thosewho were humble, with even greater humility. Thus both were made torealize how egotistic they actually were. �However high you go,� he con-cluded, addressing me directly, �I shall always be above you. Howeverlow you go, I shall always be below you.� The idea that humility was justas much a form of egotism as pride represented an important new insightfor me, and I never forgot the swami�s words.Among the disciples who had accompanied us to the stone-builtashram in the interior, as well as to Yalahankar, was a small dark
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Kannada-speaking Mysorean named Krishna who invariably wore notonly a Western-style jacket and trousers, both rather crumpled, but alsoan unironed white shirt, collar, and tie. Sometimes he also wore akhaki-coloured pith helmet. Though not much more than thirty, he wasalready the owner of one of the small fleets of inadequately serviced mo-tor coaches which, jolting and rattling along the hundreds of miles ofdusty country roads, were the principal means of long-distance transportwithin the state. Every few weeks he personally inspected one or anotherof the main routes, some of which it took several days to traverse. Notlong after our second meeting with Yalahankar Swami he suggested thatwe might like to accompany him on his next excursion, which would in-clude Belur and Halevid, with their famous temples, Sringeri, seat of theShankaracharya of that name, and the Jain hilltop shrine of SravanaBelgola, with its colossal standing figure of Gomateshwara. Krishna�s of-fer had, it seemed, Yalahankar Swami�s approval, if it had not been actu-ally inspired by him, and in our eagerness to see more holy places,perhaps meet more holy people, Satyapriya and I accepted with alacrity.Within a few days we had left Bangalore, the jungles of Mysore hadclosed behind us, and we were on the first lap of our journey.
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Chapter Forty-One
SANDALWOOD COUNTRY
The jungle through which our road lay, and which we saw from the frontseat of Krishna�s coach, was not of the lush green tropical variety but, forthe most part, dry, brown, and dusty. Indeed it was bush rather than truejungle. On either side of the deeply rutted track, so thick with white dustthat we could be said to plough rather than drive our way through, me-dium-sized trees, many of them practically leafless, rising sparsely out ofa tangle of undergrowth, stretched as far back as eye could see. Sunshineand dust seemed to cover all. Every twenty or thirty miles came a halt,when there would be a general climbing in and out of passengers, besidesmuch loading and unloading of baggage, and when Krishna would bringus little brass tumblers of tea and strange Mysorean delicacies wrapped inbanana leaves. At night we stayed in the local Government Bungalow orwith friends of Krishna�s.As on previous occasions when the travelling arrangements were insomebody else�s hands, and I had no decisions to make, I relaxed in myseat and became simply the spectator of the scenes through which wepassed. If these were monotonous, or of no special interest, I withdrewinto myself and became absorbed in my own inner experience. Thus ourten- or twelve-day trip was for me a kind of waking dream, a dream fromwhich I emerged only at intervals, when something of particular signifi-cance claimed my attention, and I can give of it, therefore, no connectedaccount. All that remains are isolated images, the exact sequence of whichit is no longer possible to determine. But though the sequence of the im-ages may have been forgotten, the images themselves are still fresh andvivid, emerging with archetypal brilliance from the nondescript jungle ofmy dreams.The temples of Belur and Halevid, built under the Hoysala Dynasty inthe twelfth and fourteenth centuries, were quite different from those of



Madura, Cape Comorin, Suchindram, and Tiruvannamalai. Their formswere more compact and more rounded. Here were no fortress-like walls,no spacious courtyards, no soaring gate-towers. Everything was on asmaller and more intimate scale. If the shrines that dominated the flatbare landscape of the Tamil countryside needed to be systematically ex-plored, those that now rose to meet us out of the jungles of Mysore couldbe taken in at a single glance. If those were sublime, these were beautiful.There the gate-towers and the capitals of pillars were splendidly sculp-tured indeed, but here everything was covered, inside and outside, withcarving as bold as a bunch of fruit and as delicate as lace. On the outsidewalls, bands of sculpture extended from top to bottom, the horizontalcourses making a pleasant contrast with the full, not to say bulbous, out-lines of the buildings. Despite the appeal of the divine and semi-divinefigures so gloriously sculptured in the panels of the middle and upperbands, my attention was drawn chiefly by the bottommost band, where aprocession of diminutive elephants ran round the base of the entire tem-ple, which seemed almost to float on their backs. Though there must havebeen hundreds of elephants, each one was different, and all were aston-ishingly alive.One of the temples seemed to have no windows. The only natural lightcame in at the door through which we had just entered. As we struggledto make out the dim shapes by which we were surrounded, the broad yel-low beam of a spotlight suddenly stabbed upwards into the dome aboveour heads. As it crept slowly round, scene after richly sculptured scenewas revealed to our gaze, the swarms of black stone figures standing outsharply in the glare. Eventually, having traversed the dome and picked itsway carefully down the wall the spotlight came to rest on a free-standingfemale figure of smoothly polished black basalt near the door. So lan-guidly beautiful were the limbs, so voluptuouslysweet the face, that nonewho had once beheld her could easily turn away. It was Mohini the De-luder, embodiment of all feminine witchery, in whose infinitely charmingform the god Vishnu had tempted Shiva himself from his asceticism andcaused him to beget, for the salvation of the world, a hero to destroy de-mons and resuscitate Dharma.�Having torn ourselves from the embrace of Mohini, and said goodbyeto the temples of Belur and Halevid, we passed through more jungle,some of it denser and greener than any we had yet seen, through coffeeplantations, through vast tracts of sandalwood forest, and through yetmore jungle. Somewhere in the jungle there was a mountain, and some-where on the side of the mountain a cave. In the cave lived four or five
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people, the devotees of a female ascetic who lived not in the cave itself butin an underground chamber beneath the floor of the cave, emerging foronly half an hour each day. When Satyapriya and I arrived at the cavewith Krishna it was about noon, and Mother Lakshmi, as she was called,was expected to come out within the next ten or fifteen minutes. Whilewe were waiting we asked the devotees for further information about her.Eight years ago she had taken a vow to observe complete silence for thenext twelve years, which meant that only four more years now remained.What she would do after that they did not know. Perhaps she wouldspeak, perhaps she would take another vow of silence. At present most ofher time was spent in meditation. The only reason she left her under-ground retreat even once a day was to answer the calls of nature and takea little food. From the way in which the devotees spoke it was clear thatthough they saw so little of her they regarded it as a great privilege to beable to live in such close proximity to her and minister to her needs.While we were talking Mother Lakshmi�s grey head appeared througha hole in the floor, and with the gentle assistance of the devotees sheslowly emerged into the cave. After steadying herself on her feet, the frail,white-clad figure turned her head in the direction of Satyapriya and my-self and advanced towards us with hands outstretched in welcome, onher face a smile of tenderness and affection. Though nothing was said,her quiet, graceful gestures, as well as the way in which she gazed up intoour faces and stroked our cheeks, were far more expressive than anywords. When we had been given something to eat she indicated, withmore gestures, that we were to go one at a time down the hole and have alook at her underground chamber. After descending a short flight ofrough stone steps I found myself crouching in a cell not more than fourfeet square and of about the same height. Small as Mother Lakshmi was, itwould have been impossible for her either to stand upright or to stretchout full length on the floor. There was no ventilation other than that pro-vided by the stairway, while the sole illumination came from a tinyoil-lamp placed on the floor. Apart from Mother Lakshmi�s meditationmat, and a tiny altar with two or three religious pictures, the chamber wascompletely bare. It was also completely silent. For all the sound that couldbe heard from the cave upstairs, the people there might have been a mil-lion miles away. In that chamber one really was alone. I could not helpwondering what it was that enabled Mother Lakshmi to sit there for morethan twenty-three hours out of the twenty-four and gave such etherealsweetness to her smile.
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Two or three days later I was speculating about the inner experiencesnot of a comparatively unknown female ascetic but about one of the mostprominent figures in the orthodox Hindu ecclesiastical establishment.Travelling through still more jungle, we had come to the little riversidetown of Sringeri, which was situated only a few miles from the coast andmarked the westernmost point of our whole excursion. Sringeri, as I wellknew, was the seat of the Shankaracharya of that name. More than 1,000years earlier the original Shankaracharya, founder of the AdvaitaVedanta school of Indian philosophy, had established in different parts ofthe subcontinent a series of maths or monastic centres for the dissemina-tion of his own special interpretation of the Upanishadic tradition as wellas for the revival of orthodox Hinduism. Four of these maths, includingthat of Puri � with one of whose Shankaracharyas at least we were alreadyacquainted � had in course of time attained to a generally acknowledgedascendancy, and among these four Sringeri was undoubtedly pre-emi-nent. If not the Vatican of Hinduism, as guidebooks sometimes claimed, itwas by far the wealthiest of the maths, with a long tradition of Sanskritlearning, impeccable socio-religious orthodoxy, ecclesiastical dominance,and political influence.Since admission to the Math was strictly limited to members of the twohighest castes, there was of course no question of our being accommo-dated within its precincts. Indeed, it seemed doubtful if we would get somuch as a glimpse of the place from the inside. The originalShankaracharya was even now venerated by the orthodox as the de-stroyer of the hated Buddhists and the exterminator of their perniciousfaith and we could hardly expect much of a welcome at the seat of hisprincipal successor. A surprise, however, was in store for us. Though wecould not be accommodated in the Math, thanks to Krishna�s influenceroom was found for us in the modern, Western-style guest-house which itmaintained for the benefit of high-ranking government officials, princes,millionaires, and others who, though their unclean presence could not betolerated within the actual Math area, were important enough for theMath authorities to be anxious not to offend them by too unceremoniousa reception. The guest-house was situated on the roadside quite near theMath. Looking across the river from the window of our second floorroom, we could see among the flame-of-the-forest trees on the oppositebank the whitewashed buildings of the Forbidden City of theShankaracharyas.Fortunately it did not remain forbidden for long. Also staying at theguest-house was a tall, portly Tamil brahmin in the traditional white sa-
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rong and shoulder-towel who lost no time in introducing himself to us.He was staying there, apparently, on a semi-permanent basis, havingbeen seconded to Sringeri as administrator of the Math from the Ministryof Home Affairs in New Delhi. The Math had vast landed properties inevery part of India, he explained, properties that had been gifted by kingsand merchant princes over a period of many centuries, and its annual in-come amounted to millions. Among other things, it owned practically allthe sandalwood forests in Mysore. Unfortunately, in recent years therehad been repeated complaints about the administration of the Math es-tates, and the spending of its revenues, and the matter having becomepractically a public scandal the Central Government had been forced tointervene and he himself had been appointed administrator. For the lastyear or more he had been engaged in cleaning out whatever was theHindu mythological equivalent of an Augean stable of inefficiency, mis-management, and downright corruption. Now, however, something likeorder had been introduced into the chaos. Collection of revenues hadbeen entrusted to reliable persons, a proper system of accounting hadbeen established and, above all, expenditure had been brought undercontrol, so that some at least of the Math�s resources were now being uti-lized in accordance with the original intentions of the donors instead ofbeing used to provide dowries for Telugu brahmin girls and pay for theupanayanam ceremonies of Telugu brahmin boys.Not understanding how the Telugu brahmin boys and girls came intothe picture in this way, and seeing that our new friend was inclined to becommunicative, Satyapriya and I asked for further information on thesubject. The administrator at once obliged. Perhaps we did not know it,he said, but despite the fact that the original Shankaracharya was aNambudiri brahmin from Malabar, for some centuries past theShankaracharyas of Sringeri Math had been drawn exclusively from aparticular sub-caste of Telugu brahmins living in the Andhra country, onthe east coast. As a result of this custom, the office of Shankaracharya hadbecome in effect the private appanage of that community, the members ofwhich considered themselves entitled to dip into the Math�s treasury asfrequently as they pleased. Whenever a daughter was married, the Mathwas called upon to provide the dowry; whenever a son was invested withthe sacred thread, the Math was called upon to meet the expenses of theceremony. As every brahmin family had at least five or six children, and as1,000 rupees was the least that was expected on such occasions, there wasthus a perpetual drain on the Math�s resources. Indeed, dowries andupanayanam ceremonies had swallowed up the greater part of the reve-
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nues every year, so that very little was left over for other purposes. Someof the brahmin families, on one pretext or another, had lived entirely offthe Math, doing no work at all of any kind. But now, he declared with evi-dent satisfaction, the flow of money was beginning to dry up. The Mathwas no longer subsidizing an entire sub-caste of Telugu brahmins. Its rev-enues were being devoted to more worthy purposes. A Sanskrit Collegehad been built. Vedic education was being encouraged.By this time both Satyapriya and I were wondering what part theShankaracharya himself played in the affairs of the Math. Was he the un-willing spectator of the corruption, or part of it? Did he support the ad-ministrator�s reforms, or was he opposed to them? Above all, was he aspiritual personage in his own right or just a particularly high-rankingHindu ecclesiastical dignitary? At the mention of the Shankaracharya�sname (for these thoughts were soon put into words) our informant�s ex-pression changed from virtuous triumph to rapt devotion. TheShankaracharya was a saint, he exclaimed. He knew absolutely nothingof what was going on around him. He was immersed in perpetual sam-adhi. Some members of his entourage had spread a report that he wasmad. Some of them even wanted to get rid of him. But he was not mad, hewas perfectly sane, or if he was mad it was with the madness of God-in-toxication. He was a liberated soul, a jivanmukta. On no account shouldwe leave Sringeri without having the blessing of his darshan. He himselfwould arrange an interview. It was not usual, of course. Only brahminsand Kshatriyas were permitted to enter the Math, and only brahmins ofunblemished orthodoxy could come within speaking distance of theShankaracharya or actually converse with him, and though we had beenstrangely reticent on the subject he knew perfectly well that one of us, atleast, was a non-brahmin � possibly something even less acceptable to theorthodox. But never mind. He asked no questions. For him it was quiteenough that we were sadhus, ascetics, who had nothing to do with thecaste system. If we would accompany him to the Math the followingmorning he would not only show us the temples, and other places of in-terest, but station us where we would have the opportunity of seeing theShankaracharya on his way to his ceremonial ablutions, perhaps of ex-changing a few words with him. He could assure us categorically that,much as his entourage might disapprove, the Shankaracharya himselfhad no objection whatever to speaking with anyone.The administrator�s offer having anticipated our own wishes, nextmorning Satyapriya and I rejoiced to find ourselves crossing the ancientwhitewashed bridge that was, apparently, the sole means of access to the
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Math from the guest-house side of the river. On the way our guideproved no less communicative than before, and not only told us moreabout the Math and its inmates, but also, consciously and unconsciously,revealed more of himself. With his combination of theological acumenand administrative vigour, of orthodox piety and worldly shrewdness, heevidently belonged to a class of brahmins who in ancient times had ad-vised kings and administered kingdoms and of whom, in the present cen-tury, the notorious Dewan of Travancore, Sir C.P. Ramaswamy Iyer, wasperhaps the most illustrious example. Like other men of business whomwe had met, and whose protestations we had once believed, he professedto be thoroughly disgusted with the world and to long only for the peaceof the hermit or the freedom of the wandering ascetic. If only he couldhave had his own way, he exclaimed, in a voice that might have beencalled a sigh if it had not been so loud, he would have spent the first half ofhis life studying the Rig Veda and the second half of his life meditatingupon it! In this Veda, from one of the inspired authors of which he washimself descended, there were to be found all the truths that had everbeen taught by all the philosophies and all religions of the world � andmuch more beside. Surprised as we might be to hear it, he added, eventhe vaunted discoveries of modern science were not discoveries at all butonly borrowings from this priceless work, though for reasons best knownto themselves � perhaps on account of feelings of national pride �Western scientists had so far not cared to acknowledge their indebted-ness to the sages of ancient India.Before I had time to question this assertion, with which I knewSatyapriya was inclined to agree, we had entered the Math premises andour loquacious friend had changed the subject. With temples and otherbuildings all about us, it was not surprising that he should start expatiat-ing on the power and splendour of the Shankaracharyas of SringeriMath. Whenever they went out, which was not often, they rode in goldenpalanquins on the backs of elephants and were attended by a numerousretinue. On their arrival at the borders of such states as acknowledgedtheir spiritual overlordship, of which only Travancore, Cochin, and My-sore now remained, the ruler of the state thus honoured was compelledby ancient custom to welcome them in person and make offeringsamounting to millions of rupees � though if he was not of sufficientlyhigh caste he was not permitted actually to approach theShankaracharya. From the relish with which he recounted these facts itwas clear that despite his reformist zeal our friend�s imagination hadbeen stirred by what the editor of the Children�s Encyclopaedia would have
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called �The Romance of the Shankaracharyas�. But it was also clear thatenthusiasm for the past had not been permitted to blind him to the reali-ties of the present. Times had changed, he declared. Much of the oldpomp had gone, and the present Shankaracharya did not care even forwhat little was left. Among other eccentricities, he steadfastly refused towear his regalia, which was of solid gold, studded with enormous pre-cious stones, and worth hundreds of millions of rupees. He even refusedto wear it on ceremonial occasions, and on this account the members ofhis entourage were extremely displeased and dissatisfied with him. In-deed, they were displeased and dissatisfied with him on a number of ac-counts. So much so was this the case, in fact, that besides spreading thestory of his madness they had recently compelled him, very much againsthis will, to consecrate as his successor a young man more after their ownhearts.By the time we had learned all this, and heard the history of the varioustemples round which our good-natured guide insisted on conducting us,the hour of the Shankaracharya�s mid-morning bath had struck, and hewas on his way to the river for the second ceremonial ablutions of the day.Stationing us on the steps of a small temple near the water, with instruc-tions to wait there until the Shankaracharya passed by, the worthy ad-ministrator hastened away to join the little procession that escorted theShankaracharya to the screened-off section of river where, assisted by hispersonal attendants, he took his bath out of the sight of profane eyes.Though we did not have to wait many minutes, there was time for a num-ber of thoughts to pass through our minds. Was the Shankaracharya asaint, as the administrator appeared to believe, or was he mentally unbal-anced? Would we be able to speak to him, or would the members of hisentourage object? As we were asking ourselves these questions, a slight,saffron-clad figure came into view round the corner of a nearby buildingand started moving slowly and unsteadily in the direction of the river. Be-hind him, no less slowly, came an untidy procession of attendants andMath officials in white dhotis and sacred threads. Some of them, amongwhom was the administrator, walked quite close to the Shankaracharya,as if in readiness to catch him if he staggered or fell. Whatever its signifi-cance might be, whether spiritual or pathological, the frail, elderly man atthe head of the procession was clearly in no ordinary state of mind.Scarcely conscious of his surroundings, he moved like a sleep-walker or adrugged person, or as though in a trance. When he was nearly abreast ofus, Satyapriya and I, descending the temple steps, came forward andwaited in the middle of the path, the administrator moved to the
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Shankaracharya�s side and whispered a few words of explanation, theprocession halted, and we stood face to face. After we had saluted the offi-cial head of the Advaita Vedanta tradition, and received his blessing, heasked us one or two questions, and a brief conversation ensued. Thoughhe was undoubtedly in a state of semi-abstraction from the world, andthough he spoke with a hesitancy that was almost fearfulness, whateverhe said was perfectly rational, while there was no mistaking the genuinekindliness and gentleness of his disposition. Somewhat to our surprise,he spoke in English, as of course we did too, the administrator helping outwith a murmured translation whenever my accent was unintelligible tohim.After we had bidden farewell to the Shankaracharya, and seen his pro-cession escort him as far as the bank of the river, we stayed behind for afew minutes to say goodbye to the administrator and thank him for all thetrouble he had taken. As we did so along came the Shankaracharya�s suc-cessor-designate, or the Junior Shankaracharya as he was called, walkingat the head of a little procession of his own with what could only be de-scribed as a military swagger. About twenty-five years of age, handsomeand well built, it was clear that when the time came he would have no ob-jection whatever to wearing the regalia.For some time after we had crossed the bridge and made our way backto the guest-house I could not help thinking of the frail saffron-clad figureand vacant kindly face of the unwanted Shankaracharya � and wonder-ing what was the nature of his experience. He seemed like a man who wasstill recovering from some terrible shock. Was this shock the impact of un-diluted spiritual Reality, or was it something more mundane? Was he,perhaps, a sensitive person of genuine spirituality who, not being strongenough to withstand the various pressures to which he was subjected byhis entourage, had simply cracked under the strain? I was still asking my-self these questions when, next morning, we left Sringeri for SravanaBelgola. Not until some years later, when the Sandalwood Country hadlong ceased to occupy my thoughts, did I learn, quite by accident, that theShankaracharya was dead. He had drowned while taking his bath, theMath authorities said, and the Junior Shankaracharya had been installedin his place.The last of the images that rose upon me from the jungles of Mysorewas a perfectly nude male figure standing immobile, his arms at his sides,his face expressionless, and his eyes gazing into the far distance.Gomateshwara! Lord of Sacred Mother Cow! As we approached SravanaBelgola we saw him in the far distance, white against the blue sky, stand-
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ing at the top of a small hill, the lower part of his body hidden by the sur-rounding buildings. Less than an hour later we stood beside the massivefeet, looking up past the well-rounded thighs, past the flaccid, wrinkledpenis the height of a man, past the broad sweep of the breast and the firmchin up to the serene face and the eyes which, oblivious of our presence,continued to gaze out into the endless distance. Who Gomateshwara wasand how he came to be standing there I did not know. According to Jaintradition he had lived in very ancient, even in prehistoric times, being adisciple of one of the legendary predecessors of Mahavira, the founder ofJainism. Leaving his father�s kingdom for the forest, he had stood ab-sorbed in meditation for so long that plants had grown round his legs asthough round the trunks of trees. Sure enough, up the side of each enor-mous leg climbed a tendril, so tall that it rose above our heads, so shortthat it reached only half-way up to the smoothly jointed knees. With hiseyes fixed on Infinity, Gomateshwara not only rose out of Nature, buttranscended her.From the upper galleries of the buildings that surrounded the court-yard in which the giant figure stood it was possible to see the great oval ofits face from waist level, but so majestically calm was its expression, so un-compromisingly distant its gaze, that one felt no nearer than before.Lower down the hill, on either side of the irregular flights of stone-cutsteps, stood a number of unpretentious temples, monasteries, and otherbuildings. In one of them a learned Jain scholar, a layman, showed us arich collection of Sanskrit palm-leaf manuscripts. Sravana Belgola was, infact, one of the most ancient and celebrated centres of Jainism in Mysore,perhaps in the whole of India, and an important place of pilgrimage. Ac-cording to Jain tradition it had been founded by Chandragupta Maurya,the grandfather of the Emperor Ashoka, who was said to have ended hisdays there as a Jain ascetic, committing religious suicide in the most ap-proved manner by starving himself to death. Every twelve years, wewere told, the hill was the scene of a great festival, to which tens of thou-sands of devotees came from all over the country. At the climax of the fes-tival hundreds of buckets of milk, curds, and clarified butter wereemptied on to the head of the image from a specially constructed plat-form and allowed to trickle all the way down to his feet. The Jains being awealthy community, hundreds of thousands of rupees were spent in thisway.
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Chapter Forty-Two
�TIGER, TIGER ��
Though our excursion with Krishna had not lasted much more than aweek, on our return to Bangalore we found that during our absencechanges had taken place. The Ouija board, formerly so much in request,now stood idle. In fact, Rajgopal told us, he had decided to give up Spiri-tualism altogether. After our departure the demands of their spirit guide,Swami Vivekananda, had become so incessant and so outrageous thatthey threatened to disrupt the whole tenor of their existence. He himselfhad found it impossible to attend to his official work, his son had been un-able to go to school, and his wife had had no time for her domestic duties.Swami Vivekananda wanted to take them over completely, and for this,he admitted with cheerful frankness, they were not yet ready. Sessionswith the Ouija board had therefore been discontinued, and he now reliedfor spiritual guidance on holy men with whom he was in actual physicalcontact.With the Ouija board out of the way, Rajgopal�s bungalow was a muchquieter place, and I would not have minded passing the remainder of ourtime in South India under his friendly and hospitable roof. But this wasnot to be. Before our departure for the North we had a second excursionto make, though one of rather different character from the first. Havingheard from Krishna a full account of our journey, Yalahankar Swami sug-gested that it would be a good idea for us to spend some time in theDivyagiri range of mountains, somewhere to the north of Bangalore,where many ancient sages had lived, and where some of them were re-ported to be still residing. No sooner was this suggestion conveyed to usthan Satyapriya was impatient to be off. We had wasted far too much timein the company of worldly people, he exclaimed, and listened to theirworldly talk long enough, and it would be good for us to get away for afew weeks. Indeed, since we ourselves had been talking far too much, he



intended to observe complete silence during the whole of our stay in thesacred mountains. I could do whatever I liked.Arrangements for the journey were soon made, and a day or two laterwe were in a coach with Krishna and some of the other disciples andheading north. Two miles from the foot of the mountains, in the midst of avast expanse of fields, stood a double row of mud houses, one of whichseemed to be a shop. Here the motor road came to an end. Leaving thecoach parked in the shade of a tree, we made our way in single filethrough the fields, Krishna leading. Within half an hour the fields hadgiven place to trees and boulders, and we were climbing steeply. LikeArunachala, Divyagiri seemed an enormous heap of stones, the only dif-ference being that here the stones were not grey but black. The trees,which appeared to cover the entire mountainside, were all bel trees, sa-cred to the god Shiva. So thickly did they grow that, even though theirleaves were nearly all fallen, it was at times difficult to get more than aglimpse of the cloudless blue sky. On the ground, embedded in the fallenleaves, lay thousands upon thousands of smooth-shelled green and yel-low bel-fruits, some of them almost as large as coconuts. Many were soripe that they had split open, exposing the viscous orange meat within,and their astringent, medicinal odour filled the air. When we had climbedsteadily for two or three hours, the trees started to thin out, the sun shonemore and more hotly in our faces, the smell of the fallen bel-fruits becamealmost overpowering, and with a gasp of relief we emerged on to a kindof rocky terrace 2,000 feet above the plain. To our left, backing on to themountain, was a long, irregular structure of rough stone slabs. To ourright, a low parapet wall. Having rested a while, and having warned usthat the mountain was full of leopards and that we should be sure to shutourselves in every night, Krishna and his friends started on their journeyback down the mountainside, and Satyapriya and I were left alone.As soon as the sound of footsteps had died away my companion drew adeep breath. What bliss! At last we were free from the idle and imperti-nent chatter of worldly-minded fools. At last we could be silent. For thenext two or three weeks he was going to devote himself entirely to medi-tation, and under no circumstances should I disturb or interrupt him byspeaking. If, in my foolishness, I attempted to do so, he gave me fair warn-ing that it would be difficult for him not to lose his temper, and anythingof an untoward nature that happened as a result of this would thereforebe entirely my fault.Our first few days on the sacred mountain were occupied in settlingdown into a routine that would leave us as much time as possible for med-
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itation. Such domestic chores as were unavoidable even in our her-mit-like state were reduced to an absolute minimum. Once a day, usuallyat ten o�clock in the morning, we silently prepared kichuri from the riceand lentils that Krishna had left with us, eating the mixture with our fin-gers out of the same earthenware pot in which it had been cooked. What-ever was left over we had cold at night. This, with water from a nearbyrock-pool to assuage our thirst, was our sole means of sustenance. Onceor twice, indeed, we sampled the fallen bel-fruits, but even the ripest ofthem were so extremely bitter that we were unable to swallow more thana few mouthfuls. Cooking and eating once out of the way, our only otheremployments were gathering sticks for the fire, washing our robes, andbathing. The rest of time we were free to meditate.By the evening of the third day our silent routine was well established,and it seemed that we could look forward to two or three weeks of peace-ful contemplation, perhaps of ever-deepening spiritual experience. Hav-ing just finished a session of meditation, we were seated, as was now ourcustom, cross-legged on the broad flat slabs of the parapet wall.Satyapriya was seated at the far end, where the parapet joined an enor-mous boulder, on a raised stone platform rather like a throne. I was seatedat a lower level. 2,000 feet beneath us stretched the plain, its fields forminga green, yellow, and brown patchwork in the fading light. Here and therea black and white dot moved imperceptibly in the direction of the pall ofthin blue woodsmoke that betokened the village. Everything seemedpeaceful and serene. Sitting there on the parapet one might well havewritten an Indian version of the opening stanzas of Gray�s �Elegy�. Sud-denly there was an abrupt movement above my head, and I heardSatyapriya exclaim �I can�t stand it any longer! I�ll go mad if I don�t speak!�Looking up, I saw my friend gazing down at me with a comical expres-sion of distress, his mouth still half open. �Come on,� he said with an em-barrassed laugh, �You must speak too.�Despite his appeal, however, I did not feel like breaking my silence. Thespell of the evening was still on me, and I would gladly have adhered toour original compact. Moreover, after the way in which Satyapriya hadwarned me against disturbing or interrupting him I could not resist thetemptation of teaching him a small lesson. But I soon realized it would notbe wise to continue the lesson for too long. On my failure to respond in-stantly to his appeal, Satyapriya�s brows had contracted dangerously,and seeing that he was about to lose his temper I broke my silence andasked him what had happened.
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From the time that he had started observing silence, he said, he had nothad a minute�s peace. His mind had been an absolute whirlpool ofthoughts. At first he had done his best to stem the flood, but this hadproved quite impossible and in the end he had been completely over-whelmed. So great had been the tension that he had thought he would ei-ther explode or go mad. Now that we had been talking for a few minutesthe flow of thoughts was subsiding, the pressure diminishing, and he al-ready felt much better.For the remainder of the week meditation was therefore combined withdiscussion. Occasionally, still restless, Satyapriya explored the mountain-side. From one of these expeditions, in the course of which he penetratedalmost to the top, he returned pale and shaken. He had seen a hyenaemerging from its lair beneath a rock, he told me. Luckily, the beast hadnot seen him, and the wind not being in the right direction it had notsmelt him either. But in future we would have to be more careful thanever at night. While we had little to fear from the leopards we heard snuf-fling at our door after dark, or snarling on the flat stone roof, a hyena wasa very different matter. Unless they were cornered, leopards rarely at-tacked human beings, but the hyena, a killer born, had no suchinhibitions.Though our breach of silence brought relief to Satyapriya, for me thechange was not without its disadvantages. Discussion might give rise to adifference of opinion, and a difference of opinion, I well knew, was some-thing Satyapriya was quite unable to tolerate, or even to understand. Ifyou disagreed with him you were his enemy, you were trying to humili-ate him, to destroy him, and his wrath and fury knew no bounds. Well as Iunderstood this, and keenly as I realized the unwisdom of provoking myirascible friend, I did not always find it possible to soften an honest differ-ence of opinion to the point of acceptability. Indeed, Satyapriya was somorbidly sensitive, and so quick to take offence, that he seemed to imag-ine differences where none existed. It was as though he had to create adifference in order to give himself an excuse for losing his temper.Something of this sort happened two or three days after we hadstopped observing silence. We were bathing in the icy waters of the pool,eight or ten feet across and very deep, that lay beneath an overhangingfragment of rock, a few yards along the cliff face from the temple. Some-thing I said, which he interpreted as expressing a difference of opinion,upset him, and despite all my efforts to calm him down he succeeded ingradually working himself up to a pitch of murderous fury such as I hadnever before witnessed, even in Muvattupuzha. He had had enough of
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me, he hissed, his eyes bloodshot with rage. He had allowed me to tor-ment him with my unreasonable behaviour too long already. Now he wasgoing to kill me. He would drown me in the pool. No one would everknow. He would tell them that I had died accidentally. Looking at him, Iknew that he meant it. For the first time in my life I was actually face toface with death. Strange to say, though I was frightened, I had no inten-tion whatever of withdrawing the offending remark. On the contrary, Ibecame aware of the existence within me of a rock-bottom of obstinacythat made it utterly impossible for me to retract or disown any opinionwhich I genuinely believed to be true even to save my life. How the epi-sode ended I no longer recollect. At one stage Satyapriya was clutchingme by the arm and preparing to hold me down under the dark water untilI drowned.With my companion liable to what seemed like fits of homicidal mania,I was glad when, a day or two later, we were visited by Krishna and someof his fellow disciples. At first, however, their presence threatened tomake the situation worse instead of better. Yalahankar Swami sent hisgreetings, they told us. In fact, he had charged them to convey them to usin a highly peculiar manner they did not profess to understand and ofwhich they were only the faithful transmitters. They begged us not totake offence. �To the English saint,� the swami had said, �you are to convey,from me, 2,673 prostrations. As for that Bengali fellow who is with him,you can give him two or three prostrations too, if you like!�When we had recovered from the initial shock of this extraordinarymessage, the meaning of which we understood only too well, Satyapriyaand I took counsel with Krishna and arranged for him to come again thefollowing weekend and take us back to Bangalore. Three days after-wards, therefore, having spent less than two weeks at Divyagiri, wefound ourselves picking our way through the bel trees down to the plain.A few hundred yards from the foot of the mountain the two cooliesKrishna had engaged to carry what was left of the rice and lentils sud-denly halted. Running beside the path, clearly visible in the loose, sandysoil, were the impressions of two enormous pairs of paws. A leopard, weenquired? No, said the coolies, in scared tones, a tiger. He had passed thatway only a few hours earlier. We had better hurry.
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Chapter Forty-Three
DISAPPOINTMENT AT SARNATH
The road that ran through the jungle from Borivli to the Kanheri Caveswas not so much a road as a broad sandy track. As we did not leave thetown before noon, and as it was almost the hottest time of year,Satyapriya and I had not walked above a mile or two before the loosedrifts of silver sand became a burning marl that was agony to our barefeet. We limped along as best we could, however, and after a few moremiles had the satisfaction of seeing in the distance not only the low-lyingranges of the Kanheri Hills but also, as the road made a bend, the nakedgrey cliff face with the indentations that we knew were the KanheriCaves. A few days earlier we had arrived in Bombay, and the friend withwhom we were staying, a devotee of Swami Ramdas, had undertaken toshow us various places of interest. Whether or not I had heard of theKanheri Caves before I no longer recollect, but as soon as I learned thatthey were only five miles from Borivli, and that Borivli was onlythirty-five miles from Bombay, I was eager to pay them a visit. For twoyears I had had virtually no external contact with Buddhism, and I nowfelt for it the same desire that a starving man feels for food, or that a lover,long absent, feels for the sight of his beloved.As we picked our way from terrace to terrace, up and down the cliffface, I could not help feeling that it was worth waiting two years to see theKanheri Caves. About a hundred in number, and dating from the earlycenturies of the Common Era, they were of practically all shapes andsizes. Some were big enough to accommodate four or five hundredpeople, and had obviously been used as assembly halls by the residentmonastic community, while in others there was room only for a pair of in-mates, perhaps two friends, or a senior monk and his disciple. Two orthree of the biggest and grandest caves had façades thirty or forty feethigh, with enormous �mushroom head� pillars that were almost Egyptian



in their squatness, strength, and simplicity. Many of the smallest, on theother hand, had porticoes of almost contemporary design. Large or small,simple or ornate, all the caves were well supplied with drinking water.The intricacy and completeness of the water supply was, indeed, one ofthe marvels of the place. But most marvellous and impressive of all to me,at that time, were the two colossal standing Buddhas, twenty feet or morein height, that stood in decorated niches at either end of the vestibule ofone of the biggest caves. Right hands hanging at their sides, palm out-wards, in the gesture of supreme generosity, left hands holding up toshoulder level the scalloped edges of their robes, they stood there in su-pernatural strength and solidity, the massively proportioned trunks andlimbs clearly visible through the clinging draperies. As I stood beneaththem, my head not much above the level of their ankles, I felt as though Iwas once again under the protection of Buddhism.As the result of walking on scorching hot sand the soles of our feet wereso badly blistered that for two or three days we were unable to go out. Ourfriend, who though a goldsmith, also had some knowledge of traditionalmedicine, massaged them with clarified butter, as well as with a copperdisc on which were inscribed various magic diagrams. He also gave us anaccount of his domestic troubles. He was in his early forties, he said, hiswife had been dead for some years, and there were no children. With himlived his younger brother, who was about twenty-five, and who helpedhim in the business. This brother had recently married. Though his wifewas both beautiful and well-behaved,and though the young couple werequite happy together, he himself could not get on with his sister-in-law.Any mistake she happened to commit irritated him intensely, and he wasoften so angry with her that he beat her. In fact, he confessed, up to thetime of our arrival he had been thrashing her every day. The young hus-band, who was of a gentle and submissive disposition, out of respect forhis elder brother made no effort to interfere. Satyapriya, ever an upholderof the right of the weaker sex to masculine protection, took our piousfriend severely to task for his brutality, but it was evident that there werepsychological complexities here beyond the reach of moral exhortation.When the soles of our feet had healed we were taken out to other placesof interest. One of these was the temple of Mumba Devi, the goddess towhom Bombay is dedicated, and of whose name the word Bombay is infact a corruption. To our astonishment we found the sanctum sanctorum sodensely packed with an excited, jostling mass of Gujerati businessmenthat we could hardly see anything at all. I noticed, though, that the wallswere thickly plastered with rows of silver rupees. As we edged our way in
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the direction of the image, said to be of solid silver, a Gandhi-capped wor-shipper pressed a two-rupee note into my hands with the entreaty �Youare a holy man. Please pray to the Goddess that I may do well on the StockExchange today!� Bombay was, of course, the commercial and financialcapital of India, the Indian Stock Exchange was located there, andMumba Devi herself, originally the patroness of the local fisher-folk, wasnow popularly regarded as a form of Lakshmi, the Hindu goddess ofwealth.Though Satyapriya and I had come from Bangalore to Bombay, our realdestination was Sarnath, and after we had spent ten days with our gold-smith friend we felt it was time for us to be on our way. It was alreadymid-April, according to the Indian reckoning the month of Vaishakha hadbegun, and at the back of both our minds there was the hope that on theVaishakha Purnima or full moon day � anniversary of the Buddha�s En-lightenment � it would be possible for us to be ordained. On our way toSarnath, however, we still had one more call to make. As he put into ourhands the third-class railway tickets that would carry us on the next stageof our journey, our kind host strongly urged us to get down at a certainstation near Lucknow and spend a few days at the ashram of awell-known Vedantic swami, whose name he gave us. The swami, he saidreverently, was a Brahma-jnani, a �Knower of the Absolute�.Our curiosity naturally aroused, after more than a day and a night inthe train Satyapriya and I accordingly alighted at the station indicatedand found our way to the swami�s Ashram, which was a small buildingsituated on the banks of the Ganges at some distance from the town.Within minutes of our arrival we discovered that whether or not theswami was a �Knower of the Absolute� he was certainly a Non-DualistVedantin of the most virulent type. The world was nothing but an illu-sion, he declared. Spiritual practice was completely unnecessary. Sinceone was already in truth the Brahman, the Absolute, there was nothingwhatever to realize.�Have you realized Brahman?� demanded Satyapriya belligerently.�I�ve already told you that there is nothing to realize,� snapped the as-cetic, with evident irritation. �I am Brahman. So are you.�This reply failed to satisfy my friend, who promptly returned to the at-tack, and for the next two hours argument and counter-argument flewback and forth until the Ashram fairly rang with the conflict. The swamiwas by far the more experienced dialectician, and successfully maintainedhis position against all assaults; but in strength and stentoriousness ofperformance Satyapriya was more than a match for him. As the debate
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proceeded, the swami showed his irritation at what he clearly consideredmy friend�s obtuseness more and more plainly, until finally the latter, de-scending to personalities, truculently demanded to know how it was pos-sible for a Brahma-jnani to give way to anger.�No one has given way to anger!� shouted the swami. �There�s no suchthing as anger. It�s all an illusion.�That night we stayed at the Ashram, but after the unpleasantness of thedebate, and the swami�s subsequent scoffing references to our lack ofspiritual development, the atmosphere of the place was so uncongenialthat next day we left. Wandering along the banks of the Ganges, we cameto a broad stretch of silver sand which, scattered as it was with burnt-outfuneral pyres, we at once recognized as a cremation ground. Here we de-cided to stay. The landscape could hardly have been more simple or moreaustere. Above us there was nothing but the dazzling blueness of the sky,from the midst of which the sun shone down with blinding brilliance;around us, nothing but the whiteness of the bare sands, through whichthe river, shrunken but still gigantic, rolled down its jade-green waters tothe sea. Apart from ourselves, the only living things to be seen were thesmall, stunted trees that grew a few dozen yards from the bank. Not oneof them stood more than ten feet from the ground. With their crooked,even contorted, branches, and light green feathery foliage, most of it atthe top, they looked like rudimentary umbrellas with bent handles, bro-ken ribs, and tattered silk. Here and there four or five of the umbrellasstood closer than the rest, their scanty foliage running together into a sin-gle canopy-like strip of green. Beneath one of these canopies Satyapriyaand I took shelter from the heat.As soon as we had sat down, we became aware that for all the apparentbarrenness of the place we were, in fact, surrounded by a whole world oflife and activity. Striped tree-rats raced up and down the trunks of thetrees, or peered round them at us with bulging eyes and palpitatingbreasts. Cicadas shrilled invisible from the thin grass. Bees, deeply hum-ming, flew heavily in and out of the pink or white blossoms of shrub afterflowering shrub. But above all there were the peacocks. There seemed tobe hundreds of them living among the trees. Every few moments, eitherfrom near at hand or far away, a harsh bell-like call, not unlike a greatlyamplified miaow, would ring loud and clear through the hot afternoonair, to be almost immediately answered by another. Lodged in the forksand lower branches of the trees were scores of huge, untidy nests, none ofthem more than five or six feet from the ground. On most of the nests,looking much too splendid for so humble a task, sat the cock birds, the
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magnificent, many-eyed trains of their tails hanging over the nest-edgeand practically brushing the sandy soil below. Occasionally, we would seea sudden vivid flash of gold, blue, and green as one of the stately crea-tures, tail feathers streaming out behind like an enormous bunch of rib-bons, would launch himself in clumsy horizontal flight among the trees.None of them took the slightest notice of us.When it was dark, and the heat of the day had abated, we returned tothe cremation ground, scrambling down the bank to the stretch of soft sil-ver sand that was now part of the foreshore but which, once the rainy sea-son began, would soon be part of the river bed. After we had plungedabout for a few minutes, ankle-deep in the warm white drifts, we settleddown among the shadowy shapes of the burnt-out funeral pyres for ourevening meditation. When we opened our eyes some hours later wefound ourselves in another world. An electric white full moon was in thesky, and the whole landscape lay steeped in an unearthly silver radianceso bright that we could hardly bear to look at it. Away on our right theriver ran glittering beneath the luminous blue of the sky, while all aroundus the low mounds of ashes and charred wood cast shadows black as inkon to the white sand.In the morning we made our way back to the Ashram, and from there tothe station. Though we had been deeply moved by the idyllic beauty ofthe spot, the full moon had reminded us that it was now onlytwenty-eight days, or one lunar month, to the Vaishakha Purnima Day,and we wanted to be in Benares as soon as possible. Before leaving thecremation ground we spent half an hour rummaging among the heaps ofashes and charred wood looking for pieces of cloth. According to Bud-dhist tradition, the best and most suitable robe for a Buddhist monk wasone made entirely of fragments of material picked up in a cremationground, and in view of our forthcoming ordination both Satyapriya and Ithought it would be a good idea if, taking advantage of our present op-portunity, we were to collect the necessary fragments and provide our-selves with this highly desirable type of robe. Unfortunately we weredisappointed. Though we succeeded in uncovering numerous fragmentsof charred bone, both large and small, very little was forthcoming in theway of cloth. At the end of our search all we had found was three or fourfragments, none of them more than two inches in width, and all so badlycharred at the edges that we were left wondering how the ancient wor-thies had ever managed to stitch them together, even assuming that theyhad been able to collect a sufficient number of pieces for their purpose.
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On our arrival in Benares, we went straight to the local branch of theRamakrishna Mission, where we hoped to be able to stay for a few daysbefore making our way to Sarnath. After we had given our names, andbeen asked to wait for a few minutes, a youthful novice ushered us intothe President�s office. To our astonishment, the smiling, saffron-clad fig-ure who rose behind his desk to receive us was none other than our oldfriend Buddha Maharaj, whom I had last seen two and a half years ago inSingapore. After returning to India and enjoying a period of rest and re-cuperation in the Himalayas, he had been posted to Benares, where hewas now responsible for the management of the Mission�s hospital anddispensary.Within minutes of this unexpected meeting, Satyapriya and I werechatting with Buddha Maharaj as easily as if we had never parted, andhad not only given our older and more experienced friend an up-to-dateaccount of our adventures but confided to him our aspirations for the fu-ture. Having spent two years as wandering ascetics, we declared, andhaving convinced ourselves of our ability to fulfil all the requirements ofthe monastic life, we were now desirous of formally dedicating ourselvesto the following of the Path to Nirvana and receiving ordination as Bud-dhist monks in the traditional manner. For this purpose we were going toSarnath, where there was a branch of the Maha Bodhi Society, and wherewe hoped it would be possible for us to be ordained as shramaneras ornovice monks. Imperturbable as ever, Buddha Maharaj received theseconfidences with the same cheerful benignity that he had exhibited inSingapore, and neither approved nor disapproved of our plan. One sug-gestion, however, he did make. Since we were in Benares, he said, andsince Benares was not only one of the oldest cities in India but the spiritualheadquarters of Hinduism, it would be a pity if we did not visit at leastsome of its innumerable shrines and holy places. When Sri Ramakrishnahad come on pilgrimage he had seen the whole city as made entirely ofgold, while above it, in the clouds, he had seen the god Shiva, the Lord ofBenares, receiving into heaven the souls of all who died within its pre-cincts. If we were lucky we too might be vouchsafed a glimpse of thesplendours of the Heavenly City � of that Eternal Benares of which, ac-cording to orthodox Hindu belief, the earthly Benares was but a pale re-flection.Impatient though we were to reach Sarnath, Satyapriya and I accord-ingly spent the next few days sightseeing. Although with the exception ofthe odd gilded dome or pinnacle, the narrow streets and crowded insani-tary dwellings of the old city were to our eyes far from being made of
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gold, and though the swarms of beggars, holy men, pilgrims, and prosti-tutes seemed assured of anything but salvation, our excursions were byno means devoid of interest. Besides seeing the celebrated ghats, wherehundreds of pilgrims were taking a ceremonial dip in the greasy waters ofthe Ganges, we found our way to such widely different places as thenewly-built Anandamayi Ashram and the Benares branch of the Theo-sophical Society. The Anandamayi Ashram was a large building, beauti-fully situated on the banks of the river, but as Anandamayi was elsewhereit was practically deserted, and we wandered from room to room lookingat the large framed photographs of the Blissful Mother and the gaudyoleographs of Sri Krishna and Chaitanya. We also visited Bharat MataMandir or �Temple of Mother India�. This was a large, rather unsightlymodern building, said to have been inaugurated by Mahatma Gandhi.Instead of an image, the main hall enshrined an enormous relief map ofIndia. Though not modelled strictly to scale (the Himalayas were shownmany times higher than they should have been) it nevertheless gave onea good idea of the main geographical features of the subcontinent, be-sides furnishing a striking example of what Rabindranath Tagore called�the idolatry of geography�.As was usually the case with Satyapriya and me, our sightseeing in-cluded not only places but people. In the course of our visit to the Theo-sophical Society we discovered that the well-known TheosophistBhagavan Das, whose books I had read in Singapore, was a resident of theholy city, and at once decided to go and see him. The venerable oldscholar, who was then well over seventy, received us on the veranda of hisspacious suburban bungalow, and before long we were deep in Indianphilosophy and religion. Rather to our astonishment, we found that forall his veneer of Theosophical universalism he was at heart almost as or-thodox a Hindu as Venkateshwara Iyer. For Buddhism he had, it seemed,very little sympathy indeed, while he clearly had no sympathy at all ei-ther for the life we had been leading as wandering ascetics or for our de-sire to receive ordination as Buddhist monks. As for our determinationnot to identify ourselves with any particular nationality, this was to himmere youthful eccentricity, and as such beyond the comprehension of thewise. However, on our departure he presented us with an autographedcopy of his book The Essential Unity of All Religions, which I knew washighly esteemed in Theosophical circles.After spending three or four days exploring the highways and bywaysof Benares, Satyapriya and I decided that we had had enough of sightsee-ing. It was now the hottest time of year in one of the hottest parts of India,
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and since we had no money � having stopped handling it ever since ourstay at Anandashram � we not only had to go everywhere on foot but alsoto spend the whole day without refreshment of any kind. Not that we re-ally minded this. The real reason for our decision lay much deeper. De-spite our having acted on Buddha Maharaj�s suggestion in good faith, wehad been feeling the pull of Sarnath more strongly each day, and in mycase at least, contact with Hinduism had served only to intensify my long-ing for Buddhism. Early in the morning, therefore, while it was still onlymoderately hot, we said goodbye to our inscrutable swami friend, and to-gether set out on the ten- or twelve-mile walk to Sarnath.Ever since I had started reading about Buddhism the name of Sarnathhad been familiar to me, and for the last few months in particular it hadbeen as it were ringing in my ears. It was the place where, only twomonths after his attainment of Perfect Enlightenment, the Buddha hadsought out the five ascetics who had been his companions inself-mortification in the days when he was still searching for the Truthand where, in the peaceful seclusion of the Deer Park, he had communi-cated to them the essentials of the newly-discovered Dharma. Afterstrong initial resistance they had accepted him as their teacher, had real-ized the truth of his teaching for themselves, and had become the nucleusof the spiritual community which, in the course of the next few months,rapidly sprang up around him. The road along which we were now walk-ing was the very one, perhaps, which the Buddha himself had trod, 2,500years ago, on the last stage of his journey from Bodh Gaya. There were thesame blue sky overhead, the same straggling suburbs, the samemud-walled huts, the same bands of naked children playing in the dust,the same creaking bullock carts, the same level fields on either side of theroad, and the same sun blazing more and more fiercely down on it all.After we had walked for a couple of hours and more the road, whichhitherto had meandered uncertainly, started to run very straight, asthough it now knew exactly where it was going. Trees appeared at inter-vals on either hand. Before long Satyapriya and I found ourselves walk-ing in the welcome shade of a broad avenue of fine mango trees, theirglossy green foliage contrasting sharply with the dusty brown of the sur-rounding fields. Presently, on our right, we saw through more mangotrees the dilapidated shell of a small railway station, whose outbuildingswere little more than heaps of rubble. On the opposite side of the road, toour left, rose an enormous pile of bricks surmounted, most incongru-ously, by an octagonal kiosk of Mogul design. This, I knew, was all that re-mained of the Chaukambhi Stupa, said to mark the spot where, on his
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arrival at Sarnath, the Buddha actually met the five ascetics. We werenearing our destination. Suddenly we saw above the tree-tops, about amile away, the pinkish-grey pinnacle of the Mulagandhakuti Vihara, thenew Sinhalese temple constructed about twenty years earlier. We werethere! After a few hundred yards the road turned sharply to the right andas though in a dream we saw before us the park-like prospect of Sarnath.The next few days were among the pleasantest and the most painful ofmy entire existence. Since it was the height of the hot season, when pil-grims were few, we had the whole place practically to ourselves, and afterthe congestion and clamour of Benares, the spaciousness and peace ofSarnath, with its green lawns, flowering trees, and cool, well-keptshrines, was delectable indeed. Though we saw practically everything ofinterest, the main object of our attention was, of course, the polishedgranite column set up by the Emperor Ashoka to mark the exact spotwhere the Buddha taught the five ascetics. This column, or what was leftof it, stood in a roofed-in enclosure of its own in the midst of several acresof ruined temples, monasteries, and votive stupas, all of which had beenuncovered in the course of excavations, and were now carefully pre-served. The famous lion capital by which it had originally been sur-mounted was kept in the museum. Yet beautiful as Sarnath was, I knew ithad not always been so. Muslim invasion and orthodox Hindu revivalhad between them levelled it to the ground, and for hundreds of yearsthe very name of the place was virtually unknown. At the end of the lastcentury it was being used as a breeding ground for pigs. In the course ofthe last few decades, however, a great change had taken place, and withthe establishment of temples and monasteries, and the provision of facili-ties for pilgrims, Sarnath had been restored to a modest semblance of itsformer glory. From my contact with the Maha Bodhi Society in Calcutta Iknew that all this was due to the initiative of Anagarika Dharmapala, whohad started there a branch of the Society and built the MulagandhakutiVihara. Dharmapala himself had died nearly twenty years before, but hiswork was being continued by Sinhalese monks, some of whom had beenhis personal disciples. It was from these monks that we were hoping to re-ceive ordination.Rarely in the history of Buddhism can two candidates for admission tothe Sangha have been more quickly or more cruelly disappointed.Though we were allowed, rather grudgingly, to stay in the vast, emptyRest House, from the very first the attitude of the five or six residentmonks towards us was clearly one of incomprehension, suspicion, andhostility. Our going barefoot might have been overlooked, and even our
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interest in meditation excused, but to be altogether without money was,we were made to feel, the unforgivable offence. Indeed, when we con-fessed that we had been trying to practise the precept of not handlinggold and silver, the observance of which was of course incumbent onshramaneras and bhikshus alike, and that for the past few months we hadnot possessed as much as a single anna between us, they reacted rather asthough we had told them we had leprosy. From that moment our fate wassealed. In the eyes of these representatives of �Pure Buddhism� we wereno better than beggars, and it was clear they wanted nothing whatever todo with us. They were even unwilling to give us a little food. When, in re-sponse to the bell, we turned up at the dining-hall, we heard one of themmurmur angrily, �Why do they come without being asked?� After theopen-handed hospitality of the Hindu ashrams we had visited such an at-titude came as a shock indeed.Nevertheless, we decided not to be discouraged. In the case of a step soimportant as the one we now wanted to take, difficulties were bound toarise, and the best thing we could do was to treat them as tests. Accord-ingly, at the first opportunity, we acquainted the monks with our reli-gious history and made the formal request for ordination. After listeningto our account in silence, they said they would consult among themselvesand let us know their decision. It was not long in coming. They were allmembers of the Maha Bodhi Society, they explained, and in view of thefact that the Society would be responsible for the maintenance of monksordained under its auspices, they were not permitted to ordain anyonewithout the consent of the General Secretary. Since the Society was atpresent very short of funds, they were sure that in our case this consentwould not be forthcoming.Though we had known what the verdict would be, the shock when itcame was none the less acute. All our plans were laid in ruins, all ourhopes destroyed. Bitterly disappointed, we returned to Benares.
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Chapter Forty-Four
THROUGH THE CURTAIN OF FIRE
The week that followed was a period of bewilderment, uncertainty, andconfusion. During the last few months the idea of being ordained atSarnath had taken such complete possession of our minds � we haddreamed so much about it, built so much upon it � that the likelihood ofour meeting with a refusal, and being denied something that was for usalready a reality, had entered our consciousness only as the remotest andmost abstract of possibilities. Difficulties we had been prepared for, eventrials; but certainly we had never expected that in Sarnath, of all places,we should meet with downright hostility and incomprehension, or thatour request for ordination should be rejected with flimsy excuses which,as we afterwards discovered, were no better than lies. Yet the unlikely, thevirtually impossible, the unexpected, had actually happened. Our appli-cation had been rejected. We had been refused ordination asshramaneras.Once again we were just two homeless wanderers, with thedifference that this time we had nothing to look forward to and nowhereto go. Back at the Ramakrishna Mission, where even Buddha Maharajcould not wholly disguise his astonishment at our return, we felt asthough the bottom had dropped out of the universe and that we nowhung aimless and directionless in a void.For me the situation was doubly upsetting. In addition to my own dis-appointment, which was keen enough, I had to cope with the conse-quences of Satyapriya�s and be not only the confidant but the scapegoatfor the violent anger and resentment that burst from him as soon as hehad recovered from the initial shock of our rejection. Who were thesemonks of Sarnath, he demanded, furiously, and what right had they to re-fuse ordination to two candidates who, for aught they knew, were spiri-tually far more advanced than themselves? They were not monks at all.They were no better than caretakers in yellow robes, making a living out



of the pilgrims, and furtively grubbing together a few wretched posses-sions. He knew what they were really like. He had talked with the Indianservants. Things were as bad at Sarnath as they had been in Calcutta, ifnot worse. The Maha Bodhi Society stank. Sinhalese monks were thor-oughly corrupt. Buddhism itself was corrupt. He was glad that his eyeshad been opened in time and that he had been prevented from taking astep he undoubtedly would have regretted all his life. Far from being dis-appointed that we had not been ordained, he was delighted. He felt asthough he had had a lucky escape. His only regret was that he, an Indian,had been forced to beg for ordination from a set of Sinhalese rascals whohad received their religion and their culture from India and who, beforethat, had been no better than monkeys. For this humiliation, so painful tohis self-respect, he had me to thank. Had it not been for my insidious in-fluence he would have had nothing to do with Buddhism, nothing to dowith the filth and corruption of the Maha Bodhi Society. But that was howit always was. Due to his association with me he had been repeatedly hu-miliated. He had stood it long enough. In future he intended to havenothing whatever to do with Buddhism. The Sinhalese monks couldkeep their ordination. He was quite happy to remain what he had beenborn, a Hindu. There were plenty of Hindu monks who would be onlytoo glad to have him for a disciple. If the worst came to the worst, he couldalways join the Ramakrishna Mission. They might not be very spiritual,but at least they did good social work. India needed social workers.�When he had raged and stormed in this way on and off for a couple ofdays, my friend�s fury gradually subsided, and before long I was able totalk him into a more reasonable frame of mind. However un-Buddhisticthe behaviour of the monks at Sarnath might have been, I urged, as aspi-rants to Enlightenment it was our duty not to give way to feelings of re-sentment. On the spiritual path difficulties and disappointments werebound to arise, but if we regarded them as tests of our sincerity then theywould strengthen rather than weaken our determination to reach ourgoal. Despite these pious words, however, in my heart of hearts I couldnot help recognizing the justice of much that Satyapriya said. True it wasthat we ought not to cherish resentment, and that the disappointment wehad experienced should be regarded as a test, but no amount of spiritualwhitewashing could disguise the fact that the monks at Sarnath were aworldly-minded lot, without the faintest spark of enthusiasm for spiritualthings, and that in refusing our request for ordination they had been acti-vated by mean and unworthy motives. Indeed, I had to admit that boththe fact and the manner of their refusal had hurt me far more deeply than
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it had hurt Satyapriya. Besides being disappointed as a candidate for or-dination, I was mortified as a Buddhist, and disgusted as a human being.Only my faith in Buddhism remained unshaken. Not for one instant did Iconsider seeking ordination elsewhere than in the spiritual communityfounded by the Buddha. The greater were the shortcomings of the lat-ter-day disciples, the more they heightened the sublimity of the ideal andthe more, indirectly, they intensified my devotion to the ideal. Sup-pressing my own disappointment, I therefore did my best to assuage myfriend�s resentment and convince him that the monks at Sarnath werenot the only ones in India, and that though we had failed to get ordina-tion the first time there was no reason why a second or third attemptshould not be more successful. In any case, it was clearly impossible for usto stay at the Ramakrishna Mission much longer. We had alreadystretched their hospitality to the limits. Since we would have to go some-where, we might as well go wherever there was the possibility of our be-ing ordained as shramaneras.These arguments were not without their effect on my friend, who inany case was reproaching himself for the violence of his reaction. But towhich of the holy places should we now make our way? Where would itbe possible for us to get ordination? These were the questions that had tobe answered, and answered immediately. We had spent several hoursdeep in earnest but ineffectual discussion, and were beginning to feelquite desperate, when Satyapriya suddenly recollected that one of themonks at Sarnath, the sole Indian member of the community, had men-tioned to him the name of the well-known monk-scholar BhikkhuJagdish Kashyap, who for a number of years had been teaching Pali andBuddhist Philosophy at the Benares Hindu University. We would go andask his advice. He would be able to help us. Even if he did not give ordina-tion himself, he would certainly be able to tell us where to go and whomto approach for this purpose.In a matter of hours we had walked to the University, located BhikkhuKashyap�s modest residence in a distant corner of the vast campus, andbeen whisked up a flight of bare cement steps into his presence. We atonce saw that here was a completely different type of person from themonks at Sarnath. Extreme corpulence gave him an air of mountainousimperturbability. At the same time, the expression of exceptional intelli-gence that played upon the strongly-marked features of the dark-brownface created an impression of vivacity, even as the look of gentle benignitythat beamed from them seemed to invite confidence and trust. In lessthan an hour we had acquainted him with much of our joint history, espe-
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cially with its most recent chapter, that of our disappointment at Sarnath.Having listened in sympathetic silence, Bhikkhu Kashyap pondereddeeply for a while. Then, rolling the words up from the depths of hisenormous frame with a slowness that gave them a special emphasis, andspeaking with evident warmth and sincerity, he advised us to go toKusinara, the place where the Buddha had passed away into final Nir-vana. There we would find U Chandramani Maha Thera, the seniormostTheravadin Buddhist monk in India. He had many disciples. In fact, hewas well known for the generosity with which he gave ordinations. Pro-vided we were able to convince him of our sincerity, there was no reasonwhy he should not give us ordination too.These words filled us with fresh hope, and we decided to leave forKusinara without delay. Since we had no money we would have to walk,but so great was our desire for ordination that if necessary we would haveprostrated ourselves the whole distance, as Tibetan pilgrims sometimesdid all the way from Lhasa to Bodh Gaya. When we told our friends at theRamakrishna Mission what we proposed to do they were horrified.Kusinara was well over a hundred miles from Benares, they protested,and it was the hottest time of year. We would never reach our destinationalive. The dreaded hot wind from the deserts of western India had al-ready started blowing, and every day the newspapers carried reports ofpeople dropping dead from the heat. Why not stay in Benares a fewweeks, and leave as soon as the early monsoon rains had cooled the air?This was sensible advice, and in any other circumstances we would haveheeded it. Having just spent several hours walking to the University andback in the furnace-like heat of midday we knew only too well whatawaited us at almost every step of our journey. A curtain of fire hung be-tween us and our goal. Nevertheless our minds were made up. There wasno time to be lost. Through the curtain of fire we would go, or perish inthe attempt.Early next morning we set out for Sarnath. Being north-east of Benaresit lay directly in our path, and with its hallowed associations it was obvi-ously the best point for our journey to begin. While the monks of theMaha Bodhi Society could hardly be said to welcome us, they were muchless unfriendly than on our first visit. Indeed, once we had made it clearthat we were on our way to Kusinara, and would not be staying, two orthree members of the community, better-natured than the rest, becamequite cordial. One of them, the same Indian monk who had mentionedthe name of Bhikkhu Jagdish Kashyap, turned out to be not only a nativeof Deoria, the district in which Kusinara was situated, but a personal dis-
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ciple of U Chandramani, from whom he had received his shramanera or-dination. On hearing that we were going to Kusinara in quest ofordination he gave us two letters of introduction, one to U Chandramanihimself, and one to his seniormost female disciple. What Kashyap-ji hadtold us about the Maha Thera�s generosity in granting ordinations wasperfectly true, he said, and we were almost certain to get what wewanted. Another monk, a Sinhalese, who as one of the Joint Secretaries ofthe Maha Bodhi Society was in charge of its institution and activities inSarnath, was even kinder. Taking us aside, he told us in a friendly, even af-fectionate, manner, that he strongly sympathized with our aspirationsand wished us the best of luck. We should not take it too much to heart, headded, that on our previous visit he and his brother monks had refused togrant us ordination. It was extremely difficult to know who was sincereand who was not. Hundreds of people came to Sarnath asking for ordina-tion. Most of them were Hindus who only wanted to be supported. Aftera number of painful experiences, he and the other bhikkhus had learnedto exercise extreme caution.These friendly attentions, together with the fact that we had been in-vited to take our midday meal in the refectory, not only raised our spiritsbut disposed us to look more charitably on the shortcomings of theSarnath monastic establishment. True, none of the monks could be de-scribed as spiritually-minded, and some seemed barely religious. Forthem Buddhism was evidently not the path to Enlightenment,but simplypart of the national culture of their land, a culture in which they had beenborn and brought up, and to the external requirements of which they in-stinctively conformed. But at the same time it was clear that they were notbad fellows at heart and wished us no harm. What we had taken for hos-tility was in fact only defensiveness. We had descended on them out ofthe blue, and they had reacted to us in much the same way as a bevy ofAnglican cathedral clergy would have reacted to a ragged and barefootAfrican Christian who, having sold all his possessions and given themoney to the poor, had suddenly appeared at a Deanery tea-party want-ing to know what he should do next. Now that they had had time to re-cover from the shock, and had been assured that we were taking oureccentricities elsewhere, they had no objection to wishing us success inour mission. With their benedictions ringing in our ears, we therefore leftSarnath more light-hearted than we had arrived. Before our departureSatyapriya warned me that this would be definitely our last attempt. If wefailed to obtain ordination in Kusinara he would give up Buddhism alto-gether and become a Hindu monk and I would have to follow his exam-
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ple. Against such an idea as this my whole soul rose in revolt. For me therecould be no second choice. Come what might, it was ordination as a Bud-dhist monk I wanted and nothing else. However, not wishing to provokean argument at the outset of the journey I kept my thoughts to myself.For the next eight days we were on the road. Or rather, we were on therailway track, for having met the branch line over the first ridge out ofSarnath we had decided that, since we had no map, it would be best to fol-low it for as far as we could. From village to nondescript village ran thegleaming silver rails, from town to ramshackle town, straight through theflat brown landscape, over the beds of dried-up streams, past field afterwithered field, with only the telegraph wires for company and nothingbut the long green line of the occasional mango grove to lend a touch ofcolour to the scene. In most of the villages and towns through which theypassed there was a temple or an ashram of some kind and here we usuallyspent the night. Since the heat was all that we had been led to expect, andmore, we tried to get the greater part of the day�s walking done by noon.Rising before dawn, when the stars had not yet faded from the sky, andquickly stuffing our scanty belongings into the small cloth bag that was alleach of us now carried, we carefully picked our way through the gloom,found the railway line, and headed north. By the time the sun was up wewere well on our way. One morning, when we had risen even earlier thanusual, we saw in the soft earth at the side of the track the imprints of a ti-ger�s enormous paws. They were not more than an hour old and contin-ued for several hundred yards. Evidently we were not the only ones whofollowed the railway track.After walking for two or three hours we stopped and had breakfast,generally halting beside a river so that we could take our bath at the sametime. Breakfast consisted of chatua, or roasted barley flour, a small bag ofwhich had been given us by a friendly Hindu ascetic with whom we hadpassed the second night of our journey. Mixed with water, and kneadedinto a soft cake, it was not unpalatable, and sufficed to keep us going untilour next meal. As soon as we were rested and refreshed we set off again.All this time the sun had been growing steadily hotter, and by nine o�clockthe perspiration would be not only pouring from our faces but tricklingdown our bodies and soaking into our robes as well. Sometimes, espe-cially when the hot wind was blowing, the heat was so intense that wehad to walk along with a wet towel wrapped turban-wise round the headfor protection. Yet great as the discomfort was we pressed on withoutslackening our pace. At every step we took, white dust rose in suffocatingclouds, then drifted away like smoke. Only when the sun was at its ze-
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nith, and the shadows had been swallowed up in the broad noondayglare, did we start looking for shelter. By this time even the brave shrillingof the cicadas had died away among the scorched-up grass, while thelandscape quivered and danced in the heat as though behind a veil. Fromthe cracks in the ground exhalations shot up like flames.Our favourite shelter was a mango grove, where the dense foliage pro-vided a shade that, after the heat outside, was so exquisitely cool as to bevoluptuous. If no mango grove was forthcoming we generally took ref-uge, as at night, in a temple or an ashram, where more often than not afriendly ascetic or sympathetic villager would bring us something to eat,and where, if local curiosity or local sympathy proved sufficiently strong,Satyapriya would become involved in discussion. In one or two placesthe villagers were so hospitable, and in the course of a few hours becameso warmly attached to us, that on their insistence we stayed till the follow-ing day. Once, indeed, we were passed on, as it were, to a son in a villagefurther up the line, who promptly proved himself to be truly a chip off thepaternal block by entertaining us as lavishly as his father had done theday before. Usually, however, we left our place of midday refuge at aboutfive o�clock, when the heat had abated, and after finding our way back tothe railway track continued our journey until nightfall. In this way wegenerally covered twelve to fifteen miles a day. Once, either to make upfor lost time or because we were feeling particularly energetic, we cov-ered twenty-nine miles.Most of the temples and ashrams at which we spent the night, or wherewe stayed for a few hours during the day, were of either the Vaishnaviteor the Shaivite persuasion, and in most the only vestige of spiritual activ-ity we saw was the smoking of ganja or Indian hemp. In one at least, re-strictions based on distinctions of caste were, so we found, stronglyinsisted on. It was on the fifth day of our journey, and at nightfall we hadreached Mau. This was the biggest place we had seen since leavingBenares, and judging from the number of shops and houses being run up� apparently by refugees from East Pakistan � it was in process of vigor-ous, if chaotic, expansion. On the outskirts of the town, next to the rail-way, stood a fairly large ashram. Here we decided to halt. For some timenobody took any notice of us, and from the noise and bustle that sur-rounded us we concluded that, far from being a centre of quiet contem-plation for those who had renounced the world, it was a place ofecclesiastical business, where people came to pray � and pay � for successin worldly undertakings. Eventually, when we were thinking of leaving,the head of the Ashram approached us. He was a tall, thin old Vaishnavite
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ascetic, shaven-headed, and wearing the customary string of tiny ba-sil-wood beads. Though at first inclined to be sarcastic, after a short con-versation he became quite friendly and offered us some sweetmeats. Hehimself smoked ganja. We were then shown to the veranda of the Shivatemple next door, where we spent the night in the company of an elderlymonk, an orthodox Advaita Vedantin, whose leg had been broken whenhe fell down on the railway track one night while under the influence ofganja.The following morning, while we were sitting on the veranda with thecrippled monk and a few other people, an old dhobini or washerwomancame and sat down nearby. As we had decided to leave somewhat laterthan usual that day, we asked her if it would be all right for us to come toher house for our midday meal. Shocked and dismayed at the idea, sheexplained that since she belonged to a very low caste indeed it was quiteimpossible for us to take cooked food from her hands. If we liked shewould give us some uncooked things instead. This was not what wewanted. Determined to break the orthodox taboo, we persisted in askingher for at least one roti or cake of unleavened bread apiece, at the sametime doing our best to convince her that one caste was as good as another.Our arguments proved not altogether without effect. Though the poorold creature continued to protest that it was quite impossible for holymen like ourselves to accept cooked food from members of the Dhobicaste, it was clear that her resistance was weakening, and that she was intwo minds about the matter. All the time we were talking, however, thecrippled monk had kept up a stream of threats and abuse. If she dared topollute the holy men by giving them cooked food with her unclean wash-erwoman�s hands, he warned her, he would see to it that she was given asound thrashing as soon as they had left the place. These harsh wordsturned the scale. Wiping a tear from her eye, the old woman got up andcrept silently away. Apparently the fact that the holy men themselves hadno objection to being polluted did not matter. But we had not seen the lastof our downtrodden friend. Some time later she reappeared, bringingwith her some sweetmeats for Satyapriya and me and a handful of ganjafor the crippled monk and his companions. Far from being mollified byher devotion, however, that pillar of orthodoxy continued to scoff andjeer at her in the most heartless fashion. Nevertheless, he smoked theganja she had brought.On the sixth day of our journey we said goodbye to the railway trackand started heading in a more easterly direction. We had not gone manymiles when we came to the great river Saraya or Sarabhu. The only means
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of crossing was by the ferry-boat, and for this we had to wait an hour. Theferry-boat belonged, we discovered, to the Mahant or abbot of the localMath or orthodox Hindu monastic establishment, and before its depar-ture the Mahant�s disciple, a fat monk dressed in white like a house-holder, came and collected the fares from the passengers, not sparingeven the poorest of them, who paid up with many groans and muchgrumbling. Since we were ascetics the fat monk was good enough to ex-cuse us from paying, but as soon as he found out that we were Buddhistshe could not resist the temptation of airing his views on the innate superi-ority of brahmins, especially brahmin monks and holy men, to which cat-egory, judging by the sacred thread that hung round his neck, he himselfbelonged. Naturally, we were not backward in giving our own views onthe subject of caste, views with which all our fellow passengers who werenot themselves either brahmins or Kshatriyas seemed to be in heartyagreement. By this time the ferry-boat was more than full. Having ex-torted the last anna from the last reluctant passenger, the Mahant�s dis-ciple waddled back to the Math, and with long thrusts of the boatman�spoles the unwieldy craft moved off.The concluding stages of our journey were the worst, and had it notbeen for the hope that every step was bringing us nearer to the goal of ourdesires it might have been difficult for us to carry on. It was still early May,and the heat, having risen in fiery crescendo to its terrific climax, nowseemed likely to remain there indefinitely. Not a drop of rain fell. Day byday the hot dry wind from the desert, laden with dust, blew morestrongly and more scorchingly than ever upon the hard, sun-baked earth,which by this time had become criss-crossedwith a network of innumera-ble cracks and fissures, some of them several inches wide. Travelling dur-ing the less hot hours of the day, and taking advantage of every scrap ofshade, grimly and wearily Satyapriya and I plodded on from temple totemple and from ashram to ashram, mile after mile across theheat-stricken land. In some of the temples and ashrams at which wehalted we were given a cordial welcome, in others our reception wasmore reserved. Towards the end of our journey our stops became moreand more frequent. At one place we took our bath in a pond full of lotuses.At another, where we came across an unusually well-kept ashram stand-ing within a secluded mango grove, a friendly Nanak Panthi, or followerof Guru Nanak, not only put us up for the night but treated us with excep-tional kindness.On our last morning we were less fortunate. Indeed, this was the leastfortunate part of the whole journey. We had intended to halt for an hour
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or two at the Buddhist Rest House which had been built, so the NanakPanthi had informed us, not half a dozen miles from our destination. Onour arrival there we found that the Rest House had been converted into aschool, and the headmaster received us in a very unfriendly fashion. Wehad no alternative but to set off again at once. Before long we were heart-ened by the sight of the dome of the Maha Parinirvana Stupa rising ma-jestically from behind a cluster of trees in the far distance, and leaving theroad we cut straight across the fields towards it. I could not help thinkingwith what exultation, only ten or twelve days earlier, we had seen the pin-nacle of the Mulagandhakuti Vihara rising above the tree-tops of Sarnath.Did Kusinara hold a similar disappointment in store for us? Or were wedestined to receive here the ordination on which we had set our hearts?
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Chapter Forty-Five
AT THE SHRINE OF THE RECUMBENT BUDDHA
The place at which we had arrived with so much hope, and where wewere to spend the next two weeks, was one of the most famous and an-cient Buddhist shrines in India. With Lumbini, Bodh Gaya, and Sarnath itwas, in fact, one of the four principal places of Buddhist pilgrimage, towhich devout followers of the EnlightenedOne came to worship, to med-itate, and to make offerings from all over the Buddhist world. LikeSarnath, it had been sacked at the time of the Muslim conquest, likeSarnath it had remained derelict and deserted for more than 600 years,and like Sarnath it had been reoccupied around the turn of the century af-ter being disinterred by the spade of a British archaeologist. Like Sarnath,too, in addition to its two stupas it consisted mainly of a monastery andguest-house, a temple, a school, and an archaeological area. UnlikeSarnath, however, it was rather off the beaten track, and despite its impor-tance was therefore a smaller and shabbier place, and much more rural incharacter. Indeed, with its weed-choked paths and shrub-infested ma-sonry it had an air of having only partly emerged from the surroundingjungle. In atmosphere too Kusinara was unlike Sarnath. Though bothwere exceptionally peaceful places, at Sarnath the peacefulness wastouched with joy, as of glad tidings imparted to mankind, whereas here itwas tinged with solemnity, even with sadness, as of a great loss sustained.After all, Kusinara was the scene of the Great Decease, and though nearly2,500 years had passed, the vibrations of the sublime pathos of the occa-sion still seemed to linger in the air.As might have been expected, the resident monastic community ofKusinara was even smaller than that of Sarnath. In fact it consisted of onlyU Chandramani himself and an Indian monk, his disciple. There were,however, five or six shaven-headed, yellow-robed anagarikas. Thoughfaithful observers of the Ten Precepts, these devoted women were not



technically nuns, indeed could never be nuns, for according to theTheravada, the form of Buddhism predominant in South-east Asia, thetradition of ordination for women had died out many centuries ago andcould not be revived. In addition to their personal religious duties, theanagarikas cooked and swept for the monks and did the rest of the menialwork. The oldest and seniormost of them was a frail little old woman ofabout sixty-five known as Mother Vipassana, and it was to her that one ofour letters of introduction was addressed. A Nepalese brahmin by birth,and for many years a widow, she had been drawn to Buddhism throughher contact with U Chandramani and for the last few years had lived inretirement at Kusinara. Apart from keeping a motherly eye on the otheranagarikas, all of whom were much younger than herself, she devotedher time to the study of the Pali texts and to meditation. Though it mayhave been less radiant, the smile that lit up her worn features had thesame peculiar sweetness as that which had illumined the face of MotherLakshmi, in the Sandalwood Country. From the very first she took a greatliking to Satyapriya and me, and could never do enough for us. No soonerhad she read the letter of introduction than she set about preparing us ameal, had a room in the guest-house swept out, showed us where wecould take a bath and, most important of all, arranged for us to see UChandramani.The interview took place the following morning at the Chapter House,in the dim, practically unfurnished ground-floor room that was evidentlyboth sitting-room and study. U Chandramani sat up cross-legged on anold cane-bottomed armchair, the only chair in the room; Satyapriya and I,who on entering had made the traditional three prostrations, knelt beforehim on the strip of worn and frayed carpet that one of the anagarikas hadpulled out for us. As usual, Satyapriya acted as spokesman for us both.Once my eyes had become accustomed to the gloom, I was therefore freenot only to take in our surroundings but to study the personage to whomwe had been directed, and on whom all our hopes now centred. Drapedin the dull orange robes of the Burmese Sangha, which left his right shoul-der bare, U Chandramani was an impressive figure. Though he was wellover seventy, and looked his age, his frame was sturdy and robust, whilethe deeply furrowed Mongoloid face with the sagging jowl and remark-ably long ear-lobes expressed both strength and determination of charac-ter. As he sat there gravely listening to Satyapriya�s highly circumstantialaccount of our joint history from the time of our meeting in Singaporedown to the time of our disappointment at Sarnath he looked for all theworld like the statue of a Lohan, or traditional Chinese representation of
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an Arahant. He sat impassive as a statue too. Only when my friend hap-pened to dwell more on my own particular career did he glance in my di-rection, and I saw that his face, which had seemed stern at first, in factwore a benevolent, even a fatherly expression.�So you want to be ordained, do you?� he said with a chuckle, appar-ently by no means displeased at the idea, when Satyapriya had at last fin-ished. �Well, well, we shall have to see.� For the next hour we weretherefore subjected to an interrogatory which, though kindly, was ex-tremely searching. What U Chandramani particularly wanted to knowwas whether we had been properly initiated into Buddhism by taking theThree Refuges and Five Precepts from a monk in the traditional ceremo-nial manner, for unless this had been done, and we were alreadyupasakas or lay brothers, it would hardly be possible for us to be ordainedas shramaneras or novice monks, which represented the next highestdegree of initiation. Fortunately neither of us had any difficulty in satisfy-ing U Chandramani on this point. I had taken the Refuges and Precepts,five years earlier, from the scholar-monk U Thittila, then working as astretcher-bearer in London; Satyapriya, less fortunate, had taken themtwo years ago in Calcutta from His Holiness. When he learned of my con-nection with U Thittila, who like himself was Burmese, U Chandramanishowed both surprise and pleasure. Indeed, he seemed to regard it as agood omen. The rest of the interrogatory was concerned with questionsof a more general nature. How many Precepts had we been observing?What was our understanding of the Doctrine? Which method of medita-tion were we practising and what results had we achieved? Eventually itwas all over. If we had not passed with flying colours, we had at least notdone too badly, and judging by the nods of approval that he had givenfrom time to time U Chandramani was not dissatisfied with our replies.He would consider our request, he now told us, and let us know in a fewdays� time whether or not it was possible for him to accept the responsibil-ity of giving us ordination. Meanwhile, we could make ourselves com-fortable at the guest-house, the anagarikas would see to our meals, andwe could explore the sacred site at our leisure. There was much that wasworth seeing. With a good-humoured wave of his hand he dismissed us.Scarcely able to believe that our application had not been rejected out ofhand, we prostrated ourselves three times and withdrew.For the next few days we followed U Chandramani�s advice and ex-plored Kusinara. Our first halt was naturally at the Maha Parinirvana Stu-pa which, according to tradition, marked the spot where the Buddha,coming to the end of his last journey, had laid himself down on a stone
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couch in the sal grove of the Mallas and allowed his Enlightened con-sciousness to dissociate itself from the physical body. Though smallerthan the Dhamekh Stupa at Sarnath, it was in a much better state of re-pair, having in fact been practically rebuilt by U Chandramani with thehelp of funds donated by Burmese Buddhists. On completion of thework, the whole dome had been gilded, but that was years ago, long be-fore the war, and now all that remained of this evidence of devotion werea few patches of gold leaf that gleamed in the morning sunlight. Not farfrom the Stupa was the Temple of the Recumbent Buddha. This was aplace of no architectural pretensions whatever. Indeed, it was nothingmore than a whitewashed brick shed, long and narrow, with a barrel roofthat had been put up to protect the celebrated image which, next to theStupa itself, in the heyday of Kusinara had been the principal object ofworship at the sacred site. This image, which belonged to the Gupta peri-od, was about thirty feet in length, and represented the Buddha at thetime of the Great Decease. One foot on top of the other, head supportedon right hand, stiff and solemn he lay there in his gilded robe, the greatface serene and majestic in the hour of bodily death as ever it had beenduring life. Though the temple was so small that there was barely room tocircumambulate the image, to me, at least, the dimensions of the placewere exactly right. As we knelt there in the gloom, with only two or threelighted candles flickering between us and the placid features of that enor-mous face, so deep was the silence, and of such inexpressible solemnity,that we seemed to be present at the very deathbed of the Master. Beforemany days had passed, the Stupa and the Temple had become the twincentres of our spiritual existence. Every evening, at sunset, we sat andmeditated in front of the Stupa, stirring only when it loomed a blackshape against the star-filled depths of the sky. Every morning, long beforedawn, having chanted our praises in that unsleeping ear, we sat and med-itated beside the stone couch of the Recumbent Buddha. During the restof the day we studied, talked with Mother Vipassana and, of course, con-tinued our explorations.Next to the Maha Parinirvana Stupa and the Temple, and apart from theexcavated ruins that made up the archaeological area, the most interest-ing relic of Kusinara�s glorious past was the Angar Chaitya, the moundmarking the spot where the earthly remains of the Buddha had been cre-mated. Interesting as this was, however, we had not gone more thanhalf-way round it before we came upon something more interesting still.Near the Chaitya grew an enormous peepul tree, and high up in the tree,half hidden by the dense foliage, there was perched a strange figure in a
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saffron-coloured loincloth. As soon as he caught sight of us he let out aloud whoop, apparently of welcome, and with amazing agility swarmedchuckling and gibbering down the tree until he stood balancing himselfonly a few feet above our heads. We then saw that he was Chinese, andthat his arms, shoulders, and chest, which were bare, were covered with amultitude of burns. Though he seemed to know a little Hindi, his pronun-ciation was so uncouth that it was impossible for us to make out morethan a few words. In response to his gesticulations, however, we lookedup into the tree, and eventually saw among the branches a kind of roughplatform, so clumsily put together from half a dozen planks as to seemlike the nest of some enormous bird. It was here that the strange figurelived. As we afterwards learned, he had lived in the tree for a number ofyears, and though he moved about freely among the branches he neverset foot on the ground. Periodically he applied lighted candles to differentparts of his body and allowed them to burn down into the flesh. This was,of course, an extension of the Far Eastern Buddhist practice of burningwax cones on the head at the time of ordination, as a sign of one�s willing-ness to suffer for the sake of Supreme Enlightenment, and was not with-out precedent in traditional Chinese Buddhism � or indeed, withoutcanonical sanction in the White Lotus Sutra. Whatever visiting Buddhistsmay have thought of these bizarre practices, the local Hindus were full ofadmiration, and Cheenia Baba, as they called him, was held in high es-teem. Some of the villagers, indeed, would bring him candles to burn onhimself in the belief that whatever prayers they offered up while he wasdoing so were sure to be granted.A less eccentric figure than Cheenia Baba, and of more importance forthe history of modern Kusinara, was one whom it was no longer possibleto see in the flesh. This was Mahavir Swami, a faded full-length photo-graph of whom, discoloured by damp, hung in a worm-eaten frame onthe front veranda of what had formerly been the main Vihara. A veteranof the Indian Mutiny of 1857, he had settled in Kusinara towards the endof the last century after being ordained in Ceylon. At that time Kusinarawas completely in ruins. So desolate was the place, indeed, that it waspopularly believed to be haunted, and no one dared go anywhere near it.Undeterred, Mahavir Swami had built a bamboo hut and then, in 1902,the first Buddhist monastery to be erected in modern India. Unfortu-nately, by the time Satyapriya and I visited it the building was somewhatdilapidated, and Mahavir Swami�s portrait looked down on cracked ce-ment floors and crumbling brickwork that was rapidly becoming coveredby green mould. U Chandramanihad come and joined Mahavir Swami in
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1901, the year before the Vihara was built, and had not only resided therewithout interruption ever since but continued his predecessor�s work ofrestoring the ruined shrines of Kusinara and making the place once morea living centre of Buddhism. Half a century of service to the Dharma! Halfa century of single-minded dedication! When we had finished exploringKusinara, and seen all that the old man had achieved, we could not helpthinking that even if we had visited all the Buddhist centres of India wecould hardly have found a more suitable person to ask for ordination.But to ask was one thing, to be given quite another. Some days had nowelapsed since our first interview. Vaishakha Purnima, the thrice-sacredanniversary of the Buddha�s Supreme Enlightenment, was drawing near.Moreover, from remarks let fall by Mother Vipassana, we gathered that atleast one person in Kusinara was not happy at the idea of our receiving or-dination from U Chandramani. The Indian monk, it seemed, had ob-jected to it on the grounds that if we were ordained we would becomeentitled to a share of the Vihara property after the Maha Thera�s death!But we need not have worried. When the moon that rose every nightabove the shadowy dome of the Maha Parinirvana Stupa was almost full,U Chandramani called us to his room and with his customary affabilitytold us that he was prepared to accede to our request. We would be or-dained immediately after breakfast on the morning of the VaishakhaPurnima Day. It would have to be clearly understood, however, that ingiving us the shramanera ordination, he would not be accepting any re-sponsibility for our future training, nor would it be possible for us to staywith him at Kusinara. As we could see for ourselves, the resources of theVihara were limited, and he was not in a position to support two more dis-ciples. But if it was only ordination we wanted, he said, with evidentwarmth and sincerity, then he would ordain us with the greatest pleasureand we could have his blessing, too, into the bargain.Ex-brahmin that he was, Satyapriya was at first shocked by the idea ofour being ordained after breakfast, and not before it, while still fasting.But after breakfast it was definitely to be. Buddhism attached no impor-tance whatever to ritual purity and impurity, we were reminded, and anempty stomach was no more holy than a full one. At nine o�clock onThursday, 12 May 1949, therefore, after we had eaten our breakfast in theold Vihara, we received the long-expected summons to the ChapterHouse. Here U Chandramani handed us our robes, tied up in a bundle,and told us to go and take a bath and put them on. Our heads had alreadybeen shaved the previous day. The robes for which we now exchangedthe informal saffron of the last two years were of the regulation size,
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shape, and colour, and along with the rest of the permitted articles � gir-dle, water-strainer, needle, and razor � had been presented to us byMother Vipassana and the other anagarikas, who in order to have themready in time for the ceremony had, in fact, sat up stitching the compli-cated seams until late at night. U Chandramani himself had presented uswith our begging-bowls. On our returning to the Chapter House, duly�robed and bowled� as the texts have it, we were made to squat on ourheels with our elbows resting on our knees and our hands joined togetherat our foreheads. This was an extremely difficult and uncomfortable pos-ition. Indeed, after a few minutes the pain in various parts of my body be-came excruciating. As I afterwards realized, the position we were made toadopt was that of the child in the womb, for the ordination representedthe process of spiritual rebirth, and �at the birth of a child or a star, there ispain�.Having to remain in such a position throughout the ceremony was byitself ordeal enough, but for me at least the difficulties of ordination wereby no means over. The Three Refuges � the Refuges in the Buddha, theDharma, and the Sangha � had not only to be repeated thrice each but re-peated in both Pali and Sanskrit. This was to make sure that the novicemonk was able to distinguish between the two kinds of pronunciation,for in the early days of Buddhism, when the Buddha�s Message was pre-served and transmitted exclusively by oral means, the slightest careless-ness in matters of phonetics could in the course of time result in a seriousdistortion of the letter of the Teaching leading, perhaps, to eventual loss ofits spirit. Try as I might, however, my English tongue could not manage toreproduce the elusive Indian sounds. U Chandramani, for his part, wasdetermined that the requirements of tradition should be scrupulously re-spected. Time and again he intoned the sacred formulas, patiently coach-ing me in the production of aspirated consonants, nasalizedterminations, and palatal sibilants. After much effort on my part, andmuch exercise of patience on his, I eventually succeeded in repeating theRefuges to his complete satisfaction in both Pali and Sanskrit and we wereable to pass on to the next part of the ceremony, which consisted in thetaking of the Ten Shramanera Precepts. This time reciting in Pali only, andwith less regard to pronunciation, Satyapriya and I undertook to abstainfrom injury to living beings, from taking the not-given, from unchastity,from false speech, and from intoxicants, as well as from untimely meals,from song, dance, instrumental music and indecent shows, from gar-lands, perfumes, unguents and other worldly adornments, from largeand lofty beds, and from handling gold or silver. All these precepts we
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were already observing, but the kindly, simple, and good-humouredmanner in which U Chandramani explained each one gave them a freshsignificance, and we felt that we would die rather than be guilty of thesmallest infringement. The more formal part of the proceedings endedwith the Maha Thera solemnly adjuring us in the last words which theBuddha had addressed to his disciples, as he lay on his deathbed in theSal Grove, only a few hundred yards away: �With mindfulnessstrive on!�We were now fully-fledged shramaneras! The desire of our hearts hadbeen fulfilled! We had been spiritually reborn! The ordination ceremonywas over! But not quite over, it seemed. Having been born anew, we hadto be given new names. As we relaxed our cramped limbs, U Chandra-mani asked us on which day of the week we had been born. Neither of usknew. Well, well, murmured the old man, mildly astonished at suchignorance, but evidently not disposed to be over-strict about a matter ofsecondary importance, he would have to manage as best he could with-out the information. In Burma each day of the week was associated withcertain letters of the alphabet, and a monk�s name had to begin with oneof the letters belonging to the particular day of the week on which he hadbeen born. In our case, since it would not be possible for him to follow thisprocedure, he would have to name us at random, as he himself thoughtbest. Satyapriya would be known as Buddharakshita. Dharmapriyawould be known as Dharmarakshita. With these names, which placed usunder the protection of the first and the second Refuges, we were wellcontent. Whether on account of the forgetfulness of old age, however, orfor some other reason, U Chandramani had overlooked the fact that he al-ready had a disciple called Dharmarakshita. This disciple was the sameIndian monk whom we had met at Sarnath, the one who had given us ourletters of introduction, and he was even now in Kusinara, having arrivedshortly before our ordination. On hearing that I had been given the samename as himself he came rushing over to the Chapter House. If therewere two Dharmarakshitas, he protested, there would be endless confu-sion. People would not know which of us was which. My letters would bedelivered to him. What was worse, his letters would be delivered to me.Neither of us would ever know where we were. �Oh well,� said our pre-ceptor, dismissing all this fuss and bother about names with a gesture ofgood-humoured impatience, �Let him be Sangharakshita!�In this unceremonious manner was I placed under the special protec-tion of the Sangha, or Spiritual Community, rather than under that of theDharma, or Teaching. Even before the matter of names had been sortedout, however, Mother Vipassana and the other anagarikas were throng-
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ing round us not only to offer congratulations but to salute our feet in thetraditional manner, just as we had already saluted the feet of U Chandra-mani and the other monks. These symbolic acts served to remind us thatour ordination had not only an individual but also a social significance. Asshramaneras we belonged to a community, to a spiritual community, thecommunity of the spiritually reborn. In this we had a definite place, andour relationship with other members of the community, lower or higherthan ourselves in the hierarchy, was not only clearly defined but gov-erned by a strict protocol. With Mother Vipassana our relationship was ofa very special kind. Next to our preceptor, she was for us the most impor-tant person at Kusinara. In the absence of our own mothers, who in a Bud-dhist land would have taken a prominent part in the proceedings, shehad constituted herself our Dharma Mata or Mother in Religion, and be-sides organizing the preparation of our robes, she offered the customaryceremonial meal to U Chandramani and all the other monks at Kusinaraincluding, of course, Buddharakshita (as I must now call him) and myself.Indeed, as we afterwards learned, when the Indian monk had objected toour ordination she had spoken up strongly and warmly on our behalf.But for her, therefore, we might not have been ordained at all.Though it meant so much to us, for most of the people who had come toKusinara for the Vaishakha Purnima our ordination that morning wasonly a very minor incident in the events of the thrice-sacred day � if, in-deed, they knew of it at all. What mainly interested them was the proces-sion that took place in the afternoon when, strung out behind theglittering instruments of the brass band, a long line of orange-robedmonks with red Burmese parasols, white-clad laity with black umbrellas,and schoolchildren with books or handkerchiefs on their heads, woundtheir way through the fields from the Vihara to the neighbouring villages.Unfortunately, before the brass band had got more than half-way therethe sky became overcast, thunder crashed and boomed, lightningflashed, and the rain came down in such torrents that the procession hadto be abandoned, together with the rest of the day�s programme. Therainy season had begun!Buddharakshitaand I had intended to leave Kusinara on the fourth dayafter our ordination. The bowls we had been given were of iron, and be-fore we could use them they had to be lacquered to prevent rust. UChandramani himself showed us how this was done. After being coatedwith a certain kind of oil, very thick and dark, the bowls were baked for acouple of hours in a specially constructed oven. The whole process had tobe repeated eight or nine times. Even so, the results were not very satis-
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factory, and far from presenting the smooth, black, glossy appearance ofsome bowls we had seen ours looked as though they had been coatedwith cheap brown varnish. When the lacquering was finished, however,and we were ready to set out on our travels again, BhikkhuDharmarakshita asked us to stay for two more days and join him and therest of our fellow disciples in celebrating U Chandramani�s seventy-thirdbirthday. We could hardly refuse his request. Indeed, though it meant aslight readjustment in our plans, we were glad to have an opportunity ofshowing how much we appreciated our preceptor�s achievement, and Iundertook to compose a poem in honour of the occasion. This time theday�s celebrations were not interrupted by rain, and the procession andthe public meeting passed off as planned. At three o�clock the followingafternoon, having paid our respects to U Chandramani and the othermonks, and said goodbye to the anagarikas, Buddharakshita and I leftKusinara. U Chandramani had asked us to go and preach the Dharma tohis disciples at Butaol and Tansen, in southern Nepal, and both he andMother Vipassana had provided us with letters of introduction. On theway we could visit Lumbini, where the Buddha had been born, whichwas just across the Indo-Nepalese border. From Tansen we hoped to goup to Pokhara, in central Nepal, and from there perhaps to Muktinath,the sacred mountain that was a place of pilgrimage for Buddhists andHindus alike. It might even be possible for us to penetrate into Tibet.Equipped with our robes and our bowls, as a bird with its two wings,there was now no limit to where we might go.
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Chapter Forty-Six
�HERE THE BLESSED ONE WAS BORN�
The first thing we did after leaving Kusinara was to get lost. In fact,though we did not really have far to go, our journey that day was difficultin a number of ways. Since for the time being we had decided to head duewest, we had the sun shining in our faces all the time. Moreover, therewas no proper path, and the people of the villages through which wepassed always seemed to misdirect us. One man, indeed, refused to directus at all. When we stopped and asked him the way he only looked at uswith surly suspicion and inquired, none too politely, who and what wewere. We were Buddhist monks, we told him, and were on our way fromKusinara to Lumbini. �Oh,� he exclaimed, turning away with a hostilesneer, �You are the people who have dismembered Dharma as the Mus-lims have divided India into Hindustan and Pakistan!� He was, of course,a brahmin. Eventually, after walking for twelve or thirteen miles, wereached the village of Raggerganj, on the outskirts of which there was sit-uated the hermitage of an ascetic. Though the place was not much morethan a ganja club, the ascetic himself was quite friendly, and not only of-fered us sugar-water but allowed us to sleep under a tree in the courtyard.In the middle of the night a storm blew up, and we were forced to retreatinto the porch of the hermitage. We did not pass a very restful night.Our main preoccupation next morning was to find a place where wecould start putting our begging-bowls to the use for which they were in-tended and go for alms. Now that we were shramaneras we were re-solved to do this in strictly traditional fashion. We would beg from door todoor until we had obtained enough cooked food for our one meal of theday, not skipping so much as a single house. We would not accept peo-ple�s invitations, nor would we even sit down inside a house in order toeat the food that we had collected. After walking from 5.30 until 10.30,with only a little chatua to sustain us on the way, we were feeling rather



hungry. But at the first township to which we came we found the atmos-phere so forbiddingly commercial that our courage failed us and tired aswe were we decided not to stop there. Luckily there was a village only amile further on. Before reaching the village proper, which was calledBarspar, we halted at a well and asked a woman who was drawing waterthere to pour some into our lotas or brass pots. Respectfully she refused.She belonged to the Chamar or leather-worker caste, she explained, andfor high-caste holy men like ourselves contact with anything that she hadtouched would mean pollution. Buddharakshita and I could hardly be-lieve our ears. The woman at the well was saying exactly the same thing asthe Matangi woman had said to Ananda, cousin and personal attendantof the Buddha, 2,500 years ago, and saying it in exactly the same circum-stances. History was repeating itself. Making exactly the same reply asAnanda had done, we told the woman that what we wanted was water,not caste. Whereupon she gladly filled our lotas. India had not changedmuch since the days of the Buddha, it seemed.Having quenched our thirst, we made our way to the woman�s hut,which was situated nearby, on the outskirts of the village, and stood si-lently in front of the door with our bowls in our hands. Before very long aman came out and after looking at us in a rather puzzled manner asked uswhat we wanted. When begging at orthodox Buddhist doors, of course, amonk never spoke, but here there seemed to be no alternative, and wetherefore told the man that we had come for alms. On hearing this hewent inside and quickly returned with a small quantity of paddy or un-milled rice. This we refused, saying that we accepted only cooked things.He thereupon offered us money; but this too we refused. Either there wasno cooked food in the hut or, what was more likely, he was afraid to give iton account of his caste. Not wishing to cause him further embarrassment,we quietly departed.On entering the village we took our stand at the entrance to what wasprobably either a brahmin or a Kshatriya house, where a number ofpeople had assembled on the veranda. After gazing at us for some timewith undisguised astonishment they asked us what we wanted, to whichwe again replied that we had come for alms. Like the man in the hut, theyat first wanted to give us some paddy, but on being told that we acceptedonly cooked food they eventually dropped into our bowls a handful ofpuffed rice, which, having been parched, was not in orthodox Hindu eyescooked food in the technical sense that boiled rice was. From the buzz ofcomment that rose from the veranda it was clear that astonished as theywere by the unfamiliar cut and colour of our robes, and by the fact that we
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stood holding our bowls in silence instead of shouting out �Give alms!� asthe Hindu ascetics and holy men did, the villagers were still more aston-ished by our insistence on accepting only cooked food. In their experi-ence, holy men were strict observers of the caste system, and avoided therisk of pollution by accepting as alms only uncooked food. Since from ourcomplexion, dress, and deportment we were, so far as they could see,high-caste holy men, they were completely mystified by our disregard ofthe conventional code. For our part, we could now see that by obliging hishomeless disciples to beg from door to door without regard to caste, andto accept only cooked food, the Buddha had initiated a social revolution �a revolution that had been checked, in the end, by the forces ofbrahminical reaction.Our next stop was at a Muslim house. On learning what we wanted, thesarong-clad occupant told us to go round to the back door. If the Hindussaw him giving us alms, he said, he would be in danger of a beating. Whowas it that had really divided India, we wondered. Besides giving us almshimself, this friendly son of the Prophet accompanied us to all the otherhouses we visited and his explanations saved us a lot of trouble. Indeed,thanks to his exertions we were able to complete the remainder of ouralmsround in silence. Some of the people at whose doors we stood weresympathetic, others sarcastic. One well-to-do brahmin asked us to comein and sit down, saying that since he had just finished eating and therewas nothing left he would prepare a meal specially for us. This kind offerwe refused, as we already had something in our bowls, and our refusalimpressed him more than ever. Another brahmin, who had also justeaten, poured into each of our bowls a pint of milk, in which the puffedrice, boiled rice, curried vegetables, fruits, curds, pickles and all the otherthings we had been given were soon afloat. Before long we had morethan enough for our requirements, and we therefore made our way to amango grove on the outskirts of the village. Since this was the first timewe had gone out begging in the traditional Buddhist manner, the occa-sion was one of unprecedented importance in both our lives, and it waswith a sense of elation that we sat down in the deep, cool shade of thehandsome trees. Apparently it was something of an event in the life of thevillage too, for we were followed to the mango grove by a crowd of abouta hundred people who, with the dull curiosity of sheep or cows, stoodstaring at us from among the trees as though they intended to do so forthe rest of the day. Feeling a little uncomfortable under all those eyes, andwishing to be left in peace, we asked them to go away until we had fin-ished our meal. This they eventually did, though not without much urg-
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ing on the part of our Muslim friend and many backward glances at usover their shoulders.As soon as they had gone we put our hands into our bowls, kneaded thecontents into a uniform if rather sticky mess, and started on our meal.While we were eating someone came running up with an enormous traypiled high with rice, curries, and lentil soup. Although we already had allthat we really wanted, we accepted a small quantity, and asked that therest should be distributed as prasad. According to the Scriptures, the firsttime the future Buddha had tried to eat almsfood he had nearly vomitedwith disgust. Either we had been brought up less delicately than he had,or we were more fortunate in what we had collected. Far from feeling anydisgust, as soon as we got used to the idea of eating everything mixed uptogether we thoroughly enjoyed our meal. What was left over we scat-tered at the foot of a tree for the birds. When the villagers saw that we hadfinished they started drifting back to the mango grove, whereupon, hav-ing collected them together and made them sit down on the ground,Buddharakshita addressed them on the necessity of leading a moral lifeand the importance of observing the Five Precepts of ethical behaviour.Though this was probably drier spiritual fare than that to which theywere accustomed, they listened attentively, and we had the satisfaction ofrepaying them for their hospitality by preaching the Dharma in the trad-itional manner. At three o�clock we left for Maharajgunj, a village about adozen miles away.Our second experience of begging our food in the traditional mannerwas not unlike our first. Having spent the night at Maharajgunj, wherewe slept on a stone platform under a tree, we set out again before sixo�clock and after walking all the morning, and passing through four orfive villages, some large and some small, we eventually made our way tothe village of Tehri with the intention of going for alms there. As we en-tered the place we saw an aged Vaishnava ascetic with a big rosary roundhis neck sitting on a bedstead making a kamandalu, the special waterpotcarried by orthodox Hindu monks. Without pausing in his work, hecalled out to us rather roughly and asked us what we wanted. When weexplained that we had come for alms he told us, none too politely, that hecould not give us anything. The first house outside whose door we stooddid not give us anything either, but at all the remaining houses the wom-enfolk proved wonderfully kind and generous. On hearing that we werewilling to accept cooked food from them even though they belonged tothe Aheer or dairy farmer caste, a very low caste indeed, they gave us rice,
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unleavened bread, vegetable curries, lentil soup, and curds in such profu-sion that both our bowls were quickly filled.Since there was no mango grove at Tehri, we had to finish our secondmeal of almsfood in whatever shade was available, after which wewalked a short distance along the riverside until we came to a fine shadymango tree where we rested for a while, and where an old womanbrought us drinking water. We then continued our journey, following theriver for a few miles until we came to another village. Though late after-noon, it was still scorching hot, and having quenched our thirst at the For-estry Department pump we were glad to sit down for a few minutes at theedge of a grove of sal trees. Shortly after this, for the second time sinceleaving Kusinara, we lost our way. In the absence of any road, we hadbeen forced to try and find our way across the fields, with the result thatbefore long we found ourselves wandering round in circles uncertain inwhich direction we ought to go. We were still wandering in this mannerwhen we stumbled, quite by accident, upon a small village, where an oldShaivite devotee received us with the greatest respect and insisted on giv-ing us sugar-water to drink. He and a Muslim neighbour then not only di-rected us which road to take but were also good enough to accompany usfor a short distance so as to make quite sure that we did not miss it. Fromthen onwards we had no difficulty. After being given more sugar-water todrink, this time by a sympathetic shopkeeper, we met up with our oldfriend the railway line, and after following it eastward for a mile, reachedthe township of Nautanwa.On our arrival at the Lumbini Rest House, a tiny building not far fromthe centre of the town, we were at once warmly welcomed by the thinand elderly, but extremely active and energetic, Sinhalese monk who hadbeen posted there by the Maha Bodhi Society to look after the needs ofpilgrims on the last stage of their journey to the birthplace of the Buddha.Despite his great seniority in the Order, Venerable K. Sirinivas NayakaMaha Thera was no stickler for protocol, and seeing how hot and tired wewere, cheerfully set about lighting a fire and preparing tea. What if wewere only shramaneras, and he an elder, he declared, brushing aside ourprotests. We obviously needed a cup of tea, and since the servant hadgone home for the night and would not be back until morning, he wouldprepare it.Two days later, having passed the time pleasantly enough in the com-pany of our friendly and communicative host, we left Nautanwa forLumbini. With us were Brahmachari Munindra, a Barua Buddhist whomwe had met at Sarnath, and two young friends of his, Arun Chandra, an
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Indian, and U Thaung Aung, a Burmese, all of whom had arrived late theprevious night, long after Buddharakshitaand I had finished talking withVenerable Sirinivas and gone to bed. Since Aung was travelling with a cer-tain amount of luggage, a coolie had to be engaged in the bazaar, a processwhich occasioned some loss of time and no little trouble. Eventually wewere all ready to start. After walking for nearly two miles we came to theriver that marked the boundary between India and Nepal. At this time ofyear it was a river bed rather than a river, and we had no difficulty in wad-ing through the sluggish trickle of muddy water that still flowed in thedeepest part of the channel. On the other side a broad dirt-track ledthrough the sparse jungle of the Terai, and following this we traversedtwo villages, at the second of which Munindra and Aung stopped for adrink of milk. On the way we saw a black antelope and a small herd of reddeer browsing among the sal trees. Lumbini was now quite near, the coo-lie told us. Quickening our pace, we traversed two more villages, and be-fore long could see in the distance two mounds of earth surmounted bysmall brick towers with a diminutive temple in between.During the couple of days that we spent at Lumbini our feelings weredivided between joy at being at the very spot where the future Buddhahad first seen the light of day, and a sense of regret, even outrage, at thedesolate and neglected appearance of the sacred place. It was as thoughthe tide of Buddhist revival, which flowed strongly at Sarnath, and nonetoo feebly at Kusinara, had as yet hardly touched Lumbini. The only mod-ern building to be seen was the Rest House erected by the Government ofNepal for the benefit of pilgrims, where we installed ourselves soon afterour arrival, and where the caretakers provided us with a meal. Thoseother than pilgrims found it convenient to use the Rest House, however.Either because there was no other accommodation, or because in thisland of autocracy even the lowest representative of authority was accus-tomed to behave in a high-handed manner, touring government officialsregularly treated it as a sort of caravanserai. On the evening of our arrivala police inspector turned up with twenty of his men and soon the peaceand silence of the place were lost in uproar. Next day it was even worse.While their master was busy squeezing money from the local landlords,who from time to time arrived on elephants, bearing with them the cus-tomary gifts, some of the inspector�s men slaughtered a goat in the com-pound and without removing its hair, hide or anything else cooked itwhole over an open fire. Though Munindra, Arun Chandra, and ThaungAung were by no means vegetarians, on seeing this gruesome sight allfive members of our little party felt like making a strong protest. But on re-
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flection we decided not to do so. The police inspector had been drinkingsince early morning, and to judge from the way in which he was behav-ing with the landlords he was not the sort of person who would be ame-nable to reason. All the same, we could not help thinking how sad it wasthat the First Precept, the precept of abstaining from injury to any livingbeing, should be so flagrantly violated in the very birthplace of theBuddha.Apart from the two mounds, which rose like two volcanic islands out ofa perfect sea of loose bricks, and seemed to have once formed the lowerhalf of twin stupas, the only ancient building of which any trace remainedabove ground was the Rummindei Temple. This was so small as to be achapel rather than a temple, and in an extremely dilapidated, not to sayruinous, condition. On our first visit to the place, soon after our arrival,we found the door locked, and it was not until the evening of our secondday at Lumbini that it was opened by the old Hindu woman who kept thekey and was responsible, so it seemed, for the rudimentary worship thatkept alive the religious traditions of the place. The interior of the templewas disappointing. The only object of interest was a stone slab so wellworn, and so thickly smeared with vermilion, that the figure ofMahamaya holding on to the branch of a sal tree as she stood giving birthto the future Teacher of Gods and Men was barely discernible. On ourquestioning the old woman it soon became clear that she had not evenheard of the Buddha or of Buddhism and that she was under the impres-sion that the temple was dedicated to a Hindu goddess.More easy of access was the Ashoka Pillar nearby, which stood beneaththe open sky behind a low iron railing. On its highly polished surface theancient Brahmi letters were cut deep and clear, and we could still spell outthe announcement �Here the Blessed One was born.� For some reason orother, I felt even more deeply moved here than I had done either atSarnath or Kusinara. The truncated stone shaft stood so calmly and sosimply beneath the cloudless blue sky; it seemed so unpretentious, andyet to mean so much. Lingering behind when Buddharakshita and theothers had moved on in the direction of the mounds, I gathered somesmall white flowers and with a full heart scattered them over the railing atthe foot of the column. As I did so I heard Buddharakshita�s voice. �Whatare you messing about with those flowers for?� he shouted roughly.�Come on, we can�t wait for you all day!�The following morning our party broke up. Munindra and his twoyoung friends returned to Nautanwa with their coolie; Buddharakshitaand I set off through the jungle for Butaol. With us went three or four local
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people who were also travelling part of the way and who were glad, itseemed, to make the journey in the company of two ascetics � probablybecause of the belief that holy men are never attacked by wild animals. Inthe course of a few hours we passed through two villages, at the secondthe last of our companions left us, and Buddharakshita and I refreshedourselves with a quick bath. We then had to pass through a stretch of thickforest, but though we took the wrong turning more than once, and had toretrace our steps, we managed to find our way along the narrow jungletracks and after passing through two more hamlets eventually emergedat the prosperous Tharu village of Farsatirka Bazaar. Here we had ourthird experience of going for alms. At the first house we got nothing. Atthe second, a buxom young woman sprawling on a string bed just insidethe door jeered, �Wearing spectacles, are you? Think you�re very high andmighty, don�t you?� Then, her voice rising in a shriek of fury, �Go on, whydon�t you go and work for a living.� Out of the corner of my eye I saw thatmy friend�s face had flushed purple with rage, but controlling himselfwith an effort he repeated the customary benediction and we moved onto the next house. In rural Nepal, as in rural India, it seemed, spectacleswere still regarded as a species of jewellery, as were fountain pens andwristwatches, and as such could fittingly be worn only by worldly,semi-Westernized young men of some social pretensions.The women of the other houses to which we went were more sympa-thetic, and our bowls were soon almost full. At the last house of all, in-deed, the old woman who came to the door was so amazed at ourwillingness to accept cooked food from such a low-caste person as herselfthat, tremulous with joy, she hurried back into the house and returnedwith all the rice, lentil soup, and curds that we needed. We then soughtout a secluded spot at the far end of the village and ate our meal sitting in-side a cowpen. All around us were the pleasant signs of rural prosperity.Cows were fatter and sleeker than any we had yet seen. Barns were over-flowing with fodder. Under the projecting eaves of the mud-walledhouses rows of enormous earthenware jars, each one higher than a manand of corresponding girth, stood brimming with grain. The people, too,though not yet Mongoloid of feature, seemed stronger and healthier thanthose of India. While we were eating, Buddharakshita expatiated on ourencounter with the young woman on the string bed. He was overjoyedthat she had abused us, he declared. Not for anything in the world wouldhe have missed the experience. Now, and now only, could we considerourselves monks indeed. We had been found worthy to share in the in-
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sults that had rained not only on the head of the Buddha himself but onthe heads of all his worthy disciples down the ages.Having rested for a while under a tree some distance from the village,we set off once more and, though the jungle became much thicker, suc-ceeded in passing through three more villages without losing our waytoo often. Ever since our departure from Lumbini the type of vegetationhad been changing, from subtropical to temperate, and by this time thewhole countryside was not only far greener but full of brooks andstreams. What with the softness and springiness of the turf, the shafts ofsunlight that came slanting down through the big leafy trees, the cool-ness, and the quiet that was broken only by the clear, fluting calls of birds,it seemed as though we were passing through a stretch of English wood-land rather than through a region of the Nepal Terai only a few miles fromthe foothills of the Himalayas. For a moment I fancied I was a boy again,wandering among the bluebells and bracken in the depths of WimbledonCommon. For the last two or three miles of our journey the path ran be-side a broad river fringed with reeds and water-flags, and as soon as wecould find a suitable spot Buddharakshita and I stopped and took a dip inthe clear, ice-cold current. Soon afterwards we saw rising up like agrey-green wall before us the first range of foothills. Below the foothills,on the banks of the river higher up, there stretched in ugly perspectiverow upon row of corrugated iron roofing of every conceivable variety ofrust and in every stage of decay. We had reached Butaol.
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Chapter Forty-Seven
WITH THE NEWARS IN NEPAL
The Newars of Nepal belonged to the same ethnic group as the Tibetansand the Burmese. Most of them lived in the Kathmandu Valley, which un-til the Gurkha conquests of the eighteenth century had been the seat ofone or more independent Buddhist kingdoms, and despite pressure, notto say persecution, on the part of the state religion, Hinduism, most werestill Buddhists. Apart from the Vajracharyas, the hereditary Tantricpriests, the majority of �high-caste� Newars were either craftsmen or trad-ers, and though the bulk of the Newar population was concentrated inand around Kathmandu itself, as well as in Patan, small Newar communi-ties existed in many parts of the country � wherever, in fact, there was thepossibility of trade. During the previous decade several Newars had goneto Ceylon and Burma to study the Pali Scriptures and be ordained there,and at least one Theravadin Buddhist monk from Ceylon had visited Ne-pal. A minor revival of Buddhism was, in fact, in progress among them.This revival was not unconnected with the political aspirations of theNewars, who felt themselves to be a subject people in their own home-land, and it was therefore regarded with grave suspicion by the Rana des-potism which, about a century earlier, had usurped the royal authorityand now governed the country with harsh efficiency. When UChandramani asked us to go and preach the Dharma to his disciples inButaol and Tansen he knew exactly what he was doing. These discipleswere Newars, and the presence among them of two foreign monkswould undoubtedly encourage them in their efforts to preserve their reli-gious and cultural identity. At the same time the experience would be ofgreat value to Buddharakshita and myself. In Kusinara all our contactshad been with bhikkhus and anagarikas. Now that we were with theNewars of Nepal we would be meeting ordinary lay members of the spir-itual community, and besides preaching the Dharma to them would be



acquainting ourselves with the traditional observances and the etiquettecustomarily observed between monks and lay people.We were soon made to realize how inexperienced we were, and howmuch we had to learn, even on the most elementary level. One of therusty roofs we had seen belonged to the Padmagarbha Vihara, and it wasto this tiny outpost of Buddhism that, on our arrival at Butaol, we hadmade our way and where we had been put up for the night. Early nextmorning, just after we had completed our devotions, we were surprisedby the arrival of eight or ten Newar women of various ages, all swathed involuminous white muslin saris and with rows of tiny gold rings glitteringin the rims of their ears. Since they spoke very little Hindi, and we did notunderstand Newari, which was a monosyllabic language unrelated toany Indian tongue, we could not at first make out what they wanted.Eventually, however, after much laughing and giggling on their part, anda certain amount of cross-examination on ours, it transpired that they hadcome to take the Three Refuges and Five Precepts from us in the trad-itional ceremonial manner. This put us in a quandary. Though we hadlearned the Salutation to the Three Jewels in Kusinara, and recited it ev-ery day, we had not as yet been called upon to administer the Refuges andPrecepts to anyone. What were we to do? After a quick consultation, wedecided that the best course for us to take would be perfect frankness.Through one of the older women, who understood a little more Hindithan the rest, Buddharakshita therefore explained that we were newly or-dained and had no experience of performing ceremonies but that, if theyhad no objection, he would read out the appropriate Pali formulariesfrom the book. They had no objection at all. In fact, they were touched byour frankness and overjoyed at having the opportunity of taking the Ref-uges and Precepts, and it was with smiles of satisfaction that they settleddown on their knees, joined their hands together, closed their eyes, andprepared, with every evidence of devotion, to intone the sacred words ofthe responses after my friend. Being a brahmin by birth, and accustomedto chanting in Sanskrit from an early age, Buddharakshita had no diffi-culty in playing his part in the proceedings, which were therefore gonethrough without a hitch and terminated amidst general satisfaction. Dur-ing the six weeks that we spent in Nepal one or the other of us was calledupon to administer the Refuges and Precepts at least once a day, so thatwe soon became proficient in this simple but basic ceremony and able toperform it without reference to the book.On our first day in Butaol some of the women who had taken the Ref-uges and Precepts brought our pre-midday meal to us at the Vihara. On
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the second day, by general request, we went with our begging-bowls toall the Newar houses in the neighbourhood. We had made known our in-tention of leaving for Palpa-Tansen early next morning, and everybodywanted to have an opportunity of �making merit� by feeding us before wewent. Since it was known beforehand that we were coming there werenone of the difficulties that we had to face in our quest for alms in the vil-lages through which we had passed after leaving Kusinara. Conducted aswe were from house to house by a small procession of men and boys, our�going for alms� was in fact not so much a begging-round as a triumphalprogress for the collection of the offerings of the faithful. At every one ofthe ten or twelve houses to which we were led we found the white-cladwomen waiting for us on their doorsteps with rice, vegetable curries, len-til soup, curds, milk, sweet-meats, and pickles in such generous quanti-ties that in a very short time our two bowls were filled to the very brim.Judging from the joy with which they received us, and the devotion withwhich they made their offerings, it was a new experience for them to givealms in this way, and one which they deeply appreciated. Though thehandful of Newar monks who had been trained in Ceylon had intro-duced a number of Theravadin customs they had not, it seemed, as yet in-troduced the almsround. On returning to the Padmagarbha Vihara weemptied our bowls of more than half their contents and distributed thisquantity among the young people present as prasad. Even so, we wereunable to finish what was left, with the result that for once in their misera-ble lives, the lean, mange-ridden curs that skulked in the neighbourhoodof the Vihara enjoyed a good meal.Since we still went barefoot, we could not help noticing how filthy werethe narrow, unpaved streets of the little town. There was no sanitation orgarbage collection of any kind. Rubbish was simply thrown out of doorsand windows into the street, where it rotted and decomposed in heaps,or was fought over by stray dogs. By-lanes and alleys, in fact any conve-nient wall, gutter, or patch of waste ground, were evidently used as publi-c latrines. Flies buzzed everywhere. Stench filled the air. Besides the lackof sanitation there was, we found, an absence of some of the basic ameni-ties of life. There was no hospital and no school. When we went out for awalk in the evening a room in a ramshackle wooden building waspointed out to us. This was the library, we were told. Or rather, it had beenthe library. After functioning for only three months it had been closeddown by the authorities and the founder arrested and imprisoned. Notwithout reason, perhaps, the Government of Nepal believed that educa-
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tion fomented discontent. Potentially subversive institutions such asschools and libraries were therefore not encouraged.Despite the kindness with which we had been received,Buddharakshita and I were not sorry to abandon Butaol for the cleanerair of the mountains. Though we left early, most of the Newar populationnot only came to the Vihara to see us off but walked with us as far as thetree that marked the boundary of the town. At this tree we halted a fewminutes, and with the exception of the two young men who were to ac-company us to Tansen everybody bade us a friendly and affectionate fare-well. We had not been climbing for more than an hour, and lungs and legmuscles had hardly begun to feel the strain, when something happenedwhich not only interrupted our journey for that day but suggested thatthe hardships of the last few months had not been without their effect onmy health. Since four o�clock in the morning I had been suffering from apain in the stomach, a pain I had at first attributed to diarrhoea, and it wasnow so severe that I was hardly able to walk. Massage brought only tem-porary relief, and after we had pressed on again for half an hour the painreturned with such violence that having vomited a number of times I laydown at the side of the road almost wishing I could die on the spot. Withgreat difficulty Buddharakshita and our two young companions got meto a hut a few hundred yards further on, where I lay exhausted on the ve-randa. For the next two or three hours the pain not only continued with-out respite but grew steadily worse. Luckily, a man who happened to passby suggested that the juice of a certain root would cure me of the com-plaint, and the old woman who lived in the hut was good enough to gooff into the jungle and get it. The juice of that root was the bitterest thing Ihad ever tasted. After I had drunk it, however, the pain gradually sub-sided, and I sank into a deep and refreshing slumber. When I awoke twohours later I found that the pain had disappeared, and after fortifyingourselves with Tibetan buttered tea � the first I had tasted � the four of uscontinued on our journey.Whether because surcease of pain made me feel more alive, or becauseof the invigorating effect of the mountain air, I not only stepped out assmartly as the rest but started looking about me with fresh interest. Sincemy visit to Darjeeling three years earlier I had seen nothing so magnifi-cent as the scenery through which we were now passing. On our right,overhanging the stony track that girdled the base of the mountain, tow-ered an enormous mass of rock, and down its precipitous face streams ofwater were pouring in a number of places and even cascading across thepath. On our left, far below, raced the pale green foaming waters of the
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river, which roared so loudly along their boulder-strewn course that attimes we could hardly hear ourselves speak. After crossing a plank sus-pension bridge, and traversing a pleasant valley, we found our way up tothe shoulder of the next range of foothills and continued steadily climb-ing for nearly four hours. All around us, tier upon tier, rose the steeptree-clad slopes, and the sound of streams was continually in our ears.Apart from a fat woman being carried in a sling between two coolies, theonly signs of human existence that we came across were the occasionalwayside hovel and the small patches of cultivation that clung precari-ously to the hillside. The higher we climbed the colder it grew. Mistswirled across our path, and eventually became so thick that we couldhardly see our way. Buddharakshita and I shivered in our thin cottonrobes. As soon as we reached the top and entered the village of Mashyam,however, the mist started clearing, and we could see the masses of redand purple dahlias glimmering through the slowly thinning clouds fromwindow-boxes on either side of the road. Since Mashyam marked thehighest point of our journey, Buddharakshita and I at first thought ofspending the night there, but the presence of a number of sepoys, as wellas a well-armed party of bandits, made us change our minds. Besides, ourtwo young friends assured us that Tansen was not very far away and thatwe could easily reach it that night. When they had consumed the usualenormous heaps of rice and curry, and had prepared some sherbet for us(though we had missed our pre-midday meal owing to the pain in mystomach, as shramaneras my friend and I could not eat after twelveo�clock and so would have to fast until the morning), our little partytherefore made haste to leave Mashyam and after walking a short dis-tance started descending into the valley below.Although the upward climb had been difficult enough, the subsequentdownward scramble proved to be harder still. Moreover, night fell morequickly than we had expected, and the small electric torches of our com-panions were of little avail against the almost total darkness by which wewere soon engulfed. For about two hours we groped our way along dan-gerous ledges, down precipitous slopes, and round awkward bends, withloose stones constantly slipping and rolling beneath our feet and thesheer drop into the stream below uncomfortably close. By the time wereached the village of Dumrai, Buddharakshita and I were so exhaustedthat we decided to spend the night in a Newar house there. The night wasfar from peaceful. At about ten o�clock the pain in my stomach returned,and since the whole place was in darkness, making it difficult to extractthe juice of the old woman�s root, my friend gave me a piece to chew. It
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was so bitter that I vomited. Buddharakshita therefore went and beggedsome water from the next house, which was situated several dozen yardsfurther down the cliff, almost immediately below us, and where judgingfrom the sounds that floated up to us through the cold night air a partywas in progress. On his return Buddharakshita reported, in tones of thedeepest disgust, that the place was full of prostitutes � �prostitute� beingin his vocabulary any woman not conforming to the strictest Hindu no-tions of feminine propriety. Despite the darkness he somehow managedto crush the root between two stones and after mixing the juice so ob-tained with a little of the water he had begged gave it to me to drink. Thistime it was not very effective, and it was two o�clock before the pain hadsubsided sufficiently for me to be able to sleep.Next morning we left Dumrai as soon as it was light and after a pleasantwalk through well-cultivated valleys came to the outermost bastions ofthe next range of mountains and started on the stiff climb up to Tansen.Having eaten nothing for two days we felt a little weak, and frequent restswere necessary. Moreover, the sun was now high in the sky and shone sohotly that we were soon drenched in perspiration. Fortunately the pain inmy stomach was no more than a dull ache, and for this at least I wasthankful. At about nine o�clock we at last reached Tansen, and wentstraight to the Ananda Vihara, where we were warmly welcomed by theVenerable Shakyananda, the resident monk, who immediately offered ustea, sweet-meats, and fruit. After the unexpected difficulties of the jour-ney we were glad to have reached our destination and to have the oppor-tunity of meeting one of the more senior disciples of U Chandramani. Wewere also glad to be within reach of medical aid. Such aid was in fact soonforthcoming. Shortly after our arrival a vaidya, or indigenous physician,happened to visit the Vihara, and on our explaining to him the nature ofmy complaint he said that it was due to lack of nourishment and advisedme to keep the stomach filled. Though I had no appetite, I therefore atesomething, and after sleeping for an hour or two felt much better.In the afternoon, when Buddharakshita and I were both sufficientlyrested, we climbed through a maze of narrow cobblestoned streets to theMaha Chaitya Vihara, situated at the upper end of the town, where it hadbeen settled we should stay. Like the Padmagarbha Vihara and theAnanda Vihara, this was no more than a narrow oblong chamber with animage-table at the far end between two cupboards. In one important re-spect, however, the Maha Chaitya Vihara differed from the other viharas.Outside, in the middle of the courtyard, stood a chaitya or stupa seven oreight feet in height. This whitewashed monument with the brass finial,
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after which the Vihara was named, was not the modern Theravadin type,as might have been expected, but a genuine product of traditional Nepa-lese Buddhism. From the image-table inside the Vihara, the Ceylon- andBurma-trained revivalists had banished all the Buddhas except the his-torical Shakyamuni, to say nothing of all the Bodhisattvas; but outside,from their niches in the four sides of the chaitya, the transcendentalBuddhas, Amoghasiddhi or �Unobstructed Success�, Ratnasambhava �theJewel-Born One�, Akshobhya or �the Imperturbable�, and Amitabha �theInfinite Light� still looked out upon the four quarters of space �Vairochana �the Illuminator�, the Buddha of the centre, being hiddenwithin the body of the monument. In the absence of a resident monk, careof the Vihara had been entrusted to Anagarika Sushila, a tiny, intensewoman, neither young nor old, with a cropped turnip head and rows oftiny holes in the rims of her rather prominent ears. She and the otherNewar Buddhists of the neighbourhood gave us an even warmer wel-come than the one we had received at the Ananda Vihara, and after wehad sat talking with them for an hour or two they took us to see the lend-ing library that had been established nearby.We were still looking at the 200-odd volumes when the pain in mystomach returned and in the course of the evening became increasinglysevere. Fortunately medical aid was again forthcoming. Among thepeople who came to see us was a Calcutta-trained Bengali doctor. Accord-ing to him what I was suffering from was not lack of nourishment butsomething much more serious. It was what the local people calledgunnaw, he said. Gunnaw was a ball of wind that formed in the intestinesas a result of drinking the hard mountain water and it was extremely diffi-cult to dislodge. He would get a mixture made up for me, and after fastingcompletely for twenty-four hours I should take it three times a day until Iwas cured. Though I took the mixture as directed, it was more than a fort-night before the ball of wind was dispersed and I was entirely free frompain. Moreover, to make matters worse, before I had been cured of onecomplaint I developed another. A painful ulcer appeared on my right footwhich not only made it difficult for me to walk but required daily dress-ing. What with the gunnaw and the ulcer it was not easy for me to getabout, and though Buddharakshita was often out visiting I thereforespent practically all my time at the Vihara.In less than half a week we had slipped into the placid routine of the or-thodox Theravadin monk, and the ceremonious rhythm of our days wasbroken only by the larger rhythms of the recurrent lunar festivals. Risingat dawn, we chanted the praises of the Three Jewels and sat for a while in
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meditation. As soon as it was fully light the more devout Newar womenand girls would assemble and one of us would administer the Refugesand Precepts. This was followed by the ceremonial worship of theBuddha, after which the women came forward one by one and measuredout in front of each of us in turn a small portion of unmilled rice. Whatwith triple prostrations on their part and repeated blessings on ours thispart of the proceedings lasted nearly an hour, and it was often quite latebefore Buddharakshita and I were able to have breakfast. Moreover, thewomen did not always come together, and on some mornings we had toadminister the Refuges and Precepts two or three times. We also discov-ered that in Nepal it was possible to perform one�s devotions without en-tering the Vihara. Suddenly, as we were sitting there, a handful of rice andsmall change would come flying through the air, narrowly missing us,and land with a crash on the image-table. Sometimes it would hit theBuddha full in the face. Looking up, we would see through the door astout, white-clad figure with a small basket under her arm hurrying off tothe next place of worship. Apparently it was an old Newar custom tomake an early morning round of all the temples, viharas, and waysideshrines in the neighbourhood, worshipping at each one, and a busyhousewife did not have much time to spare.The two or three hours after breakfast were generally spent in study. Ateleven o�clock came lunch. For the first two or three days this was pro-vided by one or another of the Newar families living in the neighbour-hood, but in a society as caste-ridden as that of Nepal anything evenremotely connected with food and drink was bound to give rise to diffi-culties. Hindu neighbours noticed that the Newar women not only tookcooked food to the two foreign monks at the Vihara but brought the dirtydishes home after they had eaten and washed them. Since one of themonks was evidently a Mlechchha, a man from across the �black water�,this involved instant pollution not only for the women themselves but forall who came in contact with them, and the neighbours therefore threat-ened to report the matter to the police. This was no idle threat. In Nepalthe caste system had the force of law, and any infringement of its provi-sions was punishable by a fine or imprisonment or both. It was thereforearranged that in future we should have our lunch in Anagarika Sushila�sschoolroom, which was only a few doors away. She was a nun, declaredthe intrepid little woman, and so far as she was concerned caste restric-tions did not apply to her. In any case, law or no law, no power on earthwas going to stop her doing her duty by the monks of her own religion.
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At eleven o�clock every morning we therefore made our way to the bigupstairs room where, with the assistance of another anagarika, Sushilataught two or three dozen Newar girls of various ages, and where she alsolived. As a result of these visits we got to know her quite well.Buddharakshita, indeed, was soon making fun of the way in which shespoke Hindi with the boisterous jocularity that was his nearest approachto humour. Her principal fault, in the eyes of the purist, lay in the fact thatwhen referring to her own actions she often forgot to inflect her verbs ac-cording to the sex of the speaker. This fault Buddharakshita was con-stantly correcting. She spoke Hindi as though she was a man, he told her,which was most improper. One day, with a flash of impatience, she toldhim she was tired of all this business of masculine and feminine. Since shewas a nun, and was supposed to have discarded worldly conventions,she didn�t think it mattered much whether she spoke like a man or like awoman. On another occasion she told us what had led her to become ananagarika. She had had a younger brother, of whom she was extremelyfond. This brother had died suddenly. For a long time she could not putthe thought of him out of her mind. Then one night, when she was medi-tating, she saw him as a skeleton, white and shining, and all attachmenthad at once disappeared. Realizing that worldly things were imperman-ent, she had decided to devote herself to the spiritual life.When we had ceremonially given thanks to Sushila and her assistantfor our meal, we returned to the Vihara and after a brief rest settled downto our studies again. Since it was the hottest, the afternoon was also thequietest time of day, and we could usually count on not being disturbedfor at least four or five hours. While Buddharakshita ploughed his waythrough Hindi translations of the Pali Canon, I renewed my acquaintancewith Some Sayings of the Buddha. I also did a little writing, and besidesmaintaining the journal I had been keeping since our departure fromBenares, worked on verse translations of the hymn, �Salutation to theThree Jewels�, and the five most popular paritrana sutras, or canonicaltexts recited as a means of blessing and protection. At five or six o�clocksomeone would bring us a cup of tea, and people would start assemblingfor the evening worship. Buddharakshita and I laid aside our books andengaged in conversation. From a Western point of view the atmospherewas a curious blend of the religious and the domestic, the formal and thefamiliar. Buddharakshita and I sat cross-legged on either side of the im-age-table, on the pallets where we slept at night and where we meditated.In front of us on the floor were the empty tea-cups. Men, women, andchildren � practically all of them Newars � arrived singly and in small
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family groups. Some busied themselves at the image-table arranging thebig purple, crimson, and yellow dahlias and lighting little paper twists ofacridly sweet incense. Others sat quietly chatting. All, on their arrival, sa-luted each of us in turn with the traditional threefold prostration.Children seemed to take a particular delight in doing this properly. Babieshad their heads bumped on the floor at our feet, which sometimes madethem cry. When everybody had assembled or when the flow of new arriv-als seemed to have stopped, and when all those who wanted to talk to ushad done so, candles would be lit and the worship begin. On special occa-sions, such as the full moon and new moon days, and the �eighths� of thewaxing and waning halves of the lunar month, the men devotees wouldgather in force and devotional songs would continue until far into thenight. Some of these songs were of great beauty, and though for sheeremotional appeal they far surpassed anything I had heard in India, thenote of hysterical abandon which had so repelled me at Anandamayi�sAshram was completely lacking. Consequently, despite the fact that ac-cording to the most rigid Theravadin interpretation of the precepts, theenjoyment of music, even devotional music, was forbidden to monks, Inever tired of listening to the rising and falling of the great wave of mel-ody that carried one, in a mood of serene ecstasy, nearer and ever nearerto the shining lotus feet of the Buddha.Devout Newars were by no means the only people who came to theVihara. Apart from the Bengali doctor and the Bihari headmaster of thelocal High School, both of whom were frequent visitors, there was thetown�s second doctor, also Calcutta-trained, a plump energetic Nepaleseof the Malla caste who despite his Western education and his compara-tive youth, still wore the traditional Mogul-type dress of the country. Hisancestors had been Buddhists, he told us, and he was descended from theMallas of the Pali Scriptures, who had been among the most faithful of theBuddha�s followers, and in whose territory the Master had died. In theMiddle Ages his family had ruled Nepal. Besides having a dispensary intown, he was physician-in-ordinary to the Commander-in-Chief, whomhe saw every day. The Commander-in-Chief was not well enough to seeus personally, it seemed, but we gathered from Dr Malla that he knew ofour arrival and had no objection to our staying at the Vihara as long as wewished. This was welcome news. Usually foreigners were not allowed tostay more than three days in one place, and in any case we had enteredthe country without official permission. Unfortunately, the Com-mander-in-Chief �s goodwill seemed to take rather a long time to perme-ate the lower levels of the administration, and we continued to see at the
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Vihara a number of visitors of a less welcome type. These were the variousplain-clothes police agents whom, ever since our arrival, we had noticedreclining against the wall, their looks of undisguised suspicion contrast-ing oddly with the reverential demeanour of the Newars. Two of them, infact, took the trouble of coming several times a day. Only much later, afterthe overthrow of the Rana regime, did I learn that the Com-mander-in-Chief himself was at that time an object of suspicion to the au-thorities in Kathmandu, and that an Assistant Commander-in-Chief hadbeen appointed to keep an eye on him.One evening an incident occurred which shed further light on condi-tions in Nepal. Happening to look up from his book, Buddharakshita sawa man standing outside the Vihara door and in his usual imperious man-ner at once invited him in. At first the man refused, but on my friend�s in-sistence he eventually sidled diffidently into the room, clasping his cap tohis chest with both hands. He was a tailor, and according to the laws ofNepal all those who followed what orthodox Hinduism regarded as�low-caste� occupations were prohibited from entering any place of wor-ship or public assembly. This meant that a Buddhist goldsmith, or a Bud-dhist tailor, for example, was unable to enter the viharas and temples ofhis own faith. Venerable Shakyananda, who was sitting with us at thetime, told us that when a �low-caste� Buddhist woman had wanted to takethe Refuges and Precepts from him he had had to perform the ceremonyoutside the vihara as she was not allowed inside. Later on we had severalmore opportunities of observing the workings of the caste system in Ne-pal. For about a week a party of some twenty uniformed police were biv-ouacked in the Vihara courtyard. On the night of their arrivalBuddharakshita and I, looking out of the window, saw a dozen differentcooking-fires burning. There were a dozen different castes in the contin-gent, we were informed, and all of them cooked and ate separately fromthe rest. Some nights later, however, we saw only two cooking-fires. Whathad happened to everybody�s caste, we wondered. One of the Newardevotees cleared up the mystery for us. On previous nights the police-men had cooked rice. Tonight they were cooking roti or unleavenedbread. There was caste in rice, but not in roti. Not long afterwards we re-ceived a still more bizarre reminder of how the caste system functioned inthe �Land of the Four Colours and the Thirty-Two Castes�. In the earlyhours of the morning we found a man of Gurung or Magar caste on theVihara doorstep in a state of great distress. On his way back from Butaolhe had been taken seriously ill and had been confined to bed for threedays at an inn. One of his travelling companions, a man of much lower
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caste, had stayed behind and looked after him while the rest of the partywent on. Since he had eaten food cooked by this man he had forfeited hiscaste, and his wife, fearful of pollution, refused to allow him into thehouse. Could he stay at the Vihara for a few hours? As soon as the policestation was open he would go and tell them what had happened, pay thenecessary fine, and obtain a certificate stating that he had regained hiscaste. He would then be able to go home to his wife.The description of Nepal as the �Land of the Four Colours (varna) andThirty-Two Castes (jati)� we found in Part V of the Laws of Nepal. This part,which had been published some years before, during the Prime Minister-ship of Maharaja Yudha Shumshere Junga Bahadur Rana, contained thelaws governing religion. Since it was written in Nepali (Gurkhali) neithermy friend nor I was able to read it, but the young man who had brought italong for us to look at provided a running translation of some of the morecrucial sections. Like the Laws of Manu, on which it was probably based, itenumerated the different hereditary castes and sub-castes, defined theirrespective duties, and regulated, not to say restricted, social intercoursebetween them, paying particular attention to who could touch or nottouch, eat or not eat, marry or not marry, with whom. Penalties for in-fringements of the code were also prescribed, some of them harsh in theextreme. As in India, the whole system weighed most heavily and oppres-sively on the lower castes. Besides being unable to intermarry andinterdine with those of higher caste, which may not have been a verygreat hardship, they were also denied admittance to temples and schools.What was more serious still, perhaps, they were prohibited from openinga shop or from engaging in any form of business, which, in a countrywhere trade was the only means of acquiring wealth, meant they weredenied all means of bettering themselves economically. Power of everykind � social, political, economic, religious, and intellectual � tended to beconcentrated at the top of the pyramid where, indeed, it was meant to beconcentrated. In all this there was nothing strange. Hindu Nepal wasonly following in the footsteps of Hindu India. What was strange was theway in which the Newars and other Buddhist groups had been forciblyincorporated into the orthodox Hindu caste structure and compelled, un-der the threat of fines, imprisonment, or even death, to conform to a sys-tem that was in direct opposition to the tenets of their own religion. Nocriticism of the established order was permitted. Only two or three yearsago, so Venerable Shakyananda told us, one of the Ceylon-returnedmonks had been flogged by the then Prime Minister with his own hands
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for daring to say that the caste system was incompatible with theTeaching of the Buddha and ought not to be followed.Some of the laws of Nepal were clearly designed not only to force theNewars into the rigid framework of orthodox Hindu society but also todiscourage the cultivation of the Newari language and literature and, in-deed, to stamp out Buddhism itself altogether. Books, magazines, andnewspapers could not be published in the Newari language withoutprior permission of the Government, and usually this permission waswithheld. While the conversion of Buddhists to Hinduism was permit-ted, even encouraged, a Buddhist monk who administered the Refugesand Precepts to a non-Buddhist could be sent to prison for six years orsubjected to any other punishment, including capital punishment, as thePrime Minister thought fit. Moreover, no one could be ordained as a Bud-dhist monk in Nepal. Should a Nepalese subject receive ordinationabroad, and should his parents report the matter to the Government afterhis return, he would be forced to return to lay life and might be fined, im-prisoned, or otherwise punished according to the wishes of the PrimeMinister.With laws like these on the statute book, it was only to be expected thatforeign monks who gave moral support to the Newars and preached theDharma were not particularly welcome to the authorities. We had been inTansen for two weeks, and were becoming accustomed to the ceremoni-ous routine of our days, when we were suddenly summoned to the localoffice of the Government of Nepal and questioned with regard to our in-tentions. Our original idea had been to go on pilgrimage to Muktinath,we explained, but owing to illness and to the onset of the rains we hadbeen forced to abandon this plan. As soon as the ulcer on my foot was suf-ficiently healed we would be returning to India. This explanation was ap-parently considered satisfactory, and no further questions were asked.However, we were told that we would have to leave Tansen within two orthree days. After returning to the Vihara and discussing the situation withthe devotees we therefore decided to go and see the Assistant Com-mander-in-Chief and ask for an extension. This gentleman was a brah-min, and an orthodox one at that. In fact, he had the title of Purohit Guru,which meant that he was one of the main pillars of the ecclesiastical estab-lishment and wielded a great deal of influence. Venerable Shakyanandaand two or three of the devotees accompanied us to his house. After wehad waited a considerable time a message came that we should stand inthe middle of the street and that the Assistant Commander-in-Chiefwould speak to us from the fourth or fifth storey veranda. In this godlike
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manner, apparently, Nepalese Government officials were accustomed tointerview members of the public. Tearing a leaf from my journal, I at oncewrote a note. According to Buddhist tradition, I said, it was not proper fora monk to speak to a layman from a lower level. We must speak togetheron the same level or not at all. When Venerable Shakyananda and thedevotees learned what I had written they were aghast. Such effronterywould land us all in jail, they protested � and fled. However, the servantreturned after a few minutes and asked us to come upstairs. In a room onthe first floor we found a thin, elderly man in a white dhoti and sacredthread sitting on a mattress surrounded by a perfect horde of small chil-dren. It was the Assistant Commander-in-Chief. As he did not salute us,we did not salute him, and as he did not ask us to sit down, we sat downwithout being asked. Whether because he was afraid of assassination, orof ritual pollution, or whether (what was most likely) because we had puthim at a disadvantage by addressing him in English, which he under-stood but did not speak very well, the Purohit Guru seemed extraordi-narily nervous and ill at ease. Our business was therefore soonconcluded. When we had explained why we were in Tansen, emphasizedthat we had no interest in politics, stressed our desire to return to India assoon as possible, and shown him my foot, he muttered something to theeffect that it would be all right for us to stay in Tansen until my ulcer hadhealed and I could walk properly. Whereupon we thanked him for hiskindness and left.Despite the success of our interview, Buddharakshita and I knew thatwe could not stay in Tansen much longer. Indeed, we had no real wish tostay. The rainy season had begun, and though as novices we were notobliged to observe the �Rains Residence� that was incumbent on allfully-ordained bhikkhus, having preached the Dharma to U Chandra-mani�s disciples as best we could we were now eager to return to Indiaand find a place where it would be possible for us to go �into retreat� for afew months. The last two weeks of our stay passed more rapidly than thefirst. Now that the ulcer was healing, and I could walk more easily, ourtime tended to be divided between the Maha Chaitya Vihara at the topend of the town and the Ananda Vihara at the bottom, and the acceler-ated rhythm of our days included sermons and celebrations at bothplaces. One afternoon, after a new moon day function at the AnandaVihara, we set off with a party of devotees and scaled the heights behindTansen. Though it was a stiff climb, and though Buddharakshita and Iwere perspiring freely when we reached the top, the view that met oureyes would have made far greater efforts worth while. Brilliantly white
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against the blueness of the sky, the gigantic masses of the Himalayas rosein the distance before us sheer and awful as the walls of heaven. Throughthe smoke-blue valleys at their feet drifted flock upon flock of small whiteclouds. One of our companions, more knowledgeable than the rest,pointed out some of the principal peaks. To the west was Dhaulagiri, tothe east Annapurna, while in between, almost due north from Tansen,rose a peak the Nepalese name of which meant �Fish Tail�. For a time westood motionless, conscious of nothing but the silent sublimity of thoseimmaculate heights and the coolness of the breeze that blew straightdown from them on to our perspiring bodies. Then our attention was di-verted to things nearer at hand. On an eminence to the east huddled asmall group of buildings. They had mud walls and roofs of thatch andwere completely encircled by a rough stone perimeter wall. This was�Shrinagar�, whispered the devotees, the residence of the Com-mander-in-Chief. To me it looked more like a Stone Age fort than thehome of one of the most powerful men in Nepal. Though there must havebeen quite a number of people inside, there was no sign of life whatever.As we already knew, the Commander-in-Chief lived in virtual isolation.He never went out, and except for Dr Malla, who seemed to act as a kindof intermediary, nobody from the town ever came to see him. As I lookedacross at the little hilltop settlement I could not help feeling that its quiet-ness was the quietness of those who watch, and its inactivity the inactiv-ity of those who hold themselves in readiness for an attack.A day or two later we left Tansen. Several dozen people, including Ven-erable Shakyananda and the two anagarikas, accompanied us down intothe valley as far as a small wayside shop, where the last photographs weretaken and where we said goodbye. Though we had spent only four weeksin their town, everybody seemed to be deeply affected by the parting,and as they rose to their feet after making their final prostrations, orpressed into our hands small packets of sugar-candy, many of the devo-tees wept. Wanderers though we were, we felt sorry to be bidding fare-well to so much love and devotion. The journey back to Butaol passedwithout incident. Or rather, it passed without incident until we werewithin a mile of our destination. At this point the light drizzle which wehad encountered on our way down from Mashyam turned into heavyrain, and we were forced to take shelter in a fisherman�s hut. This hut notonly overlooked but actually overhung the river which, swollen by themonsoon rains, was now roaring more loudly than ever. By nightfall,however, we were safe in Butaol, and soon the same devotees who had
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seen us off four weeks earlier were busy making us comfortable at thePadmagarbha Vihara.
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Chapter Forty-Eight
ACADEMIC INTERLUDE
The Benares Hindu University campus was several square miles in extentand criss-crossed by broad tree-lined avenues along which plied a smallarmy of brightly painted cycle-rickshaws. Some distance behind thetrees, and usually at considerable intervals, rose the red sandstone blocksof the University buildings, all of them in the �neo-Hindu� style of archi-tecture, and all of enormous size. �Buddha Kuti�, Bhikkhu JagdishKashyap�s modest two-storey residence, was situated in a quiet cornerjust inside the perimeter wall, not far from the University Post Office, andseveral miles from the red sandstone splendours of the main entrance.Buddharakshita and I had not been long in Benares before we went topay our respects to our kind adviser and inform him of the successful out-come of our mission to Kusinara. We were staying, not very happily, at theBurmese Rest House in the city, where the two harsh-voiced, rough-man-nered Burmese monks jeered at us for being vegetarians. �Not eat meat!�they exclaimed angrily. �You must eat meat! If you don�t eat meat you�renot Buddhists, you�re Hindus!� Though the rainy season was now welladvanced, we were still no nearer to finding a place in which to spend theRains Residence than we had been in Nepal. Buddharakshita wasstrongly in favour of our making another attempt to enter Ceylon, wherewe would be able to study and where we could take the higher ordina-tion. Partly because I was without means of identification, and partly be-cause I did not feel well enough to embark on further wanderings, I wasagainst this plan. It was Bhikkhu Kashyap who resolved the dilemma.With characteristic generosity he made it clear that, if it would be of anyuse, there was room for one of us at Buddha Kuti, but only for one, andthat he would be happy to provide not only board and lodging but in-struction. This of course meant the end of the partnership betweenBuddharakshita and myself, which had now lasted uninterruptedly for



two and a half years. After prolonged discussion, my impetuous friendsuddenly announced that his mind was made up. He would go to Cey-lon. I should stay in Benares with Bhikkhu Kashyap. Since I was unfit totravel, and needed a bit of looking after, this was clearly the best arrange-ment. In any case, he added, unable to resist a parting shot, it was me thatBhikkhu Kashyap wanted as a disciple, not him. Within twenty-fourhours I had moved into Buddha Kuti and Buddharakshita was on his wayto Calcutta.Though I was sorry to lose my warm-hearted but irascible companion,once the actual parting was over my predominant feeling was one of re-lief. Living with Buddharakshita had at times been a nightmare, and itwas only now that I was once more on my own that I realized how greatthe strain had been. True, since our ordination he had been easier to geton with. The deference and submissiveness of the Newars had been asbalm to his soul, and seeing him better-tempered than he had been for along time I had begun to entertain hopes that the demon by which he wasperiodically afflicted had been permanently exorcized. These hopes weresoon shattered. While we were at the Padmagarbha Vihara there arrivedin Butaol a young Newar monk who had just spent two years in Ceylon.Not content with exhibiting his accomplishments to an admiring circle offriends and relations, and covering the walls of the Vihara with the Sinha-lese posters of all the lectures he had given, he tried to treatBuddharakshita and me as he thought newly-ordained shramanerasought to be treated by a fully-ordained monk who had just spent twoyears in the very citadel of orthodoxy. Buddharakshita bore it for a coupleof days, then after an altercation which did credit neither to him nor to hisantagonist he exploded. The young monk�s grandmother did her best toassuage my friend�s wrath. �Take no notice of him,� she confided. �He�s thefool of the family. We only sent him to Ceylon to become a monk becausehe wasn�t bright enough to be of much use in the family business.� But thedamage had been done. The demon was back. Yet despite the tensions ofour life together, and my relief at finding myself once more on my own, Iwas far from failing to appreciate the many sterling qualities thatBuddharakshita undoubtedly possessed. But for him I might never havespent two years as a wandering ascetic, might never have made the diffi-cult transition from the old way of life to the new, and for that I wasdeeply grateful.In less than a week I was feeling perfectly at home in my new surround-ings, and had embarked on a course of study that was to keep me busy �almost without interruption � for seven of the quietest and happiest
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months I have ever known. Life at Buddha Kuti was simple in the ex-treme, and there were no distractions. Apart from a bookcase filled ceil-ing-high with books my room contained only a string bed, a table, and achair. Bhikkhu Kashyap�s room, which was next door, and communicatedwith mine, contained no more � not even a piece of carpet on the floor, or apicture on the wall. As I soon realized, it was not that my new preceptorattached any special importance to asceticism: he simply did not botherwith material things. Except for two or three students reading Pali fortheir BA, who came once a week, there were no visitors, and even themarried nephew who lived downstairs was rarely seen or heard. Otherthan Bhikkhu Kashyap, the only person with whom I had any contactwas the servant, a thinner, darker, less sprightly version of Shankara Pillaiwho had the distinction of being the illegitimate son of a Sinhalese monk.Our day began at dawn. After we had breakfasted on tea and toast (thelatter saturated with ghee and sprinkled with sugar) I read Pali,Abhidhamma, and Logic with Bhikkhu Kashyap, then returned to myroom and did the exercises he had set me. This kept me busy until noon,when we had the usual rice-and-curry lunch. Bhikkhu Kashyap, mindfulof the Indian equivalent of �An apple a day keeps the doctor away,� alwaysrounded off the meal by chewing a couple of cloves of raw garlic. In theafternoon, having enjoyed a brief siesta, I either studied on my own, re-ferring to my teacher occasionally if necessary, or engaged in literarywork. When it was dusk Bhikkhu Kashyap took his stick and we went fora walk. Every time we drew abreast of one of the big margosa trees thatlined the broad avenues through which we passed I was struck by astrong current of vitality. Perhaps it was only the sun�s heat radiatingfrom the rough grey trunks, but I could not help feeling that the treeswere alive, even as I was alive � that they were living presences, almostpersonalities. The first time we went out Bhikkhu Kashyap confessed thatonly a year ago he was so fat that he could not walk. If he tried to do so theinsides of his thighs chafed so badly that he bled. For the last year, how-ever, he had been following naturopathy, and having succeeded in re-ducing his weight by about a third was now a firm believer in that systemof medicine. A few weeks later, when I fell ill with jaundice, he persuadedme to follow naturopathy too. On our return to Buddha Kuti I took a glassof hot milk (strictly speaking against the rules, but Bhikkhu Kashyap in-sisted) and carried on with my studies. At ten or eleven o�clock I paid myrespects to my teacher in the traditional manner, asking forgiveness forwhatever offences I might have committed in the course of the day, andretired for the night to my string bed.
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The three subjects that I read with Bhikkhu Kashyap (or Kashyap-ji, ashe was generally known) were all quite new to me and I cultivated themwith varying degrees of success. Not having much of a gift for languages,I had the greatest difficulty with Pali, the ancient Indian language inwhich the Theravada redaction of the Buddha�s Teaching had been pre-served. According to Kashyap-ji, who besides being trained in Westernacademic disciplines was a pandit of the old type, and had learned every-thing by heart at an early age, Pali grammar was child�s play, and he didhis best to encourage me with the reminder that in Pali there were only700 rules, whereas Sanskrit had 3,000. I was far from finding Pali child�splay. Though I did my exercises every day, and committed to memorylong lists of conjugations and declensions, I did so with grim determina-tion rather than with the gay abandon that Kashyap-ji seemed to thinkappropriate to the subject. Sometimes I felt dull and bored. Luckily myteacher was not one of those who believe that you first have to learn thegrammar of a language thoroughly before being allowed to look at a text,and before many weeks had passed I had been introduced to the Tipitaka.Some of its books were composed in ridiculously simple Pali, explainedKashyap-ji, and a smattering of grammar was all that was needed to un-derstand them. Starting with these books, and progressing gradually toothers more difficult, one could easily get through the forty-five volumesof the Royal Thai edition of the Tipitaka in a twelvemonth. Why, it wasnot even a volume a week! Though I did not live up to these expectations,and though my knowledge of Pali never went much beyond the smatter-ing necessary to carry me through such works as the Dhammapada and theUdana, the delight of being able to study the Buddha�s Teaching in whatmany Buddhists believed were his own words more than compensatedfor the difficulties of learning the language in which it had been im-parted.With both Abhidhamma and Logic I fared rather better, especially withLogic. Though in my early and middle teens I had read quite widely inphilosophy, for some reason or other I had completely neglected this an-cient and venerable partner of metaphysics, ethics, politics, aesthetics,and rhetoric. It was therefore with some trepidation that I set about mak-ing good the omission. But I need not have worried. Once I had emergedfrom the thorny thickets of Formal Logic I found myself in one of the mostfascinating and enjoyable stretches of the intellectual terrain in which ithad ever been my lot to wander, and with companions among the mostdelightful it had ever been my good fortune to meet. Bradley, admittedly,was a little forbidding, but Mill and Carveth Read I found exhilarating in
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the extreme, while F.C.S. Schiller�s Formal Logic, a Radical Empiricist�sbrilliant exposure of the aridities and absurdities of the subject, as tradi-tionally expounded, was undoubtedly one of the most hilarious books Ihad ever encountered. While I was reading it there escaped me from timeto time chuckles � even guffaws � which Kashyap-ji, in his room nextdoor, never heard when I was studying Pali.However conventional Kashyap-ji�s teaching methods might havebeen, his manner of teaching was unconventional enough. When I en-tered his room (the communicating door was always left open) it wasgenerally to find him stretched out on his string bed like a strandedwhale, sound asleep, for though he could work day and night when nec-essary he could sleep day and night too with equal ease. As Professor ofPali and Buddhist Philosophy his duties were minimal, and much of histime was therefore spent on the string bed, which creaked protestinglyfrom time to time, and where he slept without benefit of either mattress orpillow. On my coughing, or murmuring �Bhante!� a single eyelid wouldtwitch, whereupon I would put my question, which was generally onsome knotty point of Pali grammar, or Abhidhamma, or Logic, which Ihad not been able to unravel by myself. Without opening his eyes, andwithout moving, Kashyap-ji would proceed to clear up the difficulty,heaving the words up from the depths of his enormous frame and rollingthem around on his tongue before releasing them in slow, deliberate ut-terance. Sometimes he rumbled on for only a few minutes, sometimes forhalf an hour. Whatever he said was clear, precise, and to the point. If Iasked about a particular passage of text, he always knew whereabouts itcame, what had come before, and what followed. Yet all the time he hadhardly bothered to wake up. As I returned to my room I would hear be-hind me a sigh and a snore and before I had settled down at my tableKashyap-ji would be sound asleep again.The intercourse between us was not always of this kind. When notstretched out on the string bed, Kashyap-ji could be both animated andentertaining, with a pleasant touch of the unsophisticated humour of hisBihari peasant ancestry. Sometimes he spoke about his experiences inCeylon, where he had studied at the Vidyalankara Pirivena (where I hadseen him at the 1944 Convocation, when he came to receive the title ofTripitakacharya), and where he had been ordained. Though he had en-joyed his stay, he did not have a very high opinion of the Sinhalese Bud-dhists. Monks and lay people alike were narrow-minded andunintelligent. Formalism was rife. Once, when he was returning from hisalmsround, his robe had come undone, and in order to adjust it he had
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put his begging-bowl down on a patch of grass. �Just look at the Indianmonk!� shrieked an old woman who saw him. �Supposed to be a scholar!He doesn�t even know how to respect his bowl!� According to tradition,begging-bowls should never be placed on the bare ground. On anotheroccasion he was lecturing on the well-known Buddhist doctrine of anatta,literally �no self � or �no soul�. In order to understand the meaning of anatta,he had declared, one had first to understand the meaning of atta, �self � or�soul�. For unless one knew what particular concept of �self � or �soul� theBuddha was negating how could one possibly know what his teaching of�no self � or �no soul� was meant to convey? This was apparently beyondthe Sinhalese Buddhists. There were angry shouts of protest from the au-dience. �We don�t want you bringing your Hindu philosophy here!�yelled the monks. �Sit down! Sit down!� In vain Kashyap-ji tried to explainthat it was not his intention to defend the detested atta doctrine. He wasnot allowed to continue his lecture. Some of his experiences had been of amore amusing kind. Sinhalese monks were always wanting to knowwhich nikaya or sect of the Monastic Order he belonged to. In fact, saidKashyap-ji, they were no less inquisitive on this score than orthodox Hin-dus were on the subject of caste. His usual reply was that he belonged to�Buddha Nikaya�. One group of monks, not satisfied with this, had askedhim whether he covered his right shoulder with his robe when leavingthe monastery or whether he left it uncovered, the point of the enquirybeing that some nikayas followed one practice, some the other. �When it�scold,� Kashyap-ji had replied, �I cover both shoulders. When it�s hot, Ikeep one shoulder uncovered, and when it�s very hot I don�t wear anyrobe at all!� One day, when he had gratefully acknowledged the partplayed by Ceylon in the preservation of the Pali Scriptures, my preceptordelivered himself of his considered opinion of the Sinhalese Buddhists inthe following memorable words. �Sangharakshita-ji,� he said, speakingslowly and deliberately, and with evident feeling, �they are a set of mon-keys � sitting on a treasure � the value of which � they do not under-stand.�Much as Kashyap-ji�s anecdotes reflected on the Buddhists of Ceylon,there was nothing in his attitude to suggest either self-righteousness orcensoriousness, and he was capable of telling a story against himself withequal relish. Before being appointed professor at Benares Hindu Univer-sity he had spent some time in Penang, where there was a large andwealthy Chinese business community, and a flourishing Buddhistmovement. Whenever he performed his devotions in the magnificenttemple they had built he saluted the image of the Buddha but, being a
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Theravadin, he did not salute the images of Kuan Yin and the other atten-dant Bodhisattvas. One day the Chinese Mahayana Buddhist with whomhe was staying gave him for lunch nothing but rice. When Kashyap-ji,mildly astonished, enquired what had happened to the curries he wastold that the rice was the main thing. �Of course the rice is the main thing,�agreed Kashyap-ji, �but the curries are also necessary.� �Just so,� retortedhis host. �The curries are also necessary, as you say. Similarly, the Buddhais the main thing � no one doubts that; but the Bodhisattvas are necessarytoo.� After this homely lesson, said my teacher, he was always careful tosalute the Bodhisattvas.Though Kashyap-ji definitely preferred the �rationalism tinged withmysticism� of the Theravada to the �mysticism tinged with rationalism� ofthe Mahayana, and though his main interest in life was the revival of Palistudies in India, he was an exceptionally tolerant and open-mindedperson with a real respect for the right � and duty � of the individual tothink for himself. For him, the born teacher, teaching represented not aprocess of indoctrination but a sharing of knowledge, a pooling of intel-lectual resources, and while he was always ready to answer my questionshe never made the slightest attempt to influence my thinking. On thecontrary, in after years he was fond of maintaining that in some respectshe had learned as much from me as I had from him. While it was not forme to contradict my preceptor on such a point as this, whatever exchangethere might have been between us must have been very unequal � �theprice of a hundred oxen for the price of nine�. Besides sharing with me hisvast knowledge of the Pali Scriptures, especially the Abhidhamma,Kashyap-ji was the means of introducing me to some of the lesswell-known branches of Indian religious tradition. Among these wereJainism, and the heterodox (i.e. non-Vedic, even anti-Vedic)post-medieval mysticisms, some of which were believed by scholars tohave been continuous with the last phases of Tantric Buddhism. In addi-tion to the texts of my regular trivium I read with him the JainaApabhramsa equivalent of the Dhammapada (with which, as he pointedout, it had a number of verses in common), and a riddling, esoteric workby Kabir known as the Bijak. For all members of the shramana as distinctfrom the brahmana group of Indian religions, Kashyap-ji indeed had astrong sympathy, a sympathy that was by no means confined to books.On our rare expeditions into Benares, when I accompanied him on visitsto Jain monk-scholars and Kabir Panthi ascetics, I could see for myselfhow cordial his relations with them all were, and how much they, on theirpart, loved and venerated him.
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As might have been expected, during the whole of the time that I waswith him Kashyap-ji made no attempt to restrict my freedom, in particu-lar my freedom to read and write what I pleased. All his books, as well ashis ticket to the University library, were at my disposal, and he neverquestioned the use I made of them. Indeed, it did not seem to occur to himto question it. When not occupied with Pali, Abhidhamma, and Logic Itherefore read more widely than I had done for several years. As themood seized me, I also wrote. After being confined to works that I hadcome across more or less by accident, it was delightful to be able to rangeat will through all the fields of literature, ancient and modern, Easternand Western, sacred and profane. But delightful though it was, such free-dom was not without problems of its own. More clearly than ever before,it brought out into the open a conflict in my interests, perhaps a conflict inmy nature itself, which the circumstances of my wandering life withBuddharakshita had tended to obscure.The nature of this conflict was well illustrated by two letters which I re-ceived during the second half of my stay at Buddha Kuti. One was fromthe redoubtable Bhikkhu Soma. He had already taken me very seriouslyto task for �gadding about� instead of settling in one place and gettingdown to serious work, and having seen some of my recent contributionsto the Buddhist magazines of Ceylon he now wrote to put me to rights asregards my literary work. When I could write such excellent articles onBuddhist philosophy, he demanded, why did I waste my time writingthose foolish poems? By a strange coincidence the other letter, which wasfrom a Sinhalese Buddhist laywoman, arrived on the same day, and ex-pressed exactly the opposite point of view. When I could write such beau-tiful poems on Buddhism, she asked, why did I spend so much timewriting those dry, intellectual articles? The truth of the matter was that Iagreed � and disagreed � with both correspondents. The conflict was notso much between the philosophically-inclined monk and the poetry-loving laywoman, as between Sangharakshita I and Sangharakshita II.Sangharakshita I wanted to enjoy the beauty of nature, to read and writepoetry, to listen to music, to look at paintings and sculpture, to experienceemotion, to lie in bed and dream, to see places, to meet people. Sangha-rakshita II wanted to realize the truth, to read and write philosophy, toobserve the precepts, to get up early and meditate, to mortify the flesh, tofast and pray. Sometimes Sangharakshita I was victorious, sometimesSangharakshita II, while occasionally there was an uneasy duumvirate.What they ought to have done, of course, was to marry and give birth toSangharakshita III, who would have united beauty and truth, poetry and
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philosophy, spontaneity and discipline; but this seemed to be a dream im-possible of fulfilment. For the last two and a half years Sangharakshita IIhad ruled practically unchallenged. Aided and abetted byBuddharakshita, who strongly disapproved of poetry, he had in factsought to finish off Sangharakshita I altogether, and but for the timely in-tervention of Swami Ramdas, who firmly declared that writing poetrywas not incompatible with the spiritual life, Sangharakshita I might wellhave died a premature death in Muvattupuzha.However, despite the bludgeoning that he had received he had notdied, and after leading a furtive existence in Nepal he was now cominginto his own again at Buddha Kuti. Kashyap-ji�s dealings were of coursemainly with Sangharakshita II, but he had no objection to SangharakshitaI being around, and even spoke to him occasionally. Soon SangharakshitaI was feeling strong enough to demand equal rights. If Sangharakshita IIdevoted the afternoon to The Path of Purity, Sangharakshita I spent theevening immersed in the poetry of Matthew Arnold, which for some rea-son or other exerted a powerful influence during this period. When theformer wrote an article on Buddhist philosophy, or edited the second edi-tion of Kashyap-ji�s Buddhism for Everybody, the latter composed poems.Sometimes, while one self was busy copying out extracts from the bookshe had been reading, the other would look idly out of the window andwatch the falling of the rain. One day there was a violent clash betweenthem. Angered by the encroachments of Sangharakshita I, who was read-ing more poetry than ever, and who had written a long poem which,though it had a Buddhist theme, was still a poem, Sangharakshita II sud-denly burned the two notebooks in which his rival had written all the po-ems he had composed from the time of their departure from Englandright down to about the middle of their sojourn in Singapore. After thiscatastrophe, which shocked them both, they learned to respect eachother�s spheres of influence. Occasionally they even collaborated, as inthe completion of the blank verse rendition of the five paritrana sutrasthat had been started in Nepal. There were even rare moments when itseemed that, despite their quarrels, they might get married one day.Though the months at Buddha Kuti passed quickly enough, andthough the rainy season ended and winter began without any change inmy way of life, I was not so remote from the world, nor so deeply im-mersed in my studies, as to be altogether beyond the reach of outside in-fluences. To begin with there were letters from Buddharakshita, whoafter spending a short time with Bhikkhu Soma was now staying with theGerman monks at Dodanduwa, in southern Ceylon. Though he was
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making good progress with Pali, his Hindu prejudices were evidently re-ceiving a tremendous hammering and he seemed to be suffering from aspecies of cultural shock. From within India there was the news of thefierce and bitter controversy raging round the proposed Hindu Code Bill,in connection with which I first heard the name of the Scheduled Castesleader Dr B.R. Ambedkar, then Law Minister in the Government of India.Owing to the opposition of orthodox Hindu elements within the rulingparty itself, the Bill was eventually passed only in a fragmented and muti-lated form, and in disgust Ambedkar resigned from the Cabinet. In lateryears I came to know him personally, and after his death in 1956 wasdeeply involved in the movement of mass conversion to Buddhism thathe had initiated among his Untouchable followers. From Benares itselfcame the news of the arrival of the Sacred Relics of the Arahants Shari-putra and Maudgalyayana, the Buddha�s two �Great Disciples�. Afterspending ninety years in the Victoria and Albert Museum they had beenreturned to India at the beginning of the year, at the request of the MahaBodhi Society, and were now being taken round various parts of India, aswell as to some of the Buddhist countries, and exposed for the venerationof the people. Everywhere they went they had been received with tre-mendous enthusiasm. In Benares, however, the welcome was compara-tively muted. Kashyap-ji and I went and paid our respects to the relics atthe Vizianagaram Palace, where we found them enshrined in the ThroneRoom on a solid silver chair. To the right of the relics stood a dozen or soyellow-robed monks, among whom I soon detected the gleaming pateand vulturine features of His Holiness from Calcutta. On seeing me hegave a violent start, and biting his lip turned away without a word.Finally, only a few weeks before my departure from Benares, there wasan unexpected visit from Venerable M. Sangharatana Thera, Secretary ofthe Maha Bodhi Society at Sarnath. A wall had just been built round theMaha Bodhi Rest House at Bodh Gaya, he announced in his usual volublefashion. The work had cost 2,000 rupees and the amount had been do-nated by one of the richest and most important High Priests in the wholeof Ceylon. The High Priest himself and a dozen other monks were evennow at Bodh Gaya. All the week they had been chanting, in a special bam-boo pavilion constructed inside the hall of the Rest House, and in twodays� time the wall would be solemnly consecrated. He would of coursehave to attend the ceremony and accept the wall on behalf of the MahaBodhi Society. Would I care to accompany him? Though I was not particu-larly keen on seeing the wall, despite the glowing accounts VenerableSangharatana gave of it, I was very eager indeed to see Bodh Gaya, the
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site of the Buddha�s Supreme Enlightenment. Sarnath, Kusinara, andLumbini I had already seen earlier in the year, but Bodh Gaya, the mostimportant of the four great holy places, was as yet unvisited. WithKashyap-ji�s permission, I therefore accepted the invitation ourgood-hearted friend had so warmly extended.Bodh Gaya! Bodh Gaya! How many people have come to you in thecourse of ages! How many pilgrim feet have trodden the dust of yourgroves, how many pairs of hands been joined in silent adoration beneaththe wide-spreading boughs of the Tree of Enlightenment, how manyheads touched in profound thanksgiving the edge of the DiamondThrone! Bodh Gaya! Bodh Gaya! How beautiful you are in the morning,with the sunlight streaming on the renovated façade of your great templeas it rises four-square against the cloudless blue sky! How beautiful in theevening, when in the shadowy depths of the deserted temple courtyard athousand votive lamps glitter like reflections of the stars! Bodh Gaya, Ishall always remember how beautiful you were the first time I saw you,when my heart was young, and you made me your own!The shrines of Sarnath, Kusinara, and Lumbini had all been destroyedin the twelfth century, and both the Mulagandhakuti Vihara and the Tem-ple of the Recumbent Buddha had been built in modern times. Since theyhad been built by Buddhists, their management was naturally in Bud-dhist hands. At Bodh Gaya the situation was different. The Maha BodhiTemple, or Temple of the Great Enlightenment, restored by General SirAlexander Cunningham in 1870, was substantially the one built in the sec-ond century on the remains of an earlier Ashokan structure. In the courseof two millennia the level of the surrounding countryside had risen bytwenty or thirty feet, with the result that the entire temple complex, in-cluding the Bodhi-tree and the Diamond Throne, now stood in an enor-mous rectangular well. Until earlier that year, management of the templehad been in the hands of the Hindu Mahant, or Abbot, of Bodh Gaya,then the second biggest landowner in the state of Bihar, one of whose pre-decessors had somehow gained possession of it in the sixteenth century.As an orthodox brahmin, the Mahant�s main interest was in the offeringsof the pilgrims, who in recent centuries had been making their way toBodh Gaya in ever-increasing numbers. Under an Act of the State Gov-ernment, however, management of the temple had now been transferredto a committee, but as the constitution of the committee had been soframed as to ensure a permanent Hindu majority things were not muchbetter than they had been in the Mahant�s time. Images of the Buddhasand Bodhisattvas were still being smeared with vermilion, and in a
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shed-like structure near the main entrance five of them were beingpalmed off on a gullible Hindu public as representations of the fivePandava brothers, legendary heroes whose exploits were described in theMahabharata. To assist the deception, the images had been draped withpieces of dirty cloth, so that only their faces were visible. VenerableSangharatana was furious. �Just like the bloody Hindus!� he exploded,tearing the cloths from the images and flinging them violently on thefloor. �Always trying to assimilate Buddhism to their own dirty religion!Always trying to get a bit more money out of the stupid pilgrims! Pil-grims? Bah! Superstitious idiots! They deserve to be robbed!� Thoughrather taken aback by this un-monk-like outburst, I could not help sym-pathizing with Venerable Sangharatana�s feelings. As I well knew, he wasa personal disciple of Anagarika Dharmapala, and for more than thirtyyears Dharmapala had tried without success to gain for the Buddhistssome say in the management of their own most sacred shrine.In the holy of holies, a pleasingly simple chamber lit only from the door,it was even worse. A stone lingam, or phallic symbol of the god Shiva, hadbeen let into the middle of the floor in front of the offering-table, justwhere one was likely to trip over it in the semi-darkness. Long-leggedbrahmins clambered like monkeys all over the altar, passing backwardsand forwards in front of the great sedent image of the Buddha, and vocif-erously insisted on doing the pilgrim�s worshipping for him � for a con-sideration. Nothing we were able to say could still their clamour orconvince them that we did not require their services. We were Buddhistmonks, we protested. We were quite capable of worshipping the Buddhaourselves. They took absolutely no notice. �We are brahmins,� theychorused, jumping down off the altar and grabbing us by the arm. �We arethe priests here. We will make all the offerings. We will pray to God foryou. How much will you pay us?� In circumstances like these it was noteasy to concentrate on the great golden figure in the background, or tofeel that I was in the place where the Buddha had gained Supreme En-lightenment. Had it not been for the Tibetan pilgrims, indeed, I might nothave really felt it at all, and my most vivid memories of that first visit toBodh Gaya would have been of evading the clutches of mercenary brah-min �priests� and consecrating boundary walls.As it was, the Tibetans were my salvation. They were poor, they wereragged, they were dirty, and the other pilgrims looked down on them, butthey had walked all the way from Tibet, some of them with babies on theirbacks, and now they came shuffling in through the gate with theirprayer-wheels and rosaries in their hands and expressions of ecstasy on
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their upturned faces. For them history did not exist. They knew nothingabout the Mahant, nothing about the management of the temple. Theydid not even see the brahmins. As they circumambulated the temple, asthey prostrated themselves before the Diamond Throne, as they lit but-ter-lamps round the Bodhi-tree, they saw only the naked fact of the Bud-dha�s Supreme Enlightenment, and through their eyes, even if not withmy own, I could see it too.
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Chapter Forty-Nine
IN THE LAND OF THE GREAT DISCIPLES
Spring had come to the plains of Bihar, and the beauty of the landscape asit lay in the bright morning sunshine beneath an expanse of soft blue skywas such as to melt the heart of artist and farmer alike. In all directions, faras the eye could see, stretched the chequer-work of the fields, their dustybrown soil now flushed with the lighter or darker green of rice, wheat,pulse, potatoes, and other early crops. On either side of the road stoodhuge shady peepul trees, like that beneath which the Buddha gained En-lightenment, and tamarinds with gnarled boughs and light, feathery fo-liage. Beyond, in the middle distance, mango groves brooded like banksof cloud. Some of the fields were edged by smooth-stemmed areca palms,or else by squat, clumsy-looking date palms with deep notches in theirtrunks where they had been tapped for toddy. Nearer at hand grewclumps of graceful bamboos, sahajan trees whose straight slim brancheswere white with bloom, and another tree which, though devoid of leaves,was decked out with enormous scarlet flowers that, according toKashyap-ji, were traditionally likened to lumps of raw meat. After therains that had fallen during the night the air was fresh and clean and fullof the sweet scent of the sulphur-coloured mango blossom. On the hori-zon to the south, ten or twelve miles away, the hills of Rajgir loomed greyand purple through the mist.We had left Benares a week earlier, on the last day of January.Kashyap-ji had decided to take a holiday. After twelve years at the HinduUniversity he was badly in need of a change. He was tired of the caste-rid-den atmosphere of the place, tired of its undisguised hostility to Buddhiststudies, tired of having so little to do. As he had already confided to me,he was there very much on sufferance. Dominated as it was by orthodoxbrahmins, the University had not wanted to have a Professor of Pali andBuddhist Philosophy at all, and Kashyap-ji�s appointment had been due



to the insistence of the multi-millionaire philanthropist Jugal KishoreBirla, a benefactor whose wishes the University could not afford to ig-nore. But though the University had been forced to appoint a Professor ofPali and Buddhist Philosophy it was not obliged to supply him with pu-pils. In fact it made it as difficult as possible for him to get any. Under Uni-versity regulations, no one could take Pali without also taking Sanskrit. Inother words Pali and Buddhist Philosophy were not allowed to becomealternatives to Sanskrit and Hindu Philosophy. One could take Sanskritand Pali, or only Sanskrit, but under no circumstancescould one take onlyPali. So effectively did these tactics limit the number of Kashyap-ji�s stu-dents that he never had more than three or four, sometimes none at all.For someone as devoted to his subject as he was this was a bitter disap-pointment. He had accepted the professorship only because he hoped itwould enable him to make some contribution to the advancement ofBuddhist studies and thus, indirectly, to the cause of Buddhism; but as itbecame more obvious every year that Pali and Buddhist Philosophy wereunwelcome guests at the Benares Hindu University, he had come to theconclusion that he was wasting his time there and he was now thinking ofresigning. Before taking this drastic step, however, he wanted to get awayfrom the University for a while and think things over. We would bothhave a holiday. He would show me some of the holy places of Bihar, andfrom there, perhaps, we would go up into the foothills of the eastern Hi-malayas, to a place called Kalimpong.For the past week, therefore, we had been in Bihar, in the land of theGreat Disciples. The disciples in question were Shariputra and Maudgal-yayana, the two principal followers of the Buddha, who like Kashyap-jihimself had come from that part of India. They had both been born, infact, not far from Nalanda, and it was towards the ruins of the great mo-nastic university that had subsequently grown up on this spot that wewere now making our way. Outwardly at least the seven days that wehad so far spent in Bihar had been more eventful than seven months inBenares. In Patna, the ancient Pataliputra, where our tour had started, wewere constantly accosted in the streets by young men who asked us if wewere Buddhist monks and who, when we replied in the affirmative,begged us to establish a Buddhist temple there and propagate theTeaching of the Buddha. Only a few months earlier the relics ofShariputra and Maudgalyayana had been received all over the stateamidst scenes of tremendous popular enthusiasm, and demands for therevival of the faith that had brought so much glory to Bihar were verymuch in the air. In Bihar Sharif, where we addressed two meetings, we
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had spent the night at the local college, which was said to be built on thesite of the ancient monastic university of Odantapuri � as, indeed, was thewhole town. From Bihar Sharif we had walked to the village of Dipnagar,and from Dipnagar, where we had addressed another meeting the pre-vious night, we had decided to walk to Nalanda. For Kashyap-ji this wasquite a feat, but the interest and enthusiasm that surrounded us at everystage of our journey � so different from anything he had encountered inBenares � was having a tonic effect on him and he felt equal to any exer-tion, even that of walking.He also felt that he was a monk again. For the last two days we had been�going for alms� in the traditional manner, a thing he had not done sinceleaving Ceylon. Like the monks at Sarnath, he had taken it for grantedthat this was no longer possible in India. Unlike the monks at Sarnath,however, he was willing to make the experiment, and to find out for him-self whether the success Buddharakshita and I had had with our beg-ging-bowls in the villages between Kusinara and Lumbini had beensimply a happy accident or whether it was, in fact, still possible for a Bud-dhist monk to subsist on alms in the India of the twentieth century. As oneof us at least had expected, the experiment was entirely successful. Bothin Bihar Sharif and in Dipnagar we had each collected enough food forhalf a dozen monks, and townsfolk and villagers alike had given not onlywith devotion and joy but with the consciousness that we � and they �were reviving a tradition that had been dead for six or seven hundredyears. Kashyap-ji was delighted. A great problem had been solved. Nolonger was it necessary to depend for one�s maintenance on educationalinstitutions unsympathetic to Buddhism or worldly-minded Buddhistorganizations more interested in collecting money than in preaching theDharma. As in the days of old, a monk could rely for his support directlyon the people. In his mind�s eye he saw himself walking from village tovillage with his begging-bowl all over Bihar, teaching Pali and BuddhistPhilosophy wherever he went.Nalanda was only three miles south of Dipnagar, on the Rajgir road,and exhilarated as we were by the beauty and freshness of the morningand by a new-found sense of freedom it did not take us much more thanan hour to get there. After taking tea with Venerable Fu Chin Lama, an an-cient Chinese monk, in the tiny Rest House he had built just behind therailway station, we went for alms to the nearby village of Kul, which ac-cording to the accounts of the seventh-century Chinese pilgrim YuanChwang, was the birthplace of Maudgalyayana. Our presence naturallycreated some excitement among the inhabitants and when we had fin-
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ished our meal we were invited to address a small crowd of about a hun-dred persons that had gathered nearby. In the afternoon we set out forBargaon, a large village that had originally belonged to the ancient mo-nastic university of Nalanda. Here we put up at the Svetambar JainDharmasala, that is to say, a Rest House belonging to the �white-robed� �as distinct from the Digambar, �sky-clad� or naked � sect of the Jains.Nearby, in the midst of the open fields, was a large Bodhisattva image,fairly well preserved, and with a lengthy inscription on its halo. Havingbeen unearthed by a local farmer, it had been set up beneath a tree andwas now being worshipped as a sort of guardian deity of the fields. Wealso visited a temple dedicated to Surya, the Sun God, outside whichstood two large and beautiful images of polished black stone, one of theBuddha, the other of the Hindu goddess Parvati. Though Surya had beengreatly honoured in Vedic times, such temples were rare, and I did not re-member having seen one before. That evening a public meeting was held,but although about one hundred people attended it the response wasnot, for some reason or other, quite so enthusiastic as in other places.Early next morning, accompanied by the Curator of the Nalanda Mu-seum, we went to see the ruins of the ancient monastic university. Forclose on a mile heaps of dark red brick rose at intervals from the ochre-col-oured plain in a way that, from a distance, seemed vaguely Mexicanrather than Indian. As we approached the huge walls of the principalmonastery buildings, and saw the many-storeyed stupa towering aboveour heads, grand even in decay, a picture of Nalanda Maha Vihara as itlives in the vivid pages of Yuan Chwang rose involuntarily before ourmind�s eye. How easily we could imagine the great Chinese pilgrim ap-proaching the lofty portals of the then spiritual metropolis of the far-flungEmpire of Buddhism! Those were the spacious days when 10,000 studentsand more than 1,000 teachers thronged the cells and cloisters of its dozennine-storeyed monastery buildings, when daily one hundred lectureswere delivered, when its three great libraries treasured up the accumu-lated wisdom of more than 1,000 years of Buddhist religion and culture,and when the aged and venerable Silabhadra, at whose feet YuanChwang sat for many years, presided over the studies and directed thespiritual practices of monks of more than fifty nationalities. Now theplace was deserted. 800 years ago Nalanda had been sacked by the icono-clastic fury of the Muslim invader, its monks slaughtered, its treasurecarted away. For six whole months the palm-leaf manuscripts in the threelibraries had burned. As we paced along the cool corridors, and peeredinto the secluded cells, Kashyap-ji and I could not help wondering what it
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had been like to be a monk at Nalanda and whether, now that Buddhismwas returning to India, it would ever be possible for a new Nalanda to risefrom the ashes of the old.From Nalanda to Rajgir was a distance of only seven or eight miles, butthe exertions of the last few days were beginning to tell on Kashyap-ji andwhen, twenty-four hours later, we left the Nalanda area, it was not on footbut seated in one of five or six tiny railway carriages behind a brisk littleengine of the local branch line. We had gone for alms in the village ofSarichak, which according to some scholars was the birthplace ofShariputra, and given two more lectures, and it was time for us to be onour way.In Rajgir we stayed at the Japanese Buddhist Temple, a modesttwo-storeyed building which was situated almost at the foot of the Vipularange and faced west towards the site of the Veluvana or Bamboo Grove,where the Buddha had often stayed. In the absence of the Japanesemonks, who had either left for Japan just before the war or been interned,there was the usual Hindu cuckoo in the Buddhist nest, the cuckoo in thiscase being a long-bearded ascetic who had once belonged to theRamakrishna Mission. Though he came to meet us at the station, andthough he made us welcome enough, he was clearly more interested innaturopathy than in Buddhism. In the shrine upstairs the images on thealtar were inches deep in dust and cobwebs. Shocked by the sight,Kashyap-ji and I at once set to work and cleaned things up, carefully putt-ing to one side the grimy photographs of Sri Ramakrishna and SwamiVivekananda that had usurped the place of honour. Though most of histime was taken up by his naturopathic practice, the good swami was notaltogether neglectful of the religious traditions of the temple, which be-longed to a branch of the Nichiren sect. For half an hour every evening hebanged away at the big Japanese drum, bawling as he did so the words ofthe great mantra namu myoho renge-kyo � �Salutation to White Lotus Su-tra!�Our first expedition was to the site of the Bamboo Grove, which lay onthe other side of the road not far from the foot of the Ratnagiri Range. Nota single bamboo was to be seen. In fact, there was hardly any vegetation,and what with the heaps of rubble that were lying all around, the appear-ance of the place was drear and desolate. A few yards south of the site,however, there was a training camp for gram sevaks, or village workers,from the Patna and Gaya Districts of Bihar. In response to their invitationwe addressed them on Buddhism, Buddhist culture, naturopathy,untouchability, and other subjects almost daily during the next two
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weeks. Another expedition took us to the Pippala Cave, which was not acave at all but a huge, fortress-like structure built entirely of enormousblocks of roughly-dressed stone. According to tradition it had been occu-pied by Mahakashyapa, whom the Buddha had declared to be the fore-most of his disciples for ascetic practices, even as Shariputra was theforemost in wisdom and Maudgalyayana the foremost in psychic pow-ers. On this expedition we were not alone. With us were Reverend RiriNakayama, a dignitary of the Shin School of Japanese Buddhism whohad come to India for a pacifist conference, and Venerable Amritananda,a rising young Newar monk who had received his training in Ceylon. Onanother occasion we were accompanied by a strange young Americanwho had adopted the Vaishnava faith. Awkwardly clad in a white dhoti,and with the tiki or crown-lock of the orthodox Hindu, he was more thana little eccentric, and I could not help wondering whether, in the inscruta-ble ways of �Providence�, this transatlantic travesty of the genuine Indianarticle was not meant as a warning to me. Every five or ten minutes he as-sured us, in broken Hindi, and at great length, that he was a strict vegetar-ian, and that his motto was �Only pure food, from a pure hand, in a purehouse.� By �pure� he of course meant vegetarian. He also informed us thathe would like to hold satsangh or spiritual communion with us, and thatwe were free to ask him any question. Whenever Kashyap-ji asked himanything, however (I declined to do so), he at once adopted an expressionof intense self-satisfaction, cast up his eyes, and declared �That is a secretbetween me and my guru!� Less ecstatic than the American Vaishnava,but more open to discussion, was the priest in charge of the local RomanCatholic mission, with whom Kashyap-ji and I had a long �comparative�talk about mysticism, Christian and Buddhist. Since my teacher hadnever been inside a Christian place of worship, we spent a few minutes inthe mission chapel. It was strange to see the red light that indicated thepresence of the Blessed Sacrament burning in such a place. When we left,the priest handed me two books by Thomas Merton, an author whosename I had not heard before. The two books were Seven Storey Mountainand Seeds of Contemplation. Perhaps I could find time to read them, he said.I certainly could. Devouring the books back at the Japanese temple Idiscovered that Thomas Merton was an Irish-American Catholic who, asa young man, had become a Trappist monk. Seven Storey Mountain, whichwas his autobiography, did not appeal to me very much. It was pervadedby an atmosphere I disliked � the stifling atmosphere of Roman Catholicdomestic piety. Seeds of Contemplation, however, a collection of essays, ap-pealed to me more strongly than might have been expected. Despite the
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author�s predominantly theistic idiom, several of his insights appearedstrikingly relevant to my own spiritual situation, even to my own spir-itual needs. For some time past I had been greatly preoccupied with thequestion of the ego, not only with the theoretical question of what it was,or was not, but with the more practical one of how to get round it, or getrid of it, or get beyond it. Meditation did not seem enough. Somethingmore drastic and more down-to-earth was needed, something that couldbe practised every hour of the day, something that would provide a con-stant check to the unruly motions of the egoistic will. In Seeds of Contem-plation I found what I wanted, or at least a clear enough indication of it.The disciple should surrender his will absolutely to the will of his spiritualsuperior. In small matters as in great he should have no will of his own,not even any personal wishes or preferences. This was the secret. Thiswas the way to subjugate the ego, if not to destroy it completely. Thoughthe idea was certainly not unfamiliar to me, it had never struck me so forc-ibly before, and I resolved to apply it forthwith to my relations withKashyap-ji. In future his wishes would be my law. I would have no wishesof my own. Whenever he asked me if I would like to do something, as inthe goodness of his heart he often did, I would reply that I had no prefer-ence in the matter, and that we would do just as he wished. For the re-mainder of the time that we were together I faithfully adhered to thisresolution. As a result, I had no troubles, and experienced great peace ofmind. What the priest at the mission would have thought, had he knownthat Seeds of Contemplation had helped me in this way, I cannot imagine.Still less can I imagine what Father Merton would have thought. Perhapshe would not have been greatly surprised. In later years he becamedeeply interested in the spiritual teachings of the East, particularly in Tao-ism and Zen Buddhism, and in fact died in a Buddhist monastery inBangkok � from an accident caused by a faulty electrical connection. Ihave sometimes wondered if there was a moral to be drawn from the bi-zarre and tragic manner of his end.Our most important expedition � indeed, the climax of our travels in theLand of the Great Disciples � took us to a place that was not only fartheraway and higher up than either the Bamboo Grove or the Pippala Cavebut of even greater spiritual significance. Taking advantage of a suddenchange in the weather, which since our arrival in Rajgir had been cold,windy, and rainy, we set out one Sunday afternoon for the Gridhrakuta orVulture Peak. Our way led through the hill-encircled valley where the oldcity of Rajagriha, capital of the kingdom of Magadha, had once stood. Aswe entered the opening known as the North Gate we at once became
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aware of the pin-drop silence of the place. The road, which must have ex-isted in the time of the Buddha and King Bimbisara, ran southwardthrough a dense jungle of huge white-flowered cactus trees that werebranched like candelabra, ragged thorn bushes, and clumps of slim yel-low bamboo. After walking for about half an hour in the hot sunshine wepassed the ruins of the Manniyar Math, a Jain temple which had origi-nally been a seat of snake-worship. Soon after this we came to the site ofBimbisara�s Jail. Here it was that the aged king had been imprisoned byhis son Ajatasatru. Only the foundations of the building remained. Ac-cording to Buddhist tradition the unhappy monarch used to gaze fromhis cell window eastward towards the Vulture Peak where he could seethe Buddha, conspicuous in his yellow robe, walking up and down. It wasin these circumstances that the Buddha, appearing in a spiritual body tothe devoted consort of the dethroned king, preached for her consolationthe Mahayana sutra known as �The Meditation on the Buddha of EternalLife�.Shortly afterwards the road branched off towards the east and beforelong we were ascending the lower slopes of the Ratnagiri Range. As weclimbed up we could not help admiring the almost cyclopean strengthand skill of the ancient engineers who had paved the road with such hugeflat stones and built up giant steps at regular intervals. Small brick struc-tures, now in ruins, marked the points where King Bimbisara had de-scended from his chariot and where he had dismissed his retinue beforemaking the final ascent. At both of these Kashyap-ji and I rested for a fewminutes and enjoyed the cool breeze that came sweeping across themountain-top. The Vulture Peak itself was an enormous mass of rockwhich some primeval convulsion of the earth�s crust had flung up withsuch violence that, as the almost vertical lines of its strata plainly showed,it was now standing practically on end. At the foot of the rock the roadnarrowed to a path which, having spiralled round the peak from east towest past a succession of caves and grottoes, finally thrust upwards andemerged at a square platform whereon stood the ruins of a brick structureonce occupied by the Buddha. From here one could see the whole valleyat a single glance. To the west lay the Golden Range, Sonagiri, to thenorth-west the Brilliant Range, Vaibharagiri, to the south the AmpleRange and the Jewel Range, Vaipulyagiri and Ratnagiri, and to the norththe Uplifted Range, Udayagiri. Hither the Buddha had been accustomedto retire from the comparative noise and bustle of the Bamboo Grove.Here he had spent the pleasant spring days and starry summer nightsplunged in profound meditation. From this dizzy eminence, he had
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gazed down on the many-storeyed mansions, the busy streets, thecrowded markets, of the great and ancient city of Rajagriha. Most impor-tant of all, here on the wind-swept heights of the Vulture Peak � at thesummit, as it were, of mundane existence � he had revealed to the mostreceptive of his disciples the transcendental splendours of the White LotusSutra, his ultimate teaching, the sutra in which is enacted the Drama ofCosmic Enlightenment, the great drama in which all the different �ways�of the Buddha�s Teaching are shown to be comprised in the Great Way,the One Way, the Way of the Buddha, and in which the Buddha himself isrevealed not only as a historical figure but as an eternally active spiritualprinciple � the principle of Enlightenment.As we gazed, even as the Master must have gazed, first at the valley1,000 feet below � once a populous city, now an impenetrable jungle �then at the blue encircling hills, and finally beyond the hills to the greenand fertile fields, the mud-walled villages, the pleasant mango groves, ofancient Magadha, the modern Bihar, a prayer went forth from my heart. Iprayed that not only in this land, the Land of the Great Disciples, but inevery land, men might hearken to the Voice of the Buddha, as it soundedfrom the unseen heights of the spiritual Vulture Peak. I prayed that theymight set their feet on the Path leading to their own and others� Enlight-enment. Finally, I prayed that I too might one day be enabled to help insome way towards this end. Though I did not know it, the last part of myprayer was to be granted sooner than I expected.
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Chapter Fifty
FACING MOUNT KANCHENJUNGA
A quarter of a mile upstream, the graceful white arch of Teesta Bridgefloated like a dream between the steep tree-clad slopes. Within a few min-utes we were across, and the jeep that had been sent to fetch us fromSiliguri Station was shooting up the mountainside along a succession ofhairpin bends that lifted us several hundred feet above the river everyfew minutes. Already the figures on the bridge looked no bigger thanants, while the river itself lay like a ribbon of grey-green jade between themountains. Every time we swung round a bend new perspectivesopened up before us, each one vaster and more awe-inspiring than thelast. Behind us, to the west, loomed the mauve and indigo masses of theDarjeeling hills, while across the River Rungeet, to the north, the moun-tains of Sikkim flowed in ridge upon smoke-blue ridge to the far horizon.Soon the air grew quite cold, though the sky was a vivid blue and the sun-shine more brilliant than ever. We were above the clouds. Looking down,we could see them drifting in fleecy white masses down the valley, fol-lowing the course of the river. With the change of altitude came a changeof vegetation. Sal forest gave way to fir and pine, while the bamboo be-came smaller and less frequent. Every few hundred yards an explosion ofpure scarlet proclaimed the presence of the giant poinsettias. Thatchedcottages flashed past. Shops, shrines.� When we were seven or eightmiles from Teesta Bridge, and nearly 3,000 feet above sea level, thatchedcottages began to change into English bungalows with tiled roofs andtrim gardens and soon, strung out along the saddleback before us, I sawthe town of Kalimpong.It did not take Kashyap-ji and me many days to realize that we were in anew world. On our arrival we had been accommodated in a two-storeybuilding just above Ninth Mile, and every day we walked through themain street to Tenth Mile, where a Newar merchant whom Kashyap-ji



had once met in Calcutta gave us our morning meal. Most of the shopsthat were jammed up against one another on either side of the roadseemed to belong to Indians, but the people passing up and down were ofa dozen different national origins. By far the greater number wereNepalis of various castes and tribes, many in traditional Mogul-type cos-tume, with kukris thrust into their waist-bands and enormous wickerbaskets on their backs. Indians were well represented, though, and in-cluded Marwari merchants in saffron-yellow headgear, turbaned andbearded Sikhs, Bihari sweepers with long crown-locks, and Bengaliclerks. There were also stocky Bhutanese in striped knee-length gowns, afew Chinese � the older generation in black silk trouser-suits � and asprinkling of small, shy Lepchas from the forests of Sikkim. There waseven the occasional pink-faced European, more often than not with a bigblack bible clutched beneath the arm.Most striking of all, however, were the Tibetans, who so far as numberswent were second only to the Nepalis. Tall and barrel-chested, withgowns kilted up to the knee, ten-gallon hats thrust far back on theirheads, and short swords dangling at their sides, they swaggered downthe main street looking as though they owned the place. In a sense ofcourse they did own it. Kalimpong owed its undoubted prosperity to thefact that it was the focal point of the trade with Tibet, exporting suchthings as cigarettes, kerosene, fountain-pens, and wrist-watches to theLand of the Lamas, and receiving in exchange wool, yak-tails, and musk.In the absence of motorable roads, everything had to be transported onthe backs of mules. As we approached Tenth Mile, Kashyap-ji and I oftensaw forty or fifty of the heavily-laden beasts coming along the road in agreat cloud of dust to the accompaniment of a tuneful jingle-jangle ofmule bells and much cheerful shouting and whip-cracking on the part ofthe red-cheeked muleteers. Whether they were arriving or departing wehad no means of telling, but men and beasts alike seemed in good condi-tion, while the leader-mule tossed his red plumes proudly as he steppedout at the head of the caravan.But much as Nepalis and Indians, Bhutanese and Sikkimese, Europe-ans and Tibetans, contributed to the colourfulness of the scene, it was notsimply on account of their presence that Kalimpong was a new world.The whole atmosphere of the place was different. Coming as we did fromthe plains, where only too often life stagnates in its accustomed channels,we experienced everything as being not only fresher and cleaner butmore sparkling and alive. It was like drinking ice-cold champagne afterwarmed-up soup. People went about their perfectly ordinary affairs in a
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perfectly ordinary manner, but whether on account of the altitude, or forsome other reason, there was a sense of exhilaration in the air, as though itwas the festive season, or as though they were all on holiday. Missionariesalone excepted, there was a smile on every face, and while it would be anexaggeration to say that there was a song on everybody�s lips we couldhardly put our head out of the window without hearing, loud and clear inthe distance, the cheerful melody of the latest popular film song. And thecolours! On account of these alone Kalimpong would have been a newworld. From the blues and purples of the mountains to the reds and yel-lows of the flowers in the Nepali women�s hair, they were all preternatu-rally vivid, as in a Pre-Raphaelite painting. Sometimes, indeed, theyglowed with such intensity that everything seemed to be made of jewels.And all the time, above the mirth and the music, above the life and the col-our, above the steadfastness of nature and the security of civilization �above everything � there were the snows.On the morning of our arrival they had been veiled, and we had seennothing of them, but since then they had shone forth every day, and oftenfor the whole day. With the blue of the valleys at their feet and the blue ofthe sky above their heads, the shimmering white masses stretched fromend to end of the horizon majestic beyond belief. Since the buildingwhere Kashyap-ji and I were staying faced north, we had an uninter-rupted view of Mount Kanchenjunga, the second highest peak in the en-tire Himalayan range and the third highest in the world. In the earlymorning it was particularly beautiful. Looking out of the window just be-fore dawn, I would see it glimmering ghostly in the blue twilight, morelike ice than snow. Then, as the sun started rising, the bluish tip of thesummit would be flushed by a fiery pink that, in a matter of minutes, hadtravelled all the way down the peak. Soon the whole range would be amass of pink embers glowing against the pale blue sky. Pink wouldchange to crimson, crimson to apricot, apricot to the purest, brightestgold. Finally, as the sun cleared the horizon, gold would change to silverand silver to dazzling white. On particularly fine days the mountain worea white plume, almost like a plume of smoke. According to the experts,this was caused by a strong wind blowing the loose snow from its summit.But whether it wore its plume or not, and regardless of the time of day, Iwas never tired of looking up at Mount Kanchenjunga as it sat enthronedin the sky. Totally absorbed in itself though it was, and utterly oblivious ofmy existence, the great white peak nonetheless seemed to speak to me.What it said, I did not know, but perhaps, if I stayed in Kalimpong longenough, and looked hard enough, I would come to understand.
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Though I did not then know it, I was to stay there for the next fourteenyears. After weeks of indecision, Kashyap-ji had finally made up his mindnot to return to the Benares Hindu University. Instead, he would spendsome time meditating in the jungles of Bihar, where a yogi whom heknew had a hermitage. Perhaps, as he meditated, it would become clearto him what he ought to do next. Meanwhile, I was to remain inKalimpong. �Stay here and work for the good of Buddhism,� he told me,squeezing himself into the front seat of the jeep that was taking him toSiliguri. �The Newars will look after you.� There was little that I could say.Though I did not really feel experienced enough to work for Buddhismon my own, and though I doubted whether the Newars were quite soready to look after me as Kashyap-ji supposed, the word of the guru wasnot to be disobeyed. Bowing my head in acquiescence, I paid my respectsin the traditional manner, Kashyap-ji gave me his blessing, and the jeepwas off.I was left facing Mount Kanchenjunga.
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